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The PRESIDENT took the chair at five
minutes. to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
1\10~EY LE.\DERS BILL.
. This Bill was retu.rned from the Legislative Assembl \. with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments.
The amendments were ordered to be taken
into consideration on the next clay of meetmg.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No·5)·
This Bill w.as received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. J.
DAVIES, was read a first
time.

M:

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACTS.
SPECIAL WAGES BOARDS.
Messages were received from th~ L~gis
lative Assembly requesting the concurrence
of the Council in resolutions which had
been passed by the Assembly for the establishment of Special Wages Boards in
connexion with the following trades:'Manufactures of carriages, carts and other
vehicles, and the business of a farrier.
The consideration of the messages was
made an Order of the Da\' for Tuesdav,
December 11.
.
.
MALDO.\ RATES BILL (.\0. 2).
This Bill w.as re::eived from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motion of
the Hon. J. M.-' DAVIES, was read a first
time.
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS
DEATHS AND MARRIAGES ACT
FUR THER AMEND~1EKT BILL.
On the Order of the Day {or the second
reading of this Bill,
The Hon. W. PITT remarked that thIS
"as a private member's Bill.
He had
move.d the first reading of the Bill to enable a private member in this House to take
the Bill up. As no private memcer w.as
ready to take it up, he begged to moveThat the Order of the Dav be postponed to
,\Yednesc!ay, 5th December. .

The motion was agreed to.

Suffrage Bill.

ADULT SuFFRAGE EILL.
8n the Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill,
, The PRESIDENT said-Before Mr.
Melville proceeds with this Bill, I wis~
to point out to the House that while one
port10n of the Bill is in order, the other
portion is not. Clause 3 of the Bill is new
rr:atter, which has not yet been considered
by this Hous-e. It proposes to give the
eiectoral franchise to women who are qua.lified in the same way as males are now qualiThat is new, and
fied for this Chamber.
has not yet been considered by Par liarnent.
But the port~cn of the Bill contained in
clauses 4, 5, and 6 has already been dealt
with this session, and therefore cannot properl y be considered nm\'. I\leanwhile I will
not stop the Bill so far as it is. in order.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES remarked
that under the circumstances Mr. lVlelville
pe~haps would not proceed with the Bill.
It was quite evident that a number of those
who voted last time in favour of what was
proposed in the Bill would not be prepared
to vote for a Bill that only dealt with a
portion of the subject.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
he had apparently two courses open to him.
One was to take a week to consider the
p:>sition. and the other was: to go On with
the Bill, and to rectifv it in accordance
with wh.at might be the 'will of the House.
He had been told bv som~ honorable mem~
bers that the" did -not wish to be hurried
over this mat'ter. He understood that the
next day of meeting would be Tuesday next.
If hononble members would give him their
~ttontion he was ready to go on with the
Bill.
'1'h2 HO~l. J. I\1. DAVI~S.-GO on with
it now.
The Han. D. i\lELVILLE said that in
a c:ueer c.f ahcut a ouarte! of a century in
the House he had often experienced' this
curious thing: He had been almost singlehanded in some of the proposals that had
h2en made, and had often retired when defeated with the feeling that the opposition
\Va.s so enormously strong that it was imp0ssible that that opposition could be. overc::mie in any reasonable time., But all thf'
measures that he hac} fancied were good
for the ccuntrv, but which were at the time
regarded as ri'diculolls, had hy steady, persiE.tent reasoning .appeared to have lost
a great deal of what was thought to be ob.ie:.:tionable in them, and he was to-night
dealing with the last one of this character,
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:which had taken his .attention, and excited
.his enthusiasm-a Bill to provide for the
women's vote. He was not disheartened.
The fate of the past would be the fate of
the future. It was no use his honorable
friends again presenting that strong back,
for their attitude would be that recorded in
..the old story about those who, s\vearing
they would ne'er consent, finally did consent. That had been the history of this
··Chamber.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-It is ladies
who do that.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said the matter had often presented itself to him in
.that aspect, and he was hopeful th.at he
would survive to see this last special point
in his political card become the law of the
.land. The late l\1r. Stanbridge was the
nrst to take up the question of women's
suffrage, and he did tha.t in this House
long before the law was passed in New
.zealand. That gentleman was very strongly
,conservative, as everybody knew. He was
.a wealthy gentleman, .and he thought a
.great injustice was being done to his politi.cal cause in that day, and he induced him
,(Mr. Melville) by a few observations to
.come to his assistance and second the pro.posal to give votes to women. Of course
the House then met the proposal with a
.sort of derision. The idea of giving women
.a vote had not occurred to anyone practi.-cally in the Colonies in those days, and
when he (Mr. Melyille) rose to say only a
-few words he was astonished to find the
'matter was received with 'something like ridicule. But although the proposal was not ac'cepted, and the measure was rejected here,
.the Cole-nies of New Zealand and South
Australia took it up, and in due time the
whole of Australasia, with the exception
-of Victoria, h.a.d passed this legislation. It
was the law of the land in every State but
this. In the Commonwealth Act there was
power for the full· recognition of the
women's vote, and that Act was passed by
"tbis House. Honorable members of this
House seemed to think that their politics
were outraged by what had ha,ppened, and
that instead of the women's vote being a
{;onservative vote, it had turned in a direction they did not anticipate, and went
with the' popular party. - They thought
th:lt the cause of the extremists h.ad been
'helped during the' las't few years bv the
women's vote, and ::\. number of honorable
members in this House, who were opposed
to womanhood suffrage, had gone into a
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sort of fortified intrenchment, and had determined, whatever the great Commcnwealth might enjoy and believe in, that
they, the few members who were against the
women's vote, would stand out stoutly
against it. It was not for him to judge
those honorable members:
As he had
already stated, he had seen their intrenchments taken one by one, and the gentlemen
who had occupied those intrenchments sent
away. A few days ago honorable members met a number of those who had legislated with them in times gone by, and it
had occurred to him on that occasion, when
Mr. David Ham and others were present,
that if a vote could have been taken that
night an womanhood suffrage, the proposal
would have been carried. Notwithstanding
that honorable members had given the Commonwealth the power to obtain the women' 3
vote, they stood now before all the States
in the anorna,lous position of being opposed
to that legislation. This fact was pointed
to by people all over Australia and New
Zealand, and Victorians were asked what
kind of Upper House they had now, that
w.as able to fortify itself so completely as
to defeJ.t for fifteen times a Bill that had
been sent up by the Assembly. One reason
why he was bringing this proposal forward
at the present moment was that he had
promised his constituents that while he was
a member of the House he would do his dutv
with regard to womanhood suffrage, and
would see that even- session it should have
a chance of being passed.
Honorable
members whe were opposed to this DfOposal must, therefore, not think he ;vas
rIoing anything but what he had promised
to do. He had alwavs done that, and he
intended to do that to-night. What held
brought him more to this position to-night
was that he read in a newspaper a v~rv
happy expression of the Attorney-GeneniJ
at some meeting which the honorable gentlem.an attended. He (Mr. Melville) did
not remember exa.-ctl y whether the meeting
was in this Ch<,tmber, but the remark had
appeared in print. The Attornev-GeneraI
on th:1t occasion said, "We are a -House of
review, and when we are satisfied that the
public mind h.as had a chance of fully COllsidering a matter that is coming before us~
I am of opinion that this House ought to
pa.ss the' measu~~." AlthQugh it might be
saId, and he belIeved it to be true, that this
was a HOLIse of review, and that the Ho'use
had grown more into a Ch,amber of that
character than it used to be, still
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the House was something more than a
Eouse of review. The Attorney-General
was not the only honorable member of this
House who had expressed himself in that
manner, nor was this the only Government
a member of which had expressed himself
in that way.
If the Council was only a
House of review, in what aspect did it
stand to-day in respect to this question of
\\"omanhood suffrage? It stood in a most
ridiculous position from the point of view
that it should only give .a fair and reasonable time for the people to consider a question. While we in Victoria had been waiting to bring this law into effect, all the
other States and Colonies of Australasia
had adopted it. We were the only exception. It might well be asked on behalf of
the women who had formed National
Leagues, and who were combating for their
rights., when was this House supposed to
have recognised that the public had arrived
at a decision, and when should it cease to
operate in this matter as a House of review.? Was the Council to review this m.atter for ever? Dad anyone doubt that the
public opinion of Victoria had set its mark
of approval on this proposal?
If the
House continued to exercise its right as a
House of review, was it any wonder that
people should ask how it was the public
had put up with it so long?
After that
eloquent and happy exp-ression crf the Attorney~General, in which the duties of a
House of review were mentioned, could not
honorable members pass the measure that
the public had made up its· mind about?
It was an anomalous position in which the
House stood, unless honorable members
held th.at they had autocratic power within
the four corners of the Constitution Act
which they had got from. Great Britain.
Were they. to take up the position of a
"1\Tapoleon or Louis XIV., and say, ''l' Etat
c' est moi"? Were they going to say that
they would hold out for fifteen yeaas or
twenty years, or it might be for 100 years,
and that the other place cOlIld sena the Bill
up as often as they liked, but that the
Council were intrenched, and that they
would remain intrenched and fully fortified? If that was the position the House
was taking up, it might as well be avowed,
so that the public might know thai th.at was
so. Let it be understood that there was to
be no limit with regard to this particular
question, and that the Council had nailed
its colours to the mast.
He hoped the
House would not· take up this position. If
Hon. D. Melville.
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they wanted further information on the
matter .and asked that the Chamber should
receive mme education on the subject, he
must confess, on looking at two or three
honorable members he saw here, that it.
had been a terribly slow business to educate them. If they wanted more educa:tion on this question he would not like [0
be the schoolmaster. Was there anything
that should frighten honorable members?
They could see wh.at had happened in the
other States which had passed this Women's.
Suffrage Bill. If it was his duty to his·
friends to trv to educate them further he·
would have word or two to say with regard to what had happened in other places·.
He had perhaps better take the views
which were expres'sed by one or two visitorswho had gone through the Australian Colon~es during the last few years, and had'
noted the result of the women's vote. He·
had gone to the trouble to acquaint himself with the opinion on this subject of
some of the visitors. One of these visitors·
had noted the effect of the women's vote in
New Zealand, and had published a book
containing his observations on the subject.
This writer was Andre Siegfried. ~ho'
spoke of the position there of the Upper
House. This writer said-

a

The Up.per Chamber at first refused it. To.
the surpri"se of everybody, however, the Bill
passed the next day after the refusal, and at
one stroke the women found themselves in possession of the right to vote.

He would pass over the rest of the writer's.
remarks until he came to the part \V'here he·
described what happened after woman got
the right to voteIt is unnecessary either to exaggerate or dim.·
inish the importance of this movement. It isnot the commencement 01 a new era. It has not
had the result that certain enthusiasts thought it
would have.
Since the change the number of
votes has doubled, but the respecfive proportions
of parties remain the same. It is not, however,
an insignificant event, for the vote of the women.
has gradually entered into the manners or the·
people, and apparently has done so for ever. It
is sufficient just to take a look at the statistics.
of the elections of 1893, 1896, 1899, and 1902
to see what the feminine vote is in number.

He desired honorable members to pay par-·
ticular attention to this trenchant summary
of the figures. In 1893 t'here were 139,471
adult females, of whom 109,461 were on
the voters' roll, and 90,200 voted.
In
18 9 6 there were 15-9,656 women entitled to
vote, of whom 142,305 were on the roll
and 108,000 recorded their votes. In 1899,
out of 171,373 adult females in the colony,
there were 163,215 on the rolls, and
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I I 9, 150 recorded their votes.
In 19 02
.there were 195,000 women eligible to vote,
..of whom 185,944 were on the rolls, and no
fewer than 138,565 voted.
This showed
how these women, when they began to take
. an interest in the vote, took care that they
were on the rolls and did their duty. Dur'-ing all those years from 1893 to 1902, and
.. up to this day, the enthusiasm of the women
for the cause which they bad espoused had
.been faithfully and fully maintained. He
would like to -show the House also how the
women voted, for there were all kinds of
fables and romances abQut how the women
would vote and what would happen when
.tbey were enfranchised.
Polling day in
.the year 1893 fell on 23rd November. It
'was a great day for New Zealand, a
.glorious day in the minds of all of fhem.
1\1. Siegfried stated:-

The morning of the eventful d~y was bright
and fine almost every\'v-here throughout the
CClony. The women began to vote early, and
by an amicable arrangement were allowed in
.the cities to have cert.ain booths pretty much to
In several districts
.themsel yes until midday.
the Committees took care that a woman's vote
should be the first vote recorded. The workmen's wives put their Sunday clothes on anr!
walked to the nearest poll.
Sometimes their
men kind escorted them. for it was a general,
though not a universal, holiday. More often
·the women of one or two neighbouring families
made up a party, and went out together to vote.
Between noon and 2 o'clock dinner came before
politics.
In the ttfternoon the women again
·thronged the booths, and had almost all comfortably voted by tea time, when the rush of
workmen began to flood the polls. All things
were done in courtesy and order without rudeness. Good natured neighbours took it in turn
to look after each others' children while the
voting was going on. Each woman armed herself con5cientiously with her number and at the
brJ ~ot the novices went through the ordeal with
much credit.

That was the very first onset of the new
-order of things, and to their credit the same
thing went on to this day. Let honorable
members think for a moment that 100,000
women in New Zealand, without any 'special training, having secured the vote bv
legislative action, duly recQrded their voteS,
and for ten years had gone on doing so in
increa'sing numbeTs. Were we of a race that
was not able to trust its women as well as
thev had been trusted in New Zealand?
'Vould even the great enthusiast against
the women's cause in this House-Dr.
Embling-tell him anvthing that had happened in any of the States. but preferably
New Zealand, that s'howed that the women',
"in the exercise of their franchise, had not
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He challenged
done credit to our race?
Dr. Embling to do so .
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-I prefer
Victoria.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said so did
he. He was perfectly satisfied that if this
House conferred the franchise on the
women for State elections, not one ,honorable member need have the least fear of the
result.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING. - I know
I
thev hate it for the Commonwealth.
have been canvassing them, and I know.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he knew
Dr. Embling was one Df those who was
intrenched and fortified against argument
in this matter. The da.y might come when
the honorable member would change his
He (Mr. Melville) must not deviews.
spair.
He had seen this House utterl v
against one man one vote, and against all
the other extensions Qf the franchise that
had ultimately been carried. As time \rent
on, all the items Dn his political card that
he had begun with had become law except
this one, to which all t:he Qpposition cam~
from two or three gentlemen Qnly. Strange
to say, those who were fDrtified against
this reform were so secure in certain environments that it was almost impossible,
by mere reasoning, to get their verdict. The
position taken up by the women in this
matter was perfectly unassailable.
They
said to this House, C C Are you a House of
review?
We have waited long and earnestl y for this reform, but we see all our
sisters in the other States enjoying this privilege, which we believe is for the benefit,
not onlv of the women themselves, but of
the whole country.
On what grounds or
reason or justice can vou denv it to us anv
longer" ? A,t the present moment there were
probablv 100,000 women earning their
bread by the sweat of their brows, just the
same as the men, .and when thev lDoked at
th~ir si.st~rs in the other States enjoying
thIS pnvIlege they felt compelled to ask
c; What are we that we should be treated
differently"?
Their thoughts might 0'0
back to those ancient cities, w'here a distin~
tion was made between the two sexes. Was
the continued opposition to this reform a
remnant. of an a.ncient civilization breaking
out, as It were, 111 our midst-a civilization
which held that woman was inferior in every
way to man, and must be held as a plavthing- or a slave?
".
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Ko slave about
her.
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The Han. D. MELVTLLE said this was
a question the honorable member had to
discuss with his conscience.
The history
of those days was still to be read. Women
were then in a position that we, with our
greater enlightenment, would despise. We
should be horrified at any proposal to revlert to those conditions.
In parts of
Europe woman was still in an inferior
position, but we, with our western civilization, with all the States around us in advance of us in this movement, still dared
to refuse this privilege to our own wives
and daughters, simply because a few gentlemen were determined that it should not
be granted, no matter what happened, and
no matter 'what were the aspirations, the
education, the intellectual ability, of
womankind. Women could become lawyers,
doctors, sisters in. religion, but they ~nust
not be given votes. Three things stood out
prominently. The women of Victoria aspired to be made equal with their sisters in
the other States.
They looked upon the
distinction that was made as a reflection
on them. They had shown their right to
OCCUPy as high a platform as the women in
any "other civilized community.
They
pa~sed all the tests at the University. They"
were able to write articles dealing with political subjects in a manner of which men
of their own age and time were incapable.
The women at the head of fhis movement,
bv their training, education, and intellectual abilities, were able to do probably
what not one of the men who stood up in
this House against them could do. In. these
circumstances, he felt he was only doing his
duty in putting the case again clearly before the House, and in warning t'he House
of what must follow if this reform was
again refused.
Not only were the oth:f
States astonisihed at the stand taken by thIS
House, but even the old members of the
House, who had gone to the higher sphere
OIf Feder/al politics, were in favour' of
this movement. He read in tihis morning's
paper that Mr. Knox was asked at one of
his meetings, if he was in favour of women's
suffrage for the State Parliament, and .replied that he had come to the conclusIOn
that this 'House had refused it so often
that thev should pass it now.
Tihe Hon. W. H. EMBLING. - What
would yOU sav if you were standing?
.
The" Han." D . MELVILLE said he
would immediately begin to tell .them to
get th.e women to agitate until every man
in the House was in favour of it. Why
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should this anomaly exist any longer? Why
should he and those who felt with him have
to rise periodically in their places and tell
the opponents of this measure that they
were doing a gross· injustice to this House·
itself and to the Victorian Parliament? He
hoped this would be the last time it would
be necessary to ask the House to grant
this reform. If the House passed this Bill
to-night, and sent it to another place, it
would astonish many of those gentlemen.
who were howling at this House for refus~
ing to allow this movement to come to fruition, and it would cause many of thosemen who were speaking against "this Chamber to change their opinions.
He wished!
honorable members now fully to consider·
the position the House was in. A .majority
of four to one voted for a similar measurein another place, and he implored this
House now to pass this Bill. so as to relieve its members of t'he stigma of stub~·
bornness that had been cast on them.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said it was.
needless to dilate very lengthily on this.
subject, as he did not think the oratory
of the greatest man that ever lived would:
move this House as it was at present con:...
stituted. The House was not in touch with
the great wish of the womanhood of this;
community.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-Only a few
women.
The Hon. W. H. EDCi-AR said he happened to introduce a deputation of 300'
women to the Premier about a month ago,
representative of all sections of the womanhood of this State, both country and city.
A finer bodv of women he had never looked'
upon. Their arguments were so strong that
they had a very marked effect on the Premier.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Some of tbem
deliberatelv insulted this House.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he'
did not believe that any woman in this country would insult this House The time had'
arrived when the House could not with any
degree of consistency refuse this vote any
longer. . A good deal had been said about
rhe women of the different States having
this privilege and using it to the very best
advantage. It was gratifying to know that
in the' .commonwealth sphere the women
were being. gradually educated up to
a sense of their responsibilities, and
the trust that was reposed in them.
He predicted that at the forthcoming Federal elections 3. larger vote
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of women than of men would be polled.
He failed to understand "~hy this Hou~e
should any longer -deny t~is r~ght and pnvileae to the women of Vlctona. He was
con~inced however, that no argument
would alt~r a single vote in th~s Cham~er
to-night, so he would content hImself WIth
stating that ihe supported the measure, and
'he hoped it would have the vote of t~e
Government behind it, so that even at thIS
late hour of the session a true expression
of the opinion of this House might be obtained on this all-important subject.
The Hon. T. C. 'HARW'OOD said he
did 'not propose to say much on t~is question, but something ought to be saId about
it. Only a few weeks ago. the House dealt
with it, deliberately coullng to the conclusion t'hat it should not ~ passed, an?
they were now asked to rescInd that. d~I
sian. Mr. Melville was very sanguIne In
his views on the subject, but the honorable
member surprised Ihim a little by introducing it with a quotation from Don Juan, of
all the works that could possibly have been
referred to. He did not know whether the
honorable member's communications with
the ladies induced him to indulge in that
quotation, but it struck him as a very peculiar thing with which to commence a s~h
on this question. This measure w~s nothmg
but a hybrid affair.
The PresIdent had
ruled that the greater portion of it, as .it
had been dealt with a few weeks ago m
the Bill which came from another place.
could not be properly brought before this
Chamber again this session! and therefore
the only ques60n hono;able mem.bers had to
co~sider was whether It w,a,s desHabl,e, even
if they were in favour of women s suffrag,e, to pass a measure of this n~ture
applying only to this Hou?e. He belIeved
the ladies were more anXIOUS to get vot~s
for the Legislative Assembly than for thIS
House. He did not think any honorable
members would be disposed to go over the
Thes~ arguments
old ground ag~in.
been refuted tIme after tIme.
Mr. Melville had given quotations from New Zealand.
If necessary, Ihe (Mr. 'Harwood)
could give numbers of quotations <:n the
other side, showing that tlhe operatIon ?f
this law there had been a thorough mIStake from beginning to end, and that it ~ad
done nothing but add to the degradatIon
of \voman rather than to her advancement.
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The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said hedeclined to occupy the time of the Chamber
in doing so. I t was very bad taste to force·
this matter on now, when every hour of
every day was required for honorable'
members to give their attention to important
subjects which were awaiting consideration.
It was merelv a waste of time. Mr. Edgar
prided hims~lf on the fact tJhat he headed!
a deputation of 300 ladies to the Premier.
He read' the report of the deputation,.
and he was very sorry a,t the .expressions:
that fell from one of their number.
He'
knew some of those ladies, and had a great
respect· for fheir positions and talents and'
desires in every way, but one lady, who)
was either a direct descendant of Mrs.
Malaprop or Mrs. Malaprop herself, in-dulged in tihe usual nice "derangement of
epitaphs" about members of this Chamber.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Deliberate insults.
The Hon. T. ,C. 'HARWOOD said it
was a very deliberate inlSult, and nothing'
else, but he would not ha,ve referred to it
had not Mr. Edgar prided himself on having~
introduced the 'deputation.
The honorable member might ha,ve checked any such
talk. He proposed that the House should'
deal with this measure now precisely in.
the same way as previouslv.
Therefore,
as an amendment on Mr. Melville's motion,
he begged to mo\OeThat the word "now" in the motion "That:
the Bill be now read a second time," be omitted:
with a view of adding the words "this day six
months."

The Hon. W. H. EMBLIXG seconded:
the amendment.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said on t'he·
last occasion he spoke very shortly, becausehe considered that the House was seizedl
of the arguments already. 'Honorable members were put in a very awkward pre~ica
ment by this Bill, because it contamed
a part of what had aJread)'. been decided'
this session, and the President had ruled'
that the matter could not be introduced
again. If it came to a vote, he could not
vote for the franchise being given to ladies;
for the Legislative Council alone. He
felt that it should be for both Houses or for
the Assembly. The last Bill that came up'
asked the Council to grant the frandhise to'
ladies for the Assembl y. There was a very
strong reason why that Bill should havebeen entertained favorably, and that wasT:he Han. D. MELVILLE.-Why not give because the Assembly wished it, and the·
them?
laidies who asked for it wished it, but to,
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a.sk honorable members to vote for the fran- comn~unity idling their time and living in
chise for women for this Chamber only, luxunous ease, but were earning their livwhen this Chamber had hitherto objected to ing by their Own hard work, that the laws
it, seemed an absurdity. He knew Mr. affected them very seriouslv, and that they
:Melville did not intend that, but intended wan~ed to have. something to say in the
that the Bill should apply to both Houses. makmg, amendmg, and repealincr of them.
It was quite clear, however, that as the Therefore, the ladies said that these
question, so far as concerned the Assembly, 140 ,000 women were very anxious to have
had been decided alreadv this session, it a voice in the election of members. Finallv
could not be considered again. As the Bill they said that this was an important epOCh';
must be limited to apply to this Chamber that they had the vote for the Common.
only, he would much rather that Mr. iVlel· ~ealth Parli~ment, that a general elecville and those supporting him withdrew hon was commg on, and that they wanted
the Bill, because if would be an absur· to say something on that occasion. Thev
ditv
to ask for women's franchise stated that if they did not get the franchise
for' this Chamber w"hen it was not now they would have to wait for at least
being given for the other Chamber. three years longer. He thought the ladies
Of course, it did not occur to Mr. Melville who had been working in this matter dewhen he introduced the Bill that he was served great credit for their perseverance
really proposing adult suffrage for this and patience. They had been working very
Chamber only. Having said that-because many years. Thev had got the franchise
he could not support the Bill for this Cham. for the Commonwealth Parliament and
ber only-he wanted to refer to two or !hey ought to be satisfied to keep on' workthree arguments put forth lately why this mg, and ,vhat they wanted would come in
measure should be a,pplied to both Houses. time if it was the right thing. Members
The first was that this Chamber was could not but give these la.dies a meed of
a chamber of review, and if they were praise, even if they did not acrree with them
satisfied tl1Jt the countrv wished the mea,- for. their determination, per~everance, and'
sure to pass they sholUld' not stand against patience and the legitimate means thev had
it. The ladies who were working for tht> taken to bring their views before the Legis.
vote said, " How else can we prove that the lature for the purpose of getting the fran.
~ountry wants it than by having it passed chise.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he had
over and 9ver again in the Chamber that
represents every elector?" Then they sa.id· voted for Bills to give the suffrage to
that there was another wav: of proving that women every time thev had been introduced
the country wanted it, n~mely, by public 'in this Chamber, but he was nut able to
meetings, and they had held public meet- v?te for this Bill. Apart from the obj~.
ings. There was also the method of peti- han that ?nly a portion of it, and that not
tiOlnincr
So that it could be done the most ImpDrtant portion, could be dealt
O Parliament.
"by the Assembly passing the Bill over and "~ith by this House, he did not think it was
over again, by public meetings in favour of nght to ask the Council to do at a later
it,a:nd by petitions. It also remained to be part of the session what it refused to do
proved by the elections for this Chamber. at th~ beginning, unless there were some
The ladies naturallv said that they had new CIrcumstances arising that WQiuld make
·done all except the last, and that t11ey ex- it advisable to do so. This was not a wise
pected this Chamber to weigh the matter ;nove in the. interests of female suffrage.
well, and to say whether thev would con- .r~e worst thl11g that could be done was to
tinue to refuse to pass the Bill or not. Irntate honorable members or to try to force
'There was another thing that the ladies .t?em into doing something that, :1. short
wished' to bring before this Chamber no.w, t1.T1;e. ago, they deliberately expressed their
and which had been hinted at bv Mr. Mel- opmlOn upon. Therefore, in the interests
ville. He (Mr. Balfour) had been told, but o~ the measure itself, he tho.ught it was unhe had not had time to verifv it, that the WIse, and he said, when :1. ladv called on
statistics stated that 140 ,000' women were him some months ago, that it WQuld be unearning their Jiving in this State.
.
wis~, to attempt to. do anything; further this
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-More IS the seSSIOn. It was rIght for tho.se interested
pitv.
i~ the Bill to bring it up session after ses.
The Hon. T. BALFOUR said these Slon, but not to make a second attempt in
"ladies very properly stated to him that these the same session in which thev had failed.
140,000 women were not members of the
For that reason he would vote on this occa-
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sion against the second reading or for the
amendment, whichever came before the
House. When the measure came up aga,in
on a future uccasion he would be prepared
to vote according to his convictions in the
matter.
The Han. A. HICKS said he was
greatly surprised when he took up the
Argus this morning to' find that this subject
was to be introduced in the House to-day.
IHe thought that when members had I'ejected
the proposal this session they would not be
asked to deal with it again in the same session. He was sorry that Mr. Melville had
seen fit to bring the matter before the
House.
As Mr. Harwood had stated, it
was a waste of time, and members ought to
be doing something of more importance.
He did not mean to say that this Bill was
not very important, but there was no hope
whatever of carrying it now. Therefore, it
seemed to him unfortunate that it should
have been introduced. The only way to get
the Bill through the House was for the Government to take it up. No private member would succeed in piloting it through.
Mr. Melville must have known that there
was no hope of the Bill being passed this
session. The Bill would not be passed
until the Government brought it in, or until
tbis Chamber was differently constituted.
He believed that women's franchise would
come-that it must come, and time would
reveal when it would come: The Attorney-General, speaking in this House the
other day, and praising what it had done in
connexion with legislation, stated that
whenever a measure had been introduced in
this House, and the will of the people was
behind it, the House had passed it. That
was not exactly correct, for the will of the
people was behind this Bill.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Oh, no.
The Hon. A. HICKS said the ma1jority
of the men of the State were behind it, and'
he believed the women were in favour of it.
The time wOlUld come when this Chamber
would pass the measure. He was in favour of women's suffrage, but he thought
Mr. Melville had made a big mistake in
introducing it now.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said that.
when 3l similar Bill to this was before the
House he had nothing to sav on it, because
the arguments in favour of it had been
stated over and' over again, but he ,vished
to make a few remarks now. He knew that
some members were verv anxious for a
'division, knowing that they had the numbers. . The Attorney-General had stated
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that there was no use in bringing this Bill.
up again at this time of the session, because members had already dealt with a
similar measure this session. It was just as·
possible for members to change their minds
in the same session as it was for them to·
change them between one session and another. What did it matter whether the time
was three months or twelve months? It
was not contrary to the rules of the House·
for Mr. Melville to introduce the Bill. It
had been stated that there would be a great
saving in the expenditure if the State Parliament had the same rolls as the Federal.
Parliament.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Seventy thousand pounds.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said the·
members of this House were very anxious
to save money, and were always preaching
economy. This was a chance for them to·
economize. There were prominent public
men who, in the past, had opposed women's
franchise, but many of them were beginning to admit that as so many women were
earning their own living they had a right
to the franchise. We gave the francha.se to
men because they were human beings, and
had their rights and liberties to protect.Women were entitled to it for the same reason.
Mr. FitzGerald, on the occasion of
the jubilee of responsible government,
statedvVisely the framers of this Constitution deter-mined that the Legislative Council should be an
elective House, and the wider the suffrage of
the House the more we can rely on the support
of our constituents, and of the people generally.

So that Mr. FitzGerald admifted that the·
wider the franchise for this Chamber the
more members could rely on the support of
their constituents, and of the people generally. Still, thi.s Chamber was always opposed to women's franchise, which would'
widen the franchise to a very considerable
extent, and bring this House more into'
touch with the people.
Some honorable
members said they did' not want .to give the
franchise to women, and that the votes of
'the men were of more value. How was it
that those members refused to give the
franchise to women when the votes of the
representatives of the male electors were:
by a large majority, cast in favour of
warn.el1l's franchise? I f the franchise of
the men was of more value than that of the·
women there was no argument at all against
granting the request of the representatives'
of the male electors o:B this State. This·
House claimed to be a House of review,.
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but he did not think thev were entitled to
,arrogate to themselves the right to veto
measures that came before the House, more
especiall y when ·it had been shown that the
men voters wanted such measures passed.
The great majority of the people desired
that the franchise should be given to
'Women.
The Hon.' W. J. EVANS said that Mr.
Hicks had st3Jted that he was sorry that
]\1r. Melville should propose a measure of
this kind.
The Hon. A. HrcKs.-I did not want
him to be defeated.
The Hon. W. J. EYANS said the honorable member knew well that the numbers
were up. This was not the first time that
]\1r. Melville had been defeated.
His
(Mr. Evans') sorrow went out to the ladies
who had been working for twenty years to
get this Chamber to come into line with another place in this matter. When a similar
Bill was brought before this House to give
women the franchise for another place,
some honorable members argued that it
:should have proposed to make the franchise
the same for both Houses~ and now, when
it was proposed to give the franchise to
'Women for this Chamber the same argument was used. The ladies were told by
'honorable members that they had their sympathy, and that the thing would come.
If it was right for these ladies' sisters in
-the adjoining States to have the franchise,
and if it was right for the ladies to have
the franchise for the Federal Parliament,
why should it not be right for the ladies of
Victoria to exercise that privilege in con-nexion with the State elections? Honor.able members who opposed this measure
had not a solitary fact to support them.
'One honorable member had stated that the
ladies of his class,' or the ladies that he
'met did not desire the franchise.
The
ladies he (Mr. Evans) met, or those of his
;class did desire it. Bv the attitude' of
another place, which, ti~e after time, had
·sent a similar measure up to this House,
passed almost unanimously, how could
members come to any other conclusion than
that there was a very large number of the
'women who desired to be put on the same
footing as their sisters in the adjoining States. When was the opportune
time to arrive? It was no reason to refuse
the vote to these ladies to say that they
'had not carried out what was expected of
them in connexion with the Federal Parlia'ment. Were members going to take up the
'position that it was because they thought
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the women would vote against them that
they would prevent them from gettlDg this
privilege? That was an utterly wrong position to take up., He had listened with attention the other day to the eloquent
speeches made in regard to the jubilee of
responsible government in this State, and
he had heard some of the honoured members of this Chamber referred to.' There
was no doubt whatever that we had made
great strides forward, but if we did not
keep advancing with the other States what
would be thought of us? It was a great
refiectiQn on the women of this State to infer that they were not as intelligent and as
well able to exercise the franchise as their
sisters in the other States. He could not
understand whv this Chamber should try
to prevent this Bill being passed. :Member-'s
should be prepared to admit that the female
vote would not tend in a liberal direction,
and, therefore, there could not be any great
-danger as far as this Chamber was concerned.
One honorable member took
umbrage at a statement made on the
occasion of a deputation to the Premier.
That statement appeared to have hit home.
The time must came when this Chamber
would have to pass a measure giving the
suffrage to women. He was told by a
gentleman who aspired to a position in this
House that if the Chamber did not pass a
measure of .this kind they would regret it
in the future. If members studied the interests they represented, they would pass this
Bill. All the statements one could make
seemed to have no effect on some honorable
members. He admired the step taken by
the ladies, who had exercised great patience. They were on the war path, and
thev were intent on having a division to
find out who was against them in view of
the forthcoming general elections. He admired them for taking that stand.
Mr.
Melville had nothing to fear on this question, for he had always supported female
suffrage, but there were other members who
had reason to be fearful. He gave every
honorable member credit for
acting
in accc-rd~.nce \'lith his convictions. The
ladies
did
not
mind
about
the
. slur that had been cast upon them.
It was estimated that there were J SO,ooo
women in Victoria who obtail1ed their own
living, and were amenable to the laws affecting, various industries. Whv should not
the franchise be ,Q'ranted to those women?
Some of them had complained to him very
bitterlv that although 'thev' were amenabl~
to all' the 'laws, and had' to pay taxation,
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they were not allowed to vote. They naturally said, "If we are fit to vote for the
Commonwealth, why are we not fit to vote
for the State ? "
That question could
not be satisfactorily answered.
He would
like to ask, what ~vere t11ese ladies to do?
They had employe<I every possible constitutional means during the last twenty years
to obtain the franchise, and it was. small
comfort to them to be told now that they
would get it in the sweet by-and-by. Were
they to be forced into the position which
had been taken up by their sisters in Great
Britain?
In England the women used
means that were not altogether constitution[ll, and actually forced their way into
the precincts of Parliament.
The Han. R. B. REES. - Our ladies
have more respect for themselves.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that when
,yomen found that every constitutional
means 'had been resorted to' in vain, what
was to be expected but that they would
rebel in one way or another?
.

women's suffrage spoke in the way he had
done this evening, it raised serious doubts
as to the advisability of passing such a
measure.
The Council had discussed the
franchise from many points of view.
In
years gone by they had recognised that
various alterations should be made, and'
that recognition should be given to the
bread-winner, and to diose who earned
their own livelihood.
On those occas.ions.
he had said that he was prepared to go so
far as to extend the franchise to widows
and to other women who earned their own
living, but while that was so, he was not
prepared to acquiesce in a measure of thp.kind now before them.
I t was. to be deplored that the time of the Chamber should
be t.aken up in connexion with such a Bill,
which must end in being rejected.
In his
opinion, a referendum should be taken in
order to decide the question of women's
suffrage once and for all.
The country
should have an opportunity of saying yea
or nay to it.
If that were done, he was
sure the question would be settled in a satisfactory way.
Under these circumstances,.
he thought it would be better if Mr. Melville would withdraw the measure rather
than suffer the defeat which was inevitable.
The Han. E. MILLER said he would
not have risen but for the forcible speech
of Mr. Evans. To listen to that honorable
member, one would think that the members
of this Chamber were entirely opposed to
the best interests of their sisters. He (Mr.
Miller) denied that in toto.
The Council
had considered this Bill time after time,
and had rejected it because they believed
it was in the interests of womankind to do
so.
Might he ask what good the possession of the suffrage for the Commonwealth
Parliament had been to the women of the
country?
Had they been successful in
returning .a Parliament which. did any good
to the women of Australia?
The Han. A. HIcKs.-Has. it done any
harm?
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Yes, plenty of
harm.
The Han. E. MILLER sa·id that this'
was a very serious Bill.
As Mr. Manifold
pointed out when it was previously under
discussion, there were more women than
men in the State of Vict6rla..If the
women had the franchise, the whole of the
Government of the country could be in
their hands, if the women liked to have it
so.
He did not sav that that would be
the case.
It seemed' a very hard thing to

The Hon. J. 1\1. PRATT.-Let them get
married-that is the best way to provide
for them.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that honorable members. could read in the Argus an
account of the action which the women at
home ,,,ere taking in order to secure female
:suffrage, and they could then compare with
that the peaceable, patient way in which
the women in Victoria had carried on the
movement. In his opinion, it reflected the
greatest credit on those who were running
the movement. He (Mr. Evans) had taken
up more time than he intended, because he
did not think that anything he could say
would make any difference.
He was
strongly in favour of the measure.
It was
perhaps undesirable from the point of view
of .some honorable members that women
should exercise the franchise, but if Mr.
. Melville would go to a division on the Bill
the ladies would be in a position of knowing who was for them and who was against
them.
The Han. J. STERNBERG 'said it was
to be deplored that Mr. Melville had
deemed it expedient to bring forward a
measure at .so late a period in the session
dealing with the franchise of this Chamber.
Personally, he (Mr. Sternberg) at
once took exception to a Bill of this sort
being brought forward under such circum·
stances, and when' the Attorney-General,
who had been an earnest supporter of
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deny a vote to the women, but if they were
to get the vote, they would not stop there.
'The ladies ~ho were battling for their
ca,use year after year were not going to be
,satisfied with the vote only.
They had a
perfect right to say that they must also
,have their own representatives in bOth the
Assemblv and the Council.
The Hon. A. HICKS.- They would do,
just as well as the men, would they not?
The Hon. E. MILLER said he was not
going to answer these foolish remarks.
A
,lot of foolish. remarks had been made in the
House to-night, and he was sorry to hear
,them.
Reference had been made to what
took place at a certain deputation, but on
such occasions men and women often said
things that they were sorry for afterwards.
He contended that if a measure was passed
providing for women's suffrage, it would be
necessary also to admit women into P arliaIn other words, Farliament would
ment.
be composed of both men and women.
That might be an improvement, but at all
·events he wished to point out that that
would be the final result of granting the
franchise to women.
Honorable members
were told that when they went to the country they would not be returned unless they
Well, it was
.advocated women's suffra$e.
not very long ago since several honorable
members went to their constituents.
Mr.
Balfour and he (Mr. Miller) went before
the same constituents, and were both returned, aithough one was in favour of
women's suffrage and the other was against
it.
He believed that when honorable
members went before the country again,
they would find that they had not to consider this question so much as had been
He had listened carefully to the
stated.
.debate, and he regretted that they could
not grant the franchise to their womenfolk.
He did not like to deny them any request
they made, but he was not at all sure that
~he majority of the women desired the franchise.
He knew :there wa's a certain section of them who met' year after year and
said they wanted the franchise, but there
'were now many women's leagues which met
They did not discuss
month after month..
the question of the franchise at all j they
discussed the means they could employ to
'Send the best men into Parliament, and
that was a wav in which they could do a
great deal for the country. It was in their
own interests to try to put the best men
ino Parliament in order that wise measures
might be passed.
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The Hon. D. 'MELVILLE. - Then give
them the vote.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he thought
the women should leave the vote to their
It was argued that bemale friends.
cause the franchise had been granted to
women in the other States it should be
granted in Victoria.
There might be
something in that argument, but it was necessary to ask whether the possession of the
franchise had done the women any good in
the other States,
Had it done any good
in New Zealand, or in any other part of
the world?
It was said that the Bill was
out of order, but he would like to see a
good debate upon it, because he thought it
was very hard to deny the suffrage to
women unless one could show good cause
why, in their own interests, it was better
that they should not have it.
He had
always held t.he opinion that one of the
worst things that could be done for the
women 'was to give them the vote.
The Han. D . MELVILLE observed that
he was not to be influenced in any way by
the fact that Mr. Sternberg deplored the
fact that he (Mr. Melville) was doing his
duty. . Let the honorable member go home
He (Mr. Melville) would do
deplonng.
his duty as he thought best even if the hon·
arable member wept over it.
Mr. Balfour, however, had raised a question which
had not occurred to him (Mr. Melville).
The President had ruled that this was a
complex kind of B~ll-that one-half of it
was in order, and the other half was not.
He (Mr. Melville) thought it was his duty
to be loyal to the President.
The President had practically ruled that the Bill was
~ot strictly in order, and he (Mr. Melville)
mtended to accept the President's ruling .
Before doing so, he would like to ask the
Government whether they intended to bring
If not
forward this Bill next session?
he would undertake to do so himself, if h~
was then alive.
He aesired, by leave, to
withdraw his motion for the second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-I object.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-'SO do 1.
The House divided on the question that
the word "now" proposed to be omitted
stand part of the motionAyes
6
Noes
18
Majority for the amendment

12
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AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Evans
Hicks
Melville
Stuart.

Mr.
"
,!
"
Dr.
Mr.
.,
"
"

Balfour
Cain
Campbell
Davies
Embling
FitzGerald
Harwood
Luxton
Manifold
McBryde

Tellers:
Edgar
IMr." McLellan.
NOES.

'!

I

Mr. McDonald
Miller
" Payne
Pitt
Pratt
" Sternberg.
Tellers:
Mr. Rees
" Saehse.

The motion for the addition of the
words "this day six months" after the
word "time n was then agreed to, and the
Bill was ordered to be read a second time
this day six months.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No·5)'
The Hon. ]. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said the
measure was an ordinary Supply Bill for
the month of December. The amount was
£361,091 for the services of the year
1906-7. There was nothing unusual about
the measure, and a list, had been distributed showing how the money was to be
expended.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and passed through its remaining stages.
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideratIon of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed on postponed
clause 2, which provided, inter alia, as
follows : "Chief Inspector" means the Chief Inspector of Factories. WMk-rooms, and Shops under
the Factories and Shops Acts,

to which Mr. Cain had moved an amendment to omit all the wOords after" means."
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said Mr.
Cain had been unable to remain. this evening, and had asked him (Mr. Harwood) to
take charge of the amendment.
He intended. if the amendment were agreed to,
to pronose that the following words be substituted : "A boilermaker possessed of theoretical knowledge of boiler makin~ or a practical engineer possessed of theoretical knowledge of boilermaking to be appointed by the Governor in
Council."

He thought honorable members were quite
alive to the fact that 'Strong objection had
been taken during the progress of 'the measure to the appointment of the Chief In-
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spector of Factories as Chief Inspector
under the Bill. The Chief Inspector of
Factories was certainly about the most objectionable man from many points of view
who could be chosen as inspector. It was,
stated that the reason the Chief Inspector
of Factories was selected was that the Government really did not knOow where to put
their hands on anyone else. But the Chief
Inspector of Factories was certainly the
wronCf man. There was too much of the
Chief Insnector of Fac~ories, not only in
the Factories Act, but in nearly everything
else. Shortlv he would be the man to
come and take up everything if there was
no one else availal)le. Under the proposed
amendment the matter would be left in the
hands of the Governor in Council to see
that the Chief Inspector appointed under
the Bill should be possessed of 'Some practical and scientific knowledge of boilermaking. The Chief Inspector of Boilers
would appoint all the o~her inspectors, and
would direct all the operations under theAct. The rights of the Government were
not being infringed, because the appointment was left in the hands of the Governor
in Council.
If the Government chose,
they could appoint the Chief Inspector of
Factories to .the position of Chief Inspector
of Boilers, but they would be doing so in
the face of the strong expression of feeling
in the Council that: he. w~s the wrong man.
The Chief Inspector of Boilers might from
time' to time be changed by the Governor
in Council.
He might retire, and somebody else could be appointed.
It surely
was not an impossibilitv to find somebody
in the community capable of acting as Chief
Inspector of Boilers.
The Han. M. CUSSEN said he would
like to know whether this amendment would
create a further establishment, or a newDepartment altogether.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-Not necessarilv.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD. - Therewould be a new appointment.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said there would
be a new Department, from which tFie Act
would be administered.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-This won't
be a new Department.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said the Chief
Inspector would not be without any control.
He would be under a Minister, and that
would require a new Department. By this
amendment the Chamber was fixing on the
person who should be in charge.
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The HDn.. T. C. HARWOOD. - We are
.,giving the Governor in Council every pos,sible latitude.
. The Hon. M. CUSSEN said the proviSIon was that the Chief Inspector must be
.a qualified boilermaker with theoretical
kI?ow ledge Df boilermaking or an engineer
'WIth the same knowledge, the idea being
·,to get rid of Harrison Ord. He would
agree that Harrison Ord was not wanted in
.their paddocks, fDr tD the farmers that gen.tleman was like' a red rag tD a bull. He
did not suppDse there wDuld be half-a·dDzen .inspectors appDinted under the Bill,
as men WhD already held qualifications in
.mining districts would have tD do the work.
But they wDuld have sDmebody over them,
.and the Bill would be administe"ed either
by the Minister of Mines or the Minister
of Public Works.
The HDn. T. C. HARwooD.-This leaves
the GDvernor ,in ICouncil to get the best man
to be appointed, with the expression of our
·opinion that the factory man is not a proper
,man tD be appDinted.
The HDn. A. O. SACHSE stated that
the GDvernment were nDt desirous of making
any new appointment tD a commanding positiDn such as that of the Chief Inspector
should be. It was to be remembered that
.all through the Bill the Chief InspectDr
-occupied a quasi-judicial position.
The
Chief InspectDr would not have to be a
'boiler inspector. The amendment provided
that the Chief Inspector should be a boilermaker possessed Df theoretical knDw ledge of
boilermaking, Dr a practical engineer pos~essed Df theoretical knowledge of boilermaking, to be appointed by the GovernDr
in Council. Such a man might be a very
excellent man as a boiler inspector, buE
might not be a good man to be put at the
head Df the administration of an Act of
this kind.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.--The GDvernment would not appoint himl then.
The Hon. A. O. SAlCHSE said the ap'pointment was to be limited to thDse who
The
were expert in this particular thing.
'Secretary Df the Mines Department wa's not
a. technical miner, but a police magistrate j
'and the late Secretary for Mines, who had
the administratiDn Df all the Mines Acts,
'was not a mining man.
An HONORABLE MiEMBER.-He was not
tln inspector.
The HDn. A. O. SACHSE said the
'Chief Inspector under this Bill would be
simply the head Df this branch OIf the Chief
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Secretary's Department. One might as well
say that, because a man was not a gas engineer, he was not fitted to be tl;1e secretary
Or the director of a gas company. It was
a surprising development for this House tD
advocate a new appointment .
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.--..:We don't
want Harrison Ord.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said this
HDuse had generally 'hel ped tne Government
tD eCDnomize. The Chief Inspector would
have to be a good man, WhD would occupy
a quasi-judicial position.
If honorable
members looked at clauses 5, 8, and 14,
they would find that the Chief Inspector
had nDt to ·inspect boilers, and need nDt
know anything about inspecting boilers .
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING. - He instructs the other inspectors.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said Mr.
ManifDld had carried an amendment providing that the minor inspectors shDuld be
boilermakers. The whole staff would be
boilermakers.
The Hon. T. C. HAR\vooD.-The Chief
Inspector of Factories knmys nothing abDut
it.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said it w~
just as well, perhaps, that the Chief Inspector of F actDries did not knDw anything
about the inspection of boilers, because the
Chief Inspector under this Act would have
to exercise a good common-sense view.
The HDn. W. H. EMBLING. - Do you
say the Chief Inspector of Factories is a
good man for that? He is a partisan aU
through.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the
Chief Inspector under this Act would have
to be the judge of the value of a report,
and if he had any doubts he cDuld send
another inspector. There would be juniDr
and senior inspectors under this Act.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-A whDle string
of them.
The Hof.l. A. O. SACHSE said the more
boilers there were the more inspectors there
wDuld have to be, SD he could say that the
more inspectors there were the better.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-And the more
we shall have tD pay.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said the GDvernment wanted to prevent expense, and
the honorable member WhD moved the
amendment wanted tD prDvide fDr another
highly-paid officer, whom the Government
did not want.
He did not think there
would be full wDrk for a Chief Inspector
specially appointed for the purpose. The
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.office would not be a sinecure, but it
would not be very harassing.. Under the
Factories Acts there was a complete staff
.{)f men in connexion with the ·Chief Secretary's Department. They kept the books
and records, and it was the duty of the
inspectors under the Factories Acts to inspect factories and to make reports to their
Chief Inspector, and ,it was for the Chief
Inspector to decide what action should be
taken in any matter. If the Governor in
·Council could appoint whom' he . liked, they
might appoint the Chief Inspector of Factories.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-If thev did
they would b::! flouting- this Chamber. The Hon. A. O. SAJCHSE said he would
ask why the Chief Inspector of Factories
:should not be left .in the Bill as the Chief
I nspector under this Act
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-He is the
·only man we don't want.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said, if some
-elasticity was desired in the appointment
-of Chief Inspector, it would 'be better to
.amend the clause by inserting 'the words
"or such other person as the Governor in
Council mav deem fit from time to time."
'That would leave a certain amount of latitude.
The Hon. T. C. HARWooD.-We give
them that.
The Hon. A. O. SAlCHSE said that a
'Cbief I~spector who was thoroughly quali'fied as a boilermaker or practical engineer
might be a very clever man at his trade,
'and vet an utterlv unsuitable man to exer.cise ~ jud~cial function.
The Hon. D. E. l'.JcBRYDE observed
that he was somewhat astonished at the
remarks of the Minister. Evidently the
~1onorable gentleman's great care was not
for the safety of human life, but cheapness.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-N'O.
The Hon. D. E. ·McBRYDE said it \vas
.utterly impossible to imagine that the Chief
. Inspector of Factories would be a suitable
. person to look aftar boilers. He qUIte approved of the amendment, and thought it
-ought to be carried. The man who was
appointed to this office ought to be a boilermaker or a practical engineer, who was
·competent to form an opinion with regard to
the condition of boilers.
If it was not
worth while appointing such an individual,
then the best thing to do would be to let
the Bill drop altogether.
Wa:s economy'
going to be the chief consideration with
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the Minister in this important matter? What
the Minister should really aim at was to get
a practical man whose opinion would be of
some value, in place of putting. in this position an individual who had far more work
now than he could carry out.
The Hon. ·W. H. EMBLNG remarked
that he did not think the :Minister was
quite fair to the House in the view he put
forward with regard to this amendment, in
dwelling entirely on the fact that the
amendment would add to the expense of
the Bill by creating a new appointment.
He (Dr. Embling) knew that some honorable members were inclined to sav, "Give
the administration to anybody, s~ long as
there are no fresh appointments."
This
Bill had to be administered under some
Department, unless a new Department was
created.
The Government had 'chosen to
place it under the Factor~es Department.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-Because it is
cognate work.
The Hon. 'V. H. EMBLING said he
did not think it was cognate work.
He
rather thought the Chief Inspector of Factories would take any work that was given
him if it would increase the importance of
his powerful position.
Honorable members did not consider that officer such an
Admirable Crichton as the Minister would
make out. In his (Dr. Embling's) opinion,
this new Department for the inspeGtion and
reg.ulation of boilers might very well be put
under the Public Works Department, where
there were skilled men.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-Not for this
particular work.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
Act CQuld be administered better under the
Public 'Works Department than under the
Factories Department. He saw nothing in
the inspection of factories cognate with the
inspection of boilers. The clause ought to
be amended so as to place the Bill under
the control of the Public Works Department, where it ought to be, and there would
be no need for the cteation of new officers .
The clerical office work would be verv well
done if left to the Secretan' of the Public
';Yorks Department. The in-spection of factories was simply dealing witlh offences
against society of an extraordinary character created bv law which in another State
would not be offences at all. This was a
Bill under which the inspectors would haVe
to see that certain machinery was in good
order, and the man in charge would have
to be a man with a level :head, whose duty
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it would be to, see that the inspectors were
doing their work properly.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the Min-

ister was showing a change of

fron~.
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Chief Inspector of Factories. Dr. Embling.
said Ha.rrison Ord knew nothing at all
about boilers, and was not a boilermaker,.

Right but nobody said he was.

through the discussion on the Bill the ~lin
ister said there was no inspection under
the Factories Act cognate to the inspection
under this Bill of boilers, machinery, and
so on.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-I have never
said that there was no inspection of machinery under the Factories Act.
The Hon. R. B. REES said a boikr was
part and parcel of machinery. The Minister had been blowing hot and cold
throughout the discussion.
There was no
occasion after all to create a big de.partment for the inspection of boilers. The Ministry created what was virtually cL new Department the other day in appO'inting ~lr.
Kenyon, Engineer for Agriculture.
That
officer \vould probablY have a number of
men under his control; and the vote on the
Suppl y Bill for the Wvuna Irrigation Settlement was to be expended under his direcThat officer was practically unattions.
taohed to any Department. For the- administration of the Vermin Destruction Act
there was a Chief Inspector of Vermin,
who had a number of inspectors under him.
That officer was not attached to' the facFortunatelv that Departtories branch.
ment was created before Harrison Ord was
made by legislation. Harrison Ord was still
being made by legislation, and would grow
so large directlv that the State of Victoria
would not be able to contain him. Under
various other Acts t!here were unattached
inspectors, who practicallv worked under
different Departments, and in the same way
he hoped that the Chief Inspector· under
this Bill would; work under the Public
'Vorks Department. If he was put under
Mr. Davidson, the Inspector-General of
Public Works, he would be working under
a competent man. The proposal now was
that tihe Chief Inspector under this Bill
must be a competent man, who had both a
theoretical and practica I know ledge of boiler
That would effectively bar
construction.
the appointment of Harrison Ord, who
knew no more about a boiler than he (Mr.
It
Rees) did, and that was verv little.
would also reallv bar anvbodv who had
not a proper and competent k~owledge of
the construction of boilers.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he wa:s
at a loss to understand the real object of
the opposition to the appointment of the

The honorable

member then adrocated the administration.
of this measure by the Public 'Yorks Department, but \ras the head of that DepartIn answer to that
ment a boilermaker?
objection, the honorable member argued
that the head of the Public Works D.epartment was not. re=luired to do the insp£ction
himself, so the honorab~e member argued:
one way at one moment and the other way
the next. The question was whether nIr.
Harrison Ord had sufficient time at his disposal to administer this sub-Dep'artment.
Surel v the Government ought to know which
Depa"rtment was prepared to do this little·
It was simply ridiculous to"
extra work.
appoint a sDecial man to administer this
measure.
Nobody had a greater' admiration for practical men than he had, and"
practical boilermakers would be appointea
to do the inspecting. The administration
must be placed under the head of some
Department, and it did not matter verv
much which Department it was under, so
long as it could be carried out without a.ppointing a speCial man.
If there was.
any other Department that could administer
the measure as effectively and without increasing the expenditure, the Minister
ought to be in a position to tell the Committee SOl, but the Government had selected
It did not matter \\1hat Mr.
Mr. Ord.
Ord was, So long as he had the necessaryadministrativE' skill to work this law with'
the assistance of his skilled inspectors, who·
would do the necessary practical work. It
was not· fair to say that the Minister, because he stated that the Bill could be
effectively administered by the Factories
BranClh through Mr. Ord, was placing any
less value on human life than those who·
differed with him over this matter.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said the Bill
might have pa'Ssed long ago but for
this long discussion about who should
He would
be the !Chief Inspector.
urge again tJhat the matter should be left
in the hands of the Government to appoint
the man whom they considered best qualified. The mention of the ,Chief Inspector
of Factories in this clause meant' simply
the head of the Department. The Government would see that the Act was adminisWhen the Minister in
tered properly_
charge of a Bill was tackled all round the
House he should get some support from
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/honorable members in his endeavour to pass
what he (1\1r. Pratt) considered a most useful measure, that he had always thougiht
-should be on the statute-book. The Chief
Inspector of Factories was named in the
-clause because some Department must be
:named. but it did not follow that this officer
was always to administer the Act.
The Han. T. C. HARwooD.-If we pass
this he will be appointed for all time.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said in that
·case the Committee could easily amend the
-clause to provide that "Chief Inspector"
shaul d mean a person appointed by the
-Governor in Council for that office.
The Hon. J. Y. McDONALD said probabl y the Mines Department would be the
best to take over the management of this
measure.
There were mining. inspectors
in every mining district in the State, and
they w~re expert men, qualified to examine
and test boilers. That Department would
offer the most economical means of administering this measure. .
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-The Secretary of Mines is not a boilermaker.
The Hon. T. Y. IV[cDONALD said the
Inspector of' Factories was not a boilermaker.
It was simply a question of
-saving the creation of a new Department.
If the Secretary of Mines was appointed
Chief Inspector under this measure, the
whole difficulty would be got over.
The Han. D . MELVILLE said the
Minister forgot that the Public 'Works Department was carrying out similar work.
It would end this di~cussion to place the
measure under the Public Works Department. Honorable members seemed to have
an objection to the matter going to the Factories. Branch. During the second-reading
debate he pointed out that the Factories
Branch was the wrong place to put it under,
because the officers there were up to the hilt
with work of a minor kind.
The Public
Works Department had the carrying out
of large and important operations. It not
onlv checked the estimates for new railwav
stations, but provic~ed the drawings fo~
€ngineering works; it had the control of
electric works and other engineering undertakings, and yet the Government went to
the Factories Branch of the Chief Secretary's Department. The matter should be
placed under the control of Mr. Davidson,
who could appoint a properlY qualified person.
Seeing that the .committee were so
much against the Factories Branch taking
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charge of this measure, why did the i\linister adhere to it so stronglv? He should
accept an amendment placing the measure
under the Public Works Department.
The Han. M. CUSSEN said it was he
who brought on this discussion, and not the
Minister. It was as well to put the saddle
on the right horse.
The Han. 1. M. PRATT said he would
suggest that the definition of "Chief Inspector" should be as follows:"Chief Inspector" means a qualified person
appointed to that office.

The Han. ,V. S. MANIFOLD remarked
that onl y a very short time ago the Council strongly objected to the Factories Act
in anv shape or form going into the shires.
They' were now, however, invited to authorize the Chief Inspector of Factories to
appoint an army of new men as inspectors
to go throughout the country. In the Lifts
Bill, which would shortly come before the
House again, the Assembly had also made
certain alterations, which would apply the
measure to the whole of the country, and
bring in the Inspector of Factories. Now
if the Council permitted the Chief Inspector of Factories to have his inspectors
in every house and farm throughout the
countrv. how was the Council going to adhere to the solemn resolution which was arrived at bv the conference between the two
Houses, that the Factories Act should be
excluded from the shires? Whether in connexion with the Lifts Bill or the Boilers
Bill, or other Bills, more power was heing
thrown into the hands of the Chief Inspector of Factories. and this would render it more difficult for the Council to hold
out for what it had fought so hard for two
or three sessions ago. Frankly, they were
afraid in the country districts of the Factories Act and its inspectors. If the~T once
gave the Chief Inspector of Factories a
leg in, he would soon get in his whole
body.
The Hon. T. STERNBERG suggested
that the inspection -under this Bill should
be attached in some way to the Mines Department. At the present time, the Mines
Department had the inspection of nearly
. half the boilers in the State.
The amendment for the omission of the
words, "The Chief Inspector of factories,
work-rooms, and shops under the Factories
and Shops Acts," was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN.-A blank has now
been created, and it is proposed to fill up
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the blank by the insertion, after the word
" means" of the following words:c, A
boilermaker possessed of theoretical
knowledge of boilermaking or a practical engineer possessed of theoretica: knowledge of boi"termaking to be appointed bv . the Governor in
CODncil."
•

The Han. M. CUSSEN said that be
would suggest that the amendment be confined simply to providing for the appointment bv the 'Governor in Council, leaving
out the rest of the words. If the matter
was left to the Governor in Council, there
was no doubt that they would appoint practical engineers.
The Ron. T. C. HARWOOD said that
under the Bill the Chief Inspector had
practicallv the appointment of the other
inspectors, and if the other inspectors were
to be boilermakers or practical engineers
possessed of a theoretical know 1edge of
boilermaking, surely the Chief Inspector
ought also to be a man with similar knowledge.
The 'Ron. A. O. SAcHsE.-The appointments are by the Governor in Council.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said the
Governor in Council would naturally take
the :tdvice of the Chief Inspector as the
head of the Department as to who should
be appointed. The Chief Inspector, therefore. should be a man possessed of at ieast
equal attainments to those under him, otherwise how could he look after them?
The Hon. E. MILLER said that this
Bill had been thoroughly discussed, an.d no
one seemed to approve of it. Discontent
would be created by the Bill throughout
the countrv among all persons who possessed boilers and engines. As a blank
had been created, he really,thought the best
course would be to leave the blank.
The amendment was :lgree'd to.
The schedules and the preamhle having
been adopted, the Bill was reported with
amendments.
STOCK. DISEASES (INSPECTION
FEES) BILL.
The Hon. W. PITT moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said this was a
short measure 'to amend the Stock Diseases
Act 1890. The object of the Bill was to
allow the Government to make regulations'
under which they could charge fees for the
inspection of stock crossing the Qorder from
South Australia and New South Wales.
At the present time, the Government were
under considerable expense in having to
:supply inspectors at tEe borders to inspect
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these stock and ascertain whether they, weresound and free from disease. The proposal simply was to enable the Government
to make regulations so that they' might
charge a small fee for this inspec~ion. The'
fee would onlv be just sufficient to cover
the cost of the inspectors.
The Han. M. CUSSEN said the Minister in charge of the Bill had only spoken
of stock coming into the Stat~ but under
the Bill a fee could be charged for the inspection of an'y stock in the State. At the
pre.5ent time, the Inspector of Stock went
throughout the country and inspected with01.1t charrre. The honorable gentleman in
charge of the Bi 11 had made no reference
to clause ,3, under which regulations could
be made for charging for the inspection of
sto:k in the State.
He (Mr. Cussen)
thouf!ht that if the words "stock entering
the State" were inserted in the Bill it
would render it certain that the measure did
not refer to' stock already in the State.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD observed
that this was a measure which he as a
countryman ought to have a good look at,
but he confessed that he had not yet had
an opportunitv of doing so. The ~1inister
in charge of the Bill had given a very short
explanation of it, and he (1\1r. Manifold)
thought that before the House committed
itself to the second reading, honorable
members should hear something more about
the measure. It was proposed to charge'
fees for the inspection of stock, and perhaps raise the price of meat to the people
in the towns, Under the circumstances, he
would ask the 'Minister in charge of the
Bill to postpone its consideration until the
next da v of meeting.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-Move'
the ad;ournment of the debate.
The Hon. W. PITT said he h.ad no
objection to the debate being adjourned.
On the motion cf the Hon. W. S.
MANIFOLD, the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, December 4.
0

~IARRIAGE

ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made by the Legislative
Assembly in this Bill were taken into consideration.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said this was.
a Bill dealing with rules nisi for divorce,
and it provided that when the rule nisi
was made the rule absolute should be made·
as a matter of course at the end of the'
specified time unles.s the petitioner directed
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it nut to be done, in which case it would fession, he would not have consented ·to
be discharged unless there was some inter- become an elder of the church, and he
vention.
The first amendment made by would not consent if he had to affirm that
.another place was a proper one, and it it was wrong to approve of a marriage with
How could he
was moved as a new sub-clause to clause a deceased wife's sister.
3, which provided that the Prothonotary say that it was wrong for a man to marry
should enter a memorandum making the the daughter of his deceased wife's sister?
decree absolute in the absence of opposi- He saw no objection to the amendment,
tion or direction by the petitioner. The and he therefore begged to mo\'enew sub-clause provided that-=That the amendment be agreed with.
(3) Immediately upon such discharge the Pro·
The Hon. T. C. HAR WOOD said he
thonotary shall take all reasonable steps to communicate to the knowledge of the respondent the altogether disagreed with this proposal. He
fact of such discharge, and in cases of diffi· was just as strong in his view as to the
culty the Prothonotary may obtain the direction impropriety of these incestuous connexions
of a Judge of the Court.
as the Attorney-General was in favour of
The object of the new sub-clause was evi- them. It was not the law in the old coundently that if the rule nisi was discharged try.
at the request of the petitioner, then the
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-It is not prorespondent should be informed of that fact, per to call it incestuous.
otherwise the respondent, thinking that the
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said it
rule had been made absolute as a matter was, and it was a subterfuge to introduce
of course, and not taking the trouble to in- such a proposal in this measure. The Bill
quire, might go and get married ag.a.in. He was introduced for a very innocent purbegged to movepose, namely, to facilitate the making absoThat the amendment be agreed with.
lute of rules 1zisi or having them disThe amendment was agreed with.
charged. That was the sole object of the
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the next Bill, but now something quite different was
amendment was a new clause, which stated tacked on to it. If it was desired to alter
thatthe marriage law as was now proposed, it
A. No marriage between any man and the should be done in a separate measure. It
daughter of the sister of his deceased wife shall was unfa~r to bring in this proposal as a
within Victoria be voidable or in anywise· imside-wind. It was not an alteration in the
peachable upon the ground only of such affinity
law
that was conducive to the interests or
between the parties thereto any law usage or
the morality of the comm·unity, and he
cllstom to the contrary notwithstanding.
This clause had really nothing to do with hoped the House would refus.e to pass it.
The Hon. E. MILLER said it was not
the subject-matter of the Bill, but the Bill
was an amendment qf the Marriage Act, everyone who approved of a marriage with
and therefore the clause was relevant to a deceased wife.'s sister. It ,,;as not the
the Marriage Act. At p-resent a man might law in England. This proposal would enmarry his deceased wife's sister, but he courage a man to marry the daughter of .a
might not marry his deceased wife's sister's deceased wife's sister. He did not agree
child.
He saw no objection to the new with Mr. Harwood's statement about the
cla.use. He never aid see any objection connexion being incestuous. Wa:s there any
to a man marrying his deceased wife's necessity for this proposal? He presumed
sister. He had heard as many -arguments there was some case that it was desired to
on both sides as any honorable member, make legal.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he enfor he had heard this matter debated for
days in the general Assembly of the Pres- tirely agreed with Mr. Harwood, but when
byterian Church, but he had never had the Mr. Harwood spoke of the connexion being
slightest sympathy with those who objected incestuous it might be said that many people
did not think it was incestuous, because it
to such a marriage.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-They objected was a marriage of affinity and not one
very strongly.
of cons.anguinity. The great churchesThe Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yes. Until the Roman Catholic, the Church of Engthere was some modification in the way in land, and the Presbyterian church-held
which the confession of faith could be re- these marriages to be incestuous. Marriage
ceived in the. Presbyterian church~that with a deceased wife's sister was made
was to say, until it was modified so that one legal here after a great deal of discuswas not bound to every word in the con- sion, but it was not the la,w in England.
Session 1906-[II4J
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The Han. J. M. PRATT.-It has passed
the House of Commons many times.
The' Han. J. BALFOUR said it had
not passed the House of Lords.
The Hon. T. M. PRATT.-That is on account of the Bishops.
The Han. J. BALFOUR said he was
only stating. a fact and not a rea'son. Mr.
Davies had stated that in accepting the
confession of faith Presbyterian officers
were not bound by every word of it. That
was true.
It had been decided that no
clergyman of the Presbyterian church could
celebrate or contract a marriage with a deceased wife's sister.
Although our law
permitted it, the law of the Presbyterian
church did not permit it.
The HOll. J. M. DAvIEs.-Some of them
have dane it.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said they
sh.ould be pulled up. This pr~posal was
stlll worse. It was argued in f.aNour of
the marriage with a deceased wife's sister
that there was no blood relationship, but
the argument on the other side was
" Where are you to stop?" The ecclesias~'
tical authorities .argued that a man's relations stood in the same pO'sition to him as
his wife's relations, and therefore a wife's
sister was the same as a husband's sister.
Anyone who did not make that distinction
was at sea in regard to the marriage laws.
When the proposal was made to' legitimize
n:12Iriage with a deceased wife's sister petitIons were received in shoals ag.a.inst it, but
it was carried. He agreed with Mr. Har·
",'.ood that it was worse fO'r a man to marry
111S deceased wife's sister's child than to
m.arry his deceased wife's sIster. This
propcsal should be introduced In a
separate measure, so that it might
be made generally known.
He be·
lieved that if pUblicity were given to
the matter a large number of petitions
would be sent in against the proposal. The
Council had passed a very proper Bill in
the first place, and it went to the Assembly,
and these clauses were tacked on in the
Assemblv. If the Marriage law was to be
amended to this effect, let it be made
known to the public. In the meantime, he
would oppose the proposal.
The Hon. A. l\1[cLELLAN said he confessed that he did not see the objections to
this clause that were seen by Mr. Balfour
and Mr. Harwood. He (Mr. McLellan)
was a Presbyterian, but, unfortunately, he
did not see eye to eye with the rulers of
that· church in these mat~ers. It had been
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stated that under this clause it would be
possible for a man to marry his deceased
wife's daughter. The clause, however,
It would
contained no ·such provision.
only legalize marriage with the daughter of
a deceased wife's sister.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-A man could
marry his deceased wife's sister, and have
a child, and marry her under this clause.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-No, that
could not happen.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said that, in
his opinion, the only line that should be
drawn was that of blood relationship. He
did not 'se~ anything objectionable in the
present proposal.
The Hon. W. -So MANIFOLD said that
personall y he did not see much harm in the
clause, but he quite agreed with Mr. Balfour and Mr. Harwood that this was a
very improper way of making such an alteration in the law. The clause had been
put into the hands of honorable members
onl y to-day, and the country knew' abso·
lutely nothing about it.
It was not a Government proposal, and he thought it would
be highly improper for the Council, as a
House of review, to revolutionize such a
solemn thing as our Marriage laws in such:
a hurried wav as this.
He, therefore,
thought that honorable members would be
perfectlv justified in rejecting both these
clauses, no matter what their personal
opinions might be as to the proposals contained in those clauses. If there was an\"
real warrant for such alterations in the law',
the Government should introduce a separate
Bill next session. If that were done, he
would be inclined to vote for it, but there
were thousands of people who considered
that it was a very serious matter indeed,
and he did not think it wise to deal with
it hastilv.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he would
not mind voting for the clause if it were
made to apply only to marriages contracted
before the passing of the Bill. There might
be marriages of this kind already in existence. :ll1d for the sake of the children jf
might be desirable to make it clear that they
were lerritimate.
The clause was disagreed with.
The Hon. T. 1\-1. DAVIES said that the
Assemblv had also inserted the following
new clause:B. No marriage between any woman and her
deceased husband's brother or the son of her
deceased husband's brother -shall within Victoria
be voidable or in anywise impeachable upon the
grc,und only of such affinity between the partie~
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thereto any law usage or custom to the contrary
notwithstanding.

He had not looked into this question for
. a verv long time, but he thought that in
Victoria such a marri3Jge was not void at
the Dresent tim·e. If that were so, it was
highlv improper to talk about such a marriage as being incestuous. Such marriages
were voidable only in the life-time of both
the husband and wife, and not afterwards,
and so, consequently, if not voided, the
children would be perfectly legitimate.
After the death of either the husband or
the wife, no proceedings could be taken to
void the marriage. He begged to moveThat the clause be agreed with.

The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he hoped
the Attornev-General had not misunderstood him. He (Mr. BaJfour) said distinctlv that, while Mr. Harwood called
these marriages incestuous, they were incestuous only in the opinion of certain churches
and people. He (Mr. Balfour) was not
raising the question as to these marriages
being iqcestuous, but this was certainly a
new procedure and one that should not be
adopted without the fullest pUblicity. The
present clause was on exactly the -same footing as the previous one.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
this clause carried matters a little further
than the present law. The law of this
country .authorized a man to marry his deceased wife's sister, but it did not authorize a woman to marry the brother of her
deceased husband. And this clause provided that such a marriage should not be
voidable, and that a marriage between a
woman and the son of her deceased husband's brother should not be voidable
either. He (Mr. Harwood) was as much
entitled to his opinion as the Attorney General, and he regarded these unions as
utterly and completelv incestuous. \Vhen
a man married a woman all her relatives
became his relatives. Her sisters became
his sisters, and her brothers became his
brothers. The objections to this clause
were iust as strong, and in some respects
actuallv stronger, than the objections to the
previous clause.
The Hon. E. MILLER movedJ
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The interests of those children should be
the first consideration.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD eXPressed
the opinion that the amendment would render the clause even more objectionable, because it drew a distinction between persons
who had openly and wilfully'broken the
law by entering into these ~o-cal1ed marriages and-The Hon. E. MILLER.--I am thinki~g of
the children.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said it
was not thinking of the children at all to
bring to the light of day the indiscretions,
to use the mildest term, of their parents.
By introducing these words, the honorable
member would be validating a breach of
the law that had been already committed,
and yet he did not propose to validr..te any
subsequent marriage of the same nature.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-There is no
breach of the law. It is not Ilkgr..l. It
is simplv a voidable marriage.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
no possible good could come fr0rfl the
amendment. It would make confusion
worsei confounded, and would introduce the
thin end of the wedge that would lead to
"further breaches of the law.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-You cannot
stop at that.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
was quite true. It \-vas opening the door,
and it would lead to the door beln g opened
a great deal wider.
The amendment was negatived, a:id the
"clause was disagreed with.
The Bill wag ordered to he returned tq
the Legislative Assemblv with a rnessage in;
timating the decision of the House.
l\1ALDO~ RATES BILL.
On the' motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Order of the Day for the second reading of this Bill was discharged
from the notice-pa per.

VACANT UNCLAIMED LANDS SALE
BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill, whkh, he said,
authorized the sale by the Govern.or in
That the clause be amended by inserting after Council of vacant lands comprised in certhe word" marriage" (line I) the words" made tain undelivered Crown grants, which had
before the commencement of this Act."
remained undelivered for thirty vears. The
He said his reason for mOlVing this amend- actual Deriod was nearer thirty:five vears.
ment ,ras that there might be many people Honorable members would recollect that it
who had contracted marriages of this kind, was st3.ted a short time ago that there were
and they might have a number of children. manv thousands of undelivered Crown
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grants in different places in the State, but
'principally in the Titles Office. This Bill
dealt with that portion of them which were
sealed Dreviously to the commencement of
the Real Property Act 1862, but not delivered to the grantee or sealed after
1862, under the Real Property Act,
or under the Transfer of Land Act,
hut before' the 1St January, 1870.
Where Crown grants since that time
had remained in the possession and under
the control of the Crown by reason of, the
moneys prescribed by law to be paid to the
Crown not having been paid, the clause
provided that the Governor in Council
might sell in fee simple by public auction
such land as remained vacant. Before that
was done notice would have to be published
in the Government Gazette stating that it
was intended that the sale should be held.
The profits from the sale were to be applied in the following manner :-First. All
costs, charges, and expenses incident to the
sale were to be paid. T.hen all rates due to
the municip.al councils were to be paid, and
the surplus was to be paid into the Savings
Bank to an account to be opened in the
names of the Minister and the original
grantee to attend the orders of the
Court. Power was given for the ICourt to
make an order on the petition of the person
entitled to the money.
I f nothing w,as
done in the matter f~r two years after the
money !had belen paid into ithe /Savings
Bank, then the money became the property
of the Crown.
There were provisions to
enable the applicant to show his title to the
land in cases where he was not the original
grantee. The person might be the executor
of an executor of an executor, and he
would have to satisfy the Commissioner of
Titles that he was entitled to the grant so
as to get the money. There were provisions
for the Governor in Council to make reaulations which were to be laid before P~r
liament, and there was a schedule of fees
to be charged in connexion witih applications. It seemed only right that if there
was vacant land included in a. Crown arant
which grant was dated some thirtv-fivebyear~
ago, 'and there was no owner whatever for
it, that the Crown should sell the vacant
land.
It was cheaper for the Crown to
s~ll the land and to pay the municipal counCIls the rates owing on the land than for
the municipal council to enforce payment of
the rates.
If the ow-ner turned up, he
would be better off under the provisions of
the Bill than if the 'municipal councils took
7.Jon. 7- 111. Davies.
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proceedings for the recovery of the rates.
If no owner turned up, the State s.hould get
the money. These lands should not be in
the position that somebody might obtain
the title to them by jumping them.
The Hon. T. IC. HARWOOD said he
was glad 011 this occasion to be in accord
with the Attorney-General as regarded the
Bill. He thought the measure was a proper one in every way, and it was desirable
in the interests of the State that these
vacant lands should be turned to some account, and not be allowed to remain open
as an inducement to jumpers to take improper possession of them, and to get a
title by adverse possession. There was
nothing in the Bill that could be objected
to. Most of the vacant grants had in all
probabilitv come down from the old times,
when men took up land not for themselves,
but for somebody else, and the purchase
money was pa.id by that somebody else.
The person in whose name the grant- was
issued disappeared, and no trace was found
of him. He thought the majority of
th.ese long-standing cases of v.acant land
occurred in that way. The only point, he
thought, that, might be ,altered in the Bill
was to increase the term of two years during which any applicant could show his
ownership of the land and to claim the
money that had been paid into the Savings
Bank
to
a
longer
period.
The
Crown would sell the land and get
He dared say that a
the best price.
good many of these lands would realize
considerabl y more than the price paid for
them originallv. Out of the money derived
from the sale the Government had to pay
the fees for the sale and the amount due to
the Government for the grant, as well as
the deficits of rates owing to the municipa.lities.
The surplus, if any, was to be
paid into the Savings Bank, and would
have to remain there for two' vears for a
claimant to turn up.
Two y"ears was a
limited period, and it w.as quite possible
that some persons might be able to show
their claim to these lands through their
parents, and if the term was too short they
might be shut out. The two years might be
extended.
That would do no injur~ to
anybody.
The Hon. .T. M. PRATT said he supported the Bill 'very cordially, but he
thought that something might be done in
t,he way of giving some publicity as to
whom the deeds of the land belonged, by
posting the information at the different
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post-of£ioes.
Some publicity \Should be
The amendment ,ras agreed t0', and the
given to this matter.
clause as amended was passed.
Discussion took place on clause 6, which
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he would
like to p'0'int out to the Attorney-General was as follows:that some of the lands would be in possesUpon the expiration of two years from the
sion of certain tenants at the prresent time. pa}"!nent of the surplus moneys into the' said
such surplus shall if no such petition
It appeared to him, from the remarks of account
shall have been presented within the twelve
the Att0'rney-General, that there was a vast months. prescribed by. the last preceding section
area of Crown grants that would come, or subject to any order of the Court made in
under the operation of the Bill, and surelv any petition so presented become and be the
somebody must be in possession of those absolute property of the Crown, and shall upon
orner of the Court made in that behalf on the
lands.
a~!JI~cation of the Minister be paid by the ComThe Hon. J. 1L DAVIES. - The Bill mISSIOners of Savings Dank into the Treasury.
\rGuld not appl)~ to those cases.
It only
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD movedapplies to '-acant lands.
That
the word "two" (line I), be omitted,
The motion was agreed to.
with the view of inserting the word "five."
The Bill was then read a second time,
He said the Chamber might fairly allow
and committed.
five
years to any claimants, paiticularfy as
Clauses I to 4, inclusive, were agreed
there might be infants or people absent
to.
On clause 5, providing that the Court from Australia.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD remarked
might make orders in respect to the moneys
that
he could not see that the amendment
paid into the S.a,vings Bank upon a petition
being presented by the grantee, his execu- would better the position of any claimant.
tors or administrators, or a person deemed I t would merely make a longer sort of 'inter(:ompetent by the Court, provided that such regnum during which the money would be
petition must be presented within twelve held to suspense account, belonging to
The cliim would have to be premonths from the date of the payment of the nobody.
sented
in
two
years, and, according to the
surplus moneys into the Savings Bank,
The Hon. W. S. ]\IANIFOLD said amendment, the Crown could hold the
when vacant lands had been disposed of money for five years.
The Hon. T. (e. HARWOOD stated
after all charges had been met, the surplus
that
the amendment would not do any harm
money was to be placed in the hands of the
State, and any person who had a claim to a if it did not do a great amount of good.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked
piece of land which had been sold could
present a petition within twelve months of that if there was a credit the claimant
the payment of the surplus moneys into the could always get it in some way or other.
Savings Bank. Clause 6 provided that after The Crown never did anybody out of
the lapse of two years the moneys were to money that belong.ed to him.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed that he
become the property of the Crown. After
twelve months from the time the money was did not see any provision that the money
first paid into the Savings Bank, a claim- would bear interest.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-It would be
ant could not put in a petition; but before
the money became the property of the deposited with the Savings Banks, unless
Crown, two years had to elapse. He sup- the amount was too big
The Hon. E. MILLER said the amount
posed there was some reason for this.
The Hon. J. 1\-1. DAVIEs.-That would would be too big to be deposited with the
The Government would
give the Court time to inquire into the mat- Savings Banks.
ter. The Bill was drafted by the Commis- take possession or it for five years, and
sioner of Titles, and not bv the Parliament- that seemed a long period.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLo.-I would
ar~' Draughtsman.
-'
sooner trust the C.lOvernment to put it on
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he the Estimates.
had no objection to the provision.
The amendment to omit the word "two"
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-The question was agreed to.
IS whether the time is not too short.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
The Hon W. S. MANIFOLD moved- the proposal was to fill up the blank by
He
That the words " twelve months" be making the provision five years.
olllitted, and the words" two years" substitut~d. thought it would be better to make the term.
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three years, so as to be one year longer
than the two years.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that he would accept the Attorney-General's
He movedsuggestion.
That the word "three" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the words "twelve months" be omitted,
with the view of inserting the words " two
years."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. :M. DAVIES movedThat the word "bank" be omitted, with the
view of inserting the word " banks."

Gaming Suppression Bill.

The Hon. A. HICKS asked whether it would not be possible to meet at z
o'clock on Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-No.
The Hon. A. HIOKS said he would
suggest then that the House should meet
at two o'clock on Tuesday and Wednesday.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
the House would not get through so much
work if it met at 2 o'clock as if it met
at the regular hour and .sat the whole evening.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty-one
minutes to ten o'clock until Tuesday,.
December 4.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, aSI were
also clauses 7 to 13 inclusive, and the
schedules.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
The preamble having been agreed to, with
a verbal .amendment, the Bill was reported
vVednesday, LVovember 28, 1906.
with amendments, and the amendments were
considered and adopted.
The SPEAKER took the ch.air at three
On the motion of the Hon. J M
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a 'third minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.
time, and passed.
COUNTRY FIRE BRIGADES BOARD.!
. INQUIRY AT BALLARAT.
CHILDREN'S COURTS BILL.
Mr.
~IcGREGOR'
asked the Chief SecThis Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating retary if he had any objection to lay upon
that they had agreed to the same with the table of the Library a copy of the evi-;
dence an.d the finding of the Country Fir~
amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken in- Brigades Board inquiry recently held. at
.
to consideration on the next day of meet- Ballarat?
Si~
SAMUEL
GILLOTT.-No
report
ing.
has been made to me concerning the Coun-·
ADJOURNMENT.
try Fire Brigades Board inquiry recently
GAMING SUPPRESSION BILL.
held at Ballarat, but I am in communication. with the Board on the subject, and I'
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedwould suggest that the honorable member
That the House do now adjourn.
should repeat the question next week.
He said he would remind honorable memPAYMENT OF TEACHERS'
bers that the second reading of the Gaming
Suppression Bill was fixed for next TuesSALARIES.
day.
Honorable members would have
Mr. BEARD asked the Premier, for the
time thoroughly to read the Bill, ana it Minister of Public Instruction, if, seeinlg.
was desirable th.at any proposed amend- that State school teachers would be paid
ments should be prepared and circulated, on the 21st December, 1906, and not again
so that they would not be rushed upon the until the 31st January, 1907, he would
Government while the Bill was in Com- give instructions that all teachers applying
mittee. He also wished to intimate that at the Department qn and after the 16th
honorable members would be expected to J anuarv. should receive the half-month's
sit until they had finished that Bill, even pay?
if they had to sit on Thursdays.
Of
Mr. BENT.-I have not had an oppor-·
course, at this late time of the session, the tunitv of seeing the Minister of PublicHouse' could not afford to miss any ordi- Instruction this morning. We do intend
nary sitting days.
to pay the teachers on the 21st December
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-I think although I lose a lot of interest on the
honorable members will be quite prepared monev. In regard to the other part of
to meet the Government in that matter.
the question, I promised the leader of the
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Opposition last night that I would consider that. It will require a good deal
of consideration, for it really means \v.hether we shall pay the teachers bi-monthly
or not. I can only say it will receive our
best consideration.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he·
wished to make a personal explanation. In
the Ag·e of this morning an error, which
was evidently merely a compositor's error,
o:curred in the report of the debate of last
night in Committee on clause 18 of the
Factories and Shops Acts Amendment Bill.
The name of the honorable member for
Bendigo East and :his own name had got
mixed up. The honorable member held
one opinion, and he (Mr. Bayles) held another. The statement he referred to was"Mr. Bayles regarded .the clause as are·
trograde step." He did not regard the
clause as a retrograde step. .He did noi
tbink the Age would _h<'.Ve made the statement intentional1y, and he believed it was
.a compositor's error. He was not the Mr.
Bailes who spoke last night. for he was
not in the House when the clause was dis<cussed. He had seen the Whip, and he
understood from him that the second-reading debate would go on until the House
rose, but unfortunately it did not.
The
change of "i" to " y" made all the difference. He did not wish it to go forth
that he was against the clause.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT.
SPECIAL BOARDS.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat it is expedient to appoint a Special
Eoard to dete!~ine the lowest prices or rates
which may be paid to any person or persons, or
classes of persons, employed in the process,
trade, or business connected with or incidental
to the manufacturing or making of carr.iage'l,
-carts, and other vehicles (other than perambula.
tcrs), or any part or parts thereof, such as the
ironwork of bodies, hoods, cushions, springs,
u:-.les, whee~s, tyres, rims, hubs, or spokes.

He said-The number of registered factories is 174. The number of male employes is 1,546, with an average wage of
30S. jd. Of this number 948 are twentyone years or over, receiving an average wage
()f 42S. Iod.; and 598 ate under twenty-one vears, and receive an average wage of
IIS. :~d. Tihe usual number of hours worked
is for~\·-eight, though as many as fifty-six
hours are worked in one factory and fiftyfour in another. The Board is asked for
by letter from the trade society, and ·by
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a deputation from the same. A petition in
favour of a Board, signed by 649 employes,
by forty-seven occupiers of registered
factories. and by fifty-nine smaller employers, was received in 1900. The reasons for the application are-(I) To secure a fair minimum wage j (2) to regulate
the employment of boy labour j (3) to secure fair piece-work rates. It is also stated
that fhis is a season trade, work being
scarce during the winter months. A protest
against the appointment of a Board, signed
by 149 employers, has been received, and
a deputation of employers protesting
against a Board being appointed waited
upon me recently.
Forty-three a:dult employes receive 20S. and under j 42 from 2IS.
to 255. j 83 from 26s. to 30s. j 49 from
3 IS . to 35s. j 141 from 36s. to 40s. j 153
from 4IS. to 45s. j 288 from 46s. to 50S. ;
and 149· receive over 50S.
T4e av:erage
wage and proportion of boy labour vary
considerably in different factories, as will
be seen from a comparison between
two groups of factories. In group
I there are twenty-two factories with
224 employes. The average wage is 33s.
Sd., but there are seventy-nine persons
under twenty-one years of age whose wage
is I2S. 6d. In group 2 there are twentytwo factories, with 232 employes, the average wage is 25s. 3d., and there are 117
persons under twenty-one years of age
whose wage is 950. 9d.
These figures
indicate that in the factories included in
group 2 each employe receives on an average 8s. ·2 d. less than the labour is Geld to
be worth by the manufacturers included in
group I. If a special Board were appointed
a uniform minimum wage would have to
be paid, and the proportion of Improvers would be limited. The employes in some factories would benefit,
and the good employers would not
be subjected to un'fair
competition
by other employers who at present
pay much lower wages, and employ many
more boys. I have the information here as
to the history of the Board when previously
appointed, but I shall not trouble the
House with the particulars.
It is well
known that this Board dropped out at the
time the Act lapsed.
Mr. LEMMoN.-They had fixed their determination.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Yes; and it
only required to be gazetted. The determination never came into force, but it cost
The
the State a large sum of money.
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Board was nearly two years arnvmg at the morrow. This proposal strikes from Beeac
determination, and it was on the point of through the country up tOo Newtown, a!ld
all the mining people right up to M:1rybeing gazetted when the Act lapsed.
borough have asked to ;ha\'e it sent
Mr. BENT seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the reso- to the Railways Standing Committee.
lution was ordered to be transmitted to the If there is any objection, I \yill postpone
Legislati\'e Council, with a message re- the matter until to-morrow, and bring up
the plans.
questing their concurrence therein.
:Mr. PRE~DERG'AST.-I have no obSir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedI do not
That it is expedient to appoint a Specia~ jection to the motion in itself.
Board to determine the lowest prices or rates think there should be any objection to the
which may be paid to any person or persons, or survey of any line of this: kind, and to
classes of persons, employed in the process, sending it on for the consid~ration of the
trade, or business of a farrier.
Railways Standing Committee. But a very
He said-The number of registered fac- important principle is involved with respect
tories is twelve.
The number of persons to furnishing a plan, and I think that
employed is fifty-seven, with an average should be done before the motion is prowage of 31S. 6d. Of this number thirty- ceeded with. I do not wish to delay busifour are twenty-one years of age or over, and ness, but I have mentioned this matter
their average wage is 40s. 8d., while there before.
a:re twenty-thnee under' twenty-one years
Mr. BENT movedof age, whose average wage is I7S. lad.
That the debate be now adjourned.
The usual number of hours worked is from
The motion was agreed to, and the debate
The Board is
forty-eight to fifty-four.
'vas
adjourned until the following day.
asked for by a petition signed by thirtv-six
employers forwarded in 1900 and by a
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
petition signed by 122 employes forwarded
RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT'S COAL CONTRACTS
in 1900 j also by a deputation of employes
-ROBBERIES OF WORKMEN'S KITSin 1906. The reasons for the application
FORESTS BILL.
are: (I) the long hours worked; (2) the low
wages paid; and (3) the excessive boy labour
The House having resolved itself into
No communication has been Committee of SuppIv,
employed.
received protesting against the appointment
Mr. BENT movedof a Board. There are five adult employes
That a sum not exceeding [361,091 be granted
receiving from 2IS. to 25s. j three from 26s. to His Majesty on account of or towards deto 30S.; one teceiving from 3IS. to 35s. j fraying the following services for the year 1906five from 36s. to 40s. j ten from. 41S. to 7, namely :-Legislative Council, £100; Legislative Assembly. [860? Parliamentary Standing
45 s . j seven from 46s. to 50S.; and three Committee on Railways, [75; Victorian Parliareceiving over 50S.
mentary Debates, £310 i. The Library, [90;
State Reading Room, [145; Refreshment
Mr. BENT seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the reso- Rooms, [125;. Public Service Commissioner,
[So; Administrative and Scientific, £4,060; Golution was ordered to be transmitted to the vernment Statist, £730; Police, [24,535; Penal
Legislative Council, with a message re- Establishments and Gaols, £4,700; Hospitals for
the Insane, [12,630; Neglected Children and
questing their concurrence therein.
CRESSY AND PITFIELD PLAINS
PROPOSED RAILWAY.
Mr. BENT moved-'That the question of connecting Cressy and
Pitheld Plains by means of a railway with the
existing railway system, and of loading the
la.nds enhanced in value by the construction of
the railway, be referred to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Railways for consideration and report.

He said-AI though the plan is ready, it is
not :here to-dav, but I think this matter is
pretty well known to all' honorable members. If there is any objection to my proceeding now I will bring up the plan to-

Reformatory Schools, l.'i,240; Public Library,
Museums, and National Gallery, [1,805; Auditor-General, £goo; Grants, £1,080; Miscellar:.eous (Chief SecretalY's Department), [4,120;
Education, £2,681; Do., £52,39'2; Technical
Schools, [1,685; Miscellaneous (Education Department), [210; Supreme Court, [242; Law
Officers of the Crown, £623; Crown Solicitor,
£3.11; Prothonotary, [124; Master in Equity
and Lunacy, [344; Re~istra.r-Genera.l and Registrar of Titles,. £2,382; Trade Marks, .&c.,
[28; Sheriff, .£340; Comptroller of Stamps,
&c., [209; Miscellaneous (Attorney-General's
Department), £10; Connty Courts, Courts of
Insolvency, Courts of Mines, GeQeral and Petty
Sessions, /670; Police Magistrates and Wardens,
[1,017; Clerks of Courts, £1,800; Coroners,
£ro; Treasury, £2,478: Income Tax, £1,119;
Curator of Estates of Deceased Persons, £162;
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Government Printer, £4,985; Advertising, £400 ;
Carriage of Agricultural Produce, £2,000; Carriage of Coal, £1,000; Payment to Railway
Department for Issue of Free Passes to State
Governor and Staff, Members of Parliament,
&c., Executive Councillors, and Members of
Par~iiaments of other States, £420; Miscellaueous (Treasurer's Department), £194; Survey, Sale, and Management of Crown Lands,
£5,909; Public Parks, Gardens, and Reserves,
£420 l Botanical and Domain Gardens, £677;
Extirpation of Rabbits and Wild Animals,
i),384; Closer Settlement, £170; Village Settlements and Labour Colonies, £20; Miscellaneous
(Lands Department), £'5°0; Public Works,
£'3,°4°; Ports and Harbors, £1,752; Victorian
Railways Construction Branch, £224; Miscellaneous (Public Works Department), £106;
Works and Buildings! 19,060; Mines, £2,4 1 5;
Furtherance of Mining Industry, £1,250; Miscellaneous (Mines Department), £5°0; Forest
and Nurseries Branch, £1,785; Water Supply,
(504) waterworks in Country Districts, &c.,
j.250_; State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, /8,000; Agriculture and Industries, £1,009;
Diseases in Stock, £5~S-; Vegetation Diseases,
1344; Technical Agricultural Education, £1.35 0 ;
Burnley School of Horticulture, &c., £100;
Viticultural Industry, '.f222; Development of
Export Trade, /~oo; .'\Vyuna Irrigation Farm,
£300; Milk and Dairy Supervision, £45; Grants
tl) Agricultural Societies, £100; Miscellaneous
(Department of Agriculture), £1,250; Public
Health. £2,024; Victorian Railways, £175,000:
Miscellaneous (Railway Department), £876,
Tctal, £361,091.

Supply.

Mr. DO\\TNWARD said the Commissioners had given 2S. per ton more for the
New South Wales coal this year, and they
made this allowance of one farthing per
ton per mile for the carria!!e of Victorian
coal one Off the pretexts why they should
not increase the price for Victorian coal to
the same extent as they had increased the
price of New South 'Vales coal. If proper consideration was to be given to our
own industry, in which hundreds of men
were profitably employed, surely it was a
fair thing that when the price of New
South . "Vales coal was increased by 2S., the
same Increase should be made with reo-ard
to Victorian coal. He trusted the Pre~ier
,~ould not allow the Railways CommisSIOners to treat the Victorian collieries in Q'
less favorable manner than they treated the
New South Wales collieries
Mr. BENT.-The question of coal contracts was under consideration at the last
meeting of the Cabinet, and we intend to.
go into the matter thorough 1y.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he was satisfied with that promise, so long as it was
understood that the matter would receive
the serious consideration of the Government
before the Railways Commissioners were
He said thit these were the ordinary items allowed to make such a great distinction befor the month of December. There was tween Victorian and New South Wales coal.
nothing contentious in the list, and any- ~lthough these coal-fields were in his disthing that required discussion would re- trict, he had never, on the floor of this
main over until the Estima"tes were dealt· House, made any attempt to say that they
should be spoon-fed to an unreasonable de'rith.
The motion was agreed to, and the re- gree, but when he saw that the Commisstoners were giving 2S. per ton more for
solution was reported to the House.
New South Wales coal, owing to the ad:\Ir. BENT movedvance in price, then he considered that thev
That the resolution arrived at in Committee
had a perfect right to give the same inof Supply be adopted.'
crease to the Victorian coUieries.
How
Mr . DOWNWARD said he noted an were our coal c~mpanies to pay fair wages
item of £ 1,000 for the carriage of coal. unless thev receIved the same consideration
Honorable members knew that that vote as was shown to those in New South
was perfectly farcical. The amount that Wales?
was paid for the railway freight on coa.l , Mr. SANGSTER.-Will you give the men
was amply sufficient to pav the Railways the same Arbitration Court that they have
Commissioners without any bonus at all, in New South Wales?
but the Commissioners were making this a
Mr: DOWNWARD said he was satisfied
pretext for not giving an increase of, price
that if the Victorian companies got a fair
for the Victorian coal.
lUr. BENT. -This is onl y the agreement price for their coal they would be enabled
to pa y fair wages.
for this year.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that in
Mr. DOWN"VARD said he knew that
was so, but the Commissioners alluded to connexion with the coal contracts he wished
to impress on the Premier the necessity of
£.1,000 being paid.
.~?owing ~ore consideration. to the co-operaMr. BENT.-'Vhere?
Mr. DOWNWARD.-In their reply, tive partIes who were obtamin.g coal.
Mr. BENT.-I am giving them even' conwhich was published the other day.
sideration.
.
Mr. BENT.-That is nothing. '
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~Ir. PRENDERGAST said that these
men were paid 6d. or IS. per ton less for
their coal than was paid to the companies
for the same quality of coal. They should
be treated on the same footing.
:Mr. BENT.-At your instigation I did
what enabled them to go on.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he agreed
with that, and these men were making better wages for themselves than they could
get from the companies. He supposed that
when the matter was considered bv the
Cabinet it would be dealt with an the" basis
of analysis, and that these men would receive the same· consideration as others.
There were a number of undeveloped coalfields in Victoria:, which should also be considered.
~Ir. BENT.-I am to get an analysis
from Professor Masson.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said that was all
rirrht, but an analysis might not be altog~her a fair test. It sometimes appeared
that actual experience was a better guide
in some of these matters than scientific
knowledge.
Mr. WARDE.. -Picked samples may .be
sent for analysis.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes. It was
not always a fair method of judging.
There were a number of coal-fields in Vic-

toria awaiting development. In the Geologist's Department there were records of
seven undeveloped coal-fields, all of which
were marked on the plans. Some of them
were in rather inaccessible places, and
others were on the skirts of private land, so
that they could nol1: be developed without
going to the private owners. Some of these
seams, however, and especially those running' down to Westernport, could be
opened up with advantage by the Railway
Department, so as to supplv itself with
cool. - Under anv circumstances, he thought
the coal companies themselves should enter
into an agreement whereby the men would
receive fair benefits in connexion wlth these
coal contracts.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he understood
that the item of £I,OOO for the carriage of
coal was intended to meet the supposed deficit resulting through the carriage of Victorian coal.
Mr. BENT.-It is simply for one month.
We will take the whole question lnto consideration in connexion with the new cootracts.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he thought that
any person reading the evidence taken be-
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fore the Coal Commission must come to the
conclusion that the system adopted bv the
Department of calculating the cost of the
carriage of coal was crude in the extreme.
Not only that, but the gentleman who £!aye
that evidence before the Commission was
sufficiently honest to say that it was a very
difficult matter indeed to give anything like
an estimate of what the cost of the carriage ofi coal was to the Department.
Since the Premier had given his word that
the Cabinet intended to go thoroughly into
the question of these coal contracts, he (J\lr.
Livingston) did not intend to say anything,
further on the point at present, but when
the question came to be properly ventilated'
in the House he thought it would rather
surprise a number of honorable members.
The Chief Commissioner of Railways made
a statement to the daily press the other
day, both in the Argus and the Age, and
it was simply a rehash of what he said before the Coal Commission sat. The CoaT
Commission -completely upset the whole of
that statement, and yet it was re-issued now
and published in the press. The whole
question would require to be thorough]."
considered, -because it meant that unless the
Victorian coal mines were placed upon atleast an equal footing with the New South
W 1
I
d
I
11
a es coa -fiel s, they wou d eventua y
have to close up, with the result that Oul·
railway system would be entirely dependent
on the New South Wales coal-fields, and
-we had very bitter experience of what ,,'eo
had to pay when such was the case.
_ Mr. LEMMON expressed the hope that
-before the Government acceded to the request
made by one of these coal companies, for
the payment to it of ..(,~,ooo, he would insist on a great change being made in the
management of that concern. The conditions
prevailing in the mines at present were, in.
some respects, just as bad as they were
prior to the appointment of the Coal Commission. The evidence given before the
Commission established the f.act that bad
labour conditions prevailed in those mines.
If the Premier gave an opportunity to theHouse for a reasonable amount of discussion, he (Mr. Lemmon) was sure it would
expedite the matter, and the honorable
gentleman should insist upon better labour
conditions in the coal mines. That had
been done by the Federal Parliament, and
the same principle should be adopted here.
The Commonwealth Government said to the
manufacturers of harvesters and agricultural implements that a. £12 duty would
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put on imported machines. It was provided that there should be an excise duty
.of £6, to be remitted' if the manufacturers
here conformed with decent labour conditions. Why did the Premier not make a
provi'sion of that kind?
Mr. BENT.-Why not wait till it comes
on next week?
Mr. LEMMON said he was making :l
suggestion.
Mr. BENT.--I appointed the Commission
for you.
Mr. LEMMON asked what was the good
of a Commission if the conditions it recommended were not adopted? He hoped the
Premier had read the portion of the Commission's report dealing with the question
of free labour in the mines.
That had
been the curse of the industry.
Mr. BENT.-I read it last Saturdav instead of going to the cricket match. .,
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) drew attention to item II, "Police, £24,535." He
did not wish to say anything against the
police force, but he would like to bring
under the notice of the Premier that in
Toorak, where there was a large number
.of houses being constructed, there had been
a number of robberies of workmen's kits.
He understood that each carpenter's kit
There had been
was worth £25 or £30.
a large number of these robberies.
He
did not want to say the police force had
not done all they could to catch the offenders, but the trouble was that these kits
were very easily disposed of.
He would
like to know whether the Premier could see
his way to adopt any method for the purpose of registering the persons buying
workmen's kits.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) dre\v
attention to item 67, " Forest and Nurseries
Branch, £ 1,785. "
He desired to bring
under the notice of the Premier once more
the delay in submitting the Forests Bill for
the consideration of the House.
Mr. BENT.-Good gracious!
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he could assure the Premier this was not a
matter for jesting.
The Bill had been
promised for years past.
Mr. BENT.-Well, it is ready.
We will
take it up and pass it through if you like.
1\1r. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he did not see the Bill on the notice-paper.
Mr. BENT.-We have got it.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
the Forests Bill was of more importance to
the State than some of the measures that
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were on the notice-pa.per.
The question
was not a contentious one, but it was a serious matter affecting the mining industry
and the agricultural industry. There were
large areas of land reserved temporarily
throughout the State for forest purposes, and some portions of those lands
were of no use for forest purposes, and
could be used for settling people.
Mr. BENT.-We released 25,000 acres
in Portland last week.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he was aware of that, and there had been
land released in other parts of the State
that should not have been released-areas
of good timber land that would have been
of the greatest value to the mining industry
in the near future.
'\Vould the Premier
give the House an assurance that the Bill
would be introduced?
He (Mr. Bailes)
did not think the mea'sure could be a contentious one, and it would be hailed by all
sections of the community with pleasure.
It would confer benefits on the mining industry, and on the consumers in the metropolis, and a great and lasting benefit would
be done to the agriculturists. The Bill
would open up land for settlement, and
would probably enable the State to settle a
large number of people without having to
purchase from private owners at high prices
lands for that purpose.
The motion was agreed to, and the resoI ution was adopted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House having ,gone into Committee
of Ways and Means,
Mr. BENT movedThat towards making good the supply granted
to His Majesty for the service of the year
1906-7 the sum of £361,091 be granted out of
the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
BILL (No.5).
The resolution passed in Committee of
Wa ys and Means was considered, and
adopted.
Authority being given to Mr. Bent and
Mr. Swinburne to introduce a Bill to carrv
out the resolution,
.
Mr. BENT brought up a Bill" to apply
out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£361,091 to the service of the year
19°6-7, " and moved that it be read a first
time.
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The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first and second time.

The House then went into Committee for
the consideratiDn of the Bill.
On clause I, "Issue and application of

£3 61 ,09 1, "

Mr. LIVINGSTON said he wished to
refer to a matter he mentioned some little
time ago in connexion with the condition of
State schools in South Gippsland.
He
was tired of bringing, up this question. He
had received a communication from Yarram
which would show the intense disgust fell
by! the cOluntry people as to the manner in
which the Education Department was being
administered. The Director of Education
had inspected the school with him (Mr.
Livingston), and had seen the necessity for
repairs, but nothing had been done. The
letter, which was as follows, was signed by
Mr. B. P. Johnston, honorary secretary of
the Yarram Town Improvement Society : -

Dear Sir,-On 23rd June last the Education
Department wrote to you as to my letter asking
for increased accommodation at the local State
school, saying that the question had been deferred for the pres~nt, but the case was being
kept under view so that should action become
necessary it might be taken without delay.
'Well, nothing has been done yet although action
became absolutely necessary long ago. The summer is on us again, and our little children have
to continue to submit to scandalous overcrowding.
The residents feel very strongly about the matter, so I trust you may be able to wake up the
powers that be.

In regard to the school at Morwell, a letter
had been received by the local Board oi
Advice from the Education Department,
dated '14th November.
The letter was
from l\1r. James, Secretary of the Education
Department, and was as folloW's:I beg to state for the information of the
Board of Advice that it has been decided to
effect the necessary works at the above-named
school, viz. :-Removal of gallery, repairs, new
fleoring, proyision of cloak-room, &c.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The matter
will go on to the Public Works Department, and get lost.
He (Mr.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - Yes.
Livingston) had received the following
letter from W. Tulloch, Chairman of the
Board of Advice at Morwell:Dear Sir,-The enclosed speaks for

it~el£.

The writer was referring to the letter from
the Secretary to the Education Department, which he (Mr. Livingston) had just
read.
I feel just like calling a meeting of the
Board to discuss the advisability of resigning in
a body. The Department must be as well aware
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as you and I of the necessity of new fencing,
&c., at the Morwell State School No. 2136.
'Vill you, to oblige me, give a call on the
Director once again?

He had called and called on the Education
Department in reference to these country
State schools until he was absolutely tired
of doing so, and he did not intend to cal1
any more.
Mr. HARRIs.-What did they say?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said the Director
was exceedingly sympathetic.
Sir ALEXANDER FEACOCK.-Did you ever
see the Minister there?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said it appeared
to him that the trouble arose through the
fact that when the Education Department
agreed to certain work being done, the matter was sent on to the Public Works Department, and became lost in the eternal
ocean.
The MinisAn HONORABLE MEMBER.
ter's attention is confined to the Continuation Schools.
Mr. BENT said previously the honorable
member for Gippsland South had referred
One was with
to a couple of matters.
reference to the necessity of an extended
That
area of land for a State school.
was mentioned to the Minister of Lands,
and he believed in one or two cases since
then matters had been altered. Something
was done not many days, ago.
He (Mr.
Bent) prepared a list of the matters referred to by the honorable member, and
If the matters were slow in
sent them on.
being attended to, he would see if he could
not hurry things up.
Mr. ELMSLIE said his mind, like that
of the honorable member for GippsJancl
South, was very much troubled about the
schools in his district, especially in regard
That
to one school at Middle Park.
school had an attendance of 300 children
more than there was accommodation for.
Representations had been made to the Minister of Public Instruction in the matter.
The sanitary conditions 'were not what they
should be.' He (Mr. Elmslie) had received sympathetic replies from the Premier, but up to the present, nothing had
been done.
I t would be recognised that
at a school where there were 300 children
more than there was accommodation for
some alterations should be made. The dis·
trict was a rapidly growing one, and whether the Education Department liked it or
not, something would have to be done to
afford facilities for the chjldren to be
_I
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accommodated. He would like to discover
some method of shaking the Education Department up, so as to get the accommodation for children that was urgently needed.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said
he had mentioned the Forests Bill a short
He knew at that time it would
while ago.
have been out of order for the Premier to
repl y.
He would now ask the honorable
gentleman what he intended to do in regard
to the matter.
Mr. BENT .-1 told you I would consult
with the :Minister of the Department tomorrow. I think the Bill is ready.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It was circulated last session.
Mr. BENT.-If you put the Licensing
Bill through to-day or to-morrow, I will
bring on the Forests Bill the next day.
Mr. COLECHIN said there was an
item, " Public Libraries, Museums, and N ational Gallery, £r,805."
He hoped the
Premier would recognise the importance of
~he matter, which he (Mr. Colechin) had
brought under the honorable gentleman's
notice.
Mr. BENT.-I cannot say anything today.
Mr. COLE CHIN said there was an
item, "Technical schools, .,£r,685." Some
of the members of the Committee were
men who had devoted a large amount of
attention to this matter.
On a couple of
occasions he had brought under the notice
of honorable members that at Geelong it
had been necessary to provide .a tent for
the accommodation of the people attending
the ~chool.
Mr. BENT .-1 will make no promises today to find more money.
Mr. COLE CHIN said application had
been made to the Government in regard to
this matter by some of the most intelligent
men in Geelong. '
Mr. WATT.-Who got that pension for
Mr. Read?
That is what we want to
know.
Mr. COLECHIN said he had shown the
P'remier. the particulars of the petition.
Certain people had two petitions, and when
they found-The CHAIRMAN.-This has nothing to
do with clause r.
Mr. COLECHIN said the pension was
provided for in the list.
The CHAIRMAN .-Clause r is before
the Committee.
MJ1. COLECHIN said hei understood
honorable members were in order in :dis-
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cussing the list of votes in connexion with
clause r.
The CHAIRMAN.-T:hat was in Committee of Supply.
~Ir. COLECHIX said there was another matter in reference to trade marks he
wished to mention. He had called the attention of the Premier to this before, but
no doubt the honorable gentleman had forgotten all about it.
~Ir. BENT. Trade marks are not in
my Department.
Mr. COLECH1X said he hoped the
Premier ,,;ould look into the matter.
Mr. BENT.-No promise from me; that
is Mr. Swinburne's affair.
Mr. COLECH1~ said he also hoped
the Premier would remember the matter of
the railways that he had mentioned before.
.
The clause was agreed to, as ",ere also
clause 2 and the preamble.
The Bill was reported without amend·
ment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of 1\1r. BEXT, the Bill
was then read a t.hird time.
)[r. BENT .-1 am much obliged to honorable members for finding money for other
people.
l\IALDO~

RATES BILL.

The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clause r was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 2, which
was as follows:The Governor in Council may appoint an.
of municipal accounts to hold an inquiry as to the monexs remaining unpaid at the
commencement of this Act in respect of rates.
Illade by the council of the Shire of Maldoll1
together \yith interest thereon.
in~pector

Mr.'VATT remarked that honorable
members did not appear to be watching this:
Bill.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendi~o East).If you had been :here last night you would
have heard all about it.
Mr. WATT said he had some mOore important matters tOo deal with. It occurred
to him that the prOovisions of this Bill
might be made general.
'Mr. BENT.-Oh, no.
Mr. WATT.-Whv not?
Mr. BENT.-Too big.
There is not
another municipality in the State as bad
as this.
Mr. 'VATT said he did not know whether the Premier meant t-!)at, fhere was no
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other municipality so immoral. This was
If it was a
a good Bill or a bad Bill.
good Bill it was good for everybody. 'What
,vas " ~sauce for the goose was sauce for the
gander." He thought the honorable member
w.ho represented the indistinct and indefinite part of the country affected by this
Bill should explain why the measure should
not be general.
Mr. McGREGOR remarked that he did
not see why the Bill should not be general
in its application, and he hoped the Premier would see his way clear to make it
general.
Mr. BENT .-Oh, no.
Mr. BEAZLEY stated that there appeared to be a good reason why the Bill
shc.uld be in its present form.
This Bill
was to cover up a loose method of doing
business in the p.a'st, and to make the Bill
general woul~ be encouraging that sort of
thing. He thought it devolved upon the
deputy Minister in charge of the Bill to
explain the clause more fully.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
observed that on behalf of the shires he
represented, he begged to resent the idea
that this Bill should be mide meneral. All
the shires he had to do with made the
people pay their rates, and there was no
trouble.'
Mr. COLECHIN remarked that he had
spo~en on this matter last night, and the
only reason why he had not gone further
was that the Premier had promised to look
into the matter.
Mr. BENT.-I 'did look into it.
Mr. ,COLE CHIN said the Premier might
give him some information with regard to
two or three names.
Mr. BENT.-I won't look.' at the names.
Mr. COLECHIN said he hoped that all
the people who were to be benefited were
deserving, and that this Bill would not become a precedent for similar action being
taken. He hoped there was not going to
be a crop of these things.
Mr. BENT.-I hope not.
~h. 'HUTCHINSON stated that as a
representative who had a special interest
in five municipalities, he would like to
un:derstand why a special provision should
be made for one municipalitv alone.
He
thought it was due to the ,Chamber that
the 'honorable member who appeared to be
now in charge of the Bill. and whom he
might regard as a new Minister, should
make an explanation of that provision.

Rates Bill.

Mr. LAWSON said he did not think it
was desirable that this Bill should be made
general in its ,application, and the Maldon
Shire Council did not want this Bill even to
have operation for any length of time. The
Bill was' limited in its operation to 31st
December, 1907.
This Bill was introduced to meet a peculiar and special difficulty which had arisen in connexion with
the rate books of the shire of Maldon. He
did not desire now to elaborate on what
was stated last night, or make any lengthy
explanation of the provision. That was all
put fully before the House, and honorable
members who were present would understand exactly what the position was.
A
special a.udit revealed t:his state of affairs
for which the Bill provided, and there were
only two methods by which' the books could
be cleared.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).~What
state of affairs is that?
Mr. LAWSON said the books brought
forward arflears of rates extending back to
1870, and previous to that, and these rates
were charged ,against men who ,had bought
the land on which the rates were due, and
had an assurance from the council from
time to time that there were no rates due on
the property. The object of the Bill was to
appoint an inspector, 'vilo would make an
independent and judicial investigation, and
report according to the equities of the case
to the Minister of Public \Vorks, who
would make} an order, which would be
given effect to by the shire council.
Mr. BENT remarked that for the information of the honorable member for Essendon he might state that the list of several
sheets which :he held in his hand started
with the guardians of Holv Trinitv Church
for rates from 1873 to 1875; which had
r..ot been paid. This money was going to
be obtained under the Bill.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-Did you say you would
look into that list?
Mr. BENT said he did not sav that.
He had looked into the clauses of the Bill
with the keen eye of a municipal councillor
who paid his rates.
If there was much
more chaff about the honorable member for
Castlemaine being a deputy Minister he
would have to send him away. It was to
be hoped that no mOire ti~e would be
taken over this Bill.
.
, Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that when
this Bill was before the House last night
it appeared to hini to be a Bill for the purpose of giving special facilities for some
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people 'to escape their rates, and it did not
~Ir. PRE~DERGAST said that any man
impro\'e yery much on acquaintance. There ,,,ho owned land in that district and had
were, however, some safeguards in the Bill, not paid the rates on it, and who still had
s~ch as the provisions of this clause that the the ownership of the land on which the
Governor in Council might appoint an in- lates had accumulated during his ownerspector who was to reporrt whether any ship, should not be exempted.
of the rates should be remitted or enforced,
~lr. LAwsoN.-The inspector would not
and the Governor in Council was to consider report in that case.
}[r. BENT.-They will have to pay.
the report and allow or disallow its recomIf the
~Ir. PREXDERGAST said the Chamber
mendations, as he thought fit.
statement made last night by the honorable ha:d to assume that the officer who would
me:llber fOr' CastIemaine was correct, that be appointed to go into this matter could
The Chamber often had to
a number of people had bought land, and .be trusted.
on making inquiries at the shire office had take matters on trust, and assume that the
received notifications that the rates had Department concerned would act fairly.
been fully paid, and that it was only after The Governor in Council would :have a full
they had held the. fee-simple, for some time opportunity for the consideration of anythat they had dIscovered that rates had thmg that was done bv the inspector, and
not been paid in the past, it appeared the local cou.ncil seemed to have no control.
that there was a good claim for exemption
Mr. LA\VSON.-They do not want it.
from taxation on that land. But it seemed
Mr. PRENDERGAST said without the
that the council could grant an exemption Bill injustice might be done, and it would
_
be wise, perhmps, to pass the Bill to
to-day.
~fr. LA wS~N.-No.,
.,
remedy the matter.
~lr. ~RENDERGAS r saId It \Vas only
The clause was agreed to, as were also
a questIOn of proof,. and !he honor~ble clauses 3 and 4.
member for ,Castlemame saId last mght
Discussion took place on clause 5 which
that proof existed in many cases that the was as follows:'
rates had been paid.
2\ofr. McGREGOR.-Onlv in some cases.
The inspector shall forthwith after such inquiry report the result thereof and his deterMr. LAWSON.-A case was before the minatio!ls therein to the Minister.
Court in ,vhich it was decided that a letter
Mr. COLECHIN remarked that he
from fhe shire 'secretary :does not bind the would like t;o see 'the following words
council.
'addelcl ,tb this. 'clause-" and /no money
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he agreed shall be ~educted except such amount apwith what the honorable member for Ab- pears on the list submitted to this House."
botsford said last night with regard to
Mr. LAwsoN.-There is no list subthere b.eing an exemption in such a. case as mitted to the House.
'that, where the officer had given a letter
Mr. COLE CHIN said he assumed there
acknowledging the payment of the rates,
was.
and the council had found afterwards that
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - The list
the rates ha'd not been received. The man
might be varied on examination.
who purchased land under those circumMr. COLECHI~ said the council might
stances had given the full value for it in
consideration of his believing the rates had not be guided by the terms of the audito1-'')
been paid, and Ihe should not now be report.
Mr. LAWSoN.-The work will be d0tlP
liable for this cla.im. But the difficulty in
by
an outside inspector.
('onnexion with the matter was that these
nIr. COLECHIN s'aid the inspector who
cases were not placed sufficiently plainl y before the Chamber.
_.
was carrying out the work could not be
expected to go through the books co,-ering
~lr. BF.NT.-Here they are, on this list.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the matter a period of twenty or twenty-five years,
was adjourned for further consideration last and do everything.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-The inspector
night, and it could not be said that the
opportunity of glancing through the Bill is going to do all that.
Mr. COLECHIN said he would ask
was allowing further consideration.
Mr. BENT .-Here is a list of cases ""hom the inspector would go to for his
classed unjust and inequitable by the information. Would he get it from the
council?
auditor.
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Mr. LAWSON.-From the report of the
special auditor, and from what he' himself
.gathered.
Mr. COLEICHIN said ;he 'lmde11stood
the inspector would not deal with matters
-except what were included in the auditor's
list, and if that was so, he (nil'. Colecthin)
was satisfied.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 6 and 7.
Discussion took place on clause 8, which
was as follows:-

Rates Bill.

councillors being sued for £3,000 ,in their
ind~vidual capacity, ·many years age, and
havmg to' pay.

.

Mr. BENT.-They did not pay all of it.
Mr. WATT said they paid a lot. Their
individual credit was severely damaged by
?eing wri~ted ~or mistakes they had made
In conneXlon WIth the borrowing of money.
He hoped the passage of the Bill-the Premier having taken it up, and the honorable
memb.er for Castlemaine having apparently
gone mto the matter thoroughly-would not
Notwithstanding anything contained in th€!e be regarded as a precedent for any other
Local Government Acts the council of the said lingering municipality to come to this
shire may by resolution passed within three
months after the publication of such Order in House for the remiS'sion of its oblirrations
. b
Council remit or excuse the payment of any uf by Parliament.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-You asked for it to be
such amounts or portion thereof as specified in
such resolution: and thereafter the amounts or extended all round just now.
portions remitted or excused shall as against the
Mr. WATT said he stated, and the honsaid shire be taken to have been paid as from
the dates upon which they became payable re- orable member for Abbotsford confirmed his
spectively.
view, that if it was a goodl Bill -it ought to
Mr . WATT remarked that this part of be general. On close examination, he did
the Bill struck him as being rather pecu- not think it was a good Bill. The machiliar. He understood rhat a special audit nery of the Local Government Act and the
had already been conducted. The inspector obligations imposed therein on councillors
to be appointed under' this Bill would take who undertook the representation of ratethe material afforded by the special auditor payers would be broken down if Bills of
as the basis for his further examination, this kind were frequent, and this Bill there.
and he would forward his determinations fore ought not to be taken as any invitation
and recommendations to ~he Minister. or permission to other recreant municipaliThen the :Minister, determining the matter ties to come to this House for release from
entirel y on the recommendation of the spe- their obligations.
Mr. BENT.-There QS no muniCipality in
cial inspector, might cause certain things
to be done by means of Order in Council. this country as bad as this.
:Mr. WATT said the Government should
Then the shire council came in, and this
clause provided that notwithstanding any- ha ve looked into the matter years ago. He
thing contained in the Local Government wondered it had not been cleared up years
Act, the council might remit or excuse pay- before.
Mr. BENT.-The Government forty. years
ment of rates in certain cases by resoluago should have attended to it.
tion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Minister
Mr. WATT said the events haid not then
has not power under the Local Government occurred. It was putting the cart before
Act to remit rates.
the horse to authorize this special examiMr. WATT said he could not see why, nation, to have the determination of the
instead of giving the local council power inspector sent on to the Minister, to g,ive the
under this clause to remit rates, the Minis- M,inister power technically to remit, and
ter had not been given power under clause then, over and above all this, to give the
7 to do it.
The Bill seemed to be local council power to veto the Order in
This clause
loosel v drawn, and the onlv excuse that Council of the Minister.
could 'be .advanced for the measure was that should be struck out, and clause 7 amended
these matters had not occurred :during the at a later stage.
time of the present shil1e council.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
Indeed, the arrears had occurred, it suggest that this clause should be made to
seemed, before the present member for operate only by the instruct,ion or authority
the district was born.
He remem- of the Governor in Council. He had not
bered penalties being. enforced on munici- noticed before that this clause gave the
palities, notwithstanding certain excuses local. council a completely independent auhaving been made bv councillors. He re- thoritv. The clause should be made like
membered. in the district of Flemington, claus~ 7, to operate only on the recommen-
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dation of the Minister. The list supplied
by the Premier showed that in the bulk of
the cases it was essentially just that the
In one case the
people 'should' get relief.
rate was £3 I8s. 9d., due from 1876 to
1899. The money had been paid to a trust
account. The present owner was not the
owner at any time from 1876 to 1899, but
became the owner subsequently.
Mr. WATT.-Do some of the arrears run
as far up as 1899?
:\lr. PRENDERGAST said some went
a:s far 'back as 1877.
Mr. 'WATT.-There should not be a single
That
remission made as recent as 1899.
shows the folly of the Bill.
~lr. BENT.-There won't be.
~fr. WATT.-Parliament is giving power
to do it.
:\lr. PRENDERGAST said the position
,vas that a man bought land, and appealed
to the town clerk or rate collector to know
if any rates were owing on it, because if
there were he could deduct them from his
payments. The council wrote and said
there was nothing owing. Then the mam
bought the land, and :some years afterwards
the council told him that something was
For
owing previous to a certain per,iod.
those arrears the man was not legally or
morally responsible.
:\1r. WATT.-The honorable member is
all right as regards the buyer, but what
about the seller?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was not
proposed to remit the rates to the seller,
but they should be remitted to the man
who now owned the lana, and who was
really not responsible, but who had been
made responsible, perhaps, through the
laxity of the rate collector, who had advised him wrongly. This appeared to be
the ca£e in the great bulk of the instances
shown in this list.
The clause should be
amended to provide that the loca;l council
might, by resolution, on the advice of the
Governor in Council, remit or excuse these
payments.
'
~1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East). That is perfectly fair.
~1r. PRENDERGAST said the amendment would be fair because it gave the
council full consideration, and the same
provision appeared in the previous clause.
~fr. BENT. - They have only power to
remit what the Governor in Council allows
them.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said this clause
seemed to be independent of the previous
one.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-Under this clause the
local counoil are onl y carrying out the Order
in ICouncil.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he wanted
the Order in Council calling upon the local
council to do certain things to bind the
local council :specific.ally, although, on reading the clause again, there did seem to be
some safety in its provisions.
Mr. LAWSON said the intention of the
clause was to give effect to the Order in
Council. The local council had asked for
this Bill, as they were anxious to get the
The inspector would
books squared up.
make a report, the Minister would publish
an order in the Government Gazette, and
then, in order that the matter might be put
into form and the proper entries made in
the rate-book, the municipal council, in
pursuance of this measure, would pass the
resolution remitting the rates, O'r making
the oraer in accordance with the order published in the Government Gazette.
The
idea of this clClJuse was not to give any
independent power, but to make a machinery provi'sion whereby the Order in Council would be duly entere'd in the rate-book.
Mr. MACKINNON s,tid the theory of the
Local Government Act- was that rates
should be absolutely under the control of
the municipal council, and for that reason
'Parliament had been very careful in all
Acts, including the last Act, to allow no
remission of rates except under very special circumstanc~s, poverty being regarded
as one.
Practicall y all th~ investigation
woul d be done in this case by the inspector.
The Governor in Council would be satisfied
with his report, and maKe an order, and all
that this clause did was to leave the carrying out of the Ministerial order where it
should be-in the hands of the people responsible for the books and the accounts.
Some slight alteration m~ght be made in
one of the clauses to carry out the idea of
the leader of the Opposition, but realIv
the municipal council was the party that
should pass the resolution dealing with the
rClJtes, which should appear in their records
and be carried out by their officers in their
book'S. The clause was undoubtedly r:ght
in that regard.
Mr. WATT said he presumed the list the
Premier had furnished to the Committee
came from the office of the Maldon Council. It included a list of arrears classified
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as doubtful, which he presumed had been
elicited by the special audit.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Made by a
Government officer.
:Mr. BENT.-That audit has been made,
and has not been disclosed.
Mr: WA""TT said the list showed how
loose the local council had been, and how
little in recent years it deserved consideration. One case was that of a man 'rho
owed £2 for arrears and £1 qs. 9d. for
interest. This was due from 1886 to 1889.
There were others due for 1891, 1892, 1899,
and even 1900, and these were classified as
doubtful, and presumably would be recommended for remission by any inspector getting his information from such sources as
this.
Mr. BENT.-We have a report by the special auditor that the local council have not
seen, ariCl that the Minister has refused to
give them.
Mr. WATT said, then, in passing this
Bill, the House was not authorizing the remission 6f any of the rates in this list at
all. It ,vould be absurd to forego rates
even in the nineties, 'because, while the case
as explained by the honorable member for
North Melbourne might operate with considerable hardship on the purchaser who
received this misleadiQ.g information from
the Maldon Shire Office, the seller should
certainl v be chased tor the money that he
owed to the council.· In some cases he
would have other properties· in the neigh.
bourhood, or the council might be
able to levv on his assets in other
parts in order to get the rates.
He
understood, therefore, that the House
was not iIi this Bill authorizing any remissions at all, but was simply asked to trust
the Minister.
He was prepared to trust
the Minister, because that honoraole gentleman was a strong, practical man.
At
the same time, this was not a good Bill.
It was badly framed, and it appeared that
the House was passing at for the special
consideration of a council which apparently
had not been worth considering at all, even
in recent years.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 9, making provision as to the
disposal of moneys received by the shire
after 1st November, 1905, and paid into a
trust account,
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked whether,
in the case of the moneys collected and
paid into the trust account, the old audit
would be taken as the basis of deaEng with
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them, Gr whether a fresh search would be
made?
~1r. BENT.---':We are going to take the
search made by the municipal auditor, who
got £210 for doing it.
Mr. LAWSON said the facts were that,.
in certain cases, persons against whom
claims had been made for arrears of rates
had paid the money under protest, and the
<.-'Ouncil placed ,it in a trust account. If the
inspector and the Minister decided that in
these cases it would be inequitable to enforce the claim, an order would be made
permitting the council to remit the amount.
This clause would give the council authority to pa:y the money back to those who
had pa,id it under protest, and· who were
the persons entitled to receive it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a great number of the people that had paid this money
into the trust account might have been the
actual owners of other land on which arrears of rates were owing, and which had
been sold to new owners, and it would be
a very good idea for a search to be made
to ascertain if such was the case. He noticed that some of the people on this list
were very old residents of the district, and
some of them might have sold land on
If
which rates were orig.inally owing.
there were such cases, the money lodged
by them in the trust account could be seized
by the council in satisfaction of its claim
for rates such people really owed, without
the trouble of compelling them to pay.
This would be an easy way of compellinLr
them to pay what they justly owed.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East')
asked if the intention of clause 9 was
merely to keep the money secured in this
way separate from the shire accounts.
Mr. LAWSON.-It has been kept separate
up to the present.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
asked ·if those monevs would continue to be
kept separate?
.
Mr. LAwsoN.-They will be paid over
if the order is made.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report ,vas adopted.
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill
was then read a third time.
::\fr. LAWSON said he desired. bv leave,
to thank the Government and the' House
for their kind consideration in passing the
nil1. Thev had done an act of justice in
ena bling the Bill to pass. and he desired
to expres"S his appreciation.
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The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACTS
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
1\1r. SANGSTER movedThat "fancy goods shops" be added to the
f(,I:lth schedule of Act No. 1975.

He said that the fourth schedule of Act
No. 1975 included chemists' shops, coffee
houses, confectioners, eating houses, fish
and oyster shops, fruit and vegetable
shops, restaurants, tobacconists' shops, and
booksellers' and news-agents' shops.
, Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT. - ,Fancy goods
shops deal in anything sold in any shop.
Does not the fancy goods seller sell something of everything?
Mr. SANGSTER.-No.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT. - Every mortal
thing is called fancy goods.
Mr. SANGSTER said a great many of
those who sold fancy goods had to shut up
half their shops.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Quite right.
Mr. SANGSTER said he did not think
it was quite right.
The chemists were
allowed to remain open, and they sold a
large number of the articles that were not
allowed to be :sold in fancy goods shops.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT. - The chemists
do not sell any articles except those they
sold for years before the Act came into
force.
There is a legal decision on that
matter in New Zealand that protects the
chemists.
Mr. SANGSTER said the chemists sold
fancy goods.
Was beef-steak classed as
fancy goods?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Oh, no!
Mr. SANGSTER said he moved this
amendment because he had been asked to
do so by the keepers of fancy goods shops,
who considered that they were unfairly
treated at present.
If all shops selling
such goods were compelled to close, it
would make a difference, but they were not.
Shops had to close early in order that the
employes might have shorter hours of work,
but these people who sold fancy goods did
not get shorter hour:s:, for their shops were
open, whilst the part in which the fancy
goods were kept had to be partitioned off.
News-agents and tobacconists kept their
shops open, and no hardship would be irriposed in regard to the hours by his pro-
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posal, which would give them an opportunity to sell these fancy goods.
The
Christmas holidays were approaching, when
large quantities of these tancy goods were
usually sold.
It had been stated that if
the butchers' shops were closed early,
people would not be able to get their meat,
but meat was a necessity, and the people
took care to get their supplies in time. A
large proportion of the goods sold at fancy
goods shops were show goods that people
were tempted to buy on seeing them. Some
of the shops that sold them also sold tobal7co and newspapers.
He had a requisition, signed by 323 of these people in the
different suburbs, asking for the amendment to be made.
Last night, when the
matter of early closing was discussed, evidence was given that the small shopkeepers
were not losing any trade.
He had a return submitted to him by a man, showing
that he had been losing month by month
from March last up to October, as compared with the previous year.
For the
whole period he had taken £101 less.
That showed that a good deal of trade was
being lost.
In the large drapery shops in
the city, table after table was to be seen
covered with fancy goods, such as the
fancy goods :shops dealt in almost entirely.
These large establishments in the city kept
open on Wednesdays or Saturdays, as the
case might be, until late hours, and they
had these goods on show, whilst the small
shopkeeper was compelled to have his fanc\'
goods covered up; he dare not display
them.
He recollected when Mr. A. S.
George was going to Engla.nd, he wa:s given
a send-off, and on that occasion Mr. Frank
Stuart proposed success to the firm, and
said, " He was a great advocate of the F actories Act, because the advent of such legislation must kill the small people, and drive
the business to the large firms."
That
appeared in the Argus in July, 19 0 1.
Sir SAMUEL G1LLOTT.-The number of
new shops opened since then is enormous.
Mr. SANGSTER said that month bv
month the small shops he was referring to
had been suffering los'S.
The Committee
carried the proposal last night against the
small shops being kept open, and that was
quite right.
The large majority of the
fancy goods shops were very :sm.all establishments, and had no emploves.
A man
or his wife or some members 'of the familv
carried on the business. . The honorable
member for Carlton pointed out last night
that under the law post-cards could be
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bought in some shops, but not in others, experience of th0se traders whom he had
after a certain hour.
Some. of the people consulted led him to believe that if those
who had these fancy goods shops had shops were closed during the hours when
called him into their shops and showed him people were strolling past, the shopkeepers
the expense they had to go to to erect par- inevitably lost a great deal of. trade, and
titions, so as to shut off the part of the the money was never spent in that direcshop containing the fancy goods, whilst tion. These men had, therefore, legitimate
next door there might be a draper's shop, cause ~f complaint against the Legislature
where the same class of goods were ex- that imposed restrictions on them which did
posed in the window, and could be bought. no' good to anyone, and did great harm to
If anyone wanted to buy a plug of to- the shopkeepers. Another reason was that,
bacco he could do so, but he could not buy notwithstanding the attempts made b~ the
a post-card in these shops after a certain officers of the Chief Secretary's Departhour.
ment to properly control the sales that
Mr. BENT.-You ought to have voted ought to be made, and to stop those which
right last night.
should not be made, there were still a numMr. SANGSTER said he did.
ber of people-not fancy goods dealersMr. BENT. - You voted against eight who sold fancy goods during prohibited
hours.
o'ciock.
Mr. SANGSTER said he voted against
Mr. McGREGOR.-That is no reason for
one class being allowed to remain open and altering the Act.
another having to close.
In this case he
Mr . WATT said it was a reason for
wanted all to be put on the same footing.
doing so. If the fancv goods dealer ,vas
Mr. BENT.-We will gj,ve you another compelled to close, and if, at the same
chance on the :small shops.
time, the tobacconist opposite was allowed
Mr. SANGSTER said that if another to sell fancy goods during the hours when
chance were given he would vote as he did the fancy goods shop was closed, the fancy
last night.
goods dealer had a. legitimate cause of comMr. WATT.-Would you vote for an plaint. He (Mr. Watt) could give a numamendment to give them all a chance to ber of cases of that kind.
open?
Mr. MCGREGOR.-Thev are not allmyed
Mr. SANGSTER said he would not. . to do it.
Most of these people were open now, espeMr. WATT said that vV'as quite true, but
ciall y the newspaper shops and the tobacco it wa·s very hard to decide whether a given
shops. He was not proposmg to give them line of goods was fancy goods or not. It
any longer hours. If that were the proposal could not be said precisely that the fancy
he would not support it. There were a num- goods dealer was a man who handled goods
ber of these anomalies, which should be which were liable, under the Customs Act,
rectified. One shopkeeper had shown that -h1 the payment of duty as fancy goods.
he lost over £100 in eight months through Take the case of aJ tobaoconist who sold
the operation of the early-closing law. This pipes. That was not a fancy goods line to
shopkeeper asked him (Mr. Sangster) to the tobacconist, but if a fancy goods dealer
look at his books, but he did not do so. sold pipes it was a fancy goods line to
He took the man's word for it.
. him, and he could not sell them after hours.
The CHAIRMAN.-The amendment There were scores of instances in which inwhich the honorable member desires to pro- justice was done to fancy goods dealers,
pose will require to be put as a new clause. and their takings had fallen off considerIt will be as follows:ably sinc~ the law was altered. He (Mr.
Shops lrnown as fancy goods shops shall be Watt) was not present last night when the
and are herebv included in the fourth schedule vote was taken as to the ordinary closing
to the principal Act.
aT s.ma,u shops, but he thought that a comMr. WATT said he agreed with the hon- promise was possible: It was clear that a
orable member for Port Melbourne to a large number of men who were sympathetic
certain extent, and special arrangements to factory legislation were anxious to do
would have to be made for fancy goods the right thing to the small shopkeepers if
dealers. There were many reasons for this. possible, but they did not want to extend
The first was that the great bulk. of that such privileges to the small man as would
trade was done by the attraction of the eye give him a pull over the man who employed·
through the ordinary shop window. The a small 'amount of labour. That would be
J
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unjust to the man who employed only one
or two assistants. He had a proposition to
make, which he thought was of a business,like character, and to which he would ask
the consideration of the Minister. In cases
where complaint was made that there was
a falling-off in trade owing to the earlyclosing law, would it not be possible to
say to these people-IC If you like to keep
your shop open frrom 6 o'clock until
7 o'clock, Olf from 6 to 8 o'clock, and serve
these special customers yourself without
keeping back any of your employes, you
may do so." Could that not be tried?
Mr. COLECHIN.-That was settled last
night.
Mr. WATT said it was not settled. Another case that was verv near to it was settled, but that was aJ - much broader proPosition, and would have more dangerous
results.
Mr. McBRIDE.-How would your proposal apply to the case of a family?
Mr. WATT said he would allow only
one person to be in charge of the shop after
the ordinary hour.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-You
would not allow even the other members of
the family to serve.
Mr. WATT said he would not. Take
the case of an outfitter in the suburbs,
some of whose customers were unable to
visit the shop during the ordinary hours.
The outfitter himself, under this proposal,
could k,eep the shop open for an hour or two
in order to meet those customers, and no injustice would be done to any assistant, and
the hours of trading would not be unduly
r~ngthened.
He also hoped that the Minister would give consideration to the request
that had been voiced by the honorable member for Port Melbourne, that a reasonable
amount of amelioration should be given
to the fancy goods dealers, properly so
called, and that, at the same time, an effort
would be made to solve the difficultv which
was caused by the striking out last ~ight of
the clause relating to the small shopkeepers, and which was still left open and
unsettled. He understood that the Premier
intended to give honorable members another chance of dealing with that question.
If it was not decided in the wav in which
the Chief Secretary wanted, whv should
not the honorable gentleman submit an
alternative prooosal. such as that which he
(Mr. "Vlltt) hlld indicated?
.
Mr. STANLEY said he intended to support the new clause proposed bv the honorable member for Port Melbourne. He had
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seen the books of some of these small
dealers who kept fancy goods shops, and
. the falling-off in business was really a serious matter. It was a question of their getting a living or otherwise. He had a paragraRh in his hands, which he would read
especially for the benefit of the leader of
the Opposition. It was taken from the
Argus of 2nd July, 1901, and was the report of a speech that was made at a farewell gatherin~.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I was the onlv one
on this side of. the, House last night.
Mr. ST ANLEY said the paragraph
statedJ

Success to George and George Limited was
pl:oposed by Mr. Frank Stuart, who remarked
that he was a strong advocate for the Factories
An, because the advent of such legislation must
kill the small people and drive their business to
the big firms.

Now, in the past he (Mr. Stanlev) had
honestly held the opinion that the- leader
of the Opposition, and the Labour Party as
a whole, sympathized with the poor and
the struggling.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Quite correct.
Mr. STANLEY.-But what was he to
think now when he found the leader of the
Opposition opposing legislation of this
kind, which was intended to ameliorate the
condition of the poor and struggling?
W~at had he to say now in the face of such
a statement as that which he (Mr. Stanlev)
had just read?
.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Who is IC Stuart," any-

how~

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-A member of
"the Upper House.
Mr. STANLEY said he did not know
Mr. Stuart, but that gentleman did not
make any secret of. the fact that he wanted
to kill those small shopkeepers who were
making aJ living. That being so, he did not
see that the leader of the aDposition could
do anything but support the-present clause.
Mr. TOUTCHER remarked that the
clause proposed by the honorable member
for Port Melbourne seemed to open up the
whole question that was dealt with last
night. Personally, he felt a great deal of
sympathy for these small shopkeepers, because he knew how the present law
operated. In the case of a news-agent and
fancy goods dealer, the shopkeeper could
sell newspapers after the ordinary hours on
_one side of, the shop, but on the other side
there was a shutter, and a person could not
buy a little· toy or anything of that kind.
It was principally out of the profits made
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on fancy goods that these people lived, but should be allowed to keep open beyond the
the question had to be considered whether usual time of closing.
they could be a'llowed to open that part of·
Mr. COLECHIN.- You do not show how
their business which was devoted to fancy it can be done.
goods when the man who dealt entirely in
Mr. TOUTCHER 5aid he thought it
fancy goods was not allowed to keep open. could be done.
At the present time, the
There was something anomalous in the Chief Secretary had power to give concespresent state of things.
sions to men working in different trades
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - We shall over a certain age, .as far as the price paid
have to close all these shops at 6 o'dock- for the work was concerned. If that pritobacconists and news-agents included.
vilege could be given to old men, surely a
Mr. TOUTCHER said he ·thought there similar concession could be extended to poor
should be a way out of, the difficulty. Some people who kept small shops.
The Goconsideration should be shown to widows vernment could frame a provision that
a.nd to people who were incapacitated from would allow deserving people to keep their
a.ctive exertion, and who gained a livelihood shops open a couple of hours longer. than
in these small businesses.
For instance, shops employing assistants.
Mr. BEAZLEy.-Would you like a shopwhere aJ woman was carrying on a business
of this kind, and had to support a lot of keeper under those conditions to be open
little children, some provision should be next door to you?
made to enable her to keep open somewhat
Mr. TOUTCHER said he would not
later than the OIrdinary hour of closing. A mind if a man next door to him had his
great many people in the suburbs left by shop open after he (Mr. Toutcher) shut his
the early trains in the morning, before the shop. Business people had their clientele,
local shopkeeper opened his shop, and they and it would make very little difference.
returned at night after the shop was closed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-According to your
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-That was part of argument, there is no necessity for any
my argument last night, but, of course, the alteration.
House negatived my proposal.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he told a watchMr. TOUTCHER said what had to be
maker in a suburb that he would call one considered was the question of the assistevening, but the watchmaker said it was ants who were working in shops.
He
too late, as he would be closed.
As he would let people keep shops open as long
(Mr. Toutcher) was in the suburbs at dif- as they pleased, so long as the hands got
ferent hours of the day, he could get any- away.
A law could be made so that if a
thing done that he wished, but that watch- man wished to sweat members of his family
maker told him that business had fallen off he could be prevented from doing so. Convery much since the early-closing laws had cessions had been given for the purpose of
come into operation.
The man said that relieving old personSi employed in different
business people went into Melbourne before trades, but not for the purpose of relieving
his shop was open, and returned after it old people carrying on businesses. Surely
was closed.
this was a free country, and if a man
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I can give an example wanted to work, he should be permitted to
of a watchmaker whose experience is exactly. work.
A man's responsibility in that way
the reverse.
should begin 'and end with himself.
'ir. WARDE.-Is it not as well for a man
Mr. BEAZLEY.-You do not believe in
to leave his wa.tch at the watchmaker's as at the eight hours principle.
his uncle's?
Mr. TOUTCHER said no honorable
?vIr. TOUTCHER said probably it was. member worked only eight hours.
It was
'ir. PRENDERGAsT.-He could get his impossible to make a hide-bound provision
wife to take it, I suppose?
for eight hours' work. He ventured to say
Mr. TOUTCHER said he understood every honcrable member worked more than
An individual should be alpa.rticular cases could not be legislated for. eight hours.
Legislation must be in a general direction: lowed to work long hours if he pleased.
but he thought there should be some proMr.. BEAZLEY.-Would you allow a man
vision giving power to the Chief Secretary to keep a hotel open all night if he ran it
to exercise his discretion as' to whether himself ?
shops kept by widows or men who were
~vIr. TOUTCHER said that wa.s a difcrippled or in very poor circumstance~ ferent thing.
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Mr. BEAZLEY.-You said a man should
be allowed to do as he pleases.
You said
you would allow him to work all night.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he had his own
view of these things.
As far as individuals were concerned, the eight hours system could not be carried out.
It was all
Yery well to prate about the eight hours
principle, but very few honorable members
carried it out in effect, and very few of its
strongest advocates actually carried it out.
They and their wives were amongst the
greatest offenders in regard to late shopping.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-That is bosh.
Mr. TOUTCHER said it was not bosh.
He knew what he was speaking about.
• Mr. ELMSLIE.-It is a common gag.
Mr. TOUTCHER said there was no gag
about it.
The people who did their shopping at late hours were generally the people
who enjoyed the advantages of the eight
hours system.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It may be that a
number of peop'le who wish to keep open
long hours are losing business because the
class of people you refer to will not deal
with them.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that in places,
such as Ballarat and Bendigo, it was all"
right to have early closing, because the
people practically lived in the metropolis.
In Melbourne, the people had to live in
suburbs·, and go into town daily, and consequently they were unable to buy their
goods when the suburban shops closed
earlv.
~fr. WARDE.-The whole of the household business is done by the wives.
It is
not a question of the man at all.
Mr. TOUTCHER said if a man wanted
to buy a tie or .a pair of socks, he did not
send his wife.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is just whom
he does, send:
Mr. TOUTCHER said if a man wanted
a suit of clothes he did not send his wife.
Mr. WARDE.-If a man gets a suit of
clothes once in twelve months, can he not
make it convenient to get to the shop before
six o'clock?
~IIr. TOUTCHER said that was onlv
one argument.
There were a number of
arguments in the opposite direction.
~1r. BEAZLEY.-I can bring the case of
a big suburban tailor, who desires the Act
to be carried out as at present, and not to
be altered in the way that is suggested.
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'Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-A suburhan tailor
in the gallery last night wanted the Act
carried out.
Mr. TOUTCHER said tailors had their
clientele, and would not lose or gain by
early closing.
They made their reputation on their ability.
Mr. WARDE.-Is it not ridiculous to sav
that a man who wants a suit once in twelve
months cannot get to the tailor's before 6
o'clock?
Mr. TOUTCHER said that was only
one of very many cases that might be
cited.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why don't you open
the banks before ten, and after three, because somebody wants to get money out?
Mr. TOUTCHER said there were a lot
of small shopkeepers who had to depend
on a floating trade.
There were poor, unfortunate people in small shops trying to
get a living in this way.
No one could
deny that.
These people might be able
to sell half a pound of tea or .a pound of
tea after the other shops had closed, or to
make a profit of Id. or 2d. on small transactions.
But next day the people who' had
bought the goods did not come back to
those small shops, but went to the people
in the large shops, with whom they had
previous,ly done' business.
Moran and
Cato's establishment closed at 6 dclock
and did not mind, because the same peopl~
went to them day after day. Feople sometimes forgot to obtain what they wanted before the large establishments closed, and
would go to a small shop, perhaps kept by
a poor widow, for what they' had forgotten,
and by that means the keepers of these
small shops were enabled to live.
The
Act had created a great deal of hardship,
and while he was alwavs in favour of the
employes having proper hours, he did not
want to do an injustice to the small shopkeepers.
He had been a member of the
Anti-Sweating League since its inception:
and also as a member of the Australian
Natives' Association he had done all he
could to prevent employes being sweated.
Where individuals were concerned thev
should have the right to keep ope~ thei"r
little shops if no harm was done.
If he
thought any harm would be done, and that
on account of the small shops being allowed
to keep open the large shops would also
be opened for long hours-An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How did yOU
vote last night?
-
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:\h. TOUTCHER said he was not present last night.
He was unable to attend.
If he ha;d been present last night
he "'ould have voted in favour of the Government's proposal.
:\1r. VVARDE.-If the honorable member
for Toorak had been here, it would have
sayed a personal explanation this morning.
Mr. TOuTCHER said he understood
the Government intended to review the decision come to by the Committee last night.
:\1r. SANGSTER.-That has nothing to do
with this amendment.
~1r. TOUTCHER said the amendment
opened up the whole question that was dealt
with last night.
He would support the
amendment, and he trusted that the Government would endeavour to provide for
the keeping open of small shops owned by
poor people.
:\Ir. PRENDERGAST. - The Government
have not expressed any intention of making
themselves more unpopular than they are at
the present time.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he trusted the
Government would endeavour to have a provision inserted giving benefits to old people
who kept shops, such as were given to olel
persons working in other trade~~
A pro·
vision could be inserted to proVIde that the
members of a shopkeeper's family should
not be allowed to compete unfairly with
paid labour.
Mr. DOWNWARD said what induced
himself and other members on the Government side of the Hous.e to vote against the
Government proposals. last night was not
the fact that they were at all deficient in
sympathy with the poor struggling. people
keeping shops, but the clause whIch had
been struck out did not propose to limit the
privilege of keeping shops open after the
usual time of closing to those persons.
The consequence was that it would have
been a very :serious blow to the early -closing movement to allow the provision to
pass.
In the city there would have been
one out of everv three or four shops where
the proprietors,- would take care that the
business should be carried on by one per·
son, with one assistant. This could have
been done by well-to-do· people.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I'f they were
registered by the Chief Secretary.
~lr . DOWNWARD s.aid the Chief Secretarv would not inquire into the means of
the peDple wishing to be registered.
The
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Chief Secretary could hardly tell whether
the people were rich or poor.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The amount of
business done could be ascertained.
Mr. DOWNWARD said he did not SUDpose these people would go into Bourk~
street, Collins-street, Swanston-street, or
Elizabeth-street, but would open their shops
in other streets.
Sir SAMUEL GILLO':!-'T.-They might g':>
up to North Carlton.
. Mr. DOWNWARD said people woul9
have seen that under the proposals of the
Government, wh:1ch had been struck out, by
working a shcp with only one assistant,
they could keep open for business for two
hours longer than shops employing more
than one ass.istant.
The Chief Secretary
could 'see that that would be opening the
door wide to a very serious objection by
those persons. who wished to give short
hours to their employes.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I do not see il',
Mr. DOWNWARD said the shopkeepers
who desired shorter hours would have been
very seriously handicapped under the original Government proposal.
There was no
provision for limiting the benefit of keep'ing open longer hours to poor widows and
old men c?-rrying on business in the
suburbs. If the proposals had been passed
every third or fourth shop in the city would
be carried on under conditions en.abling the
shop to do business after shops employing
hands were closed.
·lUr. "TARDE.-They would have been tL-lfair competition.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Yes. If it could
have been showrr that only
poor
people could avail thems,elves cf the increased number of hours, he dared say the
House would hctve been willi~g to allow the
clause to pass.
But there was no getting
away from the fact that the door would
have been open to unfair competition.
It
was not at good thing to bring well-to-do
people into competition with others.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) remarked
that he was in favour of the proposal of
the honorable member for Port Melbourne.
He knew of very many hard cases in
Toorak, where there were numbers of small
shopkeepers who had a very hard struggle
to make 'ends meet.
The position there was
different from that of the bigger suburbs,
where there were large shops. Men who
. went to work did their shopping after 6
o'clock, and if these small shops were
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~-1r. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-If
closed they had to shop somewhere else, on
the way to or from their business.
He two hours, why not four? ,
}1r. TOUTCHER said he recognised
therefore thought the proposal of the honorable member for Port Melbourne was a that there must be some limit. If people
step in the right direction. .A:s he said, who were away o.n the city during the day
many of these small shopkeepers had a very time were given an opportunity on their
hard struggle, and a number of them were return to do a little shopping before 8
poor widows who earned very little except o'clock, that would be conferring a great
what they got from these small shops. Last boon upon a lot oB unfortunate people.
night, unfortunately, he was not present,
Mr. BENT.-I wish you had been here
or he would have voted for the Government last night.
Your leader was balancing,
'
proposal to give these people a' chance of and he went the wrong way.
making some money. He knew a case in
Mr. TOUTCHER said he was sorr\' he
his electorate where a woman was a dealer W3JS not present 13:st night when this matter
in a small way in second-hand furniture, was before the Chamber. He would like
and under present conditions she got no it to be perfectly understood that he did
chance of making any money at all, be- not want a loophole left for other people
cause the working men now bought their to infi.ict hardship on the hands they emfurniture in the more populous suburb of ployed. He would like this provision rePrahran. He would support this proposal, stricted, as he said befe1re, to those who were
and he trusted the Government would see running a business entirely by themselves,
their way to bring on the other clauses without any assistance whatever.
There
again, a;nd let the House have another op- were cases where such a shop was run by a
portunity of voting on them.
widow, or a man who was crippled or inMr. TOUTCHER observed that, before valided. In the latter case the man's wife
the luncheon adjournment, he was speaking might be unable to do hard work, such as
on this question. While he was speaking going out W3Jshing, and perlhaps might actuthere were a good many interjections, ally have to attend her sick husband. He
owing, perhaps, to the attitude he took up, knew of cases where men broken down in
and it was an attitude he still maintained.
health had to depend wholl y on the small
ea:rnings they could gather in from keepMr. BOYD.-What is that attitude?
Mr. TOUTICHER said his view was that ing a little shop. It would be particularly
some consideration should be givenJ to these hard to throw these people on the State.
unfortunate ipeople who were dependent The wife might be under the age at which
upon the floating trade. He stated, on the she could get a pension, and although the
spur of the moment, that a man ought to husband might be enjoying a pension, or
'be able to work as long as he liked, but some dole from the revenue, under the proin saying that he had an mind his own vision which enabled invalided people to
business, or the business of barristers and recei ve a pension, the money he received
solicitors and others. Barristers and solici- would be ,insufficient to ma,intain the hvo,
tors often worked until two in the morning, though they would be able to exi'st with the
and no one interfered with them.
Auc- assistance of the little money they could gain
tioneers and estate agents also worked at by keeping a small shop. ,He thought the
all hours trying to do business, and he Government should make some provision
thought 11 particularly hard, seeing that pro- to meet these cases, and yet not allow the
fessjonal people, such as doctors and so door to be open for others to come in and
forth, were not limited in the exerci'se of sweat their hands. When he spoke before,
their profession, that these unfortunate explaining the position, he was hurried
people should not be perma.tted to sell for and flurried, and might have s3Jid somea. couple of hours in the evening. But he thing which he did not intend. He did
did not intend to convey the impression not want to be regarded as a sweater. His
that he believed there should be no restric- sympathies went out to these poor people.
'Mr. BOYD.-How far do they go?
tion in this matter, and that 3J man or
lUr. TO UTCHER said his sympathies
,uoman running a shop of that class should
be able to ke~p open until midnight, or would go with them to the extent of supanything, of that kind. Tnat would be giv- porting the proposal of the honorable meming them an unfair advalntage; but he ber for Port Melbourne.
Mr. BOYD.-A vote is always more imthought they might keep open for a couple
of hours-up to 8 o'clock.
portant than sympathy.
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:\Ir. TOUTCHER said his vote would
support the attitude he was taking up now,
in order to give' some consideration to these
people he had been referring to.
He
wanted to see some proper provision made,
so that there would be no loophole for other
people to escape by, and to keep their hands
employed. Where an unfortunate man or
woman was conducting a small shop alone,
he was prepared to vote so that such a
shop might be open until 8 o'clock.
Mr. KEOGH remarked that he intended
to support the honorable member for Port
:Melbourne. Honorable members all recognised now, he believed, that there were a
great number of very large warehouses at
which fancy goods were sold, such as Fo\'
and Gibson's, the Big Store, and other place"s
that monopolized nearly the whole business.
He did not want to play into the hands of
monopolists.
The only chance that the
very small shopkeeper. had of doing a little
business was between 6 o'clock and 8
o'clock. People who came to work in Melbourne would be in a hurry coming in or
going out, and would not have time to
.obtain certain requisites they wanted, and
the only chanc~ they would have of getting
them would be after 6 o'clock, and they
could go to the sman shopkeeper for them.
He thoroughly believed in the Factories
Act, and always haJd, and he was against
sweating; but at the same time he wanted.
as far as possible, to let the poor man or
the widow in a small .shop have a better
chance to live.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he was quite sure
flO honorable member who had spoken
on the proposal had cO!l1tributed a:nything fresh to the debate.
All the
arguments that had been used had been
heard a long time ago, and he did not
think the honorable member for Stawell had
.altered his position by what he had just
said from what it was before the luncheon
adjournment. But he was sorry the honorable member used that argument with
reference to lawyers. Shopkeepers had no
-vacation. A lawyer worked, as a rule, but
a few hours a day.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-That is wrong.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he was not re-ferring to the Chief . Secretary, who was
one of the exceptions, for the honorable
gentleman seemed to be always busy. But
there were very many.lawyers, to his knowledge, who diu not do four hours' work a
<lay. He believed, for instance, that the
honorable member for Toora:k had been
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busier since he had been a member of this
House than he had been before, for the
honorable member had worked very hard as
a new politician.
At the :same time, he
thought it was a very weak argument to
bring barristers or solicitors into the m.atter
in connexion with the poor shopkeepers.
This question had been fought for many
years, and it had generally been argued
for on the lines that the small shopkeepers
had asked for consideration. It was said
that the man or woman who kept a shop
bv himself or herself did not interfere with
the workmen. He would imag.ine that at
Ararat there were seven fancy goods shops,
six of which desired to close at 6 o'clock,
while one wanted to keep open till 8.
The son and daughter who came from their
work would 'be asked to go into the shop
for a little while, and that would be
strung on until 8 or 9 o'clock. The other
shops would begin to notice that the
careless people went to the one shop
that kept open, and that these people
did not recognise the in jury they were
doing
to
the
other
shopkeepers.
I t would be found that some of the customers of all the other six shopkeepers
went into this particular shop, and so were
actually playing into .. the hands of t~e'pa.rty
that was increasing the hours and l'llJunng
the workers indirectlv. He was satisfi,ed that
manv people went' into chemists' shops
when it was not really necessary. They
fancied they wanted a chemist, when really
all thev wanted was to take a sensihle view
of what was the matter with them. Perhaps thev had eaten too much or. been
worried a little, and they strolled ll1to a
chemist's shop becau~e it had ~co~e a
habit with them. He would not ll1terfere
with chemists ar;d druggists, but would allow them to keep open longer hours if
they desired, except that in the selling of
certain articles they inte!fered with the
trade of other shops: _ The honor~ble member for Port Melbourne would be on better
lines if he tried to deal with many shops
th~t sold articles which might be regarded
as fancv goods, although the honoraole
m~mber would have a very great difficulty
in defining what were fancy goods and what
were not. I f chemists were interfering with
other shopkeepers in this way the question ought to be considered, because it was
very well known that chemists got, perhaps) as high a profit as any class of shopkeeper. They got enormous profits, and if
ther.e \\'3.S ?.ny class of shopkeeper that
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ought to be called upon to obey the Act
in the matter of selling fancy goods, it was
the chemists and druggists. It would be
better for Parliament to say that chemists
should not sell these fancy-goods articles
during hours when other people 'who were
entitled to as much consideration were not allowed to sell them. In New Zealand, he
thought it was the Chief Justice 'v hOi ga'\'e
a decision that even the selling of cameras
was a nart of the trade of the chemist. If
that jedgment was correct in New Zealand,
it should not be allowed to operate for any
length of time, and this House would not
be justified in allowing chemists to sell
cameras, or snapshot arrangements or
photographic material after the hours
when other shops which had only fancy
goods to sell were compelled to close.
Combs and brushes were things that people
could do without from one day to the other.
He knew people keeping tobacconist shops
who claimed that they ought to be allowed
to sell fishing tackle, and felt that they had
a grievance in that regard, but one could
not find many shops where the shopkeeper
did not have a grievance. Because one or
two shopkeepers in the city wanJted to sell
fishing tackle after 6 o'clock or 8 o'clock,
it did not follow ,that the Act should be
altered when the object of the Act was to
relieve the majority' in a p~rticular trade
who had asked that shops should be compelled to close at a particular hour. One
honorable member had received a letter
with regard to the sale of birds and poultry in shops. T,~is corr:espondent spoke
from a point of view, which the House
ought to consider, for it was not a very
nice thing for a man to have to shut up
live stock at 6 o'dock in the evening.
Still, the majority of those in that trade
had not asked for redress. He was quite
satisfied that as in the past the majority
in these particular trades had asked for this
legislation, the House had no rIght to alter
it, simnlv because one or two people had
asked for consideration. Under: the law as
it stood now old people could make application and get consideration. For instance, a
lame man. was allowed to break the law by
keepinrr a little stall in Melbourne. The
Chief Secretary knew how many people attended the great deputation some time ago,
which had to be accommodated in the entrance to the Lands Office, and \vhich
stretched right out to the Treasury Gardens. One of the newspapers, presumably
by a slip of the pen, said there were eighty
persons present, but he was satisfied there
we~re nearer 800.
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Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-More.
nir. COLECHIN said the mistake 011
the part of the newspaper was a very
serious one, but he did not know whether
it was wilful. I f honorable members were
'going to listen to. the one side, they ought
to listen to the other. He knew that the
owners of some of these shops raised the
rent on their tenants at the first possible
opportunity, and did not care whether the
shops were kept open for eight hours or
twentv-four hours per day.
They took
every possible opportunity of increasing the
rent, and it was not the shopkeeper who got
anv benefit, because as soon as his trade
increased a little up went his rent. He
hoped the House was not going to recognise an application from a small minority
when the large majoritv were reaay to stand
by the Act.
The new clause was negatived.
Mr. BRO~ILEY proposed the following'
.
new clause:A. Section one hundred and sixteen of the
Principal Act is hereby repealed.

He said the last time an amendment of the
Act was before the House he moved
for the repeal of section I 16.
,Circumstances had altered -"ery considerably since
then, and he took this opportunity of moving in the same direction. On the last occasion this House carried his amendment
after he had stated his reasons for moving
it.
I t was out of all reason that anyone
trade should be, specificany excluded from
the Act without any rhyme or reason. Some
honorable members would say it was on account of a certain decision arrived at bv a
free conference of the two Bouses. T'hat
was so. b.ut the decision was unjust at the
time, and it was still more unjust now, because it was embodying in an Act of Parliament a provision giving the empl.oyers in
one trade the absolute right to do as
they thought proper ,vith their employes.
He had never heard of such an absurditv
being eng-rafted on any Act of Parliament
before. In this case sweating had become
supreme in the trade, which was that of the
jam-tin makers. Many of the employers
were enually as anxious as the employes to'
have this section repealed. Everv amendin: Act that had been passed 'since themeeting of the free conference of the two
House had taken awav some of the decisions of that conference, and. therefore. if
those decisions were not binding on Parliament. whv should this particu..Jar decision
of that free conference remain binding te>
the degree in which it was? The honorable
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member for \Varrnambool had contended
that this was not a skilled trade, but a
great portion of the trade required skrlled
labour, and he knew of a number of instances wher~ the men held indentu~es, having served their five years' aRpremice.ship
to the trade, and were now workmg as Jamtin makers. There was every reason why
the trade should be liberated from the restriction placed onl it in the principal Act.
Undoubtedly that restriction was a great
hardshi p to the men now in the trade. He
felt very earnest about this matter, and he
was sure the House would no longer keep
this act of injustice hanging over these
men's heads.
It was offering a, premium to the employer to sweat his
hands. because he knew that neither the
Factories Act nor a!ny other. Act could
compel him to fix, or cause to be
fixed, a rate of wages for this trade.
There was only one otheT means of accomplishing this. He ihad been very anxious,
and at times almost unable, to prevent the
whole body of men engaged in this business from striking, and unless the Act was
amended they would go on strike, and yery
soon. The ·effect of a strike in that trade
would be something like that in the building trade, through which a large number
of buildings were standing half finished.
If these men iitruck during the busiest portion of the fruit season the farmers would
be left with thousands of tons of fruit on
their hands, and as the fruit \~'ould soon
perish great loss would be entailed. Therefore, he claimed that those who represented
the agricultural section of the community
should be in sympathy with his proposal.
'He hoped that this anomal v in' fhe Act
would be rectified, and that justice would
It was a
be done to these sweated men.
gross anomaly that some sections of the
community should be speciall v legislated
for, whilst these men received no consider:a-'
. tioD.
:\ir. LEMMON said he hoped the Chief
Secretary would accept this amendment.
The Act was very peculiar, because it did
not apply to tinsmiths when making articles
as receptacles for preserves, jam, or fruit;
but when they made similar articles for
holding kerosene they came under the
When
operation of the Tinsmiths Board.
a tinsmith left off making tins to hold kerosene and went to work in a jam factory,
where he did more skilled work, he did
not come under the determination.
This
was one of the results of scare legislation.
Wihen the Irvine Government was in power.
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with a following of sixty-five supporters,
Mr. Derham went round the country districts telling the fruit-growers that the
Labour Party desired to apply the factories
legislation to their trade. The determination fixed by the Jam Trade BOiard was
30S. a week for men and 14S. or 16s. a
'week for women, and this determination, it
was alleged by Mr. Derham in the country
districts, was going to ruin the jam industry and the fruit-growers. It was most unfair to leave these men in the position they
were now in, because perhaps for one month
they would be worKing in the tinsmith's
shop, and the next month would be making
canisters. In one case they came under the
determination, .and in the other they did
not.
The honorable member for Carlton
was very earnest in this matter, which he
had advocated again and again, and he
usuallv stuck to a thing until he succeeded.
Mr. FARRER .said t'he last time this
question came before the House he was not
present, but as far as he could recollect
the jam-makers were unanimously against
it.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Do you
mean the employers?
Mr. FARRER.-Yes. This was a protect,ionist country, and it was known that
the jam industry was just struggling on to
its feet, and beginning to win a name. If
nourished a little longer the trade would increase.
Jam tins could be made by any
one who knew how to apply a litt!.: solder,
and it was hardly fair to classify the work
as skilled labour when we had to compete
with Tasmania, where they could produce
fruit equal to our best fruit and land it in
the market much cheaper. Members should
be careful not to give a blow to ,the fruitgrowers. He was sorry to hear that there
was sweating in the trade. Members should
not agree to the .amendment without further
information as to whether the jammakers
were in favour of it. If the proposal were
carried it might deal out ~ blow to the fruit
indlJstry, which in some quarters was not
too profitable at present.
1\1r. COLECHIN said it was hardlv
fair fOir the last speaker to say that this
work was not skilled work. It was quite
as skilled as catching rabbits, and it was·
very necessary that the makus of jam tins
should be extremel v careful.
I f a man
used a little more of the poisonous material
than he should it might mean death to some
of the consumers.
In England a good
many people had been poisoned through
eating fruits packed in .America, where
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they put up goods very quickly and. carelessl y. He knew some of th~ ~ropnetors,
as well as some of fhe employes 111 th~ factories. Mr. Cunliffe, whom he had known
for forty years, was at one time
a grocer, a~d went in for the making of jam.
That gentleman, he was
informed, was prepared to accept the
Wages Board determination, so long as it
was made general. ~fr. Derham, who ran
Swallow and Ariell's establishment, and
was one of the defeated candidates for the
Federal Parliament, had been going round
the country mislea~ing the .people.
Th.e
unfair employers In the Jam and fruIt
tra'de paid sweating wages, and worked fhe
employes for long hours.
The fair emplO\"ers desired to be brought under the
Act".
The honorable member for Carlton
was better acquainted with this matter than
any member in the House.
"Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-He knows
more about it than you do.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Yes; but the honorable member for ,Carlton was not acquainted
with as many engaged in the business as
he (Mr. Colechin) was.
He hoped the
Committee would pass t!he amendment.
The Committee drvided on the new
clause-Ayes
26
Noes
24
Majority for the clause
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Acts Amendment Bill.

Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmo11d)
proposed the following new clause:C. If any person employe~. for. w~ges or
commission within the metropolItan dIstnct as <\,
carrier or cartei.' in carrying or delivering any
goods other than perishable goods, wares, mer·
chandise, or materials whatsoever to or from a
fr,('tory or workroom or shop, carries ?r del~any such goods,:. wares, me~chandl.se, ,,,)r
materials aftex. t
our of ten 0 clock In the
e,·ening, he s ,all be gUl
0
an offence ancI
upon conviction thereof at a Court of Petty.
Sc!Osions shaH be liable to a penalty not exceedil1g Ten pounds.

He said that when the last amending Factories and Shops Bill was before the House
he moved an amendment similar to the present one with regard to carters. If there
was any body of men in and around Melbourne who worked long hours, and were
badly treated, and very poorly paid, it was
the unfortunate carters..
He wanted to'
prevent the practice of requiring these men
to deliver goods up till twelve o'clock at
night.
.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Of course, if the
Bill goes through bringing these people uTIder the Wages Board the hours will be
fixed by the Wages Board.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond)
said that was quite true, but the honorable
gentleman knew how difficult it was to secure the establishment of these Wages
Boards.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Thete would be
no difficulty about it if the Bill passes.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond.\
said that surely it would do no harm to
pass the clause.
There was no honorable
member who would wish any man to work
after ten o'clock at night.
The last time
he brought fonvard this proposal he was
beaten by five votes, but that was beca~se
he did not insert the words exemptmg
perishable goods. Many country members objected to the proposal on that ground.
The Government had been defeated on the
last question that was dealt with, and he
hoped they would ,give way in the present
instance.
Mr. MURRAY said he was entirely in
favour of the clause, because he knew the
ungodly hours that these carriers were compelled to work.
He had frequently been
rung up at about midnight !o take deliv~ry
of goods.
He would pomt ,~ut ~he Indefiniteness of the term
penshable
O'oods. "
Was there any definition as to
~h.at was meant by "perishable goods" ?
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~1r. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond).-It
is the same on the railways, but they do
not define it.
~fr. MURRAY said that :so long as there
was an understanding in the trade as to
what was meant by " perishable goods" it
would be all right.
If the term was not
defined, he was afraid that the clause
might be found to be very ineffective, even
if it were passed.
'\Ir. LEMMON stated that he was in
hearty sympathy with the honorable member. for Richmond in this matter.
But
the Bill already provided for the appointment of a Wages Board for carters and
drivers.
The union of carters and drivers
had been working for this protection for
many years, and were waiting anxiously for
the passage of the Bill, :so that the Board
might not only fix the maximum number of
hours, but also the minimum wage.
If
this clause were carried, it would somewhat
duplicate the matter.
The Wages Board
could make provision for the payment not
only of a minimum rate of wages, but also
of extra rates for overtime.
Furthermore, the clause now before the Committee hardly met the situation.
The great
desire of the honorable member for Richmond was to prevent the sweating that was
going on, but a great deal of that sweating
occurred in connexion with the delivery of
goods from the warehouses to private residences.
He (Mr. Lemmon) knew that
some of these drivers had to work 'sixteen
or eighteen hours a day on the stretch. But
they were not engaged all that time in carting to or from a factory or work-room.
They were mostly engaged in carting from
house to house, and that was the difficultv
that was found under the old provision i~
the Factories Act, na.mely, that when an
attempt was made to bring a prosecu60n it
,~as discovered that, while for part of the
tIme a man was engaged in going to and
from the factory, the whole of his time
was not occupied in that way, but that he
was occupied partly in driving from house
to house, and while he was so driving he did
not come within The provisions of the law.
The same thing would happen under this
clause.
If the proposal of the honorable
member for Richmond were carried a man
might work for the maximum nu~ber of
hours in carrying to or from a factory, but
after doing that he might be employed for
a large number of hours every week in
carting from house to house, and vet under
this clause he would not be breaking the law.
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The honorable member for Richmond did
not desire that, and he (Mr. Lemmon) did
not think the clause covered what the honorable member had in view. The Government had brought in a provision to provide
for carters and drivers being brought under
3i special Board, which would fix the num~er of hours and the rates of! wages.
He
thought the new clause of the honorable
member was unnecessary.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he felt
that the clause proposed by the honorable
member for Richmond might probably do
some harm to the clause that was aheadv
inserted in the Bill. The Government proposed to bring the drivers and carters under the provisions of a special Board, and
that was one of the cardinal features of
the measure. He thought the Government
would haNe to make a stand on a proposa~
of the kind the honorable member for Richmond had made, because there was such
pressing necessity for bringinrr the carters
and drivers under the Act, in view, nvt only
of the small wages Jhat were paid-some
drivers only received 7S. 6d. a week~but
on account of the inordinate number of
hours they had to work. The new clause
proposed by the honorable member for
Richmond waS more or less contradictory,
because it might take aw,ay from the speciai
Board the power of regulating the hours.
as well as the wages which the Board
would fix after hearing the representations
made by representatives of both the employers and' the employes. It would be better for the honorable member for Richmond to withdraw his new clause.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond) said
he did not want to delay the passage of
the Bill, but, knowing the long hours and
the disadvantages of the men employed
carting and driving, he thought, instead of
receiving opposition from a certain quarter,
he would have had assistance in passing his
new clause. He was willing to withdraw
the new clause.
Mr. LEi\fMON said he thought the remarks of the honorable member for Richmond were brutally unfair.
?\Ir. MACKINNON rose to a point of
order. 'Vas it right to say that the observation of an honorable member was
brutally unfa.ir?
The CHAIRMAN.-Certainlv not.
Mr. LEMMON said he would withdraw
the remark. At the same time, he desired
to say it was very unfair that the honorable member for Richmond should speak in
J
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the way he had done. He (Mr. Lemmon)
bad done a little more than the honorable
member for Richmond to benefit the conditions of the carters. He knew the honorable member was very anxious to do good
·to the employes, and he (1\1r. Lemmon)
gave the honorable member every credit for
that, but \\"hy should the honorable member turn round and say that he expected
support from a certain quarter which he did
not get? That was very unfair.
Mr. WATT said he thought the honorable member for Richmond would be doing
the right thing to withdraw his amendment.
In clause 5 provision had been made for
bringing the carters and drivers under the
benefits of the Act in regard to the :1 ppointment of a special Board.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Clause 5 is not
pa.ssed yet. It has to come up again for
consideration.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It is passed to
that extent.
Mr. WATT said the proposal of the honorable member for Richmond would give
the carters and drivers very limited protection. If the honorable member's new
clause was passed without any provision
being made for the carters and drivers in
clause 5, all that would be done would be
to provide that carters should not \vork
after 10 o'clock at night.
No maximum
number of hours per week would be fixed,
and the wages to be paid would not be regulated. On the other hand, the Board
might say these men should not work more
than sixtv hours per week. I t was no use
.giving with one hand a reasonable protection, such as the Board would give, and
with the other hand giving only a small
portion of what the men were entitled to.
The proposed new clause was withdrawn.
Mr. BEAZLEY proposed the following
new clause:(d) In sub-section (I) of section C)I of the
principal Act, before the word "improver,"
where it occurs, there shall he inserted the word
" apprentices."
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this should be provided for. He had had
considerable experience a number of years
ago in this connexion, and he knew a la1rge
number of apprentices were employed, keeping competent workmen out of work. The
apprentices were taught a small section of
the trade. They became perfect in that
branch of the trade, and in Cli large number
of cases, when they finished their apprenticeshi p, they were not tradesmen at all.
If employers were to be allowed an unlimited number of apprentices, the power
of the Boan.ls in regard to the number of
improvers was nullified to a certain extent.
He thought it was desirable that the number of apprentices should be restricted.
This power was given to the Boards at one
time, but it was taken awav in the amending Act.
"'
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he would
like to point out thM the proposal of the
honorable member for Abbotsford would
not have the effect of making section 91 of
Act No. 1975 read in the same way as the
law read before it was altered, but that the
language in section 91, as it was before the
law was altered, was better than the amendment proposed by the honorable member.
He would ask the honorable member for
Abbotsford to withdraw his new clause
temporarily.
M r. WATT asked was the Minister going to agree to the proposal.
Did the
Minister say that?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-No, I said the
amendment will not make section 91 ofl
Act No. 1975 read exactly the same as the
law did before it wa.s altered, and that
I thought it would be better to have the·
section as it was originally than to have the
language suggested bv the honorable member for Abbotsford.
Mr. WATT said that before what the
honorable member for Abbotsford desired
was agreed to, honorable members should
have complete information as to what the
effect would be. The honorable member
proposed that the special Boards, in addition to fixing the number ofl hours to be
worked and the rates of wages, should also
-fix the number of apprentices. That opened
up a very important question. In the Act
which the honorable member for Allandale
was responsible for, that was done, and a
substantial alteration was made in a subsequent Act.

He said section 91 dealt with improvers
and juvenile workers, and gave the Board
.power to fix the number of improvers.
Power was not given to the special Boards
to say how many apprentices might be employed in relation to the number of improvers or tradesmen. The object of the
proposal was that, through the Boards, the
employers should be limited in the number
of apprentices they were allowed to employ.
Mr. l\fAcKINNoN.-That was under presHe considered it was very important that sure from another place.
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Ur. WATT said honorable members were
Mr. 'VATT remarked that honorable
entitled to ask the Chief Secretary for the members wanted some of the information
fullest information on the matter. Honor- that was obtainable in the Department with
. able members were not legislating proper I y regard to apprentices. There must be a lot
in passing the Bill in this manner. A num- of information, as this provision was in the
ber of provisions had been voted on with- Act before. Honorable members wanted
out the Chief Secretary giving one word of to know how it operated. Whether the Act
information. The Chief Secretary should was passed under duress or not, it was cerbe able to get the ()pinions of both the em- tainly passed very quickly. Although this
ployers and employes in the various trades was a very small Bill, honorable members
as to what the effect of the proposal would ought to have full information as to the
be. He would ask the Chiefl Secretary to vital provisions of it.
try and furnish the fullest information
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-This is not part
when the matter came up again for con- of the Bill. This is an amen'dment, which
sideration.
has not been submitted in print at all, but
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT sa,id there was is moved at a minute's notice.
the greatest difficulty' in furnishing inforMr. BEAZLEy.-How many hundreds are
mation of this kind. The question of apprentices was a very debatable point. The moved in the same way?
Mr. WATT said he was sure the Minemployers adVOCated that there should be
ister must have anticipated that a matter
an unlimited number of apprentices.
of this kind would be submitted, because
Mr. WATT.-Same of them do.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the ma- ever since the Act was passed there had
jority of them did. The employes advo- been rumblings of discontent about the
cated a limitation in the number of appren- power which was taken from the Boards,
tices. There was no information in his and which it was desired should be restored.
office that would define the position any But the Chamber wanted to be satisfied as
to how tills provision would affect trades,
clearer than that.
Mr. MURRAY.-Has there been an in- and if the Department had information on
crease in the number of apprentices since th.a,t subject it should be produced for the
assistance of country and town members
there has been no restriction?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Are they alike.
bein!5 properly taught?
The proposed new clause was withSir SAMUEL GILLOTT said in a great drawn.
many instances he did not think they were.
Mr. PRENDERGAST proposed the
Mr. MURRAY.-You might as well limit following new clause:the right oB children going to school to
E. The third Wednesday in January in each
learn reading and writing.
year shall be a holiday for .all persons employed
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorrak) said he would in the process trade or busmess of a butcher or
like to bring under the notice of honorable seller of meat or of small goods.
members the unsatisfactory way of dealing He said under the Act at present bakers
with amendments. The honorable member got a holiday, and the butchers were apfor Abbotsford had brought up a. large plying for a similar privilege.
A great
question. The hooorable member wrote out number of the employers and all the emhis new clause and handed it to the Chair- ployes were in favour of this proposal.
man, and it was then read out. Honorable Some people w~nt so far as to adv.ocate a
members could not hear what was said. whole holiday every week.
Anghss and
Perhaps most of them were discussing Company, and some of the biggest emaffairs of State.
ployers in the trade desired to have reasonMr. BEAzLEy.-Or the state of affairs.
able days of employment, but th~ greater
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said that proportion of those who were sellmg meat
might be putting the case more correctlv. were in fa,vour of this annual holiday, and
He thought these amendments should be all the employes supported it. This was
printed and circulated, so that honorable allowed in New Zealand.
members might have time to see what their
Mr. MURRAY.-What is the proposal?
effect might be. He was a very young memSir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-One day a year.
her of the House, and he would like to
Mr. PRENDwERGAST said the proposal
follow the business as closely as' he could,
and he ('auld not follow the business when was for a holiday on the third Wednesday
in January in each year.
he could not hear what the business was.
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Mr. BENT.-You need not bother any
meTe about that; we are going to agree 1'0
it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the bakers
had a holiday under the same condition.
Mr. BENT remarked that he believed
Sir Samuel Gillott would agree to this
amendment, but it was not fair to bring
on so many amendments without notice. It
would be better to report progress and get
all the amendments printed. He thought
it would be the duty of the Government to
test a; fuII House as to the clause on which
there was a divi'sion last night.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.--1 have no objec·
tion to report progress.
Mr. EEAZLEY stated it was a pity to
retard the progress of the Bill. The Bill
might be taken to the report stage, and then
he and others who had amendments cC'uld
have them circulated, and they could be
dealt with after the third reading.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-All ri15ht; thank
you very much.
Mr. WATT observed that the proposed
new clause might contain what the honorable member for North Melbourne said he
proposed, or it might not.
The words
used in the amendment might not effect
the honorable member's purpose.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 have shown it to
the Chief Secretary, and he has agreed to
it.
Mr. WATT said he understood the intention was to postpone all additicns. te the
Bill now, and to consider them after the
third reading.
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-Let it go now.
Mr. WATT said he would like to know
Why the Chamber should accept one amendment and not another?
The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. J. "V. B1LLSON (Fitzroy) remarked that he desired to move the omission of pa,ragraphs (a) and (b) of section
83 of the Factories and Shops Act No.
200 5.
Mr. BENT.-We won't take it unless it
is circulated. We won't discuss any more
amendments that are not in print.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-This is a very
important amendment.
Mr. BENT.-We must have a fair shet.
Mr. J. W. B1LLSON- (Fitzroy) said
the provisions of these two paragr.a,Dhs
were net in the original· Act. Section" 83
was as follews:In the making of a~y determination as to any
prices or rates every Special Board appointed
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after the 30th day of October, 1903, shall have
regard
to
the
undermentioned
principles,
namely:(a) The Board shall have to say as a question of fact the average prices or rates
of payment (whether piece-work price:;
or rates or wages prices or rates) paid
by reputable employers to employes
of average capacity;
(b) The lowest prices or rates as fixed by any
determination shall in no case exceed
the average rrices or rates as so ascertained;
(c) \Vhere the average prices or rates so
ascertained are not in the opinion of
the Special Board sufficient to afford
a reasonable limit for the determina"
tion of the l'owest prices or rates
which shoulCl be paid, they may so
report to the Minister, who shall in
such case refer the uetermination for
the consideration of the Court, and
the Court in that event may fix the
lowest prices or rates to be paid with.
out having regard to the provisions
of sub·section (b) hereof.
(d) \Vhere it appears to be just and expedient
special wages prices or rates may be
fixed for aged infirm or slow workers.

With regard to paragraph (a), it had been
found absolutely impossible to determine
who WeTe reputable employers, and what
was the average w.age of men of average
capacity.
That provision h.ad not been
u.sed, it could not be used, and it ought
to be abolished. For instance, these representing the employers on a Board were not
anxious to damage other men in their business, and they would not give evidence to
the effect that so-and-so were not reputable
employers. They might tell one privately
that they did not think certain people's
practices were good, but they would not
place on record their opinien that a particular man who was doing business was
not a, reputable employer. Even if they
were prepared to de that, it had not been
found possible to determine what was the
average capacity of workmen, and even if
that was determined it was not possible t'O
determine the average wag.e of the average
capacity.
With regard to paragraph (b)
that the lowest prices or rates should in
no case" exceed the average prices or rates
so ascertajned, it was impossible to ascertain them, and how could a Board base
the rates upon an unknewn quantity? He
would suppose, for the sake of argument,
that it was possible to determine what were
the average raltes paid by reputable employers to men 'Of average capacity. Without mentioning names, he wou.ld take a
case of this character, and he had in his
mind a trade to which the case would
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apply. Supposing that by fierce competition the rates of wages had come down to
such an extent that all parties, including
the employers, were disgusted with the present state of affairs, and desired that some
means should be adopted by which the employes might be placed upon a better standing than hitherto, so far as conditions of
labour and wages were concerned.
The
most reputable employers, it might be ascertained, had been compelled by competition to practise sweating, not because they
were bad men, but 'simply because their less
scrupulDus competitors had compelled them
to follow that course Or give up the business. There was here a provision which
absolutely bound the Board that was appointed for the purpose of abolishing
sweating to perpetuate sweaJing, or the
Minister, according to law, could not record
their decision. Such an ide.al was ridiculous, and he hoped the good sense of the
Chamber would see that such a provision,
which had been inoperative, which could
not be aperitive, which I if : operative
would not effect what was desired,
whi~h was not in the original' Act, and
which could not have been got from the
House that passed the original Act, was
struck out of our legislation. It was obtained under peculiar circumstances, anti
since it had been obtalined it was a dead
letter. It was absolutely useless, and the
sooner it was dropped the better.
Mr. BENT. - Would it not be wise to
wait until the report stage, and then we
will consider it?
Mr. J. 'W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
the Premier was very good, generally
speaking.
The honorable gentlem<:1n rose
and ,said, " I want to get on with this Bill.
Can't you carryall these clauses? I will
reconsider them on the third reading."
When it came to their tum, honorable members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House simply said to the Premier, " Can't
you carry these clauses, and we will allow
you to reconsider them on the third reading?" If they accommodated the Premier,.
surely the Prernier should accommodate
them. The time would come when the
positions would be reversed. Did the honorable gentleman think that it should be a
case of give and take, in which they did all
the giving and he did all the taking?
Mr. BENT.-I am not at all particular.
I will not press it very lia~d'.
Mr. . J. 'w. BILLSON (Fitzroy), said
he was not particular so long as he got
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what he wanted, whether now, or on the
third reading, and in deference to the Premier he would not press his proposal at
this ,stage.
Mr. LEMMON said he wished to give
notice of his intenton to move fQor the repeal
of, section 30 Qof the Act passed last session}.
by which the milkmen were deprived of
their Sunday afternoon rest. He was very"
anxious to restore it to them, and he felt
sure the moral effects of the Gaming Suppression Bill on the Government would have
the desirable issue of producing a majority..
in favour of his propQosai.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he wished
to give notice of his intention to move for
the reinsertion of a clause to prevent milk
selling on a Sunday afternoon.
The schedule having been agreed to, the
Bal was reported with amendments.
LLCENSING BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 9, which provided for notice of
application for the registration of a club,
Mr. BENT movedThat all the clauses from clause 9 to clause 38
inclusive be postponed.

He said he moved in this direction w~th a
view to make a statemen't of the Government's proposals. He was g.oing to make
the matter
a
test question. Under
the Bill as submitted to the House,
clause 39 provided for
no compensation after December 31, 1916, or, in
other words, for the, ten years' limit. In
the statement he intended to make he would
give the full particulars and how far the
Government were prepared to y,ield, if anything, Qon 'this Bill. Clause 39 provided
that during the ten yeaJrs' period the old
local option should operate, but that at the
expiration of the time limit complete local
option should take place. Clause 40 gave
the principle on which cOffilpensat~on was to
have been paid-a graduated system. VeTy
careful consideration had been given to all
the aspects of this question, and to the
statements made by certain bonorable members in favour of the percentage method.
Several honorable members approved of the
percentage system, while on the other hand
there was the scale of licence-fees submitted by fhe Government in the Bill Itself. A proposition was made by an institution in this city showa,ng that they were
prepared to find the money to carry out the
proposals made with regard to the percent-:
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age system if the House agreed with that
system. He had gone into the matter very
carefully, and he found it was almost impossible to work under the percentage system. There was also a :feeling on the part
of some people that that proposal was getting very close to trenching upon Commonwealth law, and, therefore, after careful
consideration, the Cabinet had dismissed
the proposition for a percentage system,
and would go back to the fees proposed in
the Bill. The fees showed exactly what
would be produced-about £40,000 a year.
Everybody understood by the Biil what the
fees were. They knew the kind of houses,
and how much they would have to pay;
they knew the lanCllord would have to pay
two-thirds and the tenant one-third; and
therefore the Government. proposed now to
submit to honorable members the proposition in the Bill itself-namely, the fees as
submitted in clause 99. The Government
started off by sayang that they proposed to
omit .sub-clause (r) of clause 39, with a
view of inserting. a new sub-clause. Whilst
he said he WaJS making it al test question, it
did not follow that he was giving the exact
words of that new sub-clause to-day.
He
would simply indicate the lines on which it
would be framed, and, if it was approved
of, he believed it would be drafted in readiness for to-morrow morning, aind then the
Committee could proceed with the Bill.
The provis'lon to be inserted in lieu of subcl ause (r) of clause 39 was to the following
effect : At any time after the :pst day of Decemb,er,
1906, where in pursuance of the }Jowers conferred by this Act licensed victuallers' premises shall be deprived of their licences, that IS
to say, shal! not have their licences renewed, such
deprivation of licence shall not entitle the
holder of any licence to be paid compensation
under the provisions of the Licensing Acts, anything in the said Acts to the contrary notwithstanding, either directly or indirectly out of the
Consolidated Revenue.
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several newspapers stating that the Government should find the money to shut up a
lot of these hotels. He believed the Argus
had suggested that, and it had said consistently that the Government should raise the
money to pay the compensation. The .Government would not do so.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I do not
know ,,~hen you were asked.
Mr. BENT said it was only yesterday
that an honorable member came to him and
said the Govemment ought to do that, and
he was a very influential member, too.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Out of the
State revenue?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr., PRENDERGAST. - A member said
that?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
He did not think
any member had made the request on the
floor of the chamber.
It had been suggested that the Government ought to floa t
a loan and gather fhe money as it came in
to recoup the State.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- That is not
the State finding the money.
Mr. BEX'T said the Government would
The Governnot find any money at all.
ment said in the Bill that the passing of
the measure completely relieved the State
of any responsibility as to compensation,
even to the advancing of money to pa y
such compensation. He proposed to omit
clause 40 altogether, and clause 99 was to
be considered in connexion wit'h previous
clauses.
He proposed to amend that
clause to read'Whereas it has been deemed expedient(I) To provide for the payment of compensa-,
tion to the owners and occupiers of any licensed
victualler's premises deprived of licences in pursuance of any determination under the provisions
of this Act a special trust fund to be called the
Licensed Victuallers' Compensation Fund shall
be formed in the Treasury.
(2) Every person to whom a certificate for a
victualler's licence or the renewal of a victualler's licence is granted for or in respect of any
period between the thirty-first day of December
One thousand nine hundred and six, and the
thirty. first day of December One thousand nint:
hundred and sixteen shall annuallv on presentation of such certificate and payment of the
licence-fee prescribed in the Licensing Act 189t)
or anv other Act also Day to the Treasurer or
recei,,~r of revenue a further sum or compensa~
tior>fee computed on the basis hereinafter proyided for which shall be placed to the credit
of tne said Compensation Fund, and the moneys
in the said fund shall be held in trust on account of the licensed victuallers.

Some of the newspapers had recommended,
and some members had submitted to him a
proposition, that the Government should
borrow a sum of money to meet the compensation. He stated when he introduced the
Bill, and he repeated now, that the Government did not intend to giye one penny
towards the compensation under any circumstances.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Were you
ever asked?
Mr. BENT.·-Yes. The Government did
not intend to find on.e penny for any com- The fees were given in that clause.
pensation. There were leading articles in accompanied a member 'of this Hnl1se
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the House rose the other afternoon to one
of the leading hotels in the city, and he
(Mr. Bent). was not a teetotaller on that
occasion.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).I am sorry to hear it.
Mr. BENT said he had had a very long
day, and he felt that medicinally he required something. If he had taken lemonade it would have killed thim.
This very
influential hotelkeeper was asked whether
he approved of percentages or fees, and 'he
replied, "I believe the big men would like
the percentages, but the little men would
cut our throats if we attempted to put the
percentag.es on them."
He took a good
look at that hotelkeeper, and found that ihe
was an intelligent man, and the member
who a.ccompanied him did not seem inclined to question what the hotelkeeper
stated.
Mr. WATT .-But he did.
Mr. BENT.-Did the honorable member
say that he was the member referred to?
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendip;o East).Now we knew who leads the Premier
astray.
Mr. BENT said 'he had made a note of
what the honorable member for Ovens stated
to him, and the speech that the honorable
member made on the Bill w.as admitted by
everyone to be a good speech.
Consequently he (Mr. Bent) had a good look at
that speech, and there was nothing in it to
indicate what the percentage' would be.
The honorable member suggested the group
system, and he (Mr. Bent) found that the
group nearest to. Belechworth would get
()ff lightest.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I can disprove tha.t.
Mr. BENT said he had alsQ looked very
-carefully into the speech of the 'honorable
member for Bendigo East, who had taken
a good deal of interest in this question,
and especially in regard to tied houses.
He (Mr. Bent) looked verv carefully into
what the honorable member had stated, and
had taken the liberty of consulting the honorable member, notwithstanding his motion
about the pianos, and the honorable member had given him a lot of information. He
had also looked very carefully into the
statement made by the honorable member
for Momington.
He (Mr. Bent) found
it impossible to arrange for a fair amount
for the land lord and tenant under the proposal of the :honorable member for Mornin,gton.
It was immaterial to him (Mr.
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Bent) whether the money was got by percentages or fees, so long as he got the
money.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The fees
are the only rational way.
Mr. BENT said there would be a great
difficulty in connexion with the percentage,
because it must be on the purchases. How
were the purchases to be checked? He
had not been able to get anyone in the
business-and he had consulted an officer
of the Customs - to explain the matter
satisfactorily to him.
It would be necessary to rely on the hotelkeeper to supply
the information to the Government.
Mr. BROMLEY.-How can you check it
in cQnnexion with the exchange of lioences?
Mr. BENT said he was leaning in that
direction, and he had tried to solve the
question in every possible way, for he f.elt
that it would meet the increase of population, as the income would increase with the
increase of population. He then tri.ed to
find out how it was possible to separate
the owner from the occupier in connexiQn
with the fees.
He was \vaiting now for
anyone to show him how it was possible to
carry out the percentage svstem fairly all
round. One illustration given was in regard
to the Oriental Hotel versus Young and
Jackson'S. He believed Menzies' was also
mentioned, and an illustration was given in
connexiQn with hotels at Bendigo, where Qne
hQtelkeeper received £1,000 a year from the
sale of liquor, whilst the Shamrock Hotel
did not get nearly as much. In some Qf
the cook .shops a dinner with beer was given
for one "bob." and. how was it possible
to' say what proportion of the "bob" was
spent on beer and what Qn grub?
:Mr. BOYD.-If you take the fountain
head yQU know what the beer costs.
Mr. BENT said there were places where
a counter luncheon was given.
Mr. BOYD.-But vou would tax it whQlesale, and not retail:
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (to Mr. Bent).
-You do it in connexion with the income
tax.
Mr. BENT said that all he wanted was
the money. He had not been able to get
any enlightenment on the matter outside the
House.
A proposition was made that a
certain institution should receive £3 8 ,000
a year and pay away £42,000. He did not
exactly understand how, if onlv £3 8 ,000
was received, it would be possible to pay
£42,000, but he was quite sure that if
these gentlemen could do it there were two
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or three officials in the Treasury who could
do it just as well. Therefore, the onus of
providing compensation was completely
thrown on to the liquor trade. It was tantamount to self assurance by the licensed
victuallers. That was a good term-" self
assurance."
He would not take up any
more time upon the question of the tees or
the 2 per cent. The Government had obtained from the Customs House an estimate
as to what 2 per cent. would mean.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Are the fees
to stand as they were in I899?
Mr. BENT said that if the Committee
liked to put on a few more p~:>unds he
would not object.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do I understand
that the compensation money provided is
outside the fees that were fixed in I 899 ?
Mr. BENT.-No; those fees were outside the present hotel licences. The hotels
paid £IOO,OOO, and it wa's mopped up by
the municipalities. I:fi he had his way he
would not give the municipalities any of
that money, and then the Government could
very quickly compensate all the hotels that
were closed.
Mr. MAcKINNON.-The municipalities
say that they have a promise of yours of
old time.
Mr. BENT said he was never authorized
to make any such promise. If he had his
way he would very soon knock off the
£I4,000 which the city of Melbourne received from these licences. He did not
think it was right that they should have the
money, hut they stuck to it like grim death.
The teetotal municipal councillors stuck to
the money with the greatest determination.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - You are
right.
Mr. BENT said he was recentlv in the
company of several municipal coti'ncillors,
and he said to them, "There are three of
you f.ellows who are teetotallers. Are you
prepared to pay 2d'. iIi the pound to enable
us to knock down this liquor traffic, and
bring the hotels right down to the proper
limit ?"
These three teetotallers would
not give one penny in the pound for that
purpose, let alone 2d.
Mr. WATT.-How much do you say the
tax on liquor wou] d realize?
Mr. BENT said he believed that 2 per
cent. on the liquor purchased would realize
about £4I,000 a year. Provision would be
made for the appointment of a Board, to
be called the Licences Reduction Board.
Its prineipal business would be to make an
annual reduction of licences, to fix the
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amount of compensation, and to determine
at the outset the maximum compensation
value of all hotels. It was proposed that
within a period of three years a valuation
should be made of all the hotels in Victoria.
It would take, perha'ps, two or three years
to do it. It was proposed that, instead of
the existing system of fixing the compensation, the income tax of the occupier for the
past three years should be taken. It was
not intended to take the income tax for
future years, because the chances were th'lt
it would go up.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It ha,s gone up in
some districts within one year.
Mr. BENT said that these returns, of
course, would have to be' sworn to by the
occupiers. At North Melbourne the hotelkeepers who were compensated received IOO
per cent. profit on all the sales and upon'
all that was not sold, and as to the furniture, he really did not know how much
they did get. He knew that in one place
he looked through there was a suite of apartments in which the only contents visible
were a lady's underdress, and yet compensation to the amount of. £100 odd was
paid. However, he had promised that he
would not tell who the person was.
Mr. BROMLEY.-You are telling.
Mr. BENT said he was not telling who
it was, and the honorable member could not
guess. The Government thought that the
appointment of this Board, and the fixing
of compensation in the manner he had indicated, was a fair way of surmounting the
difficulty. Sub-clause (3) of clause 99 provided that the payment of compensation
fees should continue until IQI6-that was
during the ten years. In addition to this
provision for compensation, which existed
at the present time, the Government, when
they had all the valuations made, would
knol\v exactly the amount of money at which
the properties were va'lued within a given
.period. Various statements had been made
with regard to the amount that would be
necessary to pay compensatiol1 to these
hotels, but it seemed to him that the proposal of the Government was on business
lines, and' could not very well be improved
upon.
Mr. COLECHIN.-ValuMions may go up
and down within ten years.
Mr. BENT said that both he and the
honor~ble member would go up and down
within ten years. He proposed to give
licensed victuallers the power, if they continued the payment of compensation fees,
to provide an insurance fund' if they
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thought fit. It was proposed that for ten
years there should be no local option, but
the Government would have the sum of
£40,000 a year available, and he estimated
that within ten years the Board should reduce the number of licensed houses by at
least 700. The class of houses to be closed
was dealt with in a different clause of the
Bill, and he would not refer to that question now, except to say that the licensees
would be treated fairly in every case. It
was estimated that, with the amount of
money which would be received from these
fees, the number of hotels could be reduced
in ten years by 700 or 800, but he would
put the number at about 600. Would it
not be a great thing to do that? Under
local option the numlber of houses had been
reduced by only 200 during over twenty
years. It was often found under the local
optioo provisions that, where the licensee
was a poor man, the people in the neighbourhood did not like to vote against him,
but if the matter was left to this Board of
business men he fully believed there would
be a reduction in the number of hotels to
.such an extent, and that so many houses of
a doubtful character would be closed, that
it would greatly help the morals of this
community. In clauses 100 and 101 certain consequential amendments would require to be made. With respect to the annual reduction of licences, commencing on
1st January, 1908, the number of licences
existing in Victoria in excess of the statutory number was to be annually reduced by
a number commensurate with the net sum
of mooey paid into the licence fund-the
compensation frund-during the preceding
year.
I t would then be necessary, of
course, to define by regulation what was
meant by the particular kind of house that
was to be operated upon, and that walS ~
matter which the House would probably determine before the Bill was finally' disposed
of. The next question, and it was one.
which,
he believed,
ca,used a lot
of trouble to some honorable members, was what was known as c'Omplete local option.
The Government
proposed that after ten years there should
be complete local option, as if there were
no compensation flUnd at all, but the hotels
closed, in the order in which thev were
closed, were to have a lien on the compensation fund in existence. or als it came into
existence, or as it was increased from time
to time bv further contributions. There
were a nu~ber of honorable members who,
when thev were before their electors, were
Mr. Bent.
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asked' whether they were in favour of compensation, and a good many of them said
" Yes," but no decision had been arrived
at as to what was meant by compensation.
He presumed that those honorable members were under the impression that it
meant compensation under the existing law.
It was very: easy to say that there should
be compensation, as p"rovided under the
existing law, because there was aJ certain
amount of money available, and if the Minister did his duty he would not allow a.
local option poll to take place unless the
money was fully available. He was sorry
to say that, in more than one instance, this
rule -had' been departed from) and in the
case of North Melbourne the Government
had to find a large sum of money. He believed that Sir George Turner took a la,rge
sum out of the compensation fund for
charitable purposes, and he (Mr. Bent) was
called upon to pay it back. Not only that,
but he was asked why he should not pay
interest on the money during the time it
was taken away for charitable. purposes.
He believed his honorable friend, the leader
of the Opposition, was one who said that.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Yes, I am one.
Mr. BROMLEY.-You are both agreed.
Mr. BENT said the Government provided that after the ten years the contributions could still be made if the hotel.:
keepers wished.
Local option would not
operate for ten years, but the amount of
money to be given in compensation would
be equal to the amount in the fund.
Mr. EOYD.-How are you to ascertain
"ihether the hotelke.epers wish the contributions to go on? You will have to make
some provision.
Mr. BENT said that was going to be
put in the Bill.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Are the fees
to be continued after the ten years?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What do you mean
by saying that an amount will be contributed equal to that in the fund?
Mr. BENT said he meant that if the
amount of the money in the fund was
£40 ,000, the hotelkeepers would get
£4 0 ,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then only the
amount in the fund can be paid in compensation?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
Mr. TouTcHER.-You say that after the
ten years there will be complete local
option?
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I\-Ir. BENT.-Yes. After ten years there had sprung up like mushrooms.
More
will be local option, the increased drink was sold in those clubs than in the
fees will go on, the bucket will be gettin!~ 200 hotises closed.
filled up, and the hotelkeepers will get the
Mr. BOYD.-A tax of 2 per cent. will
amount in the fund.
catch them too.
Mr. BENT said he did not care wheMr. TouTcHER.-'VilI they have to wait
while the bucket is filling up?
A man ther a percentage was taken to raise the
might be closed up, and have to wait fiye money or not. He thought his proposal
was the best, and that the majority of the
:years before he got his money.
Mr. BENT said he thought he had made people were in favour of it.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-We cannot tell what
things very clear.
What was more, he
thought he had got over the statement that fees will be required until we know whether
11e was going in for repudiation, because YOU insist on the ten years' limit. If the
l"'.e started off by saying that an amount of hotelkeepers are not entitled to compensamoney should be contributed for compen- tion beyond the ten years the amount will
'Sation, .and that the contributions would not be very great.
11ave to continue all the Hme.
A decent
Mr. BENT said compensation would be
. Board would be appointed to treat the paid after ten years. What he intended
110telkeepers fairly.
to provide was th.alt local option should not
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-Will you ap- begin until after ten years-that was pracpoint a Supreme Court Judge?
ticall v thirteen years.
Mr. BENT said he remembered that he
DOWNW ARD.-Complete local option
l1ad appointed a Supreme Court Judge to means that there will be no statutory num-sit as a Roy.al Commission, and he was ber of hotels fixed, and a district might be
hlamed for if. He would not appoint any left without any hotels whatever.
For
more Supreme Court Judges as Commis- instance, in watering places, there might
-sions. Expert commercial men were wanted be no hotel for visitors t() go to.
-Q.~gh-class men-and
the Government
Mr. BENT said there was not one of the
would not be afraid to pay them.
houses referred to by the honorable memMr. McBRIDE.-Will you explain what ber but would be doubled in size by the
the valuation aJter the ten years is to be time local option came about. Those hotels
based on?
would have six times the number of bedMr. BENT said the valuation would be rooms that thev had now.
the same as was fixed now. There would
Mr. WATT .~Suppose after the ten years'
be no future increment.
limit it is decided that certain hotels should
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What do yOU mean be closed, if there is no money in the fund
by saying that for ten years the;e wiII be will theY' have to wait until the money is
no local option? Does that mean no hotels read v before they close their doors, or will
will be closed for ten years?
they -have to close right off?
:\1r. BENT said there would be no Doll
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
taken. for ten years, but the Board which was referring to a most improbable state
was to be appointed would reduce the of affairs, but' in the event of such a thing
number of hotels by about 500 or 600.
happening the hotelkeepers would have to
Mr. McKENZIE .-If a man has paid no wait for the money.
income tax for the past three years will he
Mr. BOYD.-That would be grossly unbe entitled to compensation?
fair.
Mr. BENT said it was not a matter of
Mr. WATT (to Mr. Bent).-Think over
p.aying income tax. It was the returns that again. It requires a good deal of
that were to be considered.
If an hotel- thinking over.
keeper got nothing for three years God help
Mr. BENT said he knew that.
Last
him.
night, in connexion with another measure,
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Who pays the com- it was said that there must be some hardpensation during the ten years?
shig, but with £40,000 a year proMr. BENT said it would come out of vided
for compensation
for closed
the £40,000 paid in fees every year. hotels, he did not see that any hard£ 4 00 ,000 would be distributed in comnenship could occur, because only £200,000
-sation in the ten years.
Two hundred had
been
distributed
in
compensahotels had been dosed under local option tion in the last twenty years. He had
<turing the last twenty years, and 110 clubs shown that the story that the Government
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was going to abolish compensation was not
correct. Compensation ,va,s provided for.
A Board was to be appointed, consisting
of competent expert i:nen. After ten years
there would be complete local option. Up
till that time the fees would be collected
from the publicans, and after that time
they would continue to be collected. J ud~
ing from the experience of South AustralIa
and New Zealand, the amount Of money
provided for would not be required. Therefore he had no hesitation in saying that as
the fees were to be paid all the time, every
one would receive fair consideration. He
was sure nobody thought there would be
such a liberal measure as! the Government
now proposed.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Suppose that the teetotallers under theagit.a:tion of men like
Judkins succeeded under complete local
option in closing half the hotels in the
State, where would you get the fees?
Mr. BENT said Judkins would be dead
in ten years.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-He is dead now.
1\h. BENT said for twenty yea,rs no one
had attempted tC! deal with the question
of the drink traffic. Ten years, was, a lifetime in Victoria, and in legislating for ten
vears hence the Government were doing a
iot.
Mr. WATT.-That is an .argument against
your proposals for later on.
:\:Ir. . BENT said it might be an argument, but still what he said was good business.
:Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-Will the fees
still be collected in_the event of nC! hotels
being dosed by local option?
Mr. BENT said the feeS! would. be collected all the time.
Mr. McBRIDE.-Will the fees automatically increase on the hotels that are left?
Mr. BENT.-Yes, of course. The matter was provided to work automat~cally.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he understood th.at the discussion was to take place
to-morrow. He did not object to the postponement of the clauses.
The Premier
could understand that there was a e-ood
deal of debatable matter in regard to the
propositions of the Government. The propositions looked reasonable enough in some
parts, but honorable members should understand the proposaJs thoroughly before voting. If the Premier would agree to a postponement of the· debate until to-morrow he
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(M_r. Prendergast) would agree to the
clauses which the honorable gentleman desired to have postponed being postponed.
Mr. WILKINs.-l\lake it next week.
Mr. PRENDERG-AST said he thought
it would· be reasonable to adjourn the discussion until next Tuesda,y. The Premier
was bringing forward proposals thaf completely changed the whole aspect of the
question.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Take it next
Tuesday, and go right on.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
ask the Premier to agree to an adjournment until next Tuesday.
This was a
. very importar.t measure, and he was sure
the Premier wished honorable members to
thoroughly understand the Government's
proposals.
Mr. BENT said if it was the wish of
the House to have the discussion adjourned
until next Tuesday he would agree. This
was a. very important Bill, and the reason
he had asked for the postponement of the
clauses was to obtain the feeling of honorable members. He proposed to print the
amendments which he intended to move.
He would a:ccept the suggestion of the
leader of the Opposition in good faith,
and honorable members could go on with
the Bill on Tuesday next.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Yes, .and go
right r.n .•
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the offer of
the Premier was a. very reasonable one.
Would the Premier have his speech
printed?
Mr. BlENT.-I don't know what I have
said.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to know whether it would appear in
the Hansard on Saturday?
Some honorable members would like to see it to-morrow.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.--We should
like to have it with the amendments.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to have ,it with the amendments as
stated by the Premier.
Mr. WARDE remarked that he would
suggest that the Premier should print explanatory notes with it, as to what he_ intended to say or not. The explanatory
notes might contain a few points that the
honorable gentleman had missed.
Clauses 9 to 38 inclusive were postponed.
Progress was then reported.
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CHILDREN'S COURTS BILL.
Mr. MACKEY moved the second reading of this Bill. He said-The object of
this measure is to cure an evil which undoubtedly exists at the present time. Children of immature age commit certain offences against the law, and at present they
are hauled before the Courts, and get acCllstomed to the Courts and the Court procedure, and they also get that atmosphere
about them which unquestionably results to
their disadvantage in after life. What is
felt is that, while a boy or a girl under
the age of seventeen may commit a breach
of the la.w, the intention or the mind of the
child is to be regarded in a totany different
way from that of a person of mature age.'
A person of mature age has greater deliberation, and is capable of greater control
over fiimself than in the case of a child,
and hence it is that the treatment' should be
altogether different.
What is proposed
here is that power should be given to the
Governor in Council to establish Children's
Courts. As far as possible, these Children's Courts will not be in the existing
court buildings, unless it may be absolutely necessary in certain places that the
Courts should be held in these buildings j
but I hope that that will happen in as few
cases as possible, the idea being to get the
trial of these cases' as far away from the
ordinary court~ of justice as we can. As
to the persons before whom these cases are
to be tried, the idea is that, wherever possible, and certainly in larg.e centres, we
should have cer'tain police mag,istrates, specially selected for the trial of these offences.
This, in the present condition of
affairs, could not be adopted throughout the
whole of this State, and in the less densely
populated parts we shall have to have spe-cial justices, men who are considered to be
the most fitted in those districts for dealing
with this class of offence, told off for the
trial of these offences. We will get the
Courts composed, as far as possible, of specialists, and held in buildings or places
altogether apart from the ordinary courts.
Then we have what is 3J very valuable provision in the Bill, authorIzing the appointment of probat,ion officers. These officers
will be volunteers, and it will be the function of these persons--fadies or gentlemen
-before a case is tried, to make all inquiries as to the character and the antecedents of the juvenile offender; and if
children are released on probation, they ,\'ill
reaI1y be under their speoial care, and the
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probation offioers will have to invesfigate
h~w the children spend their time, and
Wlill report to the Court 'from time to time.
Further than this, magistrates or justices of
these Co~rts are given rather exceptional
powers WIth regard to offences committed
by children under the age of seventeen.
These exceptional powers will not apply in
the case of more grie.vous offences, such as
homicide and cases of that kind but in
felonies and misdemeanours the C~urt wilI
be given very great authority indeed. Further
than that, there is power given to have these
cases heard in private j in fact, to order
any person out of the Court who is not
directly concerned in the case, and if afterwards ther~ should be an appeal to a Court
of General Sessions, the same power to exclude ~ersons who are not directly concerned In the matter will be given to the
These shortly
chairman of that Court.
are the main provisions of the 'Bill th~
principal object of which, I think, i~ evident on its face-Blat the treatment of
these juveniles by Courts should be altogether different from the treatment of men
a?~ women of ~ature a~e. The many proVl~lOns of the BIll are SImply so many machmery matters to bring about that end.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-The Bill before the House is a most important one in
many respects. There can be no doubt
that the intention of the Bill, which is to
form the characters of children who have
lapsed into offences more from want of
knowledge than anything else-and that js
all it can be considered to be really a Bill
for-touches a matter of the greatest importance. The Bill as origin all y introduced
In another place, was amended to such an
extent there that it became a totally different measure. It was amended in a direction, in some instances at· all events
which is perfectly in .line with advanced
th?ught on the question of dealing with
chIldren. On the question of Children's
Courts, the first thing to be borne in mind
is that when a child is. brought before
a Court, wha.t is wanted is to teach that
child the d~fference between right and
'Hong, and to form its character so that
the first offence which has caused his lapse
from virtue will not occur again. If you
acknowledge that principle inl the first
place. the next thing to do, as the Minister
of Lands has said, is to strip the surroundings of all the appearance of law-to take
a wa v the policeman and the apparent
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majesty of justice sitting upon the Bench,
Dnd to do everything to relieve the child's
mind of any fear, and merely to teach
him to regard the Court as a benevolent ~n
s~itution formed for the purpose of doing
him good. You want to instil that belief
into the child's mind when he comes before
this Court, wherever it may oe held. When
the Bill was going through another place,
amendments ,,"ere made in i·~ to provide that
those who shoDld have to try the children
should be men with special qualifications. An
amendment in that direction ,yas very essential, and it ,ras made for the purpose of
earn-iller out the intention of those who desired this class of legislation.
Another
amendment was also proposed there in the
direction suggested now by the Minister of
Lands of providing that the Courts where
these children sho'Jld be tried should not
be the ordinary Courts of the land, and, if
po~~sible. should not be held on or near the
premises of the ordinary Courts. The reason was quite obvious. It was to take away
from the child's mind any appearance of the
surroundings of fear or force, or any appearance of coercion.
I would therefore
suggest to the Minister that in t?~ p3.ssage
of the Bill through this House still further
amendments should be made in that direction" and in that connexion serious consideration should be given to an. amendment
suggested by "Mr. James L. Furzer, President of the executive council of the State
Boards of Advice of Victoria, to the effect
that the Education Department s·houlc1 provide in the State schools places where thi"
kind of offence might be tried, and where
the gentlemen controlling these Courts
should sit for the purpose of taking any of
the ,deposition~ that Imay be necessaI1y,
and to deal with the matter, at all events,
in all cases of first offences by children.
Mr. Furzer says.
The Education Department could assist the
Attorney-General in the choice of such magistrates.
Many of the members of Boards of
Advice are gentlemen elected by the people, who
give their special attention to children. Many
have and are doing this work of holding minia·
ture courts before sending Cases to pOlice courts
for prosecution. I believe a good opportunity
is thus presented of using their local knowledg~
and experience along with probation officers
(female preferred) of special adaptness to the
enyironments of children.

Wrhile it may not be agreed that only members of Boards of Advice should constitute
these Courts, and while, indeed, it may be
essential to get away from the Boards of
Advice in these matters, because a great
lIb. Prendergast.
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manv of their members are very narrow if)
their views, as can be seen now in a great
many instances even in connexion with..
their conferences, still there· are broadminded men on these public institutions,.
and no bar sho!lld be placed against the
selection of any of them. The holding of
these Courts in the State schools in many
instances would strip them of the appearance of fear or force, and of all the other
sunoundings of the Police Court, and bring
about that frame of mind in a child which
is n~cessary in order to allow the possibility of reforming him, or of filling up his.
unformed mind and teaching him to go
along. the right track in the future. There
are one or two c.lauses in the Bill that
seem verv drastic.
One clause especially bontains a new principle in
legislation, ·in that it places a responsibility upon the shoulders of parents for
the actions of their chi!dren where they may
not really be responsIble for them-a responsibility quite ::lpart from that which is
taken by a person who goes surety for
another's good conduct. To attach parents.
in this way under the ordinary process of
the Court and make them responsible is a
new nrinciple in law, and will have to be
very carefully dealt with and weighed during
the progress of the Bill through this House.
I t will need very full explanation before I
can bring myself to agree personally to its
enactment.
It 90es seem to be the right
thing to do, but it seems to be surrounJded
with so many possibilities of being used
in a tHannous manner to make parents responsible where they really could not be
responsible, and where their poverty might
h.a;ve conduced to the offences committed bv
the children, that it will need the most
careful consideration and safeguarding before it is allowed to gO' through this House.
The clause that I refer tOi in this connexion
is cIa use 2 I, which provides(1) Where a child is summarily convicted by
a Children's Court of an offence in respect of
which a penalty damages or costs or anyone
or more of them is or are adjudged to be paid
ancI the Court has reasOn to believe that such
child's parent has contributed to the commission
of the said offence by wilful· aefault or by
habitually neglecting to exerci~e due care of
the said child, the Court may direct a member
of the police force to forthwith lay an information against such parent charging him with so
contributing. to the commission of the said offence and if the parent is present and does not
ask f~r an adjournment of the hearing of the
information to enable him to answer the charge
the Court may hear the information there and
then and on being satisfied that the charge is
proved may convict the said parent thereof.
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Sub-clause (2) provides for cases where the
parent is not present. There seems to be a
good deal of danger in that clause. I can
conceive instances which might arise where
the environment of the children might be
bad, where the very poverty of the parents
is such that -neither they nor their children
can escape from their environment. The
question of poverty seems to surround this
matter as much as anything else.
11r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Would the Court not take that question
into consideration?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is always the possibility of getting mel1J who
will pav no attention to environment-a
state of ~things which is very often manifest
on our Benches now.
1\1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Are we not going to appoint special officers?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The officers to
be appointed to conduct these Courts will
not necessarily be special officers upon the
question of parents' duties. They are to be
men chosen because they possess peculiarities of character that will enable them to
deal with children without inducing fear,
but in other matters, such as this, they may
be led astray by solicitors or others ill! their
administration of the law. They may be
led into excesses which otherwise they, as
estimable gentlemen, would not be led into,
in consequence of their surroundings, amI
through the advice of solicitors and so on:.
They rnav be led to do things that would
be vef\~ unjust.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Clause 22 gives the parent three months.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The next
cla~e gives the penalty.
The provisions
in clause 21 may put the power of determining the duties of parents in the hands of
notqriously narrow-minded parties. That
is a possible defect of the clause, for we
do not know what may occur under it.
It may very often lead to a gross interference with the family. Let me suppose the
case ,of a widow who goes out to do day
labouT, such as washing. She does her
best to protect the children. When she
goes awav in the morning, she sends the
younger children to fhe creche to be looked
after there during the day-time. Unfortunatelv.' there are very few of those institutions about now for the chilCIren to be
sent to .. There are two or three of them
managing to scrape out a very meagre kind
1
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of existence, and they ought to have a very
much better existence than they now have.
There is one creche in North Melbourne
that does a very great deal of good in
connexion with the poverty in that district by taking in these young children, but
institutions of this kind are not sufficiently
numerous in other districts about Melbourne to do the good which this one has
been proved to do in that district. When
the younger children have gone to the
creche, the older children go to school.
The mother goes to work at 7 or 8 o'clock
in the morning, after makin.g arrangements
for them to go to school. She may, perhaps, be unable to pay them the attention
that thev need. During the dinner-hour, or
after school is over, before the mother can
get home, for 'She may be working to any
time from 6 to 10 at night-in that interval, although she is doing her best to
protect her children, they may get into mischief. There is no possibility under this
Bill of a magistrate exercising very much
discretion. He cannot consider questions of
this character, or he is not compelled by
law to consider them.
Mr. MACKEY.-We can meet that difficulty bv an amendment.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-It is very essential that an amendment should be made
in the Bill to prevent poor people from
being subjected to fines or imprisonment for
a thing which they cannot counteract or
provide against in any circumstances. The
Minister of Lands has suggested that an
amendment should be made to meet this
difficultv. and I am prepared to leave that
matter in his hands.
Another provision
which is very dangerous is the power to
keep children under detention without any
order of the Court. There is a provision
in that direction in the Bill. I do not
know how we are to escape from that principle if we want to work this measure as
fully and completely as we ought to be able
to work it, because we want a provision to
enable the Department to take action when
it sees the possibility of reforming the
character of children where, for instance, both parents are in the hands
of the law, and when it is not
desirable to bring those children be·
fore any kind of Court, even aJ Children's Court.
In such a case, you do not
know exactlv what to do. You do not want
to Dring the children up even as neglected
children. but you want to keep a power
over them for a little while~ and to do it
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without the apparent exercise o~ any authority under the law. In those CIrcumstances
it might be very important to be able to
deal -\vith them without going through .any
of the ordinary processes of the law, but
rather in an affectionate way, such as would
be followed by anybody taking care of a
lost child. The exercise of such a power,
however mav lead to difficulties from a
legal p;int ~f view, and designing persons
may be able under such conditions to have
children taken away, and kep~ awa~, for
certain purposes for some tIme WIthout
anybody being liable to any penalty. I
suggest that carefu~ consi?e.ration should
also be given to thIS prOVISIOn, and that
while we may allow this process to take
place, the most careful entries s~ould be
insisted upon in all cases of the kmd, a~.d
the most complete know~edge should be ,In
the possession at any tIme of those wno
exercise that power under this measur~. We
should provide that in cases where chIldren
may be seized, even where. an offence mll:Y
not be committed, but seIzed under thIS
measure without any process of law, ~he
most complete entries shcmld be made Immediatel v. and that they should be sent on
for the [nspection of the Attorner-Gene!al,
or placed in his Department for Immed.Iate
minuting, so that no injustice can p?ssI~ly
arise through the action of any outsI?e mdividual, or through any extraneous Clfcumstances that the law may not know anything about. I do not know any other safeguard to suggest, except that ~1l the. particulars of each case should be ImmedIately
filed with the Attorney-General, so that it
mav be brought prominentlv under his
notice. Cases of this kind are not likely
to occur frequently, but the very infrequency
of their occurrence might give rise to the impression that the administration of this provision was not causing any injustice. The
National Council of Women of Victoria
have made several sugges.tions for the improvement of the Bill. Some of those suggestions have been partially carried out.
Thev pointed out the necessity of appointing -i specially qualified Judge or magistrate in svmpathy with tl)e young and with
the snirit" of Children's Courts. The very
greatest care will ha.ve to be exercised in
the selection of such a man, and it seems to
me that what will be required will
not necessarilv be a legal qualification.
It is necessary that he should have a full
knowledge of how to deal with these
children, so that he mav win their COI1Mr. Prenderga.st.
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fidence.
There is a school teacher in
North Melbourne, as the honorable member for Essendon knows.: who manages to
control the children under his care without
any force, and the children have such
esteem 'for him that they love to go to the
school and to be about him wherever he is.
He is one man in a hundred thousand. My
own children go to his school, they
evince the greatest desire to go there, and
they are always talking about him. Every
other child in the district has the same
feeling for that teacher. He is the sort of
man that we require to carry out this work,
for these Courts will be a kind of school.
We find that the greatest success attends
the management of prisoners in the gaols
where there is little prison influence brought
to bear and littIe force used, where the
broad-arrow is kept out of sight, and the
whole system is founded on love more than
on fear. Mr. Connor, of the Penal Department, in dealing wi.th the separate
treatment system, deals with this class of
thing, 3)nd shows the success of it. This
system will be much more effective in teaching juveniles that they have not gone the
right way, and will be much more effective
in making them good citizens.
Children
should not be taught to cringe or crawl to
other people, but high ideals should be put
into their minds, so that they will feel that
they are doing what is expected of them as
a duty that they owe to every other person
in the community. There is no doubt that
if this system is adopted it will be a great
success in further reducing criminal offences
in this State. There has been: a vast fallingoff in criminality, and that was shown in
the valuable paper presented to the House
by the clerk a few days ago. Notwithstanding all statements to the contrary, the
imparting of education to the children of
this State has reduced criminal offences,
and given us a number of better men,
Criminal offences
women, and children.
have decreased almost in proportion to the
capacity of the population to read and
write.
I think a 'few years ago not more
than 84 per cent. of the people could read
and write, but now the percentage is 97,
and we find that criminal offences have decreased in much the same proportion as the
number of people able to read and write
has increased. As the people have learned
to read and write and accumulate knowledge, so the criminal influence has been
dying out.
Another reformative influence
will be introduced when children are removed frem the atmosphere of Courts
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wbere there is so much that is degrading.
If we put a dozen children of ten years of
age in a Police Court in the city, or in Carlton, or in North MelbO'urn~if they stay
there day after day they will pick up a
greater knowledge of crimina.lity in a very
short, time that they will in two or three
years outside. One of the essentials is that
the chil dren shall be ke'pt away entirel y from
the Courts. But whatever good may be
effected by these means will be entirely obliterated if any of these children are
The gaol treatment
allowed to go to gaol.
must be abolished, and the only treatment
should be a private house treatment. One
of the clauses of the Bill provides that
children shall not be put in gaols or cells
unless under special circumstances, and
that they shall be kept separate from other
How can that be done in
prisoners.
connexion with a large number of. the country gaols, where there is only one cell in
each case?
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).These children are anly kept for a few
days.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A few hours
may do .harm.
Our gaol records show
that some of the men who go into
the gaols as prisoners come aut hardened
criminals, because of the force used to
reform them instead ofl love and affection.
If it has that effect on men, it will have
a still worse effect on children.
I recognise that this is a question that admits of
an academic discussion that might be extended to eternity almost. The three tliings
that are essential are-First, that the character of the individual who tries these cases
must be suitable and the appointment must
not be one of influence; second, the children must be tried away from the ordinary
Courts, and the uniformed man must be kept
away from them.; and, third, that wherever
it may be necessary to sentence a child, the
sentence :shaH be carried out, not in a gaol,
but, as 'far as possible, in some private
establishment, where the treatment shall
be such that while it may be corrective,
it will not bear the appearance of force.
The intention of the Bill is one of the best,
and the measure has been largel y improved
in another place. I hope that two or three
amendments will be made in it in this
'House, so that it mav be made a still
better Bill, and that it ~win redound to the
credit of our civilization. We should not
use the whip as a corrective. but should
base the correction of the children upon a
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feeling of affection that people ought generally to h.ave for children. I am not given
to quoting from the Scriptures, but it is well
known that our Lord stated, " Suffer little.
children to come unto Me,;' and we should
suffer them to come untO' us, and should
regard their offences as the result of unformed character.
:Mr. MACKINNON.-I congratulate the'
Government on having introduced this Bill,.
for it is one that will be of ven'
great use in the direction of reducing the growth of criminality.
The
main provisions are the introduction especially of children's Courts and the appointment of probation officers to look after
young people who have got into trouble.
A good many people may think these Courts
are not necessary, but I have had placed in
m.y hands to-day a report prepared by Dr.
Mackellar, who is connected with this work
in New South Wales, and it is an extremely interesting document.
He gives
some statistics showing that a J\lr. Barnett,
who is the adjudicating magistrate for these
cases in the Metropolitan Court in Sydney,
d~alt with no fewer than 728 cases of juV'emle offenders from October, 1905, to April
last. This information shows that in a citv,
which is very similar to Melbourne, there -is
a very large clientele for a Court of that
kind.
The figures which are published in
connexion with this Court are extremely interesting. I find that at the age of seven "ears
there was one child brought before hirr; for
burg.lary, or attempted burglary.
There
were three children of from nine to ten
years of age brought before him for a simi
lar crime.
The great balance of the
juvenile criminality is some 155, out of the
total of 728, who appeared on the charge of
stealing or attempted theft.
This report
proves by figures what we all know to be·
a fact, namely, that there is a great deal:
of young human life which finds itself under
the necessity of going into the Courts. r
think that no one with any experience of the
Police Courts can deny that the rough-andready justice and other surroundings connected with the ordinary Police Court cannot be anything but detrimental to the young
people brought there.
I t is desirable that
we should adopt, as the leader of the Opposition stated, an entirely different system,
for there is no doubt whatever that our
more refined age is benefited by a more
refined treatment of human aberrations. The
establishment of this Court will tend to
produce among the young people far better
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results than are got by herding them with
criminals and casting them out to take
their chance with the fiot~am and jetsam
of the criminal world.
The leader of the
Opposition referred to the qualities required
to deal with children.
It so happens that
this matter of children's Courts has become
famous in connexion with the States of
America, and especially in the town of
Denver, in IColorado, where a gentleman
named Mr. Ben. B. Lindsay ,ha.s attracted
the attention of the civilized world as adjudicator in children's Courts.
He has
written a report, and this is what he says
with regard to the qualifications of the persons who are to handle juvenile offendersThus armed should be the Juvenile Court
worker. He or she should have the magnetism
of Moses, the patience of Job, the firmness of
Abraham, the wisdom of Solomon, and the unselfishness and love of our Lord and Master.

The qualifications required to carryon the
work are scarce, and there will, no doubt,
be considerable difficulty in getting a suitable
gentleman to fill the position, but at the
same time one does not despair, for we may
f,aidy claim that we have developed in
these positions, which are occupied by men
who specially devote themselves. to the
care of young children, a number of men
who have sho,vn a good deal of kindly
spirit and common sense in handling young
people.
Melbourne may fairly claim, in
connexion with these institutions, to be well
off in the possession of that class of philanthropic individual.
As to the probation
officers, there is no doubt that what is
desired is not accomplished by merely keeping the child away from the Courts.
It
is necessary to have some one who understands the business to exercise some supervision over the child and take a kindly
interest in him during the rest' of his career.
The effects of that in Sydney ar~ dwelt
upvn by Dr. Mackellar.
I would not suggest any police supervision, but that a private individual, as unobtrusive as possible,
should deal with the children.
It would
not be right to use force or the arm of the
law in any way, but we should have a
kindly, thoughtful man, who understands
children, to deal with them. This report
of Dr. Mackellar saysIt is pleasing to notice that the clause reI atin:; to "Probation" is working effectively.
Only 2 of the 114 children released on probation
haye re-appeared before the Court for breache<;
of the conditions '~pon which they were released.
The importaJlce of the probation clause cannot
be over-estimated; it is from this form of dealing with delinquent children that the remedia:

Mr. Machnnon.
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effects are especially to be looked for and t6e
measure of success will be found in the manner
in which the probation officers are able to apply
themselves to this section of the work.

As the lleader of the Opposition has stated,
then:: are matters in the Bill that may
reqUIre :some amendment.
I should like
to emphasize one thing, and I am sorry
that the Premier is not present, because he
expressed himself as having a trend in that
direction.
I am convinced, from what I
have seen of the trouble connected with
child reform here, and especially in tEe
more densely-populated areas, that it is
desirable that Victoria should either have
a ship like the Sobraon in Sydney, or something in the nature of a large home farm.
I have seen so many cases of, boys who
would have made admirable citizens, but
who went utterly to the dogs in three or
four years for need of something of the
kind that I have mentioned.
The
first crime may be the upsetting of
a Chinese barrow, and by the end
of a few months, perhaps, the bov
assaults some one. Young children are led
on to this sort of criminality, and in the
course of a f,ew years the children of hardworking decent parents, owing to the contaminating influences they meet with in.the
streets, are converted from promising lads
into criminals, practically ~peaking. It is
very hard indeed to arrest it.
I am certain that their isolation and proper discipline on the sea, where tlhey do not come
in contact with evil companions, or, better
still,. on some properly-regulated home farm
in the country-.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-The land is the best.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I believe it is.
One or two horrible crimes have been committed by lads who were on the Sobraon.
One of the youths from that ship committed
a murder on the Richmond River, which
causes one to think that boys being kept
so c10selv together may not produce the
best results.
Mr. WATT.-The Sobraon produced the
champion swimmer of the world.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes, <l! very fine
swimmer he was.
I would point out to
the Minister in charge of the Bill that
every boy that we can turn into a producer,
or induce to take an interest in country
pursuits, is a valuable asset 'to the State.
That ought to be taken into consideration.
A little practical knowledge of the kind
I have indicated is wanted in Victoria. I
am sure that members who represent town
constituencies know perfectly well that this
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is a growing evil in Victoria-this contamination of boys by street life.
One
boy will contaminate a whvle neighbourhood.
I have known two boys who corrupted a whole neighbourhood.
It should
be possible, with very little expense and
management, tv provide some place where
boys can be rescued from their own ruin,
and from becoming a danger and a pest to
society.
I have very much pleasure in
supporting the Bill, to which no one can
object.
If it is properly carried out, and
we are fortunate in securing the right sort
of Judges or justices and the right sort of
probation officers, we shall have very good
results indeed from it.

Mr. WATT.-I rise to support the Bill,
but I am sorry the House is rather thin,
and it is very little encouragement tv one
to speak when the 'Minister in charge of
the Bill is absent.
I have some suggestions to offer for a limitation of the powers
conferred by the Bill. The first thing that
strikes me "is that we are ;ust following
somewhat lazily in the wake 'vf other countries.
A record presented by one of the
societies in England shows how far this
movement has gone already. It shows that
at the date of the issue of. this particular
leaflet the childrens' Court system had become firmly implanted in twenty-seven of
the American States, in Svuth Australia,
in New South Wales, and Queensland, and
in the city of' Toronto, in Canada.
In
addition to that a large number of the
cities in Great Britain have volunta,rily
taken On the work, and Dublin, Be]fast,
and Cork, in Ireland, have already
got :Courts of this 'kind.
The magistrates have formed similar Courts
in Manchester, Oldham, Bolton, Bury,
Birmingham,
Leeds,
and
Bradford.
There are movements practically all over
the United Kingdom in the larger and
more congested centres just as in the United
States in favour of the establishment of
Courts of this character.
I fear that in
(bing what we are asked to do in this Bill
we shall be erecting too much machinery,
and il:dtilging in an experiment which, notwithstanding the success that has attended
it in congested centres in other countries,
mav lead to failure in the. country districts
of - Victoria.
For instance, clause 3
says-A Children's Court is bv this Act established
and shall be he~d at every place within the
State of Victoria where a Court of Petty Sessions is appointed to be held.
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Now, the illustrious example quoted by the
member for Prahran of the originatOr of these courts and their chi~f administrator in the United States of America, with their magnificent social utility,
Judge Lind-say, finds his chief work in· the
city of Denver. Others who have taken
part in this movement in the United States
ha.ve .alIso stated that the system has met
with its most conspicuous success in cities.
Therefore I want the Government to
launch this movement in the first instance
only in the city of Melbourne, the city of
Ballarat, and the city of Bendigo.
If we
do that, and if we are successful in getting
the right men to work the law, and the
right people as probationary officers on the
voluntary principle, we shall do all that is
possible. If you do not do that, you will
have to avail yourselves, as the leader r:i
the Opposition has said, of the member:; (I f
t he Boards. of Advice .and of local c(}un~ils
-men who through their training, ta ,tes,
and every thing else, are wholly unfittr~d.
10 act as the outside agents c.f the c'omt.
If we establish three of these Courts: in t be
three chief centres of Victoria, I have no
doubt that a wise discrimination .shoul.d
lead to the selection of three good magis·
trates---men with the qualities that are nf'ce~sary in dealing with children, .a.nd not
merel y policemen or magistrates in the
ordinary sense of the word.
It must be
remembered that the system we are endeavouring to inaugurate is not a s.y-stem for
the punishment of juvenile crime, but it is
a system for as~ertaining the causes of that
crime .and the treatment of those causes. It
is proposed that the child shall be brought
into a room where none of the uniform of
the law js visible, where the magistrate, if
he is wise, sits on the floor, so to speak,
and meets the child en his, own level. as
if he were a consulting physician.
Then
the chjld is to be handed over to the care
of a probation officer or to some reform.altorv
institution.
The fundamental thing is to
start the Court by getting one, two, Dr
three men of the right stamp.
Without
that, the whole system will b1"f~ak down.
I quite agree that the right men can be obtained.
You then have to search out in
e.ach neighbourhood for the kind of person
who is doing what I may call lad:es' benevolent work, and who take a philanthropic
interest in preventing crime of this kind,
and in rescuing child(en from the degradation which sets ,in when they are brought
into touch with low,surroundings. If the Government succeeds j,n obtaining goorl
hOl1l)rabl~
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magistrates, informal Courts, and wise and
charitable probation officer:s, the scheme is
likely to be a success.
"My Own fear is
.that the Bill is likely to break down with
its own weight, in which case we shall
!simply turn what is really a good system
into an unfortu:n.a.te farce. The honorable
member for Prahran rete.rred to the number of cases that have been treated in the
Children's Courts in the neighbouring State
of N e.w South Wales.
Referring to the
paper from which he quoted, it is interesting to note that out of 728 cases dealt
with 1;>y the juvenile Court from October,
1905, to April, 1906, no less than 39 2
were what may be regarded as extremely
trivial charges. They are not such charges
as burglary 1. assault, 'felony, stealing, receiving stolen property, and charges of that
kind.
They are mostly of a much less
serious character. "D.amaging property "
-that might mean a case of a boy coming
home from schcol and pulling out a door
knocker, or something of that kind. "Indecent language" may mean anything th.at
a policeman cares to interpret as indecent.
It may mean a boy in the street using bad
language whilst in 2., passion within the
hearing of a, policeman. "Riotous conduct"
- I am afraid I have been guilty of the
same kind orthing when I was a boy.
Mr. 1\JAcKEy.-31uch later.
~Ir.
WATT .-" Gambling" is another
charge-w~a.tever it may mean in the case
of children.
Mr . MACKINNON-Two up.
Mr . WATT .-Other charges are throwing stones, trespass, and breach of traffic
reO'ulations. I suppose the latter would incl~de walking on the wrong side of the
footpath.
j\Ir. MAcKINNoN.-Riding a bicycle on
the ravement.
~Ir. WATT.-" Climbing in parks" is
another offence. Well, I suppose honorable members have done that sometimes
when thev have wanted to look at a particularlv brilliant 'spectacle.
These trivial
cases constitute far more than half the total
number of cases tried by the juvenile Court,
and thev are all of a kind that requires
sympathetic treatment.
No child should
be s.ent to gaol for offences or this kind,
unless under very .a,ggravating circumstances. What is needed is that the magistrate should act as .a fatherly adviser to
the child, and refer it tOi the properly-constituted probation officer, in order that its
future life may be properly directed. The
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honorable member for Prahran has referred
to the necessity of adopting one or two different methods of treatment in connexion
with proposals of this kind, namely, the es·
tablishment of a training ship and possibly
a farm inland in Victoria. Well, III New
South Wales. they have .<l! lot of these different things, and I fear that the machinery which will be necessary in connexion with a large Bill of this kind, if it
is suddenly imposed all over the State, may
require the expenditure of a large sum of
money .. I see by the report I have .aheady
quoted that in New South Wales. arrangements have been made whereby children
may be sent to the benevolent asylum for
boarding out.
Then they have a State
shelter called the Ormond Shelter.
Perhaps we m.ay be able to utilize Osborne
House at Geelong for that purpose, if the
honorable member for Geelong will consent.
Then they have an industrial school at
Parramatta, a reformatory, the ship Sobraoon, a rescue home at the Glebe, another
home at Leich~1ardt, a Sydney rescue home,
a temporary refuge, and another institution
which is not named. In fa:ct, there are a
large number of institutions existing in
New South Wales which are 2.111 utilized
for the punishment of children offenders
under the Juvenile Courts Act.
I t has
been found necessary in the old country, as
well as in New South Wales, to deal
specially with .aJ limited number of the more
violent children who need the most discipline. In Victoria we need to have some
large property to which these boys can be
sent when the probation system breaks dmvn
and when the Court decides that the boys
should have open-air treatment under proper discipline. I do not want to take ur
the time of the House, and I propose to
discuss the matter ali a later stage, but I
would urge the Minister in charge of the
Bill to cons.ider the advisability of limiting
its operation to the chief urban centres of
Victoria. If we did that, and if it is
afterwards found necessary to extend the
system to other urbm centres., the Government can get power to do so, and the nrobability is that we shall be able to establish, as in New South Wales, a svstem
modelled on tbe best examples that ~re to
be found in America and the United Kingdom.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I \V.a,s very pleased
to listen to the speeches. of the leader of
the Opposition and of the two honorable
members who followed him. Those hon-"
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orable members have made a number of
really good suggestions, and I am satisfied
th.at the Minister of Lands will take notice
of them.
I am very pleased to see that
the Minister of Lands is the Minister who
introduces this Bill, because I am sure
that if he will follow O'n the New Zealand
lines he will be able to do a lot of good.
In travelling to Invercargill I and my felImv travellers were asked to go round .and
see the places. to which the boys and girls
were taken.
I was never so pleased at
anything in my life as at my visit to those
places.
So far as the girls were concerned, they appeared to be treated just as
well as they could be treated in the very
best private homes.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What are
their ages?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-From six or seven
years up to seventeen or eighteen.
As
soon as they ,are old enough the boys are
drafted on to the land under capable
teachers, .and they do really good service, I
am sure, to the Colony of New Zealand.
The amount of stuff which those lads used
to turn out was something wonderful, a.nd
the quality was of the very best. I would
impress on the Minister of Lands the necessity of making some provision-as he has
land .a.t his. disposal in different parts of
the country where lads could be drafted,
lads who have an inclination to go on the
land-where they rna\" be trained under
capable men, and thereby turned into good
citizens. Where you have refractory children it is of no e.alfthly use, after a year
or two, to allow them to return to the
places where they have misconducted themselves. You should give them an opportunity of· improving themselves in every
respect.
These children are often led
astray by their environment, from which it
is very difficult for them to escape. We
had a very good training ship once in the
Bav, but for some reason or other it was
wId bv the Government. There are manv
young'lads of a dare-devil disposition who
would be very glad to be sent on to a
ship in order that thev might be trained
for a life at sea.
There are plenty of
ships which might be obtained for a mere
song-. In fact, I h.aNe no doubt that the
old countrv would be ready to make us ::I.
present of seme obsolete man-of-war, and
to send it aut for the benefit of the rising
generation. While I thoroughly agree with
this Bill, and while I shall do all I can to
assist in passing it, I s.aly that it will fail
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to a very great extent in its effect
if the Minister in charge of it does
not
make
some
provision
whereby
these children can be provided for.
At the present time a large number
of these children are boarded out in various
places in the cowltry, but, I think that .3J
little more supervision is needed over these
lads in order to provide for the proper
formation of their characters.
What is
needed is that the children should be taken
out of their present environment, and be
trained up in such a way that they will be
likely to do s.ome good. One amendment
tha.lt should be made in the Bill is to strike
out the provision which renders it possible
for these children to be sent into solitarv
confinement.
No children of tender age
should be dealt with in that way. There
is also a provision for fining or sentencing
children over seven years of age. A child
may be under eight years of age, and I
say that .8.1 child of that age often does not
know what he is doing. After bringing up
a large family of my own, I maintain that
children of that age are not really res.ponsible for their acts, and thev need to be
treated in a very kind way. The intention
of the Government in introducing the Bill
i~ a most excellent one; but, speaking as
a father, I say that the greatest amount of
kindness must be shown to children.
If
you want to win a wayward child from bad
courses, it is no use dealing WIth him in a
harsh manner. I f you try to do that you
will only make the child ten times worse
than he is already. I hope that before
the Bill passes the Minister of Lands will
inform us that he proposes to' set aside a
certain .amount vf land, and to appoint
certain persons to take charge of it. in
order that it mav be utilized for the be~efit
of these children. If the honorable gentleman does that, I am sure it will give s.atisfaction to all concerned. It will then be
quite cert.aa.n that when these young people
lapse into bad ways they will be given an
opportunity of improving themselves and
of becoming good citizens.
'
Mr. BOWSER.-I am sure that everY
member in this House will commend the
Government for bringing in a measure of
t?is c~aracter, an? will hell?_ as far as posSIble, In so frammg the BIll that it shall
embodv a practical scheme for the purpose
of dealing with this subject. There is no
doubt that if a child is brought to Court
on some very i?sign~ficalnt charge. and jf he
feels that he IS a creature of his environment, there must be in that child a sense
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of wrong, and in so far as that is true
the punishment that is adopted will unIf
questionably fail to bring repentance.
thait child, further, is sent in amongst
criminals, and subjected to the criminal
associations, which we know exist in most
of our gaols, there can be no doubt whatever that the gaols become the nurseries of
crime. I regret to say that I believe our
reformatory schools for neglected children
are not of the chalracter that they should
be for the purpos.e of reforming and training the young citizens who are sent there.
I am very glad to be able to say that the
State has, within the last .year or two,
taken a, new departure in its reformatory
efforts in connexion with the viticultural
college at Rutherglen. At that institution
there are now about twenty-five children
from the neglected children's home, who are
being trained in the open air in an excellent
and salutary way.
These young people
are being t~ught the work of the vineyard
and all the work of the farm that it is possible for them to learn. They are running
a little dairy there, and sending the cream
to the local creamery, and it is a; most profitable undertaking. Then the boys have a
certain part of the day set aside for play.
They have manuall exercises and lectures
durin g a portion of the day, and they are
taught the elements of science and of agriculture, viticulture, and botany. The boys
are so interested in the life there that those
who rem.am in the home in Melbourne look
forward with great interest to their being
sent to the college at Rutherglen, and it is
regarded as the most severe punishment
that can be inflicted on any boy there if he
misbehaves to be sent back to the original
home in Melbourne. This does. not necessaril y mean thart that home is badl y
managed. I understand that it is. under
the control of a most excellent man. With
regard to the immediate purposes of this
Bill, I think that the most important officer
in connexion with it is the probation officer.
I notice that other honorahle members. disagree with this statement, because they
think that the most important officer is the
officer who will preside over the Court.
Well, it is necessary to get a first class man
for that position, and a man who is in full
sympatthy with the objects to be attained.
Some such men as I have in my mind have
been got in the Sfate of America, where
already enaJCtrrients similar to this have
been in operation in ~e most successful
. way.
I believe that the results there, especially in the State o'f Massachusetts,
Mr. Bowser.
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have been most satisfactory.
There the
Children's Court, which was established in
186 9, resulted in a reduction of 75 per
cent. in juvenile crime. Throughout other
portions of the United States the working
of these Courts has res.ulted in a very considerable amelioration of the conditions of
crime. With regard to our own St.alte, I
believe it will be possible to appoint a
number of our justices of the peace-men
who have leisure, and who are sympathetic.
If the services of these men could be obtained it would be found of great advantage in the .administration of this. measure.
Mr. WATT.-Do you mean as probation
officers?
Mr. BOWSER.-Yes j as. probation officers.
I also believe that women should
be employed as probation cfficers. wherever
that is possible. I have no doubt that the
work they will do will be found very s,atisfactory.
There axe one or two minor
amend!llents which I intend to propose in
CommIttee, but. I do not wish to detain
the House any longer at this stage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then r·ead a second time
and committed-C~lr. Duffus in the chair).
Clauses I and 2 were agreed to.
On clause 3, which was as follows : A Children's Court is bv this Act established
and shall be held at ever" place within the State
of Victoria where a Court of Petty Sessions is
appointed to be held,

Mr. \\TA TT said at this point he thought
the l\'Iinister might say whether he was
prepared to consider the advisability of
keeping down the operations of the Bill to
the three chief centres; of the State.
Mr. MACKEY said he had considered
the matter, and had drafted an amendment,
which, when type-written, he would submit
to the honorable member, and they could
talk the matter over together. The amendment would really be a new clause, and
would come in at the end of the Bill.
Mr. WATT.-The only thing is that we
are affirming the principle that the Court
shall be held in every place where. there
is a Court of Petty Sessions.
The clause was agreed to.
Discus>sion took place on clause 4, which
was as follows:The Governor in Council may appoint for any
city town or place any police magistrate and
may also appoint anyone or more justices of
tht! peace of the bailiwick in which such city
town or place is situate to be a special magistrate or special magistrates and to exercise the
juridiction of a Children's Court under this Act.
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Mr. WATT asked in what way was it
contemplated that Children's. Courts s,hould
be constituted?
The clause said the Governor in Council might appoint for any
city, town, or place, any police magistrate,
and might also appoint anyone or
more justices of the peace in the
bailiwick in which such city, town, or
place was situated, as a special magistrate under the Act.
He supposed the
idea was that the administration of the Act
would rest with the Crown Law Depart.
ment.
Mr. MAcKEY.-That is so.
Mr . WATT :s.aid the Crown Law Department was in the habit of taking distinctl y legal views of things.
They might
prefer a police magistrate to an ordinary
He thought the passage of
magistrate.
the Bill would mean the appointment of a
special man or men.
Mr. MACKEY.-Only perhaps for the
metropolis.
,
Mr. WATT said he was quite :satisfied
that if the system of Children's Courts was
to be made a success, the Government
would have to take men untrammelled by
anyr traditions of Police Court practice to
act as magi:strates.
I t wo~ld not be desirable to take a man who would have to
adjust himself to new surroundings.
Mr. MACKEy:-I am inclined to be with
you.
Mr. W' ATT said he trusted the honorable gentleman would bring his influence
to bear in the appointment of a ,suitable
man.
This was one of the most important things to consider.
It was important
to have a good probation officer, but the
system would break down with the best probation officers if there was not a sympa·
thetic competent manl in charge of the
Court. Judging by the experience of K ew
South 'Wales, there would be probably over
1,000 cases to be dealt with here in one
year.
In one year in New South V{ ales,
there had been 780 cases, and, as was the
case in America, there would be a large
number of cases' in this State.
Tn one citv
in America, there were 2,000 cases. in one
year.
He hoped the Minister of Lands
would bear in mind the necessity of the appointment of a suitable man.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he was
rather doubtful as to what the procedure
This question
in the Court would be.
would come up a little later on, but he
thought it might be discussed on this clause
dealing with the appointment of magis,·
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trates. He did not know whether the 'laws
of evidence would be carried out in the
same way in the Children's Courts as in the
other Courts of justice. He did not think
there was anything in the Bill as to the
procedure to be observed.
Mr. MACKEY.-That is so.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toor(J)k) said if nothing was provided in that direction, the
magistrates would have to be guided by the
laws of evidence, as was the case in all
the other Courts. To have the whole of
the laws of evidence brought into force to
deal with a poor little child, who had perhaps taken an apple which was hanging
over a fence, would be rather a pity. He
thought the American system was very
much wiser, and when the Committee came
to clause 6, he would suggest certain
He did not think that it
amendments.
was necessary that a child charged
with an offence should be examined in a
room.
To bring a child into a room, before a special magistrate, or a police magistrate, or any other person, to be examined,
was not the way of getting at what was
What it was desirable to get
desired.
at was the inside life of the child, and to
find out what induced the child to commit
the offence, whether that offence was a
If a child was
great one or a small one.
hauled to a Court, or i~to a room, he would
tell a lie immediately, and say he " didn't
do it."
If it was made possible to get at
the children in their own homes, and they
were dealt with in a ,sympathetic way, far
more of the real inwardness and the real
reason that caused the child to commit an
offence would be obtained.
1\1r. :MACKEY said he was inclined to
.a.gree with the remarks of the honorable
In most cases where
member for Toorak.
the cases of these juvenile offenders were
being investigated by the magistrates or
other officers, he did not think the laws of
evidence should be too strictly adhered to.
He had a very great respect for the laws
of evidence, but they had their proper place,
and should be applied at the proper time.
He would be very glad to receive an amendment from the honorable member for Too·
rak in this direction.
He (Mr. Mackey)
thoroughly agreed with the honorable member for Essendon, that the success of the
Bill depended upon its administratiol'l-'that w.as, upon the officers to whom was intrusted the investigation of the cases where
juvenile offenders were concerned. While
under the Bill no provision was made for
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the appointment of persons other than
police magistrates, or ordinary justices of
the peace, he thought very strongly that to
insure the success of the measure the expenditure of a few hundred pounds should
not be allowed to stand in the way, and if
it was necessary to get a suitable man from
outside the Public Service altogether, the
Government should do that.
The best
possible man should be obtained to administer the Bill, because the futures of a
great many of the rising generation depended on the way the Bill was administered.
If the House was. really in earnest
in the matter, a few hundred pounds should
not be allowed to stand in the way.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You cannot
appoint anybody but a police magistrate or
a justice of the peace.
Mr. WATT said it would be necessary,
in view of the statement made by the Minister of Lands, and in view of the desires
of :some honorable members, that before a
man was made a special magistrate under
the Bill, that he should be sworn in as a
police'magistrate.
Any technical difficulty
in regard to appointing a magistrate from
outside the service could be got over by first
swearing him in as a justice of the peace or
as a police magistrate.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-vVhy not make it "any
suitable person" ?
_
Mr . WATT said he tbought the hands
of the Crown Law Department should not
be tied.
The Minister was wise enougb
to say a few hundred pounds should not .1x~
allowed to stand in the way so as to spoil
the Bill.
In the State of Colorado, in the
United States of America, the Children's
Court was practically worked by one manthough he had a large number of voluntary
assistants-saved the State £20,000 in
Jegal expenses., such as commitments, &c.
The Government would be making a good
investment if they authorized the expenditure of £1,000 or £2,000 per annum.
Apart from the social and moral effect,
there would be a big economic gain.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the claus~
confined the appointment of magistrates for
Children's Courts to police magistrates and
That was highly
justices of the peace.
undesirable. The :Minister should be given
greater power in appointing special magistrates.
He (Mr. Prendergast) would suggest that it should be possible for any person to be appointed.
Complete power
should be given to the Governor in Council
to appoint any suitable man.
Honorable
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members did not want any excuse for the
breaking down of this Bill, if that should
occur.
P'r> begged to moveThat after the word" place" (line 2) the words
" any person or" be inserted.

Mr. COLEC'HIN said he thought if the
amendment was carried, it would be necessary to proVIde for the payment of the
magistrates. Police magistrates were paid,
but there was no provision for paying an~'
other person.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-It is only
the probation officers who are not paid.
Mr. COtECHIN said as a general rule
he did not think police magistrates would
be suitable for the position.
Mr. OUTTRIM. :--' There will be enough
wor k to take up the whole of the time of
one man.
Mr. MACKEY. - There are very remote
localities, and it may be advisable to intrust to a police magistrate the duties in
those localities.
We want the Bill to be
as flexible as possible.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
On clause 5, which was as follows :--.
Every Children's Court shall consist of(a) where situate in any city town or place
for which a special magistrate has
been _appointed as hereinbefore provided two at least· of such special
magistrates or a police magistrate if
a special magistrate; and
(b) where situate in any city town or place
for which no special magistrate has
been appointe~l any two or more justices of the .bailiwick within which
the Court is held or a police magistrate;

Mr. WATT said he would like to ask
the Minister of Lands if it was contemplated that two men should always consti·
tute the Bench.
He could not read paragraph (a) in any other way. There should
be the fullest flexibility in the matter.
If
a suitable man was discovered, he :should
be put in entire' chaTge of the Court.
He
should not be burdened with a colleague
who had not the desire or the power to do
what was necessary.
Mr. MACKEY.-It seems to mean that the
Bench shall consist cf two, as the clause
stands at present.
Mr. WATT movedThat the words "two at least of' such special
m::tgistrates or a police magistrate if a special
mngistrate" be omitted, and the words" one or
mere special magistrates" be inserted

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
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Discussion took place on clause 6, which where he thought it desirable, there would
was as follows: be a good deal of harm done.
Every Children's Court shall hold. its ~itting~(a) in some room of the buildmg m whIch
the Court of Petty Sessions of the
place usually sits but the Children's
Court shall not be held in the ~ame
room as that in which the Court of
Petty Sessions is at the time sitting
for -the transaction of its business or
in which a justice or justices are sitting out of sessions; .or
.
(0) in any building or rooIp. approved of m
tha-i behalf by the Solicitor-General.

Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he now
wished to point out to the Minister of Lands
that it was inadvisable to have these
Courts bound down to any specific places.
In America it was found that the system
worked better when the magistrate was able
to take evidence anywhere.
The clause
provided that the Court must be held in any
building or room approved of by the SolIcitor-General.
Mr. MACKEY. - Insert after the word
" room " the words " or place."
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said a magistrate should have power to make inquirie.;
into the reasons why a child committed an
offence under a tree or in the street, if he
desired to do so.
It was necessary for a
magistrate to get hold of the child who had
committed a crime.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Why not put paragraph
(b) before paragraph (a)?
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) movedThat all the words after the word "room"
be omitted, with a view of inserting in lieu
thel'eo f the words "or place."

Mr. WATT said he quite agreed with
the honorable member for Frahran.
It
was necessary to preserve the semblance
of formality, which, of course, the offenders to be tried would not see, but which
the people directing the affairs of the Court
would al ways recognise.
Otherwise there
would be something like what happened in
the struggle between Tammany Hall and
other people in New York. Judge Jerome
used to descend on the gambler:s and try them
in their own hells. He took his records of
identification and everything else in hi:.)
pocket-book.
As long as he had sufficient police with him, he considered he was
sufficiently constituted as a court.
Judge
Jerome happened to be a good man, and
the New York people did not object very
much, but if a man doing that sort of thing
happened to run amok, the records would
all be in one pocket, and would be lost'.
:Mr. N. BAYLES (Toora,k) said he
would withdraw his amendment, and only
move that the words providing that th-e
building or roorn to be used as a Court
should be approved of by the SolicitorGeneral be struck out.
Mr. Bayles' amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) moved~
That the words "approved of in that behalf
by the Solicitor-General" be omitted.

Mr. COLECHIN said he understood the
honorable member for Toorak a little while
ago to say that amendments should be in
writing.
The honorable member had proposed about three amendments in five minutes, and had varied- them, and the amend.
ments were not in writing. He (Mr. Colechin) desired that paragraph. (b) should be
placed before paragraph (a).
If the honorable member for Toorak would write out
his amendments, it would look as if the
honorable member was logical as well as
legal.
Mr. BOWSER said the 'probation officers
would have to perform nearly all the work.
No remuneration was provided for them in
the Bill, and he intended to move an amendment that reasonable travelling expenses
should be allowed to the probation officers.
The CHAIRMAN.-That will come under considerati(;n on clause 7.

Mr. MACKEY.-That is giving it as wid·~
a range as possible.
Mr. MACKINNON said he thought
some formality should be observed.
The
Children's Court .should be a recognised
place.
Mr. MACKEY.-I think the intention is
that it should not be a recognised place.
Mr. MACKINNON said if that waSi the
case, what was the good of having the
clause at all?
If the magistrates were to
hold inquiries in a paddock, or wherever
they pleased, the clause should be left out
altogether. If the word " place" was inserted, that wa:s, obviously referring to some
sort of building.
He thought the Court
should be a place where some record would
be taken of all the cases.
The leader of
the ODposition made a good point when he
said that very careful records ought to be
kept of all cases.
If a man went about
The amendment was· agreed to, and the
with a pocket-book, and held inquirie ..:; clause, as amended, was passed.
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On clause 7, which was as lc)llu\V:;:The Governor in Council may appoint for any
Children's Court or Courts one or more fit and
proper persons, male or female, to be called
~, probation officers" who are willing to perform
the duties assigned by this Act or the regulations
thereunder to probation officers without remuneration and any such appointment may at any
time be revoked,

Mr. WATT said he desired to kn')',V w hether the honorable member for Wangaratta
intended to open up the question of the
payment of the probation officer::?
To
provide that they should be t?aid, it \Yuul.i
be necessary to strike out the words " without remuneration." Personally, he t~H)ught
that matter might be left to the administration, but if it was' found impmsible to get
proper volunteer alssistance, it might be
found necessary to reward these persons for
their services to the State.
Mr. MACKEY.-I have no objection a.t
all.
Mr. WATT movedThat the words "without remuneration" be
shuck out.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, w:ts adopted, .aIS were
.
als'o clauses 8, 9, and 10.
On clause I I, providing that the Governor in Council could alter 01 revoke the
days and the hour of the day when Children's Courts should be held,
;Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) remarked
that he did not know what the Minister
proposed with regard to the hours of the
Court.
Were the Children's Courts to
meet at the same time as the Courts of
Petty Sessions? He thought it would be
better to leave the hours of sitting to the
discretion of the Bench.
Mr. MACKEY. - The clause is very
flexible.
I think it is all right in this
case.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 12 to 17, inclus,ive.
On clause 18, providing for the procedure after a child had been apprehended,
Mr. MACKEY movedThat the following new sub-clause be added : Where a child is apprehended as a neglected child, or upon a charge for an
offence, full particulars of the case "0
far as available shall immediately be
forwarded to the Attorney-General.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-Does the
honorable member for Geelong, who is
acting as leader of the Opposition, approve
of that? '
Mr. MACKEY said in this instance he
was acting for the leader of the Opposition
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himself, and was· moving this clause for
the leader of the Opposition.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I am not sitting in the
leader's chair.
Mr. WATT remarked that he would ask
th~ r·efractory member for Geelong to keep
qUIet, or he would have him brought before a Children's Court, which would be
wholly suitable.
He (Mr. Watt) had not
been able to follow closely the provisions
of this clause.
Could the officers arrest
children without warrant?
Mr. MACKEY.-That IS essential, of
course.
Mr . WATT said he understood the idea
was that the moment the child was
arrested the record was sent to the Crown
I a w officer.
Mr. MACKEY.-Yes, and he can take immediate action, if necessary.
'1he amendment was agreed to.
Mr. COLECHIN observed that he
wished to know whether, under this clause,
there would be any power to send boys to
a. training ship, presuming there was 'one
He was infonned that in Sydney
here.
great objection was taken to boys being
sent to the Sobraon.
It would be better
that boys: should be sent to farms or to
trades.
Mr. MACKEY.-There is no provision
here for placing a child in a training ship.
IMr. WATT stated that if children had
to be sent to some reformative institute, he
would like to know what steps the Government proposed to take to meet the demand.
There might be 200 or 300 children to pro- ,
vide for.
Where were they to be sent?
We had the Burwood Bovs' Home, the
Salvation Arm~r Institution,· and our own
reformatories, but there was no place
The
specially provided for these boys.
honorable member for Maryborough recommended that some Crown land should bl;>
set apart, and utilized for this purpose.
I\~r. GRAY.-Or part of the Maryborough
statIOn.
Mr. WATT said it had been suggested
that part of the Leongatha Labour Colony
might be used for this purpose, but he understood that some honorable members were
casting loving eyes on that, and wanted to
get it for some other purpose. He would
submit that it was necessary to get a ship
or a farm, or both.
.
.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as were also clauses 19 and 20.
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which

(I) Where a child is summarily convicted by a
Children's Court of an offence in respect of
which a penalty damages or costs or anyone or
more of them is or are adjudged to be paid and
the Court has reason to believe that such child's
parent has contributed to the commission of the
sai<t offence by wilful default or by habitually
negkcting to exercise due care of the said child.,
the Court may direct a member of the police
force to forthwith lay an information against
such parent charging him with so contributing to
the commission of the said offence and if the
parent is present and does not ask for an adjournment of the hearing of the information
to enable him to answer the charge the Court
may hear the information there and then and on
being satisfied that the charge is proved may
ccmict the said parent thereof.
(2) If the said parent is not present the Court
may direct a member of the police force to
obtain a summons on such information against
the parent of such child and upon the day appointed by the summons for the hearing of such
information and after due service thereof on
the said parent the Court on being satisfied that
the charge is proved, may convict the said
parent thereof.

Mr. OVTTRIM remarked that he understood the Ministp.r proposed to make some
alteration here. This was the clause under
which a parent was compelled to become
suretv for the good behaviour of the child.
The Darent might be a mother who had to
work hard all day for the purpose of earning ,vhat was necessary for the support of
the children. and one of the children might
run wild. The mother in that case might
not be in a position to become surety for
the child, and she could be sent to gaol for
three months.
Mr. MACKEY.-The Court would deal
with that.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he had understood
the Minister had promised that he would
make some alteration in this clause.
Mr. MACKEY stated that he thought
this was a matter which might almost be
left to the administration of the Act. If
those who were to administer the Act could
not be trusted in a matter of this 'Sort 1 there
was not much hope for thp SlJccess of the
measure. Still, it might be advisable to have
an indication of the desire of Parliament in
the matter, and he begged to move-
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work for herself, and had to leave her
children running about.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
also clauses 22 and 23.
On clause 24, providing for the release
of a child on probation,
Mr. BOWSER said there was no provision here for the child being kept apart
from other prisoners. Provision to that
effect was made in the preceding clauses,
but not in this one.
Mr. MAcKEY.-There is ample power for
that.
Mr. BOWSER said there was no autho'rity expressed in this case.
Mr. MACKEY.-The Attorney-General
can direct that at present, and we must
trust something to administration.
Mr. BOWSER said he thought the matter should be thoroughly understood and
expressed in the Bill, so that there would
be no doubt that the child would be kept
apart from other prisoners.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is for
the administration, surely. They must have
a little common sense.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 2.1 to 30 inclusive.
Mr. WATT stated that the Minister of
Lands had been good enough to provide
him. with t?e material to carry out the suggestIon whIch he (Mr. Watt) had made with
respect to the limitation of the operation of
the Act. He begged to propose the following new clause:T~is Act, except ~here othe~wise expressly
pIevIcied. shall come mto operatIOn:(a) In. all .m':lnicipal.i.ties, any part of which
IS wIthm 10 mIles of the General Post
Office, Melbourne;
(0) In the cities of Ballarat East, Ballarat Wes!, Bendigo, and Geelong;
(c) As regards any other municipality, this
Act shall apoly thereto as and from
the time the Governor in Council by
order so declares.

Mr. BROMLEY,-Wh)~ not make it apply
to the whole State?
Mr. MACKEY remarked that he had no
objection to this clause. He thought he
might leave to the sense of the Chamber
the question whether the operation of the
Act should be limited to large centres of
That the following words be added to subThe honorable member had
c1f1use (I) :-" Provided that where it is snown population.
thac a parent's want of pecuniary means is the stated with great force that the success of
cnuse of such default or neglect the charge shall the .Act would depend on what took place
be held not proved."
~urmg the first year or two of its operaI f this amendment were adopted there would tIon, and that it was most likelv in the
be no fear of any scandal arising in a case first instance to be successfunv administered
where a parent was compelled to go and in the large centres. It would ~ there we
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should find the special officers who would
be really suitable for administering the Act.
H in the opinion of the Chamber the Act
should be confined to the large centres, with
power given to the Governor in Council to
extend the operation of the Act later on to
o~her parts of the State, he had no objection to the proposed new clause. He would
not say that he accepted the clause, but
he would not object to it.
Mr. BROMLEY observed that he was
personallv opposed to the proposition, on
the l,ground that a humanitarian Bill of this
character should be applied to the whole
State at once. There had been no reason
advanced why this amendment should be·
adopteq.
Mr. WATT.-The views on this were expressed earlier in the Committee stage.
Mr. BROMLEY said he might have
missed the discussion of the exact clause on
which those views were expressed, but personally he was opposed to a) restriction o~
this character. If the Act was to benefit
children he did not see why it should be
confined to Melbourne.
l\1r. KEAST.-They ought to go into the
suburban area, a distance of I8 miles.
Mr. BROMLEY 'said he could not see
whv there should be any restriction at all.
Children were brought up at Echuca and
all parts of the country. Even in the district of the honorable member for Dandenong children were brought up for minor
crimes. Why should there not be special
Courts for them?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-There is provision for
an extension of the Act.
Mr. BROMLEY said many hardships
might occur before the extension took place.
Supposing children of two or three of the
honorable member's leading constituents got
into trouble and the honorable member had
to come do~vn to the Department to get an
extension of the Act to his district, did the
honorabl~ member think that would be fair?
The Act, once passed, should apply to the
whole of the State.
Probably the honorable member for Essendon had explained
the matter when he was out of the House,
but he would object to this proposal, on the
grounds that the Act should a.pply to the
whole of the State from the time it came
into operation.
Mr. MACKINNON stated that he was
very much of the same opinion as the_honorable member for Carlton. He could not
for the Efe of him see why, for instance,
a child at Terang---
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Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Or Geelong.
Mr. MACKINNON said he would not
like to take Geelong.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Speak of
Geelong with bated breath.
.
Mr. MACKINNON said he would not
associate Geelong with even juvenile criminalit\'. He would take the case of Terang,
with which their Acting Chairman, Mr.
Duffus. was familiar. It would be wrong
that a child there could not be dealt with
lmtil an Order in Council had been made
extending the provisions of the Act to that
district. He would agree that probably
90 per cent., or eve!1 95 per cent., of the
cases that would have to be dealt with under
this Act would occur in the thickly populated areas, but at the same time he agreed
with the honorable member for Carlton that
an iniustice might be done to children in
other areas by. allowing them to be treated
in a different way from the way in which
children were to be treated under this Bill.
He thought it better that the honorable
member for Essendon should withdraw his
proposed new clause.
Mr. WATT observed that he agreed that
there was something in the remarks of the
honorable member for Carlton and the honorable member for Prahran. It did not
seem right, apparently, to limit the privileges of the Act to those in large centres,
but the more one read the literature on the
subject the more one became convinced that
it was necessary to first try the Act in the
cities, as had been the case in the United
States.
After the Act was introduced in
Illinois it was extended gradually from
Chica~o to the surrounding dist~icts. . The
more 111~truments there were called 111 to
work ~hlS novel system of trea~ment the
more lIkely there was to be faIlure. If
a few people were selected to starf the
thing they would afford an object-lesson of
its success, and the extension of the Act
would be swift. He would urge that it
should be made a success first in1v.relbourne,
where the need of this legislation was most
keen Iv felt.
Mr. BOWSER asked whether provision
had been made for the appointment of probation officers in countrv districts to look
after children that were" 'sent to the country?
Mr. GRAY.-All the. different societies
have honorary members 111 the countrv.
lVlr. BOWSER said he was aware of that,
hut this was a provision in connexion with a
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Court.
Was there any provision for the
appointment of probation officers in country
districts to look after children sent up
from the citv?
Mr. MACKEY.-Yes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) asked if
the Minister of Lands meant that he had
made preparation for the appointment of
probation officers in country districts?
Mr. MACKEY said, as the Bill stood at
present, there was power to appoint probation officers anywhere, but, of course, no
provision was made for their appointment,
or would be made until the Bill came into
operation.
Mr. BOWSER said it was rather important that the Bill should provide for the
appointment of probation officers in country districts to supervise the conduct of
children sent up by order of the Court to
country homes in various centres.
These
were honorary appointments, and that was
why he suggested that these officers should
receive travelling expenses in country
districts.
The new clause was negatived.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
pointed out earlier that there 'was nothing
in the Bill to regulate the procedure of
Children's Courts. He had tlierefore drafted
a new clause taken from the Constitution
Act to meet what was required, to the following effect:B. At the trial of any child the Court shall
be guided by the real justice of the case, without
regard to legal forms and solemnities, and shall
direct itself by the best evidence it can procure,
an,l which is laid before it, whether the same be
such evidence as the law would require or admit
in other cases or not, and it shall be lawful for
such Court to receive or reject as it may deem
fit any evidence that may be given to it.

He felt it would be far better if the Minister of Lands undertook to have this clause
drawn properly, and brought up at the report stage.
Mr. WATT said there was a good deal
in what the honorable member for Toorak
said.
There should be a declaration in
the Act to everv special magistrate, that he
was not to abide by the ordinary procedure
established in police courts.
This would
be a clear direction of the intention of the
Legislature to those administering the Act.
Mr. MACKEY stated that the GO\"errment would accept the new clause indicated
by the honorable member for Toorak. Its
effect was; that at the trial of children for
offences indicated by this measure the Court
was not to be bound by the strict laws of
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evidence, but to take the best evidence procurable. The whole object of this measure
was to get rid of formal procedure, and
not to constitute formal Courts at all.
Mr. BOWSER said he wished to bring
under the notice of, the Minister of Lands
that what wa;s done in Boston, U.S.A., was
first to set apart special hours for the trial
of juvenile offences, and to frame a system
by which the cases should be tried. The
first rule was that persons not connected
with the trial should leave the Court, then
the officer that made the arrest told his
story, the complainant told his story,
witnesses were then examined, the child
was called to the Judge's desk, and told
his stone, confidential relations were established between the Judge and the child,
the probation officer then made his report,
and the Judge then gav~ his decision.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) proposed the
following new clause:B. At the inquiry into or hearing of any charge
or information against children the Court shall be
guided by the real justice of the case, without regard to legal forms and solemnif~es, and shall
direct itself by the best evidence it can procure,
or which is lai,d before it, whether the same be
such evidence as the law would require or admit
in the case or not, and it shall be lawful for
sllch Court to receive or reject as it may deem
fit any evidence that may be tendered to it.

Mr. BEAZLEY said he was surprised
.at the honorable member for Toorak moving an amendment in the way he had done
after the little lecture the honorable member
delivered earlier in the afternocn. The honorable member then told the Committee, in
tones of indignation, that he could not
understand an amendment whkh had been
proposed, ·and that, in fact, he did not
think it was the proper thing to do at all,
but that honorable members ought to get
their amendments printed and circulated,
so that one might properly understand what
was· before the Chair.
Mr. BENT .-1 think that is right, too.
'Mr. BEAZLEY said he followed the
honorable member's suggestion bv getting
his amendment printed, but the honorable
member, within a couple of hours, submitted
an amendment of very great length, which
he declared, when reading it, was hardly
in proper form, and ought to be licked into
shape by th.e Minister.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-It is all right
now.
Mr. BEAZLEY said the honorable
member's legal training might have suggested to him a way to put it in proper
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form before he read it. This just showed
that a young member ought to be very careful in delivering lectures, when he, found
out after all that it was not very easy to
follow the rule he laid down.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
received the lecture from the honorable
member for Abbotsford with humility. He
quite saw that he had no right to deliver
any lecture to anybody, but if the honorable member for Abbotsford h.ad been present during the debate on this Bill the
honorable member might have heard the
necessity for this new clause, but the honorable member was not in the chamber.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-It could be done after
the third reading.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
bowed to the lecture delivered bv his honorable friend. He did not withdraw one
word of what he said before, because he
thought the practice he suggested was
l"leCessary, but he apologized for putting his
suggestion in the wav he did.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East) said,
while he admitted that the honorable member for Abbotsford was occasionally out of
the chamber for a few minutes this afternoon, that was not a sufficient reason for
the ho.norable member for Toorak to draw
attention to. the honorable member's absence publiclv in such toneS! as to infer that
the honorable member for Abbotsford was
not here at all. He (Mr. Bailes) had been
present all the time, and although the debate had shown the necessitv for a clause
of this character, that was ~o justification
for the failure of the honorable member
for Toorak to. get the clause printed. It
was made patent to the honorable member
during the debate that an amendment of
the kind was necessary, and so the honorable member's duty was at once to have. got
it printed, instead of springing on the Committee at the last moment an amendment
which the honorable member said was not
properly drafted.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-The Minister
asked me to go on with it.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo Ec.'it) f.aid
he was merely protesting against the continuation of a custom which the honorable
member himself had so s,trong']Y condemned.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was repo.rted with amendments,
and the amendments were considered and
adopted.
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On the motion of :Mr. MACKEY, the
Bill wa.s read a third time.
FACTORIES (EMPLOYMENT OF

CHINESE) BILL.
On the Order of the Day for resuming
the debate (adjourned from August IS)
on Sir Samuel Gillott's motion for the
secqnd reading of this Bill,
The Bill was read a seconcll:ime, and ordered to be committed.
The House resolved itself into Committee
of the whole to consider the fees to be
charged under the Bill.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat the following licence. fees be chargeable
under the Factories (Employment of Cl}inese)
Bill, namely :-Every Chinese pe.rson, whether
an employer or employe, working or employer!.
in any factory or work-room, per annum, 2S.
6d.; every new licence issued in place of any
such licence lost or destroyed, lOS.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House, and
adopted.
The House then went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clause I was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 2, providim! for the licensing of Chinese in factories, containing, inter alia, the following
provision: (2) The Chief Inspector shall issue such a
licence to any Chinese person who at any time
during the month of August One thousand nine
hundred and six worked in a factory or work-room
or was employed in or was the occupier of a
factory or work-room in the State of Victoria
an r] who applies for such a licence within one
month from the commencement of this Act. The
onus of proof that anv Chinese person worked
or was employed in or was the occupier of a
factory or work-room at any time during the
salcl month shall be on the person applying for
such licence.

Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat the following words be added to subclause (2) : "Provided that the Chief Inspector may at
any time within two years of the passing of this
Act issue a licence to any Chinese person who
satisfies the Chief Inspector that during the said
mC:/.1th of August, 1906, he was ill, out of work,
01 out of the State, and also proves to the satisfuction of the Chief Inspector that for at least
twelve months previous' to the first day of
August, 1906, he had worked in a factory or
wcrk-room or was employed in or was the occupier of a factory or work-room in the State
of Victoria."

He said the object of this amendment was
to prevent the exclusion of a person who
had been working in a factory for twelve

'
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months prior to the Ist of August, I906,
and who was ill, or out of work, or absent
from the State during the month of August,
I906. Application would have to be made
within two years by any person who wished
to come in under this provision, and he
would have to satisfy the Chief Inspector
that he had been employed in accordance
with the terms of the proviso. He (Sir
Samuel Gillott) did not think the door ought
to be shut simply because a man did not
make application for a licence within one
month from the commencement of the Act.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Does the twelve months
mean twelve months' continual employment
during the year before August, I 906, or
does it mean twelve months, perhaps spread
over several years?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the employment need not necessarily have been
continuous, but the Chinese must have
worked for at least twelve months before
the date mentioned. He thought it was a
reasonable amendment." which the Assemblv
might fairly pass, as! the provisions of the
Bill were very stringent. Moreover, it had
to be remembered that the Bill had to pass
through the ordeal of another place.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
the amendment seemed very elastic. Th-ere
could be no objection to the granti~g of the
licence if the Chinese showed that he was
ill or out of work, but the amendment also
provided for his having been out of the
State. Now, the Chinese might have gone
awav from Victoria a considerable time before, but he could come back again, and
he would have two years in which to make
this apolication. It might have been twenty
years since he was employed for twelve
months in the furniture trade in Victoria.
Mr. MURRAY.-He must have been employed during the preceding twelve months.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the amendment did not so provide. It merely said
that the man must have been employed for
twelve months some time previous to the
month of August, I906. If the Chief Secretary would insert the word "temporaril v" before the words "out of the
State" it would be better.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I have no objection to that at all.
The amendment was amended accordinglv.
Mr. LEMMON said that under this provision a number of Chinamen who years
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ago worked for twelve months in a furniture factory, and had gone home to China,
would practically have two years' notice to
come back to Victoria and be registered here
for emplo.yment in furniture factories.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-He has to show
that he has been in the trade for twelve
months prior to August, I906.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir SAMUEL GI~LOTT said subclause (9) stated thatNo Chinese person who is an employer sha!!
receive or keep as a boarder or lodger any
Chinese person who is employed by him in any
factory or work-room.

He said this sub-clause was now unnecessary, because the malier was provided for
by section 33 of the Factories Act, and he
therefore begged to move-That sub-clause (9) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the amendments were adopted.
On the motion of Sir SAMUEL
GILLOTT, the Bill was then read a third
time.
Mr. BOWSER said that clause 2 provided for licensing the employment of
Chinese in factories.
He begged to propose the following new sub-clause to come
at the end of the clause-(16) Provid~d always that nothing contained
in this Act shall apply to any subject of His
Majesty born within Victoria.

He said there were a number of young
Chinese born within the State of Victoria.
They were trained in the State schools,.
and were receiving a Christian education.
As a rule, they were bright, intelligent
children.
One of the most distinguished
of our young barristers was a full-blooded
Chinese, who was born in the district of
Wangaratta.
That young fellow distinguished himself at the outset of his career,
and won the prize open to all young, aspiring lawyers in the Supreme Court.
It
would be undoubtedly a grave injustice
and a most invidious thing to distinguish
between these voung people and other Victorian-born children. Therefore, hE' nroposed that they should be exempted from
the operation of this very drastic Bill. He
doubted, considering the importance of the
growing trade with the East, and the fact
that we were endeavouring to deal with
China in our butter, wool, and other product's, the wisddrn of this. restrictive
~
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legis lationl. He would like to point out one
of the disabilities under which Europeans
laboured in connexion with the working of
the Act. At present "furniture was stamped,
and bore the name and address of the
Some of the Chinese furniture
maker.
was well made, and was composed of excellent material. It was, there'fore, winning
a large amount of support, and people were
going from the European to the maker of
the article whose name was stamped on the
furniture, so that the stamp had tendency
to divert the trade from Europeans. That
could be obviated by having a number,
instead of the name, stamped on the
furniture, and
having that number
regis.tered in the office of the Chief
Inspector of Factories. Then it would be
impossible to find out by what Chinese the
article was made.
He hoped the House
would carry his proposal, because the Bill
went far enough.
It would be a grave
reflection on the fairness of the House to
make the invidious distinction proposed by
the Bill.
Mr. MURRAY said this Bill dealt with
Chinese alone, and" the new sub-clause
ought to be restricted to Chinese. The new
clause should state that Chinese subjects
should be exempted.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.--: They are subjects of His Majesty the King; they are
British subiects.
The new' clause was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.

a

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS'
AMENDMENT BILL.

LAW

The debate (adjourned from July 26) on
Sir Samuel Gillott's motion for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There are
some points about this Bill that are important.
We have been operating ~ery
"successfully without this form of legIslation, and there can be very littl~ reason to
complain in regard to the positIon of the
medical profession for the last twenty
years or so. A number of medical gentle~en waited on me, and brought several
matters under my notice. One important
point is., that they desire that there shall
onl y be admitted to this country medical
men who have passed through a recognised
University, and obtained proper degrees.
The term of five years is proposed, but it
seems to m~that a shorter period might be
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adopted provided we recognise that the men
admitted have proper degrees, and that they
have been granted by some University that
insists on proper educational qualifications.
I would not accept the credentials of the
University of any country that did not
grant reciprocity to this State, by accepting our medical degrees. Some of the inferior universities have a three years'
course, and their men should not be placed
on the same footing as those who have to
go through a more extended course.
A
great many of the gentlemen applying for
consideration are very strong in their denunciation of preference to unionists.
Mr. TOUTcHER.-Is this preference to
unionists?
These
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
gentlemen who obj~ct to preference to
unionists in connexion with trades unions
composed of the working classes are very
strong in their endeavour to get preference
for unionists in their own profession.
"Mr. BOYD.-You do not mean to "say that
there is any analogy between the two cases?
Mr. PRENDERGAST:-I am sorry for
the honorable member. One case that has
been placed in my hands is that of a gentleman who put in a great number of years
in India as assistant to a surgeon. He has
f<;ll1owed his profession here for a considerable period, and vet this Bill will have the
effect of exdudin-g him. One of the most
important matters in connexion with the
operation of this Bill is that no exclusion
should be allowed to operate in the State
of Victoria unless bv consent of the Governor in Council. It "is highly necessary that
an amendment to that effect should be made
in the Bill. Some time ago, when, this Bill
was oreviouslv before the Chamber, both
the Minister of Lands and the Premier promised me that a provision of that kind
would be inserted. I do not think the medical professiOll1 would obiect to it. It will
safeguard the rights of anyone who is
considered by the proper authorities to be
entitled to practise the profession in Victoria, and at the same time it will meet the
desire of medical men that everyone who
is ~dmitted should be fully competent.
Mr. MACKEY.-If an anplication is improperly refused the applicant can go to
the Court.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes j but in my
opinion no one should be excluded except
by an order of the Governor in Council.
I have nothing further to say, except that
the fees provided at the end of the Bill
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are too high. The fee for registering a
person as a medical practitioner is five
guineas, for registering each additional
qualification lOS. 6d., and for restoring a
name to the registe~ £1 1s. These fees
might :eropedy be reduced very considerabl y, because when a young man is entering
the profession. monev is a consideration to
him. Not only that, but this provision
operates as a solid preference to unionists,
because it makes it so expensive for other
men to .get into the profession.
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-Similar fees are
charged under the Dentists Act, and under
the Medical Act 189~.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--Tn my opinion,
the charges are too high.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-They are not very
high having regard to other professions. In
the leaal profession we have the pleasure
of paying 40 guineas as an entrance fee.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes j and I
have tried to have that fee reduced. I
shall take the first opportunity of moving
that it should be reduced to £1 1s. Generally speaking, I support the principle of
this Bill, and when the measure gets into
Committee I shall move the amendments I
have indicated.
Mr. BOYD.-1 think there is a great
deal to be said in favour of smaller fees
when a man is ent~ring the profession.) because that is the time when he has to provide himself with the means of existence
without any source of income, after his five
~'ears' course of study at the University. He
has to meet heavy expenses in connexion
with his profession. before he can enter on
his career. A man is better able, after he
has been five or ten years at his business,
to pav a fee of £50 than he is at the outset to pav a fee of £5 5S.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-A large number
of medical men come here from Europe and
America, and become registered under our
Act.
Mr. BOYD.-There is another part of
the Bill to which I think some consideration should oe given. Our Universities provide a five vears' course for medical students. and the English Universities provide
the same. There are some American Universities which provide only a four years'
course. I believe that one of our hospitals
- I refer to the Homceopathic Hospitaldraws its staff very largely from American
institutions, because our Universities do
not teach ·homceopathy. Therefore, if the
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Homceopathic Hos~i~al IS not to be
crippled, some provIsIOn should be made
to enable them to get their staff from American Universities, where they can qualify
themselves in. homceopathy. Some time ago
a circular was sent to honorable members,
in which it was suggested that a clause
should be added to the Bill dealing prat:ticall y with that one institution, and I think
that before the Government decide to push
the _Bill right through its final stages some
consideration should be given to that proposal, in order to see whether something
cannot be done to meet the position of the
Homooopathic Hospital, as distinguished
from other institutions.
Lots of people in
this community believe in the homceopathk
principle of medicine, and I do not see that
. in passing legislation of this kind we should
run counter to the prejudices of these
people, if prejudices they can be called.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (F'itzroy). I have very strong objection to two parts of
this Bill-first of all, to the five years'
provision, and, next, to the fees. In some
of the English Universities the course of
study entails only~ about six hours a week.
In most of the German Universi6es it is
necessary to study about sixty hours a week
in order to pass the examinations. In the
case of some of the Canadian and American Universities the course of study is at
least six hours per day for 'six days a week.
I see no reason why we should male a law
excluding all tqose who have not gone
through a course of study for five years,
even though they have passed a three
years' course of 'study, and during that time
have worked much longer hours than would
be reauired in our own University. At the
Melbourne University the sons of. people
in comfortable circumstances pass through
the medical course in a haphazard fashion,
and do very little work, and it takes five
years for them to get a diploma. I do not
think we are doing justice to ourselves in
insisting on a five years' course. No one
can sav that in Great Britain the medical
profession are more expert than in France
or Germanv. or other European countries.
As to the fees, in my opini~n they are too
high, particularly the fees for registering
a medical prac~itioner. Take the sons of
working- men. A few of them mav win
schola~ships, and by a bit of luck ~ able
to get through and obtain their dilplomas,
and when they do that they very likely
have to borrow the five guineas to get registered.
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Mr. BOYD.-And in the me:'l1time their
parents have had to support them.
Mr. ]. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). The parents have probably gone heavily
into debt in order to advance their children
to that stage. What surprises me is that
in the professional classes no restriction is
too great, whilst in the working classes any
restriction is too great.
Preference to
unionists is wrong when it comes to the
ordinary wage-earner, but an absolute safeguard must be built up around the professional classes. The lawyers, the doctors,
the dentists, the auditors, and the accoun~
tants must have their interests iooked after,
but when it comes to the man who is working f.or daily wages, and you want to protect his wages and his hours and conditions
of labour, he is not safe even against' the
Chinaman.
Mr. 1. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Is
not the object of this Bill to protect the
lives of the public?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Lives be hanged!
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).
No, certainly not. The lives of the German and the French are as well protected
by their medical men, ,,{ho have the diplomas of their own institutions, as are the
lives of our people. There is no reason
why we should prevent men who have
European diplomas from practising here if
they so desire.
Mr. N. BAYLES (!oorak).-You say that
two wrongs make a right.
Mr. .T. W. BILLSON (Fztzroy). I say nothing of, the kind. Does the honorable member think that a three years'
course is wrong, and tbat a five years'
course is right? I am quite consistent. I
believe in protection for unionists. I believe that the lawyer does right in protecting himself, and that the doctor does right
in protecting himself. I do not blame them
at all. but I think they are mean hypocrites
when, having, obtained this protection for
themselves, they refuse to extend it to any
one else.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-But they
admit anyone to join who complies with
these conditions.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). No. Anyone who. wants to enter their profession must join their oflganization, otherwise they cannot pract~se.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-And you will allow
anyone to come in and practise.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Of
course we do, if they are respectable. We
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recognise the brotherhood of man. I have
a young. friend who used to be a neighbour
of mine, and who was formerly employed
in the Railway Department. He left.
He has many degrees, and I believe he now is in one of the Canadian
Per1-iaps he will go from
Universities.
there to Germany, and after having obtained a medical degree, if he comes back
here he will not be permitted to practice,
simply because none of the Universities he
has gone to have a five years' medical course.
Yet the test in tho~e other Universities is
a greater test than the five years' course
here.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-That is not
admitted at all.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I have followed
the argument of the honorable member for
Fitzroy with some interest.
The same
argument has always been used, and I
think it is an argument which has a thumping great hole in ,it.
However, I will
not go into that phase ofl the question.
Mr. LEMMON.-Show us the hole.
Mr. MACKINNON .-If the honorable
member takes the Factories Act under his
protection he will be fully occupied. There
is a great deal of justification for the claim
of the Victorian :student that the same
course that he goes through should be imposed on persons who come here to practise.
I think it is to the benefit of our U ni versity,
which has adopted a stiff course, that
people should not be allowed to practise
here unless they comply with that course.
I think it is undesira~le to burden any young
fellows who are just starting their career
with heavy fees, but I understand that in
this case it is desired that some sort of
fund should be formed.
I am perfectly
certain that if there was a proposal that the
fees should be charged on everyone in the
profession now,. and every practitioner had
to re-register, the fee would probablv be
made lOS., but as it is the ma.n who is
coming into the profession who has to pay
it, that is not the case.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro y).-You are
accusing the present practitioners of selfishness . .
Mr. MACKINNON.-The honorable
member is sarcastic.
I never know whether the honorable member is humorous or
is annoyed.
The honorable member is
generally in a very good humour, but he
manages to conceal his smiling disposition
under a frowning face.
I accuse the pre-·
sent practitioners of a good deal of: human
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nature.
Men are not inclined to impose
heavy fees on themselves. in any way. The
profession is desirou~ of starting .a. fund.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-And look
to see another man paying for it.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Thev are not the
only people in the community who are
anxious to raise money at the expense of
other people.
So far as the question of
the, period of the course is concerned, I
think it is a fair thing that a person coming
here should have passed a five years' course
before being allowed to practise.
The
Universitv of ~Ielbourne has, in all
branches,' insisted on a high standard. Like
the London University, we have set ,a high
standard for ourselves, and I think it is
right that the young fellows graduating in
our University should get a fair preference.
They will not 'be getting any preference if we allow men to come from' other
countries with much slighter qualifications
to compete with them.
I think the proposal that persons coming here should have
to pass a five years' course is a very good
one-at the same time, I am quite willing
to admit the point made by the honorable
member for Fitzroy.
Of course, there
must be graduates at French and German
Universities who are men 6f great eminence.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-They
work sixty hours a week.
Mr. MACKINNON.-The time a man
works does not mean that he produces himself as a better article.
Some of the
French and German specialists lead the
world in their particular subjects.
Notwithstanding that, I think we are right in
insisting that there should be a course of
five years for medical men coming here to
practice.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Does the five years include a hospital course?
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes. It is mixed
up in Our University.
Part of the course
is in the hospital, and part of the schooling
at the University.
I intend to support
the Bill.
Mr. F ARRER.-I have very little to
say on this subject.
From what I have
heard f.rom leading men of Melbourne, it
appears to me that this is a very useful
Bill, and that it is a protection to the public.
The unionist principle of ,the Bill is
a very good one.
There is nothing provided about the wages, and the reason certain people are not to be admitted to the
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union is that the people outside the union
may be protected.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You do not
know that union if you say that.
Mr. FARRER.-The principle of the
measure is to protect the public.
There
are universities in the United States that
.are not recognised by the leading universities in the United States, and the Medical
Board here, which is composed of our leading medical men, should have power to ascertain whether the qualifications of a man
coming into this State are sufficient to allow
him to practise or not. The interests of all
of us are being protected in having provisions such as are imposed in the Bill.
Mr. MURRAY.-I am anxious to hear
more on'this Bill, and as neither the honorable member for Toorak nor the honor:lble member for Geelong responds to the
inyitation to speak, I shall say a few
modest wordS' on the Bill.
.
Mr. J. CA~dERON (Gippsland East).I rise to a point of order. I object to
having the name of an honorable member
on this side of the House coupled with
the name of the honorable member for
Geelong.
The SPEAKER.-Will the honorable
member for Warrnambool proceed?
Mr. COLECHIN (to Mr. J. Cameron).-I
do not think anybody would be coupled with
you, except Hindoos and Asiatics.
Mr. :MURRAY.-It must be offensive to
you, Mr. Speaker, to have these frivolous
points of order raised.
I was referring
to the criticisms and objections that have
been made.
It is right that the public
should be protected, but the honorable
member fOor Prahran has pointed out that
many of the medical practitioners who are
now registered have not gone through a:
five years' curriculum, neither have they
paid any registration fee. The honorable
member for Melbourne has referred to the
case of young men starting their career,
and who have, perhaps, exhausted nearly
all their resources in obtaining the education to fit them for their profession. Would
it not be better to alter the Bill, and put
a general tax on the 'whole of the profession, instead of charging a fee only to the
young men who are about to physic and
carve the public? One of the principal
obiects 'of the Bill is to raise money. There
are hundreds of medical practition~rs in the
State who are duly registered. Those persons-they are numerous enough in a way'
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-who are now awalt111g registration will
not amount to a great number in the course
of the next few years, and I think it is a
pity to hamper y~ung fellows on the threshold of their careers by charging them a
heavy fee.
The fee might tax a young
fellow a good deal in the way of finding
the money to pay it. If we were to reduce the fee, and to make it one or two
guineas, and to give the Board the power to
levy a small annual fee upon the whole of
tbe medical practitioners of the State
that would be a step in the right
direction. The honorable member for Geelong did not give us the benefit of his
knowledge upon this question by addressing
the Chamber, but he has gently disseminated information by word of mouth,
and by pen, and I trust the Chief Secretary
will pay attention to the honorable member,
and give due consideration to him. What
I suggest is an easy way of raising- money.
There are_ more ways, it has been wisely
said, of killing a dog than by choking him
with butter.
I am doubtful as to the
authorship of that proverb, but it is
a proverb which should be borne 111
mind in dealing with a measure of
this kind. I would say this is one of
those important Bills that ought not to be
rushed through the House. We are either
too slow or too fast. 'Ve have been getting on a terrible rate of <i peed to-day. I
observe, for the first time, that the honorable member for the Public Officers is not
in the House.
This is a measure that
ought to be discussed in the presence of
the whole of the professional members of
the House. Not a lawver should be absent. 'N e are in the. u~fortunate position
of not having a doctor in the House. We
are simply laymen, discussing a question
that we can know very little, about technically .. I would ask the Chief Secretary
to take honorable members into his confidence.
It is the wises,t step a 'Minister
can take, to be frank and candid ,vith the
House. Will the Chief Secretary tell us
if he has consulted members of the medical
profession on this subject? I do not mean
the under-strappers of the professionthose you find in the highways and byways, and those you have to go into remote
suburbs, such as Brunswick and Brighton
to find-but I refer to the gentlemen who
lead the medical profession-men who are
renowned throughout the world wherever
medical science is known.
Mr. Murray.

Survey!>.

Mr. WATT .-Dr. William :Maloney, for
instance.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST (to l\{r. Murray).-I
noticed vour name as one of the sponsors
to a BiIl of his.
Mr. MURRAY.-I do not intend to reply to interjections which are always more
or less irrelevant. No matter how pointed
the man who makes the interjection may
think them, the House cannot attach as
much value to them as the interjector himself usually will do. I would suggest that
the Chief Secretary go to the leading men
of the profession. It would be invidious
for me to mention names. The honorable
gentleman, familiar with the professional
men of ::\Ielbourne, must know the professional men to whom he can appeal
with the best prospect of getting advice
that would be of value to himself and the
Chamber.
At this stage, the time having arrived
for taking business other than Government
business, the debate was adjourned until
next day.
RAILWAY SURVEYS.
On the notice of motion on this subject,
s,tanding in the name of Mr. Murray, being
called on,
Mr. MURRA Y s.aid he had had very
little time to prepare for this motion, and
he was inclined to ask that it be adjourned.
Before he prooeeded with the motion, he
would ask the Government if they were
prepared to allow it to go on the unopposed
list? He put that question to the Government in all seriousness.
Mr. BENT.-I should think not.
Mr. MURRAY movedThat, in the opinion of this House, no railway surveys should be made in any part of the
State till the question of railway construction in
a district has been referred to and reported upon
by the Railways Standing Committee.

He said-After giving notice of this motion
last week I was called away.
I left the
city and was .absent in the country, and I
have had no time to make the preparation
which a motion of such importance as this
deserves, and I have not accumulated the
m.alterial that I expected to have in support
of the motion. But I do not know, after
all, that it is necessary that I should speak
at any very great length on the subject.
Honorable members know that we have for
a certain purpose .a,ppointed the Railways
Standing Committee. The duties of that
Committee are, by Act of Parliament, very
clearly defined.
But it may be well for

Railway
us to consider, not merely the Act under
which they are appointed, or the terms
under which they are created, but the reasons which 2ictuated Parliament in passing
that Act. Honorable members wh'0 have
been some years in the House will
recollect what used to occur when a
Railwav Bill was introduced, or when
a disrrict imagined that it had certain railway requirements. I do not know
any matter brought before Parliament that
had a more demoralizing effect than railway proposals when they were introduced
in the old days, aI?d I think that if we
were to take any step that looked like re.trogression towards the old condition, it
would be an unfortunate thing for this
House, and a still more unfortunate thing
for the country. The Railways Standing
Committee was created not only for the
purpose of giving information to this
House upon the construction of proposed
lines of railway, but was intended, and
perhaps primiril: intended, for the
protection of the Treasurer and of the
Treasury. There are two matters which
can be referred by the House to the RadJways Standing Committee. One of these
is a specific proposal for the construction
of a line, the route of which is definitely
described from point to point.
There is
another matter which we can refer to this
Standing Committee, and it is a more important one, or should be more important,
in most cases at any rate, and that is
the general question of railway conWe find that
struction in a district.
during the existence of this Parliament there have been thirteen or fourteen lines, or railway proposals under
general terms, referred to the Rail w,aiy s
Standing Committee.
Before this Committee was called into existence enormous
sums of moneY' were squandered upon the
survey of lines which have not yet been constructed, and many of which never will be
cCinstructed. That money, which has been
almost entirely thrown away, amounts to
the appalling sum-I think it is an appalling s.um-of £3I2,000. 'Vithout proper investigation, before we had this competent body, before districts were inspected
and reported upon, lines were authorized
for 'survey, and some of those cases are
familiar to honorable members.
In some
instances lines have been constructed afterwards, but this work sometimes necessitated
Take the Collingwood
another survey.
line, for instance.
Several surveys were
Session I906-[1I6]
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made in connexion with that line, mving to
original surveys being abandoned.
And
now what do we find? I am only going to
,take ane or two cases to illustrate that view
of the question. Thes.e surveys were of no
use to the district, and were not utilized in
any way, yet tihe cost of these surveys is
made a charge upon the line when it is
The Alexandra line that is
constructed.
now to be referred to the Raillways Standing Committee was surveyed at a cost of
£I,370. That amount, I believe, will be
entirely thrown away, but it will be added
to the cost of the line and made a charge
upon that line.
Where the reSIdents of
a district become responsible for a line
being al paying one, and agree to make up
the shortage, that is a charge which they
have to bear. I do not think there ought
to ce any distinction. In a large portion
of the State, it may be the eastern or the
western portion of the State, a portion of
the State which may be a terra incognita,
where the contour and the physical features of the countrv are not accurately
known, and where th~ PQsition of the good
soil s.uitable for settlement is unknown,
where it is a mere piece of guesswork ais to
the line w:hich is to be surveved-I think
in those cases, before a s,urv~y is entered
upon, some prel'iminary investigation should
be made.
The object of the Railways
Standing Committee Act is that similar
cases to that should be referred to the
Standing Committee Oon Railways. Should
there be anX departure from what has
been an invariable practice.? Once a Minister departs from that practice I am afraid
he will always find himself inc,arable of
successfully resisting the pressure that is
brought to bear upon him. Take the position of a l\Iinister of Rail walyS. I do not
speciall y indicate the present Minister of
Railways.
The remark would apply to
anyone in that position. He is, appealed
to' by his supporters or by .a Member of
Parliament thalt he must take some steps towards: satisfying the demands for railway
construction in a di strict. I t is :l. d angerous power to leave in the hands of· the
Minister to sav that he can at once direct,
without any check being made upon him,
that a survey can take place.
I do not
like to specify case,s, but what has brought
this matter forciblv before me was wh.at
appeared in the columns of the press, on
apparently reliable information. In fact,
the statement that appeared in. the press
has not been contradicted, but has rather
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been corroborated by the Minister of Rail- Cunninghame to Orbost. These are numerways himself.
The statement was that ous surveys amounting in the aggregate to a
There ha ve been
suryeys were to be made in Eastern Gipps- great length of line.
land-surveys that: were to cost £10,000, surveys from Orbost to the New South
Of, it may be, £20,000.
I haNe pointed Wales border, one going northward to Deleout that we have already expended gate, with a branch survey to Bendock, and
another along the coast towards Mallacoota
£3I2,000 upon the survey of lines that are
Before we
not yet constructed, and most of which Inlet, and 0'n to the border.
make
any
further
surveys
in
this
district,
nevei will be. constructed. We have already
made several surveys in E.a,stern Gippsland. would it not be wise to refer the matter tofor which I suppose a considerable sum has the Standing Committee on Railways, and
been expended.
I say, under these cir- ask them to inspect and report upon it?
. cumstances, that before any other surveys This is what I apprehend may be the unare undertaken, the general question of rail- fortunate position that we may drift into.
way construction in thM district, or in any To some extent it is really ignoring or inother district, should be investigated and vading the. functions of the Standing Comreported upon by the Railways Standing I?ittee an Railways when independent of
Committee.
The other day \Ve had the that body a Minister may direct a survey.
Co:nrpittee in the western portion of the It is quite right, even before a general
State. There have certainly been some sur- question is referred to the ICommittee,
veys made there, which are not of ,a, per- that some sort of investigation should be
manent character, but before any further made, but to go into an expensive surveyexpenditure was incurred the \yhole question and I do not know whether it is proposed
of the construction of the line of rail wa v 'to make permanent or flying surveys-is not
The
from Portland to the Sooth Australia~ the course that ought to be taken.
economic
side
of
the
question
is
that
we
border was referred to the Railw,alYs Standing Committee.
Before that was: done, ~ight in that way expend money uselessly
In the survey of lines that will not be conbad a furtber survey been made, it would structed, but that is not the worst feature
simply have been money thrown away, be- of it.. The monetarv orne the countrv might
cause the Committee gave an .adverse re- stand, but I think it is entering agaIn upon
port upcn that proposal. Several surveys the old course of debauching constituencies
have been made in Eastern Gippsland. I with .the too frequently illusory prospect
have 10c>ked over the map, and made in- of raIlways.
Suppose we are 0'n the eve
quiries into the matter.
With regard to of a general election, and the member for
Eastern Gippsland, these are the facts a district does not stand too well with his
which I gathered from the map:
There constituents, and so he gets a ~survev. All
are several points from which it has been country districts think that they ou"ght to
proposed to construct· lines of railwa\'s in have railways.
Each district thinks its
For ·instance, -from case the strongest that can be brought forEastern Gippsland.
the mouth of the Snowy River at Marlo, ward, and if a member thinks that he will
where it is said a railway might stalrt. be all right if he can only get a survey
There is also another proposal that the made in his district, that- sort of, thing
Lakes Entrance should be the point of might lead again to the debauching of the
Country people underdeparture.
It has also been suggested constituencies.
that Bairnsdale should be the starting point stand very little about the various steps that
and that lines should be constructed from have to be taken before a railway is conThey think, when a survey has
these various starting points in different structed.
directions.
Cunninghame, at the Lakes been authorized, they have got one leg in.
Entrance, JIarlo, and Bairnsdale ·haye They think the railway is bOund to be
been mentioned as three starting points constructed, and that it will be begun
for railway construction in Eastern Gipps- before very long. Think of the disappointland. These are questions that have never ment afterwards, when they find it is not
been referred to the Standing Committee going on, but for the time· being, the suron Railways.
There ha\'e been a con- vey might have served its purpose, and we
siderable number of surveys made in that may be getting back again into very much
district already.
There is a survey from the old PJsition we were In in other days.
Bairnsdale to Orbost via Bruthen, and one My view of this question is that before
via Johnsonville and Colquhoun State a proper investigation is made on every
Forest. A survey has also been made from railway proposal, neither the Minister nor
Mr. MurraJ'.
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th.e country should in any way be commltted to the construction of it.
The
first ~tep that ought to be taken, where
practIcally the area of a large district is
unknown, and where we can only guess
at where the line ought to run, is to have
a very close investigation made, and the
ground thoroughly covered by, an independent body.
This body is created for the
protection oJ the Minister and to instruct
Parliament, and we should make every use
possible of it.
I have often heard from
various lips the work that has been done
by this Committee lauded, and deservedly
so.
The amount of money they have
saved to the country runs into many millions.
Lines that the House without their
report might have been ready.. to construct
have been found, after their investigation,
not to be suitable. Until they investigated
the case we had not a full knowledge of it.
We should not nbw ignore them.
There
should be no invasion by the Minister or
by Parliament of the functions which it
is their s,tatutory duty to perform.
No
Ministerial authority or power should
raise itself above the duties laid UP011 the
Committee by Act of Parliament. - I have
just one object in view-that we may go,
in all our railwav construction upon the
safest of safe lines, that the Minister may
be protected, and that the finances of the
country may also be protected.
I am
not prepared with details oJ the various
lines that have been referred, to this Committee.
There have been thirteen or fourteen of them during the present Parliament
involving questions similar to the one I have
referred to. Why should an exception be
made in one case?
There can be no
defence why the practice should not be a
uniform one.
Of course I sav nothing
about a line after it has been -'surveyed,
where there can be no question about the
line, where is has been decided upon, and
where there can be no question as to rivalry
between various routes.
Then, of course,
the survey can be undertaken.
There are
the estimates and the data; furnished to the
Committee as prescribed bv the Act but
where it is a great question of, route, ,~here
.we are absolutely in the dark as to which
line possesses the greatest merit it is imperative that the first body to m~ke the investigation should be the Standin CT Committee on Railways, that every stepb should
be carefully taken, and that there should
be no waste of public money. The cost of
an investigation -bv the Railways Standing
Committee, even if it extended over week~,
[II6J-2
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would be comparatively smaIl~ but the cost
of these surveys is enormous. What could
we not do with the £3I2,000 thrown awav
on unnecessary surveys? How many line~
of railway would fhat have made> At
£3,000 a mile, which is a cost far beyond
that of lines in many parts of the State,
we could have made a hundred miles' of
railway.
Mr. KEOGH.-YOU cannot m.a:ke railways
without surveys.
Mr. MURRAY.-But what is the use of
making the survey ~f you do not make the
railway? You get nothing by it. That
amount has been made a charge upon the
Railway Department. The Department is
paying over £12,000 annual1y in interest
on the cost of surveys, for which we get
nothing. If this practice increa;ses, we
shall be continually adding to the money
that has already been lost-wastefully expended in these surveys-and goodness
knows where we shall stop. £300,000 perhaps does not appear a large 'sum to many
honorable members, when we consider that,
after all, we have expended between forty
and fifty, milli0ns upon railways; but it
would be well fq.r the future that every
pennv we spend upon railways should be
wisely expended, and that we should carefully avoid the chance of throwing one
penny away.
Whatever it may appear to
other honorable members, it appears to m~
a considerable sum. While we give a Minister 'absolute pDwer to direct a survey when
he chooses, we may add to that another
£20,000 this )iear, and £20,000 next year,
and unless Parliament affirms its determination that that power shall not rest in
the hands of any Minister we have absolutely no check.
There are forces, too
strong, perhaps, for any Minister to' resist.
He is appealed to in such away, if he is
at all a ,!rood-natured fellow, that it is impossible for him to' say "No" to these requests. He feels compelled to' say, "Oh,
yes, I will ,give you a survey." It may
lead to nothing, but it placates the people
of the district. They are afterwards in an
unfortunate position. They have grounds
for complaint. They become toO' sanguine.
Thev think their line is as good as constl:ucted. For the protection of the Minister
himself the House should affirm that it
is undesirable for this to be done in 'a solitary case, and that before any considerable expenditure of money is m~de the
whole ouestion shall be thoroughly investigated. There was a line proposed in the
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Federal Parliament not very long ago. It monwealth Government could not have sur:.
was asked that a survey of that line should veyed~_ The Commonwealth Government
be made. This was the line known as the did have, and paid for, a preliminary surdesert line, a, line about whose national vey. The honorable member states t!l,at,
importance, whether it would be a paying previous to the appointment of the Railline or not, there could be no question. ways Standing Committee, proposals in-.
Did the Federal Parliarhent sanction that vblving large sums of money were brought
line? They' wanted more information upon in by Ministers, and the other day one of
it. They did not vote the money so that the the papers made it appear that I was the
survey could be made. Before a single sur- Minister who did it. It turned out, howvey such as this can be authorized by the ever, to be the late Duncan Gillies that
Federal Ministry they have to appeal to did it, and on the strength of' that ParliaParliament for the money to enable them ment appointed me, with others, to take
to have the survev made, and in that case this !patter into consideration, and it is true
Parliament refused to grant them the that we have saved millions of money. I
money. Our l\1inister of Railways should presume the honorable member refers to
be placed in a 'similar position. We should my triu to Nhill the other day. .
put him in a position where it is impossible
Mr. MURRAY.-I had not even that trip
for him to say" Yes" without the authority
m~ mind to-night, at any rate.
in
of Parliament, and he would be able to
·Mr. BENT.-At any rate, I believe the
sav. "I cannot direct this survey. There
is a statutorx way provided by the law Chairman of the (Committee said I Wa!S takThe fact is that when
which I must respect. If you want your ing their position.
s~Irvev made, Or the construction of your I went up there I attended to hear the
lme undertaken, the matter must be first evidence. and they were throwing this ComAll I could
referre~ to t?e Railways Standing Com- mitteeat me every minute.
This would place the Minister get was. "The Cor:nmittee have done this,"
mIttee.
i? an. invul~1erable and unassailable posi- and " The Committee have done~ that, " and
tIon, III whIch he could remain firm, no I merelv remarked that I was there for
matter how weak or how strong he might myself. and that, no matter what the Railbe, and abide by the law. It is a safe law. ways Standing Committee or anybody else
Such was the intention of Parliament when did, I was there to take the evidence. That
it passed the Act to appoint the Railways was all I said.
Standinrr Committee. The intention ParThat. is pretty strong,
Mr . WATT. liament had in view was the protection of though.
the revenue, and the idea and desire of
Mr. BENT.-Strong or not, I said it.
Parliament was that the law should be observed. not only in the letter, but also in As to the law on the subject, it specially
the spirit. The House now, to prevent provides that when the Minister brings
useless expenditure, should re-affirm what is down a proposal to refer a line to the Railalreadv embodied in the law. and therefore ways Standing Committee, he must bring
down an estimate together with plans, &c.
I submit my motion.
'
Why,
a case of the kind happened to-nig.ht.
Mr. COLECHIN seconded the motion.
I wanted to move the reference of a hne
Mr. BENT.-I can well understamd that from Beeac to Newtown, but the leader of
the honorable member for Warrnambool the Opposition said I could not move a
has. been out of town, and has not looked p~g until I produced a plan, and I was
up history, or else he would not have made stopped in consequence.
With regard to
the speech he has made to-night. I can the £312,000 which the honorable m~mber
tell him that a prelimiJ1ary survey has says has been wasted, I may say that that
alreadv been made of the railway across the is the amount which has been expended on
continent. to which the honorable member all the surveys that have been made in this
referred ~in the last pa rt of his remarks, State for forty years. Moreover it is well
and consequently the honorable 'member is known what difficulties have arisen in diswrong there.
covering which was the best route for . a
Mr. l\1uRRAY.--:-I admitted that there \vere line and I believe that in many cases the
two or three surveys that you had made.
a~unt of money expended in surveys has
five times the sum in connexion with
saved
Mr. BENT.-l am speaking of the line
Section 13
which the honorable member said the Com- the construction of the line.
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of the Railway Works Committee Act provides as follows:After the first appointment of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways pursuant
to ·this Act no railway of any kind whatsoever
(c}.cept as excepted in the last prec~ding s~c
ticm) , the estimated cost of completmg whIch
shall exceed twenty thousand pounds, and
whether such 'vork be a continuation, completion,
repair, reconstruction, extension, or a new work,
shalt be commenced unless sanction as hereinafter provided--

l\Ir. BOYD.-There was an omission in
that Act. It should have said, "with the
exception of the Brighton Electric Street
Railway. "
Mr. BENT.-That is a great joke-it
is a Scotch joke. The honorable member
has ·unfortunately quoted a line that has
paid.
Mr. BOYD.-I voted for it, and I helped
its construction.
Mr. BENT.-The 13th section continues(I) Every such proposed work shall in the
fust place be submitted and explained in the
Legislative Assembly by a responsible Minister
of the Crown having a seat in such Assembly
(hereinafter termed the "Minister "). The explanation shall comprise an estimate of the cost
of such work when completed, together with
such plans and specifications or other descriptions as the Minister shall deem proper, and a
map or plan of the line of railway or tramway
and bOOk of reference, together with a report
of the Victorian Railways Commissioners on the
probable cost of construction and maintenance of
such railway or tramway, and an estimate of
the probable revenue to be derived therefrom;
and such estimate, plans, specifications, or Ijescriptions shall be prepared, and be authenicated
or verified in the prescribed manner.

So that honorable members will see that
it is necessary to submit an estimate and
plans, and, as I have already said, I was
stopped to-night, because I did not bring
down a plan of the line from Beeac.
Mr. MURRAy.-But vou have referred
thirteen or fourteen questions to the Railways Standing Committee under a different
Act al together.
Mr. BENT.-Every question I submitted came before this House, and this
House sent it on to the Committee. I presume that Committee will perform its duty,
and I fancy that when the time arrives, and
I am called upon to perform mine, honorable members may take my word for
it that neither coaxing nor swearing will
make _any difference with me.
I think I
have shown that the honorable member for
Warrnambool has made a' mistake because
the Act provides that plans must b~ brought
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down. Of cO:l~se, if the honorable member wants the House to amend the law,
that is all right.
Mr. MURRAY.-Do you mean to say you
have no authority to send a question of
railway construction to the Railways Standing Committee, and that you have not sent
fourteen different lines to them during the
present Parliament?
Mr. BENT.-If the honorable member
wants to censure me, that is all right.
'Mr. MURRAy.-I do not. I say it was
quite right.
~Ir. BENT.-The House, in every case,
has referred the lines to the Railways 'Standing Committee under the Act.
With regard to this Gippsland proposition, I may
say that the House agreed to spend
£10,000 in making surveys, but the honorable member was so busy in that part of
the country that perhaps he did not see
the newspapers, where it is reported that
the Cabinet intimated that I would be
authorized to submit to this House a proposition to send on to the Raihvavs Standing Committee this very question.'
Mr. MURRAY.-Oh, very well.
Mr. BENT.-In the case the honorable
member referred to, I will not say it was
a case of any coaxing or anything of that
kind.
Mr. WATT.-It was I said that. I will
bet two to one against the line before the
reports are received.
Mr. BENT.-The honorable member for
Warrnambool also referred to the line to
Mount Gambier. That' was also sent on
by the House. The Railwavs Committee,
I believe, have reported upon it, and I
have never interfered with their report.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-There was something
said about that line during the Glenelg
elec!ion.
I wonder what the people of
Portland think of it now?
Mr. BOYD.-There were promises from
both sides.
Mr. BENT.-I would ask, when the
Railways Standing Committee has made its
teport, have I ever interfered with it on
any occasion? I repeat that when the time
arrives I will do my duty, but it cannot
be said that I have ever interfered with the
Railways Standing Committee at all. The
honorable member sa vs: that no denial was
given by me to the statement to which he
alluded, but am I to give a denial to every
newspaper report that appears? If I were
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to do so I should be well employed, and
badly paid.
Mr. MURRAy.-I said you corroborated

it.
Mr. BENT.-I did not corroborate it.
I said nothing about the Railways Standing
Committee, and I did not think it worth
my while to reply to the statement made by
the Chairman to the press, nor do I intend
to do so. When the time arrives, we will
see who does his duty. I do not think it
is necessary for me to say any more. I
know that the honorable member for Warrnarpbool, from the way in which he proposed this motion, has put it fonvard in
a friendly manner, and I do not complain.
As I have already said, I proposed this
afternoon to refer the line from Beeac to
N~wtown to the Railways Standing CommIttee, and do honorable members think
that I would be so innocent when the responsibility is thrown on that Committee
as to interfere with them, or to throwaway
money? I look after the money too closely
for that.
I have complied with the law
which I have read to the House, mid the
honorable member will see that I have not
done anything to cause any censure to be
~ut upon ~e.
I have taken up this questIOn of raIlway construction in Gippsland,
and I know the honorable member himself
has strong opinions on that subject., He
has a desire to open up that great 'country', where there are 3,000,000 acres of
lat:ld bringing in nothing. I feel sure that
if the Railways Standing Committee go
up ther~ they will see the advisability of
our act.mg as they are doing in Western
AustralIa to-day.
In that State there is
a lo?g exten~ of country where they are
makmg a raIlway, and at the same time
they are preparing a plan showing the
~ount of land through which the railway
WIll pass.
We propose, and will submit
to this House, a proposition showing a
survey of all this land in Gippsland·
showing how much it will cost to mak~
this railway, and we will propose to put
the cost of the railway on to the land.
By that means we shall be performing the
double work of giving facilities and at the
sa~e ti.me increasing the value 'of property
whIch IS at present bringing in little or no
revenue.
I showed in my lecture at the
Town Hall what large areas have been obtained by people for very small sums of
money, and I venture to say that if this
proposition is submitted to Hie House it
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will have no warmer supporter than the
honorable member for Warrnambool.
Mr. MURRAY.-By permission of the
House, I wish to say that, to a considerable extent, the explanation of the Premier
is sati·sfactory-that the whole question is
to be referred to the Railways Standing Committee.
But there is one
point in the honora.ble gentleman's
speech on which I wish to make a comment, and that is his reference to the pro'vision under which lines are referred to the
Railways Standing Committee.
Now,
where it is a case of a specific line from
one point to another, tne Railway Works
Committee Act, which the Premier quoted,
is the Act under which such a line i~ referred to the Committee.
But I would
also point out that under the Act No.
135 0 , section II, there is power to refer
to the Railways Standing Committee a
general question of railway construction.
Mr. BENT.-That is in cases where we
do not know much.
Mr. MURRAY.-In cases where there
may be doubts as to the starting point, ali
as· to the route of the line. In such cases,
under section II of Act No. 1350 a. gene-.
ral question can be referred to the Com~
mittee.
Mr. BENT.-SO it has always been.
Mr. MURRAY.-That is what I ask fo~
in this East Gippsland case. Already' surve'ys have been made there. The Premier,
however, apparently desired to convey the
idea that it was only under the section of.
the Railway Works Committee Act, which
he quoted, that any matter could 1:;>e refe!red to the Railways Standing CommIttee.
The power under Act No. 1350,
referring a general question to the Committee, has been exercised thirteen or four,
teen times by the Premier himself in this
lIouse.
:Mr. COLE CHIN. - I intend to support this motion, which, I believe, is: a
very necessary one.
It has been stated
to-night by the honoraJble member for
Warrnambool that in past years over
£3 00 ,000 has been spent in railway surveys.
We know that .some of those railways have been made, and :some of
them have not been made.
We know
also that some of them ma.y yet
be made, and the longer time that
elrupses before they are constructed, the
more serious will it be for those who are
called upon to pay for their construction ..
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In this new order of things, in which the
taxpatyers are called upon to pay a good
deal, it is emly fair that we should preve~t
the s.urvey of railways that are not wanted.
We are led to believe that the whole of the
interest is charged .. It is charged in connexion with the Collingwood line.
Now
we are asked to spend enormous sums of
money on surveys. It has been stated t<:>night, and it is news to some of us, that It
is proposed to survey to the Lakes Entrance
and on to Marlo, at the mouth of t~e Snowy
River.
~here is one survey bemg. made,
from Cunmnghame to Orbost, one to Ben:doc, and one to Mallacoota: Inlet.
It
seems extremely strange that nearly all of
these surveys have been made to lakes or
to the sea, as if the proposals w~r~ for ~he
purpose of coming into competItIon WIth
water carriage.
It is ~ mistake. to make
-surveys for lines that wl.ll come mto competition '~it? water car~Ia.~,e. It may not
l)e th~ 0I?mlOn of a m.aJ]onty of membe:s,
but If It had not been for the dIScovery of coal after the su:vey or
the making of the South GIppsland
line,
that line would have been a
serious charge on the Sta~e up to the pre-sent time: It .was made l~ .such ~ way as
to come mto dIrect competItIon WIth water
carriage, and was run parallel with the
Sale line, and not far from it. That shows
that there was. some want of perspicu~ty ~r
honesty on the part of those who earned It
'Out. The Railways Standing Ccmmittee IS
composed 0,£ members from al.l parts o~ the
"!I0~se, fair-minded men. ThIS ~am:Illtte~,
m Its present personnel, and wl~h Its onginaI personnel, when the PremIer was a
vaIua,ble member of it, has S.aJVed the country thousands and thousands of pounds.
If it had not been for that bodv, the old
1ight-~earted. happy-go-lucky mode of constructmg raIlways would have been continued.
We have been told that the soca.lled railwav or tramway from St. Kilda
to BrightOn is paying. It could not have
been constructe? under t~e l~w, except in
three separate pIeces, and It sbpped through
the House through being in a Surnlus
Revenue Bill. We are justified in taking
"Suc~ steps as wiII 1?revent the M!nister <?f
1,{aIlways from bemg forced, If he IS
torced-Mr. BENT.-How did nature cause such
'a filthy mind?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Did I underst.and
the honorable gentleman to say that I had a
filthy mind? If "he did, I must ask him
to withdraw it.
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The SPEAKER.-Did the Premier say
that?
Mr. BENT.-I think I did, Mr. Speaker,
and I apologize most abjectly.
Mr.' COLECHIN.-I do not want anything abject.
1\1r. BENT.-The whole of your statement about South Gippsland is as far as
the poles from the truth.
Mr. COLECHIN .-Perhaps the honorable gentleman will b~ able to show that.
I am satisfied that thIS Hous.e, before t~e
Railways Standin~ Committee. was cons~I
tuted was runnmg mad m authonzing 'a number of lines that have
kept dus country back to a .IaJrge extent.
When Mr. Speight was ChaIrman of the
Railwavs Commissioners he had to make
proposals on the order of this House. I
remember an enormous map tha.t w~s. hung
up in the chamber of the LegIslatIve Assembly, showi~g the octopus lines, the majority of which were mad prc'Posals. qne
of them was a proposal to construct a hne
to a place where there is sno'Y for about
eleven-twelfths of the year. Tne surveyors
were taken there and were told what they
were to do. They stayed there for a lcng
time catching wi~d animals. They,got the
order to keep qUIet rund stay there.
They
eventually formed a sort of township there.
I am not sure whether all the blame attached to Mr. Speight was justifia?le or
not. Certain members approached hIm before an election, and begged him to withdraw certain proposals that he had made.
He was engaged in a big fight with a ~er
t.aQn newspaper, and he refused to wIthdraw the proposals.
It then became a
question whether he or certain members
should stand down.
He suffered more
than he ought to have done, but he felt
he was dcing right. Unless w~ carr~ this
motion now, the old order of thmgs wIll be
resuscitated.
The Premier might be
forced bv his colleagues in the Cabinet to
order surveyS th.&t shoufci not be made. We
have a Railways Standing- Committee in
which the House and the country have unbounded confidence and we shculd leave
these matters in th~ir hands as far .as possible. I recogriise that we must have surveys, but it is aJ question of making surveys
for railwavs that will pay, and not r.anlways for -political purposes, or to please
a fev' people, nor railways like the WalhaIIat scandal, and other lines that will not
pay -for grease for the wheels.
Mr. HARRIS.-The honorable member
for Geelong has referred to the 'Valhalla
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line as the Walhalla scandaL That is such
a deliberate perversion of the truth that
I must ask you, 1YIr. Speaker, to request
the honorable member to withdraw it.
The SPEAKER.-Did the honorable
member for Geelong use th.at expressicn?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Yes.
The SPEAKER.-That implies that
the House was guilty of a scandal, and
the honorable member must withdraw the
expression.
Mr. COLECHIN .-1 withdraw it, Mr.
Speaker, but I hope the honorable member will prove that the line does pay for
grease for the wheels. The Premier has
condemned the bush capital, and now he is
going to help it along.
I went to the
Town Hall to hear the honorable gentleman's lecture, and I heard him promise
not only a survey, but .a railway.
The
audience seemed favorable to the lecture,
and appeared to be satisfied with the case
made out by the Premier.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-He not onlv Dromised a railway, but he put £IO,~OO on
the Estimates for it.
Mr. COLE CHIN .-1 am satisfied, as a
cousin of mine said, that the surveyors who
make some of these 'surveys will require a
long ladder to enable them to get over the
precipices.
Mr. LANGDON.-You should look at the
maps to see the minerals.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I think a wheelbarrC'w would carryall the minerals at
Walhalla.
The Premier is assisting the
bush capital. He is trying to help a Scotchman in that district, who seems to have a
good deal of influence with some people.
The people point out the beauties of the
place, and one is likely to go awav with a
very rosy feeling as to the advisability of
cons.tructing a railway. , .
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Especially if there are
turkeys and bottles of liquor.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I did not hear anything a.bout them.
If these surveys that
have been proposed are with a view of constructing lines to enter into competition with
water carriage, there is not the slightest
doubt that the railways are more likelv to
fail than succeed. All these matters should
be referred to the Railways Standing Committee for report, for that bodv takes evidence from the best and -the worst men in
the locality.
The evidence is recorded.
and we halve good officers who prepare all
the information.
That is a better mode
than the ordering of surveys through Surplus Revenue Bills, or by a Minister. I
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agree with the honorable member 'for
Warrnambool that this motion is 'necessan',
and I hope it will be carried. I read in' a
number of newspapers at the time that the

Government were going to Glenelg to help
the candidate. When they were there they
premised a railway from Portland to the
South Australian border. A member, or
members, of the RailwaJYs Standing Committee were said to be s.ta!l1ding in the way
of making this railway.
The Premier
and the Ministers who were with him said
they were going to Il?ake this railway, notwithstanding the Railways Stamding Committee, and the Premier said that I, who
condemned his action, did nothing but
, dance skirt dances in Parliament when he
wished to give anything to Glenelg. The
Premier withdrew some of the statements
made about me, but I do not know whether
he withdrew the statement about skirt
dancing. No member of this House ever
saw me dance a skirt dance.
1\11'. ~. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-I
would gIve 5S. to see you do it.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The honorable member is amused by the dances of the Hindoos
up in his country, and I do not think he
wo~ld be amused at any da'!1ce I might do.
Is It true that fourteen lines of railway have
be.en sent to the .Railways Sta!1ding Committee? If so, It shows that this House
has had confidence in the Committee. I
am auite satisfied that the resolution is a
very brief and sensible one. There is nothing vindictive about it. I seconded the
motion because I felt that the honorable
member for Warrnambool, knowing so much
of the work that has been done on both
sides of the House, and knowing more than
we know about the influences that are beh.ind this. ~overnment, is in the best posSIble POSItIon to satisfv himself as to the
necessitv for a resolution of this kind.
Mr. KEOGH.-The motion of the honorable member for vVarrnambool is merely
declaratory, . a~d . will ~ot amount to very
much, even If It IS carned. As the Premier
h~s ?hown that he has b~en acting strictly
wlthm the present law, I think the honorable member for Warrnambool should withdra,w his motion.
,
Mr. BENT.-Especially with the seconder
that he has got.
Mr. KEOGH.-There was a member in
this House once who withdrew a motion
because he was not satisfied with his
seconder.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The honorable member
did not expect you to second it, of course.
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Mr. KEOGH.-He d'id not expect me .
to second it j but I think it would be better,
if the law is not right in the opinion of the
ex-Minister of Lands, for him to bring in
a measure to amend it. Of course, a large
amount of money has been spent in suryeys,
but we cannot make railways without surveys.
Mr. MURRAY.-But we can make surveys,
it appears, without making railways.
Mr. .KEOGH.-Our railway system is
the best asset that Victoria possesses today. As the Premier pointed out, the
leader of the Opposition objected to the
motion of the Premier going on with respect to connecting Cressy and Pitfield
Plains bv means of a railway with the existing railway system. The honorable member obiected to that motion being proceeded
with, on the ground that certain survey
plans had not been furnished. The Premier
has pointed out that, according to the present Act, a responsible Minister of the
Crown must submit to this House an estimate and plans before the House refers a
proposed line to the Railways Standing
Committee, and as the Premier has acted
strictlv within the law, what is the use of
this motion? I intend to vote against it.
The motion was. negatived.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
half-past one o'clock to-morrow.

He said that honorable members had been
at work since eleven o'clock. It had been a
very' warm day, and the House haa done
a lot of work. He recognised that by asking the House to adjourn at this early hour,
and to meet at half-past one o'clock (or
two o'clock) to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes fo ten o'clock.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at four
minutes, past two o'clock.
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Shops Acts Amendment Bill. He wanted
to tell the House that he had promised to
go on with the Licensing Bill on Tuesday
next.
If the Factories and Shops Acts
Amendment Bill was not through by then
he would drop it. The amendments which
had been given notice of looked like a lor:
of old clauses.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Do you object to
.any of the amendments?
Mr.· BENT said he did. He als.o gave
notice that he intended to try to put back
the clause that was struck out the other
night. At any rate, he was going on with
the Licensing Bill on Tuesday, and the
House had assented to that being done.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-There are six months
.
yet.
Mr. BENT said if. the Factories and
Shops Acts Amendment Bill could not be
got through as he stated, the Government
would drop the Bill.
"Mr. BEAZLEY.-A~ to my amendmentand I believe it is the s.ame wifh others-I
gave notice bY' arrangement made last night,
with the representative of the Government.
Mr. BENT said that was all right, as
that was agreed upon last night.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-SO were all of
Them.
Mr. BENT.-No.
CABMEN'S GRIEVANCES
COMMITTEE.
Mr. BENT movedThat a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the grievances of
cabmen, such Committee to consist of Mr. G.
H. Bennett, Mr. Bromley, Mr. Duffus, Mr.
Hunt, Mr. Hutchinson, and Mr. Sangster, with
power to send for persons, papers, and records,
to move from place to place, to sit on Gays
on which the House does not meet, and to report the minutes of evidence from time to time;
three to be the quorum.

He said-I do not think I need say much
in support of this proposition.
As the
House is well aware, the honorable member for Can-lton had a Bill before the House
last session. It now appears that certai~
other grievances have arisen, and I think
it is only right that this large class of
hard-working men. should have consideration given to their griev2tn,ces.
The motion was agreed to.

CRESSY AND PITFIELD PLAINS
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACTS
PROPOSED RAILWAY.
AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previolls
~fr. BENT sarrd he noticed that a num- day') was restimed on Mr. Bent's motion-her of amendments had been given notice
That the question of connecting Cressy and
.Df in connexion with the Factories and' Pitfield" Plains by means of a railway with the
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existing railway system, and of loading the
lands enhanced in value by the construction of
the railwa~T, be referred to the Parliamentary
Slanding Committee on Railways for consideration and report.
~1r. BENT.-The House will remember that las,t night, when proposing the
motion to send on to the R.ailways Standing Committee the line from Beeac towards Newtown, I was asked for a pLan,
and I submit it now, showing the oropcsed line. In addition to that plan, I
produce an.other plan showing the surveys.
Those surveys represent part of the money
which was referred to last night bv the
honorable member for Warrnambool. I
have re:::eived the following memorandum
from the office of the Acting Engineer-inChief of Railways : -

NV,,vTOWN TO BEEAC RAILWAY.
Newtown to Pitfie~d, IIi miles, authorized by
Parliament under Act 1664, for construction at
a cost of £3,483 per mile.
Pitfield Plains to Beeac, 24i miles, estimated
cost, £2,650 per mile.
Grade, I in 50; curves, 30 chains radius.
This is an easy line. The earthworks On the
N ewlown to Pitfield portion are much heavier
than from Pitfield to Beeac, and this accounts
to a great extent for the difference in cost.
The local firewood is of a very inferior quality,
ant! the line will connect with Cape Ofway
Forest, and enable contractors to obtain supplies from there and other places.
The railway was recommended by the first
Committee, in 1892, as a connexion between the
South-Western District, Ballarat, and the norther:l 8.reas.

Before we came into office this line was
authorized, but the people at that time'
would not form the trust, and consequently
no work was done uEon it. NO'w, however,
the disposition on the part of the people,
more especially at Ballarat, is that the line
should be made, in order to connect with
Beeac, for the purpose of bringing timber
up to the mines for mining purposes.
Mr. MURRAY.-Where did the Railwavs
Standing Committee recommend the cOIlnexioIll to be made--was. it Cressy?
Mr. BENT.-It was from Bee.aJ:::, I
think. The dis.tance by rail from Irrewarra
'to Geelong is 47 miles, and from Geelong
to Ballarat 55 miles, making the total
distance by' the existing railway from Irrewarra to Ballarat, 102 miles. The distance
from Irrewarra to Beeac is 8! miles, from
Beeac to Pitfield 24! miles, from Pitfield
to Newtown 12 miles, and from Newtown
to Ballarat 19 miles, making the total distance 64 miles.
There is-thus a saving
.?f 38 miles.
By' the existing lines the
distance between Irrewarra and Pitfield is
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133 miles, the distance to Ballarat being

from Ballarat to Newtown 19, and
from Newtown to Pitfield 12.
By the
proposed route the distance from Irrewarra
to Pitfield would be 33 miles, the
distance to Beeac being 8! miles, and
the' distance from Beeac to Pitfield
24! miles.
The new line would therefore mean a saving of 100 miles jn
the distance from Irrewarra to Pitfield.
I have here a copy of the law autho~izing
the cons~ruction of the line between Newto\\'n and Pitfield. As I have informed the
House, that has not yet been done because
the people have nO't formed - a trust. In
consequence of the scarcity O'f wood in the
mines now I received a deputation representin~ about. thirty shires and other people
interested in this line, from the forest right
up to Maryborough. Not only would the:
line do !lood to the farming industry-becanse we- al I know there is fine land therebut it would provide firewood and tim her
for mining props, slabs. and other things.,
The motion is to send the question of constructing the line on to the Railways Standing Committee, who will examine the matter. I am adopting the ordinary course.,
We feel iustified in 'sending this line on
to the Railways Standing Committee, who
will act as a check.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have no objection to the motion. The reasQ'l1 I did
not wish to go on yesterday was because
the plans were not produced. Now the
plans are on the table, and I hope this
course will be followed ·in all matters where,
we are dealing with the construction of
railway lines, and also in rega.rd to other
land matters., I think we cannot get too
many repO'rts fwm the Railways Standing
Committee on connecting rajlwav lines, or
in regard to' any lines that may be constructed.
Mr. l"1cGRATH.-I desire to congratulate the Premier on introducing this motion to refer the construction of the line
to the Railways Standing Committee.
After the cO!1struction of the line has been
considered by the Railways Standing Committee, I feel sure thev will report that the
railwav should be built. I recognise that
the building of the line will confer greater
benefits on the mining in,dustry than any
other measure that could be introduced.
As the mines are becomin~ deeper, the 100des
are goinrr down, and becoming poorer, .
which makes it more difficult to carrv mining on at a profit thm hitherto. 'Right
102,
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throughout Pitfield, Birregurra, Newtown,
Smythesdale, Ballarat, and almost up to
:.Bendigo, the benefit of this railway will be
felt. It will mean that the mining companies will be able to work millions of
fathoms of alluvial ground which up to the
present has not paid on account of the enhanced cost of timber. The direct saving
Qf so many miles that will be effected in
the carriage of timber will mean that thousands of miners who otherwise would not be
employed will be able to obtain emplovment. I desire to congratulate the Premire on moving the motion to refer the
-construction of this line to the Railways
Standing Committee.
Mr. McGREGOR.-As one who has
taken a great interest in the construction of
this line, I desire to compliment the Premier on moving a motion to refer the matter to the Railways Standing Committee.
As the Premier has pointed out, the con'Struction of part of the line was authorized
previousl y, but some difference of opinion
between the residents in a particular locality prevented the ronstrludion taking
place. The Premier has rightly pointed
out that the interests of mining demand
that there should be cheaper timber. There
is an: inexhaustible supply of timber in
the Cape Otway district, and there is ;t
great want of timber in the various m'ining
districts-in my own district, in the honorable member for Grenville's district, and
in all the surrounding districts. The construction of the line will also be of benefit to the commercial people of Ballarat.
A great deal of perishable produce comes
~r~m the part of the country from where
It IS proposed to construct the line to Ballarat, .and the shorter route will decrease
the cost of transit, and that will be of
benefit to the supplier and the consumer.
People generally will be able to obtain
land on .the route of the line, so I am
sure t~e re~rt of the Railways Standing
Commlttee wIll be favorable, and that in
the near future Ba.llarat will have easy
communication with the producing districts.,
and that the mining communitv will have
what they have desired so long-facilities
for obtaining timber to work the mines
,profi tabl y .
Mr. FORREST.-I had not intel1lded
to sayl anything on' this question at all,
and I do not int,end to " stone-wall" the
motion, but as two honorable members
have already spoken, I may be permitted
,to say ,a few words. I may mention that
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there are already two lines connecting the
Otway Forest, where the timber comes
from, with Ballarat. Take the line from
I rrewarra first. The distance by rail' from
Irrewarra to Geelong is 47 miles, and from
Geelong to Ballarat is, 55 miles, or a total
of 102 miles. The distance from Irrewarra tOt Beeac is 8~ miles' from Beeac
to Pitfield, 24! miies: fro:n Pitfield to
K ewtown, 12 miles j from Newtown: to
Ballarat, 19 miles j 'or a total of 64 miles.
T~1Us there will be a total saving of 38
mIles on the proposed route between Irrewarra and Ballarat. The distance between
Irrewarra and Newtown by the existincr
line is 121 miles, and from Newtown t~
P~tfield, 12 miles, making a total of 133
mdes between Irrewarr:a and Pitfield. Bv
the proposed line, the distance between Irrewarra and Beeac ,is 8! miles, and be!ween Bee~c and Pitfield, 24! miles, makIng a total of 33 miles between Irrewarra
and Pitfield, so that the total distance
saved by the proposed route will be 100
miles. That distance will be saved in carting mhi?in g timOer, firewood, props, and
e:reryt mg else .. On the existing line, the
dI~tance from BIrregurra to Geelong is 38
m~les, and. from Geelong to Ballarat 55
mIles, makmga total of 93 miles. Bv
the new route, the distance from Birregurra to Irrewarra will be 8! miles; from
Irrewarra to Beeac, 8! miles j from Irrewarra to Pitfield, 24 miles; from Pitfield
to Newtow.nt, 12 miles; and from Newtown
to Ballarat, 19 miles j makino- a total of
7 2 miles; thus 21 miles will b~ saved. On
the existing line, the distance from Birregurra to Pitfield is 124 miles, and under
the new route 83 miles will be saved. Not
only has the distance that will be saved
in the carriage of mining timber to be considered, but there is a very large amount
of wheat grown in that district around
Rokewood and Cressv. At present there
are over 20,000 acres under cultivation,
and I .have n? hesitation in saying that if
the raIlway IS constructed there will be
over 100,000 acres. The roads are at
present bad, and it is impossible to cart
produce long distances. Not only will
there be a great increase in wheat, but
all round the north of Lake Corangamite
there will be crops of what is not often
seen here-English barley.
'
l\ir. MU:RRAV.-Will th~ line go by Lake
CorangamIte?
Mr. FORREST.-Yes, it will go within
a mile or so. The Premier knows the
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district \yell. He was Chairman of the
Railways Standing Committee when they
authorized the construction of a line in
1892. He knows the district thoroughly.
I had the pleasure of 'accompanying him,
and he was very much impressed with the
district. Bv means of cultivation and the
use of manures, the people have made a
great success of the land. I have no hesitation in sa.ying that the line will mean an
enormous increase in the wheat produced.
'Mr. MURRAY.-What is the average
yield now?
Mr. FORREST.-I cannot say exactly.
The Railways Standing Committee consists of sensible men. and I am sure they
will be unanimous in favour of the construction of the line.
. Mr. OUTTRIM.-With other honorable
members, I am thankful to the Premier for
proposing to send this line to 'the Railways
Standing Committee. F our or five years
ago the McLean Government passed a
Bill authorizing the construction of 3J line
from Newtown to Pitfield; but through the
selfishness of a few people that line has
never been gone on with! and if this Parliament is to be served the same as that
Parliament was, I think it is .a shame to
those interested, and more particularly to
the mining companies. Long ere this, the
line from Newtown to ,Pitfield 'could have
been built. Everything Parliament could
do was done, but the people took no steps
to fo.rm a trust, so that the line could be
gone on with. I sincerely hope the Railways Standing Committee will report in
favour of the construction of this line, and
that the people will do their duty. The
people on the Colnc side will,- and I sincerely trust those more particularly inte~
rested on the Ballarat side, between Ba,llarat and' Beeac will, 'take what part is
necessary so there may be .no delay in
the oonstruction of the line. I may point
out to the Minister of :Mines and the honorable member for Bendigo West that we
are getting very hard up for timber in
connexion with the middle diggings. On
account of 3J lot of timber country having
been parted with bv the State, we are now
inl difficulties as regards getting timber for
mining. If the Government is going to
take a large -area '()if land from the Moormbool Forest, which supplies- the Bendigo
district with timber, a great deal of harm
will be done. I t is the dutv of the Government, 3Jn'd more particularly of -the
Minister of Mines, to be very' careful that
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not one acre of good mining timber is
alienated anywhere near mining townships.
I am extremely obliged to the Premier for
the action he has taken. He has carried
,out the promise he made to a large deputation in Ballarat, and all I wish to impress on him is that when the Railways
Standing Committee reports favorably to
th~ construction of the line he r,hould
come to an understanding with the people
interested, so that if Parliament passes the
line it can be COl1'structed.
NIr. BENT.-We can give .a little gentle
pressure.
1\1r. THOMSON.-While I congratulate the Premier on moving this motion, I
must also congratulate the honorable member for Polwarth on the result of his persistent agitation for this line. I believe
there is now a weight off the Premier's
chest, because the honorable member for
Pol warth was very persistent.
1\1r. BENT.-By the fair way he put it,
he has done much better than those who
went the other way.
i\1r. THOMSON.-I was not alluding
to any unfairness. I know the honorable
member for Polwarth would not do anything ·unfair.
Mr. BENT.-Some Q1f his constituent's are
not very fair.
1\1r. THOMSON.-The cOllistruction of
the line has been stronglv advocated bv the
honorable member for JGrenville, by the
honorable member for Maryborough, and
by other hO'nOr3Jble members, on account
of the amount of timber that will be carted
on the line. The Premier, in introducing
the motion, said the line would be the
means of conveying timber to the mining towns. The honorable member for
Polwarth alluded to the area of wheat.
I congratulate him, because I recognise
that the men in the localities he alludes
to must be assisted bv a train service close
to. them. They cannot possibly compete
WIth those who are close to a train service
otherwise. While I listened to the advocacy of the carriage of cheap timber, it
struck me that if we do not nl ant trees
as well as uproot them, we will soon he
very deficient in the timber supplv. I
would like to see the method adopted of
having a tree planted for everv tree that
is removed.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Nature will dOl that if
you onl\7 leave her alone.
Mr. THOMSON.-I would not like to
see timber certed a long distance, because
J
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Amendment Bill.

~Ir. PRENDERGAST.-I should like
to understand exactly what the intention
of this Bill is. The"' first portion seems to
be devoted to the fact that a company may
use a seal if they choose.
,
Mr. MAcKEy.-They may use a seal outside of Victor,ia.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. I presume'
they may use a seal so long as they pul the'
name of the State upon it?
Mr. MACKEY.-It will be a different sea1in each State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Then' there
comes the provision for the rectification of
section 7 of Act 1\0. 1886. If this Bill is '
to apply to ordinary companies, perhaps it
would be as well to extend it to provident
societies.
Mr. MACKEY.-Our companies law does
Apart
not extend to provident societies.
from that objection, I see no reason \Vhv an
amendment of the Provident Societies -Act
should not be made on the scrme principle.
~Ir. PRENDERGAST. Surelv this
amendment of the law can be rna-de to
COMPANIES LAW FURTHER
apply to all companies?
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. MACKEY. - Provident so:ieties are
Mr. MACKEY moved the second readnot companies under the Companies Act.
in~ of. thi.s Bill. He s.:tid-The object of
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Bill could,
thIS BIll IS to cure a defect that exists in
our companies law, and which arises in part be made to apply in that direction by an
from the fact that when our Companies Act alteration of the title, and by inserting the
was being altered in 1896 by the adoption words " or society" after the word "comof a number of other more recent amend- pam'" in the Bill.
~lr. ;\IACKEY.-I will promise, if this
ments in the English law, these. sections
wil
i proye a cOlwenience to provident sociewere, by an oversight, omitted. The difficulty is this: Victorian companies in many ties, to bring in a ~small Bill this session.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would be as.
cases carryon business outside Victoria.
The seal of the company has to be affixed well in clause 3 to add the words" or docuto contr~cts or other transactions when they ment " after the word "instrument," as.
are made.
At present, owing to the the word " document" is used in clause 5·,
absence of these provisions, all those con- In any case, there does not seem to be anytracts or documents, no matter in what very great importance in this Bill. A great
Colony they have their origin, have to be deal more important matter -is the introduc-·
sent to Victoria to haNe the seal affixed. tion and carrying out of amendments of our
This proposal is to adopt the English law, factory legislation. I regret that, in conand to have in each of the different States nexion with the amendments, which have
an efficient seal of the Victorian company been suggested in the Bill to amend the
adopted by the company, so that on the factories law-necessary amendments that
spot the responsible officer will be able to the whole of the wage-earners outside and a
affix the official seal. This will, be a very great number of employers are asking forgreat convenience to our companies, and a threat is now made to us that the Bill
the absence of these provisions causes g.ra.ve will be abandoned to-night if there is any
inconvenience at the present time.
The attempt to introduce any legislation in the
legal effect's and liabilities are exactlv the form I have referred to, as demanded bv
same as in the case of the affixing O'f the all the workers and a great number of eniordinary seal. The only other matter is players. I do not see the necessity for
clause 7, which is simply to rectify certain forcing on this kind of legislation while at
verbal errors in section 7 of the ICompanies the same time we are threatened with the
abandonment of necessary legislation which
Act 1903·

we know that haulage always means
money. I would like to see plantations
. of timber around all the mininlg centres.
Then the mines wouid be able to get the
timber from close at hand, and a large
number of men would be employed in carting the timber in with horses, instead of
the mining people having the timber carted
Whether the timber
by the railwavs.
comes from a long distance or not, it ha&
to be ca,rted, and it would be more profitable if there were forests of timber near
all the large mining centres. I would suggest that whenever a tree is taken out,
the Government should take steps to
have anc1:her tree planted, and that
where there are permanent minnng fields,
the Government should see that there are
reserves of timber within easy distance of
the fields. There should be a sufficient
supply of timber for the mines within easy.
distance of the mines.
The motion was agreed to.
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we could well go on with. So far as this
Bill is concerned, I do not .see any reason
why these amendments of the law relating
to companies cannot be agreed to.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have no objection to
offer to the proposals in this Bill, but I
have to confess to some disappointment that
a comprehensive amendment of the Companies Act, such as, we had hoped for, has
not been forthcoming.
I have fancied
lately that I have seen in the introduction of
these small measures an attempt to legislate
in a piecemeal fashion. It would be much
better and more effective, and we should
. understand where we were, if a general and
comprehensive amendment of the Companies Act was introduced.
During the
di'scussion that took place on the proposals
of the honorable member for Grenville to
deal with spec. selling, while the Gaming
Suppression Bill was under consideration,
we were told that the proper place to introduce such provisions was a Bill amending
the Companies Act.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Mining Companies Act.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Two years ago, when
the Mines Bill was under drscussion, I
brought the question of spec. selling under
the notice of the Minister for Mines, and
furnished him with some information which
had been placed at my disposal by men who
understood the question, and he, too, said
at that time that the proper place was an
amendment of the Companies Act, and not
the Mines Act. I do not think it is wise to
proceed in this way, by continually bringing up these small Bills dealing with little
tin-pot sections of the Act, when we ought
to have an opportunity of considering the
whole question, so as to know exactly where
we stand. I am afraid, if we proceed in
this way, we shall not understand what we
are doing, and it will lead to confusion.
I do not see that there is anything that we
can object to very much in this Hill.
Mr. MAcKEY.-1Clause 7 is most important to every shareholder in a mining company. It protects the honest shareholder.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I am not saying that
it is not important, but I rose to emphasize
the fact that the proper course is to bring
in a comprehensive amendment of our companies law. Ministers have admitted over
and over again that such a Bill is a necessity. Then whv not bring it in, instead of
a little thing like the measure now before
us?
:lUr. :MACKEY. - The honorable member
knows the time of the session.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. ELMSLIE.~I am one of those who
have not much sympathy with the cry about
the time of the session. We are here to do .
the work, and while there is work to do we
ought to sit and do it. That is my opinion,
but evidently other opinions are held. I
urge the Minister to bring forward, at the
ear liest opportunity, an amendment of the
Companies Act embracing all those matters
which require attention, instead of bringing
. the question forward in such a little, piecemeal, twopenny-halfpenny manner as this.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read aJ second time,
and committed .
On clause I, short title and construction,
Mr. GRAY said he proposed to bring
forward a new clause, which waS' now being
drafted by a solicitor.
He had arranged
with the Parliamentary Draftsman to see
that it was in proper form, but he would
not have time to bring it forward now.
He therefore aisked the Minister of Lands
to allow him an opportunity of having the
matter discussed at the report stage.
Mr. MACKEY.-Very well.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 2.
On cla!use 3, which gave power to companies to appoint an agent abroad to affix
a seal "to any deed, contract, or other instrument, ' ,
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the words
"or document" should be inserted after
the word cc instrument," as the word " document" was used in clause 5.
Mr. MAcKEY.-The words have the same
meaning, but I admit the same word ought
to have been used all through.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the clause
referred to " the business. of the company."
This should be "anv business," as "the
business" would onlv apply to the particular business of the company.
Mr. MACKEY.-No. A company, under
their memorandum, can only carryon a
specified business. If they are c.arrying on
any other business, it is not the business of
the company. These words are from the
English Act.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 4, which provided for the
duration of the powers granted to an agent
by a company,
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the clause
provided that, if no period was mentioned
in the instrument, it was to continue in force
until notice of its revocation was "given
by the company to such person."
The
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words " or otherwise reaches" should be in- are applied for, or for making regulations
as to the receipt of the fees that are now
serted before the words. " such person."
?\Ir. MACKEY said the notice must be owing on them.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Does this mean the
gi ven to the person mentioned.
If an
amendment such as the leader of the Oppo- creation of a new office?
Mr. MACKEY.-No.
The persons
sition sugg.ested was made, the clause might
be read as allowing some other person to who now have the custody of those Crown
give notice. It was desired that this agency grants are to have the iegal custody.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-I do not
should continue unless the principal, by
It is purely a: maobject to this Bill.
notice, determined it.
The clause was agreed to, as were also chinery Bill, providing for regulations to be
made. The Minister of Lands has proclauses 5 and 6.
On clause 7, which provided for the rec- mised, however, that he will adopt the
tification of section 7 of the Companies Act ordinary regula.tion claus~, s.o as to bring
the Bill into line with other measures that
19 0 3,
.
~1r. MACKEY said this clause had rewe hal'e recentlv passed. I notice that reference to section '221 of the principal Act. gulations under- this Bill are to be signed
Section 7 of the Act of 1903 was an ad- bv the Minister of Lands.
- The motion was agreed to.
dendum to section 221 of the principal
Act, giving shareholders further powers.
The Bill was then read a second time,
By .a. clerical error, however, the word and committed.
Cl.a:use 1 was agreed to.
" thirty-one" was inserted instead of
" twentv-one " and the words" or of such
On clause 2, giving power to make relist or ~um~ary of members as. is herein- gulations,
before mentioned'" were to be struck out, be1\1:'r. MACKE:Y said that sub~clauses
cause they really had no meaning what- (2) and C~) provided for the publication
of regulations. At the sugges,tion of the
ever.
The clause was agreed to.
leader of the Opposition he h.ad agreed to
The Bill was reported without amend- omit those s,ub-clauses and to substitute for
ment, ,and the re.port was adopted.
them a sub-clause similar to that which h~d
been inserted in other Bills with respect
CROWN GRANTS BILL.
to regulations. He begged to move-Mr. MACKEY moved the second readThat sub-clauses (2) and (3) be omitted, antI
ing of this Bill. He said-In the early the following sub-clause substituted :-" All
days of this Colony, when things were in surh regulations when made by the Governor in
a somewhat unsettled condition, a great Council shall be published in the G07.·ernmel1t
Gazette and when so published shall have the
number of pers.ons purchased land from force of law and shalI be judicially noticed, and
the Government, but never took out the shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament
within fourteen days after the same shalI have
Crown grant for it.
he.en made if Parliament be then sitting, and if
Mr. BROMLEY.-Did they pay for it?
then sitting within ten days after the next
Mr. MACKEY.-Yes, they paid for it not
meeting of P.arliament, and a 'copy of any pro·
exc;:epting as to the charges for the grant- posed regulatIons shall be posted to each 1fember
£1 or £2. We have hundreds of these of Parliament at least twenty-one days before
grants lying in wait for the purchasers or such reg-ulations are appToved by the Governor in
their executors OT legal representatives, and Council."
The amendment was agreed to, and' the
they are lying in the vaults. There is no
person under O:ur law responsible for their clause, as amended, was adopted.
Mr GRAY propos.ed the following ne,,·
proper custody. There is, nOl rerson under
the existing law responsible for s.eeing that clause : A book or books shalI be prepared containing
they are issued to the proper persons, or
all Crown grants issued before the first
for determining whether the ,applicant is adaylistofofMarch
One thousand eiQ'ht hundred ann
a proper person to have the !Srant. There sixty-seven and which are still undelivered; such
is no person to whom the fees: owing on book or books sha!} set forth in aJphabefcal-orcler
these Crown grants should be paid. 'The the names of the Crown grantees the allotment secobject of this, Bill is to enable the Gover-' ti0n town or township parish and county of the
land referred to in the Crown grant. and the
nor in Council to make regulations to sav book or books shall be avaiInble for inspectio~
what officers shall have custodv of these at the Titl~s Office by the public on payment ot
Crown gnmts, to say what offic~rs aTe re- a fee of Two shillings and sixpence.
sponsible for seeing that the Crown grants He said the Minister of Lands had sugare issued to the proper persons if they gested that the fee should be 5S., but he
J
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(Mr. Gray) thought th.at was too much.
:Mr. MACKEY s.aid 11e had seen the
'The fee for making a search at the Titles new clause for the first time a few mon:(;illS
Office under eith.er the new or the old Act ago.
At first sight, it appeared to h~ a
"vas only '2S. The reason he had mO\'ed clause that should receive favorable conthis clause was, that there were a large sideration, but he would like to have time
oumber 0t Crown grants lying at the to consider it.
All that the cLause proTitles Office which were undelivered, .and vided for could be done by adminis.tration,
many people who were ff':!ally entitled to and as the matter was within his own Dethe property embraced in those Crown partment, 'he would promise to look into it,
grants had net opportunity of ascertaining . and to confer with the honorable member,
that they were the owners of the property. if the honorable member would withdraw
Some time ago he had occasion to make a the clause. It was possible that .a book
search in connexion with an allotment of containing all this information might be
land in a country township, and he. found publishe.d here, as was: done in New SQuth
it \"as sold in'1857 to a person at Moama. 'Vales, and if so, that WQuid accomplish
In following the matter up he discovered all that was necessary.
that the man to whom it was sold had died
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-You have power, as.
.and had left the land to his, daughter, but Minister, to order the publication of s,u<:h
Subse- a b8ok?
she was an infant at the time.
quently the daughter died, and the land
Mr. l\IACKEY.-Yes.
then belonged tOo her husband, Mr. James
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-And you promise to
McCulloch, a well-known man in the city. do so?
Mr. McCulloch had nei know ledge of the
Mr. MACKEY said he WQuid prQmise to
matter previously, but when he went to think over it, but if he gave a promise nQW
the Titles Office he fQund that the Crown he would say" Yes." He could not, howgrant was lying there. The amount to' be ever, say" Yes," because he would be makpaid upon it was something like £1 IS. 4d. ing the promise without full consideration.
:Mr. THQMsoN.-What was the value of In a great many cases this land shQuld beIQng to' the Crown. It was not desirable to'
the land?
Mr. GRAY said it was abQut £40 Qr start a lot of speculative actions by unem£50'. There were thousands of these titles. ployed solici'tors. So far as what was relying at the Titles Office, and the only way quested could be safely done he would
to find out whether a pa.rticular Crown undertake to do it.
Mr. GRAY s~d it appeared from the
grant was there was by making a chance
search.
A search might be made as to statement ofl the Minister that it was the inwhether the land had been granted to a tention of the Crown to grab these lands.
certain individual in a certain year, but I t was necessary to make this matter pubit was impossible to discover whether the lic, so that the Qwners might CQme forCrown grant was undelivered except by ward. There was no likelihood of speculafollowing it right through the local sub- tive actions taking place.
Mr. MACKEY said the Crown had
treasuries. If this, clause was adQpted it
WQuid greatly assist people in makinR' a not to' be placed at the mercy of one
search. Hf' had mentiQned to the Minister or t",ro persons prepared to commit perjury.
Qf Lands that in New South Wales the 'The Crown had no means Qf investigating
Titles Office issued a small book giving these matters. If there was land belonging
particulars as tOo all these Crown grants, to John Smith, and JQnes knew that Smith
and the book CQuid be bought for 3s.. 6d. had died withQut heirs, Jones could claim
or 5s. He (Mr. Gray) sent up countr\' [l that he was a relation of John Smith, and
few d:l)'s ago to get a copy of this, book it would be verv difficult, without the exin order that he might produce it, but un- pense Qf a law suit, -'to' investigate the matfortunatelv it had not come to hand. The . ter. This was a matter that, could not be
Minister had promised to look into the hastily disposed of. He could nQt say that
matter. and if possible to have a similar he was opposed to' the proposal Qf, the honwork published here. There was no doubt orable member, but there were a number Qf
that the fees: on a large number of these matters to be considered. He would give
CrO\yn grants would he paid when pegple the hQnorable member his assurance that he
had an opportnnih 'Of discO\'ering them, would go intQ the matter, and WQuid conand some tbouspnds of pounds WQuld no sult with the honorable me.mber to see if
doubt be paid intO' the T'reas,ury.
some satisfactory conclusion could not b~
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arrived at, while at the same time safe- might consider some of the provisions that
were in his (MT. Beazley's) Bill - the
guarding the Cro'wn.
Adverse
Possession of Lands Bill. In that
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he could not
exactl y see the effect of the new clause at Bill it was provided that the Crown should
present, but it would have one effect. The take possession of land covered by these
publication of these names might have the titles after two years. The same principle
effect of exposing a number of people who was in the Unclaimed Funds Bill. He
were quietly holding land and waiting for wanted to prevent people taking what did
the time to expire to claim possession. It not belong to them.
Mr. GRAY said he would withdraw his
was stated that a book ofl the kind pronew
clause.
lx>sed was used in New South Wales. If
The new clause was withdrawn.
that buok were brought into use it would
The Bill was reported to the House with
cheapen the making of searches. He believed such a book would pay, because a an amendment, and the amendment was
great many people would purchase it just considered and adopted.
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, the
as they bought legac~: lists on the off chance
of some one leaving them something, Bill was then read a third time.
though, perhaps, the thing never came off.
FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACTS
He ,thought members could accept the asAMENDMENT BILL.
surance of ·the Minister, because the honorable gentleman was bound to find, out
The amendments made in this Bill in
how the book operated in New South Committee were considered and adopted.
Wales. The publication of the list would
On the motion of Sir SAMUEL GILshow the true names of the people who LOTT, the Bill was read a third time.
Mr. BENT said he would like to have
owned the land, or would disclose some of
the jumpers. He knew two or three in- further consideration 0:1:1 this Bill postponed
stances in Melbourne where brass cheek until after dinner.
The SPEAKER.-The best procedure
had enabled people to get possession of
other people's land. Wherever the owner will be for the honorable member for
had not claimed his title for a certain num- 'Aboots'ford to move his new clause, and
ber of years, the Crown should take cus- then the debate can be postponed until
todv of the land. Anv measure that would after dinner.
Mr. BEAZLEY proposed the following
give this land to the Crown, when no claim
was made, would be an equitable measure. new clause:E. In sub·section (I) of section ninety.one of
,~Ir. BEAZLEY remarked that the prothe principal Act for the words "the number or
posed clause contained the same principle pl'Oportionate
number of improvers who may be
as the Bill he had introduced, namely, the employed within any factory or work·room or
Unclaimed Funds Bill. The desire he had shop or place and the lowest prices or rates of
was that everyone should have an oppor- pay payable to apprentices or improvers" there
be substituted the words "the number or
tunity of finding out whether he owned shall
proportionate number of apprentices or imcertain property. There would be another proyers or apprentices and improvers (as the
Bill introduced b~r the ~finister in charge \ case may be) who may be employed within any
of this Bill, dealing with some thousands f actor), or workrroom or shop or place and the
prices or rates of pay nayable to such
of titles that had been in the Titles Office lowest
apprentices or improvers when."
for over thirty years. Then the honorable
The debate was adjoumed until a later
member for Sw"an Hill might have an opportunity of moving in this direction. That hour of the sitting.
Bill was called the Vacant Unclaimed Lmds
Sale Bill, and it dealt with about a thousand
SUPPLY.
titles that had been in the office for over
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT.
thirty years. This Bill dealt onlv with the
custod'· of titles that had been lying in the
The House went into Committee of
pay offices. It was only recently that those Supply for the consideration of the Estititles had been collected, and in future they mates of Expenditure for 1906-7.
were to be placed in certain custody instead
On the vote to complete the vote
o.f being scattered about. The· Minister (£1,175) for the Legislative Council,
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he objected
stated that he would do anything he could
to orevent land thiefs from carrying on to going- on with the Estimates under existtheir operations. ,The honorable gentleman ing conditions to-day. Before the speeches
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were delivered in connexion with the Budget debate it was understood that the Auditor-General's report would be circulated.
Mr. BENT.-There was no understanding" and I said the other day I would take
an ything that came along.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the Premier
said to him previoU'sly that he did not intend to go on with the Budget debate.
Mr. BENT.-I postponed the Shops and
Factories Acts Amendment Bill out of the
ordinary way. What time are we going to
aet the Estimates through?
b
Mr. PRENDERGAST said they would
be got through as soon as possible.
The
Government had the ,closer Settlement ACt
19 0 4 Amendment Bill to go on with, or
the v might go on with the Improved Small
Holdings Bill.
'
Mr. BENT.-You are not going to dictate
to us.
.
~1r. PRENDERGAST said the PremIer
~ade a distinc't promise that the Estimates
would not come on until the Auditor-General's report was presented to Parliament.
Mr. BENT.-I did not sa;y that, because
I do not care whether it comes up or not.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the Premier
stated the previous session. th~t he would
have granted this request If It had been
made on that occasion. Anyone who could
aive a bare-faced contradiction like that
~uld do anything.
.
.
Mr. BENT. - You are becommg complImentary. All right, we will go on with the
Closer Settlement Act 1904 Amendment
Bill, and oblige you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he h~d no
doubt about the statement he mentIoned
being made by the Premier.
Mr. BENT remarked thail: he wanted to
state definitely that the honorable member
was under a misapprehension.
He had
never said what the honorable memb~r
stated for he had no control over the AudItor-G~nera;l, and did not care what that
officer did.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I will !Show you It
in Hansard.
Mr. BENT said he had asked the A.uditor-General once or twice, and the .Audltor~e
General said he could not do It.
wished to state that he would go on WIth
anv business as it came a.1ong.
~1r. PRENDERGAST. - I will show yOU
your promise in Hansard.
. Progress was reported, and the further
consideration of Supply was made an order
for later in the day.

1904 Amendment Bill.

CLOSER SETTLEMENT ACT 1904
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. ~lACKEY moved the second reading of this Bill. He said--The provisions
of this Bill are, with one or two exceptions, simply alterations of the existing law
which our experience in the administration
of the Act has found to be necessary. HonOI'able members will 'see that clause 2 of
the Bill proposes to omit the words, that
occur in section 6 af the principal Act, " in
the vicinity of their holdings." . Honorable
members will recollect that sectIon 6 of the
principal Act provides that, where a number of persons find a piece of land of fair
size that might be subdivided amongst
them, and they make a preliminary ag.reement between themselves and the owner to
purchase that land, and if the Board approves and thinks the price a fair one, and
that the men are likel," to be desirable
tenants for the Crown, the Board may buy
this land, and these people take it over.
from the Board. That section is now in
active operation, but there is a curious anoOnly those
malv in connexion with it.
whose holdings are in the vicinity of this
land can make this agreement, the Act requiring the lalnd to be "in the vicinity of
their holdings." That is an absurd anomaly, and only requires to be mentioned
to induce the House to wipe it away. If
there are half-a-dozen persons who find land
anvwhere in the State suitable for them"
and the Board approves, we should giye
them facilities for acquiring it.
An HONORABLE MIEMBER.-Or from any
other State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you propose to
repeal that pure and 'simple?
Mr. MAlCKEY.-Yes; those words.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-'Vill it grant facilities for individuals getting land?
Mr. MACKEY.-At present individual ..
mav' think that certain land is suitable for
subdivision amongst themselves, but under
the existing: Act that land cannot be acquired unless it is in the~r vicinity.
If
there is no such land avaIlable, then they
are out of the benefits of the section altogether. That is an anomaly we prop~s~
to cure. Clause 3 deals with what is known
as the Closer Settlement Fund. The principal Act provides as to how that funC!
mav be used, such as buyin,(Y debentures,
and so forth. This· clause makes a fl1l'ther
proviso that a portio~1 of that fu~d may be
used for "the erectIon of dwelhng-houses
or out-buildings, or the making of improve-
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ments thereon." That is, upon the land
that is purchased for settlers.
Mr. BEARD.-Will that also apply to the
wor kmen' s homes?
Mr. i\fACKEY.-Yes.
Mr. THOMSON.-It applies now.
Mr. MACKE Y.-It is intended by the
Government to extend the benefits of the
Act to a class who are now unable to benefit
from it. At present, before a man can
acquire land under the Act, he has to
satisfy the authorities that he has not
merely sufficient money to pay his deposits
and instalments, but to erect improvements
upon the land. He has really to be a
fa-ir-sized capitalist. No matter how deserving a man may be, no matter how convinced the Board or itSi officers may be that
a man would make a successful settler, unless he has several hundred pounds he
cannot become a seitler under the Closer
Settle.ment Act.
Mr. THOMSON. - These improvement!:;
will include fencing, I presume?
Mr. MACKEY.-Certainly.
Mr. WATT.-Anything the Board wants.
Mr. MACKEY. - The substitution of
" 8 " for" 7 " is merely to cure a clerical
error in the numbering, of the section.
Clause 4 relates to the sections for the acquirement of land, and it provides that,
where an offer of land is made to the Minister, or the Minister proposes to enter into
negotiations for the purchase of land, an
inspection shall be made. We have found
this difficulty result. The officer who has
to make the inspection knows all about the
land. In fact, he may have made an inspection under the Act with reference to
previous negotiations which had fallen
If new negotiations are comthrough.
menced, the officer who has already made
an inspection and valuation of the land has
to go through the farce of travelling 100
or ISO miles to make nominallv a further
inspection. What is proposed -is that the
officer who is the adviser of the Government, and who ha'5 alreadv m3Jde an inspection as to whether the landis worth
consirlering-, 'Shall onlv make another inspection " if the Minister thinks necessary."
This does not dispense in any way ,,~ith
the necessity imposed by the Act of having
expert valuers. This merely re] ates to the
Government officer. who IS usually 1\1r.
Sampson, who may have made a preliminary
investigation. If a man asks £20 for land
which is obviously worth only £5, the
officer will report that it is not ,"vorth con-
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?ider,ing, unless the person making the offer
l~ prepared to reduce his terms very conSIderably. Clause 5 is to meet this difficulty. A man will offer land to the Minister or to the Board, and will name his
price, and Mr. Sampson or some other officer
may go to the expense of making an inspection, and on that inspection the Board
determines to appoint valuers. After the
valuers are appointed, the Board may themselves make a visit to the land, and perhaps
just before they are fixing the price, and
after having incurred an expense of £50
or £100, word comes in from the owner
that he now withdraws his offer.
The
Crown has been put to all this expense,
and what we say, in effect, is that, if a
person makes an offer he can say it is for
a definite time, or he need not say that.
If he states that his offer is open for ont:
month, unless the Board is in a position
to accept the' offer within a month tt'le
matter is at an end, should the owner not
be prepared to extend the time. That rests
with the owner only. But if the owner
does not name a time, he can withdraw UlJ
to the time the Board has commenced an
inspection or valuation, whichever first
happens. A person offering lamd is not to
be allowed to put the Board to a lot of
expense, and then withdraw.
This is a
very reasonable provision. A person offering
can alwavs safeguard himself by naming the
time during which the offer remains open.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Will the Minister
tell us why, this being the third
time the Government have introduced this,
kind of legisla.tion in two years, compulsory resumption is not provided for?
Mr. MACKEY.-At present I am engaged in telling honorable members the
re-asons I have for putting in the matters
with which I am at present dealing.
'Mr. COLECHIN.-They are only babies
compared with the child I am asking
about.
Mr. MACK:EY.-Babies often develop
into fine men. The honorable me.mber is
an instance of that. Clause 6 deals with
immigration.
The Commonwealth has,
made overtures to the States with regard
to immigration. The PrIme Minister has
stated, and I think with the approval of
all parties in the Commonwealth Parliament, that the Commonwealth Government
is prepared to do its part towards provid~
ing suitable immigrants for Australia. The
Commonwealth Government is prepared to
advertise the resources" of the different
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States in the old country, and to do what
is poss,ible in the old country. We, on our
part, must provide either employment or
land for the immig!ants when they ilrrive
here. What the Bill propos.es is that when
an estate is required for the purposes of
closer settlement the Minister, which really
means the Cabinet, should have the power
to set' aside the whole of that eS,tate if
necessary for immigrants, or what may be
a preferable course in the case of large
estates, to s,et aside certain blocks cn an
estate for the use of immigrants.
I think
it will be admitted that farmers who have
not had colonial experience, coming on to
our land for the first time, have a lot to
learn from their colonial comrades.
Nfr. SANGsTER.-And unlearn, too.
Mr. MACKEY.-And unlearn, too. Perhaps it would be far better that these immigrants should be scattered amongst Australian farmers th.an to be segregated or
aggregated amongst thems.elves.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Is not that the Canadian system?
In Canada they have a
chessboard system, and leave certain blocks
to immigrants.
Mr. MACKEY.-I think the system is
a common-sense one, which would suggest
itself to anyone considering the matter.
I certainly did not have the Canadian system in mind when preparing the claus,e.
Blocks having been set aside, maps of the
estate will be sent to the Agent-Genera.!
or other officer in London, and full particulars of the properties will also be sent, so
that intending farmers will be able to get' all
the information that could be got in Victoria except that they will not be able to
see the land. The fullest particula.rs will
be sent as to the soil, rainfall, &c.
Mr. KEAsT.-Who is to s,upply those
particulars?
IVIr. MACKEY.-The Closer Settlement
Board, and the particulars will be sent
home to the Agent-General or other officer
Or officers in London.
.
Mr. BowSER.-Are you going to ass,ist
immigrants on the voyage?
Mr. MACKEY.-Na. At present, as
honorable members know, applicants for
JlIDd have to gCI before a local Land Board.
That idea is embodied in the Bill.
A
local La.nd Board will sit in London or in
mher centres in the old country.
The
Board will cons~st of officers either appointed by fhe Agent-General or by the
Government here. The Board will make recommendations to· the Agent-General or
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other officer appointed for 'the purpose,
. who will act the part of Minister, and his
selection will be final.
Mr. KEAsT.-There will be only one
man to decide the whole thing.
Mr. MACKEY.-We do not confine
this to England. I do not knQiw '~hether
there is any intention of sending an O'fficer
to the Argentine. It might be. represented
that in Scotland or Ireland, or in some
O'ther country, there are a number of settlers, perhaps crofters, anxious to avail
themselves of the Bill, and it would be as
well to be able to send up an officer from
the Agent-General's, Department whO' would
be able to t.a.ke e.vidence on the spot from
the applicants. An applicant, of course,
will have to put down a reasonable fee to
prove his bona fides, and if he is a successful applicant, he 'will have to make a, certain deposit.
If he comes to Victoria
within six mcnths from the time the land
is awarded to him, and determines tQi take
up the land, the money that has been paid
by him will be credited to' him j but he
might say, after s,eeing the land, "I do
not care abO'ut it."
If that is the case
the applicant will be at liberty to selec.:t
sO'me block on another estate, . and if he
does so, the money paid will be credited
to him.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Will he have to go before the Board again?
Mr. :MACKEY.-Not unless he selects
some other block.
Mr. THoMsoN.-If he does not accept
the blQick allotted to him in London will
he, if he applies for another blQick on a
different estate, have to' go before the
Eoard?
Mr. MAJCKEY.-Yes; but the fact that
he was an immigrant, and had already been
given a bl02k, would have great weight
with the Board.
Mr. THoMsoN.-That is a great waste
O'f time.
Mr. MACKEY.-I will point out the
difficultv. Take the case of a man in the
old cotintry who applies fO'r a block of
land, and has the block awarded to him.
That man should not be given the O'ption
when he comes here of selecting any other
block he chooses that is available without
objection being taken.
Mr.KEAsT.-As long- as you put the
price on it makes no difference.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland Ea.st).Our people ought to have their rights,.
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Mr. MACKKY.-I think it may be left
safely, to our Lands officers. They will
give due weight to the fact that a man has
come here on certain representations.
Mr. THOMSON.-Under any conditions
he would only be allowed to select where
other immigrants could select. He would
not be in competition with the local man
at all.
Mr. MACKEY.-The blocks immigrants
may select are to be dealt with in the old
country.
_
Mr. MURRAY.-You allot a block in the
old country, a man gets a full description
of the block. Do you propose when he
comes here, if he is dissatisfied, to give
him the opportunity of applying for
another block?
Mr. MACKEY.-He will h.ave the opportunity of applying for a block, but it
need not be awarded to him. He will
have to take his chance.
Mr. KEAST.-You bring him 16,000
miles and give him no land. He may be
one of forty applicants for the block.
Mr. MACKEY.-A man coming from
the old country who has been awarded a
block can take it. Why does the honorable member say we are bringing a man
16,000 miles and giving him no land?
I
have stated the provisions relating to intending immigrants. Clause 7 merely deals, with
a matter of machinery under the existing
la~v.
Under the previous law, when a
lease is! issued, it is dated back or forward
to certain quarter days in the year. It is
advisable, in the interests of. a settler himself, that his lease should date from the
.
date of issue. . .
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).That is making fixed dates.
Mr. MACKEY.-No; we are unfixing
the dates. The lease is, to date from the
date on which the lease is issued.
The
officers of. the Department tell me that
they wish that done, as it will be more
convenient for the werking of the office.
If there are four fixed days in the veal'
the officers are occupied in .fixing up matters for a fortnight or so .a.fter each of
those dates., and have no time for am'thing else.
.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I think you overlook 'CIne thing. A payment mav be made, and the man have idle
time, as'it were, fcr three or four months
on his, land.
Mr. MACKEY.-The payment becomes
due whether he is idle or not.
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Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).--Leases start at certain periods of the ~-ear
to suit the convenience of cultivators.
Mr. KEAsT.-They have always time
to pay their rent. The trouble sometimes
is to get it.
Mr. MACKEY.-Clause 8 deals merely
with machinery. Clause 9 is, a very important clause. It carries out the principle
I have already indicated of authorizing
the Board to spend on each allotment for
outbuildings, dwelling houses:, and improvements a sum not exceeding £250 out
of the Closer Settlement fund. This will
bring the benefits. of the· system of closer
settlement within reach of the classes of
settlers who cannot obtain the benefits ~o\v.
Mr. THOMSON.-This ought to have
been done from the first.
Mr. MACKEY.-Cl.aiuse 10 is a machinery c1a~se. Section 60 of the principal
Act provIdes that where an estate is purchased, and a portion of the land is unfit
for closer s.ettlement, and therefore there
are no applicants, for it, the Board can
dispose of that portion of the land by
auction or otherwise, after waiting two
years. That is too long. If the land is
obviously unfit for closer settlement, we
propose to give the Board power to dispose of it within twelve months. I consider that could be safelv cut down to SIX
months..
Mr. THOMSON.-Will the £250 be
taken off the value of the land?
Mr. MACKEY.-No. Clause I I merely
prcvides, for those cases where properties
are bought with homesteads upon them.
The clause gives power which does not, unfortunately, exist at present, to dispose of
th<?sehomesteads by auction if neces.sary.
Mr. J. CAMERON' (Gippsland East).When you take the power to sell poor land
why not take power to deal with extremelv
valuable land apart from the homesteads-?
There are other parts that may be c1os.e
to a township.
Mr. ~lACKEY.-At present we have
power to deal with such land, and we are
constantly doing it.
Mr. THOMSON.-I think wh.a.t the honorable member means is that if there is
a big homestead and valuable land, can it
be sold?
Mr. MACKEY.-Clause I I proposes
to 3.110w us to dO' that. Clause 12 provides
that settlers under the old Closer Settlement Acts may come under th~ present
Act. The principal Act provides for that,
J
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but they have to come under it before a
certain date. We propose to allow them
to come under it at any time they please.
I have explained the objects of the Bill.
There are some important principles in the
Bill, and two of the most important are
those relating to immigration, and those
which authorize the Board to s,pend sums
of money on buildings and improvements
on the 'land. Thos,e are two principles
which, I hope, will commend themselves
to the House.
On the moRon of Mr. PRENDERGAST, the debate was adjourned until
next day.
•
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT.
The SPEAKER presented the T.reasurer's Statement of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Consolidated Revenue and
other Moneys for the year ended 30th June,
1906 j accompanied by the Report of the
Auditor-General and by the Documents
specified in the Fifty-first Section of the
Audit Act.
The paper was ordered to be printed.
The SPEAKER.-I have given special
instructions to have this paper circulated at
once as soon as it can be received from the·
printing office.
IMPROVED SMALL HOLDINGS
BILL ..
The House went into CommIttee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion wa5\ resumed 00 clause 4,
which was as follows:(1) Subject to the approval of the Governor it}
Cot:ncil the Minister may acquire for the Crown
(by agreement) any private land in any part of
Victoria, which he considers can ·be adapted under
this Act, for the purposes of husbandry at a P!ice
r'ecommended by him after having taken Ithe
Qpinioll of any officer of the Public Service, and
also of any two or more competent valuers not
being members of the Public Service.
. (2) The cost of acquiring any land for the purposes of this Act shall be paid out of the Fund,

and on Mr. Watt's .amendment to inse.rt
after the word" Crown" the words" compulsorily or"
Mr. MURRAY said he was not quite
clear how many times he had addressed
himself to this sjubject, nor had he a distinct remembrance of what he said on the
previous occasions. His speech, so far.
had been very fragmentary, having had,
already three interruptions. The last time
he attempted to conclude his speech he
reaffirmed his belief in the necessity, if
this measure was to be made a complete
success~ ~f embodying inl' it the principle
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of compulsory acquisition of land. U nderlying all the great problems which confronted statesmen and thinkers, the greatest
problem of all was 'the proprietorship of
land. He was much struck by an article
in the North American Review for June
of this year, containing an expressjpn of
the opiniOon of no less an authority on the
legal position 'Of ownership than the late
Lord Coleridge, a former .Chief Justice of
England. That eminent authority went right
down t'O the very roOot of the question of
the ownership of land. He (Mr. Murray)
thought to read an extract from an addres.s
by Lord Coleridge might be of very great
value in clearing out of the minds, not only
of the laymen, but of the lawyers of this
country, the misconceptions they held a&
to proprietorship in land. A great cry was
heard abcut the thre.atened deprivation by
the people of the private and legal r~ght
to proprietorship in land. This opinion
of Lord Coleridge, which might be accepted as an opinion having great weight,
showed ·upon what a flimsy foundation all
those contentions in favour of the landowner rested. The writer of the article, in
a paragraph before quoting Lord Coleridge's speech, S1aidNor must we be led away by our prejudices as
possessors of property, great or small, to consider as novel, and therefore as alarming, the idea
of submitting to the majority of the voters the
d~cision as to what laws shall regulate the acquisition and disposal of private property j for,
if there was an authority to which a conservative
inquirer upon the subject could safely appeal in
thls matter, it certainly would be that of a Chief
Justice of England, yet here is what Lord Coleridge says : -

Then Lord Coleridge's views were given,
and he (Mr. Murray) woul~ like them published and spread broadcast throughout the
whole of the. Commonwealth. They were
as follows:In the present day, there is nothing perhaps
as to which confusion of thought is greater and
,more mischi~vous than as to property itself-the
idea the principle of property, and as to the
laws' of property, the rules by _w!Iich the practical enjoyment of pr9'perty is to be regulated.
Now, what is the right of property? The end
of property is subsistence. by which end nature
h~s bounded our pretensions to it; hence, in the
state of nature, we cannot take more than we use
nor hold it longer than we live, and are capable
of using it. The manner of acquiring property
in a state of nature is by occupancy-all other
modes of transmittine- or acquiring property are
act., of positive and CIvil law, which laws prevent
th.:: property of the dead from reverting, as It
otherwise would do in a state of nature, to the
common stock. All the complicated and conflicting
systems by which in various civilized countries
the powers of the possessors of. property, even in
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va,rious ways, are now narrowed and now en1::\1 ged, are systems of positive law, and the right
of property has never existed, even in its most
absolute form, without some restriction.
The
right of inheritance, a purely artificial right, has
been at different times and in different countries
very variously dealt with. The same power which
prescribes rules for the possession and descent of
property can of course alter them, for plain absurdities would follow if this were not so; and
the consent of nations and the practice of ages
have long since established this simple truth. It
h.15' been shown from reason and ilpon authority
that that great and beneficent institution of private
property rests only upon the general advantage.
The p:uticu~ar rules by which the enjoyment of
property is regulated differ in every country in
the world, and must rest at last upon one and the
same foundation, the general advantage; and the
defence of any" such law of property must ultimately rest on this, that it inures to the general
adYantage; and in free countries, indeed, I cannot conceive anv law standing on any other basis.
The object of the restrictions placed in England
for many centuries upon powers of settlement
and devise is invariably stated to have been to
prevent mischievous accumulations of property
in a few hands. It seems, indeed, an elementary
preposition that a free people can deal as it think~
fit with its common stock of property, and can
plcscribe to its citizens such rules as it sees fit for
its en iovment, alienation, and transmission.
A
very h'rge coal·owner interfered with a high
hand in one of the coal strikes.
He sent
f:>r the workmen.
He declined to argue,
but
he
said,
stamping
his
foot
upon
the ground, "All the coal within so many
square miles is mine, and if you do not instantly
come to terms not a hundredweight of it shall be
brou!!ht to the surface, and it shall remain unworked." This utterance of his was much discussed at the time. By some it was held up as a
subject of panegyric and a model for imitation;
the manly utterance of one who would stand no
nonsense and who was determined to assert his
rights of property and to tolerate" no interference
with them. By others he was denounced as insolent and brutal, and it was suggested that, if a
few more men said such things and a few men
acted on them, it would very probably result in the
coal·owners having not much right of prop"erty
JPft to be interfered with. I should myself deny
that the mineral treasures placed by Providence
under the soil of a country belong to a handful
of surface proprietors in the sense in which this
gentleman appeared to think that they did. That
a few persons would have a right to agree to shut
the coal mines of Great Britain seems to me, I
must frankly say, unspeakably absurd. The general advantage was in former days absolutely and
~vowed~y regarded, and when rights of private
p~operty interfered with them such rights ~ere
summarily set aside; and, while property itsel:f
was acknowled~ed, the laws of its enjoyment
were regulated :according to what was thought to
be the gener:l.l advantage. All laws of property
must stand upon ,the foot of the general adval1tage, for a country belongs to its inhabitants;
and" in what proportions and by what rules it~ inhabitants are to own its property must be settle<1
by the law; and the moment a fragment of the
people set up rights as inherent in them, and not
fotinded upon the public good, p!ain absurdities
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foUow, for laws of property are like all other
Inws, to be changed when the public good reguires
it. It would be well, indeed, that the owners 9f
property in land or money, from the largest to the
smallest, should recognise that their title to the
enjoyment of it must rest upon the same founda·
tion, and that the mode and measure of their enjoy ment of the common stock of the State, if it
injmes the State, can no more be defended and
will no more be endured by a free people than
any other public mischief or nuisance.

That was the" opinion of the highest legaI
authority of the time upon the rights of
individuals to hold property in land, and
if honorable members chos,e, as they
should, to apply his arguments, which
were sound arguments, to the present position in this country, those who considered
themselves, the champions of individual
rights. of property, and who claimed that
the State had no right in any circumstances
to interfere with those rights, would find
it very difficult to maintain their cause
against th5! arguments of the former Lord
Chief Justice of England. Would compulsory resumption be for the benefit of
the people? Would it lead to the greater
success of this. Bill? He unhesitatingly
said that the keystone of such a measure
as this was to have compulsory resumption.
It would insure success.. The House had
a right to say that. they believed it to be
for the general benefit of the people" of
this State to have the power to take awav
land from men: They did not propose to
confiscate a man's land. That was a nonsensical cry, when the State gave to the
man the full, aye, more than the full,
value. It" was simply absurd nonsens,e to
say that it savouTed of confiscation. The
right was exercised in the interests of the
people. Had it not been recognised even
in .most conservative countries as, a power
whIch the State properly possessed to confiscate, at any rate, a portion of the property of a man? The State might charge
a man with a heavy or light land tax-it
did not alter the fact whether the tax was
heavy or light, for it was only a question of degree-but the fact remained
that it was confiscating for the use of
the State a portion of that man's property.
By compulsory resumption it was not proposed to confiscate anything. It was proposed to give the owners full value for the
land, but the benefits that would arise from
compulsory resumption were obvious. The
Government would not then be 'dependent
on the will of the proprietor ofl the land to
sel!, but they could compel him to sell.
Above the right of the individual the
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interests, of the State stood paramount .and
strong. Individual rights must go to the
wall when it became a question as between
those rights and the welfare, the wellbeing, and the well-doing of the community. By the Bill which they were now
discussing it was proposed to add a large
section to the population of this country,
and the endeavour should be made to help
those people as far as possible. This
should be done in the most business-like
fashioo, so as to leave as little as possible
to chance, and to insure the success of this
measure as much as it was possible to do by
human prevision. The Bill might even fail
to some extent. It might not realize the
most sanguine expectations, but it would
have a much greater chance of doing so if
the compulsory provision were embodied
in it than it would have without it. He
left the people of this State to read and
digest an opinion that would carry more
weight than any other that could be given,
namely, the opinion of Lord Coleridge.
But for the desire to read that oninion to
the Committee he would not have addressed
himself again to this subject.
The CHAIRMAN.-When we were last
dealing with tne Bill an amendment by the
honorable member for Essendon was before
the Chair, namely, to insert after the word
" Crown " . (line 2) the word "com pulsoril y
or." The question is that those words be
inserted in the clause.
Mr. McKENZIE said that when the
amendment was previously before the Committee a very pertinent auestion was put to
the honorable member for Essendon, and
that was as to how he intended to arrive at
the value of the land. So far as he (Mr.
McKenzie) could remember. the honorable
member replied that we had already a system of valuing the land under the Lands
Compensation Act. Well, if ever the Treasurv of this countrv was looted it had been
under that Act. He was a believer in an
effective compulsory clause in connexion
with the taking of land. But he said,
" Save us from such machinerv as we have
under the Lands Comnensation Act." It
was well known that ,vhen the Goulburn
·Weir was initiated the price paid for the
land resumed amounted to a scandal. In
('onnexion with one estate the Government
actually gave far more money for the land
that was resumed than the whole estate
could have been Durchased for nrevious to
this undertakinQ"~
Honorable-· members
wished to avoid' that sort of thing. The
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honorable member for Warrnambool stated
that he wanted to affirm the principle of
compulsory resumption. In that case the
honorable member himself had an opportunity of affirming the principle in connexion with the Closer Settlement Bill, but
in that instance he sacrificed the principle.
That being the case, he (Mr. McKenzie)
really did not !:lee why the Committee
should be asked to include the principle of
compulsory resumption in this minor Bill.
As no such provision had been inserted in
the Closer Settlement Act, honorable members might as well leave the acquisition of
1and under the present Bill to be made by
agreement also. He recognised that under
this Bill land could be resumed by agreement in a satisfactory manner for some
length of time, at any rate. If an effective
form of compulsory taking were introduced
he would support it, but he intended to
vote against the present amendment under
the conditions that existed in connexion
with this Bill.
Mr. WATT said he wished very briefly
to reply to the arguments of the honorable
member for Rodney. That honorable mem-·
ber spoke first of all of the method of
valuation, and alluded to the fact· that
when he (Mr. ·Watt) proposed this amendment some time ago he was asked in what
mode he proposed to value the property
that was compulsorily taken. He might
have said that it should be d.one under the
Lands Compensation Act, but he could not
now remember. At all events, he agreed
with other honorable members that that was
a cumbrous system of valuing land, and
that under that system the State had to pay
far .more 'than it ought to pay. But surely
it was not intended to make the confession
that there was no possibility of devising a
satisfactory scheme of valuing land that
was compulsorily taken. There must be
sufficient know ledge and experience on the
part of honorable members to enable them
to devise a system which would protect the
State and at ·the same time satisfactorily
. protect the man whose land was taken. If
the House affirmed the principle, the machinery necessary to carry it out would
have to be provided by the .Government.
His amendment appeared in the baldest
possible terms, but in a subsequent new
clause, of which he had given notice, an
indication was given as to the time which
should elanse before land was compulsorily
faken. That clause was taken rougnTy
from the present Act. The present pro~
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VIS10ns as to lands compensation were defective, but it was possible to make them
effective for the present purpose, so that
the bogy raised by' the honorable member
for Rodney as to unsatisfactory valuations
might be put on Vile side. ' As to the honorable member's other argument that this
principle of compulsory resumption was not
embodied in the Closer Settlement Act,
and, therefore, should not be introduced
into this Bill, the experience that had been
obtained in connexion with the Closer
Settlement Act rendered the affirmation of
the principle necessary in connexien with
the measure new before the Committee.
The henorable member f0r Warrnambool
was the Minister who introduced the Closer
Settlement Bill, and carried it through, but
at that time the honorable member did not
k"IloW what the experience under that measure was likelv to be. But every man who
kept his eyes open in this country must be
firmly convince'd that the principle of compulsory taking must be adOpted if it was
intended to pursue the present policy of
land resumption much further. The Board
under the Closer Settlement Act had· done
their level best, but they had been driven
to take land that was not so suitable for
their purposes as other land in the same
districts which \vas not offered to them.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-:-They would
not give the prices that could be obtained
outside.
Mr. WATT said it was true that, in a
number of cases, land was offered to the
Board and refused, and afterwards the
same land was purchased by other people
at higher prices.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-In
everv case.
]\1r. WATT said it was not so in every
case, because that point could not be tested
with respect to the land that had been
'taken by the Board. Hmvever, criticisms
of that kind were undesirable, . and were
likely to prejudice estates that had been
purchased by the Government. In the case
of the Overnewton estate, for instance, the
manner in which that Durchase had been
condemned bv one of the newspapers had
done it a good deal of harm, although, as a
matter of fact, it was one of the best and
cheapest estates that had been acquired.
Mr. T'HoMSON.-Nothing of the kind.
The Walmer and Strathkellar estates are
'the best.
Mr. WATT said the honorable member
was more familiar with these estates than
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he (Mr. Watt) was, but, speaking of the
estates nearer Melbourne, he considered
that the purchase of Overnewten was thoroughl y satisf1actory.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It was "ery
cheap.
1\1r. WATT said it was exceptionall y
cheap. The honorable member for Dandenong had recently sold land of the .same
character in that district at ~ much hIgher
price. The experience already obtained
prm'ed conclusively that the Closer Settlement Board wanted more machinery and
greater puwers in order to obtain the best
land for their purpeses. Without in any
way depreciating the value of the work
done by the Board, it could be seen that the
Board had carried out its work under extremelv difficult conditions.
Mr: MURRAY.-They ask in their report
for larger pewers.
1\1r. WATT said it spoke volumes for the
Board that they had done much better work
than had been done in New Zealand under
much more favorable conditions, and ",i·th
better f,acilities. They had acquired much
more land per month and per head of the
population than had been done in New
Zealand, although we had such a slow-moving Act in Victoria. If we had the same
Act as the New Zealand Act, or anything
approaching it, whereby the State could
reach out and obtain land under proper
conditions, he ventured to say that we
would have settled deuble the number of
men during the time the Act had been in
operation.
Mr. BOWSER.-The conditions in New
Zealand are different.
Mr. WATT said he had alreadv stated
that the conditions were different.
Not
only that, but the average price per acre
'that was paid for the land in New Zealand
was a great deal less than the average price
paid for resumed land in Victoria. He believed that if we had an unimproved land
tax in conjunction with the compulsery resum.ption of land, the system would eperate
just as well here as it did in New Zealand.
Until that was got he did not see how we
could expect the owner to value his own
land. If there was placed on him the penalt~T of paying taxation on his own value,
and his land was rendered liable to resumptien, then there would be a leverage evel
him that would prevent either over or undel
valuation.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That is the secret of
success in New Zealand.
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Mr. WATT said it was the secret to the
stimulus of the first land settlement there.
It was necessary to start somewhere, and
the start could not be more satisfactorily
made than in connexion with the Improved
He trusted the
Small Holdings Bill.
Minister would consider the advisability of
trying this experiment in connexion \vith
the Improved Small, Holdings Bill. If it
,rere asked for in connexion with the larger
question, the objection might be raised that
it would cost too much j it would frighten
the land-owners, and exercise a jeopardizing
influence on land titles. Arguments of that
kind had been used in New Zealand and
elsewhere, but such an arg.ument could not
be used in regard to a proposal that did not
take large areas of land at once. He knew
of a case in the district of Glenelg, where
there was a large estate running close up
to the township, which the owner would not
sell, so that the settlement of the township
was absolutely stopped. 'The local people,
who were willing to give a fair price for the
land, and even more than it was worth,
were not given an opportunity to purchase
it. In such aJ case, if the Board, or whoever WillS to administer the Act, could go
and compulsorily take that estate, the
natural extension of the township would be
permitted. There were ~any othe.r cases,
and there was one case m the MIdlands,
surrounded by fertile country in three dis-'
triets, and hemmed in by large estates,
where the owners put an exorbitant market
value on the land, and the State could not
purchase it. The progress of that district
was being stopped. One of the most intelligent young farmers in that district told
him that he knew thirty or forty men borr~
in the district, and reared on adjaoent
farms, who would have to leave the district if they could not get land there j they
knew the distrkt and the climate, and would
prefer to settle there, but if they cou.ld not
they would. have to go to northern latItud~.
He ,,\"rus qUIte sure that the longer the Mmistry. thought about this matt.e:: the more
convmced they would be that It was necessary t? take the step for compulsory resumptIon.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he was very glad
th~ honorable member for Essen?on :dmltted that compulsory purchase m New
Zealand had been a success.
He (Mr.
Outtrim) would have been pleased if the
Minister of Lands had brought down a report from the Closer Settlement Board, so
that honorable members might know what
difficulties the Board had encountered in
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acquiring land. To make a success of the
closer settlement policy ,it was necessary
to get the land-not that people wanted to
get rid of, but the land they did not want
to get rid of. That was the kind of land
that was wanted, even if a high price had
to be paid for it, and the o\vners would
then lase nothing. Anyone could have the
suit of clothes he was wearing for a suitable
price, and he would very soon get another
suit. It was necessary to secure land in
specially selected parts of the country to
make a success of clo!er settlement. He
would guarantee, from his knowledge of
the Board, that if members had a report
from them it, would disclose the fact that
they had had the greatest difficulty in getting land. People were naturally selfish,
and a; man who owned a good bit of land
did not want to sell it. When the Government wished to settle people on the land,
it was their bounden duty to offer them
onlv such land as they could make a living
on. The hunger for land had been so
keen that men had settled in places where
it took a life-time to clear the land and
settle their families.
They spent every
penny they had on the land.
In one 10calitv, at Donald's Track, he saw in the
vall~v four women and two men using the
axe, trying to clear away the enormous
timber on the land. The man who took
. up the land ~ent on it with £,300 j the
whole of it disappeared, with the result
that the women had to help in clearing.
He heard that it was contemplated to throw
open for selection some heavily timbered
land but that, of course, had nothing, to
do '~ith the ,elmer Settlement Board. It
would be a step in the right direction in
the matter of closer settlement if scores
of men could be olaced on land that was
now occupied by· only one man.
That
would be a move in the right direction. If
the honorable member for Rodney was a
thorough believer in closer settlement, he
should do his best to bring it about. Every
one was acquainted with the valuations of
the past, .and every one who had taken the
trouble to inquire must know how the State
had paid for land under the Lands Compensation Act. Land had been purchased
for railway construction at four and five
times its proper value.
,.
Mr. I~EOGH.-Wa:s that by complusory
purchase.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Yes. Unfortunately,
the machinery had been of such a character
under that Act that all sorts of facts had
J

J
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been taken into consideration.
He had
seen land worth only £4 for which £50
an acre had been paid for railway purposes. That sort of thing would not do
for closer settlement.
:Mr. ;\IcKENZIE.-The same thing will
happen with the same machinery.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he would not have
~he same machinery.
Surely members had
brains enough to make machinery to secure
the purchase of land at a fair price. He
was certain that the honorable member for
E!ssendon was correct' -in saying that unless
we had compulsory purchase. the Closer
Settlement Act would be a frulme. There
was no need to recite what had happened
in connexion with land settlement in this
State. In the Beech Forest district from
£10,000,000 to £15,000,000 wo~h of
timber had been rung and destroyed, and
the people had fled from the land as from
a plague. It was a disg.race to place people
on land knowing that it was impossible for
them to make a living on it. He would
:sooner see the Hill postponed for another
year than pass without liaving in .it a p~o
vision for compulsory purchase. The M1l1ister should see if arrangements could not
be made by the Government to amend the
Act so that the valuations would be fair to
seller and buyer alike. If the honorable
gentleman could see his way clear. to include such a provision in the BIll, We
would have grand settlement going on, and
the Bill would be one of the best ever
passed.
Mr. DO'VNWARD sa-id that, whatever
might be the value of compulsory purchase
in making it possible to secure better settlelnent, members could not be expected to
vote for a bald statement like that contained in the amendment.
It would be
concluded, if the amendment were accepted,
that all those who had 390 or 40'0 acres of
land would have their homes taken from
them for closer settlement purposes.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-No one wants to do that.
Mr. DOWNWARD said the amendment
would make that possible.
Under t:he
Closer Settlement Act, £10,000 worth of
land had been fixed as the aIpount that
could be retained.
It would not do to
unsettle people in the country, who at.tached
great value to their homes, and dId not
want to part with them under any circumstances.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-No one wants to do that.
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Mr. DOWNWARD.-No; but it might
occur tinder the- amendment. If it were
decided to introduce a provision for compulsorv purchase, the limitahons would
have to be mentioned. He would like to
see a provision for compulsory resumption,
not that he believed it would achieve what
was expected of it; but to make a success
of settlement it was necessary to remove
all the difficulties in the way, and the imaginary difficulties also. If it were thought
that the absence of compulsory purchase
was a serioD'S difficulty in the way of effecting settlement, and it was really only an
imacinary difficulty, the sooner that wa::,.
mad~ apparent, by including the provision
in the Bill, the better it would be.
He
would not sav that it was wholly and solely
imaginary. He believed there were somt;
cases where land that was not in the maJ;ket
at all was very suitable ~or closer settl~
ment and that it was desuable to make It
ava·il~ble for that purpose.
He referred
particularly to large agricultural areas. of
O"ood land in the vicinity of townshIps.
The want of settlement in such cases prevented the development of those townships,
but those were the only aJdvantages he saw.
The real lion in the path\ was the fact that
the market price was so high that it was
difficult for a man with little or no capital
to acquire the land and make a success of
it. Men were willing to give a price for
good lc~nd that would not leave more than
3 per cent., and sometimes only 2 per cent.,
as a return for the investment.
They
would turn it to the best account.- Under
our Closer Settlement Act land could not
be got on those terms at all.. A man must
earn 6 per cent. to keep hIS engagement~
to the Government, and then he had to live.
One reason why it was very difficult to get
land at a price that would enabl~ people ~o
hold it successfully was the lDcrease 111
price that had supervened for whea~ a.nd
wool. In addition to that, the conVIctIon
had got into the minds of the people that
the present prices had come to stay, and
that we would never again see wheat at
IS. 6d. a bushel.
Large new districts in
America, Australia, and New Zealand had
been opened up, facilities had been afforded
for bringing the produce to market, and
the markets had been glutted until wool
went down to 4d., whereas it now sold at
J s.
That was; the difference ·in price he
had
obta-ined
himself
between
the
period he referred to and sales this
season.
Population had increased 10
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all those countries, and principally in
America,
and
now
apparently
the
demand had overtaken the production.
T'here were no new vast are~s to occupy,
and the increase of population was still
going on, while there was no increase in
the quantity of land. It was now likely
that production would fall short of what
was required, and that that would keep
up prices. Honorable members knew that
under a compulsory provis,ion land would
not be got at less than its market value.
Am' man knew from what had been exrerlenced in connexion with arbitration,
that th.at was the case. The market value
of th'e land WQuid have to be paid. With
regard to the compulsory provision that we
had under the Lands Acquisition Act, we
know that it has led to enormous prices
being paid. Why, in many cases, did the
Railway Department not take advantage
of the Arbitration Court? It was because
they found from experience that the sympathy 'Of the jury wa~ always with the individual.
Mr. WATT.-It was the same with the
Local Option Court.
The Government
were slated every time.
Mr. DOWNWARD said honorable
members knew what occurred in North
Melbourne in· connexion with the local option poll. Directly you took a thing compulsorily you had to pay the very outside
market value. Under the Closer Settlement Act there was a provis,ion by which
land could be ta:ken compulsorily, and it
had n6t been availed of. Why was that?
It was for the reas'On that the experience
in New Zealand, where they had taken
very few estates under compuls.ory provisions, had been that where they had taken
them under those provisions they had not
got them one whit cheaper than the price
they would have been able to arrange under
private contract.
l\Ir. COLECHIN.-YOU know verv well,
now that the compulsory resumption ~rc.
vision is there, it has made a great difference.
::\fr. DOWNWARD said he was not opposed to compulsory res.umption providing
a Bill was brought in to amend the whole
of our Land Settlement Acts,. and the
House decided what value a man might
possess in land without having to give it
up j but he objected to a ba'ld amendment
under which the Land Settlement Board
could say to a man with 200 or 300 acres,
"We want that for closer settlement."
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Mr. WATT.--The machmery must follow
this.
Mr. DO,"VNWARD said it was desirable that the principle should be affirmed
in connexion with a Bill of far more
importance than this Bill. If the honorable member introduced a Bill for the purpDse of amending the whole of our land
s;ettlement provisions, with a proposal for
compulsory purchase, he (Mr. Downward)
would not have the slightest objection to
it, for the reasons which he had given-not
that he felt very hopeful that it would result in a large increase of s.ettlement under
more advantageous circumstances for those
whom we desired to settle on the land.
The difficulties in the way were real, and
were not to be got over by any Act of Parliament. The difficulties lay in the fact
that the good lands" which were the very
lands we required for settlement, were
lands for which enormous prices were
asked, and there were men ready in the
open market to buy those lands, even
although they might make only '2 or 3
per cent. 'Of a return. When the State was
in competition with that kind of thing it
was difficult indeed for the Land Settlement Board, or the Board administering
the Improved Small Holdings Bill, to acquire land under circumstances and at a
price that would be advantageous to the
settlers who were to go on it. Those we.re
the difficulties,. While he could not vote
for this. amendment under those circum·
stances, it was not because he was not prepared to see a provision for compulsory
purchase .adopted. He thought it would
have this effect: In some districts it
was very desirable that land in the
vicinity of settlement, and owned by
persons who did not want to sell,
should perhaps be made available,
and such a provision would also enable
trustees who desired to sell, but who, under
the will, had no power to do so, to dispose of that land to the .Government. as
was done in New Zealand. We now had
power under the Act to resume compulsorily, and he did not know why it had
not been exercised. If it had been exercised we should' have s.een whether it was
a fact that we could obtain an estate under
those . provisions at a lower rate than it
could be obtained by treating privately
with the owners of the ·land. He did not
think th.at any owner of land did not know
the value of his land, and as the owner
was amply protected by the common law,
the market value would have to be 'given
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for it. It was not possible to get goed
land very cheap at the present time. ~ He
knew l.and in different parts of the country
purchased by men alongs,ide at a rate that
made it extremely improbable that they
would get even 2 per cent. return upon
their investment.
He would give the
Chamber an illustration of this. In Gippsland, in the vicinity of Poowong and Yannathan, and other places, there was land of
excellent quality, and there were farmers'
sons there who desired to get that land,
and there were well-to-do farmers who desired to ebta-in that land for their sons.
These men went to the sales of the few
pre-pertiesl that were put up. It 'was an
absolute fact that these farmers, who knew
fully what that land was, capable of producing, and who knew its value, and who
dso wanted the land for their sons, were
afraid to give the price that it was sold
at by auction. Was not that ample evidence that the most experienced men, who
were prepared to buy the land for their
sens, saw that it was not safe for them to
give the price the land was bringing? In
thos~ cases there was no shortage of capital, and no lack of experience, and ample
means were there for the purpose of turning that land to the very best possible account. That was not the case, unfortunately, with many of the men who bought
under the Closer Settlement Act, or who
would buy 'under the Improved Small
Holdings scheme.
They were often men
without the necessary, experience and capital to tum that land to the very best advantage, and yet we saw men w'ith capital
and experience afraid to give the prices
that the land went for at auction, because
the land went up to £20 or £25 or £30
an acre.
These experienced men, were
afraid to give such prices. That was, the
lion in the path. That was the difficulty
in connexion with closer settlement. The
men whom he had described, on leaving
the sale, would express the opinion that
the buyer would not get 2 per cent. on his
investment, and under the Closer Settlement Act and the Improved Small Holdings Bill a man would have to find 6 flE-r
rent. before he would get anything for
himself. That was the diffic'ulty in the
way. While he was not opposed to a compulsory provis,ion being applied generally
to the Closer Settlement Act and the Improved SmaH Holdings Bill he could not
vote for an amendment like this, which
would have a disturbing effect on the minds
of land-owners.
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Mr. THOMSON remarked that the
honorable member for Essendon, in his references to the amount spent in connexion
with the land, omitted to state the more
favorable conditions under which the settlers procured the land in New Zealand
th.an under the existing Act here.
The
honorable member must know that in New
Zealand a man was not prevented from obtaining a large area of land, while here a
man was bound down to £1,500 worth. In
New Zealand a person wag, allowed tc take
up lana that was suitable for grazing, and
,,"as given a sufficient quantity to make a
living bv grazing without having to go in
for agriculture.
The Land Settlement
Board, in their report, had alluded to this
particular diffj.culty, and stated that a number of esta tes which were offered to them
were only suitable for grazing. The Board
were unable to purchase these for s,ettle"
ment, for the simple reaspn that people
were limited under the Act to £ 1,500
worth of land, which was not sufficient to
be used for grazing sheep, and to make
a living. He had expected that when the
Minister brought 'in his amending Bill, he
would h.a'Ve raised the amount to £2,500
or £3,000, but the honorable gentleman
had evidently not thought fit to take that
step. He (Mr. Thomson) intended to try
to get the amount increased. He thought
it only fair to those who lived in the
outlying ,parts" where they had inferior
land, and whe.re there were farmers who
had brought up large families,~ that these
people should have an opportunity of acquiring this, inferior land, ~nd having an
extended area upon which to graze sheep,
which was the only use the land was suitable for.
Mr. WATT.-This is an Improved Small
Holdings Bill.
Mr. THOMSON said he was aware of
th.a-t., He was not making any mistake.
There was another alteration he would like
to see adopted, and that was to allow a
more extended term in connexion with the
first payments. He would have liked to
s,ee that provision' introduced in this measure. He (Mr. Thomson) w,as not against
compulsory taking if it was limited under
certain conditions. When the Closer Settlement Bill was going through the House
he moved that the compulsory clause should
apply to certain estates" such as those
held" by absentees or trustees, and if th~t
had been cauied, it would have met a
great deal of the difficultv that had been
experienced.
He thought he krlew as
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much about closer settlement as most han·
orable members, and he believed that the
estates in connexion with which there
had been any trouble
were those
which were under trustees, who, III
many cases, asked too big a price.
It was absurd to say that sufficient land
could not be secured in the State at a:
fair price to settle the people. Honorable
members knew perfectly ,veIl that the
Board had refused over and over again
properties that had been offered to them at
a very fair price.
Honorable members
knew, in many cases, these properties had
afterwards been bought by men for small
holdings, who, perhaps, could nvt obtain
.the same conditions the Government could
get. The settlers on these lands received
favorable conditions, and were going on
and doing well. He did nvt think there
was anything in the argument that it was
necessary to introduce compulsory purchase
in regard to small holdings. In the future
it might be necessary to introduce compulsory purchase. If it was found that estates
were being held bv individuals which
should be subdivided; the State would be
justified in taking those lands compulsorily.
He believed it would be found that in the
fu'ture it would be necessary to bring in
compulsory purchase, but the time was not
ripe for it yet. Even the House of Commons had not been afraid of compulsory
purchase.
They had resumed immense
areas of land in Ireland cOI}1pulsorily, and
he prophesied that' they would have to' do
the same thing in Scotland and England in
the future.
Immense areas had been
bought up in those countries by multimillionaires, and had been turned into deer
parks and shooting parks. It was never intended that the land shou1d be used in tnat
way, and the British Government w0uld do
right in resuming that land and settling the
people on it. But the time was not ripe
here for that sort of thing. There was any
amount of land available at fair prices.
Under those circumstances, what necessity
was there for compulsory purchase?
" Compulsvry purchase" 'had a nasty
sound. No Britisher liked compulsion.
Even the sound of it was sufficient. He
'did not see why it should be introduced
when it could be proved that the Closer
Settlement Board had had anv amount vf
properties offered to them at ~ fair price.
He would have liked the Government to
have given some information' as to what was
fo be done WIth Crown 1ands. Nut onlv
did Ministers of Lands say every year that
Mr. Thomson.
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there were immense areas of! Crown lands
suitable for closer settlement, but the press
also said the same thing. If that was, the
case the Government should h.and the Crown
land over to the people wh0 wished to
settle on it free of cost. What the State
received as the fee-simple for Crown lands
was a mere bagatelle. Where the State had
not improved Crown lands the lands should
be handed over to the people to cultivate
free of charge, as was done in Canada, and
if a man cultivated the land he should have
the Crown grant free of cost.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How much
would you hand over?
Mr. THOMSON said he would do what·
he was advocating if he was Minister of
Lands. Where the State had had to pay
money to resume lands and to make them
fit for people tv live on the Government
were justified in d1arging for the lands. If
the Government were put to expense in resuming land they would be quite justified
in charging the men taking up the land the
amount of money expended on it to make it
habitable, but if the Government did not
spend money, and had Crown land that was
nvt being used, that Crown land should be
handed over free of charge. The first
charge on the land was really nothing. r;:
was. what was got from the produce of the
land that bad to be considered. He thought
Mr. Seddon said that every farmer put on
the land was worth £300 to the State. If
every farmer was worth :f.300 tv the State,
surely when the State gave a man 300 acres
of land there was sufficient return to the
State. One of the most solid reasons fOr
the Closer Settlement Board not having
purchased a number of estates was the system of valuation: To him it appeared that
the names vf the valuers were put in a .hat,
and the one whose n.a;me was drawn out
first was sent up to the district.
Mr. KEAST.-That is not fair.
Mr. THOMSON said it appeared to him
that that must be the case. A Gippsland
man was sent to the Western District, and
a Western District man was sent to Gippsland. That was an entirely wrong thing
to do. There should be 'a number of
valuers appointed to do the wvrk of the
Board, and that work alone. He did not
say the pr~sent valuers were not competent
men in their own districts, but many of the
men were grazing valuers. They only knew
the grazing value of land. They did not
know the value of land under intense cul-.
ture. What he complained of, was that a
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grazing valuer was sent out to value agticultural land. That valuer might be quite
competent in his own line, but he was useless when valuing a property for closer
settlement purposes. He did not know the
conditions that must be taken int0 consideration. A grazing valuer would not take
into consideration in an estate where there
would be fifty allo"tments whether there
was a rise on which each holder of an
al10tment c0uld erect his home. All these
things _~vere . important. A man thorough 1y
up to the needs of closer settlement would
not only yalue the land at its value as argicultural property, but would also see that
the settler should haye a good piece vf
country for his home. :JIany a farmer had
been driven off his holding through having
to put his homestead in a wretched quagmire. A man of experience would at once
see the drawbacks In connexion with am·
estate. He (I\h. Thvmson) thought it would
be a big mistake to introduce compulsory
purchase into the Bill. He supposed that if
compulsory purchase was carried the Government would not go on with the measure. The Bill was one which had been required for a great many years, and he was
very anxi0us that it should become law.
The measure should have been introduced
years ago, so that the people would have
had an opportunity 0f acquiring small holdings. There were numbers of cases in countrv districts where men who had obtained
a 'small piece of land which they could cultivate had become larger farmers. The
~hances were that if, those men had not got
the land in the first instance their sons
would have become tradesmen vr labourers
about the cities. What was wanted was to
bring the people from the cities on to the
land. If the Bill was Dassed and carried
out properly it would do what honorable
members asked it to d0, and that was to
take the people out of the towns and settle
them on country lands.
Mr. KEOGH said while there were thousands of acres of Crown lands, and it only
required roads and railways to be made into
them to open them up, why should the
lands of private individuals be taken away
from them? The honorable member for
Marvborough had pointed out that when
the State took private land for railway purposes the owners were paid, perhaps, 25 or
50 per cent. too much.
.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-In many cases.
not say in all cases.

I do
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Mr. KEOGH said he quite agreed with
the honorable member.
That occurred
under a system of. arbitration. If the State
was going in for c0mpulsory resumption
the land must either be taken at the Government valuation or the matter must be
referred to arbitration. He did not think
the country would stand land being taken at
the Government valuation.
Mr. SMITH.-How about taking it at the
municipal valuation?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-In New Zealand they
took it at a man's own valuation, adding
10 per cent. to it.
Mr. KEOGH said certainlv that was
done in New Zealand, and how many
estates had been taken in that way? Only
three altogether, because it did not pay the
Government.
~
Mr. OUTTRIM.-As manv as they wanted.
?\ir. KEOGH.-Yes. The Government
found it was too dear a sYstem, and they
had to give it up.
-'
Mr. OUTTRIM.-They have not given it
up yet.
Mr. SMITH.-There is a steadying influence by reason of the land tax there.
Mr. KEOGH said that was a different
question altogether.
Mr. SMITH.--The two things work in
conjunction.
Mr. KEOGH said what he thought operated against the State getting land at the
proper valuation was that under the Closer
Settlement Act there were such limitations.
The only people who could buv land were
the people who were to reside 'on it. The
land was not thrown open to the general
public. The honorable member for Essendon mentioned the Overnewton estate. He
(Mr. Keogh) thought the honorable member
would bear him out in saving- th::Jt jf N'o1)le
had n01: been compelled - to - reside on that
estate it would have gone off much more
quickly than it did.
Mr. WATT.-Like hot cakes.
Mr. KEOGH said the Closer Settlement
Board were under a disadvantage. They
must buy land che~per than a syndicate
would which wished to cut up the land.
A syndicate could sell to all the people who
wanted land, and the Closer Settlement
.Board only to people who would reside on
the land.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).And they can onlv sell to people who have
no land.
Mr. KEOGH said he did not think the
time had COme for compulsory purchase,
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seeing that there were such immense areas
of Crown land that could be made use 01:
Mr. OUTTRIM.-No land ought to be
taken that is not absolutely suitable for
small holdings.
Mr. KEOGH said that was so. The only
p01nt he could see in favour of compulsory
purchase was that the Government might
desire to obtain a particular block of land.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
was in a somewhat difficult posItIon.
He had always been in favour of the principle of compulsory purchase.
Mr. BENT.-We have not tried our compulsory purchase system yet.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
when the Closer Settlement Bill was before
the House in the sess:ion before last he
was a strong supporter of the compulsory
purchase principle. His difficulty, and he
was· afraid the difficulty of several other
honorable members, was thi's: When this
Bill was before the Chamber on a: previous
occasion the honorable member for Warrnambool retired from the Cabinet over this
question of compulsory purchase.
1\1r. BENT.-Not o~· this Bill; it was on
the Improved Small Holdings Rill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
this Bill was the Improved Small Holdings Bill. It wa'S clear, from what' transpired on that occasion, that the Government would not then go on with the Bill
if an amendment such as that outlined bv
the honorable member for Essen.Jon aBC!
the honorable member for Stawell was persevered with. H by any chnnce thi-; mensure was dropped-and it was a very good
little measure-'what a diiIicult position he
and several oth~r honorable members would
be placed in! He wanted to see the experiment tried; but if the Govt'rnment
dropped this Bill, it would be certainly
another twelve months before any measure
of this character could be placed on tht
statute-wok. From his knowledge of th{~
views of many of his constituents, he kne\'~
it would be a bitter di.sappointment to them
if this measure wa's lost. They, like himself, would like to see it on aJ larger scale j
but, like himself, they would not like to
see it lost bv any chance. It was only due:
to the Committee that they should have a
statement of the pos·ition the Government intended to assume towards this amendment.
The ,Committee would then know exactly
where they were, and could go straight to
business. If the Ministrv han made up
their minds as to the attitude fhey were
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going to assume, he and other honorable
members would be better able to define
their attitude. Personally, he would like
to g.et the principle of compulsory purcha'se
affirmed, but he did not want to lose this
Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE observed that, perhaps, it W3:S just as well to reply t(J tht
honorable member for Allandale, and to
s.ay that the Government were determined
to withdra~v the Bill if the compuhory purchase amendment was insisteduuon. The
Government were not ~igainst ~ompu1sory
purchase if it wa:s required; but to say
that compul-sory purchase was necessary
for the success either of the Closer Settlement Act or the Improved Small Holdings
Bill was beginning with a fallacy. It had
not been proved .vet ~hat compulsory purchase was nece·;sary. He was not against
compulsory purchase if it was !1eceSSary.
He would be the first one to vote for it -if
the Closer Settlement Board said they had
got no estates, or were unable to carry out
the Act with which they were intrusted
unless they had compulso;y purchase. But
the Government could not say, and no member of the House could say, that closer
settlement had been a fa·ilure because compulsory purchase was not in the Act. The
Government of New Zealand never thought
of introducing compulsory purchase till
they were frustrated in the acquisition of
an estate. They went along merrily for
some time, and it was only when an absentee in England absolutely refused even
to answer their letters that Mr. Seddon
said, "I will compel him to answer my
letters and corne to terms."
That wa's
really the introduction of compulsory purchase.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Do you say that wa~
1\1r. Seddon's only .reason?
.
1\1r. SWINBURNE sa·id it was the primary reason why compulsory purchase was
introduced into New Zealand.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - That is not altogether correct, because it was an amendment of the compulsory purcha:se sections
made at that period to reach this man who
avoided service.
Mr. SWINBURKE said the Government were very anxiuus indeed to get this
Bill through. They went to a lot of trouble
in studying the Denmark law and the English Agricultural Small Holdings Act, and
they felt certain that this Bill would be an
immense boon to the poorer classes of the
community. It was about two years ago
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that he happened to say at a meeting at
Ke'W that he would be quite in favour of
buying a piece of land and putting a man
on it with his house and stock, ~o give him
an equal opportunity and start in life. He
would be exceedingly disappointed, therefore, if this Bill was frustrated in any way
by an attempt to force the Government into
accepting a compulsory purchase clause,
which they were unable to do for many
reasons at the present time. This Bill was
exceedingly urgent, and he asked the Committee to pass it with the least possible
delay ,in its present form.
J\.fr. GRAY said it was hardly necessary
for the Minister of Water Supply to point
out 'So emphatically that he was in favour
of compulsory resumption.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I said if it was necessary.
Mr. GRAY said this declaration by the
honorable gentleman was hardly necessary,
hecause, when the Licensing -Bill. - was be·
fore the House on a previous occas-ion, the
honorable gentleman infomled the Chamber
that he \yas quite prepared to take away
the whole of the monopoly of land, or, in
other words, that he would out-Herod
Herod, so far as Socialism was concerned,
by taking away land from people who had
already bought it from the State, and payjng. them only for the improvements that
were on it, and the exact amount they paid
for the land.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I never said that.
1\Jr. GRAY said the greater number of
those honorable members who were present
understood the Minister of Water Supply
to say what he had just stated. He (Mr.
Gray) was not prepared to vote for the
amendment to embody compulsory resumption in ·this Bill, because even in the Closer
Settlement Act - and honorable members
had addressed themc;;elves principally to the
acquisition of land for the purposes of that
Act, and not necessarilv for this Bill there was afforded in section 29 a very easy
way of acquiring land. If it was desired
to resume land compulsorily for closer settlement under tbat Act, two arbitrators
could be appointed, and thev would ap~
point an umpire, who was to be a Judge
of the Supreme Court. That :seemed an
easy and accessible way.
Mr. -WATT.-That is not the way you
have to do it under the Closer Settlement
Act. You have to get a resolution passed
by both Houses.Session 1906-[II7J
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Mr. GRAY said it was just as easy to get
'such a resolution passed by both Houses as
to get this amendment through another place
now.
Mr. BENT .-Much easier.
:Jlr. WATT.-It used to take many dayfl
to get a motion even for voluntary purchase
through another place.
Mr. GRAY said he listened _with some
interest to the quotation' read by the honorable member for Warrnamboo], from the
Nortlt Al1'llerican Review.
Probably it
woulq, be presumptuous for him to diffeI
with such an authority as Lord Coleridge,
but that g.entleman no doubt had a limited
horizon so far as concerned the question of
compulsory resumption, and no doubt
looked at the matter from the point of view
of his environment.
Mr. SWI::-JBURNE. - He did not mention
anything about compulsory resumption. His
view was simply a question that all laws
should be for the general advantage.
Mr. ·GRAY said in England and Wales,
which probably comprised Lord Coleridge's
horizon on this'matter, there were 586 persons to the square mile, as against onl}
thirteen to the square mile in Victoria. This
State had not arrived yet at the stage that it
required' a compulsory resumption clause to
be put into this Bill. Compulsory resumption had been embodied in the Closer Settlement Act, and he saw no occasion at preHe insent to accept this amendment.
tended to vote against it.
Mr. SMITH said he could make nothing
at all out of the statement of the Minister
of Water Supply.
The Minister argued
that the c'Ompulsory purchase pr-inciplt
would be ineffective. If so, he could not
see why the Government should make it avital question, seeing. that it would not bind
them down to any cuurse of action detrimental to them as a Ministry. The honorable gentleman also said the Government
would withdraw the Bill if the amendment
was carried: Such threats would be called
in ordinary parlance whip-cracking.
ATT .-It is the iron hand coming
Mr.
back again.
Mr. SMITH said the chief object of
giving power of compulsory purchase to an}
Board was that the Board could 'Obtain land
just where they wanted it, and even jf the
closer settlement 'sYstem in this State had
been effective without compulsory purchase
up to the present, there could certainly be
no harm in having the principle embodied

'iV
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in law, in the event of conditions transMr. SMITH said the writer of this
piring in which it would be necessaTY to article statedcall it into use. Reference had been madf'
There are in my judgment two reasons for the
to the small holdings system in the old failure of the Small Holdings Act of 1892.
countrv. He held in his hand T Ite Eco- Firstly, there are no compulsory powers. The
1~omic -] ournal for June of this year, con- county council may decide there is a genuine deIhG.nd· for small ho~dings, and then find it is pretaining an article by, Mr. R. Winfrey, vrnted from satisfying that demand, because no
~l. P., on that very subject, 'which began land is obtainable by the voluntary method 'of
acquisition.
thus : In the yea~ 1890 a Select Committee was ap- The day might come when our Closer
pClinted to inquire into the facilities which Settlement Board would find itself in
exist for the creation of small holdings in land
exact! y the same position as the county
in Great Britain i whether, either in connexion
with an improved system of local government or councils in England, namely, that there
othc-rwise those facilities might be extended; were no voluntary offers of suitable land.
whether in recent years there had been any dimi.
Mr. WATT .-But because that is true in
nution in the number of small owners and cultiEngland
it does not follow that it is true in
vators of the soil i and whether there was any
evidence to show that such diminution was due Australia. It might be totally untrue here.
Mr. SMITH said that; so far as he could
to le~is1ation." The result of that inquiry was
a strong and unanimous expression of opinion see, the conditions that prevailed in Vic"that the extension of the system of small hold- toria were very much the same as in Engings was a matter of national importance, that it
\Va:> desiraiJle in the interests of the rural popu- land. The writer of this article said that
)ation, to whom it offered the best incentive to the Act had been a failure in England beindustry and thrift, and that it was calculated cause of the absence of compulsory power.
to add to the security of property' by increasing
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Under ,the pre·sent Bill
the number of persons directly interested in the
soil." "It wouI"a undoubtedly," the committee'., the land will be purchased by, the Minister
report continued, "tend to raise, the character of of Lands.
the labouring class and to stay that migration from
Mr. SMITH said he understood that the
the country to the towns which had already caused process to be followed was verY' much the
some deterioration of ~he rural population 1 and
had led to what had been described as the 'sur- same in both cases.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes; but in England
vival of the fittest.' "
A", a direct outcome of that report the Small the countv councils had to borrow the
Holdings Act of 1892 was passed. Fourteen years money from the Government, and .in nearly
have elapsed since it \vas placed on the statuteeverv case thev ref:used to accent that re~
book, and a melancholy result as an outcome of
that legislation has 10 'be recorded. Only eight spo~sibility.
C('untv councils in Ene-l:md have acquired land
Mr. SMITH said he believed that in
under its provisions, whilst the total area of rand manv cases the refusal of the county couns') acquired is only 569 acres.
cils -to take advantage of the Act was beThat did n0t say a great deal for the suc- cause the land offered to them was not suitcess of the movement in England.
able for closer settlement. However, he
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What Act was that?
saw no reason why the compulsory purchase
principle should not be included in this
Mr. Si\IITH.-The Act of 1892.
Bill.
Its existence in the measure would
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Under the Agricultural Small Holdings Bill in Enrrland do no harm, even if it was never found
In his
46,000 people have been placed on the land. necessary to put it into force.
Mr. SMITH said the article he was opinion it was eminently desirable that the
quoting from appeared to be up-to-date. power should be there. It would have a
great effect upon the minds of those 1andIt saidowners who had land suitable for doser
The total area of land so acquired is only 569
settlement purposes. but who were not disacres, which means practically an average of 40
:'.cres a year since the passing of the Act; and posed to allow the Board to acquire it.
the total number of tenants p)aced on the land.
Mr. J. CAMERON (G.ill1;sland East)
under its provisions, has been 166, or an average said that after the pronouncement of the
of 12 small holdings a year since 1892.
Government he intended to vote a gainst the
These figures did not tally with those given amendment. He did so, in the first place,
by the :Minister of Agriculture.
because there was a provision for compulMr. SWINBURNE.---=-That is under a sorv purchase in the present Act, and it
different Act. The countv councils under had never been put into operation. Until
that Act simply do not hike the responsi~ fhat nrovision had been tried he was opbllity.
posed to building up what might be called
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a new machine, when machinery was
alreadv in existence to effect the same objects. "In his opinion, the Board had failed
in their duty in not putting that provision
into force, and that was the reason why
they had failed to get land at what was
considered to be its proper value.
Mr. WATT.-The Board could not put it
into force.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
said the Board could recommend to the
Minister that it should be enforced. So
far as he knew there was no evidence that
the compulsory purchase clause in N.ew
Zealand had been the means of secunng
land at a cheaper price than would have
been the case under voluntary purchase. In
fact he thought it had been" stated by the
hon~rable member for Prahran that in the
case of one estate which was compulsorily
resumed the Gov~rnment had been obliged
to pay :nore than what was considered to
be its fair value. The honorable member
for Dundas had referred to the settlement
of Crown lands. He (Mr. Cameron) would
like to see more of our Crown lands settled
upon, but he thought it would be a great
shame and hardship to put pe?ple on some
of that land without giving them fa~ilities
to get their produce to market.
It was
much better for a man to pa v a fair price
for land, and to have those facilities, than
to get the land for nothing and be unable
to dispose of his produce. Even if the
amendment were carried he believed it
would be impossible to secure its acceptance
by the Legislative Council, and it was desirable that the Bill should be passed into
law as soon as possible.
Mr. COLE"CHIN said the honorable
member for Gippsland East had stated that
he did not think that the Government in
New Zealand had been able to purchase
land any cheaper because of the compulsory
provision.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-That is a fact.
Mr. COLE CHIN said that in New Zealand the land that was required for closer
settlement was occupied chiefly by very
large land-holders, iust the same as in Victoria. Unfortunately, a very large area in
the Western District and other parts of the
State was occupied" by a few families. He
was informed that a very large proportion
of the land in the neighbourhood of Hamilton was suitable for agriculture. The honorable member for Dundas seemed to think
that the Government desired to obtain land
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only for the purpose of creating another
army of squatters. Of course, it was much
better that the land should be used for depasturing sheep if it was not suitable for
anything else, but lie had travelled through
the Hamilton district, and through other
parts of the State where land could be
found which was declared by experts
be eminently suitable for farming
to
purposes, but where, in some parts, there
was only. about one man to the square
mile, or about two squatters and two motOr
cars to every twenty square miles.
Experts knew very well that suitable land
for farming purposes must be got to prevent the exodus of young farmers. The
honorable member for Dundas admitted
that these young farmers were going away.
One of the best men amongst the squatters
that he ever knew, who was charitable,
good to his family and relatives, and
brought relatives out from Great Britain,
admitted that he had dummied two stations.
Thev had the land fever in the Western
District, and they were all doing it. There
was no desire to ta,ke any land exce.pt what
was wanted for closer settlement, and there
would be an enormous exemption so that no
man need be deprived of his home. The
owner should be asked to value his own
land, as was done in New iealand. That
country was inferior to Victori~ in its climate, the quality of its land, and in its
people, except those Victorians who went
over there.
Nevertheless, New Zealand
had advanced by leaps and bounds, because of its, closer settlement legislation.
New Zealand suffered from floods, and
those floods "rere more serious to them than
droughts were to us. New Zealand had also
had a land boom that was more' severe
than ours. There was therefore only one
wav to account for New Zealand's progre"ss, and that was, by legislation, which
had done so much for that country. When
we had similar legislation it would be
found to do just as much good for Victoria, and 'some of the men now living
would try to take the credit for it, but
they wculd not be so much entitled to
the credit as those who had promulgated
it and failed. Victoria had a noble object lesson in New Zealand, and'if we did
not get the class of legislation in Victoria
that he was referring to, it might be
brought about by the Federal Parliament
within twelve months. This Government
had 'made three tries.' They brc~..1ght in a
Closer Settlement Bill, and he and other
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members 'On the Oppcsition side 'Of the
Hcuse said it would be a fa-i I ure , although
they did not profess to be prophets. The
fact that it was a failure had now been
proved. Then the Government brought
in the Improved Small Holdings Bill, and
they told the people in Glenelg and Barwon that they were fighting for it. They
were not fighting for it.
Now, another
proposal was introduced, which made the
third~ and still Victoria was in. the position of wanting the kernel of the closer
settlement nut, namely, compulsory purchase and valuation of the land by the
owner. That was what was wanted, and
it would come and must come. The honorable member for Mornington stated that
there was a possibility of taking people's
homes frem them. He was sure no member desired that to be done, and there was
no justification for such a suggestion. The
enormous, amount of land that could be
retained under the Closer Settlement Act by
any land-ewner showed that there was no
desire to seriously interfere with the squatters. He was glad to see the honorable member for Dundas, hack again, looking well and
hearty.
The honorable member stated
that he did not altogether believe in compulsory purchase as being bad, but in the
next breath he s.a~d that the time was not
ripe for it. There was never any good
thing proposed that that argument was, not
advanced against, and it generally showed
that those who used the argument h.ad no
good argument against what they were 'Opposed to.
The honcrable member knew
very well that we had a grand object
lesson, and was not justified in the statement he made. Then the honorable member stated that he would not object to
compulsory purchase being applied to the
land of the absentee and the legatee. The
absentee squatters had a very tricky way
of. overcoming legislation, and there ·was
one way that he knew of. When an absentee was about to leave Victoria, he
simply transferred his propertv to his
agent or a relative. The relative signed
a deed known to l.a1wyers as a deed in
blank, and while the absentee was away
the relative was registered as proprietor,
and held' the fee-sjmple, right, title, and
interest in the land.
It might be said
that there was a possibility of that transferree making use of the land as if it were
his own. There used to be a squatter in
Geelong who was tricked in that way
thr'Ough' transferring his pr'Operty to a relative. That man went to the law\'.ers"
Mr. Colechin.
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who told him that to get his property back
again he would have' to go into the Coure
and state that he had swindled the Government. The l.ruwyers told him how to
manage the matter in the future, viz., by
a deed in blank, and a registered caveat.
There were quite a number of ways of defeating the Government in reference to
probate duties, and that was one of them.
The absentees who 'Owned goat country would be glad to sell it, and it had
been in the market for years.
One of
these gentlemen wrote to him when Mr.
Best was Minister of Lands, as,king him
(Mr. Colechin) to do what he c'Ould to get
the Minister to buy this land at 3Qs... an
acre. He (Mr. Colechin) did not know
the land, and would not take the respensibility, so he simply forwarded the letter
to the Minister of Lands of that day.
Some of this goat country was practically
v.a'lueless. When he went through Gipps,land
in
1889,
1890,
and
1891,
he s,a w men who had been sla'Ving
from youth to middle age s,triving
to clear the land of the timber.
Sir James Patterson promised that there
should be ~ chicken in every man's pet,
and yet he took the men to the very place
where they should never have been taken
-to places where one had to have a large
sum of money to dear the land.
Mr. WATT.-You are talking the chamber empty, as usual.
~h. COLE CHIN said the honorable
member for Es.sendon knew he (Mr. Colechin) had done the honorable member a
good turn, for he had been asked to call
aHention .to the &tate of the House when
the honorable member was speaking vesterday. The honorable member knew that
he (Mr. Colechin) was in favour of what
he propcsed, and he could not understand
the honorable member saying that, after
having saved him from that trouble yesterday afternoon.
l\.fr . WATT .-Anything you support is
done.
Mr. COLECHIN said it was stated by
the honorable member for Dundas that
there was plenty of land in the countrycheap land. That was the goat country
he s,upposed. The honorable member also
said he would be prepared to give the land
to these poor men. The honorable member
wanted to give away something that did
not belong to him, and said practically,
" For goodness sake don't come where my
beautiful land is. Go somewhere else-
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to New Zealand, to Croajingolong, to Timbuctoo-but d.:m't come near my beautiful
land. " Then the honorable member for
Gippsland North asked, "Why should we
take private land when other land was available? " He (Mr. Colechin) did not want to
take private land if other land was availa.ble, and was suitable for the purpos,e.
lie submitted that we ought to have a
portion of the large estates, or at the very
least we should have the right to say, as
in New Zealand, that they should provide
the land in order that people might be
placed on the land. He did not object to
going to .all the farmers for their own valuation, three-fourths of whom they were trying to relieve. No other party had ever proposed that, and he was sure t'hat no other
party would e.ver do that. People should
be called on to put their own valuation
on the land. He had had a relative who
threw up a billet worth some £40'0' a year
rather than do the bidding of municipal
councils. Unlike other people, this man was
able to live without the councils, whereas
many others could not. This man informed
him of things up to ten years, ago, and
there were other things he (Mr. Colechin)
knew of to-day. He would ask 'honorable
members to' go to the Chirnside eS,tates, or
to go through the Western District,
and to take the valuation an which
the large land-owners had previously
paid their taxes, and then find out
what they sold their land for. It would
be interesting to note the difference.
It
would be found that in some cases thev got
double and trebl,e, and even four times the
price on 'which they paid their taxes. And
yet, when some honorable members dared
to put an amendment before the Chamber
for the purpose of giving the State compulsory res,umption, these same honorable
members interjected in order to prevent
facts such as these coming out in the interests of the State. He was now informed
that it was characteristic of s.ome honorable
members. He would be sorry if that was
the case. Instances, could be mentioned of
cases within 60' miles of the Chamber
where men had paid taxation on only from
,3cs. to £3, and yet had sold their land for
from £r 7 rcs. to thirty guineas. It was
time that we went further than what was
proposed, and put something on the statute-book giving the State the right to g.o
back a few years and to ask these people
to pay some of the money that they had
been able to get by s,itting on municipal
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ccuncils, as presidents, or ccuncillvrs.
He 'could name them if he liked,
He did not want
but he was quite fair.
to say much; all he wanted was fair
legislaticn. He knew these men well, and
they knew that. All that was asked
for now was for the future.
It was
not asked that we should go back intv
these matters. We might have to go back
yet. 'If this State suffered from droughts
and' unemployed, it was just possible that
we mig-ht have to go back to these people,
though we should not be justified in going
back to the son or the grandson,
if the property was transferred.
But
if we could find the very man who,
by his influence on the shire council,
dominated the valuators or the shire secretary of the council, in that case we might
go back. The Premier wa.s once a valuatvr for a council, and the honorable gentleman was in that position when he knew
him first. The Premier was a valuator,
but did not do any of these things, becaus.e
he had too much backbone.
He (Mr.
Colechin) knew men who had received four
weeks' notice from the very day they refused to alter their valuations. In every
cas,e he had known, they had had to back
down or take the order of the council
or the president and go. What influence
had such men with the press or with P arliament? Take the Chirnsides' estate.
What did the owners of that get from the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works? He believed the average was £ r 7
or £r8 an acre. The honorable member
for Collingwood knew very well about that
matter, for the honorab!e member had been
taking an interest with him in it. Honorable members, might be surprised to hear
that some of the land paid taxes on a
valuation of from 30'S. to £3 an acre. No
wonder s.ome people could get motor cars,
and take a ride round the world.
The CHAIRMAN.-What has that to
do with the amendment?
Mr. COLE CHIN said he was using all
the arguments. he could in opposition to
the statements made by honorable members
on the Ministerial side of the House. It
was strange that th()lse arguments came
from the same corner that the amendment
came from. If the amendment was withdrawn there were men on the Opp~si1:ion
side of the House who were prepared to
come forward with an amendment on the
same lines. There would be a big fight
on the subject, because this was, one of the
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Mr. BENT.-I will report progress in
most. important questions in Vict?r~a. today. The Premier said by way of mterJec- two or three minutes. I do not know that
tion just nO'w that the Government had not these vapourings will do any good.
tried their compulsory purchase powers yet.
Mr. COLE CHIN said the Premier
The honorable gentleman knew that he knew very well he (Mr. Colechin) was. not,
(Mr. Colechin) and his party were not in th~ habit of wasting time.
'
satisfied with that principle as it was set
Mr. BENT.-You are doing nothing else.
forth in the Act. What they wanted was
Mr. COLECHIN said he was speaking
that the owner should put his own valua- as briefly as he could.
tion On the land. They were not going to
Mr. DowNwARD.-Why not let us come
treat the land-owner 'unfairly. They would to a vDte?
leave the land-owner with his great homeMr. COLECHIN said he had net
stead, and with sufficient land to keep all spoken as long as the honorable mem'?er
the people within twenty-five miles of had. This was a pDint he supposed whIch
where the land-owner was living. Some touched the Premier, because they often
of these land-owners were good' to many had Biblical s,tatements from the Premier
Melbourne people.' He knew Mi9is,ters' which were sometimes correct and someand State Governors and Commonwealth times otherwise. He (Mr. Colechin) was
Governors who had been taken down to only trying to make a point by s~ying that
these places for a holiday, and he was in Biblical times people who dId not do
not objecting to that.
So long as Par- their duty were driven off the land. Some
liament was prepared to leave these people said they shQould be driven into the
people their great homesteads and their wilderness, where he supposed they would
thous.ands of acres of land, where live Qon locusts and wild honey. We were
they could keep their thousands, and 'living in an era 2,000 years later than
indeed their hundreds of thousands of that, and were not legis.lating .any bette~
sheep, they would have nothing to than the people legislated in those days.
complain about.
These people had not It was about time this matter was attended
only these stations, but ether stations as to. Some of the large owners in Victoria
well. He had heard one of them say, did not unders,tand the Legislature.
He
" I don't keep my sheep on such-and-such had heard them speaking, .and had felt
a station; I send them to G.ippsland for inclined tOo talk to them. Only last week
a change, and then to another station." He he was speaking to a person about a candi(Mr. Colechin) said to a friend, "Does date for the Federal Parliament.'
,
this man own three stations?" The reply
The CHAIRMAN.-What has this to do
was that this man owned four stations.
with the amendment?
So much for the statement that he and
Mr. COLECHIN said he was trying tL
those who acted with him were going to
drive these people off the land.
That brieflv illustrate his point. He would not
statement went by the boord. The Pre- take ~Qore than five minutes. He wished to
mier would recognise that the desire to show that these land-owners did not under~
get such legis,Iation as was provided for in stand the position. He was travelliI?g in
this amendment drove an able land re- a railway carriage the other day WIth a
former out of the Cabinet. He was refer- large land-owner, who was using his in~u
ring to the honorable member for Warr- ence in the election. He (Mr. Colechm)
nambool who was one of the old land started to explain the matter, and this man
reforme;s in the House. It had been said bundled out of the carriage before he (Mr.
that Parliament had not a right to do this, Co]echin) had said ten w~rds. The law
but all the English Acts of Parliament rrave the right to prOVIde for comwent to show that the State never trans-' pulsory purchase to be int.roduced.
ferred more than the right of occupancy. Some people asked, "Why is it required t7
We might go ,back 2,000 years and find It was required so that, when the unemout what was done then. The Bible told ploved were drifting about the streets, emfound fDr them. There
us that people who had the land were only plo~ment should
'~T.a:S
an
average
of
7,000 adults leaving e~r
occupants, not owners,. The moment the
occupiers in Biblical times refused to carry State yearly. That exodus was very senout the work that Ged intended them to ous, especially when, the statement was
do the people used to rise up in multi- made on the floor' of the House by men whC)
tudes, and drive them off that land-not ought to know that legislation 'Yas
required to bring men from other countnes..
into the towns, not into the cities--

be
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'They could not be brought in a better way
than at their own expense.
The State
could not be ad vertised better than by providing for our people, and by seeing
that they were able to get a living. What
wa~ the use of making the statement that
a few odd omen had bought land at a higher
price than the Government would give?
That was like the II poor widow" in connexion with another measure. He did not
know where to find these _people.
Tht:
i\Iinister of Water Supply said that if the
-amendment was camied the Bill would be
withdrawn. That was not the old-time way
of fighting. The Premier very often referred to old times, and yet he laid the
-Bill on the table and said-Mr. BENT.-YOU just keep your ref~r
ence to me to yourself.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he did not want to
say anything offensive to the Premier. He
had given the Premier credit for
some of the good things he did.
He
,,"ould always give the honorable gentleman credit when he was right, but
not when he was, wrong.
The Minister
of Water Supply, who was supported by
the Premier, had no right to make the
statement that the :Bill would be withdrawn
if compulsory purcha'se was carried. The
Government knew they had already driven
one man out of the Ministry because he
honestly believed in compulsory purchase,
and would not sit in the Government while
that principle was not in the Bill.
The
"House should have the right °to say what
1t bel ieved in regard to compulsory pur~hase, and the Government had no right to
waste the time of the House without givjng
honorable members freedom to make the
Bill what it ought to be. The Government
was wa~ting the time of the country when
the statement was thrown at members of the
House that if compUlsory purchase was carTied the Bill would be withdrawn. That
'Statement was thrown at honorable members who were imbued with the desire to
do good to the people of the rising generation, and to the people on the land and
'Off the land, just as much as was any member of the Ministry. He (Mr. Colechin)
was not going to play second fiddle to any
man as regarde:l his straightforwardnec;s in
parliamentary or mUT]icipal life. He had
to suffer for the statements he made. If
they were wrong he would withdraw them.
"While he was sitting wjth some of the
poore3t men, some of the most intelligept
men, some of the most honest men,
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and some of the most a,ccomplished
men that ever sat -in any House of Parliament, and while he believed in what he was
promulgating and what they were plOmulgating, he would allow no man to prevent
him from stating what his principles were.
The statement of the Minister of Water
Supply had been made to frighten honorable members. It might have been made
to force honorable members who held
honest convictions to vote in some other
way. He did not say that was the caseo;
he would not be allowed to make that
statement.
An HONORABLE I\iEMBER. - It was a
crack of the whip.
Mr. COLECHIN said whether it was a
crack of the whip or not, it was about
time the Government recognised that the
session was drawing to a close, and that
the work of the House would be looked at
by the people.
"
The CHAIRMAN .-Had not the honorable member better say something about the
amendment?
j\Ir. COLECHIN said he was answering
the Minister of Water Supply's statement
that tbe Government would withdraw the
Bill if compulsory purchase 'was carried.
The amendment was proposed by the honorable member for Essendon, whom somt
people called the Mini3terial terrier.
At
any rate, thl'! honorable -member - was an
able man, and he (Mr. ,Colechin) woul~
uphold the honorable member when he was
right, but when he was wrong he wouid
not do so. 'When the honorable member
interjected, as he had done that afternoon,
to prevent principles being brought forward, he (Mr. Colechin) would not uphold
the honorable member. This wrus not the
first time the Minister of Water Supply
had contradicted Mr. Seddon. The Min1ster of "Vater Supply said Mr. Seddon
onlov brought in compulsory purchase 'when
an owner of land in New Zealand who was
in England refused t,o answer a letter. The
reason compulsory purchase was -introc1u~ed
in New Zealand was that suitable land was
sought for by the Government. The New
Ze.aland Governme.nt did not want to scnll
men to starve in a place where there was
nothing but tall trees. The New Zealand
Government recognised the want of the
people, and endeavoured to sa6sfy that
want.
They said to the owners, It Put
VOllr own valuation on the land, and WE:
\vill deal with vou honestlv and fairly_"
No Parliament,' to his (~1:r. Colechin's~
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knowledge, had ever dealt unfairly with a
body of men, and he was sure this Parliament ,vould nc'!:. Mr. Seddon,and before
him Mr. Ballance, ,and before Ballance, SiT
George Grey, recognised the need of the
reople.
There was no man or body
of m~n in Victoria who could prevent compulsory purchase coming into effect, because
it was absolutelv necessary. The connt!'.'
would never thrIve without it.
Perhrl1:;s
t4e Premier would get up and say he would
accept the amendment, and, if not, the
House would have to adopt some other way
of getting it carried.
Mr. - BOWSER said 1he amendment attacked the very foundation of the principle
of private property in land. He did not
think compulsory purchase should be resorted to unless under the stress of some
great national need.
:Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - The
principle is aheady adopted in :m0ther
Bill.
Mr. BOWSER said the principle was
embodied in one of our Statutes, and with
such safeguards as were necessary: The
report of the Closer Settlement Board
5tated that out of eighty-three estates
which had been considered bv the Board
onl v seventeen had been chnser..
That
sho~ved there was a great quantity of land
in the State ~suitable for closer settlement
which was yet open to the Board.
Unquestionably -there were other large area:i
which were suitable for closer settlement,
and which later on, perhaps, under the
pressure of such proposals as the Premiel
made a few months ago, would come under
the control of the Closer Settlement Board.
He had very little doubt but: that, with the
pressure exercised by the Government from
time to time, all the land required for settlement would be made available. Honorable members must remember that there
was an immense area of land in the hands
of the Crown---splendid 3.gricultural land.
Take, for instance, that which had been
recently visited by the Premier and the
Minister of Lands in the North-Eastern
District.
Mr. SMITH.-It is inaccessible.
Mr. BOWSER said that was because a
railway which was promised had not been
constructed, but an expenditure of £50,000
would put a railway through that land.
The Government had 12,000 acres of land
in that district, a great portion--or .at least
half-of which resembled the Warrnambool
land, and- was splendid land for the
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growth of potatoes. Already very valuable
crops of potatoes had been produced.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - What land
do you refer to?
Mr. BOWSER. - The Tolmie tablelands. On one patch alone there are 6,000
acres which might be utilized at any moment for the purposes of closer settlement.
Portion of that land was within 6 or
8 miles of the terminal station at Whitfield. That showed that there were lying
about the State cons,iderable areas of good
Government land, which might be utilized
by the Crown for the purpo3es of closer
'settlement, so that really there was no
national urgency at present. Therefore he _
failed to see the need for such a drastic
method as had been proposed by the honorable member for Essendon.
The honorable member for Warrnambool had quoted
Lord iColeridge this afternoon. He (Mr.
Bowser) thought the ww-ds of Lord Coleridge lost a great deal of force when applied to the condition of affairs in this
State and in Australia.
Lord Coleridge
was speaking of a country where the land
had passed into the hands of a few, and
had been held by them. for generations.
Mr. BROMLEY.-And that is the position
in Victoria, and you cannot deny it.
Mr. BOWSER asked how could that be
the case when there were onl'Y fourteen
people to the square mile here? In England the lands had been taken from tl1e
people, and at the same time the people
had increased in the large cities. Poverty
and distress had increased there to such a
degree as to awaken the sympathy and eng.age the very serious attention of the Government of the old country.
'Mr. BROMLEY.-Because the people had
been driven off the land, as is the case
here.
Mr. BOWSER .said the condition of affairs here was so different from the condition of affairs in the old country that Lord
Coleridge's wcrds lost a great deal of their
force when a:pplied to this country.
Here the people themselves were being
settled on the land who, in the older countries of the world, and especially in Great
Britain, were crowded into the manufacturing centres. England at this moment was
just a huge workshop, and was c0nfronted
with problems which we knew nothing
about here, and which he hoped we would
never know very much about. He believed
that the people of this country would insist that the industrial problems which had
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PAIRS.
arisen in the older countries of the world
Mr. Bailes, A. S.
Mr. McBride
should not be repeated in Australia.
" Billson, A. A.
" Hutchinson
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-And in
" Lawson
" Mackey
doing so they would have to meet your
" McGrath
" McCutcheon
opposition for one.
" McGregor
" Keogh.
Mr. BOWSER said he thought not. If
The clause was agreed to.
the honorable member looked over his (Mr.
On clause 5, which was as followsBowser's) work in this House, the honorAll land acquired bv the Minist~.~ for the purable member would find that his vote had poses of small improved holdings shall be paid
been quietly given from time to time in fOl' in money the proceeds of the sale of stock or
favour of all those reasonable proposals debentures under this Act, or, at the option of
the owner thereof and if the Treasurer consents,
now embodied in our Statutes, for the pur- with
Victorian Government stock or debentures
pose of protecting the woricer, improving berLring interest at such rate per centum per anhis opportunities in life, giving him wider num as the Governor in Council determines; such
opportunities of obtaining land, better op- stock or debentures being paid and accept~d at
portunities of work, shorter hours and bet- par value or at such price above or below the par
price as the Governor in Council determines,
ter wages. In those directions his vote had
Mr. PRENDERGAST movedbeen faithfully recorded all along the line,
That
the words "out of revenue or" be inbut when extreme proposals were made by
honorable members opposite, or proposals serted after the words" shall be pa\d for."
subversive of the existing order out of He said his object was to provide that the
which he believed all these improvements ordinary revenue of the year might be used
would ultimately come, they had been, and for the' purpose of promoting improved
would continue to be, confronted with his small holdings. He thought this would be
opposition. He had not intended when he an advantage.
Mr. BENT ...-No, because any money we
ruse to do more than urge that the quotation from Lord Coleridge lost its force, to have we must use to pay our debts.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said this would
a great extent, when applied to conditions
be paying our debts to the people.
existing here.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That can be done now
The Committee divided on the amendfrom year to year by appropriation, the
mentsame as, we do for water supply.
Ay~
18
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he believed
Noes
30
land should be acquired for this purpose at
any period, and, therefore, money should
Majority against the amendbe available to promote this class of settlement
12
ment with the least possible trouble, and
AYES.
without all the difficulties surrounding the
Mr. Prenderga:;t
Mr. Beard
" Sangster
sale of stock or debentures.
" Beazley
Smith
" Bennett, G. H
Mr. S'VINBURNE.-Surely you will not
" Bennett, H. S.
" Toutcher
advocate
that the Treasurer should pay it
" Billson, J. W.
" Watt
out of revenue without the consent of Par" Wilkins.
" Bromley
liament?
" Colechin
1f
Tellers:
" !vI ackinnon
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, in the
Mr. Elmslie
" Murray
case
of this Bill, the object of which
" Lemmon.
" Outtrim
should be to promote improved small holdNOES.
ings at any time when opportunity 0ffered
Mr. Hunt
Mr. Bayles, N.
with the greatest possible expedition. He
Bent.
" Keast
" Kirkwood
" Bowser
desired to see the purposes of1 the Bill proLangdon
" Cameron, E. H.
moted whenever there was an opportunity,
" Livingston
" Cameron, J.
without its being necessary for the Trea" McKenzie
" Campbell
" McLeod
surer to wait for any other authority than
~, Carlisle
Sir Alexander Peacock was given by the Bill itself.
Cullen
The desire
Mr. Robertson
" Downward
was to promote land settlement for the
" Stanley
Duffus
benefit of the whole of the people.
" Swinburne
" Farrer
?vlr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)." Thomson.
,. Forrest
<;ir Samuel Gillott
You want to tax a section of the people.
Tellers:
) I:'. r:;'raham
i\1r. PREKDERGAST said that the
l\h. Argvle
" Gray
whole of the people were taxed for their
" Boyd.
" Harris
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to him that the amendment .was a perfectly harmless proposal, and might be ~
useful one. But if the Government intended to oppose it, there was probably
not much use in pressing it. In his opinion
there could be no valid objection to it. Hedid not think alnv Treasurer would be so
unwise as to use -' the money in the way
proposed unless he felt sure that his
action would meet with the approval of
Parliament. The honorable member for
Gippsland East spoke about paying our
debts \vith the money. Was it not paying
out debts to pav for 3Jn estate after it hacT
been purchased?
l'\'1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-If
the leader of the Opposition were Treasurer he might make it a point to spend
the whole of his surplus in that way every
year.
1[r. l\IURRAY said that the action of
the Government in paying off £500,000
from our loan indebtedness out of the surplus for last year met with universal approval, but would it not have been much
better if that debt had never been incurred,
and if the money had been provided in thefirst place out of revenue? The amendment was pre-eminentlv a business-like
proposition, and one that ought to meet
with the approva,l of the Treasurer.
Mr. THOMSON said he agreed with
the honorable member for WarrnambooI
that there should be no objection to the
amendment. If the Treasurer' had a certain amount of money in hand, there was
no reason why' it should not be applied
to this purpose. The honorable member
for Gippsland East said it would be better
to payoff a pOITtion of our debts.. Well,.
if this particular expenditure was not met
out of revenue, the money would have to
be rais(!(] in other wa.vs, and then it would
become a debt. In his opinion it should
be left optiooal for the Treasurer, if he
had a. certa,in amount of money in hand,
to devote a portion of it to the puq::oses.
way.
~1r. McLEOD.-Out of the Treasurer's of this Bill.
:Lvir. SWINBURNE remarked that the
advance.
Mr . MURRAY said it should not be amendment, if carried, would introduce a
necessarv for the Treasurer' to wait for the new and very important p.rinciple on the
introduction of
Surulus Revenue Bill spur of the moment without giving suffi. to give him that authority.
cient time for consideration. The Chair~{r. SWINBUR1\j'E.-He can do it without
man informed him that if the amendment
that .authority.
were c:uried it would require another Go!\Ir. MURRAY said that that was only vernor's message, because it gave power
a temporary arrangement-a. mere stop- to appropriate £75,000 a year 'out of regap-until the Treasurer could raise the venue. He (Mr. Swinburne) was thormoney by some other means. It seemed oughly against the principle that was inown benefit. He certainly thought that it
would be an advantage to make this amendment in the clause.
~lr. S'VINBURNE expressed the hope
that the leader cf the Opposition woul d
not press his amendment. In his opinion
it would be a distinct disadvan.tage. If
there was a surplus of revenue in any particular year, it ,vas quite competent for
the House to devote -':5°,000 or £75,000
to the purchase of land, or to any. other
similar purpose. That was done III the
last Surplus Revenue Bill, when money
was voted for 'water supply and other purposes. But to give the Treasurer a, general power of appropriating money out of
the revenue during the year would be to
introduce a most improper principle into
the fmancial arrangements of the State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-VOU paid money
for close.r settlemen.t out of the ordinary
revenue.
'Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, but onlv
temporarily. The monev . had to be refunded.
Mr. MURRAV said it seemed to him
that if revenue was abunda,l1lt, and a surplus was accumulating, no harm could be
done by givin[ the Treasurer power to use
a certain amount of it for the purposes of
thiS"' Bill. There was nothing in the
amendment to compel the Treasurer to use
money for that purpose.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Parliament might desire to use the money in some other way.
Mr . MURRAY said that if a private
person bought propertv and had a balance
in the bank sufficient to pa,v for it, he
would think it a very bad piece of business to borrow mone)~ for that purpose.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Treasurer can
spend the mOlDe'l now, pending the decision of Parliament.
Mr. MURRAY 'said the Minister 'Of
Agriculture evidently meant that the Treasurer might use the money ·in a temporary

a
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volved in the amendment. The honorable tlement. If this were done, it would save
member for Warrnambool said rightly the expense of floating stock and deben-enough that this land might be paid for tures. It seemed to him to be a business
out of revenue if the money was avail- transaction that shOlUld appeal to .any busiable, but the poci.nt was that that money ness, man. In some years, the revenue
.should be appropriated by Parliament in might not cover the ordinary expenditure,
the usual way. The Treasurer of the day but if there was a surplus it would be a
might, have a hobby for purchasing land wise thing to provide for this expenditure
for closer settlement, and he might say out of that surplus as far as possible.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Let Parliament do it.
that he would devote the whole of his surMr. PRENDERGAST said he was askplus revenue to that purpose.
. Mr. THoMsoN.-The amendment limits ing Parliament to agree to that proposal
under this amendment: Instead of borrowit to £75,000.
1\1r. MACKINNON said he agreed with ing money and paying commission to certhe :Minister of Agriculture that this was tain people, he was suggesting that the
a dangerous power to give to any Trea- money should be obtained in a wav that
.surer. The Treasurer might require a tem- would cause the least possible expeJnse .
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-We have that power
porary advance for this or any Gther purpose, but the taxpavers of this country now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he did not
would certainly resent power being given
to the Treasurer to utilize ;::75,000 out of think so. In one of the transactions where
the revenue - and that amount should money was wanted for closer settlement
really be increased to £100,000 in order in place of taking the money from the re~
that the experiment might be made on a venue, the Government sold stock and delarger scale-for the purpose ofl closer set- bentures, paid some of the money in, and
tlement. If money was lying idle, it then drew it out again. These monevs
might be desirable to use it for that pur- had to be aocounted for in the revenue and
pose until such time as it was fQund con- expenditure of the year. The authorizavenient to sell debentures or stock j but- tion was given in this Bill, and if the
the effect of the amendment would be that money came out of the revenue it would
the money available for the ordinary ser- be a less expensive way of getting it.
The Committee divided Gn the amendvices of the year would be limited bv allowing the Treasurer to go in for this Jclass mentAyes
II
()f expenditure. Of course, if it was deNoes
29
.sired that this money should be paid entirely out of revenue, that could be done,
Majority against the
but it was a question for Parliament to
18
amendment
decide.
I t should certainly not be done in
AYES.
the fashion proposed by this amendment.
Mr. Sangster
Mr. Bennett, H. S.
Mr. PRENDERGAST - said the pro" Bromlev
" Smith
posal in the amendment was that the Trea" Colechin
" Thomson.
Tellers,'
" Murray
surer, instead of having to go into the
Mr.
Elmslie
" Outtrim
market to borrow the money that was autho" Prendergast
" Lemmon.
rized to be spent in the purchase of land,
NOES.
might take the money out of revenue, .
Mr. Bayles, N.
I Mr. Hunt
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That can be done
" Hutchinson
" Bent
now.
" Billson, A. A.
" Keast
" Kirkwood
" Bowser
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it could
" Livingston
" Boyd
only, be done by buying stock and deben" Ca~eron, E. H.
" Mackinnon
tures.
" Cameron, J.
" McLeod
Mr. SWINBURNE.-N"O, it can be done
" Campbe!l
" Robertson
" Stanlev
" Cullen
temporarily.
" Swjnb~rne
" Duffus
Mr. PRENDERGAST said in that case
Toutcher'
" Farrer
what was the objection to the amendment?
" Watt.
" Forrest
Tellers,'
Mr. SWINBURNE.-B'ecause it provides
" Graham
Mr. Argvle
" Gray
for an appropriation.
Harris
" Carlisle.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that was
PAIR.
not the case. It merely provided that a. Mr. Bailes, A. S.
I Mr. McBride·
sum of '£75,000 per annum out of the reThe
clause
was
agreed to.
venue might be used to promote closer set-
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Discussion took place on clause 6, providing, inter alia, as follows:(I) The Governor in Council(a) may from time to time during three years
from the coming into operation of this
Act increase the amount of stock known
as the Victorian Government stock
erected under the authority of the Victorian ~.overnment Stock Act 1896 by
an addItIonal amount not exceeding in
the whole in anyone financial year the
sum of £75,000 pounds sterling; or
(b) may iss.ue debentures fo~ th~ whole or any
portlOn of such sum m heu of increas..
ing stock as aforesaid,
all of which stock and debentures and interest
thereon respectively at such rate or rates as the
Governor in Council may fix shall be chargeable
upon the Consolidated Reyenue of Victoria.

Mr. GRAY movedThat" £75,000" be omitted.

He said his intention was to propose the
substitution of £100,000, and he understood that the honorable gentleman in
charge of the Bill would accept the amendment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he desired
to move that £200,000 should be the
amount.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Let us have a chance.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he wanted
the people to hav<! a chance ofl settlement.
The Government only proposed to settle
some 200 or 300 people a year under this
provision, and it was a mere flea bite.
There was a general demand all through
the country for more settlement.
Mr. BENT.-Take £ 12 5,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he thought
£15 0 ,000 would be a fair thing. He himself was in favour of £200,000, but if the
Premier, who had shown a disposition to
meet the desire for settlement, would agree
to £150,000 he (Mr. Prendergast) thought
it would be a reasonable thing.
The amendment to omit £75,000 was
agreed to.
Mr. GRAY mvvedThat thc blank be filled up by the insertion of

" £100,000."

Mr. BENT.-I will agree to £150,000.
Mr. GRAY s.aid his object was alsc: to increase the a.mount in clause 7. However,
in view of the Premier's statement, he
would alter his amendment, and move-That the blank be filled up by the insertion of

" £15°,000."

The amendment was agreed to, as were
also consequentia.l amendments, and the
clause, as amended. was pas.sed.
Discussion took place on clause 7, which
was as follows:(I) All lands Jeserved and set apart or acquired
under this Act shall be subdivided under the direc-
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tio" of the Minister into allotments suitable for
small holdings.
(2) Each such allotment shall contain land not
exceeding in value the sum of £150 exclusive of
the cost of surveying clearing and draining it
and making necessary road access thereto.

Mr. GRAY moved.That "£150" be omitted, and "£200" substituted.

He said he was of opinion, after some ex.
penence of the subject, that if these
settlers were only allowed £15 0 worth of
land it would be quite inadequate to enable
them to carryon their operations.
HONORABLE MEMBERs.-Say £25 0 .
Mr. SWINBURNE.-We will agree to
£200.
Mr. BENT said that when the Government brought in this Bill it was not intended to start a fresh lot of farms, but
every year they had hundreds of unemployed coming to them, and thev found
that there were a number of these men who
had not the muscle and strength to work
so as to gain the full 7s. a day. There
were a number of these men who were
really kept by their wives, and the Government thought that they might be put on
.small holdings to start the breedinO' of
fowls, the growing of flowers, and b that
kind of thing. He (Mr. Bent) thought that
£200 was rather too 'much, and he certainly could not think of £25 0 . Increasing the amount would reduce the number
of men who could be put on the land.
Mr. THOMSON said the Premier had
stated that if this amount was increased
there would not be sufficient money to go
round, but he (Mr. Thomson) would point
out that it would be better to settle a
sm?-ller number 'of men on sufficiently large
areas of land to enable them to maintain
themselves upon it. He had alwaY'S maintained, both in connexion with the Small
Holdings Bill and the Closer Settlement
Bill, that the area allowed under closer
settlement was much too small. He himself had intended to move that this amount
be increased to £'250, but if the Minister
in charge of the Bill was prepared to go
up to £;200 he was q~ite ready to support
that amount. He belIeved, however that
the probabilities were that before ver~ 10nO'
b
there would have to be amendments introduced in connexion with this measure one
_of which would be to provide for Jving
these m,en a larger area of land. There
always seemed to be a desire in the House
when it came to land legislation onlv to
give men a sufficient area of land to
struggle on under such conditions that it
_

•
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was almost impossible for them to make a
living. He thought that should not be the
intention of the Legislature, and that men
should be allowed sufficient land to enable
them to earn a decent livelihood upon it.
Mr. J. CAMERON (GiP1Jsland East)
said that he thought the Premier had in
his mind a different set of conditions from
what he (Mr. Cameron) had in his. The
honorable member for Allandale, and other
honorable members who represented mining centres, were aware that there were a
.great many men in those districts who were
often out of employment, arid they wanted
a larger area ,of land than was represented
by £150 worth. There were many districts where such men would become permanent settlers if a larger area ofl land
was granted. They would become pro'ducers, and sell their crops in the small
mining centres. He himself had intended
to move for a larger amount than the
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Mr. ELMSLIE said it was not a q~.es
tion of paying 7s. a day, but of settilllg
people on the land who had no cash, and
in assisting them over their initial difficulties, in order that they might become producers, and earn a decent livelihood for
themselves and their children. It seemed
to be a wrong thing altogether to attempt
to put men on land who had been failures
in all other walks of life.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-That does not prove
anything. Numbers 0.£ people have been
fail ures as tradesmen, and have yet become splendid farmers, and I know good
tradesmen who are gcod farmers.

Mr. ELMSLIE said there might be a
bad tradesman who would make a good
farmer, but such a man would not be a
we.akling. There were some men, of course,
who were following their wrong occupation.
What he des.ired to see the Bill accomplisoh
was this: There were hundreds c,f men
£15 0 .
whG were anxious to get from the city on
Mr. BENT.-You are forgetting that we to the land, and to earn a livelihood on
also pay £1 per week, and later on lOS. a the land, and he \vas anxious that 'this
week, besides this money.
Bill should afford them an opportunity. If
1\1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East) no financial assistance was rendered to
said that perhaps, under the circumstances, these men they would be continually driftthe present proposal would meet the ing back to the cities, and adding to the
case, but for his own part he would pre- unemployed trouble.
If sufficient land
fer to see the amount raised to £3 00 .
and sufficient financial .as,sistance were
Mr. ELMSLIE remarked that of coursoc given, it would afford a better opportunity
the Chamber must be thankful for the in- to these men who desired to make a start
crease which the Government had con- for themselves.
He did not think this
sented to, but he held that it was a mis- clause was' giving a man sufficient land in
take to place a man on, an insufficient order to occupy the whole cf his time. He
was afraid that the proposal in the Bill.
quantity of land.
Mr. BENT.-With wages for eighteen would mean that we should have men
dodging about for work, and making absomonths.
Mr. ELMSLIE said he was afraid, if lute slaves of their wives and children.
they were only allowed this small quantity He did not want that. He wanted to place
of land, they would have to be given wages men on loand where, by their Own labour,.
altogether.
He did not believe an the they could keep themsoelves and those dewhole that the quantity of land proposed pendent on them.
wClllld be sufficient to enable a man to earn
Mr. KEAST.-It would want such a lot
a livelihood. He was altogether opposed of money that vve should not be able to
to the idea of a man putting in half hiso put many people on.
time on the land, and half outside.
He
Mr. ELMSLIE said at any rate a start
thought that system would fail. The Pre- could be made on proper lines, and he
mier just a few minutes ago stated that it thought a stoart was not being made on
was the weaklings he wanted to put on the proper lines now. There was this danger.
land.
After this Bill had been in operation, and
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
had probably failed, and there was a deMr. ELMSLIE said he was afraid in sire to increase the area', it would be s.aid,
that case the system was doomed to failure. "What is the good of going on these
Mr. BENT.-Are we to pay men 7S. a lines" ? It was bound to fail if it was
day, as we have been doing for months, not on proper lin~s, and the proposal would
be doomed .
.and years?
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Mr. KEAsT.-If it will not succeed with
wages, what is to become of the people
without wages?
.
Mr. ELMSLIE said it would go on for
a limited period.
:Mr. KEAST.-You build their cottages,
too.
Mr. ELMSLIE said there might be .a
palace on a block of land, but if the land
was not large enough to provide the settler
with a livelihood, it would be no good.
Under the clos.er settlement scheme, it had
been decided that 'a maJ;l with capital,
or a good deal of capital, could obtain a
livelihood upon £1,500 worth of land.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Not nearly enough.
Mr. ELMSLIE said he understood that
the average value of the allotments under
the Clos~r Settlement Act was £1,000. If
it was necessary to give one set of men
who had capital £1,000 worth of land,
it seemed ne.cessary to give.more than
£200 worth of land to these poor people.
He did not wish to see created in this
State a class of poor unfortunate men who
could not earn a livelihood on their land,
nor get employment in the neighbourhood
to ena@e them to earn a living. It seemed
that the effect of this s,cheme would be to
reduce wages all round the shop, wherever
one of these [laces. was established. The
Ministry had cettainly sprung something,
and his only regret was that they had not
further increased the amount.
He was
sure that it would be seen that it would
have been wiser to give a larger amount
of land s.o that the men might e,arn a livelihood by steady attention to the land and
nothing else.
Mr. THOMSON remarked that he
thought the honorable member for Albert
Park was wrong in assuming that
this Bill was to enable men to make
a living out of the
land alone
that was allQfted to them.
If he
(Mr. Thomson) was under that impression
he would object to the £200 as not being
a s.ufficient amount, but he took it that this
Bill was toO provide for the man with other
employment, who was to .acquire a small
piece of land on which to work when he
,"as not otherwise employed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is deliberatel y creating a race of serfs. .
~1r. THOMSON said he could not
agree with the leader of the Opposition for
one moment. Honorable members could
see what this small holdings system had
done in Brunswick. There were men there
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who were better off for having obtained a
small holding, from which they were making a certain amount towards. providing for
their livelihoed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Those are workmen's homes, not improved small holdings.
Mr. THOMSON said this scheme was
to be another example of that system.
Surely there were other men with trades
and occupations who would be able to
secure a certain amount of this land, en
which their families could work, and from·
which they could partly make their living.
This system would educate them in agricultural pursuits, and the sons of these
people, instead of remaining in the towns,
would want to get larger areas.
He
thought this, scheme would meet the case.
There was no doubt the village settlements
had done a large amount of good, though
perhaps they had not been all the succes.s
he would have liked in a number of cases,
but there were any number of the settlers
wh.o had done well on their holdings. If
a man wanted to employ the whole of his
time on the land he would have to go in
for a closer settlement block. To do that,
however, as had been pointed out, a certain amount of capital would be wanted.
He did not think that with £200 worth of
land a man would be able to make a liveliho.od off the land alone. There might be
exoeptional cases where a man with a verv
S,mall block might make a living.
.
Mr. KEAsT.-,It depends on the qualitv
of the land.
Mr. THOMSON said he thought honorable members should legislate for the
average, and the average man w.ould not
make a livelihood out of £'200 worth of
land alone. As pointed out by one honorable member, in mining centres there
were many men who, if they could get
£ 200 worth of l,and or a little more, would
be able to make a better living. As long
as the scheme would help to make the conditions better for a man and his family,
he thought the legislation was in the proper direction. He could not agree with
the leader of the Opposition for one moment, in the idea that this would pull a
man down instead of building him up. If
a man was given a certain quantit" of
land, he could work it t.o the exte.nt of s.np~
plying food far himself and his family,
arid also have a certain amount of produce for sale.
-
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1\1r. GRAY remarked that he agreed
with the honorable member for Dundas
that the man who was at work one day,
and without .any occupation the next, was
provided for under the system of workmen's homes. Those men were supposed
to be working at their trades one week,
and to have some place close to town where
they could employ their leisure time. If
under this Bill it was attempted to have men
who wC'lild work the whole of their time
on the land, with this area, the s.chemr.
would be doomed to failure.
The time
when a man would have the opportunity
of getting work would be the time when
he would have to attend to his crop, and
if he neglected that his wbole season's
work might be lost. He was satisfied that
with these small areas a man would be
cribbed, cabined, and confined, and bi! unable to make the living he should make.
If the amount was increased to £200, as he
proposed, he believed the scheme would have
a chance of success. As to the village settlements that were started by the Government some time ago, ~any of them upcountry had been entirely abandoned.
People had lived on opossums, rabbits,
and wallab:es for a time, and had then
I gone away.
On the Murray there had
been two or three of these settlements, and
they had been a perfect failure. The men
had been placed on blocks of '20 acres,
and they had all practically been starved
out with the exception of two or three.
He believed that unlesS! the amount in this
Bill was increased to £200 the s,cheme
would be a failure altogether.
Mr. TOUTCHER observed that he was
glad the Government had consented to increase the sum from £150 to £200. He
felt, however, there was very much in the
views that had been expressed by tne honorable member for Albert Park. Under
the closer settlement scheme agricultural
labourers were only allowed £200.
If
the amount under this Improved Sm.all
Holdings Bill was increased, the people
settled under this Bill would get a preference over the agricultural labourers, who'
were as much entitled to consideration as
the people whOl would enjoy the privile!!es
this Bill afforded. He was glad the Government had consented to increase the
amount to £200, but he would have been
cetter pleased if they had made the
amount £250. These people would have
to be settled on valuable land close to a
rail wav sta.tion, in thickly-s~ttled communities, where they could get work, if
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the scheme was to be of any use at all.
Agricultural labourers, on the other hand,
could get land at 'about £5 an .a.cre.
Mr. BENT.-This is not for the main
streets in every city, near rail way stations.
Mr. TOUTCHER said the men would
have to be settled near railway st.a,tions or
thickly-settled communities, if they wanted
to obtain work off their land.
~Ir. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).Or on gold-fields.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he presumed
this scheme was for men whose work was
of an intermittent char.a.cter.
Mr. BENT .-That little hill at the ba;ck
of Ararat would be a very gcod place.
Mr. TOUTCHER said for these men
land worth from £20 to £25 would have
to be obtained.
:Mr. KEAST.-£IO to £15.
Mr. TOUTCHER said more would h.a.ve
i:o be paid than that.
:Mr. KEAsT.-The average would be
from £10 to £15.
Mr. TOUTCHER said, assuming the
price was, £10, that would mean 20
acres.
If a man could get 10 acres of
good land he might do very well.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There are l0'ts of
things he could go in for, s,uch as poultry
farming.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-These small people
would have to enter into competition with
people holding much larger areas.
Mr. TOUTCHER said in some districts
suitable land might be obtained at £10
an acre, but the people were not all to be
placed in one district. The holdings were
to be scattered all over the State. Perhaps land at Port Fairv ".'ould be worth
£100 an acre.
Mr. BENT.-Y au will not find· any of
that under the Small HOldings Bill. '
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That land will take
about three or four cows to the acre.
Mr. TOUTCHER said men who worked
around Port Fairy, Warrnambool, or Colac
where land was very dear should not be
denied the privilege of getting a few
acres of land on whi'ch they could make a
living while they were not otherwise em- .
played. He would ask the Government to
consider the ques'tion of raising the amount
to be allowed for land to £250. If the
people got to like the land, "and took an
interest in it, a strong, sturdy set of yeomanry would. be developed: the people
would get fond of the land, their sons
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would be employed on it, and generations might spring from that source which
would be of great value to the communitv.
He would like to see the value of the land
to be allowed for each allotment raised by
£100.

Mr. LEMMON said the question of the
value of the land to be allowed to settlers
was a very important phase of the Bill,
and it would reallv decide what the Gomake of the measure.
vernment intended
If the object of the Government was
what had been termed in New Zealand
"turning tramps into taxpayers," they
should see that the land to be giv'en would
be of sufficient value to enable men to
become independent. I'f the object of the
Government was to provide cheap labour
for the farmers in harvesting time, or for the
squatters when the:( desired cheap labour,
honorable members would understand how
to proceed. It appeared to him from the
Bill as it was at present, that the Government had no desire to give men an opportunity of becoming independent settlers.
The Roval Commission that was held in
N ew Ze~land on the land question came to
the conclusion that there were only two
systems that could be successful. One was
the system of giving a man a small allotment for the purpose of building a home
such as had been done here at Brunswick,
and such as the Government was doing at
F ootscra y, and the other system was to
give men sufficient land to enable them to
become successful and independent settlers.
There was no half-wav house between the
two. The Commission strongl v condemned
the system 0'£ giving a man just sufficient
land that would enable him to obtain a
living from it for a few months, and would
compel him fo work elsewhere during the
remainder of the time. Experience in New
Zealand went to show that that was an
impossible system. An honorable member
who had had great experience in land-the
honorable member for Dandenong-intimated, on the second reading of the Bill,
that the minimum amount of land that
should be granted was £200 worth.

to

Mr. BENT.-Look at the large views he
has got.
Mr. LEMMON sa:d the honorable member for Daridenong was a man of great
experience in these matters.
Mr. KEAST.-I agreed with the leader
of the Opposition that 200 worth of land
was the least that could be given to a man.

-r.
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Mr. LEMMON asked what necessity
was there 'for fixing the .maximum value of
the land to be given at such a low figure?
There was no necessity for the Government
to go to the maximum value every time a
settler was put on the land. Why not give
scope for providing a man with sufficient
land to enable h~m to become an independent settler if it was desirable he should
become one?
Mr. BENT.-'Ve are going from £150
to £200.
Mr. LEMMON said he was not sufficient authority to say how much a man
·would need to become an independent
settler, but he had been informed- by a
reliable person that £200 worth of land
would not be sufficient. From the speech
of the honorable member for Dundas it
appeared that the object of the Govern~ent
was not to make the people going on the
small ~oldings independent, but to adopt
the PO~lCy, as George Reid put it, of
smoothmg the path of private enterprise.
That seemed to be the dominating policy
of the Government. They were not going
to allow men in th.e country to come to
town, and b~come tram conductors, or go
to the factones and get a better rate of
wages, because the farmer would find a
difficulty in getting labour, as the men
would not return to the countrv. The Government was going "to use the functions of
the State for the purpose of provitli'ng
cheap labour for the squatter and the 'farmer. The policy of the Government was
the policy conderrmed in New Zealand.
Mr. SANGSTER said he thought the
Government might agree to the amount being £250. It was not necessary to go to
the full amount everv time.
Mr. BENT.-We do -not like the Ministry
to have too free a hand. We have gone to
our extreme limit. 'Ve will not go any
further.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You will not
be there always.
Mr. BENT.-We are here now, and we
have accepted £200. It is no use talking
any more. When you come in by-and-by
you can put in £500 if you like.
Mr. SANGSTER said there had been
great experience in the Bunyio Swamn and
Koo-wee-rup Swamp setHements.
The
men were allowed 20 acres, and there was
a great deal of work done to enhance the
value of the land.
1'vlr. SWINBURNE.-No assistance was
given.
J
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Mr. SANGSTER said the men got £5
a fortnight. £200 worth of land might
be enough ion some cases, but there were a
good many cases where £250 worth would
be r'equired.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
On clause 8, providing that the ~Iinister
might cause the allotments to be adapted
for any purposes oJ husbandry by erecting dwellings, fencing, making necessary
roads, and means of access thereto, and
executing works of drainage and water
supply, or other improvements that might
be desirable,
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to know whether there was suffident
power under the clause to provide for irrigation. If not, it would be as well to insert words to give that power.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The words "water
supply" are quite sufficient.
The clause was agreed to.
On the motion of 1\1r. BENT, progress
was reported.
FACTORIES AKD SHOPS ACTS
AMENDME:NT BILL.
,Consideration of 3mendments proposed
in this Bill after the. third reading was
resumed.
1\Ir. PRENDERGAST drew attention
to clause 5, which was as follows:In sub-section (I) of section 75 of the principal
Art after the words" seller of small goods" the
following words are hereby added ; "or in any business whatsoever usually or
frequently carried on in a shop; or
"in any business of carting or driving or assisting in carting or driving either generall y or in any specified process trade or
business."

He said he previously asked that the clause
should be extended so that it would operate
in r'egard to any trade or business. There
seemed to be no danger in the matter as a
resolution to appoint a special Board in any
trade had to be passed by both Houses of
Parliament. He would endeavour to persuade the Government to agree to an
amendment of the clause in the direc-tion
of extending the power to appoint special
Boards for everv business or trade.
Mr. WATT.-For anv trade anywhere?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.'·
Mr. WATT.-It would not be a Factories
Act at all. It would be a labour regulathn Act.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it did not
matter what it was called. The only poigt
was as to whether a question of the ap-
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pointment of special Boards was to be
provided for in a systematic manner instead
of in a disjointed manner. It was provided
that a special Board might be constituted
in any business whatsoever usually or frequently carried on in a shop. He wished that
provision to be extended to warehouses
or business premises because it seemed an
extraordinary" thing to include a retail
draper under the operation of the Act. and
not to allow a wholesale grocer or wholesale draper to be brought under the Act.
He thought if the words "or warehouse"
were inserted, that would include evervthing. He believed the intention in this
matter was to deal, if possible, with the
whole of these businesses.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-We are getting experience as we go along.
~lr. PRENDERGAST 'said he recognised that it was necessary to gain experience as they went along, but in this instance, where the Government were bringing certain trades under the Act, it was
essential to cover the whole of them, so
that no mistake could be made. He had
had a great number of complaints, and he
dared say the Chief Secretary was not
without them, from a number of people
working in wholesale places, about the
wages and hours.
They desired to be
brought under the Act. A man. might today be in retail premises, and to-morrow in
wholesale premises, and the day after back
again ·in retail premises, working for his
living. It seemed to be just as easy to
bring the whole of a trade, wholesale
and retail, under factory legislation as to
bring a portion of it in the way the Goyernment now suggested.
He therefore
suggested the addition of the words "or
warehouse or wholesale premises" after
the word" shop." Then it would be wise
to make another addition to the clause to
provide that the operation of the Act
might be extended to any calling where a
demand was made. If this extension of
the Act was agreed to, the Chief Secretary
had first of all to be canvinced of the necessitv for the appointment of a Wages
Board before he brought it before this
House, the House had to be convinced before it passed the motion, and then the motion had to go to another place, which also
had to be convinced of its necessity before
it passed it. It could not become law without going- through both Houses. It was
impossible for a1 Board to be got easily
under those conditions as the law now
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stood. I t could not be conceived that a
Board could be got in a case where it
should not apply, considering the position
of factory legislation at present, and the
protection there was in the fact that both
Houses had to pass the resolution. This
provision should therefore' be made to
apply to other callings besides those already specified in it-callings that had as
much conn ex ion with factory legislation as
carting or driving, and where it was just
as essential to prevent sweating as it was
in that particular form of indu~try.
~n
any case, in the extension of factory legIslation the latter portion. of clause 5 wa? a
very great step in advance; but, ,haVIng
taken that step, the Government had .real~y
commenced to declare their new polIcy m
extending this legislation, a~d so it \vas
wise to continue on those lInes so as to
permit Parliament to pa:ss resolutions under
this provision at anv time that they were
necessarv. If the l~w was extended in this
way it ~vould be possible ~o bring it in.to
operation only when ParlIament was SItting, because both House? had ~o pass the
resolutions.
It was hIghly Improbable
that with the exception, perhaps, of the
,
,
d
carters and .drivers, and drapers an gro:cers' assistants, anybody would be able to
avail· themselves of the prOVISIOns of
this clause during the present session,
and even those people would have to
be extremel y ra pid in dealing with
the matter if they wished to have
their cases considered this session.
If
the operation of this clause was ex·
tended, those for whose benefit .the extension wa:s intended would have tIme to organize, so as to have their c~sesl ~onsider~d
next session. He did not thmk It was dIStasteful to the Chief Secretary to see this
clause extended.
In fact, the honorable
gentleman ':s ans\vers on t~o?r three. oc.casions to deputatIons had mdicated hIS Impression that it would be wise to extend
it in the direction where men could be organized, or where they could get a clearcut line to define wages, or where the class
of labour men were following could be distinctly defined without clashing. wit? any
other form of business, and where It was
possible to extend it without ir:viting litigation for the purpose of up.settI?g the decisions of the Board. If thIS thmg was to
be done, it' was as well to do it now, because the obiect wa:s to help people who,
no matter what this House decided, could
not help themselves this session, for it
would take them pretty well six months to
Mr. Prenidergast.
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prepare their position j but at the end of
six months, whatever their trade or calling
might be, if they saw the opportunity of
coming under this legislation through this
clause being extended in the way he suggested, it would stop all possible forms of
trouble that might arise between employers
and emploves jn those trades, unless a
lowering of wages took place' during the
period that Parliament was not in session.
If previously this legislation had been extended so that it would have included
trades such as bricklaying or carpentering
six or twelve months ago, there would have
been no industrial trouble in those trades
at the present time.
To-day, however,
those people had a great deal of difficulty
in bringing themselves to consider that this
form of legislation could do them any good,
because thev could see that, under present
circumstances, they could not get an in·
crease of wages under the Factories Act
as it now stood, bv reason of the section
which prevented a Wages Board from fixing
\rages higher than those paid by "repu"
table emplovers," inasmuch as wages were
identical throughout the trade, and they
would never be able to get
reduction of
their hours because of the decision. of the
Judge in the Court of Indu~trial Appeals
on that aspect of the questlon. It must
also be remembered that a reduction of
hours, unless the wages were decreased
also, really meant an increase of wages,
and so thev could not get that from a
'''ages Boa;d.
Therefore the people in
those trades could not be expected to-day
to take up that position, because~ under a
Wages Board, under the Act as, it now
stood, they woulci be no better off th.an
the v were to-dav, with the power of 'stnking"' in their hands, as a weapon with which
to endeavour to enforce their claims. He
never did believe in strikes, nor did he
believe in them to-day. He believed ill
the methods he was advocating now-the organization of people for political purposes
to fight these questions, to force on the
attention of Parliament the necessity for
industrial legislation, 'so that they might be
able to command that form of legislation
which would give them al fair fiel_d and nv
favour from anybody. Sure]~', therefore,
it was wise and advisable fo!' gentlemen
who did not believe in 'industrial strife to
agree to the introduction in this Bill of a
provis·ion that would give th'ese people the
i>pportunity in the future of getting. a fair
Court to try their case. An amendment

a
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which bore on this subject would be brought
forward later on, dealing with the question
of the "reputable employer" provision. All
that honorable members on this (the Opposition) side wanted in that matter, in order
to make the Act operate fully, was to
.amend it in such a way that the workmen
and employers on a 'Wages Board should
meet together with their ha.nds unchained,
their ideas untrammelled, with a perfectly
fair and reasonable chairman appointed by
both parties where they could agree, and,
if not, by the Governcr in Council which
meant the Chief Secretarv, and be able
there to settle the question or wages and
hours without being trammelled in any way,
or having to face an Appeal Court afterward:;. That svstem worked satisfactorily
in the case of number of trades such as
the butchers, ba,kers, tinsmiths, and
bootmakers; in fact, about thirty-eight
trades in all. In those cases the decisions
of the Wages Boards were not trammelled.
The Board could fix the wages high or low,
and the hours at any length they chose, and
those trades were working to-day under
those conditions without the slightest
trouble, with the exception of the baking
trade, where the men wanted to work eight
hours a day and have no overtime, because
they wanted to keep their fellows fully employed.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-What IS your
amendment?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was only
suggesting an amendment at present. He
understood the Chief Secretary was prepared to meet his wishes, and therefore he
would be glad if the honorable gentleman
would move in the matter himself.
Mr. BENT observed that there was no
doubt it would be a great thing if this matter could be fixed up. In fact, in connexion with the present strike the Government now offered this Boa~rd. With regard
to the amendment, the Chief Secretary suggested-Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
as,k permission to make a statement .regardinO'b the offer just made by the PremIer.
It was very important in this case of in
dustrial warfare that it should be distinctly
stated that the men themselves had offered
to take an untrammelled Conference, where
the wages or hours that might be come to
bv a Board constituted for that purpose
,,~ould not be interfered with.
~Ir. BENT s:;!id he understood that
if an amendment to meet the wishes

a
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of the leader of the Opposition was
made In ·this clause, it would still
be necessary for the Chief Secretary
to come to this House to submit
resolution for the creation of any Wages
Board, and that the resolution would also
have to go before another place. The Government certainly could not object to that,
and he understood the Chief Secretary was
prepared with an amendment to'meet what
was desired.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said' he was
prepared to move that the words " by
retail" in section 5 of the Factories and
Shops Act 1905 should be repealed. That
section would then provide that the expression " shop" should mean-

a

Any building or portion of :l. building or place
in which goods are exposed or offered for sale,
and includes any rooms of hairdressers or barbers,
anj the rooms of dyers and clothes cleaners,
commonly known as dyers' shops and clothes
cleaners' shops.

Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That will do
it.
Mr. W1LKINS.-Would that include a
market place?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT :said the business of a market was retail, and therefore
he would suppose that market places were
under the Act at present.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
accept the Chief Secretary's proposition.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he was
prep3:red t~ move the following new
new clause : The words" by retail" in section 5 of the Fac.
tories and Shops Act 1905 are hereby repealed.

The SPE,AKER.--Does the Chief Secretary propose to move a new clause?
Sir SAMUEL G1LLOTT.-I have no objection.
The SFEAKER.-It can only be done
by leave.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- Ko one will
object.
The SPEAKER.-I only want to keep
things within the Standing Orders.
Mr . WARD E said ·before the new clause
was put he wanted to move an amendment
.')11 clause 5 to include offices.
The information he had about the rate of pay in
many of the large offices in the city, and
the cutting dow;n going on through the introduction of females into various offices,
showed that such ::In amendment of the Act
was desirable. As in the case of the extension asked for by the leader of the Opposition nothing ·could be done in this case
without the Government bringing forward a
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motion for the creation of a Wages Board,
and carrying it through both Houses. Only
a few weeks ago a very reputable man in
the city called upon him and assured him
that his son, who had matriculated at the
University, was employed in a leading shipping office at 12S. 6d. per week, and was
twenty-four Iears of age. This man said
it was scandalous, and wanted to know
what the people of this country, and especiallv the Labour Party, were doing that
this sort of thing should exist.
He said
that if he opened his mouth his son would
be discharged.
The young man's pa):
was not sufficient to maintain him.
That being so, his father was 'in the
unfortunate position of having to keep
him.
In another instance, a young man
who had been educated at the University
High School was employed in a leading
He was twenty years
solicitor's office.
of age, and he received lOS. a week. He
asked for an increase, and was told that if
he le~rned shorthand they would favorably
consider an increase of 2S. 6d. per week.
This young man then passed the Public
Service Examinativn, and obtained a position in the Lands Department at a salary
of £40 a year to begin with. These things
were simply scandalous.
Men were
struggling and debarring themselves of all
sorts of luxuries in order to educate their
children, and it was a great shame that
these employers should be allowed to sweat
their employes to the extent they did. Only
recently, when the last Wages Boards were
under consideration in another place, a
member of that body, who was a director
in one of our leading banks·, stated that his
experience showed it to be absolutely necessary that something should be done to pre,:ent the discharge of male clerks in order
to make way for young women at much
lower rates of wages. There were in Melbourne what were known as commercial
colleges, and for 5S. or 6s. a week these
colleges were educating young girls who
showed themselves adapted for it. After
two Of three years' study these girls were
able to obtain employment in various mercantile establishments, and they took the
places of male clerks, who had been receiving ./'.2 5S., £2 Ios.,.and sometimes
as much as £3 per week, and who had to
maintain their wives and children. It was
a crying disgrace that this sort of. thingshould be' allowed to go on, and he hoped
fhe Government would agree to amend
clause 5 by making it apply to offices as
Mr. Warde.
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well as to shops. If a Wages Board were
appointed to regulate the conditions under
which the clerks in those offices were employed, it would be impossible for a female
to oust a man from his position, because it
might be assumed that the value of the
work done would be the consideration for
which the money was paid. No Board of
that kind could be brought into existence
until the Chief Secretary was satisfied that
sweating was being carried on, and. until
it had been .agreed to by both Houses of
Parliament.
Mr. WATT said he wished to know what
was before the Chair.
The SPEAKER.-The new clause proposed by the Chief Secretary has been accepted by the leader of the Opposition in
lieu of his proposed amendment III
clause 5.
Mr. WATT said he thought there was
much in what the leader of the Opposition
had said. There was a good d.eal of'sweating in the wholesale houses.
Mr. WARDE said he rose to a point of
order. He thought that his amendment
would come before the proposal of the
Chief Secretary. If the new clause suggested by the Chief Secretarv were dealt
with now, would he (Mr. Warde) lose his
privilege of moving the amendment he had
indicated?
The SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member has a previous amendment he had
better move it now.
Mr. ,\VARD E movedThat after the word "shop,:) in clause 5, the
words "or office" be inserted.

He said he wished to know whether the
Chief Secretary would accept this amendment.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I cannot.
Mr. WARDE ~aid the position with regard to the amendment was exactly similar
to the position with regard to the warehouses. NoW ages Board could be created
until a proposal to that effect was made by
the Government, and he assumed that the\'
would not do so unless they were satisfied
that it was a case in which a Board should
be appointed. Sufficient evidence would
then have to be brought forward to convince this House, and also to satisfy the representatives in another Dlace. that it was'
desirable that the Board -should be created.
He wquld point out to the Government that
the unfortunate strike which was taking
place in the buildinrr trade was only an
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illustration of what might happen. ~ow
that a fight was actually proceeding, and
was injuring many pe~ple who were e~
tirely outside the operations of those partIcular trades, the representatives of the employers expressed their willingness that a
Wages Board should be created, althougl~
they had previously refused to. ag.ree to that
proposal when they were enJoymg p.eace.
,He had pointed this ou~ to ~1r. EI~n~ge,
the secretary of the BUIlders AssocIat10n,
and had told him that the employers had
steadil y refused to agree to the appointment
of a Board in the times of peace, but now
that a strike had taken place they came
along and declared that they were prepared
to agree to a Board.
Mr. W ATT.-Sometimes a strike occurs
after a Board is appointed, as in the case
of the slaughtermen.
Mr. WARD E said that that strike was
not of large dimensions, and th~ question
of striking had never been conSIdered by
the different organizations. So far ~s the
operatians of these ,Boards were. concerned
an illustration was to be found In the coal
strike that took place in New South Wales
quite recently. If it had not been for .the
power of the whole of the labour orgartI~a
Hons acting in unison, one of the most dISastrous strikes that had ever occurred in
Australia would have taken place, but the
power of labour was exercised in such a
,vav as to remind the employers that an
Arbitration Court had been established.
Mr. BOYD.-They went on strike in spite
of the decision of the Arbitration Court.
Mr. "VARDE said they did not remain
on strike for any length of time, and the
fact that the necessary machinery existed
to settle the dispute undoubtedly had the
effect of minimizing the results of tne disagreement, and of preventing. it from extending.
'
Mr. BOYD.-That did not prevent the
more recent strike in Newcastle.
Mr. WARDE said he would ask why £he
representatives of the Builders' Association
came forward now and asked for a Board
to fix the hours of labour so as to settle
the present dispute?
Mr. BOYD.-They have not done so.
Mr. WARD E s~id he waul d like to
know whv the honorable member stated
tha t he ,;as prepared to move for the a ppointment of such a Board. with the laudable object of bringing this ,unfortunate
strike to an end? He (Mr. Warde) contended that a Board should be established

1906.1
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before any difference arose. If they were
sensible men, honorable mem,bers would
agree to such provisions being enacted that
if at any time the Government were satisfied that unfair treatment was being meted
out to clerks and others who were working
in the different offices, it should not be
necessary to 'call Parliament together before justice could be done, but that, a
Wages Board might be appointed immediatel v it was found necessarv to do so. As
,he had pointed out, it wa's necessary to
satisfy, not only the Government, but b~th
Houses of Parliament, as to the neceSSIty
for such a 'Board before it could be brought
into existence.
Mr. BOYD.---.:.What is the use of. a Board
if the men will not accept its determinations?
Mr. WARDE said that if a good case
could not. be made out for the appointment
of a Wages Board, surely the representatives in another place were sufficiently strong
to prevent the appointment of a Board.
No Board could become operative unti J
c'reated by a resolution passed bv Qoth
Houses of Parliament. He had repeatedly
drawn attention to this on the public platform and in the House, and he had
pointed out that those who were fairly well
educated were being as badly sweated as,
if not worse than, any tradesman. He
accompanied a deputation to the Chief
Secretary from the clerks same two years
ago, and they 5tated that their remuneration was very; low indeed. He failed to
see ifl the word "office" was placed in
the clause that there wauld be anything
to compel the Government to move for
the creation of the Board. If the Government were satisfied that these people were
being badly treated, they would, if the
amendment were carried, have the power to
do them justice, as they were gradually
extending the system of Wages Boards to
the rest of the community. There were
thousands of men in the community who
would welcome the introduction of this
form of legislation for the benefit of the
clerks.
In many instances, these people
were the worst paid of any in our whole
industrial system, considering the way they
had to live and clothe themselves, and the
way their associations outside the office
",,"ere restricted. There was no class surrounded with greater difficulties in getting
a living with their small amount of remuneration. 'Thev were faced on everY
side by the introduction into offices of
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females from the various business colleges.
A gentleman in another place, who was n?t
associated with the Labour Party, saId
he sawall around him females being introduced simply because thev were cheap~r.
He would like to hear from the ChIef
Secretary any reason why l;1e wished to
prevent these people receiving the benefit
of this farm of legislation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The)'! did it
in one case, why not in another?
Mr. BENT said the Government had
been engaged for months on this Bill, and
had had at least ten Cabinet meetings concerning it. He thought the Government
had made a mistake in accepting the proposition of the leader of the Opposition.
Accordincr to the showing of the Labour
Party, there could be nothing done for the
next six months, and as there would be
another session then another Bill could be
brought in.
If members continued to
spring these amendments on the Government the Bill would have to be dropped.
The' amendments already given notice of
meant practically a new Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If it were
not for clause 5 I would like to see you
-drop the Bill.
Mr. BENT. - What kind of Board
would be required, and what kind of classification would be necessary if the offices
were taken in? There would be hundreds
of different classes of clerks. The Government could not accept this amendment, and
he was inclined to get back on the other
amendment.
Mr. SMITH.-All these amendments
show how imperfect vour Bill is.
~Ir. BENT said the honorable member
should trv a Bill on his own account.
Mr. SThUTH.-Later on.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
could wait until he could do it. He was
very sorry that the Governmen.t could not
accept this amendment.
What harm was
there iUl waiting for another six months
to elapse, as this proposal could not be
bwucrht about until then? The Govern•
mentb had shown an earnest deSIre
to .d0
something for these people. It was not
fair, after all the Government had done,
to attempt to load the Bill with all these
amendments. The Chief Secretary said he
would consider this matter, but thi~ amendment could not be taken right off.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said he
was sorrv the Premier had shown so much
heat ove~ this matter.
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Mr. BENT .-Give me a bottle of
lemonade.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
a little ice would be more suitable. The
threat of the Premier was hardly the proper thing. Every member of the House
represented his constituency.
1\1r. WATT .-Some do.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fztzroy) said
he was not referring to the honorable member.
l\.fr. WATT.-I was Teferring to you especially.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzro:y) said
that ·if the majority of the votes cast was
any criterion, he represented his constituency, but he did not know whether the
honorable member was in the same position. .INo doubt the' honorable member
would be satisfied to get in at the next
contest, and would not caTe very much how
he got in so long as he got in. The Premier threatened to withdraw the Bill.
Mr. BENT.-We cannot go on.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzrdy) said
that if the amendment were carried it
would simply mean that the House could
not deny the clerks the machinery by
which a Board might be created to deal
with their griev.ances, but it did not mean
that the Board should be created now.
All it was proposed to do was to include
offices, so that in the event of the Government deciding that it was desirable
to create a Board, they would have the
machinerv to enable them to dOl it. What
injury ,,-;ould tha~ do? What had the
clerks done that they f should be denied the
protection of the la w. ? They were as
badl y sweated as, and in some instances
worse sweated than, other classes, and yet
the Government denied them the right conceded to others whet were mganized and
able to press their claims in a more effective fashion. He saw no reason whv this
proposal should be rejected, but he saw
every: reason why it should. be accepted.
He would provide machinery for: all the
trades and callings to enable them to prevent themselves from being sweated. If
theamendmenf were carried, the Board
could not be appointed until the clerks
had demonstrated tOi the Government th~t
sweating existed, and that this was the
onl y effective method bv which the evil
could be remedied. Under the circumstances, the Government should accept the
:lmendment, which would help them to perfect the Bill, and would not encumber it
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in any wa.y. In six months time, there
might be another amending Bill, and there
might not. The Government ought to be
as solicitous for the welfare of these
people as fOor that of any other persons in
the community. Instead of threatening to
withdraw the BOill, which was not a very
pleasant method of dealing with the
House, the Government ought to accept the
amendment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he intended to support the amendment, as
he could see no reaSO~1 whv the Government could not accept it. They had
accepted the amendment of the leader of
the Opposition.
Mr. 'V ,\IT .-Do you belieye in that?
Sir ALEXANDER, PEACOCK said
that was not the question at all. As he
had stated, he felt inclined, but for clause
5, to vote :1gainst the whole Bill. The
Government had determined that they were
going to reopen the matter with regard to
the closing of shops, and defeat what was
done the other evening. He would just
as soon see the Bill dropped as the Go·
vernment succeed in that direction. The
Government after full consideration. had
thought it wise to give greater power with
regard to. Wages Boards, and to extend
the provisions of the Act to "any bu~i
ness whatsoever usually or frequently
carried on in a shop." When the first
amending Bill was brought in it was
limited to four trades that were special1y
mentioned.
The experiment was considered to be fairly successful, and there
was a further extension. There were now
thirty-eight Boards in active operation.
This proposal did not necessarily mean
that the Board would be created until the
Executive of the day were fully satisfied
that there was justification for asking both
Houses to create it. It should also be remem bered that the Government had now
determined to extend the law fo the wholesClle warehouses. Surelv there could be
no reason! for refusing to e?'tend it to the
clerical branch of the employes m warehOllses and elsewhere.
11.r. 'VATT said it appeared from the
remarks of the last speaker that he wns
supporting this amendment because the
Government had accepted the other one.
The honorable member's remarks on this
legislation were accepted with great
weight, because he was the author of the
most beneficial provisions 'Of this law. It
was true that it would be illogical for the
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Government to create a Board for the
warehouses, and to refuse a Board to the
clerks. The amendment proposed bv the
leader~ ~f the Opposition, and accepted by
the ChIef Secretary, apparently without
any consultation with his colleagues-Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-1 beg your
pardon.
Mr. WATT said at any rate it was
accepted without any consultation with the
party generall y, and it had not ~ll
accepted by the House. There were
plenty Oof reasons why a Board should not
be applied to clerical work. It was about
nine years since he moved in connexicn
with factories legisla60n, introduced by
the honorable member for Allandale when
Chief Secretary, that the Government
sho.uld by regulation stop the sweating as
to hours that was going an in city offices.
That was the first movement of the kind
taken. in any Australian Legislature, and
was on a par with what had been done jn
New Zealand at that time. The honorable member for Allandale refused to
accept that proposal, and. apparentlv had
no sympathy with the clerks, although
there was as much sweating then as now.
He was aware of the facts from his intimate acquaintance with clerks.
If
authority was given to create a Board, ten
or twenty Boards ,~ould be ,necessary to
do the work effectIvelv. There were a
great many different classes of clerks.
There were typewriters, shipping clerks?
correspondence clerks, and clerks who at
the same desk did different kinds of work
while the work done in ordinary accoun:
tancy varied considerably in vallIe. That
could not be said of any class of artisans.
~e ha.d known ledger-keepers doing what
mIght be regarded as routine work, who were
worth, perhaps, £4 a week, and men of the
same age and the same length of experience
doing the same kind of work who were not
worth more than £2 per week, if the relative values of the men were taken into consideration.
Mr. WILKINs.-In that case, you could
fix, at any rate, a minimum of £2 per
week.
Mr. WATT said the trouble was that the
proposal for Wages Boards was not the
remedy in such a case.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-This does not
propose a Wages Board.
Mr. WATT said that the honorable member who brought forward this proposal proposed a means by wliich a Wages Board
°
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might be obtained.
That was step No. I,
and step No. 2 would be a resolution
brought down by the Minister for the establishment of a Wages Board.
Mr. WI1:,KINs.-That will be the time
to criticise the proposal.
Mr. WATT said it was idle to hold out
the hope of a Wages Board to these nien
when such a Board would not meet the case.
N ow was the time to ascertain first whether
sweating existed, and secondly whether this
remedy could be applied successfully.
l\Ir. vYILKINS.- It is generally known
that sweating does exist.
Mr. WATT said there were special cases
where it did exist.
The Legislature, when
it created Wages Boards under the original
proposals of the honorable member for
Allandale, had evidence as to the widespread nature of the- sweating which prevailed, and in every subsequent case in
which Vvages Boards were extended to the
thirty-four trades which the-honorable member for 'Williamstown had alluded to, the
Legislature had been similarly satisfied
that sweating was widespread.
Mr. LEMMoN.-The Royal ComIl!ission
which sat decI.ared that sweating existed
among clerks.
~Ir. VY A TT said, the honorable member
for Williamstown did not accept the de~isions of that Royal Commission in many
cases, although of course the honorable
member quoted the Commission when it
suited him.
The honorable member rejected the proposals recommended by that
Commission which had since been embodied in law.
He (Mr. Watt) took it for
granted that sweating was sufficiently general in offices to justify some interference by
the Legislature, but still honorable members
must be satis,fied, before adopting: these proposals, that a Wages Board was the right
Anyone who was familiar with
remedy.
the working of offices must be aware that
it ,,"as almost impossible to properly grade
the work. The work was so largely mental
and so little manual that it could not be
said that two men who were doing similar
work in an office were properly paid by receiving the same salary.
Mr. WILKINs.-There would be no difficulty in fixing a minimum, and you could
pay as much' above that as you liked.
Mr. VY ATT said that if a minimum was
to be fixed, the great bulk of the clerks
would not ask for a Wages Board.
Mr. BEAzLEY.-Then they would not get
one, and no harm would be done.
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Mr . WATT said it was possible for a
Board, in accordance with the instructions
in the Act, to fix a minimum, but too often
Boards made the mistake of fixing a standard walge, and it was very rare that men
If
received over the minimum wage.
there was to be a minimum wage only for
cler ks fixed, the great bulk of the clerical
fraternity, knowing that they were a good
deal above the lowest standard of abilitv,
would not ask for' a Board, and consequentl y no relief would be granted to them
In view of the fact that the
in this way.
Bill would be jeopardized by the inclusion
of this amendment, he would oppose it, as
well as the proposal wnich was to be submitted later on by the honorable member
for North Melbourne.
Mr. LEMMON observed that the Royal
Commission to which the honorable member for Essendon had
referred reported that there was a great deal
of sweating amongst clerks, and m
the Argus on the 13th August last there
was a communication, in which reference
was made to sworn declarations which
showed that clerks who had been eight or
ten years at work, received only 25s. or
It was also shown that bank
27s. a week.
clerks were receiving ISS., 20S., or 25S. a
week after many years' service.
The honorable member for Essendon contended that
it was impossible to apply the principle of
the Wages Boards to clerical work, but as
a matter of fact Parliament had already
fixed a minimum wage for certain clerks.
The honorable member for Flemington was
able to persuade the House to insist in the
Savings Bank Bill that Savings Banks
clerks over twenty-one years of age, who
had served for three years, should receive
not less than £3 per week.
That was
carried, and was laid down as a minimum,
but there were many clerks in the Savings
':Banks who, on account of their extra
ability, were receiving considerably more
than £3 per week.
If a minimum could
be l.aid down in that case, why could it not
be laid down with regard to' clerks generallv? The Victorian Clerks Union for
ma11Y years had asked for a Wages Board.
Thev had made that request to the Royal
Commission, and they saw no difficulty with
regard to fixing a minimum wage for various classes of clerks employed in commercial and other houses.
Mr. WATT.-How would you fix it?
"Mr. LEMMON said he did not profess
to know, but he was assured by experts that
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there was no difficulty in the matter, and
he was prepared to accept the opinion of
experts on this subject.
Members of Parliament did not hold themselves up as bemg able to fix all the details of all the
various classes of labour, but they believed that the men engaged in the particular avocations were the best. persons to do
so. He sincerelv hoped to see this modicum of justice done to the clerical workers,
who were as much sweated as any body
of workers in the State of Victoria.
Mr. MACKINNON observed that, this
questioQ having been raised, he desired to
express an opinion on it. The question of
the hours, at any rate, of clerks, had been
the subject· matter of legislation in New
Zealand, and it certainly must have struck
everyone who had watched the condition
of affairs amongst those employed a,s clerks
in the city that there was most terribly
severe competition at the present time. He
wondered how manv members of the House
had received lette;s from men who were
forty or fifty years of age, and who had
held positions in which they were receiving
an income of from £4 to £5 a \\reek, but
who had been driven out of their offices to
be replaced, perhaps, by a chit of a girl or
a boy at 25s. a week. And per~aps the
boy or girl did the work better than those
men who were driven out, owing to the
training which young people now received.
Still his heart went out to those unfortunate
clerks, who were so displaced.
Mr. WATT.-A Board would not help
them.
Mr. MACKINNON said he thought a
Board would help them. He did not wish
to embarrass the Government, or to !see
them put in an awkward position over the
matter, but he thought it would be well for
the Government to consider the situation.
They must realize tbat this giving away of
rights with regard to the establishment of
Boards had proceeded in a piecemeal
fashion. In 1903, as all competent outside
observers believed, if received a considerable
check, but now the feeling of the people undoubtedly was tending towards the extension
of the W [tges Boards system-the artificial
regulation of wages. There w~s: no getting
away from that fact.
The House was
face"d with two very large extensions, one
of which had already been accepted by the
Government. He considered that the invasion of the Flinders-lane establishments
must affect a very large number of' people,
and that proposal had been already ac-
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cepted. So far as he was concerned, however, his sympathies were very much more
with the clerks and people of that class in
warehouses.
He knew the terrible com-·
petition they were subjected to owing to the
invasion of the whole field by women in
recent years. If the question went to a
diyision he (Mr. j\lackinnon), and he believed all those who sat in the Opposition
corner-whose sympathies were liberalwould have to vote as their conscience dictated. in favour of these clerks. Thev
had realized for a long time that the clerk"s
did not get fair treatment from their firms.
They were taken advantage of-it was
human nature to take advantage of one's
fellow men. They were a helpless class,
who were not able to organize in unions
and to protect themselves, as workmen could
do, and as this proposal had been made he
(Mr. Mackinnon) and those with him felt
bound in duty to support it.
Mr. WILKINS stated that he would appeal to the Premier and the Government to
accept the amendment of the honorable
member for Flemington.
He was quite
sure that the statement which the honorable
member had made in reference to the sweating that went on was quite true. He (~1r.
Wilkins) knew of his own knowledge of a
number of cases in which young women had
been brought in to do the work of men
who had been receiving £3 to £3 lOS. per
week. He was one of those who held that
wherever a female was employed to do the
work of a male she should receive a male's
pay.
Mr. \VARDE.-Equal pay for equal \york.
Mr. WILKINS.-Yes, equal pay for
e:{ual work. He was sure the Government
would get the everlasting gratitude of a very
large section of the community if they allowed this word to be added to the clause.
Honorable members knew, of course, that
before a Board was appointed, the Executive must be satisfied that the persons associated under this calling had a good
case.
Mr. WATT.-You have had some experience. Do you think it possible for a
Bo::trd to regulate clerical work?
~lr. WILKINS said he did.
In the
business he was connected with, he believed that the payment of the men in
this calling could be easily arranged.
~lr. "\tv ATT.-That is right. but compare
yourself with the drapers, or something of
that kind, who are on a different footing.
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Mr. WILKINS said he did not think
any business under the sun was so profit.able as that of the drapers, or that there
was any business in which the persons employed in it were paid less as a gel?~ral
rule.
He felt sure the difficulty would
right itself, and he would ask the Government to accept the amendment. He was
sure the difficulties i'n this particular case
would be no more serious than thev would
be in the case affected by the amendment
proposed by the leader of the Opposition.
He would always be grateful to the Government for having accepted that amend-'
ment. He hoped it would not be confined
to the warehouses, but that all men would
have an opportunity of taking advantage
of this noble provision.
He knew men
who were working sixteen and seventeen
hours a day for a miserable pittance. Why
were they compelled to do that? Because
they had no protection. The _ honorable
member for Essendon knew the men he
was referring to. Thev were engaged in a
particular line of carrying. He (Mr.
Wilkins) knew men who started at I o'clock
in the morning, and were often working
until 7 and 8 o'clock at nilSht. This was
not a state of things anv honorable member desired to have continued.
Mr. WATT.-The hours should be regulated.
Mr. WILKINS said the wages were not
sufficient to allow these men to be mar·
ried.
He was satisfied that honorable
members could not possibly employ their
time in any legislation that would conIer
benefit on a larger number of people than
the legislation which was before the House
to-night. He would appeal to the Premier
in the matter. He did not often take up
much time, but he felt very strongly on
this question, and would ask the Premier
to r'econsider his decision. He did not
look upon what the Premier said about the
Bill being withdrawn as a threat.
He
could quite understand the Premier feeling annoyed at not being able to get on
with the business of the House, and he
thought the Premier was perfectlv justified
if he felt that way in saying what he did.
But he would appeal to the Premier to accept this very reasonable amendment.
Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that the
main complaint he' had in connexion with
the propositions put forward bvthe honorable member for Flemington was that he
thought that a proposition of thi~ kilnd
should come after full consideration by
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the Government. He did not think it wise
that a proposition so far reaching in its
nature, and probably ill-considered, at any
rate from the Government stand-point,
should be included in the Bill. It ought
to come down after the Government had
taken the whole of the matter seriousl v into
consideration. The reason ~hy he,' for
one, was willing, to a certain extent, to
accept the amendment with regard to
warehouses, was that for the last t,velve
months he had been giving verv serious
consideration to the warehouse question.
Many months ago, he got a copv of the
New South Wales meastfre, and the Cabinet
had actually had the questi:on of bringi}1g
the warehousemen under the Act under
their serious consideration. -The Government had thought about it.
Mr. WATT.-That is the Arbitration
Bill ?
:Mr. SWINBURNE said he was referring to a special Warehousemen's Act that
was passed in New South Wales. It was
brought under his notice by a gentleman
in "The Lane" as being a very good Act,
and one \vhich had worked very well with
the Sydney warehousemen. The Government
had actually had that question under consideratio!1, and would probably have introduced it before long. The Government
therefore knew something about that' particular phase of the question. But the
proposition to include the clerks, as pointed
out by the honorable member for Essendon
was a serious one, and one of a very farreaching nature, and it presented a great
many difficulties, which he di~ not think
the honorable member for Flemingtcm
really appreciated or recognised.
Mr. WARDE.-We should not bring in
the proposition then until you are satisfied.
Mr. SWINBURNE ~aid he thought it
was not always the wisest thing for a Government to accept a recommendation from
anyone On the floor of the House to include such a proposition in the Bill, without the matter being seriously considered
beforehand.
Mr. WARDE.-It has something to do
with me as a member.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the honorable
member for Flemington must recognise that
several honorable members of the Opposition had treated the House courteously by
circulating the amendments, they proposed
to have included, and allowing every honorable member to knOw what they intended
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to do.
Those other amendments were
f;ankly and openly circulated, and every
honorable member got a copy of them this
morning. What did the Government find
now? They found this amendment sprung
upon the House without any time for
thought, without any notice, and without
being printed.
The Government thought
that unfair.
Mr. WARDE·.-That is your fault if you
have not given the matter thought. The
question was represented to the Chief
Secretary by a deputation two years ago.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he would like
to know why the amendment was not circulated last night.
Mr. \VARDE.-If the Government had
not given the matter represented to them
by the deputation consideration it is their
fault, not mine.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the Government never treated any deputation so discourteously as that.
The Premier had
made it a rule that each Minister must
bring up the request of every deputation
that waited on him during the week.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Then it
must have had some consideration.
Mr. SWINBURNE said it had not had
the consideration that might be expected or
needed. The GovernJIlent were thoroughly,
in favour of suppressing sweating in ,every
respect, and in connexion with the working
of the city offices, because they knew it
existed in many ways, but they wanted to
see that what they did was the right thing
to do, and not to introduce legislation
which might be faulty.
Mr. WILK1NS.-If you accept this you
are not bound to appoint a Board.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the Government had not time to think about this matter before, beca-;Jse the House had been
sitting four days a week, and the Cabinet
one day a week. There were no harderworked men in the communitv than the
Ministers. He himself was wo;king about
fifteen hours a day. He thought it was
inopportune to int~oduce any further
amendments than what the Government had
accepted.
Mr. TOUTCHER stated that he had
been somewhat impressed by the remarks of
the honorable member for Flemington, but
after hearing the remarks of the Minister,
and of the honorable member for Essendon, he thought this was a subject which
~
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was so complex and complicated that it
could not be dealt with in a hurried manner.
I t was all verv well for honorable
members on the Opposition side of the
House to smile, but if this amendment was
passed to-night it might result in many
men being discharged from their employment at once.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What
for?
NIr. TOUTCHER.-Because the wages
were fixed at a certain rate.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-This
does not fix any wages.
Mr. WATT .-It authorizes the appointment of a Board, at any rate.
NIr. TOUTCHER said he had been
under the impression that this was to appoint a Wages Board to fix wages.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fz"tzroy).-Oh, no.
IMr. WATT.-A Board will follo'w.
Mr. TOUTCHER'said he understood it
,vas to authorize the appointment of a
Board.'
MI. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-No, not
to authorize a Board.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he could see he
had been under a misapprehension.
He
thought it was another question. He had
been called out by a constituent. He would
like to understand the guestion before voting on it, but he would confess that he
had been under a misapprehension.
:Mr. BEAZLEY observed that he could
not understand why there should be such
strong opposition to this proposal, because
it really did no harm.
If the Ministry
did not consider it desirable that a V\T ages
Board should be appointed they need not
appoint one. They had admitted already,
he believed, that there were evils existing,
but they asked that the matter should have
further consideration. Even if this amendment was passed that further consideration
could be given. A Board could only be
appointed on a resolution of the House.
After all, this was only providing machinery which the Government could put
into operation or not, as they chose. There
would be no danger in agreeing to this
amendment.
Mr. BEARD remarked that he hoped
the Government would reconsider this question.
The honorable member for Essendon stat~d that he had every sympathy with
the proposal, but that he did not think this
was the proper place to deal with it. He
would ask the honorable member in what
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way it could be dealt with. This was the.
only form of industrial legislation we had
in Victoria.
It was his (Mr. Beard's)
opinion that these clerks would have had
redress years ago if the merits of the case,
in comparison with the cases of other members of the working community, had been
considered. In his opinion there was more
sweating in connexion with the clerks than
in any other calling. Honorable members
knew very well that these men had to keep
up 3: certain genteel appearance, and~ as
a matter of fact, the wages they receIved
were, in many cases, below those of artisans, who had not the same appearance to
keep up.
If these men had been organized .'years ago there was no doubt that they
would have been amongst the first people
to obtain the privileges resulting from the
appointment of a Board.
For these reasons, the Government ought to reconsider
the position.
There could be no harm
whatever in their doing that.
The other
night he was at a meeting of a candidate
for Federal honours, and he heard the question asked by a clerk as to what the Federal Parliament could do to render them
assistance. The candidate stated that nothing could be done by the Federal Parliament, as it was a question purely of
State administration.
The only form of
industrial legislation we had was the Factories Act. He noticed from time to time
proposals were brought up in the House,
which honorable members said they agreed
with, but they said that the Bill under
consideration at the moment was the wrong
place in which to have the amendments inserted. This surely was the right Bill in
which to insert provisions to prevent sweating. Our factory le~islation, from its inception, hCld been purely for the purpose
of preventing sweating. A Wages Board
did not fix a standard wage.
The
Board would say that the mimmum
wage should
be
fixed,
and
that
no payment should be made below. that.
The appointment of a Board was sImply
a provision that sweating should not obtain.
Men of special ability could get
as much above the minimum wage as their
abilitv was worth, and the objection of the
honorable member for Essendon, that such
men c0uld not receive a special wage,
did not apply to factory legislation, especiall v as regarded the Wages B0ards, and
The
was not worthy of consideration.
Royal CommissIon appointed to investigate
the- Factories and Shops Laws of, Victoria
J

Mr. Beard.
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in 1902-3 reported as follows on this qu~s
tion : During the investigation we received letters
from the Victorian Clerks Union asking permission to give evidence. It is generally admitted
that in ordinary clerical employment in _private
business there is a great deal of underpaymg and
even" sweating," accompanied by excessive hours
of duty in many cases. . This is undoubtedly to
a large extent due to the fact that every clerical
vacancy or opening in busine~s. is largely.sought
after in the stress of competItion, and WIth the
surplus of applicants always at hand an unscrupulous employer can make any terms he chooses.

There was a very good Education Act in
this State, and young men who diligently
pursued their studies, on coming away from
the State schools" were fairly well educated.
He believed a boy co.ming out of
the sixth standard, if he applied himself
to his books, and studied quietly at home,
had a fairly good education.
Competition
was exceedingly great in clerical ..wor~.
Often there was a very great competitIOn 111
the trades, and these young fellows desired
to follow a respectable calling where they
might wear clothes that were in general
more respectable in appearance than those
Competiworn by the ordinary artisan.
tion was verv keen in clerical employment,
on account of unscrupulous employers. All
that was asked for in the appointment of
a Board was pr0tection -for clerks from unscrupulous employers. "There were banking
institutions that did not desire to pay low
wages, but they were in competition with
other institutions, and when there was a
head of a banking institution who would
lower the wages to as great an extent as
the men w0uld stand, the other banking
institutions in competition must bring the'
wages down to the same level. 'The Government would have every chance in the
future of saying whether it was practicable
to form .11 special Board for clerks. All
that was asked was that there w0uld be
no necessity for troubling the House in
the future with an amendment of the Factories and Shops Acts for one particular
class of people, but that when the Government had had ample time to consider the
question they might C0me to the House
and propose a special Board, not to fix the
standard wages, but to fix the minimum
wage which any emolover should be allowed
to give.
The following appeared in the
Argus on 13th August in regard to inquiries
by the Trades Hall on sweating:A mass of evidence was submitted as to the
low wages paid to clerks. It was alleged that
in the banks men with eight and terl years' ser-
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vice got 25s. and 27s. 6d. respecti vel y.
The
hours of work were put down at from 52 to 60.
In an insurance society's office the clerks were
said to be all girls who got from 2S. 6d. to 35 s .
per week, or an average of lOS. Pay in c~m
mercial houses was said to be small, and guls
were doing for 15s. work for which men received
£3' One tradesman, it was asserted, employed
fi ve girls as clerks at from 2S. 6d: to 6s., the
higher-priced employe being the ledger-keeper.

Some of the wages quoted were very low
indeed, while the better wages specified
were probably a fair "rate for an average
worker.
If, by a Wages Board, the lower
prices were cut out, and a fair average rate
was made the minimum, thos.e pe.rsons who
were worth more would certainly be able
to get it.
The Appeal Court had practicall v decided that there could be no increase over the average wage paid by reputable employers.
Every protection was
given, and he did not think the Government were justified in opposing the amendment.
He hoped they would give the.
matter a little more consideration.
If the
Government would not accept the amendment, he would feel constrained to vote
against them.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he would like to
explain that when the interjections and
corrections from the Ministerial side of
the House made him discontinue his remarks, he thought he was under a misapprehension, but after looking up the principal Act he found the amendment would
gi ve power to the Governor in Council to
present a resolution for the appointment of
a special Board for clerks to the Assembly,
and if it passed the Assemblv it would go
up to another place.
If that was provided for in the Act it must undoubtedlv be
carried out.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-The Board has to be
appointed by this House.
Mr. TOUTCHER asked what was the
good of having the provision in the Act?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member cannot make a second speech.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he was only
speaking on the subj~ct on which he was
previousl y interrupted.
He thought more
consideration should be given to this matter on account of its complexity.
Boys
of thirteen. fourteen. or even twelve years
of alge were employed in offices, and they
should not be brought under a special
Board without consideratian being given
to the matter.
Mr. WARDE.-That is for the Board to
consider.
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The SPEAKER.-I have allowed the
honorable member for Stawell as much
latitude as I can.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed to 'be inserted be S'O inserted-
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Mr. A. S. Bailes

I

Mr. McBride.

Mr. BENT drew attention to the new
clauses circulated by him with reference
to sma.ll shops. He said he would not
take up much time, because the House
perfectly understood the. p.roposition of
the Government. The other night upon a
division there were two or three honorable
members on the Government side against
the cbuse in the Bill relating to small'
shops. He wanted to draw particular attention to what the honorable member for
Allandale said a little while ago.
The
honorable member complained about the
Government adopting this course, but
might he remind the honorable member
that on one occasion when the honorable
member was Chief Secretary, an amendment w.a·s carried ag~ins.t him, but the
honorable member was prepared to fill up
the blank with another figure?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But I declared the position of the Government on
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that occasion. The Government the other
n.ight did not do sO'. That is the difference.
Mr. BENT said on the occasion he referred to the honorable member had no
more thought of being beaten than he
had of flying.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. Yes, I had.
M'y colleagues know it.
Mr. BENT said he was present, and did
not know it. He (Mr. Bent) said a suggestion had been made to him, and the Governme!1t had no objection, for an amendment to
be made' in new clause BB, which ·the Government had circulated. Sub-clause (2) of
new clause BB was to the following
effect : No person shall be registered or employed as
an assistant in a small shop unless such person
is the husband, wife, child, stepchild, grandchild,
sister, niece, grandparent, or parent of the shopkeeper.

The anlendment suggested to him was tG
insert the following words after the word
" shop" in sub-clause (2):if such person is emEloyed in any shop or fac·
tory, or

He fancied this amendment might meet
the case of the two or three members who
voted the other night against the clause
tbat was previously in the Bill. It
meant that no person who was employed
during the day Ishould be perm~tted to
serve in that shop.
Mr. J. "V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How
about a partnership? Supposing two men
are running a s~op, are their families permitted to serve?
1\1r. BENT.-No, onlv one would be
permitted, that orne to b~ registered. As
the matter was thrashed out the other
night, he would content himself with this
explanation. He did not know whether
these new clauses would have to be put
separately or not, but they were to be
taken .as a whole. Seeing that the Government were prepared to make the
amendment he had indicated, perhaps all
parties might join now in accepting this
proposition.
The SPEAKER.-The new clauses
which have been circulated must be put
separately.
Mr. BENT proposed the following new
clause:AA. In this and the following sections the expression "small, shops)) means. those ~~op;;
which would except for the follOWIng provIsIons
of this Act be required to close at the ti~ef;
specified in section twenty-two of the FactOrIes
and Shops Act 1905 (No.2) and wherein only
one assistant (whether paid or unpaid) is engaged
or employed and the shopkeeper whereof and the
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assistant (if any) are registered.
Small shops
an J. the shopkeepers thereof and assistants therein shall be registered annually by the Chief Inspector' when so .determined by the Minister.

:Mr. TOUTCHER said he desired at
this stage to move an amendment on the
new clause, and he trusted the Government
would accept it. He thought it would be
an improvement on that suggested by the
Premier, and might be the means. of
getting the honorable gentleman a h~tle
more support. The cother afternoon, 'when
he spoke on this question, he wan.ted to
make it perfectl v clear that he dId not
want to endanger anv assistant at all, and
that his attitude on - that particular question '\vas. only to meet the cases of those
people wh0 conducted S~10PS th.e~~el~es
entirely and solely on then own ImtIatIve
and by their own efforts.. A case was
brought under his notice to-day .of a working jeweller, who had an aS~lstant, and
used to keep opell! unt~l 7 0 clock. He
often used to get in work that came back
from the city and bv that means, although
he did not ;v~rk in the night, he was able
to (~mploy this assistant.. Since t~e early
dosin rr he had had to dIspense WIth that
assist~t, and he told him (Mr. Toutcher)
that he would have to give up his work
and take a position as an employe, instead
of being an employer.
If such men as
that could only get in the work that came
back from the city: in the evenings, when
people returned to the suburbs from their
labours in the city, they would be able to
emplov not only themselves but oth~rs.
With -the view however, of safeguardmg
as~istants he ,;rould ask the Premier if he
would a~cept amendments which would
make the new clause read in this way:In this and the following sections the eJ(pression "small shops" me3:ns those. s.hops whic.h
W(luld except for the follOWIng ~rovIsIons .of th.IS
Act be required to close .at the tImes speCIfied In
section 22 of the Factones and Shops Act 1905
(No.2), and wherein no assistant is engaged or
employed, and the shop~eeper whereof and the
assistant if any are regIstered.
Where an assistant whether paid or unpaid is engaged
e~1) l oyed in any
shop. by a sho~kee~er w~o IS Incar:acitated bv illness or phYSIcal mfirmIty such
shop may still be considered a small shop f~r
the purposes of this Act. . . . .

0:

Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-You
first of all provide that there shall pe no
assistant, and then you say "the assistant,
if any."
l\i(r. TOUTCHER said he proposed to
provide that where the sh0pk~epe~ was ,incapacitated by illness or physlca~ mfirmlty,
he or she might employ an aSSIstant, but
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that no assistant should be employed in
a.nv other case.
That me.ant confining
th~ business practically to the . man or
woman who was carrying it on.
If there
was a widow keeping a shop, she would
be permitted to keep it open until 8 0'cl08k,
a.nd the same in the case of a man, but if
the shopkeeper was stricken down with
illness, such as influenza, he or she could
get an assistant, and have that assistant
registered.
Consequently there would be
110 danger of an assistant being employed
in a way that 'would be inimical to the best
interests of the Act as it stood at present.
He thought these amendments met the case.
Thev would confine the business exclusively
to the person carrying it on.
The rights
of no other individual would be interfered
with, while the person carrying on the bus,iness would be allowed to exercise his or her
own personal rights without encroaching
upon the time and labour of any other inThe first
dividual in the com.munitv.
amendment he desired to move was to omit
-the words "onlv one" before the word
" assistant, " with a view of inserting the
word" no."
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member cannot move an amendment on the new
The question before the
clause now.
Chair is that the new clause be read a
second time.
Any amendment will have
to be moved after the second reading of the
new clause, although, of course, the honorable member can explain his amendment
at this stage.
Mr. LEMMON (to ]\·lr. Toutcher).-'\IVhat
difference is there between your proposal
and what the Government suggest?
Mr. TOUTCHER said there was a good
deal of difference.
He would submit his
amendments to the Government to see whether they were prepared to accept them.
~1r. WILKINS said he was extremely
sorry that the Government had decided to
try to reverse the decision arrived at bv the
Committee on this question. While he.l sympathized with a number of small shopkeepers, he recognised the difficult" th.at
these proposals would place all shopkeepers
in. For instance, his, friend the honorable
member for Maryborough and himself might
be engaged as shopkeepers in the furniture
trade, employing no assistants at ,all. There
would be no difficultv in their carqing on
-their business until 8 o'clock, to the detriment of reputable employers who had a
large number of assistants. and the same
'thing applied to all other branches of trade.
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There was a large furniture shop in Fitzroy
which dis.played in the window the notice
that they closed at I o'clock, .but that their
shop in the city was open on that parti·
cular afternoon.
That difficultv had been
created by not having a universal halfholiday, and it was to be regretted.
He
was entirel y with the Government in saying
what they had said about a number of
these poor unfortunate shopkeepers.
He
was pres~nt at the large deputation that
waited on the Premier, and heard the stateHe regretted that
ments made there.
some people would suffer, but under all
legislation of this character-Mr. BENT. - You looked very sympatheticall y at me .
. Mr. WILKINS said he was sympathetic
because some of those persons who waited
on the Premier were personal friends of his
own, and had seen' him about the matter.
He told them clearly and distincd v then
as he did now-Mr. BE!\1J' .-Your presence persuaded us
that it was the proper thing to do.
Mr. WILKINS said he went there as a
He took no part in the depuspectator.
·tation.
The honorable member for Melbourne did not want any assistance, as the
honorable member was such an admirable
champion of the cause of the poor.
, Mr. EENT.-I will have to give up now.
T thought you were supporting us.
Mr BOYD (to Mr. Wilkins).-You were
very sympathetic when you were there.
Mr. WILKINS said he never expressed
any sympathy ,vhatsoever, but he did sympathize with a number of those present.
He could see.no just reason why the House
should be asked to reverse the vote of the
It was quite impossible to
Committee.
say who was a small shopkeeper in a
number of businesses that mi~ht be engaged
He (Mr. Wilkins) could keep his shop
in.
open. and what he could do other people
It would be a serious injustice
could do.
to the large employers, and would. ever.tuallv bring- back the assistants.
It would
be the means of breaking down the Act,
and he sincerely hoped that no such retrograde step as was now proposed would be
taken. His sympathies were entirely with
the shop assistants, and he hoped the Government would not insist on reversing the
vote taken the other night.
Mr. BOYD said he introduced the deputation that waited on the Premier some time
ago, consisting o£ nearly two thousand
shopkeepers from the metropolitan area.
J
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Most of
-them fourth schedule shops.
•
Mr. BOYD said a very large number of
them were not fourth schedule shops, and
were affected by this Bill.
Mr. BEAZLEy.-Most of them were not
small shopkeepers.
Mr. BOYD said most of them were not
small shopkeepers under the definition
proposed.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-A great many of the very
people you represent object to the Government's proposal.
Mr. BOYD said they objected, because
the proposal of the Government did not go
far enough.
They were not small shopkeepers with stock 0:6 the capital value of
£5 only.
He did not think there were
a dozen shops in the metropolitan area of
that description.
A" very unanimous request was made by the small shopkeepers
on that occasion that where no employes
were affected, they should he' allowed to
keep their Sj:lOpS open until 8 o'clock at
night.
It was a very peculiar thing to
see the Labour Party barracking for the
big shopkeepers.
They were pow the ~e
presentatives of the fat man.
The chIef
sweater-the man who produced tailormade suits at 35s.-was barracking for the
fat man.
Mr. WATT.-Who is that?
Mr. BOYD said he was not going to
mention any names.
All he said was that
that man was a champion advocate for the
big shopkeeper.
Surely the request made
by that deputation was a reasonable one.
The Factories Act was passed for the purpose af relieving the men who were employed in factories and in shops, but now
the proposals had swung round to protect
'the big shopkeeper, and to let the small
shopkeeper starve.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-How does it
protect the big shopkeeper?
Mr. BOYD said that when the big shops
were open during the day, 'everyone was
forced practically to go to those shops.
Mr. BEAZLEy.-That is not fhe experience in Sydney.
Mr. BOYD said he had in his hand a
parcel of affidavits from small shopkeepers
who dealt in a very small wa:y, and whose
capital returns ran into very small figures.
Those returns showed, in some cases, that
the man ,,,ho had to close his shop at 6
o'clock, when previously he had been able
to keep open until 8 oiclock. had had his
takings reduced by 33 per cent.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yet the same
man would not allow his books to be inspected to prove that.
Mr. BOYD said that was not correct.
He would read the affidavit of one of these
shopkeepers.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What is his name?
Mr. BOYD said he would not oblige the
honorable member with the name, because
he knew the careless manner in which the
honorable member used the names of private
persons to advertise himself. "
Mr. LEMMON.-YOU were not so careful
about giving the names when the sweated
employes in the coal mines were concerned.
You are a champion for the fat man.
Mr. BOYD said the honorable member
had repeated a statement that was absolutely incorrect, and then, when asked for
his authority, he said it was based on the
report of the Factories Commission. When
the honorable member, however, proceeded
to give a quotation from the report, he said
that if honorable members liked to look at
the Ar.~us of a certain date, they would
find the evidence of what he had stated.
That was in accordance with the general
practice of the honorable member. Newspaper comments a"nd other information of
that kind were brought forward to back up
the statements which the honorable member
made in the House.
So far as sweating
was concerned in the industrv to which the
honorable member alluded, that industry
was not under the Factories Act at present,
but the statements made bv the honorable
member were proved by the Coal Commission to be absolutelv false in the particular
direction in which he wanted to level them,
and that was against him (Mr. Boyd), consequent1 y the honorable member's attack
failed, and, like most of his other observations, it proved on investigation to have
been incorrect.
To come back to the question before the House, while he was very
glad that the Government had redeemed
their promise to give some concession to the
small shopkeepers, he did not think that
anv restriction 'should be placed on these
shookeepers trading up to 8 o'clock at
night, so lOong as the shopkeeper employed
no one but himself or members of his
family.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why stOoP at
8 o'clock?
Mr. BOYD.-Because that was a fair
and reasonable request.
Here was a
sworn affidavit bv one of these shopkeepers,
giving reasons -why the shops should be
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The shopkeeper

Prior to the Early Closing Act coming into
force, I had a comfortable living, and I could
pay my way very well; but since the 1st day of
March my business has completely fallen off.

Mr. MACKINNON.-What is the date of
that affidavit?
Mr. BOYD said it was dated the 31st
October of this yearso that there is no longer a living for me.
All
my sales were in the evening between five and
nine, and the six o'clock closing has deprived me
of an honest living.

Mr. WATT.-What business is that?
)lr. BOYD.-Dealer in second-hand
clothing.
)
Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-Oh, oh.
I ?vfr. WILKINs.-That is where they buy
I those cheap suits you talked about.
l\1r. COLECHIN.-Will the honorable
(
member be required to lay that affidavit
on the table?
/
I
The SPEAKER.-Yes.
Mr. BOYD said here was an affidavit
from a shopkeeper in Chapel-street,
Prahran. It was not that of a secondhand clothes dealer-

f

Since the early closing of shops came into
force, my business as a general dealer has fallen
off in receipts to the extent of 18 per week. Mv
business is chiefly obtained from the sale of
t001s and other articles to working men.

Unfortunately many of the working classes
were obliged to get their tools of trade
from second-hand dealers.
Mr. BEARD.-No, not at all.
Mr. BOYD said that perhaps the honorable member for Jika Jika had now a
much more profitable occupation than he
had before he dispos.ed .of his kit to a
second-hand dea.1er.
Mr. BEARD.-I am more generous than
that. I gave them away.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is more
than a Scotchm::tn would do.
Mr. BOYD said he could sincerely express the hope that the honorable member
would not have to pick them up again for
a long time to come. After tools had once
been handled they were second-hand, and
there was only one way of disposing of
them, and that was to the second-hand
shops, unless like the honorable member,
one was prepared to give them away. Plenty
of people could not afford to,give them away.
I t was quite true that many of the small
5hops in the metropolitan area carried on
a class of business which enabJed a lot of
honest people to eke out an existence, but
at the same time they were shops that
Session 1906-[II3J
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some of the high-toned members of this
Assembl y would not care to go into.
Kevertheless they supplied a public want,
and they should not be handicapped by
legislation which would practically ruin
their business. I t was all very well to
say that after the Act had been in force
for a certain time, the objections which
were being offere.d to it by the small shopkeepers would cease. Of course they
would cease.. because those shopkeepers
would be driven out of business.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-That has not been the
experience else\',,"here.
Mr. BOYD said it was only necessary
to allow the Act to operate harshly on the
smaller people for a certain number of
months, and they would be crushed out of
exjstence, and would be forced to enter
into competition with working men in
order to obtain 3. livelihood.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The same
speeches were made twenty years ago, when
factory legislation was first proposed. You
~vill find them all in 1-1 ansard.
Mr. BOYD said the same speeches would
continue to be made until the end of time.
It did not follow that because a thing
was said twenty years ago it was not true.
Sometimes it was necessary to hammer at
a thing for twenty years before any good
could be done. The object of the Factories Act was to see that no person
sweated another person. Its object never
was to prevent a shopkeeper who employed
no other person from keeping open until a
reasonable hour at night.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERs.-Yes.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-If that were
true we should never have had early closing at all.
Mr. BOYD said the honorable member
for Allandale got a good deal of credit
for the humane legislation he had introduced, but if the honorable member's in
tention at that time had been to prevent
the small shopkeeper from earning a living, his proposals would never have been
carried into law. He (Mr. Boyd) ventured
to sa.y that the intention of Parliament
was not to interfere wit}1 the small shopkeeper in earning an honest living, and
he W:1S very glad the Government had reintroduced this clause, in order to give the
House an opportunitv of reversing the
vote that was recorded the other night.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said the
Premier remarked just nlOW, while sitting
at the table, that the Government were only
doing what he (Sir Alexander Peacock)
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had done an a similar occasion when hE'
occupied the position of Premier, in asking
the House to reverse a vote. The position
of affairs, however, in that case was
entirel y different. He brought down a
Bill dealing with Old-Age Pensions, and
he clearly defined the positiOf11 of the Government in trying to fix the amount of the
pension at 7s.
Mr.' PRENDERGAST.-And we beat you
for a bob.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes,
-he was beaten.
A blank was cre::tted,
,and he reported progress immediately. A
meeting of the Cabinet was held, and the
'Government came down next day, 'and suc~
ceeded in inducing the House to leverse
its vote.
Mr. BENT.-YOU wanted to test the
strength of the House, and that is all we
are doing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
that during the last few years no less than
five different Commissions and Select
Committees had been appointed to inquire
into the question of shorter hours, and
they recommended the proposals which
this Government afterwards brought dmvm
It was the Government's own provision that
they were trying to reverse, and it might be
assumed that they had made all possible inquiries.
The proposal for closing at 6
o'clock was carried through both Houses of
Parliament, and it came into law on the
I st March last.
N ow it was proposed to
extend the closing time to 8 p.m. in the case
of the small shops, although members had
asked the Government to allow the present
law to remain in operation for another
twelve months, so that it might be fairly
tested. Did the P rernier or any member
of the 'Government get up and say, " We
admit that we have made a mistake, and
we ask vou to amend it? " Did he (Sir
Alexander Peacock) not appeal to the Government to leave the matter an open question? Not one word was said in defence
of the Government's proposition, and if
membel~s. looked up Hansard they would not
find one word said by the Chief Secretary
or any Government supporter. The only
word that had fallen came from the honorable member for Melbourne, who trotted out
a second-hand clothes dealer. All this was
to be done for the benefit of a secondhand clothes dealer!
The division was
taken, and some of the 'Government supporters voted with the Opposition, whilst
'there were other members on the Govern-
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ment side of the House that voted 111 the
other direction. Now that vote was to be
reversed.
It was, true, as the honorable
member for Melbourne had stated, that a
tremendous deputation was worked up
shortly after the present law came into
operation. It could be e.a:sil y understood
that a law that altered the condition of
affairs would be the cause of a good deal
of friction for some time.
It was well
known that certain men were paid and
organized to go throughout the suburbs.
That deputation comprised the fourth'
schedule shopkeepers primarily, and the 8
p.m. shopkeepel1s.. They were the peopl~1
behind the movement, though he would not't
say that there were not a number of indi- I
vi duals who were adversely affected by the
early closing.
All legislation did some \
harm to a small section, whilst it did good )
to the great number. Who were the people \
agitating?
They were the people who,
under the original Act introduced by Mr.
\
Deakin, kept open until 10 and later, and
were known 3JS the fourth schedule shopkeepers, including chemists, coffee house
keepers, confectioners, and the keepers of
eating houses, fish and oyster ,shops, fruit
and vegetable shops, restaurants, tobacconists' shops, and booksellers' and news
agents' shops.
These were the people
'~ho were by law allowed to keep open
tIll a later hour, and they would like
to see the hour extended to 9 or 10 0' clock.
The earlier the hour of closing the less business the tobacconists did, because there were
not so many people about shopping. There
were 'some shops, including bicycle, flowerdressers', and pawnbrokers' shops, which
were alIo'wed to keep open until 8 p.m.
These were the people who had joined in
the agitation, and worked it up, and it was
well known that the Premier, with his soft
heart, was greatly impressed.
Mr. BENT .-IWilkins misled me.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
met the honorable gentleman in Collinsstre,et, and told him that he (Sir Alexandet"
Peacock) was impressed, and w.as going to
look into the matter., It was said that there
were a large number of small shopkeepers
who had met together, and stated that they
found the beneficial effects of eady closing,
as they were able to get home to their
families.
Mr. BOYD.-They live in the shops.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
even where they lived in the shops they
were enabled to shut them up and enjoy the

I
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comforts of home. If the honorable member had worked in a grocer's shop until I I
or 12 at night, as he (Sir Alexander Peacock) had done, he would know what it
meant. A deputation from the other side
was going to wait on the Chief Secretary,
but the honorable gentleman was cute, and
said, "No, I am not going to have them
coming round here, and I will only see a
few from the suburbs." The Chief Secretary made it a sine qua 110n that only
twenty perlsons should attend, but it appeared that about fifty put in an appear'ance. They could have made as good a
/demonstration as the other deputation.
. Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-They principally
J represented the big shops.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
they did not. Having been so closely asso/J ciated with factories legislation, numbers of
people went to him and made their representations. He had no axe to grind in the
matter. The proposal of the Government
was a retrogra.de step, for they wished to
alter the closing hour from 6 to 8 p.m.
It would be a great mistake. ,Before there
was any extreme factories legislation bylaws were passed by the municipal councils
under the old Act, and the small and la.rge
shops in the suburbs were closed at 7
o'clock.
What warrant was there for the
Government proposal? There had been no
demand to justify it. It was only· the few
who were interested in fourth Ischedule
shops and the 8 o'clock shops that had
worked the matte.r up. Early closing was observed in Ballarat, Bendigo, and Geelong,
and were not the facts similar there? At
Ballarat the miners had to walk four or five
miles to their work, because there were no
trams for them to ride in, and yet those
people were able to do their shopping before
6 o'clock. In Brisbane a Conservative Government passed a provision for closing at
6 p.m., and in Sydney, where they had a
similar law, matters had settled down.
There was a great deal of agitation there
when the law was passed, and he happened
to be in Sydney shortly after it came into
operation, but things had now settled down.
,He was sorry the Government had not given
the law a better trial. He could not gra;sp
the amendment moved by the honorable
member for Stawell, and did not know
what its effect would be.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-He will explain his position present! y.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he appealed to th.e Government and their
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supporters not to make this mistake. The
Government ought to give their own proposal, backed up by Queensland and New
South Wales, a better trial. It wa,s, true
that in Western Australia and South Australia they had altered the provision, .but in
South Australia it was admitted that they
had made a mistake in doing so. Throughout Victoria the shops closed at 6 p.m. He
hoped some of the Government supporters
would rise and offer a better justification
for making the alteration than the honorable member for Melbourne had done.
That honorable member had stated to-nigM
that every man who was working for himself ought to be allowed to keep his :shop
open as long as he liked. That was virtually the argument used by the honorable
member.
Mr. BOYD rose to a point of order. Ht:
said the statement he made was that a shopkeeper working for himself should be permitted to keep open until 8 0' clock, and not
as long as he liked. The honorable member's statement was a misrepresentation.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he would not wilfully misrepresent anyone,
but he under,stood the honorable member to
say that no legislation should be passed
if it meant that the individua1 who was
working for himself was to ,be interfered
with. There was nothing said about 8
o'clock. He hoped some better arguments
would Qe adduced to justify the proposal
to change the hour of closing from 6 to 8
0' clock, and to make the hour of closing
later than it was made twelve or fourteen
years ago by the petition of the shopkeepers.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Seven o'clock did
not apply to all businesses.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOC~ said
it applied in the great majority of the
suburbs at that time.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-1 do not think so.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK Isaid
the argument was put forward that people
wanted to do business up to 8 o'clock in the
suburbs. because thev were engaged at work
in the city. Was not meat the most essential thing for the workers,' homes in the
suburbs, and did not the butchers' shops
close at 5 p.m.?
Mr. WATT.-The woman buys the meat.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK -said
she should buy the other articles too.
Mr. VVATT.-How would vou like your
wife to buy your suit of clothes?
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
his wife did not wear his pants. He was
sorry to see honorable members on the Government side of the House proposing to go
back on what they did laJst year.
1\1r. DowNwARD.-I am not.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACO'CK said
he knew the honorable member for Mornington had a bit of backbone, and was· not like
some other honorable members on the Government side of the House. Members on
the Opposition side of the House would be
able to see the division by which they were
beaten, for they had been told that the numberls were up.
It was known fhat there
were going to be some dead pairs. If the
Government would repent, and make some
concession, he would be glad. He regretted
that the Government did not defend their
attitude the other evening, so that there
would not be further disturbing influences in
the metropolitan area..
Mr. GRAY said he was very pleased to
see that the Government had introduced
this proposa.l, for the vofe las,t night was
only a snatched one. The honorable member for Allandale had twined the Government with having changed their mind as
compared with twelve months ago, but the
honorable member had changed his mind in
the space of ten minutes to-night. He
(Mr. Gray) could not understand the position taken up bv the Labour Partv. The
people who would benefit by this provision
were struggling shopkeepers who worked to
earn a poor livelihood. The effect of closing these small shops at 6 o'clock played
into the hands of the larger shopkeepers,
who on other occasions were described as
the fat men by members of the Labour Party.
He noticed that there was a slight difference between the provision as now proposed, and as it stood in the Bill when it
was previous1v before the Committee, some
words having been added. -. It put him in
mind of the statement of the Frenchman, Rochefoucauld, that there was something not unamusing in the misfortunes
of our best friends:.
He presumed
that this alteration was a little bridge
which had been constructed in order
to enable some honorable members who
voted one wa v on the previous occasion to
vote the other wav to-night.
vVhether it
was due to the fact that- this bridge rendered the provision more acceptable, or whether it was due to the article which had
appeared in the Age, the probabilities were
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that there was to be a straighter vote on
the question to-night than there was on the
last occasion.
Mr. BEARD stated that he was. sorry
the Government had decided to bring this
matter up again, because he believed the
carrying of their proposal would cause the
dismissal of a large number of shop employes. There were any number of shops
in which the business was carried on by
the shop-owner, one member of his family,
and a shop assistant.
I t was a fairly:
big shop that had three people in it, and'
the result of this proposal would be thati,
the assistant would be dismissed, and the I.)
shopkeeper and his relative would come \
under the clause, by the shop being classi- \
fied as a small shop run by the man with
one of his own family. Many fairly large
business establishments would take advantage l
of this provision, in order to introduce the \
thin end of the wedge to break down the
6 o'clock closing. Where he (Mr. Beard)
was residing, there were four grocers' shops
dose to his residence. Three of them were
run by the' owner and a member of his
family.
One shop, which was run as a
branch, had only one man in it, who was
a paid employe. Now, the keen competition in the g,rocery trade was well known,
and the consequence of this provision would
be that the three family shops would be
able to keep open two hours. longer than
the other shop, where there was' a hired
employe, so that this shop w~uld have to
be closed, and the employe would be thrown
on the street. He could have understood
it if the Government had brought down a
proposition that widows and persons physically incapacitated might be allowed to
keep a small shop open after 6 o'clock,
but he did not say that he would have
voted even for that. But fancy going to
the extent of allowing a shop to keep open
which had two people serving in it, and
calling it a small shop!
The idea was
ridiculou~.
Another argument against this
proposal was that it was practically bringing in the overtime s~stem. Suppose that
half the shops in a suburb were working
under this provision the practical result
would be to extend the duration of business for the two hours longer,' and the consequence would be that, as regarded those
shops open only during the day, there
would be a les.s amount of trade done, because. there would be .3J smaller volume of
business, owing to the extension of the
time.
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Mr. GRAY.-One of the arguments used
against this proposal was -, that there was
no business done between 6 and 8 o'clock.
Mr. BEARD said that a certain volume
of trade would be done, and that trade
would be done no matter what time the
shops closed.
So far as the fourth-schedule shops were concerned, those who kept
such shops were all brought into line, that
was to say, all the tobacconists kept open
,till the same time every night, so that they
''''ere all on an equality, but in this case
"some grocers' shops would be shut while
tome would be open. He considered that
~}t would be most unfair to allow a man to
ave two persons serving in a fairly large
usiness, while another shopkeeper would
have to shut up.
Mr. McKENZIE remarked that as he
was not present when the vote on tnis question was taken on the previous occasion he
wished to briefly explain the vote he intended to give. There was a great population working in the city who got home
about 6' o'clock, and there was no doubt
that that class, if thev had an opportunity,
would buy their groceries, and perhaps
their meat, and other necessaries from the
smaller shops a'djoining their homes in the
suburbs in which thev lived.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I suppose the wife
does not purchase anything until the husband gets home?
Mr. McKENZIE said she might not do
so.
Mr. BEARD.-App~rently you think that
the working classes are the most thriftless
people in the world.
Mr. McK-ENZIE said he would put a
case which he considered was analogous.
Honorable members knew that a carpenter
or bricklayer very firequently after working his eight hours, built a house for himself in his spare time. 'Now, honorable
members opposite would consider it very
hard if a man were prevented from building or working during the time a:6ter he
had put in the ordinary eight hours for
his employer. He (Mr. _McKenzie) thought
the analogy was perfect. It was all very
well to say, "Close all these shops at the
same time"
It was well known that a
small shopkeeper could not possibly compete with the larger man during the same
hours of business, because the public
would go to the larger shop and the larger
stock. if both classes of shops were open
The great
for exactly the same hours.
object in this provision was to, give these

~
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smaller people a chance of picking up
what might be called the crumbs of trade.
r f1 they were closed at the same time as
the la;ger shops, it meant that they must
give way, and what was the result? The
result was shown in Melbourne already.
A great number of the larger firms in the
city were opening places throughout the
suburbsr-butchers', grocers', and other
shops, and all this was brought about .by
the restrictions which existed in conneXlOn
with the Factories and Shops Acts.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There are no
branches in London or other places, I
suppose.
Mr. DUFFUS said that he would have
to vote against the new clause pr~posed by
the Government. Honorable members knew
the years of agitation. which it took to
bring about early closmg.
He thought
it was altogether wrong to take a retrograde
step now, or to pass any legislation wh~ch
would tend to break up the early closmg
hours.
Six o'clock was quite late enough
for shops to be open in the city or suburbc;.
Many of the small shops, 3;s they we~e
called, did a fairly large busmess, an? d
'thev were allowed to keep open untIl 8
o'clock it would mean that the other shops
would ~tart an agitation to keep open later
hours too. In that way he believed the
employes would be deprived of the advantages of shorter hours which they had had
for many years past.
On that account he
intended to vote against the proposal.
Mr. LEMMON stated that he very much
regretted the action the Government ~ad
taken. He had thought the House was gomg
to have an untrammelled vote on this matter, as was the case the other night. The
majority of the House demonstrat~d the.n
that the v were not in favour of takmg thIS
backward step, but the whip had been
cracked, and the Ministerial supporters,
would have to support the Government on
He could quite understand
this question.
the honorable member for Melbourne, who,
he regretted, was not present, supporting
this proposal, because it was a well-known
fact that the fourth schedule shops were
extremely anxious that the hours should be
increased, not that the unfortunate men
who had to earn their livelihood should be
benefited, but because they would be forced'
to have their tea in the city.
The anxiety
of the Government to have this change
made indicated a want of sinceritv on
their part, and there was also a want of
sincerity on their part in proposing that
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these men should have tea money.
He
was surprised that that proposition should
be put forward, and he welcomed it, but
in his opinion one of the obJects the Government had in view was- that the big
gentlemen in the city should have the benefit
of it.
Why was this tea money agitated
for ? Honorable members could now see
that instead of the men having the opportunity of getting the tea money and of
enjoying themselves, they would be forced
into the position of parting out to Parer
and other fourth schedule shop people. The
honorable member for Rodnev stated that
the big shops were building in the suburbs.
That was the ,'ery thing he (Mr. Lemmon)
and others contended would happen, but
that was the opposite of what those who
desired the extension of these hours believed was happening at the present time.
Their contention was that the suburban
shops were being closed up, and that trade
was being driven to the large houses. The
honorable member's argument was that the
suburban shops were increasing, which was
exactly what took place in Sydney. The
honorable member for Melbourne brought
up two cases to show why the House should
go back on the proposition.
They were
the cases of two second-hand dealers. What
was the reason of these men claiminlr that
their business was being interfered ~1th at
the present time, and supporting that claim
by statutory declaration? It was simply
because the Government had placed pawn:brokers in the fourth schedule, and because
the pawnbrokers were competing seriously
with those two gentlemen whose case the
honorable member for Melbourne men·tioned.
The policy to be adopted shoUld
be the opposite one to that which the honorable member far Melbourne advocated. The
pa wnbrokers should be made to close at
6 o'clock.
"Wnat would happen was what
was stated by the honorable member for
Port Fairy. Some men were urging that
thev should be placed in the same position
as the pawnbrokers.
These other people
would make the same demand. Those who
employed assistanh would make the same
demand to be allowed to keep open until
8 o'clock, and long hours would again
become the rule.
He did not expect that
the honorable member for Melbourne would
advocate 'that the pawnbrokers would be
required to close at 6.
It was consistent
with what th:lt honorable member usually
advocated, that he should urge that the
hours of the others should be increased
from 6 to 8.
He (Mr. Lemmon) thought
Mr. Lemmon.
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the Government proposal was a very unwise'
one.
It would cause a tremendous amount
of trouble, and all those who desired to see
the early closing system successful would
see their wishes frustrated, not by the will
of the House, but by the action of the
Government in the interests of, the wealthy
shop-owners in the city.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) observed that
he was absent the other night when this,.
matter was before the Chamber, and his \
absence was due to a misunderstanding to.'
some extent on his own part, and to som~
extent on the part of somebody else. H~
had just come into the House from an elec~
tion, and in his election speeches he sai
he did not wish to interfere with the employes in any direction whatever.
The
only thing he said he would support would
be so.mething by which the small shopkeepers should get sympathetic treatment.
Although the Government proposal did not
go as far as he would wish, he would support it, as half a loaf was better than no
bread.
In the district which he had the
honour to represent, there were a large
number of people who had small shops, and
thev told him-and he had no reason to
doubt their statements-that the 6 o'clock
closing very largely interfered with their
business, and thal they found their takings
falling away. Numbers of them told him.
during his personal canvass of the district,
that if this was continued some of them
would have to give up keeping shops, and
they did not know what they would do,
unless they went out scrubbing or doing
sometning else like that. Honorable members on the Opposition side of the House
said that this scheme of givil2B' a poo~ person a chance of making a few shillings
honestly was a wrong one to adopt, but he
could not see any reason whv it was a
wrong; system.
He did not wish to interfere with the employes, nur to see their
hours increased one minute. But he would
say this without fear of successful contradiction, that to debar men fram. making an
honest living, and not to allow men who
did not interfere with anybody else to
keep their shops open another two hours,
was a very hard case.
He was not a
tradesman himself, but he had been told
by tradesmen who had these small shops
that the effect of the legislation passed last
year was that it sent the purchasers to
iarger shops, and therefore gave the people
who were very well able to do without the
few crumbs that fell from their tablE'
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the trade that these other unfortunate people
should have.
He would support the Government proposal, although, as he said,
it did not go as far as he would like to see
it go.
Mr. SANGSTER stated that he moved
.an amen.dment last nIght to extend this pro\ vision to a group o-B small shopkeepers
who were not allowed' to sell fancy goods~
although they -kept their shops open for
selling stationery, tobacco, and other things
nder the Act.
He thought that all of
hese shops should be under the fourth
schedule, and he moved that thev should be
rought under the fourth schedule, but the
overnment v0ted against that.
A very
arge majority of the people in whose interest he had moved were small shopkeepers. There were two or three lar~e
shops amongst the number selling nothing
but fancy goods, but the great majority of
them ':!,Tere small shops, and were in the
suburbs.
The Government wanted to
create the anomaly of opening all th.e small
shops in the suburbs that were competing
with those who were a few shades above
them, and they were doing that although
they refused to comply with -his request last
night to bring the fancy goods shops under
the fourth schedule.
It would not have
increased the number of shops which ,\~ould
be open, because it would onlv have meant
that certain shops would be allowed to. open
the side of their shops which was now
closed, and to sell the goods they had there
already.
j\f.r. BEAZLEY sajd he wished to point
out one matter which he thought had been
overlooked. All shops could keep open
on one njght in the week until 10 o'clock.
I t had been said it would be impossible
for working men to get a suit of clothes
or a pair of boots if shops were to close
at 6 o'clock. The ordinary household purchases, such as, groceries, could be undertaken bv the wife of a workman if he was
working in town, and the man himself
would ha,:~e an opportunity of getting his
clothes ill1 the suburbs if he wished on one
night in the week up till 10 o'clock.
c~.fr. BOWSER said he thought there
was another point that had been overlooked. It was imoossible in the administration of laws ot'this kind to meet all
cases, and to make the law, like Procrustes'
bed, fit exactly ali the conditions of trade
throughout the city and State. What he
wished to point out was this: Under the present law a~ factory consisted of four persons.
Gre~t injustice was done to those employers
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who had to pay their men factory wages,
and to work them for factory hours, bv other
persons associating themselves togetherthat was, by two or three men getting together, and starting in the same line vf
business in the same street. He could not
understand how honorable members could
be so exacting in the cases where justir.e
should surely be tempered with mercy, and
yet should look calm Iv on, while the Act
was being practicallv defeated in their
midst under the conditions which he had
just described.
~ir. PrillNDERGAST.-You have got a
mare's nest.
Mr. 'WA TT said he :did not know ""hether, if new clause AA was carried the
Government intended to proceed witi1 all
the other clauses they' had circulated.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member has alreadv spoken on the second
reading of this clatise.
Mr. WATT.-No.
The SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member gives me an assurance that 'he has
not spoken he may proceed.
Mr. LEMMON (to Mr. '\IVatt).-You made
a speech while you were sitting down.
~Ir. VVA TT said he had intended to
speak when the honorable member for
'\IVilliamstowllI rose, but the honorable
member's nasal twang drove him out of the
chamber. Some honorable member·s were
thinking of voting for the second reading
of the new clause, with the object of having it modified later on. The Government
had made an experiment in regard to earlv
closing. It had not given complete satisfaction. Some people considered there
could never be complete satisfaction in regard to shop legislation. He was of that
opinion. At any time the feeling might
settle down, and nothing might be said
against the law by either side, but it
might be death that gave silence, and that
was not a satisfactory way of solving the
matter. Was it not possible to provide that
a small shopman or any man who liked
might keep open for another hour if he
chose to fulfil cert?-in licence conditions, to
be insisted on by the Chief Secretary, and
that a person ~hould have the privilege of
doing so whether he employed assistants or
not?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Bill provided
that.
j'v[r. WATT said the Bill only gave the
Chief Secretary power to register what was
termed the small shop.
c
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You will
have to do what you want in new clause

DD.
Mr. V\T ATT said it was hard to understand what new clause DD meant. 'He
(M.r. Watt) was impressed by the statement
of the honorable member for Allandale that
these matters settled down. He did not
agree with the honorable member for Melbourne that honorable members were merely
making early closing provisions to protect
the assistants. If the House had only
wanted to do that thev would have made
provisions restricting -'the hours, as was
done in the Factories and Shops Act, when
it was said no female assistant in a shop
should work more than fifty-two hours a
week. What Parliament provided was
that no man should be permitted to sweat
himself or allow the competitive conditions
of trade to make him work unduly long
hours.
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-Some
shopkeepers
would be willing to open at 12 o'clock, so
as to get a couple of hours later on.
1\1r. WATT said he believed there was
very little purchasing done in the morning
in the small goods trade, and that mOIst of
the business was done later on. However,
he was not dealing with special cases. If
the House permitted the new clause to
pass, it should be with the distinct understanding that it should be amended so that
a compromise might be struck, and that an
elastic provision should be made, SOl that
shops could keep open for an hour later
in the evening for another twelve months.
In voting for the new clause he was voting
with that object only, and if the compromise
he wished was not carried' he would vote
a,gain5t the remaining new clauses.
The House divided on the question that
new clause AA be read a second time-Ayes
25
Noes
20
1

Majority for the clause
AYES.

Mr. Bayles, N.
" Bent
" Bowser
" Cameron
" Campbell
" Carlisle
" Cullen
" Farrer
" Forrest
Sir Samuel Gillott
Mr. Gray
" Keast
" Kirkwood

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Langdon
Liyingston
McKenzie
McLeod
Murray
Robertson
Stanley
Swinburne
Toutcher
Watt
Tellers:
Mr. Argyle.
.". Boyd.
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NOES.

r..'lr. Beard
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Beazley
Bennett, H. S.
TI ill son , J. W.
Bromley
Colechin
Downward
Duffus
Harris
Hutchinson
Mackinnon

M~·. Outtrim
Sir Alex. Peacock
Mr. Prendergast
" Sangster
" Smith
., Warde
Wilkins.

Tellers:

Mr. Elmslie
.,

Lemmon.

PAIRS.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Bennett, G. H.
Hunt
Keogh
McBride
McCutcheon
Mackey
Thomson

Mr. Hannah
" Billson. A. A.
" McGregor
~, Bailes, A. S.
Graham
" Lawson
" McGrath.

Mr. TOUTCHER said he desired
move an amendment on the clause.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Let us know
if the Government are going to support it.
Perhaps they are going to change their
minds again.
.
Mr. TOUTCHER said while the clause
brought down by the Government sought
to do justice to a lot of deserving people
-and that was why he voted for it-and
was conceived, as he believed, in a humane
spirit, and in a spirit worthy of the Government-An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Slobber.
Mr. TOUTCHER said it was conceived
in a spirit worthy of any humane man, and
in a spirit whereby the Government were
not going to gai'n anything, because the
votes were not there.
If the votes had
been there there would have been seen a
complete transforma.tion upon the Opposition side of the House. . While
the idea of the new clause wq.s to give consideration, and extend mercy to a lot of
deserving people, still he ·:Ed not agree
altogether with the manner in which some
parts of it were framed, with regard to the
husband and wife being allowed to carry
on the business.
Mr. WILKINS.-You want to get in the
grandchild.
Get them aU in.
Mr. TOUTCRER said he wanted to
state the nature of the amendment he desired to .submit. It was that any man or
any woman carrying on a small business
should be permitted to keep open without
employing any assistant whatever, but
that in the case of sickness or physical incapacitv they might have an as:sistant properl v registered under the Act, and at the
absolute discretion of the Minister .
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Mr. WILKINs.-Have you made any provision for their selling out?
Mr. TOUTCHER said he hoped the
honorable member would make provision
when he was sold out. These poor people,
however, would not compete against the
honorable member. They would not sell
sausages or anything of that kind that
might poison the community. He would
like the Government to accept his amendtnent, because there was an element of unfairness in the clause. He did not know
~vhy he was being subjected to so much
y interruption when he w~s trying to
plain the position he had taken up.
Mr. WILKINS.-It is your consistent
Mr. TOUTCHER said he noticed the
honorable member for Abbotsford was very
lively to-night.
The honorable member
was not so lively previously. The honorable member was giving a poor return to
friends of his OWn who stood bv him on a
certain famous occasion.
'
Mr. BEAZLEY.-You would stick to any
friend if you could get anything out of
him.
You are trying to stick to friends
now to get something out of them, and you
will be disappointed.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he was not trying to gain what the honorable member was
perhaps trying to gain. He had nothing
to gain bv what he was doing in th~Si matter, and if he was permitted _!le would conHe did not see why
tinue his remarks.
he should be subjected to so much interruption.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-You are sticking to the
man who sent you to Tasmania.
Mr. TOUTCHER said it was a pity the
honorable member was not there. He would
like the Government to accept his amendment' because there was a slight element of
unfairness in the proposition they had submitted, with the intention of doing justice
to a deserving class, because if the husband was allowed to work in the shop with
his wife there would be two hands employed. If the Government were not prepared to accept his amendment he would be
very sorry, because he thought it would improve the clause.
-Mr. BENT said he had looked at the
honorable member's amendment, and he
did not quite understand it.
He understood the honorable member did not want
to give power to bring in an assistant, except in case of illness.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is so.
Session I 906--[ I I9J
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Mr. BENT said the honorable member's
proposal looked very humane indeed, but
the Government had not had time to consider it, and as they had set their faces
against amendments, he hoped the honorable member would not press it. It was
not because the amendment ,ras not worth
considering, but in the circumstances tonight the Government could not see their
way dear to deal with it. It was perhaps
a question that might be considered, and he
was not at all averse to it.
Mr. BEARD.-Bring it on in a summer
session.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-When the time is more
ripe.
Mr. BENTsaid no doubt the interjections
were very jokety. He had been beaten many
a time, but he did not get vexed like hon.
orable members opposite. Had he not shown
that the honorable member for Collingwood was the cause of this proposal of the
Government? Did not the honorable member go to that big deputation, and indicate
that he was a supporter of the proposal by
his presence?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-No.
Mr. BENT.-What, then, was the honor.
able member there for? A lot of the honorable member's friends were there, and he
was supporting the honorable member's
friends as he always did. He sympathized
with the object of the honorable member
for StaweU, but he would feel obliged if
the honorable member did not press the
amendment iust now.
Mr. WATT said the Premier had stated
that there was something in the proposal of
the honora.ble member for Stawell to allow
an !invalid shopkeeper to employ an assistant and still keep open until 8 o'clock.
That and a number ot other matters demanded full consideration.
He himself
had submitted a proposal which he could
not put into proper form at a moment's
notice. He therefore begged to mov~
That the debate be now ad1ourned.

Mr. BENT.--We cannot agree to that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he would second the motion for the adjournment of the debate, in order to elicit
from the Government a statement as to what
position they intended to take up on the
early closing question. It was a -serious
thing if five members were to upset what
had been placed upon the statute-book by
the present Government. As he had already pointed out, the Government were now
going back· far beyond the condition of
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affairs that prevailed for many years real reason of the changed attitude of the
throughout the metropolitan area. If the Government. It was remarkable that there
Premier 'was prepared to give consideration had been no real speech in defence of the
to the suggestion of the honorable member a.ltered attitude of honorable members on
The 8 o'clock profor Stawell, surely he should also consider the Ministerial side.
the suggestion of the honorable member for posal had been carried, and if 7 o'clock
Essendon, namely, that, although he wa;s could be substituted honorable members
prepared to vote for the Government's pro- generally would be perfectly satisfied.
position, he would like to see the Govern- Seven o'clock was the hour of closing in
ment adopt the hour of 7 0' clock instead the majority of trades long before there
of 8 o'clock.
was any Factories Act at all.
Mr. WATT.-For shops where the master
Mr. BENT said that after the speech of
alone works.
the honorable member for Allandale h~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said would not agree to an adjournment of tl\~
that that amendment would be a difficult debate. He would not be dragooned int<
one to frame, and time was needed for its anything at all.
consideration. The Government should also
Mr . WATT .-Is it necessary for a pro
take time to look into the proposal of the position to come from the Opposition i
honorable member for Flemington as to per- order that it should be agreed to by the
sons employed in offices.
Government?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-You know how
Mr. BENT.-No.
wide that proposition is.
Mr. WATT .-It is just as well to know
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said that.
he knew that the Chief Secretary was preMr. BENT said it was not likely, after
pared to accept a much wider proposition the attack that had been made upon the
that had come from the leader of the Op- Government, that he would be so weak as to
position.
The honorable member for
give way.
Mr. BENT.-I do not know that we are Allandale had no right to make such an
going to accept the proposition of the attack.
leader of the Opposition at all.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I made no
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said attack at all.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
there should be some finality and firmness
on the part of the Government. If it was knew from past experience how difficult it
intended to go in for further amendments was to amend the Factories and Shops, Acts.
there were a number of amendments of a The Government had shown a disposition to
desirable character that he himself might do all they could to make things right, but
suggest, but he had refrained from doing they were not going to have amendments
Because the
so, because he did not wish to block busi- shovelled around like this.
ness. If it was intended to adjourn now, ChIef Secretary said he would accept the
the Government should take the House into amendment of the leader of the Opposition
their confidence as to their intentions. Min- all these other proposals: had been launched,
isters had succeeded in inducing a majority and as matters now stood the Government
of the House to reverse a proposition which were not prepared to adopt the amendment
the Government themselves placed on the' proposed bv the leader of the Opposition.
statute-book no.t twelve months ago, and That honorable gentleman had led Ministers
they should give favorable consideration to to believe that if his amendment were acthe proposal that the hour of closing for cepted he would be prepared to help. In!;tead of that the honorable member for
these small shops should be 7 o'clock.
Mr. BENT .-Are you in favour of 7 Flemington got up immediately afterwards
and proposed another amendment.
o'clock?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The leader of the
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
he would rather have 7 o'clock than 8 Opposition never· said anything of the kind,
o'clock. He believed the House would be either to you o.r to anyone else.
Mr. BENT ,said the leader of the Oppopracticall y unanimous in accepting that as
a compromise. Those honorable members sition made that promise, and immediately
who were against the 8 o'clock proposal had afterwards he supported the amendment of
been beaten, and there would be no article the honorable member for Flemington.
You
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-SO I did.
to-morrow in the Age supporting them in
the attitude they took up. That was the won't buy me as cheaply as you b
I
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some members in this (the Opposition)
corner. You won't buy me with a trip.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Perhaps Wren can buy
you.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No, no one can buy
me.
Mr. BENT said he threw that statement
in the honorable member's dirty face. He
was not a buyer of anyone.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. ~ That is lovelv
language for a Premier to use.
. ' Mr. BENT said that he did not buy

~nybody.

I Mr.

PRENDERGAsT.-Except the gentlean who went round lecturing in the State
chools.
~1r. BENT said the honorable member
should not talk filth.
::VIr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU should not act
it.
Mr. BENT said he was prepared to consider the question of adjournment if it was
put to him properly, but not when an attack
was made such as had been made by the
honorable member for Allandale.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I made no
attack. I have been badly treated.
Mr. BENT said that a number of honorable members were a.bsent last night when
\
the vote was taken on the 8 o'clock proposal, and it was only right that the Government should test the strength of the House
./ upon it this evening. What did the honorl
able member for Allandale think the Government'should have done?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What would he have'
done himself in the circumstances?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I would have
got up and defended the position, but the
Chief Secretary never said a word.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I said a good
deal.
Mr. BENT said he had no interest in
doing anything except to improve the condition of the industrial classes in the community.
:Mr. WARDE.-You have gone back ten
years in this proposa1. ,
Mr. BENT said it was no use talking like
that.
.
:\1r. PRENDERGAST.-You have said that
you like to see the workmen at work, but
you have never done any work yourself.
1\1r. WATT.-You have lived on the unemployed half your time.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I never had to get
up a subscription after an election-£r 50
to swallow your principles.
:\1r. BENT said that nothing pleased
the honorable member better than to see
[r r9J-2
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men at work. As to buying anyone,
he (Mr. Bent) was incapable of doing
anything except what was correct. Did the
honorable member for Essendon insist on
going to a vote?
Mr. WATT.-I do not" want to insist.
Mr. BENT said he was prepared to
consult with the gentleman who had given
days and days to the study. of this question. The work would almost kill a man,
and members ought to be a little more consideI·ate .
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am, and
you ought to be a little more considerate to
me. I was never consulted by any member of the Government.
Mr. BENT said that perhaps the Government had forgotten that, but it was not
intended.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT (to Sir Alexander
Peacock).-There is no Ollie I would sooner
consult than you.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said a statement
had been made that because another amendment had been proposed his amendment
was not going to be accepted. There was
nOl stipulation at all about the matter, and
when the proposition was discussed, a
promise was made to accept it on its merits.
That promise was not to be carried out because of another proposal. That was not
the action of an honest or an honorabie
man. A statement had been made that he
was in the pay of Wren, but he gave that
an unqualified denial, a~ld ~he individual
who made the statement ought to be compelled to prove it or to withdraw it.
The motion for -the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following day.
The Hou~e adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past eleven o'clock p.m.

LEQISLATIVE A.SSEMBLY.
Friday, November 30, 1906.
The SPEAKER took the chair
minutes past eleven o'clock a.m.

at four

STRIKE IN THE' BUILDING TRADE.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-By leave, I
should like to make a short statement as
to a proposition in connexion with the prcsent difficulty in the building trade. In this
morning's papers a letter appears from Mr.
C. E. Eldridge, secretary of the Master
Builders' Association, in which he refers to
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the proposal that a Wages Board should be
constituted. He says in that letterMr. Mears, chairman of the strikers, says the
boards are defective, because wages could not
be increased beyond the rates paid by reputable
employers. As an instance that this is not so is
r.ro.ved by the fact that the Stonemasons Board,
wh.lch was summoned a few months ago, when a
stnke was threatened, did actually fix a rate
of lOS. ~d. per day at a time when no employer
was paymg more than lOS.

I would point out, however, that the vital
difference between this statement and the
statement in :Mr. Mears' letter is that the
Masons Board was appointed under the
Act of 1896, and under that Act they
~ould fix any wage, and they were not subJect to section 83 of the present Act as to
the wages paid by reputable employers. The
men are prepared to-day to accept a Board
under the same conditions as the Masons
Board was constituted under the 1896 Act
so as to give finality to the Board's decision~
as to wages and hours. I will use my influence in the matte.r to get the men to go
back to work, pendmg the decision of this
Board.
Mr. THOMSoN.-What does Mr. Hannah
sa\' to that?
'Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Unfortunately
he is unwell to-dav.
'
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The provisions in the
Act of 1896 as to Wages Boards have been
repealed.
~lr. PRENDERGAST.-A small Bill
can be introduced ~o.r the purpose of giving
effect to my proposItIon, because I am given
to understand tha.t the employers have already agreed to this suggestion of mine.
I . do this for the purpose of settling the
dIfficulty. The suggestion is that this Board
should be formed under the conditions that
existed in 1896, free from the Appeal
Court-that its decisions shall De final. As
I say, if that is agreed to, I will use whatever 'influence I may possess to get the men
to go back to work ,lJending the decision of
the Board. The other side have professed
apparentl V on two or three occasions that
they are willing to agree to'the appointment
of such a Board, and it can be done almost
immedi:ltelv.
Mr. BENT.-Of course, everv one must
deplore the present state of affairs in the
building- trade, and I am very pleased to
hear the wav in which the leader of the
Opposition. has put the matter. We will
hold a Cabinet meeting on Monday. I am
just as sYmpathetIc in the matter as the
honorable' member is. a.nd if people onlv
come together and submit a proposition v/e
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will be only too happy to do all we can to
facilitate a settlement. I think that is
as far as I can go to-day. Anything I\ve
can do we will do in order to put an end
to the present trouble. I am sorry that such
a state of things exists at the present time,
when everything is flourishing. I am sure
that the honorable member's suggestion will
meet with the sympathy of the House, if
anything of the kind can be brought about~
Mr. KEAsT.-A very good suggestion. ;
Mr. BENT.-I shall bring the matte
before th.e Cabi'net on :Monday, and I ho
we shall be able to give legislative effec
to the suggestion.
Mr. MACKINNON .-1 am very gla
indeed that this suggestion has been throw
out, and I should like to urge the partie
to consider this: that we must remember
that section 83 of the Act, which is ob;ected to bv a number of honorable members in this' House, was objected to very
strenuousl V when Mr. Irvine introduced it.
lt was pointed out then, I think, by Mr.
Trenwith and Sir Alexander PeacocK: ana
other speakers, that it would have the effect
that it undoubtedly has been found to have.
I think that if both parties in this dispute
are in earnest they should settle their differences on the lines of the Act as it existed before what I regard as a retrograde',
step was taken in 190.~. I am sure that the \.
whole of the community will watch the mat- \.
ter with g-reat interest, in the hope that an
'
. end may be put to this very sad dispute,
and I thi.n k to a large extent an unnecessary
one.
NEGLECTED CHILDREN'S
DEPARTMENT.
ApPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY AND
INSPECTOR.
Mr. HUNT asked the Chief Secretarv
.
the following questions:I. If it is the intention of the Government to
fill the office of Secretary and Inspector of the
Neglected Children's Department; if so, when?
2. 'When will the Public Service Commissioner
be requisitioned to make a nomination for the
office consistent with the Public Service Act?

Sir SAMUEL G1LLOTT.-1 think I intimated the other day, when a question
,vas put, that it was my intention to fill
up this vacancy.
However, I may now
sav that I have already taken steps in that
direction some days ago, and that the Public Service Commissioner has 'been requisitioned on the subject. I take it that he
will no doubt invite applications by ad-
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vertisement, and that advertisement will pro- of a Bill to further amend the Trust Funds
bably appear in next week's Government Act 1897.
The House having gone into Committee
Gazette.
to consider the message,
DUTIES OF MUNICIPALITIES.
Mr ..BENT movedThat it is expedient that an appropriation be

Mr. COLECHIN asked the Minister of made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purPublic Works the following questions:poses of a Bill to further amend the Trust Funds
1. If he will compel the municipal councils to
dear the land owned or controlled by them of
thistles, in compliance with the Thistles Act 1890
.3fbd the Thistles Act 1893?
,I 2. If he will see that thistles, &c., on all
Crown lands within the State are destroyed?
3. Will he take steps to amend the law, if
necessary, so that persons paying municipal rates
.shall only be called on to clear their land of
1histles, &c., and shall l).ot be threatened with
prosecution if they do not clear all thistles, &c.,
'«J~ one-half of all adjacent roads?
4 .. Will he carry out the Local Government
Act and other Acts applying, and compel all
municipal councils to use their funds in the way
provided for in such Act or .Acts and chiefly in
the maintenance and construction of streets and
footpaths, also lighting, &c., and other necessary
sanitary requirements of the municipality, and,
wherever possible, have the work carried out on
'the day-labour principle in preference to doubly
supervised and irksome contracts.
5. Will he take the necessary steps as early as
possible to make it mandatory in all municipalit.ies that a ratepayers' auditor, elected by the
r~tepayers and paid out of the municipal funds,
slpall be present at the annual audit or any other
audit?

Act 1897.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the 'House and
adopted.
Authority having been given to Mr.
Bent and Mr. Swinburne to introduce a
Bill to carry out the resolution,Mr. BENT brought up a Bill "to further amend the Trust Funds Act 1897,"
and moved that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
WATERWORKS LAND SALES BILL.

Mr. BENT presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor, recommending that aru appropriation be made from the
Cons.olidated Revenue for the purposes of
a Bill to provide for the sale of certain
surplus lands acquired for water supply
purposes.
The House having .gone into Committee
) Mr. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-In to consider the message,
eply to the first question, action can be
Mr ..BENT movedaken only in accordance with the proviThat it is expedient that an appropriation be
-ions of section 4 of the Thistles Act 1890' made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purs to question No.2, provision for deal- poses of a Bill to provide for the sale of certain
: ng with Crown lands is contained in sec- surplus lands acquired for water supply pur'ion 12 of the Thistle Act 1890.
The an- poses.
The motion was agreed to, and the reso. wer to the third question is that, so far,
here is no present necessity to amend the lution was reported to the House and
aw. In reply to question NO.4, if any .adopted.
pecial cases are brought under notice the
Authority having been given to Mr.
atter will receive consideration, but so far Bent and Mr. Swinburne to introduce a
see no reason for interfering with the Bill to carry out the resolution,
unicipal councils fin Isuch matters. ,I
Mr. BENT brought up a Bill Cl to pro. may say that more than half the work of vide for the sale of surplus lands acquired
mnicipalities, so far as I know, is already for water supply purposes," and moved
one by day labour. The answer to ques- that it 'be read a first time.
on No. 5 is that past experience is adverse
The motion .was agreed to, and the Bill
such action. These auditors were done was ,read a first time.
lway with because it was found that, as a
ule, thev were of no value whatever, but VEGETATION DISEASES ACT 1896
nly a hindrance.
FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL.
RUST FUNDS ACT 18971 FURTHER
Mr. SWINBURNE moved for leave to
AMENDMENT BILL.
introduce a Bill to further amend the VegeMr. BENT presented a message from tation Diseases Act 1896.
His Excellency the Governor, recommending
The motion was agreed to.
that an appropriation should be made from
The Bill was then brought in, and read
the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes a first time.
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BUSH FIRES BILL.
Mr. BENT' moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to amend the law relating to bush
and other fires.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, anq read
a first time.
IMPROVED SMALL HOLDINGS
BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion took place on clause 9~ of
which sub-clause (2) was as follows:No person shall be granted or hold or acquire
either for himself or any other ·person any allotment or allotments exceeding in value the sum
of £150 exclusive of the cost of surveying clearing and draining it and making necessary road
access thereto and exclusive of buildings and
fences.

Mr. SWINBURNE movedThat "£150" be omitted, and "£200" inserted.

He said this amendment was in keeping
with the dedSJion of the Committee on
clause 7.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he had inter.ded to move an amendment prior to the
one just agreed to, to insert the words "or
by ]:.'urchase or foreclosure"· before the
words" any allotment." He wanted to be
sure that no two of these allotments wou] d
get into or.e person's hands.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Tihat is 'provided
against already in the conditions of lease
as set out in clause 19.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he
wanted an amer.dment in the same direction made in this clause and in cla.uses '10
and 17, so as to have the prir.ciple embodied. in the Bi~l itself, and generally
applied, instead of its dealing only with
ir..dividual cases, as it did in clause 19·
,The same principle had been applied in
the Closer 'Settlement Act, and there
should be even more stringent conditions
with regard to small allotments like these.
Mr. BENT.-We think we have done it,
but if we find it is not strong enough we
will make it stronger.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is already provided
that a man cannot transfer one of these
'allotments, except to anyone who is
eligible.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was verv
important to exclude the rossibility of
acquisition by foreclosure.

Holdings Bill.

Mr. KF.AST .-S'urely you would not
debar a man who holds one of these .allotments from buying .another piece of land
from another 'person altogether?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was not
alluding now to. the acquisition by a:
holder of one of these allotments of other
land from persons outside. He was deal·ing with the ownership of the allotments
provi~ed under this Bill by the State. The
mtentIOn of honorable memberS! was not to·
create a class of migratory people-birds.
of passage..
Thei~ object was permanency, and It was WIth that object that the
amount of ]and one man .could hold had
been extended to .£200 worth , and the
amount to be spent by the Government ot~
acquiring this land in any' one year to
£15 0 ,000. The object of measures such
as th'iJSI was to give men a sufficier.t area off
which to make a livingJ but, at the same
time, to prevent men from accumulatIng
large areas. He had vDted for the larger
amount for the pur]:.'ose of being able to
limit the total amount a man could hold
under this Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-If the honorable
member will point out where the conditio~~s
of lease are not" strong er.ough, we w~.1t
make 1ihem stronger.
\
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it would be
better to make the restriction in a, gener. r
clause, but he was prepared to allow th e
question to star.d over, so that the Govern
ment ceroid consider it.
Mr. THOMSON remarked that th
leader of the Opposition was quite right i
his contentior. tnat every precaution shoul
be taken that a man did not obtain a nu
ber Df these ·allotrrier..ts.
The same pr caution had been taken in the Close
Settlement Act, and the Premier was en
'ti:rely witih 1lhose who advocated thi
restrictior..'. U ndoubtedl v if every precau tion was not taken many lleople woul
want tOo acquire a number of these blOCK .
The grouping of garden sites, took pIa 'e
now 1n many cases, and should nDt
allowed. He felt sure the Governmer. t
were taking every ]:.'recaution in. this Bi 1
to prevent a man acquiring more ihar.. on ~.
block.
If by any chance another bloc
should fall to the holder of a block, he ha
a certain time to dispos,e of it, ar:d afte
that time he would not be able lega.ll y t
hold it. That 'provision met the Case ..
Mr. WARDE said the po&ition~ was
rather pecu]iar. He understood that if a:
man was possessed of land to ~ certain
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he could not get an allotment under
lhe Bill-he presumed that was the inten~ion of the clause-but having got a block
pnder the Bill, there was nothing to pre.vent a man buying as much land as he
hose. It was: a peculiar position that the
an outside who had a certain amount of
and could not get a block, and that the
an who was put on a block would be
(rllowed to buy as much land as he liked.
~ Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is a weak

~

.~pot.
~Ir. THOMSON asked should not some

l

i

recaution be taken with regard to the
mount to be spent on improv.ements? The
lause, as amended, provided that a person
ould receive an allotment val~ed at £~oo,
e~clusive of the cost of surveymg, cleanng,
dtaining, and making the necessary road
a cesses thereto, and also exclusive of
b ildings and fences .. A large sum of money
ight be spent in improving a block. Two
1 undred pounds might be expended in imroving and making habitable a block
ot worth £50'
That would come out
f the revenue, so there was no doubt
a. great deal of latitude was allowed to th~
p rsons administering the Bill. He failed
t see how that could be got over unless the
_ rinciple was adopted of adding the cost
f improvements to the price of the land.
n objection to that, however, was that it
ight have the effect of depriving a man of
and which otherwise he would receive
~There improvements had not been put on.
~1T. KEAsT.-Thev cannot add the cost
f improvements on to the price.
Mr. THOMSON said that was what he
a.s pointing out. This was a matter for the
linister to think over, to see if some way
ould not be found of getting over the diffiulty. If the Minister administering the
ill wished to spend a large amount of
oney in any particular locality he could
o so, and could spend the money in re'I aiming land that was not worth having a
arge sum of monev spent on it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he con:s dered there was an important amendment
eeded in the clause to provide that groups
f persons might be given facilities for
aking up ad joining holdings. I t was provided that regulations might be made for
facilitating the acquisition of adjoining
holdings by me~bers of one family.
If
, five, ten, or twentv individuals .liked to
co-operate, they should be given the same
facilities for obtaining. adjoining holdings.
Mr. BENT.-No.

I

)
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Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is provided under
the Closer Settlement Act, where four men
can appeal to the Board for holdings.
Mr. BENT.-We 'will have no co-operation in this Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the Premier
was going to put nothing good into the
Bill.
It was a case of taking the Premier's sauce and no other.
He would
suggest that as facilities were to be given
for the acquisition of adjoining holdings
by members of one family, which was a
fonn of co-operation, the same privilege
should be given to other individuals who
'desired to band themselves together.
He
was sorry he had not asked for this to be
done for families, because the Premier
most likely would not have known it was
already provided for in the Bill.
Mr. BENT .,-1 know it is. I know the
Bill as well as I know the Shorter Catechism.
,Mr. PRENDERGAST said facilities
should be given to groups of people for
obtaining adjoining holdings.
l\1r. MACKINNON.-Those wanting to get
together would form groups every time.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Sub-clause (3) goes a
long way to keeping a family together.
Mr. MACKINNON.-! presume the idea is
to enable the same implements to be used?
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said regulations
would have to be made to provide for putting members of one family on adjoining
allotments, and why could not power be
given to the Governor in Council to do the
same thing if it was" considered necessary
for g;roups of individuals?
Members of
one family could get together.
Mr. KEAsT.-Th:at was a recommendation made by the Board of which you were
a member.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was not
a member of that Board.
IMr. KEAST.-! know the Labour Party
had representatives on it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
suggest that after the word" family," the
words "or groups of people" be inserted.
That would give the Governor in Council
power to do what he desired.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is nothing in
the Bill to prevent it being done.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said there was
nothing to facilitate it. There vras nothing in the Bill to prevent adjoining blocks
being given to families, and yet a provision was put in the Bill to say that it
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The Government should
might be done.
unbend a little in matters of this kind.
What he suggested slrould be done, and unless some necessity 'did arise regulations
would not be made. It was hard to say
who were members of one family. There
might be two families connected by marriage, but they would not be reallv relatives. They might be allowed to settle on
adjoining blocks, and to work co-operatively.
In the near future it would be
necessary to go along the lines he was
suggesting. It was only delaying the principle not to do so now.
The clause, as amended, WqS agreed to.
On clause 10, which was as follows:No person shall be eligible to become a probationary tenant or a conditional purchase lessee
of a small improved holding unless he proves to
the satisfaction of the Minister that he fulfils
the following requirements, namely : (a) that such person IS at least twenty-one
years old;
(b) that he is a natural-born or naturalized
subject of His Majesty;
(c) that during the last six years he has not
for any offence or offences been imprisoned for any period or periods
amounting in the whole to six months
or upwards;
(d) that he is unable by his personal means
to become possessed of land suited to
his requirements;
(e) that he will if so required by the Minister forthwith transfer to the Crown
all or any real or personal property
of which he is possessed, authorizing
the Minister in his discretion to sell
such property to such extent as the
Minister thinks fit and deduct from the
proceeds the total sum advanced to
such tenant or lessee pursuant to this
Act, and after such total sum is so deducted to pay any balance remaining
to such tenant or lessee; and
(f) that he is prepared to himself cultivate
.
and work a small allotment of land,

Mr. WARDE said he would ask the
Minister if he could not modify the provision in paragraph (c), that no person
should be eligible to become a probadona;ry
tenant or a conditional purChase .lessee of
a ho~ding ~nless he proved that during the
prevIOUS SIX years he had not been imprisoned for any period amounting in the
whole to six months or upwards. He would
ask if the Minister could not reduce the
period to three years. Surely if a man,
after committing an offence, and expiating
his crime. had shown that for three years
he had been ~ rE'lspectable citizen, he should
be given assistance in order to reinstate
himself in societv.
Mr SWINBURNE.-'Vhat you ask would
make it worse.

l-loldings Bill.

Mr. WARDE said he was afraid he hal
made a mistake.
Mr. KEAST said the conditions re
qui red to be complied with by person
taking up holdings included that a m~
must prove to the satisfaction of the Minis
ter that he fulfilled certain requirements
'Vas it proposed to constitute a Board tl'(>
deal w~th applications for land? If th&'
Minister was to deal with 300 or 4 0 C;
people, and examine them, it would taIte
up all his time.
)
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-He could use all thW
officers of his Department.
Mr. KEAST said he supposed that '.
Board would be appointed.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-If necessary.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said paragrat
() po' d d th t
h ld
t' f 1
e r VI e
a a 0 er must sa IS y t e
Minister-

r

that he will if so required by the Min
ter forthwith transfer to the Cro
all.or any real or personal property
whIch he is possessed, authorizing th e
Minister in his discretion to sell suc
property to such extent as the Minis .
ter thinks fit and deduct from th
proceeds the total sum advanced t
such tenant or lessee pursuant to th'
Act, and after such total sum is ()
deducted to pay any balance remainin g
to such tenant or lessee.

That was going too far.
have to turn over all his heirlooms an
famil y trinkets. Instead of providing tha t
a man should tum over to the Minister al"
the real or persona:! property of which h
was possessed, it should be "beneficialJy
pos,sessed.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It says, "if so re
quired by the Minister."
Mr. PRENDERGAST said if the word
"beneficially possessed" were used, every
thing that was necessary would
covered, and the man would be allowed t
keep family heirlooms and trinkets whic
wer~ sacred to himself, without it bein
considered that he was robbing the Crow
of any right.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-There is nothing
prevent that being done.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that if th
word "beneficially" were inserted be for
the word " possessed" it would mean tha
a man should only hand over property from
w,hich he ;received a benefit.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-He . might have a
diamond ring valued at £25.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked what bene-I
fit could be received from that?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-He. might pawn it.

}
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said the clause
too strong. The State should not inUire into such matters as family heirlooms
. nd trinkets. He intended to move-

~as

j.

That before the word "possessed" the word
'beneficially" be inserted.

~

Mr. WARDE said before the leader of

he Opposition moved his amendment, he

(Mr. Warde) would like to point out that
, e found he was right in his first opinion
to the effect of paragraph (c).
If a
an had been convicted within six years
o his application for a block of land he
" ould 'be disqualified. If a man had ~omitted an offence, and for three years had
ee~ l~ving a respectable life, it was an
dlcatlOn that that man was endeavouring
reform himself, and he ought to rec ive an opportunity to reinstate himself
a respectable member of society, and
e State should give him every encouragem nt.
He would like the period to be
m de three years, instead of six years.
Mr. SWINBURN}:.-I will do that. We
, -ill have to reconstruct paragraph (c).
Mr. HUNT said he would suggest that
nstead. a! it being necessary that a peron wlshm;; to take up land should be
.~enty-one years of age, the age should be
IgJ'I~een years. This would briner the Bill
. mtcg]!pe witb~ the usual system ~nder the
resent law as regarded selection.
.
Mr. BENT.-We are not going to give
o notes to a boy of eighteen.
Mr. HUNT said this would be of beneit to farmers' sons, and others.
'Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is nothing to
revent a lad of eighteen helping his
ather.
Mr. HUNT said a lad of eighteen ought
a be able to take up a holding for himself.
hat would be an encouragement to young
en to stay on the land.
Mr. SwINBuRNE.-Would you advance
40 0 of State money to a boy?
Mr. HUNT said a lad of eighteen could
ake up land under the ordinary method
f selection at £r per acre at the present
lme.
Mr. COLECHIN said he hoped the
Government would not accept the proposal.
Mr. BENT.-YoU are right for once.
Mr. COLECHIN said he did not know
vhy the Premier said that.
The Premier
ad thanked him for bis help in other maters. . While he did not object to a boy
f, elghteen, un d er certain circumstances
.et~i~1~ land, he knew there were pos~
slblhtles of young men getting land when
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middle-aged men and deserving men who
were unable to do hard work such as the
Premier spoke of last night, ~ould not get
land.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he thought
the contention of the honorable member for
Upper Goulburn was a very sound one.
If it had not been for these young fellows
being allowed to select a great deal of the
rough country lands they would not have
b~en occupied. . It was the young fellows of
eIghteen and mneteen that had the backbone to tackle this work.
The Bill was
introduced for the welfare of the State, and
surely young men and women of eighteen
were the people most likelv to make the
measure a success.
Mr. BENT.-What about the pioneers?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said the pioneers deserved every credit~ and these young people
were the offspring of the pioneers.. The
sam~ contention aPRlied to clause 12, which
prOVIded for a transfer in the event of the
?eath of a probationary tenant.
In fact,
In that c.lause t.he complication was greater
because It prvvlded that in the case of the
death of the probationary tenant the Minister might transfer the intere~t in the
allotment to the wife or anv child as well
as to other relatives.
If the mother died,
and the child was not twenty-one years ~f
age, the land would revert to the Crown
The age ought to be altered to eighteen s~ ,
that the allotment might be secured to the
family.
.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he had verv
great respect for the opinion of the hono;able member for Upper Goulburn in this
matter.
This Bill was brought in to help
the people who were unable to help themselves, and who were battling with the
world.
It was brought in to give tEem an
opportunity of improving their condition.
Mr. WARDE.-It should be confined to
men with families.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that when the
90vernmenT: introduced this Bi1l applicahans came m frvm hundreds of people in
Australia and New Zealand for blocks of
land.
It was marvellous to find that there
were so many who wanted to get a small
He saw the force of the
area of .land.
~rgument in regard to clause 12, so that
If the :ather or. mother died, a lad of eighteen mIght be gIven an opportunitv to retain
the allotment, but to give a block of land
to a lad of eighteen in the first instance
we11l1 d ]:'P ~, mish kf~
"
Mr. THOMSON said no 'doubt there
was a great deal in what the Minister had
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stated, but he (Mr. Thomson) did not
agree with the remarks as to the age. He
knew many young fellows of eighteen who
could work much better than men who were
It had been stated that a young
older.
fellow of eighteen was not wurth a pound
a week, but that was not correct.
Manv
of these young fellows were lea,:,ing us to
go to other States.
Mr. KEAST.-Not many at eighteen years
of age.
l\'[r. TH01\IS0N said young men could
not acquire a block of land until they were
twenty-one.
Mr. KEAST .-Let them work and earn
their wages.
l\1r. THOMSON said they did that.
He knew a large number of y_oung fellows
who were not encouraged to go on the land.
Mr. WARDE.-They do not get a vote
until they are twenty-one.
:Mr. THOMSON said he would give
them a bit 'of land, which would be much
better for them than a vote, and they would
prefer the land to the vote.
The age
should be altered to eighteen in clause 12,
and he would allow young fellows of eighteen to secure blocks of land.
Mr. 0 UTTRIM said the last speaker
suffered under a disadvantage in speaking
on this question, because he knew nothing
about married life.
The married man
who was in a delicate state of 'health, and
felt that he could not live long, would
make a bigger struggle for his chi1aren
than the man with health and strength, for
when people were healthy they thought
they were never going to die.
He would
recommend the honorable member for Dundas to have a dip in and try married life.
This Bill was brought in mainly in the
. interests of men .,with \famil~es, and it
would be the greatest God-send in the
mining districts. There were men becoming unable to do the work of mining in deep mines, who, if they had a few
years on the surface, would probably re··
cover good health, and live to a good old
age.
There was plenty of land about the
mining districts to be had for £4 or £.5
an acre, and at this price the miner could
get 40 acres, which would be an immense advantage to him, as he could cultivate it in his spare 'time, or when suffering
from .mining operations.
That was the
class that it was necessary to sehle. and
to save from early death. - He hoped the
Minister would not make the age eighteen
years.
'There were hundreds of married
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men in the country who would seek to g~
blocks of this land; and}, in fact, ther~
would be hundreds of applications fo~
~every block.
When the Bill was passed\
there would be numbers of married mel.
applying for the blocks-men who wer
now al.,solutely landless. This measur'
would give them hope for the future. H_
would draw the attention of the Premie
to paragraph (e). The great trouble wit
the old-age pensions was that every on
\vith a little property worth £10 or £,,0
must conv.ey it to the State before
e
could get the pension.
They must conv y
everything, and that was very hard \
them.
He had seen people who had live d
for forty or fifty years in a place, and 't
almost broke their hearts to part with th Ir
little home in order to get the pensi n~
especially as they might not live for mo e
than three or four months after t e
transfer.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-And goodness kno :vs.
what might happen through the advent f
some other Government.
Th~r. BENT (to Mr. Outtrim).-I hav
made a note of that in connexion with th
Old-Age Pensions Act.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that according t
paragraph (d) no person would ·be eligibl
for land under this Bill unless he prove
that he was unable, by: his personal mean ,
to become possessed of land suited to h s
requirements. but the applicant applied f r
one of these blocks because he thought t
Then in the next para
would suit him.
graph power was taken to insist upon
man transferring what he must satisfy t e
State he had not got.
A man might hav
£20 worth of furniture, and he would hav _
to transfer that to the State.
Of course
it would depend an how the measure wa
adinin~stered.
If properly administered i
would be all right, but if not, it might b
very hard on these people.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-This measure will b
useless if not administered properly.
Mr. bUTTRIM said he did not objec
'to any real propertv being transferred, bu
he did object to a man being' asked t
transfer any little personal property he had.
Mr. BENT.-The clause only asks fo
what is fair.
Mr. OUTTRIM said the man was t
be asked !o transfer his personal propert)
to the State.
Mr. BENT.-He is not to be asked.
Mr. FARRER said he rose to suppor
the clause.
He quite agreed with the GoJ

r
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j:,~~~e_:~:l;~a::~t,.:~~umAa;~u:,~o~~~lO~ th;~~n~!~I!!!n'i!;f~ ~~~:t~l~~:~
f eighteen years of age ought to have
too much spunk in him to settle down on a
mall block for six years j he ought to be
bIe and courageous enough. to go forth and
et experience.
The fact of young fellows of eighteen being allowed to take up
and under the Land Act as members of
family had not met with gener~
. pproval, and it would be better If
he land now held by some of these
people had been acquired by
() thers.
This Bill was intended to re1" eve the necessitous, and no young fellow
f eighteen yea!s of age s?ould .be necessious in a grand country lIke thIS. Rather
han see the age reduced from twenty-one
eighteen years, .he would prefer tha.t t~;
vords It married or has been marned
hould be added to the clause.
l\1r. KEAST said he hoped the Governent would not accept the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN.-There is no amend" ent before the Committee.
It is only a
suggestion.
Mr KEAST said he had never seen a
'ontract made out with anyone of eighteen
-ears of age, and he had never seen a
y of eighteen looking for a piece of land.
. his Bill was never intended to apply to
hose of eighteen years of age, but to people
roken down in health, to worn-out miners,
nd unemployed clerks in the city.
Married people ought to get the preference.
t would be a most absurd proposal to
arry in connexion with a Bill of this kind.
~ boy would be leaving school at. about
seventeen, and it would not do to thmk of
putting him on the land a year afterwar~s,
and giving him enough mooney to keep hIm
there.
Mr. McKENZIE remarked that he
quite agr,eed with the suggestion of the
honoi-able member for Maryborough, and
thought the word ".personal" should be
struck out. A man who wished to go on
the land might have some furniture or a
horse or a cow. Why should these personal effects be taken i
~fr. CARLIsLE.-He might have £100
worth.
Mr. McKENZIE said that if this property was taken it would embarrass the man
to a certain extent. If, however, the man
had any real property it would be proper
that a transfer of that should be made.
The word" personal," however, should be
struck out.

~

t

desires to move the amendment he has Sllggested.
Mr. HUNT said he desired to put his
amendment before the Committee.
He
begged to moveThat in paragraph (a) the words" twenty-one"

~eei~~/:!~~," with a view of inserting the word
Mr. BENT expressed the hope that the
honorable member 'for Upper Goulburn
would not persist in this amendment. The
Government had studied the matter
thoroughly. Indeed, the Government had
felt inclined to make the provision for married men only-married men with familiesbut they were met by the suggestion that
a man might want to get malfTied.
In
view of those considerations the Government had reluctantly kept out the
proVISIOn that it should be for married
men only. He was sorry to tell the honorable member for Upper Goulburn that
the Government could not accept the proposal to make the age eighteen under any
The Government had obcircumstances.
tained a copy of the law in existence in
Denmark, and had had it translated, and
they were going beyond the li'nes of what
they first intended. A lot o'f money would
be taken up in connexion with this :Bill.
If money was given out in the way now suggested Adams' sweep would be nothing to
it.
Mr. HUNT remarked that his attention
having been called to the preamble, he was
now a little doubtful whether his amendment was consistent with the intention of
the Bill. In view of the statement made
by the Premier, he would not press his
amendment, but wanted to give some justification for what he had suggested. He
would take the case of an old couple with
a large family. The eldest boy in that case,
frequently between eighteen and twentyone years of age, might become the sole
support of the father and mother, and the
younger members of the family. If this
young man wrus not encouraged to secure a
holding of his own, the possibility was that
the old people would become old-age pen-sioners. If there was an inducement to the
young man to take up a selection that would
be obviated at once.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Thev could have a
selection in the name of the father or th~
mother.
Mr. HUNT said that idea had occurred.
'to him. In that case the father, who woulrl
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/
become a selector under this Bill, would
die in the ordiu~lry course of events, and
unless he had made a will the whole of the
members of the tami'ly would come in, and
the property be distributed amongst them.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No, the holding is
then transferred by the Minister, and the
selected man must, be suitable.
Mr HUNT said if the age was altered
to eighteen the Minister would have the
same discretion in not giving the land to
the young man as he would with regard to
the claims of some one who was older. Mr. SWINBURNE.--It is not the same
thing.
Mr. HUNT said he was delighted to
hear the impressive speech made by the
honorable member for Maryborough.
If
that speech resulted in the honorable member for Dundas being likely to change his
state of life, the honorable member for
Maryborough would have achieved an important result, which the House would
recognise as of some advantage. 'He would
not press his amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. WARDE movedThat in paragraph (e) the words "six years"
be omitted, with the view of inserting the words
"three years."

He understood the Minister was favorable
the object he had in view. II a man
had been conducting himself 'for three years
previously in a respectable manner, and
showed a desire to reclaim himself, the
Minister agreed that _every assistance should
be given him. What he (Mr. Warde) desilred would require an amendment, though
he hardly knew what form the amendment
would be. He thought the Minister might
get the necessary words, and that the
amendment should be moved on the report
stage.
Mr. iSwliNBuRNE.-I haVie been trying
to get them z, but it is a bit difficult to do
'that at the table.
Mr. WARDE said he trusted the Minister would make a note of the matter, and
have it dealt with on a report stage.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I will do that.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 understand that
the honorable member does not wish to proceed with his amendment.
Mr. WARDE.-The Minis,ter will do thalt
on the report stage.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said he
understood the honorable member for
Flemington -desired to make these changes
~that the six years should te altered to
td

three years, and that the ffords "six
months" should be struck out. That WOUl~
mean that any person who was convicte
of an offence within the last three yea); 50
would be ineligible to acquire land unde
this Act.
He believed that was what th .
Minister agreed to.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am going td consider that to see how it can be worked out
It is a little bit difficult.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said h
wished to object to such an amendment
It would be an iniquitous thing.
H
would take the case of one of those pe sons who had been arrested at Prahran fe r
insisting on holding meetings. They wer
not criminals in the ordinary sense.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is one
reasons why I want to consider it.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said If
the alteration was made these people woul
be prohibited from coming under the Act.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I did not promis
that. I said I would think it out to se_
how it can be properly 'provided for, be·
cause there £lre several exoe:ptions like tha which must not be put in.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
person who was fined for a breach of th
vaccination law might have conscientiou ~
objections to vaccination or to paying th
fine, and might go to gaol for a wee
Such a person would be prevented unde
this Bill from acquiring land. Or a per
son might have been driving on the wron
side, or riding a bicycle in some' wa
against the laws, or a man might have bee,
convicted on a hundred and one of thes
petty offences which did not stamp him as
undesirable, and for committing which a
man would not lose respect.
He hoped
the Minister, in framing the amendment,
would take these cases into consideration,
so that a person who had committed an
offence of this character should not be
prevented 'from acquiring land.
Mr. CARLISLE remarked that he
thought it would be better if the provision
were made to read that a person to acquire
land under this Act should not for two
years previously have been in prison, or
something like that.
According to- --his
reading of the ~lause a man might have
been in prison for five months during the
year immediately preceding his applying
to take :up land, and would sti1l be eligible.
He did not think that was the intention of
the Bill.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am going to bring in
a new clause on the report.
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Mr. PREN.DERGAST stated that he
would propose that in paragraph (e) the
word" beneficially" should be inserted be{ore the word "possessed."
~. Mr.
SWINBURNE remarked that it
,vould be better to leave the matter altogether to the Minister by omitting the
{vords "real or personal."
f Mr." OUTTRIM.-T~at is the better way.
Mr. MACKINNON observed that it
lUight be better, instead of omitti1ng the
,vords, to insert after them the words
'f other than personal trinkets Or family
~eirlooms."
"
I, Mr. THoMsoN.-Will a cow come in
'nder that?
"
Mr. MACKINNON said he was not
oing to give the honorable member a disfquisition of what an heirloom was. He
hOUght the Minister would be inteLligent
'nough to know what was meant, and if he
J, id not there would be the Attorney-General
10 advise him. To insert the word" beneiallY'"
as had been suggested by the
eader of the Opposition, would mean proerty of which a person was entitled to
et the benefit, as against property he held
s a trustee. What the honorable member
anted was that little bits of jewellery and
ether small things like that should not be
transferred.
"
~ Mr. KEAST .-Or household furniture.
( Mr. MACKINKON said personally he
lvould be inclined to leave the matter wholly
~o the Minister, because, if the Minister
tas found to be a grasping person who was
If~inding the faces of the poor, there would
/be some honorable member vocal enough to
) bring up his delinquency. The honorable
member for Bendigo East would probably
make a speech on the subject.
Mil". SWINBURNE moved-

I

l

$

~
~

f

)

l

That in paragraph (e) the words "real or

~e~;.al ~'l~~~~i~~ON

remarked that he

f did not think that amendment would make

the slightest difference.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It leaves ilt open without mentioning anything.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) stated that
he thought it would be better to give discretionary power to the Minister under the
I clause, so that, say, a tradesman would not
have to hand over his tools o'f trade.
Mr. KEAsT.-That is not property under
the Act.
.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said a poor
man might be required to transf~r his tools
.of trade or his few sticks of furniture, if
I

I

I

I
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the clause was carried in its entirety. He
thought it would be better to leave to the
discretion of the Minister what property
should be transferred. If the Minister was
a hard man t.he House would take the
matter up.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-The amendment will
give that discretion.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LIVINGSTON remarked that on
paragraph (I) he wished to allude to the
amendment which had been previously
moved by the honorable member for Upper
Goulburn, and a"fterwards withdrawn. :He
supposed that if a man suffered' from some
physical incapacity, and could not work the
land himself, he would be debarred under
this Act.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes. He is a probationary tenant, who will be paid for
doing a certain thing.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said that was why
he wanted to ref.er to the amendment of
the honorable member for Upper Goulburn.
If a man who was incapable had a son of
eighteen it appeared that the whole family
would now be debarred 'from the benefits
of this Act.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON ,Fitzroy).-A man's
own familv would be considered.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Quite right.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said under paragraph (a) the family could not be considered if none of the members of the
family were over twenty-one.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-What is to prevent
the wife taking it?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said paragraph (a)
would affect particularly the class of people
that had been mentioned by the honorable
member for Maryborough, such as miners
who suffered from miner's complaint, and
who wished to go on the land. In many
instances they were physically incapacitated from cultivating the land.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-YOU want to provide
something, I gather, that will enable the
land to be taken up by his family?
:Mr. LIVINGSTON said that in other
parts of the Bill it seemed to him
that a degree of latitude and power was
given to the foreman that was excessive.
Under paragraph (I) of this clause, if the
foreman said that tile probationer was not
physically able to carry out his work as a
probationer, the whole family would have
to return once more to the very condition
of affairs which the honorable member for
Maryborough had spoken about .
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]\l1r. SWINBURNE.-What do you suggest?
:Mr. SWINBURNE said he was preMr. KEAST said he thought that at
pared to accept an amendment to make it
clear that the probationer might be assisted least lOS. a week 'should be paid.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You must remember
by his family in satisfying the requirements
that the probationer's family will work wit~
of this clause.
him, and he will get the benefit of that. i
Mr. LIVIN GSTON movedThat in paragraph (I) after the word "himMr. KEAST said that if that was .madf
self," the words 'c or with the help of his quite clear it would !l1eet the case.
\
famil y" be inserted.
Mr. THOMSON remarked that if 3i
The amendment was agreed to.
minimum amount was fixed a man mighq
Mr. OUTTRIM remarked that in the refuse to do any work at all.
(
preamble of the Bill it was stated that the
Mr. KEAST.-In that case he will ncit
object was to assist deserving persons to get his allotment.
)
acquire land "to enable them to provide
Mr. THOMSON said that, even tholi'~h
homes for their families." He presumed, the probationer was physically incapable of
therefore, that the Bill was mostly intended doing a full day's work, he might be abte
for married men.
to do the full amount of work with the a Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
sistance of his f amil y.
.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he would suggest
Mr. KEAsT.-That is to be provided fot.
the insertion somewhere in the Bill of a
Mr. THOMSON said it would be to th~
specific Drovision that', other things being interests of the man himself to earn as muc 1
equal, preference ,should be given to, mar- as possible.
ried men. Perhaps the Minister would conThe clause was agreed to.
sider whether some such amendment might
On clause 12, which was as follows :-(
not be made on the report.
In the event at any time of the death of ~
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I ,yill consider the probationary tenant of any allotment the Minis
ter if he thinks fit may transfer all the interest
matter.
in such all.otment of such tenant to the wife ~
The clause, as ,amended, was agreed to.
any child, or the mother, father, or any brother
Discussion took place on clause II, which or
sister of the age of twenty-one years of suc
was as follows:tenant, and such pers~m shall thereupon, with re~

I

(x) When any person has become the probationary tenant of an allotment he shall if the
Minister so directs be employed under the direction and supervision of the foreman to execute
such work as is necessary for the improvement
of such allotment.
(2) For the performance of such work the probationary tenant shall upon the certificate of the
foreman as to the value of the work done by the
tenant, be entitled to be advanced from the fund
a weekly sum not exceeding such value and n.ot
exceeding(a) during the first six months, the rate of
twenty shillings;
(b) during the second six months, the rate
of fifteen shillings; and
(c) during the third six months, the rate of
ten shillings.
(3) From such weekly advance there shall be
retained or deducted as rent a sum equivalent to
the rate of at least five per centum per annum
of the value of the holding and of the amount
expended thereon out of the fund.

Mr. KEAST said it appeared to him
that sub-clause (2) gave great power to the
foreman, who was to value the work done
by the tenant. A number of these probationers would probably be weaklings, as
described by 'the honorable member for
Gippsland South, and the foreman might
consider that the work of a particular probationer was not worth more than 45. a
week. A man could not keep a family on
that sum.

spect to such probationary tenancy, be in th(€!
same posifion as though he had been the origina\l
tenant,'
)

Mr.
LIVINGSTON expressed th¢
opinion that the age of twenty-one years
mentioned in the clause should be reduce~
to eighteen years, in order that the interes
of the deceased probationary tenant migh ~
go to an~. child who was eighteen years of\
age. In addition to that he would sugge.st
that provision should be made to put the
land into the hands of a trust until the
child became eighteen years of age.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is no use to put I
any: one on to work for the family, because
they cannot pay wages.
.
Mr. LIVINGSTON remarked that witi}
the aid of modern machinery a boy of 1
fifteen or sixteen could do as much work I
on a farm as used to be done by an able-1'
bodied man ten or twenty years ago.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-A man could \
not .get much modern machinery for £200. f
Mr. LIVINGSTON said that machi,nery would certair.1y be used to cultivate
these allotments. He thought it would be
possible to appoint a trustee to protect the
interest of the -family in the event of the
father dying before a~'y of the children

I
I
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had .trrived at the age of eighteen. Howevel. in the first' place he begged to
n'lO';e}
J "L!t " twenty-one
~cen ) inserted.

f

II

be struck out, and" eigh-

~Ir. PRENDERGAST said that, as he
read the clause, the limitation af) to age
,kpl,)lied only to the brother or sister of
the :.:eceased tenant, and r.ot to the childf'~ .
\ .\Ir. SWINBURNE.-It is intended to
~ 1- .. ly to them.
.\lr. PRENDERGAST' said he thought
i was only just and right that ir.. the event
l f i1he death of a probationary tenant, his
i lterest should be transferred to hisl wife
: L(t rhildrer.:, or to a child of any age.
, he wife might be incapacitated from
: olding the block in her own name, and in
l:hat case it was all the more r.ecessary that
e child should be allowed to get the
n[.sfer.
\<[r. CARLISLE expiflessed the opinion
:',1. t t~e leader of the Opposition was somevila; astray in his reading of the clause.
he words were "to the wife or any child
r the mother father or any brother or
-ister of the age of twer..ty-one years/' so
'hat the limitation applied to the children.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is the intention.
. ~1r. MAcKINNoN.-The limitation of
wenty-one years applies to all of them.
' Mr. PRENDERGAST said that if the
Jause was to be read as stated by the
1idster, an amendment should be made,
o that the limitation of age should not
fply to children.
Mr. THOMSON said he wished to
now whether only one member of a family
would be allowed to hold a block under
this measure.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Y.es.
Mr. THOMSON said that with respect
to the point raised by the leader of the
f Oppositior.:, great hardship would be bin flicted on the family of a deceased pro ,ll;'tionary tenant if no provision was made
giving power to the Minister to carr~ on
the allotment for the benefit of the family.
The father might have made great improvements, . and even established an
orchard.
Mr. $'\VINBURNE said that it would
be noticed that this clause applied only to
a probationary tenant, an?, a pro~tionary
) tenancy woiuJ.d orily last for ,eIghteen
I montlhs. How could an orchard be estabIi shed within that time?
After. the
fI eighteen months the ter.ant would get a

i

~

I

1
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conditional lease.
If the tenant died it
would noli be wise to transfer the ter..ancv
to a child of tender years.
In hl~
opinion, the clause went as far as was de·
sirable. It would be impossible Ito 'put
the lar.d into a trust and to work it for the
benefit of the family.
Mr. THOMSON said he wished to
know what the position of the children
would be after the first eighteen months,
when the, conditior..al lease had been
granted.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-That is provided for
'later on,
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It can be transferred
to any child who is over eighteen years.
Mr. THOMSON said there might .be r.o
child over the age of eighteen years.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Then they could not
get the lease.
Mr. THOMSON said the Bill only provided for those over the age of twenty-one,
and it was proposed now to alter that to
eighteen, but the Minister should go further.
A man might have been on his
land for three or four years befare he died.
In fact, both parents might die, and ~n such
a case if the children were not eIghteen
years 'of age, would the Minister be
prepared to carryon in some way the property left to the children if the children
wanted it carried on?
Mr. SWINBURNE said after the occupant had obtained a conditional leasethat was after he was eighteen years of
age-and if then he and his wife died,
and young children were left, it was provided by clause 20 that the Minister could
sell the whole thing out as it stood, with
the improvements upon it, and divide the
proceeds as he might deem just, which
would be amongst the family.
Mr. THoMsoN.-You don't give them
the privilege of employing any other labour
they like to carryon the business.
.
Mr. SWINBURNE said not if the children ,,-ere under eighteen years of age.
Mr. THOMSON said then he wanted
some provision included to give the :Minister the right if he thought fit to assist
the familv until some members of it
reached th~ age of eighteen.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The honorable member
for Gippsland South raised the question,
and I have made a note to see if it is possible to vest an allotment in trust, but it is
a difficult thing to arrange.
Mr. THOMSON said it would be most
unjust and unfair to sell up a.. place, perhaps for very little, just when the parents
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would have been about to reap the benefit
of the investment of their capital and
labour, simply because the parents died,
wnereas if the place was kept on a few
years longer for the benefit of ~he. young
famil y, it might mean a good mcom~ tu
the family.
Some power should be gIven
t'o the Minister to carryon the propen)'
until such time as the children wanted to
dispose of it.
Mr OUTTRIM said the leader of tbe
Oppo~ition pointed out that the first portion of this clause should be read as intended to apply to any "wife or child,"
whatever their age might be.
If a young
couple married when eighteen, and the man
died when nineteen, after he and his wife
had been on one of these allotments twelve
months, was the wife to be barred from
holding the block because she was only
nineteen year'S of age?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-An amendment has
been moved to alter twenty-one to eighteen,
so in that case the wife could take it.
Mr. OUTTRIM asked why the matter
should not be left to the Minister's disThere were ,sometimes remarkcretion?
ably young marriages, and it was not fair to
limit the age~ even to eighteen.
It wOlJld
be a monstrous thing if a widow who had
not reached the age of eighteen was not
The latter porallowed to ,get a transfer.
tion of the clause was a wise one.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Very probably' she
would marry again, and in any case she
would not have a very big family.
Mr. OUTTRIM said it would not do
anv harm to ask that the Minister should
have a little more power.
Mr. HUNT asked if the Minister of
Water Supply was quite clear as to the
meaning of the clause? If not, the words
" no matter what their age" might be inserten after the words "wife or any
child."
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have made a note
to make sure it does apply.
Mr. HUNT said he was quite satisfied
if the Minister intended tOo make sure.
Mr. BEAZLEY said there could be no
doubt as to the meaning of clause 12. It
had to be read in con iunction with clause
10.
If a person died, the interest he
possessed was to be transferred to the wife
or child, Or other relatives of the age of
twentv-one.
Everyone of them had tv
be at' least twentv-one.
Clause 10 said
that probationarv "tenants must be at least
twenty-one.
Under clause 12 a proba-
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tionary tenant could only transfer the same
sort of interest as he possessed under clau~e
10, and that interest was that he must ~
twenty-one years of age at the. time he
entered into possession, and therefore he)
could only transfer to persons who wer~
twenty-one years of age under clause 10. I
Mr. SWINBURNE said the hOnorable!
member for Abbots£ord ~ould not have
been present when clause 10 was discussed.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-The intention to alter thr
age to eighteen does not affect the argur
ment.
Mr. SWINBURNE said if a perso
applied originally for a block it was pr~
vided that he must be twenty-one, but if he
died subsequently, and left a child ove
eighteen, the Government said they WOUl!
transfer the block to that child.
Mr. BEAZLEY said the Minister wa
right in his statement of the case.
Th~
provision at the end of clause 12 mean
that the person to whom the interest wa
transferred must be of the same age a
the original tenant had to be when he too
the land up.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
Mr. BEAZLEY said he must be of fh
age of eighteen, according to the propose
amendment. If, however, the clause stoo
as printed, clearly the wife or child, a·
well as the other relatives mentioned, mus t
be of the age of twenty-one before the in.
terest could be transferred to them.
T:he amendment to substitute" eighteen"
for "twenty-one" was agreed to, and th ,
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 13, which was as follows:-

i

During the probationary tenancy of each allot
ment the foreman shall keep a full account 0 \
all moneys paid on his certificate in respect of
such allotment, or for any materials, implements
or live stock supplied to any probationary tenant,
and also of all moneys received from the sale
of any produce thereof or as rent,

Mr. KEAST said under this clause a I
man could only sell produce, and could ~
~ot sell a calf or a fowl. The Minister]I
ought to make. it clear that he could sell
Did the (
anything outside vf produce.
Government intend to allow a probationar),' \
tenant to sell these goods and retain the
money himself, or was the money to 'go into
a Government fund during the probationary
term?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-C,lause 3 1 deals with l
that point. You must remember we are I
paying him wages all the time. Clause \
:F alludes to the fund created. We must \

keep control.

\
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'Mr. KEAST said he was satisfied if
the Minister considered that the clause was
all right.
.' :Mr. SWINBURNE said up to the end
~f the eighteen months' period the GovernInent had practically kept the man, who up

Ori;'~::~::. w:or::~yG:v:::::t ::t:::

~

o keep the money derived from the sale
f his produce, or can he keep it himself?
. ~.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the Governm ent would credit the probationary tenant
w th it.
he clause was agreed to.
On clause 14, which was as follows:If in the opinion of the foreman a proba-

tl~nary tenant wilfully neglects to do the work
se t him by the foreman, or does not take proper

c re of any materials, implements, or live stock
s pplied to him, or in any respect wilfully diso eys or fails to comply with the provisions of
t is Act or any regulations thereunder, the
f reman shall report the fact to the Minister
w ho shall thereupon direct what CQurse is to
b' adopted with regard to ·such tenant,

Mr. LIVINGSTON said the foreman
as practically to report to the Minister
f he thought the probationer was not a fit
d proper person, and the Minister could
t en take _whatever steps he deemed fit.
as there any provision in any other part
f the Bill or were any regulations prop sed as to what action the Minister should
t
e with regard to the probationer?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Clause 31 deals with
e fund created there.
This is a very
ecessary power to have.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said it might not
e exactly fair to the probationer.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Can the honorable
member explain how? The Crown has
alreadv built the proba:tioner's house, has
given him his land, paid him 20S. a \veek,
and done everything for him, and the Minister must exercise a stringent supervision.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said what the Minister of Water SuppIX urKed was quite
true, but it was possible tor a foreman
not to be an absolufelv just man, and to
have a distaste or objection to a particular
probationer.
Mr. S'VINBURNE.-The foreman cannot
act without the Minister.
. Mr. LIVINGSTON asked what appeal
the probationer had if the Minister, on the
report of the foreman, put the probationer
off the land?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Minister will
f make IUs own inquiries.
I
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Mr. LIVINGSTON said the Minister
could do exactly what he liked upon the
foreman's report.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I think this provision
is all right. I do -not think it is worth
much discussion.
Mr. LIVINGSTO~ said the probationer
would have no right whatever.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is the same thing
in many measures. The Minister never acts
without consideration.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 15, which was as follows:(I) For th.e purposes of this Act the Governor
in Council may appoint as many competent
persons as may be necessary to be foremen.
(2) Such 1?ersons shall not be subject to the
Public SerVIce Acts, and may at any time be
removed by the Governor in Council.
(3) The rate of remuneration of each foreman
shall be fixed by the Minister and shall be
paid out of the funp.
(4) The cost of such remuneration shall not be
added to or included in the price of any allotments,

Mr. LIVINGSTON said such powers
were being given under this clause to the
foreman as would make the Bill either a
success or a failure. The Bill was absolutely handed over to the foreman. If a
foreman was unprincipled, the Bill would
simply be an opportunity for him to put
in his own creatures.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No, he has got nothing to do with that matter.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said tbe foreman
could, under clauses 15 and 16, harass the
life out of the probationers if he so wished,
and simply get in tools for his own purposes. In fact, the Minister himself might
not be over-scrupulous, and might appoint
a foreman who was only a creature of his
own.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Very likely he might.
Mr. BENT.-I think it is likely it will
happen.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-All these things will
happen.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said with a foreman
who was not a thoroughly practical, good,
upright, and honest man, the Bill would be
an absolute failure. What examination or
standard was there to be fixed for the foreman? Was the lHinister to have the supreme right to select the foreman?
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Absolutely .
Mr. LIVINGSTON asked was it
intended to create a Board somewhat
similar to the Closer Settlement Board to
deal with these matters?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
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Mr. LIVINGSTON said it ought to
be provided that before a foreman was
selected by the Minister he should be possessed of certain certificates, and have undergone a severe examination.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The clause provides
that the Governor in Council may appoint
as many competent persons as necessary.
The Government of the day will have to
!=>e the judge of what a competent person
IS.

Mr. LIVINGSTON said when the
Milk Supervision Bill was before the House
it was provided that the supervisors should
undergo a very stringent ,examination of a
practical and theoretical nature. He did
not object to that.
That should be the
case. The Bill would involve an expenditure of a very considerable amount of
money, and he had no doubt the Government had given a great 'deal of consideration to the matter. He believed the Bill
would eventually be one of the greatest
blessings to the State, but he did not want
to see it crippled at the beginning.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is a provision
bv which one of the tenants maybe made
foreman.
.
:Mr. BENT (to Mr. Livingston).-What
do you propose?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said the foreman
should be a man with exceptional certificates of competency, and should have to
pass a practical and theoretical examination.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-And then he might be
no good for managing men.
Mr. McLEOD (to Mr. Livingston).How does an examination show that a man
can manage men?
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he was astounded to hear the Minister of Mines
speak in SUchl a way. If examinations were
useless, why were there examinations connected with every other Government Department?
, 1\1r. McLEoD.-I ~id not say examinations were useless, .but what indication is
an examination of a man's capacity to
manage men?
Mr .. LIVINGSTON sa.id it was provided under the Milk Supervision Act that
the persons: appointed should have to pass,
an examination.
Mr. McLEOD.-The foreman under this
Bill will have to deal with men.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said the foreman
under the Bill would' have to deal with
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cattle, land, seed, and other things of that
kind.
Mr. McLEoD.-He will have to deCj.l
with the men.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said he was as~
tonished to hear the Minister of Minej
making such a statement. This was not 1Bill to deal with men, but for the produc~
of the soil. A foreman should have t~
pass a theoretical and pr'actical examina
tion. He trusted the 'Minister would se
the necessity for this.
'
'Mr. SWINBURNE said the 'House a preciated the difficultv of administering t e
Bill.
The honorable member for Gip, sland South was quite right when he s, id
that. men of exceptional calibre and ch: racter-especially character-were requir d
to act as foremen. What was wanted was
men who would cajole, and instruct, aI d
help the settlers. The foremen would e
men of various degrees. There might )e
,a little settlement of four or five peop e
near one town, and a special foreman cou d
not be put on there to take 'charge of th ' e
four or five men. It would be necessar y
to appoint one of the tenants to act as foreman, and to give him, say, lOS. a wee,
to look after things.
In another pIa, e
there might be forty or fifty settlers, an
it would be necessarv to pay a foremm 1,
perhaps, £250 a year. The Governme t
should not be tied down.
How was
probationary tenant to pass an examinatio
In the case of a settlement of only fo Ir
or five people, it would be necess~ry t)
appoint a probationary tenant as foreman,
and although he might not be all that wa
desirable, he might be the best man On th _
allotment. The Bill would need adminis
tering in the most careful way, and the
Minister required the widest power to do
what he liked. He hoped the honorable
member for Gippsland South would allow
the clause to pass,.
Mr. THOMSON said he was with the
honorable member for Gippsland South, in
saying that great Rrecauti~n _should be
taken in obtaining suitable men to act as
foremen.
A man might pass a practical
and theoretical examination, and yet be one
of the most useless men. As was pointed
out by the Minister of Water Supply, a
man would require to have good personal character and tact.
He (Mr.
Thomson) had not the slightest doubt the
Minister would take precautions to see that
in the cases of large settlements, where it
was nec~ssary for a special foreman to be I
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appointed, a suitable man would be obtained. The foremen would have to have
full control. With them rested, to a great
/ extent, the success or failure of the Bill.
He felt if the Bill was not passed to-day
it would be lost altogether.
fIlr. BENT.-It is extremely likely that
you will never see it again.
:Mr. KEAST said he considered the attitude of the honorable member for GippsJand South was correct. He (Mr. Keast)
cl~d not speak often, but he intended to say
sqmething in regard to a question he was
f~.miliar with.
He would point out where
otper closer settlements had failed.
The
h6norable member for Gipps.land South had
p~inted out that the power of the foreman
,~s great, and the success or failure of a
S ttlement would depend on the man in
What had been the trouble in
c arge.
r :.gard to settlements in the past? In his
o ~vn electorate, and in other places where
tIle people had been put on the land, they
id not understand farming, and the people
vho were to be settled under the Bill would
10t understand farming. Yet the man who
was to instruct them was not to 'be required
to pass an examination. There were many
en in the Agricultural Department who
were not competent now, and probably one
f these men would be put over forty or
fty people to ad as instructor. He (Mr.
east) thought the suggestion of the hon)rable member for Gippsland South should
be carried out. He ~Mr. Keast) gave evidence on this question before a Boarp nine
His examination lasted one
years ago.
night for about three hDurs.
The Board
consisted of Judge Casey, and other people.
~n . that occasion he made a suggestion
SImIlar to that of the honorable member
for Gippsland South, and he hoped that
the Government would agree to that sugThe men appointed to act as
gestion.
foremen should be the best men available.
The care of men and families was a great
responsibility, and the Government surely
did not think it would be possible to get
a man who was a probationarv tenant to
look after the other tenants. The foreman
should be paid a decent wage. He should
be a practical man, and a man who could
not be bought over. The foreman would
buy all the produce, stOCK, machinery, and
would sell the goods too. There was no
better suggestion than thai: of the honorHe
able member for Gippsland South.
trusted the best man available would- be
appointed to supervise settlers. The Minr
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ister of Water Supply wanted to know how
could there be an examination. There were
two fine men at the head of the Agricul·
tural Department-Dr. Cherry and Mr.
Cameron, and there was another gentleman
who held the examinations under the Milk
Supen~ision ~ct.
He (Mr. Keast) would
be qUIte satIsfied to leave the matter in
their hands.
Mr. FARRER said he hoped the Gove~n~ent would ~eep the power of appOIntIng foremen In the hands of the Min·
ister. The success of the Bill hinged on
the foremen, and if the foremen were to
be hide-bound creatures the Bill would
If there was to be an examination
fail.
prescribed, and the examination was: to be
held bv experts, he (Mr. Farrer) would be
sorry for the tenants. He was not casting
any reflection on the experts of the Depart.
ment. They were very capable men, but
he would not like a matter of this kind to
be placed under their discretion. He would
like to see a good, practical man appointed,
su~h. as would be appointed by a practical
MInIster. The Minister of Lands was repected by members,. and could be relied
upon to appoint men of good business
faculties to act as foremen. All the men
ta~ing up land would not be dairying,
neIther waul? they be all poultry farming
or bee farmmg.
They would select various occupations, according to their own
health, and the suitability of the country.
If the Bill was passed there would be . a
great variety of things to be attended to
and the Minister carrying out the Bill mus~
have power to say what men would be
suitable under the varying circumstances.
Mr. McKEN~IE said the best guarantee
that could be gIven, so as to get suitable
men, was to make it imperative that the
foremen should work blocks themselves.
That could be easily provided for in the
next clause, ': hich said a foreman might
occupy a holdmg. If that was made impera~i~e it would be the best guarantee of
?btammg tompetent men, and it would keep
mcompetent men from making applications,
because they would know thev would have
to show t~e tenants how to -do things as
A man might
well as dIrec~ b~ theory.
pass an exammatlOn, and be no use in
practical work.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause ,16, specifying the duties of,
foremen, and providing, inler alia.Each foreman may himself occupy and work
a holding-
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Mr. McKENZIE s,aid he would suggest certain lands held by settlers at Longwarry
that the word "may" be struck out, and and for other purposes.
the word ," shall" inserted. This would
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and reacl.
provide that every foreman would be compelled to work a block of his; own, and it a first time.
would be the best guarantee of getting a
UNCLAHdED FUNDS BILL.
competent man, because no incompetent
The House went into Committee for the
man would apply for the position of forefurther consideration of this Bill.
man under such cir(:umstances.
Discussion was resumed on clause 2,.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he thought it
which provided, inter
would be very indiscreet to put in the pro- " Interpretation,"
vision suggested by the honorable member. alia, as follows:In this Act unless the context otherwise r,fJIf an enormous amount of difficulties were quires....:...
put in the way of the Minister, the Bill
" Company» meanswould be of no use at all. It was pro(a) Every company which having for its Qbject the acquisition of gain is reli\isvided that a foreman might take up a holdtered or incorporated in Victoria un<Uer
ing, and that would certainly be necessary
any Act relating to companies; andl
in cases of small settlements.
It would
(b) Every company which having for its ~'b.
be different where there was a large comject the acquisition of gain and car 'Ying on business in Victoria is register ed!
munitv. It would be indiscreet to bind the
or incorporated elsewhere than in Vi:Minister down.
toria; and includes
The clause was agreed to, as were also
(c) Every banking or life assurance compary
the remaining clauses.
or association howsoever or wheres -.
ever registered or incorporated carr. ,.
The Bill was reported to the House with
ing on business within Victoria;
amendments, and the amendments were
and also includes the liquidator of any co •
considered and adopted.
pany.
On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE,
"Unclaimed moneys" means all principa
and interest money and all dividend
the Bill was then read a third time.
bonuses profits and sums of money what
Mr. SWINBURNE said there was one
soever which either before or after 0 •
point in clause 10 which he had promised
partly before and partly after the com
to reconsider. That clause gave the requimencement of this Act have been 0 •
shall have been in the possession of an,
sites for becoming a probationary tenant,
company for a period of six years
and provided that no person should be eliupwards and in respect whereof no clai n
gible as a probationary tenant unless he fulhas or shall have been made during suc
filled certain requirements, one of which
period by the owner against the com
pany,
was mentioned in paragraph' (c), which
and on Mr. Prendergast's amendmentstatedThat during the last six years he has not for.
any offence or offences been imprisoned for any
period or periods amounting in the whole to
six months or upwards.

He begged to move-

That the following words be added to the
definition of "company "-" and building societies registered under the Building Societies
Act 1890 and societies registered under the
Provident Societies Act 1890."

Mr." .BENT said he had intended to g<>
on with the Closer Settlement Bill, but that
he had promised the honorable member for
A?botsford an opportunity of getting his
BIll passed through. The honorable member had made way for him on four occaThe amendment was agreed to.
sions.
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted to
Mr. BEAZLEY said he was very gratethe Legislative Council.
ful to the Premier for having given him
Mr. S"WINBURNE said he had to thank this opportunity. He (Mr. Beazley) knew'
honorable members for their kindness in the difficulfies members had in getting pripassing the Bill through so quickly.
vate business througn, and with the object
of getting the Bill through now he would
LONGWARRY LANDS
acce~t any amendment that the Premier
RECLASSIFICATION BILL.
He (Mr.
considered within reason.
Mr. KEAST moved for leave to intro- Beazlev) preferred. the Bill in the form in
duce a Bill to authorize the Board of Clas- which he introduced it, but he wished tosifiers 'under the Land Acts tOl recl.assify have it passed.
That paragraph (c) be omitted, with a view
of inserting the following :-" That during the
last three years he has not been convicted of
habitual drunkenness, larceny, or any indictable
offence. "
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The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BENT movedThat all the words from the word "either"
down to the word "company" inclusive in the
definition of "unclaimed moneys" be omitted,
with the view of inserting the following words"shall have become legally payable by a compan y to the owner since the first day of January
One thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, and
not before or which shall at any time after the
commencement of this Act become payable to
him, but the recovery whereof has been or may
be barred by operation of law."

\, Mr. BEAZLEY said that since the ,Bill
Jas last under consideration, he had had
so~e extra information supplied t:o him.
!i/e had it on the very best authonty that
.
one suburban bank no less than
.
10,000 had accumulated, and was on t?e
ks as unclaimed money. When a BIll
o~ the same subject was previously introdeed into this Chamber that money was
s nt to the home bank at once, and at that
t e the banks here commenced to charge
. per half-year on current accounts partly
o swallow up the small amol!'llts.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak).-Oh, no; but
o pay for the keeping of the accounts.
Mr: BEAZLEY said a gentleman who
new a good deal about the matter, and
ad been working in this inst~t~tion, gave
lim the information. An unclaimed acount might be eaten up in this way before
e money could be claimed.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that he
resumed what was referred to was the
bank balance to the credit of customers'
accounts princi pall y.
Mr. BEAZLEY. - Principally, or unclaimed dividends.
Mr. MACKINNON said many companies had unclaimed dividends, and they
were an embarrassment to a company, as
to how to treat them, but after a time the
company managed to absOJ b them.
But
the difficulty he had about the bank balances to the credit of customers' accounts
was this: He had always understood that
wh.en money was deposited in a bank, except on fixed deposit, the bank was under
the obligation to honour cheques that the
customer drew upon what he had placed in
the bank. But the money that the cheques
were paid with was not the customer's
money.
The bank !had received the
customer's money on the undertaking
that if the person dre~v cheques upon
it the banker would pay his (the banker's)
money. He wanted to know what was in) tended to be effected by adopting the Pre-

~
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mier's amendment. He could not see what
was to be gained by it.
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that, as he
understood the amendment, the words proposed to· be omitted said that any money
which should be in the possession of the
company for six years, after a certain process, should be paid into the trust funds.
Mr. MACKINNON.-That would cover the
ordinary relationships of banker and customer, but what does the other do?
Mr. BEAZLEY said the relationship was
the same, except as to unclaimed balances,
which were to date back to January, 1900.
That date, however, was altered to 1896 to
make the period ten years instead of six
years.
~Mr. MACKINNON stated that the term
" legally payable" was used. The money
to a person's account was not legally payable until the customer sent along an order
to the banker to pay over. It seemed that
the use of those words weakened the
Bill.
The result might be that customers'
balances would be excluded from the Act.
He did not want the honorable member for
Abbotsford to fall in over the alteration.
Mr. SWINBURNE observed that there
were cases whichl he h!ld mentioned once
before. Some companies had articles by
which dividends which were not claimed for
a certain time reverted to the company",
They would not be legally claimable here;
they would revert to the company.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-The other point js as
to unclaimed balances to account.
Mr. SWINBURNE said the pro\".isinn
was for the protectiot1 of the shareholders,
where money had been subscribed under
those conditions.
Mr. BEAZLEY stated he would .like to
have the advice of the l\Ijnister upon the
point raised by the honorable member for
Prahran, as to the meaning of the words
"legally payable." The h.onorable member for Prahran pointed out that money
legally payable might not be money that
was unclaimed, and might exempt money
which would be paid under the section as
it previously stood.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-What is the
meaning of legallv pavable?
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that his
point was this: The provision, as the honorable member for Abbotsford had drafted
it, covered money that had been in the
possession of any company. That might
reasonably cover money deposited on the
understanding that money to the same
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amount should be paid over. That might
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
fair I y be considered to be covered by the all the honorable members present were
words in the Bill. But by the change pro- laymen, with the exception of the honorposed, the money would have to be money able member for Prahran and the honor"which shall be legally payable to the able member for Toorak.
owner. "
To put money to the credit of
Mr. BENT.-This amendment is all right.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
a person in the books only meant that the
entrv was there for the assistance of the the Chamber ought to know what was meant
The
banker, and the only undertaking the by the words "legally payable."
banker gave was' to pay over some of his point with regard to companies had been
money when a cheque was presented. The explained by the Minis-ter of Water Supmoney that had been placed to a man's ply, who pointed out that unclaimed divi~
credit had become amalgamated with the dends merged into the general funds df
banker's money.
the company.
~!
Mr. SWINBURNE. - Would the word
Mr. BENT.-Under the Bill the date \ as
19 00 . Six years has been made ten yea s.
" payable" mean "due"?
Mr. !MACKINNON said the mon~y in That was the Statute of Limitations" iMld it
this case had never become legally payable. is barred by this.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK s id
);"0 cheque had been produced by the customer, and there was no one to whom the the period did not trouble him at all, b\ut
what was the good of passing a provisi~n
money was legally payable.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Whv are the if it was really inoperative? Why n t
strike out the word " legally"?
,yords " legally payable" put in?J
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-Is there very mu h
Mr. BEAZLEY observed that the original Act in New Zealand was the same as difference between payable and legally pa) the Bill now before the Chamber, but an able? It is the same thing.
Mr. BENT.-The clause is all right.
amending Act had been introduced in that
S~ ALEXANDER PEACOCK s~
Colony, and it contained these words for
the purpose of defining what uncla~med that after what had been stated by the hOI\,"
orable member for Prahran, it seemed th~a\t
moneys werethis provision was going to be a dea
" Unclaimed moneys" shall mean all princiletter.
pal and interest money, and all unforfeited
The amendment waS! agreed to, and tl e
dividends, bonuses, profits, and sums of money
"'hatsoever owing to any 'person which at any clause, as amended, was adopted, as wer e
time hereafter has been in the possession of
also clauses 3, 4, and 5·
any company for a period of six years or upOn clause 6, providing that unclaime
wards after the time when the same has become
payable, and in respect whereof no claim has moneys were to be paid to the receiver of
been made by the owner against the company.
revenue, Melbourne, and paid to the credjt
Mr. MACKINNON.-That exactly hits the of the Unclaimed Moneys Fund,
Mr. BEAZLEY remarked that this clause
case.
~1r. BEAZLEY said those words would provided how money was to be paid to
meet the case if they were inserted, instead the receiver of revenue. He could not see
any obiection to this being passed, although
of this amendment or in addition to it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK re- he understood the Premier wished it to be
marked that the Chamber ought to know omitted. The amendment which bad been
,,,hat was really covered by the term just adopted in the previous clause did not
"legally payable."
Judging from what decide this matter at all.
Mr. BENT.-It is not necessary, but I
the honorable member for Abbotsford had
read, there was a definition in the New will take it.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
Zealand Act of what unclaimed moneys
reallv were. Unfortunately, every memb~r clauses 7 to 10, inclusive.
in the Chamber at the moment was a lavOn clause II, providing that the Act
man, with the exception of the honorable should not apply to the Savings B<lJnks
Commissioners, or to certain unclaimed
member for Prahran.
money of trustee companies,
Mr. BENT.-Am I not a lawyer?
Mr. BENT remarked that this clause
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said all
those present were bush lawyers:.
should be omitted.
Mr. BEAZLEY said this clause simply
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
~xempted the Savings Bank, which was
the honorable member for Toorak?

l
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His object was to prevent any deposit that

) trustee companies, which were already pro- might be left in a bank from being graduvided for.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Do I understand that
J all the trustee companies are provided for?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is a Trustees
J Act.
/
Mr. BEAZLEY.-Yes, there is an Act.
The clause was agreed to.
I
I
MI. BEAZLEY remarked that he had
circulated a new clause. He wished to add
hertain words to the clause, which he would
b:ow move in the amended form. He
eag!~~~o propose the following new

I,

~

A. Any rights of the owner in respect of such
oney's which may exist at the time of such
e tering or advertising as aforesaid shall not
b prejudiced or affected by such entering or
vertiSing, and such moneys may be recovered
~y such owner at any time, any rule of law
o the contrary notwithstanding.

~

he bank would have to pay over moneys
vhich: "Tere there before 1910. In addiion to that, they would not escape liability
. or any money they retained.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. BENT said the Curator of Intestate
states (Dr. Bride) had written to him as
ollows : I

If the enclosed Bill becomes law it seems to
me that sections 12 to 14 of Act No. 1599 are
nnecessary and should be repealed. The provisions of this Bill are far more comprehensive
han those sections.

He (!.1r. Bent) begged to propose the following new clause:Sections 12, 13, and 14 of the Administration and Probate Act 1898 are hereby repealed.

Mr. MACKINNON said he would like
to know something more about this proposal.
Mr. BENT.-I have read Dr. Bride's
memorandum.
Mr. MACKINNON said that what Dr.
B:ride pointed out was that if this Bill were
carried there would be a certain amount
of ,duplication, but there seemed to be
no harm in that. It was a little risky to
repeal sections in the existing law without
full consideration.
Mr. BENT .-All right; we will let it
go.
The clause was withdrawn.
Mr. J. yv. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
he wished to propose the following new
clause : No fees shall be charged by any bank against
any fund unless the said fund has been operated
upon during the currency of that year.

all y absorbed by the bank. The fee of
5s. per half-year that was charged for
keeping accounts was perhaps not very
much in the case of large accounts, but it
meant that the savings of poorer men were
in the course of time absorbed by the bank.
,He admitted I1:hat ft certain amount of
labour was involved in transferring these
accounts from year to year in the books of
the bank, but that was a part of the ordinary bookkeeping work, and did not take
up much time on the part of the clerks.
The banks made considerable profits on
the moneys that were deposited with then~
from year to 'year, and he thought that
this charge, unless the account was operated upon, was very unjust. It ,,-as a charge
that had only been imposed recently.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-For about five or six
years.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
that no injustice would be done to the
banks if this clause were carried, because
~ntil lately no charge was made for keepmg the accounts. He did not propose to
abolish that charge entirely, but only in
cases where the accounts were not operated
upon during the currency of the financial
year.
Mr. BENT.-Why don't the people withdraw the money, and have done with it?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
that in some cases the people had left the
State. In many instances people left their
money in a bank in the hope that it would
be a fund for them to lean upon in some
future time of neces·sity. Many a man engaged in business had gone awav to another count,ry, leaving a certain amount in
the bank, not desiring that he should find
on his return that the whole of that fund
had been absorbed by charges made bv the
.
bank.
Mr. BENT.-You ought tOi move that interest be paid.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
he had not moved any such thing.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-This Bill reallv relates to unclaimed moneys for ten yeaTS
past, but the honorable member is now
dealing with current accounts-a very different proposition.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzrov) said
there wa,s a. close analogy.
.
Mr. BEAZLEY said banks or companies might claim that such an account
was a live account, because it was being
J
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operated on. They might say it was not
unclaimed money, and charge and enter
up against the depositor 5s. every halfyear. They might say the investor was
paying them 5s. per half-vear for managing his account. Wa~ there any danger
of that sort of thing?
Mr. SWINBURNE said he did not think
so, but he agreed with the honorable member for Fitzroy to a certain extent, that if
a small amount were left unclaimed for
two Or three years, the charge should stop
at a certain time, but it was a little dangerous to apply such a provision to current accounts, which were simply left in
the bank for the convenience of clients.
i'dr. BEAZLEY.-Make it three years instead of one.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
he would alter his amendment to provide
for three years instead of one year, if the
Government would accept it. That would
provide that no fee should be charged on
any account which had not been operated
on fOor three yea.rs.
Mr. BENT.-I cannot accept that at all.
:Mr. SWIN,BURNE.-The wording of your
amendment is not right, but it is a great
pity in any case to delay the Bill now.
We will think it over, but I do not like
to accept a provision like this on the spur
of the moment.
Mr. MACKINNON said' he felt that
justice was not being done to the
honorable member for AbbotsfU'rd.
It
was very possible to take different
opinions about the point raised by the
honorable member for Fitzrov. After all,
a man paid his money into' a bank, and
knew perfectlv well that he would have
to pa V for the accommodation. This had
been a habit in other countries. Victoria
had been debauched in the matter of banking facilities in the past, when banks were
greedv to get money on any terms to use it
for booming and all sorts of purposes. In
England this charg'e was always made.
There were verv few banks there that did
not charge for the accommodation of customers in this way. This, sort of thing was
an undertaking made with the bank, and
the, proposal of the honorable member for
Fitzrov was to interfere with the arrangements that men made with banks to pay 5s.
twice a vear for this accommodation. Would
the Premier allow the Bill to be reported
S'o that a clean print of it could be obtained, and then give the honorable member
for Abbotsford an oppOortunity of getting
J

Funds Bill.

'some amendment made on the third reading
before the Bill was sent up to another
place? The Premier had certainl v been
very good with regard to this Bill, but
would it not be possible to get an vdd
half-hour next week for the final consideration of the measure?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Get it through
to-dav.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-This amendment is a
little foreign to the Bill.
Mr. MACKINNON said he did not liktt
putting in the amendment, because it woulqt
excite opposition to the Bill, and the h~
orable member for Abbotsford would ha, e
quite enough to do to get it through
other place in its present form. T~,e
amendment would exci~e the animosity f
ever::bodv connected with banking.
was afraid the Bill would be lost as it was
but it would have a far less chance if thi
amendment was made. '
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the neces
sity for this alteration was apparent, an
anI y a little consideration was required t
show the inequitable nature of the charge,
especially upon small accounts. Some current accounts in the banks were being con
tinuallv operated upon, with the result tha
the clerks had an immense deal of writin
to do in connexiot:l with them, and a lette
had to be written to the customer in mas
instances every Monday morning, and i
'Some cases every morning of the week, but
the accounts which the honorable member for Fitzrov asked that the banks should
not make any charge upon were those on
which the banks had to do no work at all.
Even if the banks changed their books
every ,vear, amI he believed they only did
so everv few years, that would only mean
having a fresh page for the entry in the
case of accounts of that nature.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Every bank in
the country has to send its return down
once a week, and this has got to be entered
up in the head office.
Mr. PRENDERGAST 'said it only
meant one line in the case of accounts of
this nature. The banks to-day were working upon a cash reserve of from 17 to 20
per cen.t., 20 per cent. being a high reserve.
The banks were paying interest on less than
50 per cent. of the total amount of money
deposited with them. Therefore about threefifths of the monev deposited on current
account in the banks was lent out by the
banks at interest. The banks chaI'1ged depositors for keeping those current accounts,
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and yet they were getting interest on a
great proportion of the money in those very
accounts, because they only required to keep
a certain proportion as a reserve fund to
meet calls upon them.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Why should they not
get interest on it?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said depositors
were lending their money to the banks to
gain interest for the banks, and yet the
banks were charging depositors for lending
them that money.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Then I am a fool if
I do it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-They must
always have it at call.
I Mr. PRENDERGAST said the alteratipn that should have taken place in the
l~w relating to the Savings Banks would
Have provided that the State should have
t{he opportunity of doing this business, but
e parties that were opposing reform all
t e time set themselves against that reform
a:' they did against every other kind of re:fiorm. He admitted that there should be a
harge according to the amount of work
one, but still three-fifths of the money in
. hese current accounts was lent out by the
anks at interest, and so the banks were
gaining by it all the time. Thev had only to
keep about one part in every five of the whole
of the monev in the institution to meet calls
on them from day to day. He supposed
that if a demand for 40 per cent. of the
accounts was made on the banks. it would
seriouslv embarrass some of them, judging
by the look of their quarterly returns. One
must look behind this charge for the reason
of it. and the reason was that the banks
wanted to seize all these accoun.ts where
they were for small amounts, by placing
this annual charge upon them, and thus ultimatelv taking over the whole of the money
in those accounts which were left with them.
What the honorable member for Fitzrov
wished to provide ~as that there should be
no charge where an account was not being
operated upon, and he did not see anything
unreasonable in that proposal, but he would
prefer to take the provisions wh.ich the honorable member for Abbotsford had put into
the Bill rather than lose the Bill. At the .
same time the Government should be prepared to support this amendment to prevent the banks charging where an account
was not bein!! operated upon.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he did not see
any reason why the banks shvuld be interfered with at all.
He did not see that

~

l

there was any. transgression of the law
either legal or moral if the banks were
receiving interest on three-fifths of the deposits. If a man did not like to leave his
money in the associated banks he could put
it in the savings banks. There were banks
in the city which gave interest on the
amount standing at credit.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Only one bank.
Mr. SWINBURNE said there was every
facility for a man,' if he did not like to
leave his money in an ordinary bank, to put
it in the savings bank. He did not see
anv reason for interfering with the banks.
~Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Good old doctrine
of individualism.
Mr. SWINBU'RNE.-Yes. Unlike the
leader of the Opposition, he did not wish
to run his head up against a stone wall
on every occasion.
"Mr . .1. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said he
would alter his suggestion in a way which
he thought would make it more acceptable
to the Committee. He begged to propose
the following new clause:C. No charge for keeping any accounts shall
be chargeable against any 'such account unless
the said account has been operated upon during
the preceding three years.

Mr. BOWSER said he thought the Minister of Water Supply should give a full
explanation of the new clause.
Did it
apply to. deposits?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It applies to everything.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-It only really applies to
deposits in banks, because banks are the
only people who charge for keeping accounts.
Mr. BOWSER said a depositor might
gv for a trip round the world, and not return for three years: Meanwhile the bank
acted as the custodian of his money, and
he could not operate on his account. The
bank was not to be allowed-Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Ii will
not make any difference fvr three years.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-The bank will be able
to charge for keeping the account for three
years. If the account is not touched for
four years the bank will lose lOS., but will
have the use of the money all the time.
Mr. BOWSER said it was difficult to
deal with amendments which were drafted
at the table in cvnnexion with a Bill of
this character. The new clause was in a
sense foreign to the main principles of the
Bill.
He agreed with the Minister of
Water Supply that it was very unwise to
adopt amendments of this kind, however
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Did they mean that decis.ions of
admirable the intention might be.
An them.
amendment was added to new clause A by the Supreme CO{lrt would have no weight
the honorable member for Abbotsford. in regard to those moneys?
What was the meaning of the words "rule
Mr. B EAZLE Y said these words were
of law to the contrary notwithstanding" drafted by a legal member of the House,
in that amendment?
who, he (Mr. Beazley) was sure, would not
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) rose to do anything that was improper. Those
a point of. order. The honorable member words were necessary to make the Bill
for Wangaratta was discussing something effective. They did not mean that moneys
altogether foreign to new clause C.
on which there were legal decisions should
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable be taken. They only meant that unclaimed
member must confine himself to new clause moneys should come under the operation
of the Bill.
C.
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted
Mr. SWINBURNE said he was very
sorry to have to oppose the proposal of the to the Legislative Council.
honorable member for Fitzroy. The Premier had already stated that he wished to
ADJOURNMEN~
~
afford the honorable member for Abbotsford every opportunity for passing the Bill. LICENSING BILL.-FEDERAL P ARLIAME~T
ELECTIONS-VOTING BY POST BILL. \
The new clause was absolutely foreign to
the Bill, and it was a pitv the honorable
Mr. BENT movedmember for Fitzroy :had brought up the
That the House do now adjourn.
)
matter. There were any number of faciliSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said h\e
ties for men who wished to deposit their
wished to know from the Premier whep
money and leave it in a bank without inmembers might expect to receive the amend
curring any charge. There 'vas no necesments of the Licensing Bill, which th"
sitv for interfering in the way the honorhonorable gentleman foreshadowed on \Ved
able member for Fitzroy proposed.
nesday, and also the memorandum pro
Mr. THOMSON said he felt inclined to mised. It was of great importance to th
support the honorable member for Fitzroy, country districts to get this information <LS
but he thought it was injudicious for the soon as possible.
new clause to be put in this Bill. As had
Mr. BENT said the draftsman had been
been pointed out to the Minister of Agri- at the work all the morning, and the
culture, the honorable member for Abbots- amendments would be posted to-morrow
ford was anxious for the Bill to pass, and morning. He would try to have them
he (Mr. Thomson) would ask the honto-night.
-orable member for Fitzroy not to persist posted
Mr. - PRENDERGAST said he wished
in his new clause.
to know what the business would be for
The new clause was negatived.
next week.
The Bill was reported with amendments,
Mr. BENT said the Licensing Bill, the
and the amendments were considered and Tirust Funds Act 1897 Further Amendment
adopted.
Bill, a.nd the Bush Fires Bill would be
On the motion of Mr. BEAZLEY, the proceeded with.
Bill was then read a third time.
Mr. CARLISLE said he wished to know
Mr. BEAZLEY said he desired to thank if it was intended that the House should
honorable members for the assistance they sit next Wednesday week, which was
had given him in getting the Bill through. the day on which the Federal P~rliament
He regretted that some amendments he had elections were to be held. If country memproposed had not been accepted. Some of bers had to attend the Cnamber on that
tl10se amendments were of, a very important da.v if would, be necessary for them to
character, but it was better to get some- arrange to vote by post.
thing than lose
Mr. BENT said he had thought at first
Mr. BOWSER said he thought it right it would be wise to adjourn over that day,
to direct attention to new clause A, to but then it was said that the. charge might
which the words " any rule of law to the be made that the Government were inter("ontrary notwithstanding" had been added. fering with the Commonwealth elections,
He had tried to ascertain what was the which he did not want to do. . As memtrue meaning of those words, but he had bers cout:d under the Voting bv Post Act
failed to get any clear understanding of record their votes in Melbourne, 'he thought,
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lJl£ning Acidents.

in view of the important business in hand,
UNCLAIMED FUNDS BILL.
that they could not afford to have a holiday
This Bill was received from the Legislaon that day.
Mr. COLECHIN said he would like tive Assembly, and, on the motion of the
the Premier to say what time t'he House Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
was going to meet on the several days of time.
meeting next week.
FEDERAL ELECTIONS.
Mr. BENT.-That is fixed by the parliaQUESTION OF ADJOURNMENT.
mentary law.
Mr. COLECHIN said members were not
The Hon. A. HICKS, by leave, asked
quite sure what time they would have to the Attorney-General if the honorable
meet each day.
He did not object to gentleman intended that the' House should
meeting at 10 o'clock in the morning, but meet on WednesdalY, 'December 12?
He
he only wanted to know what time it was said that on that date the Federal elections
intended to meet.
would take- place, an~d country members
. Mr. BENT.-Do you object to leave off would like to know if the Attorney-General
now?
wished the Hous~ to meet?
' . Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It is; my in"fished to know if the GQlVernment intended
t~ bring in a Voting by Post Bill this telltion to ask honorable members to meet on
that date.
session.
'
I Mr. BENT said he had the Biil in his
MINING ACCIDENTS.
'drawer at the table. He could not promise,
ijut he would try 'to introduce it this
The Hon. J. STERNBERG caJled the
sfssion.
,
attention of the Attorney-General to the
I The motion was agreed to.
fatal mining accidents that had occurred
The House adjourned at nine minutes recentl v in Bendigo and elsewhere, and
ast three o'clock, until Tuesday, Decem- asked if the Government would bring in
, er 4.
,
a Bill on similar lines fo the New South
(
'Vales Mining Accident Relief Act, in
(
order that some provision might be made
( LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
for the widows and children of those
who were unfortunatelv killed in our
Tuesday, December 4, 1906 .
\
He would 'like to remark
mines?
that the New South Wales Act had
1
The PRESIDENT took t'he chair at ten been 'in exi:stenqe s.ince 1900, and was
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the Cl.mended in 190!. By that Act, provision
was made for the widows and children of
prayer.
persons killed-in mines. The measure had
FACTORIES (EMPLOYMENT OF
acted very satis~actoril y. In a small deCHINESE) BILL.
gree it provided: sorrre compensation to
This Bill was received from the Legis- those left behind, and placed the widows
lative Assembly, and, on the motion of the and fatherless children in a position whereby
:Hon. W. PITT (in the absence of the they could get enoughJ to live upon until
Hon. A. O. SACHSE), was read a fir,st the children were fourteen years of age. It
time.
was very necessary that such a Bill should
be introduced here, and he hoped the At-,
CROWN GRANTS BILL.
torney-General would make a satisfactory
This Bill was returned from the Legisreply to the question. If the reply was not
lative Assembly, with a message inti~ating
satisfactory, he (Mr. Sternberg) intended
that thev had agreed to the same with an
on a subsequent occasion to move the adamendment.
jOlUrnment of the Hous,e, in order to discuss
The .amendment was ordered to be taken
the matter.
into consideration the following day.
,The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
IMPROVED SMALL HOLDINGS
desiraLle, if honoraoie members wished to
BILL.
move the adjournment of the House to
This Pill was received from the Legis- discuss an important subject, that they
lative Assembly, and, on the motion of the should do so in the early part of the sesHon. W. PtTT, was rearl a first time.
"ion. The answer he had been furnished

~
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question, was .aIS

Exhaustive inquiries are being made and full
actuarial reports have been obtained regarding
the matter, which has been under consideration
for some time past.

GAMING SUPPRESSION BILL.

Suppression Bill.

Those were the English Acts in force or
sUPpoSjed to be in force in Victoria. In the
Consolidated Police Offences Act of 1890',
these were some of the English provisions:
Raffles ,at bazaars were provided for. Before that Act there was no legislative authority for raffles at bazaars. The Bill, in
dealing with lotteries, amended section 37
of the Police Offences Act. That section
prohibited lotteries, but there was the following proviso:-

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said, now
that honorable members had read the Bill,
this provision nor the provIsIons of
they uhaerstood it, and knew as much about anyN either
other Act for the prevention of lotteries,
it as he did, and, therefore, seeing how little goes and unlawful games, shall apply to
reasonable and proper the measure was, his the distribution of any property amongst the
task would be comparatively light.
Yet owners thereof nor. to any, raffle for any work
purely of art, of which a notice having the
he supposed he must go through the form name
and address of the person intending t9
of explaining the provisions of the mea- hold the same subscribed thereto has been given
sure.
He would first anticipate an ob- to the Attorney-General i nor to any raffle at ax;iY
jection which; was sometimes made to Bills bazaar the proceeds whereof are intended to be
of this char.acter. That objection was that appropriated exclusively to charitable purpo~es
which a notice having the name and addre)ss
if the provisions of the measure were rigidly of
of any of the persons - intending to hold suqh
enforced, ,some innocent person might be bazaar subscribed thereto has been given to t~c
harassed. That was an argument that had Attorney-General, if in either of such cases such
been used more than once this, sessjon. Attorney-General do not within one week afth
notice prohibit such raffle by notice sent 1f?y
With reference to this matter, he would such
post or any other manner according to the a4like to quote from the author of a book- dress so subscribed by such person, nor to anF
The Law Relating to Betting. The author raffle of a private nature upon which point th1e
of that book was Stutfield, an eminent justice before whom any case may be broug~
,
counsel who had been engaged in all the shall decide.
,An HONORABLE MEMBE1<.-Will it stop \
chief gaming and lottery proceedings in
England. The quotation was as follows,:- the lottery in Bourke-street?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it would
The author of this work ventured not very
many years ago to offer to the public a synopsis be as well for him to inform honorable.
of this branch of our jurisprudence, in which an - members what his practice was in dealing
attempt was made to show that laws in restric- with these matters, because many people
tion of gambling, if they are to effect their
object, must in terms be so wide as to cover were in favour of that practice being ex- ,I
mere cases of gambling for innocent recreation i tended, and if it was the wish of Parliathat, in consequence, ~his '~nforcement must ment that his practice should be altered,
hugely be left to the discretion of the Execu- Parliament should say so in the Bill.
He
tiYe.
had received notices from people wishing to
That argument had been used Lefore by hold lotteries for works not pure 1y of art.
him (Mr. Davies), but Stutfield put it much He did not consider the image of a man or
better than he had ~been able to. He cited anything else, although carved in gold, was
that pass:age chiefly for the information of a work purely of art when it was known
Mr. Harwood.
that as soon as a particular prize was won
He I
The Hon. T. C. 'HARwooD.-I offer it would go into the melting pot.
thought the provision exempting works of
you my best thanks.
The It"'on. J. M. DAVTES said after art was for the encouragement of art.
the definition clauses the Bill dealt with lot- There was a similar provision in an English
teries.. Honorable members might be in- Act' which was much more restrictive.
terested to know what laws were in force There were certain associations established
relating to lotteries.
As far as he had with the authority of the Privy Council
been able to ascertain, the laws were which distributed, by means of what men
- 1 0 and II William IlL, chapter 17- called
art unions, articles that could
that law was decided to be in force ln be treated as works of art, an'd oriK ew South Wales in a certain case-9, ginally there was such a provision in our
Anne, chapter 6; 8, George 1., chapter 2; legislation, but afterwards it was altered
9. George 1., chapter 18 j 6, George 11., to works purely of art,. He (Mr. Davies)
chapter 35 j and 13, George II., chapter 19. forbade every lottery in respect of which

I
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he received a notice if the article to be
il"affled was not a work of art. If any alteration was desired, Parliament could
make it. With relation to raffles at bazaars,
he forbade every raffle for goods purchased
for the purpose of being raffled. If he did
not do so, any shopkeeper, by getting up a
bazaar, could raffle his goods and let the
person entitled to the benefit of the bazaar
merel v 'get the extra price above the shopkeeper's charge. He confined the sale of
tickets in raffles at bazaars to the
period during which the bazaar was
held, unless there happened to be
some special gift which could 110t be
expected to be got off at the bazaar. Under
those circumstances he allowed a little
longer time. The Bill did not alter the
iaw in respect to these two matters, and if
h6norable members wished the law altered
t<j meet anything such as the Eight Hours
lcpttery they could do so. The Bill touched
ne portion of section 37 of the Police Ofences Act, and that was with regard to the
istribution of property amongst the owners
thereof. Advantage had been taken· of that
exception in the Act. One firm bought a
~roperty, invested it in trustees, then every
purchaser of goods to a certain value was
?ntitled to a share in that property. Each
ndividual share migh.t be small, .but when
11 the shares in the property had teen got
id of, it was arranged-not by the Driginal
wner, because if he did so he would
come under the operation of the law-but
by the owners of the shares, not to distribute the property amongs,t themselves" but
to see who should get it by means of a
lottery.
If that sort of thing could be
,done, it was, of course, no use having any
prov.isions against lotteries at all, and SOl it
was proposed in the Bill, in claus,e 4-

i

In section thirty-seven of the Police Offences
.Act 1890 after the words " property amongst the
owners thereof" there shall be inserted the
werds "if such property is capable of being
fr:irly apportioned amongst all the owners thereof and is proposed to be apportioned equally so
far as practicable amongst all the owners
thereof."
This section shall have no force or
effect unt.il the first day of March' One thousand nine hundred and seven.

He thought the true intention of the Act
"'ould be arrived at in that way.
If
people were the owners of property, and
wished to divide it, they could divide it
as fairly as possible, and, when that had
heen done, decide who should have the first
<:hoice by drawing lots. Tha,t w~s the object of the provision in the Police Offences

Suppression Bill.

Act. In order to prevent any injustice in
connexion with a particular transaction,
cla'use 4 would not come into operation until I~t March, 1907. Clause 5 provided
that it so.ould be unlawful to print Or publish information relating to an illegal lottery, or advertise an illegal lottery wpether
wholly or partly estaLlished, commenced,
carried on, promoted, or managed in Victoria. That had reference to Tattersal,l's.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-Am I to
understand thafwe will be allowed to have
raffles at ba zaars solely for the good of
the ch.urch or Sunday-school?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yesj if the
goods were given absolutely to the bazaar,
and Werl-! not purchased for the sake of
being raffled, and so long as the sale of
tickets was confined to the period during
which the bazaar was held. Tickets were
not to be hawked all round the State or all
round the world, as was done in one case.
It was provided that it was unlawful to
sell, circulate, exhibit, or dispose of any
newspapers printed in any part of the Commonwealth of Australia which contained
any advertisement, sign, notice, or information of any illegal lottery, and it was, also
provided that it should be unlawful to buy
or sell tiCKets in connexion with illegal lotteries.
Placards relating to illega.! lotteries were also prohibIted. Another provision with reference to Tattersall's was contained in clause 8, which provided that it
should be unlawful to forward parcels to
promoters of illegal lotteries,. He understood money for tickets was sent to -Ta.ttersaIl's now through a carrier. At the present time there was a difficulty in connexion
with Chinese lotterv tickets. The Chinese
managed to issue the tickets in such a wav
as not to come under the ooeration of the
law relating to lotteries. No promise of
anv kind was made On the tickets that a
prize would be given. Sub-clause (2) of
clause 9 had been inserted to deal with
that matter. The sub-clause was as follows : The sale of a ticket or thing commonly
known as a Chinese lottery ticket whether marked '
or otherwise shall be primri facie evidence of
the existence of a lottery and of an undertaking
agreement or promise express or implied to pay
a sum of money to the purchaser or holder of
such ticket on the happening of a certain event
or contingency.

Clause

10

provided-

Every house office room premises or place
ol ened kept or used for the purposes of any
illegal lottery or proposed illegal lottery shaH
be deemed and taken to be a common gaming
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h0use within the meaning of the provisions of
Part 4 of the Police Offences Act 1890 and this
Act.

The next division of the Bill related to
gaming.
The gaming statutes had been
generally kept separate from the lottery
statutes. He had some definitions with reference to betting and ga:ming.
Betting
/\,vas defined as " the making of a contract
for an unascertained event, past or future,
in which the parties have no real commercial interest other than that geated by the
contract from which_ the parties are to gain
or lose according as the uncertainty is determined one way or the other." Gaming
was defined as "playing at a game,
sport, pastime, or exercise, lawful or unlawful, whether of chance or skill, for
monev or other valuable thing, which is
to be lost or won according to the success
or failure of the person who has
staked."
In connexion with the term
"unlawful games," perhaps honorable
members would like to know what unlawful
games were.
It ,was decided in aln;
English case, Jenks v. Turpin, that there
were two classes of unlawful games. Those
absolutely forbidden by nam~Ace of
hearts, pharaoh, basset" hazard, passage,
roulet (or roly-poly)-and every game of
dice except backgammon. There were other
game$ utnlawful because the keeping of
houses for playing them and the playing
therein were rendered illegal by statute.
In this class were included by 33 Henry
VIII., chapter 9-he was not certain whether that particular Act was in force in
Victoria-bowling, coyting, cloysh-coyts,
half-bowl, dicing, tennis, and carding.
That Act of Henry VIII. was repealed in
England by 8 and 9 Victoria, chapter
109.
Later on, a number of other
English Acts were repealed.
There was
an Act of Council in New South Wales
adopting most of the Drovisions in 8 and 9
Victoria, repealing all the Acts th~t were
repealed in "England, but nothing was said
about the Act of Henry VIII., so he could
not say whether the games of bowling or
coytin/! were unlawful.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE. - You can
make them unlawful jf you like.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
English Acts adopted in Victoria were 8
and 9 Victoria, chapter 109, 14 Victoria
(No.9), 16 and 17 Victoria, chapter II9,
now included in the Police Offences Act, 17
and 18 Victoria, chapter 38, adopted in
part in the Police Offences Act j "36' and 3 i
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Victoria, chapter 38, adopted in the Police
Offences Act j and 37 Victoria, chapter 15~
which was also included in the Police
Offences Act.
The English Acts in
force in Victoria apart from our legislation were 12 George 11., chapter 28; 13
George 11., chapter 19; 18 George II.,
chapter 34, and possibly 33 Henry VIII .•
chapter 9, which he had mentioned before.
There was a difference of opinion amongst
those he had consulted as to whether this
last Act was in force here or not. With
reference to gaming generally, even apart
from the Acts he had mentioned, there was
an edict in the reign of Richard I. which
was rather amusing. It was stated thatIn the reign of Richard 1., an edict was issued
ccncerning gaming, by which no person in the
army was permitted to play at any sort of game
for money, except knights and also clergymen.
who: in one whole day and night, should not
each lose more than twenty shillings, on pain of
fc.rfeiting one hundred shillings to the archbishop of the army.
The two kings might phiy
for what they pleased; but their attendants nqt
br more than twenty shillings, otherwise the~'
were to. be whipped naked through the army for
three days.
I

He did not know who the two kings wert.
!his showed .what they thought of gaming
III the arniy III those days.
J
The Hon. F. STUART.-We are goin(~
back to those times now.
!
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that a~l
honorable members knew that gambling wa
not of recent origin.
People used t
gamble in the old days. He found a reference to gambling a!Uongst the Germans,
which statedNo game has been more universally prevalent,
and, generally speaking, none more pernicious in
its consequences.

The game referred to was the game of
diceThe ancient Germans even in their state of
barbarism indulged the propensity for gambling
with dice almost to a degree of madness"
Tacitus assures us that they not only would
hazard all their wealth, but even stake their
liberty upon the turn of the dice, and he who
lost submitted to servitude, though younger and
stronger than his antagonist, and patiently permitted himself to be bound and sold in the
market.

People could not do that nowadays, but
they could lose their liberty by embezzling
the money they required for gambling.
They were deprived of their liberty in a
worse way than the barbarous Germans in
those days. If he were to ask, no doubt
some honorable member would tell him
when cards were first invented, or when he
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thought they were.
The following
stated in The Percy Anecdotes:-

was

It has been generally supposed that playing
cards were first made for the amusement of
Charles VI. of France in J392, at which time he
was afflicted with mental derangement. It has,
however, been proved that cards were known in
France half a century before that time.

He intended to read only a few paragraphs
from a \york he had in his possession by
Rowntree.
The work was not written by
Rowntree, but was contributed to bv different "Titers, and there was one chapter
-called "The Deluded Sportsman," written
by "A Bookmaker," which statedAgain, let me say that it is the impecunious
needy and poor silly fool of a backer who
brings discredit upon the business, together with
the host of thieving, impecunious welshing fraternity who dare call themselves bookmakers and
turf commission agents, who fairly or unfairly
-c·)P or welsh the small backer of his money.
Now, to point out to th~ said backer more pre<:i~ely the reasons why and how he cannot possibly win at backing horses, no matter what plan
()r system he follows.
Let me go a little more
into these points, which will or ought to con·
vince him or at any rate give him matter for
serious thought upon this subject.
In the first
p,lace, there is what is termed the "law of aver\tges," by which the backers' chances to win
.ate for ever against him; that is to say, in
l)iec.rly ever:y race ther~ are a large number of
'llorses runnmg, otherwIse the races are termed
~lon-betting races.
Now, you back one horse out
{If, say, seven or eight running, then you have at
~nce six or seven chances against your winning
ILook how very greatly this works out against
(the backer when larger numbers of horses are in
the race-say 10, 15, 20, and even 30.
You back
one horse to win, so there are 9, 14, 19, and 29
_a~solute chances against you, and so on. Nevel
I n~md about the favorites, the complete out( SIders and so on, there are (and there is nO
mistake n.bout it) so many absolute chances
against your winning and, of course, on the
( <Jther hand so many chances in favour of the
bookmaker.
But! but! but! listen! ye deluded
-cocksure backers! The law of averages against
you is nothing to be compared to other and far
greater chances against you.
I had already
written, explained, and set out a number of
them; but a newspaper correspondent has very
thoughtfully and very carefully embodied them
or some of them, together with others, in a capit~l letter which apJ>eared in the Sun newspaper
one September, and I cannot do better than set
them out.
The Sun has recently permitted a
public debate in its columns upon "Is Betting a
Sin ?"
The debate by correspondence has been
mo~t interesting.
The religious element, of
<:o~lI'se,,,dominated with silly arguments, and in so
<lumg
forgot the subj ect altogether," whilst on
th-:! ether hand, many letters were strictly to the
point, were eye-openers, and logical.
The result was announced by the editor, who decided
that" he would give it up," i.e., the correspondence compelled him to s~y that he could not saY
whether belting was a sin or not.
My candid
~l.!id

~

l
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opinion is that certainly "betting is not a sin,"
but I tell you what it is-it is a pernicious and
fascinating vice of the worse kind, and is intimately connected with, if not the direct cause
of the worst kinds of various sins.

Then the writer gave all the reasons why
one did not win, and did not stand a fair
chance of winning.
There 'Were some
twenty-two of them, such as a horse being
knocked out of his stride by cannoning, and
the jockey making his run too late. There
bad been a number of English decisions
with reference to gaming', but he would not
trouble the House with them. There was
the celebrated case of Hawke v. Dunn,
which was decided against the offenders.
The Judges were unanimous that people
betting On race-courses under certain conditions were liable. After that, there was an
arranged case tried. A person bought a
small inter-est in a property in order to be
ab~e to bring a case, and get an injunction
against the owners.
It was the case of
Powell v. the Kempton Park Race-course
Company. It ultimately went to the House
of Lords, and he would read the particularsAd jacent to a race-COurse there was an un·
covered inclosure of about a quarter of an acre,
fenced in by iron rails, to which, when race
meetings were held, the public were admitted by the owners of the race-course
of an entrance fee.
Among
on payment
the 500 to 2,000 persons so admitted were
always 100 or 200 professional bookmakers,
and most of the persons admitted, other than the
bookmakers, went for the purpose of backing
horses with the bookmakers, but some did not
bet at all.
The bookmakers, who were accom·
panied by their clerks, did not use any apparatus
such as a desk, stool, umbrella, or tent, but ~n y
particular bookmaker was usually to be found m
or near the same part of the inclosure, calling
out the odds to attract backers.
In some cases
the backers were required by the bookmakers to
del'osit their stakes; in others, credit was allowed.
Their use of the inc10sure was known
to and permitted by the owners thereof : Held affirming the decision of the Court of
AJ'real (I89i) 2 Q.B. 242 (Lords Hobhouse anll
Davey dis3enting), that the inclosure so used was
n)t a cc place opened, kept or used" for the purpo~e prohibited by the Betting Act 1853.
He1d contra (by Lords Hobhouse and Davey),
that the inclosure was a cc place kept and used"
by the owners for the purpose of the bookmakers
wh..> used it betting with p~rsons resorting thereto,
and (by Lord Davey) for the purpose also of th'!
buokmakers receiving deposits of money on bets,
and that the case fell within the Act.

There was a clause in the Bill which honorable members would say licensed betting.
At the present time, betting on race-courses
by bookmakers and others, unless they bet
in some place which would be a "place"
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under the Act, would not be illegal. The
case he had quoted was an authority In
connexion with our law.

Suppression Bill.

Then came a clause on which there would
no doubt be a great difference of opinion.
It was clause 17, which stated that-

Notwithstanding anything contained in Part
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-What IS
4
of the Police Offences Act 1890 or in this.
the date of that case?
Act, the fact of persons betting by way of wagerThe Han. J. M. DAVIES said it was in<~ on any licensed race-course during the holdof a race-meeting thereon shall not be a con1899.
Tnat decision had been adversely ing
travention of the said Part of this Act and shall
commented upon by people who were nJt be a ground for such race-course or any
against betting.
Division 2 of the Bill part thereof being deemed or declared a common
extended the meaning of the word "place" gaming.house.
in the Police Offences Act. The definition I t might be said that that clause would
there was pretty extensive, but it excluded legalize betting, but it was very much rerace-courses and private houses. The Bill shicted.
At present, race-courses were
provided that the word "place" should exempted from the Street Betting Act, but
mean "any place whatsoever, whether this provision exempted them only during
within a building or not, whether upon land the holding of a race meeting. If it were
or water, and whether private property or not so, there would be nothing to prevent
otherwise." He had a EttIe amendment to people from resorting there daily, especially
propose on that. Authority was given for to race-courses in the suburbs, like that at
the police to arrest without warrant persons Richmond. That was the reason why the
found gaming in a street, and it was pro- limitation was made to the day when ra.:ces
vided by clause 14 thatwere being run.
There were some other
The game known as two-up or any similar game little provisions, and "then he came to clause
It
anj also the game known as hazard or any simi- 22, which was an important clause.
lar game are hereby declared to be unlawful forbade the publication of the odds, or any
games and any game with cards or other instru- information relating to tips and that sort
ments wherefrom any perSOn or persons derives of thing.
It was a most important clallste.
a percentage of the amount wagered shaH also
The
Hon.
W. H. EMBLING.-Very difbe declared to be an unlawful game within the
meaning of Part 4 of the Police Offences Act ferent from the New South Wales Act. \
l
1890 and this Act.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said ther,;'
Power was given to the Governor in Coun- was a Select Committee appointed by th
cil to declare any game of chance, or of House of Lords in England, and that Com I
mittee reported in June, 1902, upon thi~
chance and skill, to be an unlawful game.
and other matters. He proposed to readl
The Hon. W. H. EMBI.ING.-That will a portion of their conclusions relating to \
affect private houses.
this clause. On page 192 of Rowntree's (
\
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that, as book it was stated thatThe Committee consider that the increa~ed pre- 1
he stated before, certain matters must be
left to the Executive. If private houses valence of betting throughout the country is
due to the great facilities afforded by the
were protected, what was to prevent any largely
press, and to the inducements to bet offered by
one from using a private house for the mean"s of bookmakers' circulars and tipsters' adpurpose of carrying on an unlawful game? vertisements. In support of this opinion, the
Committee point to the great increase of newsClause 16 provided that-

I

Any house office room or place which is used
for the playing therein of any unlawful game or
which is used principally for the purpose of
enabling persons to bet therein with one another
or to payor receive money or valuable consideration in respect of any bets on events which
have not happened whether made in such house
office room or place or elsewhere or which is
occupied by any company or club having for its
principal object or one of its principal objects
the enabling of shareholders or members thereof
to make wagers or bets or payor receive money
in respect of wagers or bets on events which have
not happened whether so made either amongst
themselves or with other persons not necessarily
being shareholders or members shall be deemed
to be a common gaming house.

papers devoted entirely to sporting matters, and
to the publication of articles upon racing news
and of sporting tips or prophecies.
There can be little doubt that the almost universal practice of publishing in newspapers what
are known as "starting price odds" greal1y facilitates betting upon horse races, and several witnesses have urged that the practice shou'd be
forbidden by law.
Others, however, have expressed their conviction that the chief results of
such prohibition would be to facilitate and enceurage dishonesty among bookmakers.

He considered it right to read the next
statement, although it was against himThe Committee having given careful attention
to both of these divergent views are not prepared
to recommend the prohibition.
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There was some evidence given by different
people. A Mr. Hawke gave evidence as
to the corruption of the Public Service and
British sports by the extension of the betting system, and of its disastrous effects,
especially among the wage-earning classes.
That witness recommended that the publication of the betting odds should be made
illegal, as well as the trade of professional
betting. The book further statedMr. Russell Allen, managing proprietor of the
MlilZchester Evening News, gave evidence as to
the harm done by the betting press, particular! y
the half-penny papers, with their racing editions,
which conduced largely to the betting done in
the street by working men, concerning which he
read letters from employers of labour attributing fraud ,and embezzlement to their workpeople
befting.
Great numbers of bets were also made
inside the works.
His own newspaper had given
. up tips and ti psters' ads., and had suffered
accordingly.
It was not prudent for a newspaper to go beyond that singlehanded.
If startin~ prices were made illegal of publication for
all alike, it would have a great effect.

I t was strange to find a great difference in
the evidence given bv the Minister for
Education and the Secretary of a Trades
Union. It was stated thatThe Duke of Devonshire, Minister of Education, had been engaged ~n racing for a consider~bJe time.
Thought that there was nothing
;wrong or immoral in betting.
He would very
~nuch regret its being stoppect; it would seriously
f,njure the national amusement of horse-racing.
He thought betting the support of racing.
Saw
wthing wrong in the bookmakers' profession,
nd, in reply to a question as to their taking
'mall sums from children in poor neighbourOOdS, he said he had no knowledge of that sort
f betting. He could not gIve any opinion about
icensing.
He did not know at what point beting was too general.
Mr. Robert Knight, J.P., Newcastle, for
wenty-nine years secretary of a trades union
lUmbering 50,000 members, had thirty-two years'
Ic~l,erience of the working classes.
Betting was
~argely on the increase among them, especially
~'0lmg men and women.
In 3~ hours a book·
maker in South Shields was seen to take 236
(bets.
Some took as little as sixpence.
Employers found that intelligent concentrated effort
cannot be got from minds absorbed in betting.
He would neither employ nor trust men who indulged in it.
The facilities offered by the press
are largely responsible.
Betting among the
young had become rampant.
Lads of bright
intellect were found to develop cunning instead
of character.
If the betting craze was not
checked the sober youths of Germany would take
the reins of the commercial world.
The odds,
tips, and betting, news should be abolished from
the newspapers.
The trades unions endeavoured
to stop betting, and would not appoint a man
knc:wn to indulge in it to any place of authority
or trust.

~
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ment in favour of publishing the odds, but
he would read it as an argument against.
In the Argus of 28th November last It was
stated thatFor weeks and weeks before the Cup Mel.
bourne is the centre upon which every eye in
Australia is focussed. Miners and station·
hands, from Perth to Sydney and from Thursday Island to Hobart, talk over the horses that
are to run at Caulfield and Flemington. They
discuss eagerly the latest accounts of the way
the difIerent candidates are shaping. From dayto day they scan anxiously the papers which
reach them to learn what the man on the spot
thinks of this or that animal's chances. They
turn up the betting-lists to learn how the market
moves, dnd all the time Melbourne and its
glories are before their minds. In the clubs of
Sydney,
Brisbane,
Adelaide,
Perth,
and
Hobart, nO' less than in the clubs of Melbourne
itself, the chief topics of conversation are the
entries, the weights, .the acceptances, and the
chances of the horses that are to compete at
Melbourne. In nine houses out of ten throughcut the Commonwealth there are persons who
follow keenly and intelligently all the preliminary anticipations of the M,elbourne racing.
The growing excitement is felt in lonely farm·
houses, in distant camps, and at busy home·
steads, no less than in the city streets. It extends to remote townships north and west as
well as to crowded State capitals. All who can
lay their plans for getting to Melbourne, the
city of their dreams, for a real holiday at Cup
time. Those who cannot come think of Mel·
bourne and wish they could be there for the
greatest festival in the horse-loving Australian's
calendar. There is nO' other place within the
borders of the six States that awakens an interest so keen or a longing sO' intense as Mel·
bourne on the eve of its annual racing carnival.

N0W, if all that kind of thing went onhe did not know whether it was exaggerated
or not--he wondered how many clt;rks in
offices made mistakes in doing their work,
and how much of their time, instead of
being devoted to their work, was taken up
in calculating the odds and discussing
them? In his opinion, the statements made
in this article formed one uf the strongest
arguments that could be brought against
the publication of the odds. Then it must
be remembered that if this Bill passed, it
was proposed to abolish all gambling. except on a race-course, so that the only purpose of publishing the odds would be to
enable peuple to make illegal bets.
The Hon. J. ~I. PRATT.-People ,,,ant
to know what the\' are about when they do
go to the r a c e - c o u r s e . The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIE S said that the
information they got beforehand would
not helo them ver\' much, because the odds
He proposed to read part of an Argus changed from da~' to day. As a matter
leader, which was intended as an argu- of fact, h0wever, the statements m~de in
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the article he had guoted must be exaggerated, because in New South 'Vales
the newspapers were not allowed to publish
these odds, and yet he understood that the
Argus and the Age found it worth while to
publish special editions for circulation in
New S,outh Wales, in which this class of
information "Tas eliminated. If that could
be done for New South Wales it could be
done for Victoria.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD.-It is a
new experiment, and they will not stand
it long.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he had a
memorandum written bv his honorable colieague, :Mr. Swinburne: and dated to-day.
Mr. Swinburne saidDuring my visit to Sydney I had an opportunity of talking with the Honorable the Premier, Mr. Carruthers, the Minister of Lands
(Mr. Ashton), and the Honorable Mr. Wade,
Attorney-General, with regard to the legislation
that has been passed in New South Wales relating to gambling.
There is a consen·sus of
opinion that the Act is working extremely well,
and that no hardship is felt. No complaint is
being made, but instead there is ,a unanimous
opinion expressed among the com~ercial men
that the Act has an extremel~ good effect in
eliminating and discountenancing various forms
of gambling.
The limiting of gambling to the race-course
had at first the effect OIf largely increasing the
attendance, but this has not been ,altogether sustained. No expressions of disapproval have been
received by the Government from either racing
clubs or people connected with racing.
The Honorable Mr. 'Vade was most anxious
. that the clause preventing newspapers from
publishing the odds should be passed in Victoria,
so that the legislation in Victoria and New
South Wales might be uniform. He said this
is looked upon as one of the principal points in
the Bill to limit gambling operations. In past
years, on the occasion of the Melbourne Cup,
enormous crowds of people used to await the
results in Sydney, but this year only a few
knots of people were to be seen when the x:esuIts were posted. The opinion of merchants
and employers generally was that the elimination of the odds from the papers had had simply
a wonclerful effect in reducing the excitement
ancl ,the contin.uous conversation of young em·
ployes on racmg matters. Complaints everywhere hnd been made that this was seriously interferin:::- with the carrying on of business, and
the proper conduct of duties in offices, warehouses, and factories, and the clause has practicallv put a stop to that kind of complaint in
New South Wales. If the clause is passed in'
Victoria it will in the future graduallv facilitate
the working of the New South 'Wales Act, on
which unanimous opinions have been expressed
that it is legislation in the right direction.
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tree with reference to the cheating done by
tipsters. In England vne tipster might advertise under a dozen different names, and
get a dozen different applications for tips
from the same person, that person believing
that he was getting tips from a dozen different people. Provisions were contained
in this Bill with reference to betting placards, and prohibiting notices from being
posted anywhere. 'There was also an increase in the punishment. The next subdivision related to totalizators. That question also came before the House of Lords
Committee. Continuing an extract which
he had already read, the Committee, in
their report, statedThe latter objection can also, of course, be
brought with equal truth against the "Pari
Mutuel," as the absolute fairness of the "Totalizator" system of betting is a protection for
the small bettor, who might otherwise not care
to risk his money with a bookmaker.
In some of the Australian colonies, in India,
and in France, this system has been adopted,
.and is said to work ·satisfactorily. In France
the money invested annually in this way
amounts to between six and seven millions sterling. Two per cent. of this sum is given to
public charities, and I per cent. goes to the
Minister of Agriculture, and is devoted to the
encour,agement of horse breeding, and to other
similar purposes. The Committee, however, fear
that the ·evil of adopting this system would,
by its encouragement of the gambling instinct,;
far outweigh any gain that might accrue, and"
therefore, cannot recommend it.
I

The Hon. "V. S. MANIFOLD.-'Vhatl
Committee was that?
.
The Hon. J. :M. DAVIES said it was
a Select Committee of. the House of Lords,j
which made its report in the year 1902~
This subdivision of the Bill actually pro]
hibited the tot, alizator and prohibited Rer
sons from acting as agents for the totaliza
tor, or offering to act as agents Or layin
totalizator odds, or dealing with totalizatorl
tickets, or hiring or lending any contri~
vance in connexion with a totalizator.
II
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-What is
meant by "w_~aring a disguise" ?
The Hon. J. ~L DAVIES said it was
provided that" no person shall employ or
use any means to disguise himself." The
honorable member must know that it was
stated that some of the men employed in
\Vren's tote used to wear masks, so that
they could not be identified. This provision was intended to prevent that. He
now came to what were called the quarantine clauses. First, there was power for
The next dause dealt with tipsters.
He a landlord to eject a tenant if he had rea':
thought there would be no question about sonable grounds to suspect that the prothat. There were whole pages in Rown- perty was used as a common gaming house.
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An opportunity was given to the tenant
to go to the Court and to get rid of any
such proceeding, but if an officer of. police
satisfied the Court that he had reasonable
grounds to suspect that any house was
used as a common gaming house, or as a.
means of access to, or exit or escape from,
any common gaming house, then after serving a certain notice the Court might quarantine that place.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-The definition of a common gaming house is very
unsatisfactory.
The Hon. J. 1"1. DAVIES said that if
a house was quarantined no one could g0
in or out of it without being liable to
arrest, but the quarantine could be removed if the Court was satisfied that the
place was not used as a common gaming
house.
He (Mr. Davies) thought that
these provisions were such that nobod y
need fear having his house or office guarantined unless he deserved it. Power was
also given to go into premises adjoining
gaming houses which were used as a means
of access to or exit from the gaming house.
Honorable members knew it was stated with
reference to this celebrated tote that one
could only get there in certain waysthrough shops and so on. Well, if people
would lend their premises for such purposes they had no cause of complaint if
they became liable for penalties, and if
their premises were searched.
In connexion with these common gaming houses,
there was power to seize and take away
inoney, instruments, and everything else
l~sed in connexion WIth gaming. Then as
tp street betting the punishment w~s in¢reased. There were provisions in favour
<j>f coursing matches.
Clause 53 proI"ided( (I) In sectiQn five Qf the Street Betting- SuppreSSiQn Act 1896 the word "race-cQurses" shall
mean such race-CQurses as are licensed under
1this Act and Qnly during the hQlding Qf race,'meetings thereQn Qr during. the hQlding Qf a
OUrSing match thereQn if any coursing match
as been held thereQn during the year One
thousand nine hundred and six.
o

~

II

The Hon. W. PEARsoN.-Would that apply to plumptons?
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not think it would.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-It must.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Does that
mean coursing on private property?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Of COurse
it does.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that
clause 54 related to bets with infants. The
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fact that an infant made a wager on the
part of another person was not to exempt
the person making the wager from the punishment imposed by the Street Betting Suppression Act. The next division of, the Bill
related to restrictions on race meetings. At
present there were' no restrictions on race
There could be as
meetings whatever.
many race meetings on every race-course as
there were days in the year.
The Hon. W. PEARSON.-No, the V.R.C.
will not allow it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
V.R.C. had no legal authority to stop races
anywhere. All they could say was, "If
you go and race without our consent we will
not accept your horses in our races." The
Bill provided thaiNO' race meeting fQr hQrse
held-

o

races shall be

(a) Qn any race-CQurse within twenty miles
Qf the General Post Office MelbQurne
Qn mQre days than are fixed in the
licence fQr such race-CQurse but nQt Qn
mQre than sixteen days in anyone
year; Qr

(b) Qn any Qther race-CQurse Qn mQre days
than are fixed in the licence fQr such
race-CQurse but nQt Qn mQre than
twelve days in any Qne year.

The Han. W.o H. EMBLING.-Why do
you fix the number of race meetings at less
than they· allow in New South Wales?
There they allow twenty-four days in the
year.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he could·
not tell the honorable member why in New
South Wales more racing days were
allowed. All he could say was that no race
meetings had been cut out.
The Bill
merely provided that there should be no
greater number of race meetings for horses
than there had been in the past year. Pony
racing was treated differently. The clause
provided thatNO' race meeting fQr PQny races shall be
held(a) Qn any race-CQurse fQr pony races nQt
mQre than twenty miles frQm the
General PQst Office MelbQurne Qn
mQre days than are fixed in the
licence fQr such race-CQurse but nQt Qn
mQre than sixteen days in any Qne
year, Qr if there are mQre than three
such race-CQurses the number Qf days
fQr race meetings fQr each race-CQurse
shall nQt exceed the qUQtient, Qmitting fractiQnal parts, Qbtained by dividing the number fQrty-eight by the
number Qf race-CQurses situate as
aforesaid, and licensed fQr PQny race
meetings in that year.
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\Vhere any race-course for pony races' is
situate beyond the said twenty miles the number of days in anyone year for pony race
meetings thereon shall not exceed four.

He understood that in the past there had
been as many as 142 pony race meetings in
the year. They were cut down in this Bill
to forty-eight.
He had been asked by
some honorable members why those meetings
should not be struck out altogether.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-That would be
a sensible thing to do.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Yes, for the
V.R.C.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he onlv
hoped that honorable members would be a's
ready to provide against other existing evils
as they were to provide against ponv racing. He thought the Government had' acted'
in a very drastic, but in a very proper way,
when, whilst not cutting down the number
of race meetiI)gs for horses, they cut down
the pony race meetings f,ram 142 to 48.
Then there was a special provision for
trotting race meetings.
Not more than
!wenty of these meetings were to be held
111 any year on race-courses within 20
miles of the General Post Office.
Provision was made for holding horse and pony
or trotting races on the s,ame day. That
was to say, two kinds of races could be
held on the same day within certain limits.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Why do you
limit the races outside Melbourne?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not know why people up-country should be
free from everything. They were free from
the provisions of the, Factories law and all
that sort of thing. If Parliament was going
to p~ace difficulties in the way of betting
and III the wav of that which led to betting,
the country must co'me under these provisions as well as the cities.
The Hon. R. B. RITcHIE.-Why'allow
more race meetings in the town than in the
country?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S.-Because
there were more people in the town. The
Bill provided for the issue of licences to
racing clubs upon payment of a fee of £1,
and in addition to that, the clubs would
have to pay 3 per cent. of; the gross revenue
from all sources.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-Does that include entrance-fees?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Yes.
It
included everything. He understood that in
the case of the V.R.C. it :would amount to
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nearly £5,000 a year.
following proviso:-

Then there was the

Provided however that where the said gross
revenue is less than One thousand five hundred
pounds but more than Six hundred pounds such
;annual sum shall be equal to two per centum of
such gross revenue, and where the said gross
revenue is Six hundred pounds or less no such
annual sum shall be charged.

The country clubs would for the most part
come under the £600 limit, so that under
this clause the Government were practically
taxing the metropolitan area. Then there
was a provision that if for certain reasons
a race meeting could not be held on a particular race-course-as, for instance, if the
course was flooded-the races might be run
upon another race-course. The number of
licences for race-courses situated within
4-0 miles of the General Post Office was
not to exceed the number of race-courses so
situated and in use for race -.meetings within
the previous twelve months. The same provision was made with regard to the number
of race-courses within 20 miles of Ballarat or Bendigo. Provision was made for
the publication of regulations, which were
to be laid before Parliament, and a copy of
any proposed regulations was to be posted
to each Member of Parliament seven days
before they were approved of by the Governor in Council.
Then came a clause
about which there might be some d(~~ussion
-clause 58. It providedThe committee or other managing body of any
club or a,ssociation conducting race meetings o:n
an y race-course licensed under this Act may
with the approval of the Governor in Councit
mnke alter or rescind rules and regulations for~
(a) The permitting of persons (approved by
~l1ch committee or body) to carry o1~
any business or vocation on any par
of such race-course upon payment o'
the fees or charges fixed by such:)
rules or regulations;
r
(b) The preventing of persons not so a p
proved or of persons offending against
such rules or regulations frQm carrying on any business or vocation upon I
any part of such race-course and the I
removing wh~n necessary of such per-II
sons therefrom.

-1

Betting would not be illegal on these race-I
courses if the Bill was oassed. In fact, it
was not illegal now, except under certain
conditions, and those in a~thority wanted I
to make betting as healthy as possible.
They therefore wanted the power to exclude
those persons who were called welshers or
balancers.
lIe supposed honorable members knew the' difference between welshing
and balancing.
He had been told
that a welsher was a man who
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took a bet and paid nothing.
That
man was run in as a rogue and vagabond
for obtaining money on false pretences,
A
because he never intended to pay.
balancer was a man who, when you won,
would hand y"0u back the amount of your
stake.
There was a provision that a
member of the police force, acting under
instructions, dOling things to obtain evidence, should not be punished as an accdmpli1ce.
That: was a very necessary
provision.
Honorable members could
hardl y realize the difficulty there was in
the way of obtaining evidence in these
cases, and when the evidence was obtained,
and was thought sufficient, sometimes the
witness, either intentionally or unintentionally, broke down. There were provisions making certain facts prima facie
evidence.
That kind of thing had been
objected to, but it was absolutely necessary
in legislation of this kind. If, when you
had established certain facts, the person
charged was innocent, there was no difficuItv in his proving his innocence. The rogue
ought not to escape because you were not
able to prove more than these particular
facts. A married woman guilty of a contravention of any of the provisions of this
Act or Part 4 of the Police Offences
Act I890 was to be liable to punishment in
all respects, as if she were a feme sole.
,He did not see whv a married woman
should escape.
.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-What is
the present law in regard to that?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the honorable member, he assumed, did not want
,him to write a chapter. There was, as
: honorable members knew, a doctrine that
: in certain cases a married woman was supposed to be acting under the coercion of
her husband, although she was not. There
I was nothing else in the Bill that required
explanation. Clause 70 ought to be struck
out, because it was merely repetition. BeI fore he concluded, he would be glad, under
\" the circumstances, to inform honorable
J members that his late colleague, Sir Samuel
. Gillott, took a very earnest interest in this
Bill. No one he thought could have had
the subject more at heart t}:lan Sir Samuel
Gillott had.
He gave days and nights
in studying the provisions of this measure,
and it was largely owing to the pressure
and the strain upon him in another place.
with all the opposition and continued sittings, that his health had, to a great extent,
broken down.
Sir Samuel Gillott, he
might say, took the same interest in the

I
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Licensing Bill, which would shortly corne
up here. A fellow member of "the Cabinet
got to know perhaps more intimately than
other people what work a colleague was
really doing, and he would like to s!ate on
this occasion, that Sir Samuel Gillott took
as earnest an interest in this Gaming Suppression Bill and in the Licensing Bill as
he (Mr. Davies) himself did.
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that he thought honorable members would
feel very much obliged to the AttorneyGeneral for the elucidation he had given
them in respect to this Bill. The honorable gentleman paid them all the compliment of saying that he supposed, after the
delay of a week, which thev had from
him, they had studied the Bill through
very carefully t and now came to the Hou£~
understanding it as fully as he did himself.
Whether that was the case with the general
run of honorable members he (Mr. Harwood)! did not know, but s'peaking for
himself, he might say that, although he had
gone through, the Bill very carefully, there
was a very_ great deal in it which he did
not fully comprehend, or the object or reasari of which he was not thoroughly cognisant of. He laboured under the disadvantage of not being in any sense or shape
a racing man or a betting man. He had
never indulged in any of these pastimes,
and as to the matter, professionally, he
knew literall y nothing about it. Therefore,
a great deal of the information which the
Attomey~General had given the House
came to him as new.
But he quite recognised, not onlv fr<fm what the AttorneyGeneral had said, but from what he had
seen and knew from his own experience in
many ways, that the amount of mischief
and ill done throughout the community
through this love of gaming, and particularly and especially through gaming in refer_ence to horse racing, was very great
indeed.
The mischief had been extreme
and excessive, and it was quite time that
some e'ifort was made to see how far it
could be controlled. Whether that effort
would be successful, it was utterly impossible for him or anybody else to say,
but from the experience of the past, and
from what the Attorney-General told them
in reference to past legislation, going back
as far as Richard I., and the efforts made
from time to time to stop persons who were
determined to waste their means, and, perhaps, the means of those who were dependent on them, in gambling, whether at
cards or' in any other way, it seemed that
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the evil was very great, and must have come
home to everybody. But it showed that all
this legislation of the past from Richard 1.
up to Henry VIII., and including some ot
the drastic legislation of the Acts passed
in the reigns of the Georges, had not been
effective, and here we were now in the time
of Edward VII. still deploring the mischief that resulted from this vice, which permeated the community to a very great extent. He did not think it was worse in
these colonies than in the old country or in
any other country. Honorable members
had some information given them as to how
things went on in Germany, and they saw
there how the old vice was :stil'l rampant
among certain classes in that community,
and the necessity there was of suppressing
it if possible-he believed it was not possible-or of regulating or restricting the
evil. He believed that was incumbent upon
evervbodv, especially on' those in the position of legislators. The particular thing
which struck him in connexion with
this Bill was that it was called a
Bill to suppress gaming, but that it
did not purport to suppress it.
It
abolished gaming in reference to some parts
of the community, but it legalized and put
the stamp of authority upon it in other respects. If the Government had gone the
whole length, and had declared all gaming,
lotteries, and betting upon race-courses or
other kind of gaming illegal, and had made
the measure as strong and as drastic as
possible with a view of putting a stop to
gaming, one could have understood the
Bill. But that the Government should bring
in a Bill which was onfy partial in its operation, and which would be under the stigma
of legislating in a restraining way on a
particular part of the community, and leaving a certain other part of the community
free to indulge in it, was something he
could not understand.
If bettIng was
bad, and was tainted with all the
vices and mischief honorable members
were told it was, why was it to
be legalized in respect to betting upon
race-courses?
That seemed to him an
anomaly altogether, and he thought the
Government, if they really were in earnest
in wanting to put a stop to a great evil
which they evidently were cognisant of,
would have gone the whole length:, and
endeavoured to suppress it everywhere.
Then he could have understood perfectly
the necessity for the various drastic clauses
introduced into this Bill. Honorable members could have under~tood then the necesHon. T. C. Harwood.
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sity for suppressing the publication of odds
in newspapers, or placards, or other things.
But while betting was to be legalized, and
a lffian was not only to be authorized, but,
to a certain extent, encouraged to go toraces, and to bet there, when race meetings
were being held, why it was intended to
make it improper to let him know what were
the odds on the different horses ,passed his
,comprehension. He could not follow that,
and he could not understand it. If a man
was tOi be allowed to go there to bet surely
he should be allowed to obtain the information necessary beforehand to enable him
to invest his money in betting in the most
profitable way he could.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And not be
robbed.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-Not be
at the mercy more than he was of a matter
of chance or of something which he might
have been able to understand if he - had'
been forewarned. To be forewarned w:\s·
to be forearmed. Unless the Governmet1t
had come to the conclusion that a man
was not to be forewarned or forearmed he
(Mr. Harwood) could not see the logic of
it. He would not attempt to occupy time
in going through the clauses as the Attorney-General had done. Honorable members would have to go through the'
clauses
in Committee. He took it
as a certainty that the Bill would
be read a s~ond time. Manv honorable members he knew objected to'
different clauses, but he did not think that
anyone of them would go the length of
saying that the Bill should be thrown out.
Re took it for granted that the HOUSe"l
would pass the Bill. What had struck him t
very forcibl~ in going through the various. II
clauses, and comparing them with sections.
of existing Acts, was that the greater part
of this legislation was based upon that!
which existed alreadv in part in the Police' \
Offences Act of 1890. With reg2xd to the- l
alterations that were to be made, many hon- I
orable members who read the clauses would
be struck with their stringency. The provisions of the existing Act might be regarded as drastic enough as they stood, but
this Bill was to make them still moredrastic. This Bill was to operate in a, very
forcible and strong way indeed in ra'ising,
the penalties imposed on persons guilty of
a contravention of anv of those Acts.
Gaming might be cons~dered a vice. It
was a vice. But it could not be classified'
as a crime. There were two different sorts
of offences the law had to deal with~
J
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Some of those were considered crimes and clauses of the Bill in Committee. Those
.unlawful in themselves, while others were were the matters which had struck him
simply unlawful because they were pro- principally in connexion with the Bill. The
hibited. Gaming was one of these latter. various provisions with reference to legalizThere was nothing really immoral in the ing race-courses, and managing them, were
thing itself. It was vastly different from things which he could not follow, because
.assaults or larcenies or things of that kind, he did not understand them, and because
and yet one found penalties being inflicted he could not see the matter or reason of
.on persons who were found in a place them. If race-courses were to be allowed,
which might be described as a common for goodness sake leave those who were in.gaming house, and, perhaps, there perfectly terested in them to manage them in their
innocently, not engaged in gaming or bet- Own way, and he believed they would then
ting, or anything of that kind.
If they be managed in a better way than they
were merely found there, they were to be would be under the supervision of the Gomulcted in a heavy nenalty. A man, if vernment, Or of a particular Minister.
so inclined 1 might go and assault his wife
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is what
half-a-dozen times, and the accumulated we are doing. We are letting them manage
penalties would not be so heavy as the the race-courses in their own way.
penalties provided for some of the offences
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said if he
under this Act. An individual could read the Bill aright, these people would re'fesort to petty larcenies, shop-lifting, quire to get licences from the Chief Secret{)r embezzlements for a less sum of tary before they were allowed to make their
mone" than he would be liable for Own particular property a race-course. For
in consequence of shouting out the odds in the life of him he did not know why that
the street, or endeavouring to eifect a bet. should be. If a man was to be allowed to
That was one of the peculiarities in this establish race-courses, and carry them out,
Bill that had' struck him. Whether that why should he have to go cap in hand to
was necessarv or not would be for the the Chief Secretary, and get a licence?
Committee to' ~ay. The Attorney-General,
!,he Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-They have to
for his (Mr. Harwood's) specia1 edifica- get a licence for a theatre.
tion, read out the opinion of some learned
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
'author, a barrister, he believed, in might be, and if he was dealing- with an
which the author expressed the opinion that Act in reference to theatres, he might talk
it was necessary these things should be put about that.
He was now talking about
.(Iown, by stringent penalties being imposed race-courses, which, so far as he knew, were
for these self-made offences. That author's not subject to any licence whatever. Fur.opinion might be very good, but other ther than that, they were to be charged a
Those who were in.opinions might be ~qually good.
The certain licence-fee.
opinion which he had always held was that terested in racing would know more than
to attempt to punish self-made crimes by he did as to the propriety of that, but it
-excessive penalties was not only unfair and seemed to him, from merely reading the
unjust, but operated against the actual Bill, and judging of the matter by what
-objects it was intended to effect. By un- he read, to be one of those anomalies which
necessary severity a law obstructed its own would necessarily' strike anybody who
-operation, because justices and Judges, in looked at the Bill for information, to see
bringing the Statute into effect, naturally . what the objects of it were, and the results
'shrank from imposing a heavy penalty for of it were likely to be. He did not think
an offence which was self-made, and which it was necessary for him to touch upon any
in itself might be regarded as sOiffiething of the clauses. He might have something
light. It was not only in the wav of pe- to say upon them in Committee, and it
·cuniary penalties that this Bill was abun- would be time enough then. Other honordant, but the terms of imprisonment were able members, as he said before, would
increased to a very extraordinary degree. know more about these matters than he did,
",There, under the Police Offences Act some and they would be only too glad to ~xpress
.offences were punishable by three months' their opinions. He would like, however,
imprisonment as the maximum, the penalty to say one or two words as to what fell
was made by this Bill as much as six· from the Attorney-General in reference to
months, and in some cases twelve months. Sir Samuel Gillott. He was sorry indeed
But honorable members would see all about to read about Sir Samuel Gillott severing
that as they went through the different his connexion with the Ministry. He had'
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known .Sir Samuel Gillott for many years,
~rofesslOnally, and could say heartily and
sIncere I y, notwithstanding the imputations
made against him in a particular quarter,
that he was ar.. honorable, high-minded man,
one in whom perfect confidence 'could be
plac.e~, and who, instead of being held up
to ndicule or contumelv by anybody, might
be set up as a good example of industry
and attention in his business and of an
open heart as well as an open' mind in his
transactions. Sir Samuel Gillott had done
a vast deal of good in many respects-far
more, he believed, than had been done by
those who were disposed to traduce him.
He was very sorry to hear what had been
said about that gentleman, and said, as he
thought, very unjustly, because, in the
matter specially alluded to Sir Samuel
Gillott might be as innocent' as any honorable member sitting in the House. He
was sorry to hear what had happened to
Sir Samuel Gillott, and he agreed with
every word that the Attorney-General had
said in reference to him.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
House would agree that it was right last
week to adjourn the consideration of this
Bill to allow honorable members to consider carefully all its clauses and its general trend. He did not propose to refer to
individual clauses. He would deal with
what he considered the general trend of the
Bill, and the objectionable clauses in it. On
reading the Bill through it was found that
it was originally intended to grapple with
two evils-one that a man was. running a
totalizator in Melbourne, defying the police
and the Government, who found themselves
unable to catch him in any way. The police
and the Government said they wanted more
legislation so that they could put the totalizator do\'m. The other evil was the fact
that there was a lottery going on in a
neighbouring State', and the Government
determined that those two things should be
prevented. They took the Police Offences
Act in their hands, and went through it
care full v , making the different provisions
more drastic and giving the police more
power so that those two objects might be attained-that the totalizator in Melbourne
sho~ld be destroyed and the lottery in Tasmama should have no communication with
this State. Everybody in Victoria was with
them so far as· their objects went. There
was not a single objection made when it
was first mooted that this Bill should be
brought in for those definite purposes, although when those clauses were read in the
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first part of the Bill, they were found to
be very drastic. One of them was unnecessarily drastic, although the Anorney-General read from a learned author that individual wrong was bound to exist when laws
.were made drastic for the benefit of the
'\vthole people. He might remind the honorable gentlem.an that one could read from
authors almost anything one liked. There
was another verv celebrated author who said
that all property was robbery, and if one
went through all the works of all the
learned men who had written on this and
all cognate subjects, one could get a text
for almost anything. He therefore did not
think much of the Attorney-General's idea
that individuals were to suffer because a
totalizator was run in Collingwood and the
lottery in Tasmania. The Government began with those ideas, and about the same
time a movement was inaugurated for the .
purpose of purifying the people of the
State.
The people of Victoria were
told on the public platform that they
wer: . very wicked, that they wanted
punfvIng very badly, and that the onlv
way to. be purified was to give up all
the habIts they had been indulging in for
so many years·, t0' come to the penitent form
and be good. Consequent upon that movement the other ,section of the Bill gradually ~egan to take s~ape~ and to form part
o~ thIS. measure, ~hlch Instead of being a
BIll WIth a ~e~nIte purpose of putting
down two eXIstmg eVIls, became a Bill to
revolutionize one form of sport in Victoria
-horse-racing. He did not think there
had been
any expression of public
OpInIOn on that questIon, except on
two or three platforms from a certain set of orators, whose eloquence carried a few thousand people with them. Thev
thought and persuaded a number of othe{s
to think t?at. it was absolutely necessary;
to revolutIOnIZe horse-racing in Victoria,
and to upset the whole existing state of
things. In two or three of the clauses of
the Bill they most effectually did ,so, and'
so instead of a practical Bill, which would
have passed both Houses in a fortnight,
and which would have effected the end the.
Government set out to attain, the House
had before it this composite Bill containing the most extraordinary clauses
brought from all sources, and all tending
to one thing-to purify the people of Victoria, whether they would or not. It was
very easy to mistake the voice of public
opinion. Two or three thousand men and
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\Vomen meeting in public places, listening to
the language of oratory which was reported
in the public press, created a certain form
<of public opinion, but this was not the true
<opinion of 1:Ihe whole people. It was the
()pinion of a section of the people, and only
of a section of th.at section.
He would
illustrate how difficult it was to find out
what people really wanted before a drastic
Bill was brought in.
In the case of a
general election the press of the whole
State was full of the election for weeks and
months. Letters, articles, comments, and
attacks of all sorts appeared in the
columns of the press, and from one end of
the State to the other it would appear th'lt
the only thing of importance was the general election that was going to reform or
ruin the country. One would think that it
ever public opinion was unanimous j'hat
something should be done it would be at
such a time, and that the people would
speak out on one side or the other, and
declare what they wanted. The election
came, and with all the excitement and talk
and energy it was. found that one-half of
the people did not care two straws about
the whole thing. They did not care ,vhether they voted or not, and yet honorable
members were told that, because a section
of the people had been mounting the platform and telling honorable members theIr
duty, therefore the whole of Victoria was
to be subjected to this new rule. He was
a perfect novice in races. He had not been
on a race-course twice in the last forty
years. He never bet, he never gambled.
He supposed he had other vices, but he
was not one of those who were prepared
to
Compound for sins they are inclined to
By damning tho::e they have no mind to.

It was not right for people to judge others
. who preferred to go to horse races and all
that sort of thing, and to bring in a Bill
that was not asked for by the country,
utterly to revolutionize their sport. If the
Government had' brought in the Bill as he
had .sketched it out first, it would very soon
haye been passed into law, and it might
have had very good effects. The clauses to
which he objected as not having been called
for bv the people were first of all those
referrIng to the power to proclaim unlawful
games. This was a most drastic power.
Under it the Governor in Council might at
any time proclaim any game he liked to
i be- an unlawful game, and if that game was
I played in any private or public house in Vic-
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toria, thos~ playing it were liable to penalties if they played it for money. This was
a most far-reaching clause.
Honorable
members might be told that it was necessary to put these far-reaching clauses into
the Bill, but it was not necessary,
and he objected to them very much
indeed, because they would put too much
power in the hands· not only of the Government, but also of those men who were
always ready to make their living in the
most objectionable way.
Another clause
he objected to was the one which legalized
betting on race-courses. Personally' he did
not believe in betting. He was talking to
a lady who was very earnest in her denunciations of betting. He quite agreed with
what .she s~id, but a spirit of mischief
prompted him to say to her, " Suppose you
knew for certain what horse was going to
WITI the Melbourne Cup, would you back
it?" She replied, (( Of course I would."
That was very often the view taken by
people who did not bet. They did not
care to run .the risk of betting, but they
were perfectly willing to take the results if
they were sure of winning. He did not think
it was right to condemn betting as a whole
per se. Betting had been going on for
many thousands of years, and, he believed.
would continue for many thousands of
years, if the world lasted so long. When
t.he Government said betting should be
allowed on race-courses, and on race-courses
only, while races were being run thereon,
he thought it was a case of reductio ad absurdum. It simply meant· that the poor
people who could not afford to go to races
could not bet, '?hile the rich could go and
bet as much as they liked.
The Hon. W.
EVANs.-There is no
harm in the rich people betting.
The Hon. ';Yo H. EMBLING said he
did not care whether they did or not. There
was a clause restricting" the publication of
racing information by the press. This provision was supposed to be copied from the
New South Wales Act, but he would point
out that in the New South Wales Act there
was one clause of about· two lines. In the
Rill there was a long clause dealing with
the matter. The New South Wales Act
made it an offence if a person-

f.

Publishes in a newspaper the odds on any race
to ?e run at a meeting {or horse-racing or ponyraC1l1g.

That was a provision that the odds were
not to be published in any newspaper. In
the Bill there was a long clause, embracing
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all sorts of things. A person would not
be allowed to write a short article about
racing. The little short stories about racing that people liked to read would not be
allowed. He thought it would be a foolish
thing to pass such a clause. The AttorneyGeneral only produced one argument III
favDur of it, and that was that the Committee of the 'House Q1f Lords had gOone
into the whole questiDn carefully, and reCDmmended such a provision. He (Dr.
Embling) quite agreed with honDrable members who would say that publishing information about betting on horse-racing had
a bad effect on the minds of the young,
·and that therefore it ought to be checked,
but what he contended was that if people
were to be told they could go to' the racecourse and bet there, and were not to know
anything .about horse-racing before they
went to' the course, it was an absurd thing.
The press were careful that everything in
their columns should be as correct as possible.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-Oh, are they?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
was speaking with regard to racing. The
press were always mOist careful to get as
correct information as possible, and that
information was acc~pted from one end of
Australia to another by all persons who
took an interest in the sport. If at one
fell swoon that was to be stopped, he was
perfectly certain that racing would very
SOOn dwindle down to a small thing, because nDW unless the public interest was
kept UD by newspapers a thing cDuld not
be kent going.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-That is an
argument in favour of the clause.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
honorable member said he was cutting the
ground away from under his feet.
'He
was not. The Government did not say they
were putting down betting or r?-cing, but
they said the people should go to the racecourses perfectly ignOirant, and be delivered into the hands of the spoilers. He
did not, know, any nation calling itself a
nation that had tried to' do such. a thing
as to muzzle the press Q1n any subject. If
it was wwng to publish all these stories
upon racing for fear of contaminating the
minds of the yQlung, the next thing dcne
should be to abO'lish all quack advertisements, and to stop the circulation of the
penny dreadfuls which poisoned the minds
O'f the young.
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The HO'n. J. M, DAVIEs.-And a very
good thing if that were done.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING asked why
did not the Attorney-General 'do it in this
Bill, and make a <;lean sweep of all these
things? It would be unwise for the House
to pass a clause forbidding any reference
~n the newspapers to the question of racmg.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You are'
stretching the clause.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLIKG said the
clause stretched quite fair enough. He
cO'uld not stretch it much further. He was.
much amused to hear the AttO'rney-General
referring to our friends in New SO'uth
Wales. The people of New South Wales.
were so concerned for O'ur moral welfare'
ClJS regarded the wicked MelbQlurne Cup,
that they wished their own people not to
come here, because they thought they were
better off in New SO'uth Wales. There was.
one thing he (Dr. Embling) was proud of
as a resident of Victoria, and that was the
MelbO'urne Cup holiday. Hundreds and
thousands of men, women, and children,
who never went to' races, looked on Cup
Day as one of their hO'lidays, and liked the
surroundings they saw-not the betting surroundings of the gambling shop.s and tote
shops, but the meeting of friends, the
sights in the streets, and the sights in
the country, and the whole surroundings
cO'nnected the Melbourne Cup with the
public mind as being one of the events
of the yeaT. If Parliament went too
far, the Cup would soon dwindle
down. and it would be found that
some other State would be trying to
take the place of our State, and to introIluce what had grown up here gradually
among the people by the act of the peO'ple 1
through the fact that this State was a central State with an enterprising population ..
Everyone came here for the great Cup
carnival, and staved for a week or ten
days .. If that wa,s not the case, Melbourne
wO'uld be much poorer, and the people
would be much less happy., He (Dr. Embling) was not speaking as a bet'6ng man ...
He had onlv been twice to the Melbourne
Cup in his life.
The Hon. A. ·HrcKs.-What about
bringing the money from the cO'untry districts?
The Han. W. H. EMBLING said the
CO'untry people brought monev to Mel- ,
bourne, and took goods back. 'They were:
glad to do so, rather than present the I
I
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money to the storekeepers in the country.
There was a provision for the restriction of
race meetings in the Bill. The Government had copied from the New South "Vales
Act the clause r.estricting race meetings.
He did not know whether that was a good
thing or a bad thing j but in the Kew South
Wales Act the number of race meetings to
be held on one course in a year
was twenty-four, and in the Government's Bill sixteen.
Victoria was going
one better than New South Wales.
He thought that
far better reasons
should have been given for the necessity
for restricting racing. A business like that
of racing nowadays could regulate itself
far better than the Government could regulate it. He did not believe in all these
Government I1egulations for everything
people took in hand and wished to manage
themselves. The next point in the Bill
he objected to was the charge of a per-centage on the earnings of all racing clubs.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-Not all.
The ·Hon. W. H. EMBLING said there
was a charge on all who were able to
afford it, and those who did not have to
pay the percentage would be very sorry they
were not in the position of having to do
so. For manv years past there had been
an agitation for the purpose of taxing sport
of all kinds-cricket, football, bicycle racing, and everything-for the purpose of
Ihelping to provide money for certain objects of the State. He had thought for a
long time that this was a good idea, but
the people of Victoria were opposed to it,
and the proposal had never been carried
through Parliament. There had been no
demand on t.he part of the people for such
a drastic measure, but in the Bill the GoYernment brought in a little bit of the drastic measure, and, while cricket and football and other sports were not to be taxed,
horse-racing was to pay a tax to the State.
He (Dr. Embling) did not wish to say
whether sport should be taxed Or not at
this stage; all he said was that this was
not the proper Bill in which to bring in
such a provision. A question of that kind
should come in in a separate Bill. It was
a question of policy. The Government, in
his opinion, ou.ght not to put a clause in
the Bill for ta:xing racing, because if there
was to be a tax there should be a tax on
all forms of sport. He honed there would
be sllch a law, but the people had not indorsed the principle, and it was unfair to
the particular sport which was to be taxed.
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He believed the Government had done the
they could do according to their
hghts, but in
the few clauses he
had mentioned he thought they had
gone wrong.
He did not know much
about pony-racing.
He had read a
great deal abo~t it, and, from what he
had read, he. dId not consider there would
b~ any harm If pony-racing were done away
WIth altogether. He did not speak with
know!edge on the subject, and when the
questIOn was cOll1sidered in Committee he
would be prepared to take the advice of
t.~ose who knew more about t:he matter. He
wI.shed to say a ~ew .words with regard to
t~1IS class of legIslatIOn. Drastic legislatIon was always brought forward to meet
what. appeared to be a special want at
the tIme, and when once placed on the
statute-book that legislation could not be
removed. If honorable members. read histor,y th~y would find that whenever drastic
leglslat~on had. been passed it generally
ended ill defeating its own. end. In England not .so long ago, if a. man stole a
handkerchIef he was liable to be hanged.
There were all sorts of penalties for trivial
o~en.ces, which had only been removed
wIthm the mem<?ries of Our fathers. Juries
would not com~ct, because thev knew if
they convicted the death penalty would
follow. Those laws. were at last swept
away altogether. MIlder laws took their
place, and the whole system of moral re~ormation and criminal reformation came
mto existence with the departure of harsh
laws. If honorable members wanted anothe~ illustration to show what Acts of
ParlIament could do in the way of making
men honest, sober, and industrious and of
making them do what they ought to do,
they had only to read the historv of England, amd they. would find that an attempt
was made by the wisest, best, and ablest
men, when thev had taken possession of
England, Scotland, and Ireland
and
were ruling those countries with' Bibles
in their hand, to forbid all amusements.
Everything was to be done
according to the la ws of God.
For
ten years the people of England were under that rule, and what was the result?
The sepulchre was whitewashed.
Men
looked good, but they were hypocrites, and
that period was followed bv such sins as
England had never seen before or since.
Libertv was put back for many years~
although what was. dCYne was done with the
best intentions. When honorable members
~st
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were trying to make men better by Acts
of Parliament, they ought to remember that man was an individual, and that
there were no two men aEke. If it was
attempted to make men all alike the attempt would fail, as such attempts had
done in the past. The legislation would
be on the books of Parliament, but it would
be dead in the hearts of the people.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said, to
a great extent, he, could re-echo what had
fallen from Dr. Embling with regard to the
uselessness of passing legislation which
would not and could not be observed.
I t had been noticed all through history that any law that was, not
founded on the recognition of human
nature
would· never
be
enforced.
It had been proved over and over again.
There were certain great natural laws, and
human nature must be taken into consideration.
The Attorney-General had shown
that gambling :had existed from very early
times, and he (Mr. Manifold) might venture to say that it existed even at the time
of Adam and Eve. Gambling could not
be stopped, but as civilization spread the
tone of the human race was raised. The
evils that were so prevalent in the early
days had been greatly toned down. The
Attorney-General had told members to what
a great extent gambling was carried on in
Germany in olden days. It was not so bad
there now. He deprecated these attempts
at making the world better than Providence
deemed it should be made. Nature should
be allowed to take its course. Did members know more about the evolutionary
process than Providence did?
Proposals like this 'Yould bring the law
into contempt.
If a man found he
could break a law with popular approval it would lead him to break other
laws. This movement was a sort of hvsteria
that had spread throughout the country,
and, like influenza, it was evidently caused
by a microbe. It was, at any rate, carried
on by a very small section, who made a
lot of noise, and had been taken up
by the newspapersl and advertised. If any'
of the Yarra Bank orators had been advertised as two or three men in this citv had
been. those orators would have been able to
exercise ;ust as much influence. It was entirely a mistake. The great bulk of the
people were ordinarv human beings; thev
were not saints. B~cause the~ were one
or two who saw harm in something they
were not inclined to, did it follow that -the

rest of the people were :doing something
wrong? This sort of legislation was monstrous. Was there amy one who would
say that gambling was as bad now as it
was 200 years ago amongst English people?
~ as the evil of drink as prevalent now asIt was then? Nothing like it. There was,
not one quarter of the drinking done now.
Amo?gst our ancestors not so very long
ago It was rather to a man's credit to be
immoral, but that was ndt the case nowa~ays. It was not so long ago that in public
hfe every man was said to have his price,
but nowadays public life was comparatively
pure. In every direction the world was a
g:eat deal better, and the public tone was
hIgher to-day than it used to be. The
~ruth was more generally spoken now than
It was a few centuries ago, and a better
sense of honour prevailed. Providence had
ordained a certain evolution towards a
higher standard, and all our drastic legislation could not hurry it on. Nature must
be allowed to take 'its course. The Bill
de~lt. with lotte~es, street gaming, and restrIctIons on racmg. In regard to lotteries
the Bill was professedly aimed at a O'reat
lottery carried on in another State. H: did
not pretend to be any better than his neighbours, but he did not see anv harm in a
lottery, and there \"ere manv- countries in
which the State carried on' lotteries. It
was ir:npossible to do away entirely with
gamblIng. One .effect of our restrictive
legislation hitherto had been to send a lot
of money out of the country. If the Government tl~ought t.hey were going to put
down lotterIes they were very much mistaken, and it was better to leave such matters to institutions like Tattersall's, which
\vas honestly conducted. If we did not
allow Tattersall's to be carried on, we
would have lotteries in a worse form. There
was one provision in the Bill in regard to
lotteries that amused him. It appeared
that the unhappy promoters of these lotteries were to be bovcotted and starved.
Thev were. to be' barred from getting suoplIes, or even a pair of
boots or a suit of clothes for no
parcel was
be: delivered to them by any
carrier, including the grocer, the butcher,
and the baker. The provision was absurd.
There was no evil in betting if properly
conducted and regulated; there was no sin
in it. The House would be doing a very
unwise thing if they tried to suppress betting. We had always been a sport-loving
natio!1, we Anglo-Saxons, and he hoped we

to
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would remam so.
Was it possible that
horse-racing could exist without a certain
amount of betting? The Sydney people had
attempted to attain their object by merely
stopping the advertising ot betting news in
the newspapers. It seemed that the people
here were like sheep, for when one sheep
saw another take a leap in the dark it
followed. We were going to suppress betting, but that was nQrt provided by the New
South ""Vales measure. In consideration of
the magnitude of the interests involved in
horse-racing in Victoria, no attempt should
be made to crush the sport.
Would any
one say that the owners of lace-horses could
afford - to pay high prices for them unless
they made something out of them, or were
able to pay their expenses.? How could
that be done without betting? A man who
had a good horse liked to back it, and to do
so some days before the race, but he would
be prevented from doing so by this Bill.
It would not pay a man to breed race-horses
unless racing men would buy lhem. Were
those members who were opposed to
gambling and horse-racing. aware of what
a great source of wealth horse-racing was
to Australia? He had a list of twenty-five
horses that were sold to be sent to Eu-rope,
and the amount received for them was
£56,750. The trade was therefore no small
One of these horses, namely, ,Carone.
nage, was sold for £3,000, and w;s afterwards bought by Count Landorph, who had
the reputation of being one of the best
judges of thoroughbreds, for 10,000 guineas.
The reputation of our horses had
spread throughout the world, and the same
might be said of our ponies, for which
there was an unlimited market in India.
Our name for horse breeding had been
graduall y rising in the estimation of other
countries. Were members going to do away
with this sort of thing bv making it unremunerative for men to' breed this cl ass
of h.orse?
We had not arrived at that
stage when we could depend on our export
trade, ailld our home market was the principal one. Then there was the commercial
profit that was made in Melbourne through
horse racing. He supposed, at a moderate
estimate, the n.felbourne Cup brought threequarters of a million of money into Melbourne. He had been told by -a competent
authority that a, fair estimate of the expenditure on ladies' frocks for the Melbourne
Cup, leaving out all the trimmings, parasols, gloves, and things of that kind, was
about £25°,000.. Was that to be dis-
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couraged ? There was no use mincing the
matter. If the public were to be prevented
from taking an interest in racing, it would
be a national calamity to Victoria. There
was no countn~ in the worl-d, except, perhaps, Russia, where such a thing would be
attempted as the prevention of the publication of the odds and the forecasts in the
newspapers.
In Russia they had censors
of the press, but it was now proposed for
the first time to gag the press here. That
would be verv hard on men. in the backbhxks, for th~v would not have a chance
of reading this 'interesting news. He spent
a good many years in the north-west of
Queensland, and if it had not been for the
news he got once a fortni!!ht in th.e Australasian, life would have' been very much
more dismal than it was. This news ,ras
looked for with interest throughout Australia, and it would be a retrograde step to
.prevent its publication. He felt so strongl y
111 regard to the re:strictions to be put on
racing that he had drafted a number of
amendments, which had been sent to be
printed.
In the first place, he came
out into the open, and intended to
move that Division 4 of the Bill,
which contained all the restrictions on
horse racing, be wiped out altogether.
It was well worth while repeating that onehalf of the outcry which was raised against
horse racing was got up by men who knew
absolutely nothing about it. As for young
fellows on whom horse racing was ,said to
have such a bad influence, there was no
doubt that if thev did not bet on horse
races they would bet on something else. If
the Council would not back him up in wiping out all the restrictive clauses on horse
racing he had some other amendments which
he would endeavour to persuade honorable
members to carry. He believed that a. gre.:tt
want of the people was supplied by the
existence of well-conducted clubs, in which
betting was regulated and carried on.
Some of these clubs had been in existence
for a great many years without a single
scandal being heard in connexion with them,
and he (Mr. Manifold) believed that to
allow .such clubs to continue in existence
would be greatly for the public benefit. It
was utterly absurd, while telling the public
that they were not forbidden to bet on a
race-course, to send them out to the racecourse without their being allowed to have
any means of ascertaining how to bet intelligently. There were one or two clubs
in Melbourne whose conduct had been
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unimpeachable, and if they were still allowed to exist, as the clubs in Sydney werethey did not attempt to touch. those clubs in
the 1\e\v South "Vales Act-It would be to
the public advantage. Those clubs made no
cash bets with boys or outside people. He
would be in favour of allowing the newspapers to continue to publish their own
prognostications as to races, and also to
publish the oddS!, which, perhaps, .th~y
mi!rht get from such clubs as he had mdlca.ted. At any rate, if the odds were published the public would read them, and
would go out to the race-course with some
idea of what they ought to. do or what they
ought not to do--which sometimes was the
much more desirable knowledge. But to
deliver the public over blindfold into the
hands of perhaps unscrupuiousl bookmakers
would be a decided shame. Indeed, there
was hardly any word strong enough to characterize such a proposal. If the country
wanted to put down gambling there were
t\'vo wavs in which it could be done. The
Bill trie'd to put down ante-post betting" and
even supposing this was carried, the only
result would be to ,send the public out practically blindfolded to the race-course to be
,taken down by the first bookmaker they
came across. Was not the natural corollary of the proposal in the Bill that Parliament should legalize the totalizator? How
any man who knew anything of the
subject could object to the totalizator
he could not conceive.
It was absolutely fair.
If the Government wanted
revenue for charitable objects, what fairer
course could they adopt than to take
the money from the totalizator -from
the peol1ie who betted on it?
Of
course, the Bill set its face against the
totalizator, and he (Mr. Manifold) was not
,going actually to move in favour of adopting the totalizator, but still in his heart he
believed in it thoroughly, as did most men
who knew anything about racing. Another
way vyhich the Government might adopt
if they wanted to raise revenue from these
sports would be to tax the entrance tickets
and let the public pay. Instead of doing
that, however, they proposed one of the
worst forms of class taxation. There 'were
only a few clubs, and the Government
pra"ctically said, "We will tax the racing
clubs, and, as, there are only a small number, if they object they cannot make much
of a fuss." Of course, nine out of ten
people were content to tax somebody else
so long as the tax did not touch themselves,
Hon,
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but, as he had already said, if it was absolutely necessary to tax sport in any form,
let the public pay, either by taxing the
entrance tickets, or by legalizing the totalizator and deducting a percentage. Instead
of that, the Government seemed to have
hit upon 'a most extraordinary kin'd of taxation. It .was stated in another place by a
very high authority that the Government
were not going to tax the small clubs-that
there was to be an exemption of £600 all
ro.und. This, however, was not in the Bill.
Again, there were certain clubs which were
run for personal profit, and a very considerable profit some people made out of
those private clubs. On the other hand,
there were many clubs which were run in
the most disinterested way, in connexion
with which men gave up their time and
to.ok an immense deal of trouble acting' as
stewards and in other honorary capacities.
They did not get one half-penny of profit,
but, on the contrary, were probably out of
pocket.
NQo\v, he would ask why, when
there were these two varieties of clubs, they
should be both taxed alike? He thought
it was monstrous. He considered that the
club which was run ,solely for the public
be'nefit should get o.ff much lighter than the
private clubs, which pocketed any profits
that might accrue. He had given notice
of ~n amendment which was, short! y, to the
effect that in the case of any club which
produced a sworn balance-sheet showing
that all the profits went into stakes or improvements there should be an exemption
of £600 all round, whether the club was
only a small one or a large one. Proprietary clubs" which pocketed any profits
that came in, would not, under, his proposal, have the benefit of the exemption.
Then under the Bill all clubs were supposed to be licensed. In some respects this
was not quite f.air. There were a good
many clubs which had actual Crown grants
or leases of race-courses for racing purposes. Now, if a Minister got into power
-it must be remembered that the Governor
in Council meant reallv onlv the Ministerwho was bigoted, and- perh-aps not a racing
man himself or with any knowledge of
racing, he would probably make some excuse to stop the licence of a club. If this
was done the grants would immediately
fall in to the Crown, and clubs which had
spent thousands of pounds would lose all
their improvements. He (Mr. Manifo.ld)
considered, therefore, that clubs which had
such a peculiar tenure--either grants from
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the Crown or very long leases-ought to gu
on without being licensed annually. The
licensing was all right in the case of ordinary clubs which only held lands permanently reserved for recreation purposes.
He did' not think the two classes of clubs
should be placed in the same category. In
conclusion, he would earnestly beg the
Council to try to put aside all idea of the
outcry which had been going on outside in
regard to fhis matter. Let them remember
that they were only human beings, and let
them deal with these things from a commonsense point of view, and not from the point
of view of the faddist. Because one man
thought racing was sinful, that did not
make it so. Personally, 'he (Mr. Manifold)
.. was not a racing man by any means. He
had never owned a racehorse, and had
never made a bet on a race-course. He
belonged to a good many racing clubs, and
he had been a member of the committee
of a leading country club for many years.
At the same time, he was no racing man,
and it never made the slightest difference
to him which horse won. Although he had
been a member of the V.R.C. for many
years, he had only been at two Melbourne
Cups in the course of sixteen years. Therefore, he thought he was in a position to
look at this matter dispassionately. He had
seen enough of horse racing to give him
more or less a certain grip of the matter,
and he had certainly seen enough to enable
him to say that it was not the bad thing
that some people tried to make out. It
must also be recollected that it was a thing
which had brought Victoria to the for~
made it known from one end of the world
to the other. Horse racing had brought
thousands of pounds into the State, and if
things were allowed to go on as in the
past it would bring ten times as: much in
the years to come. We had the most wonderful climate for 'horse breeding, and good
soils to run on. It was well known that
the Australian horses in South Africa stood
hardship better than horses from any other
country, and the .same might be said in
Japan. There was no doubt that horse
racing had assisted to bring about this result, and if we tried to hamper racing in
the way this Bill proposed, it would sound
to a great extent the death-knell of the
• supremacy of Victoria throughout Australia. With this, and the corollary of trying
to put down betting houses in Melbourne,
c::."rbe\" would go ahead of this State.
They were very cunning in New South
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Wales, and when they saw that we were
taking a plunge in the dark they hung
back when it came to a question of regulating the betting houses there.
They
had laid a trap for us, and we had fallen
into it.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he hoped
the Government would not be discouraged
by the apparently hostile reception which
the Bill had 'met with, and that they would
not be led to withdraw it. In his opinion
the Government should be congratulated
upon taking a step in the right direction,
not as a previous speaker had said, by
limiting horse-racing, but by regulating and
controlling what every man in this community who went about with his eyes open
must recognise to be a growing evil, amounting almost, in some parts of this State, to
an absolute scandal. There was' no doubt
whatever that the gambling spirit was obtaining such an ascendancy within the past
few years as to be in many respects a
danger to the community. One honorable
member had blamed the Government for
bringing in a Bill that would not completely abolish betting. The Government,
however, was composed of men who had
gone about the world with their eyes open,
and who knew something of human nature,
and thev had not undertaken an impossible
task. 'Thev were wise in their day ancf
generation, and recognis,ed that it would
be utterly impossible at this moment to
abolish betting absolutely. What the Government proposed to do, and he hoped they
'would be able to do, was to regulate bet6ng, and to bring it within such safe limits
that it would not do the harm to the community that it was doing at the present
time. And not onty those gentlemen who
had been criticised as alarmists, but the
Judges themselves in sentencing men in the
criminal Courts, had deplored the gambling
spirit which was rising up in this communitv.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-On the Stock
Exchange.
The Hon. T. D. BROWN said it was
necessary to deal with one thing at a time.
If the honorable member was able afterwards to show that the Stock Exchange
did great harm, he (IMr. Brown) would support him in anv, legislation that would proBut let the honorable
vide a. remedy.
member now use his worldly knowledge in
order to assist the Government in passing
a measure that would undoubtedlv do some
good, and could not do any great harm.
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There were many points touched upon in
the Bill that must excite very considerable
There was the
,differences of opinion.
clause which proposed, probably for the
first time in modern history, to restrict the
liberty of the press to so~e extent. That
was certainly a ticklish matter to touch, and
Englishmen were rather inclined to resent
am" interference with the freedom of the
press. The Attorney-General read a. memorandum 'which his colleague, the Minister
of W'ater Supply, had given him as to the
operation of this law in New South Wales,
and it appeared that the ~linisters in New
South Wales assured ~Ir. Swinburne that
the experience gained so far had been
satisfactory.
The Attorney-General of
New South Wales pointed out the beneficial
effect which the measure had had upon
many young people in commercial life. No
one need go further than the streets of
l\lelbourne on a race day-and that meant
nearly every other day in the week-in
order- to see young men coming out of the
business places at lunch time, and standiner outside the public-houses and tobacco~ists' shops discussing the horses, and
the names of the winners, and, no doubt,
watching the result of the investment, or
rather the wasting, of their money.
It
was rather astonishing that in this State,
where we had a compulsory system of education, young men could not realize that
they were chasing a will-o'-the-wisp when
they imagined that they would make mOoney
by backing horses. He (Mr. Brown) wou~d
go further than the Government went .111
this Bill in many ways, but he was qUIte
prepared to assist the Governme?t in carryina an instalment of reform 111 the ende~vour to contro1 and minimize this growing evil. How it came about that during
the last five or ten years there had been
such a great advance in the gambling
spirit it was difficult to say. There might
be reasons for that increase, but it was idle
to look away from the fact that the evil
realh" did exist.
If a plague came into
the country no man would hesitate for a
moment to take the most drastic steps to
prevent the spread of that plague. But no
greater plague could come into any community than that the young peopLe should
grow up with the notion that they could become rich, or even independent, without
working, and without following any occupation in which they used t.heir muscles and
brains. It was· the greatest folly for them
to believe that they could become rich by
Hon.

1. D. Brown.
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going to the race-course and backing horses,
and the sooner that belief was wiped out
of their minds the better it would be for
the community. No man in his senses would
attempt to interfere with such a festival as
the Melbourne Cup.
He did not agree
with those extremists who said that such a
. race-course as: that should be done awa\"
with. For long ages horse-racing had bee~l
the sport of kings.
It was certainly an
English sport, and long before the bookmakers became so numerous as they were
now, horse-racing was adopted, and flourHe did not at all agree with the
ished.
statement made by one honorable member,
that if betting was done away with it would
The
mean doing away with horse-racing.
owners of many of the very best of our"
racehorses never bet a sixpence. They did
not require betting to assist them in the
sport they enjoyed.
After all, the book.
maker was onlv the medium through which
the contributions of the multitude found
their wav into the pockets of the hDrseowner. "It was true that during the process a verv large portion of that money
remained in the pockets of the bookmakers
themselves.
One honorable member suggested that by not allowing the press to
publish the odds or news about racing, the
public would be handed over to the tender
mercies of disreputable men. That was
not an argument, however, in favour of
cutting down the provisions of this Bill.
If there were a number of disreputable men
in connexion with racing, it was. time the
Government tried to control their operations.
He had alwavs understood that a
great many men who became leading bookmakers were just as honorahle in that particular business as men in other lines of
business.
There were undoubtedl" some
bookmakers who acted dishonorably, -but he
had not heard any man who followed racing speaking disparagingly of the men who
became leading bookmakers. For his own
part, he did not see anything degrading in
the vocation of a bookmaker. These men
simply acted as commission agents, and
there was reallv nothing improper in their
operations. If a man had plenty of money,
and chose to go on to the 1\1elbourne racecourse, and back his fancy for £1 or £5,
there was not much harm in it.
But he
would ask honorable members when voting
on the Bill to seriouslv consider what was
going on in our big cities, and to recognise
the ruin that was coming upon familv after
family, and the number of young ~en of
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promise who had degraded their relatives
by being drawn into the maelstrom of betting. If this Bill was passed practically
unclipped, as he hoped it would be, it
would, in a great measure, stop a number
of people from indulging in this vicious
habit.
There was no restriction to be
placed, he understood, upon betting upon a
Tace-course. There it would be done in
the open light of day. A man might be
foolish to go to the race-course, and to bet,
but, so .long as he could afford it, no great
harm would be done whether he lost or
won. . But if honorable members would
walk around the streets of Melbourne they
would find a number of young people going
into shops, and wasting their shillings and
half-crowns, and seldom receiving anything
in return. It was really deplorable to see
that sort of thing.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-They cannot
all lose.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said that a
well-known turf phrase was" skinning the
lamb. " That operation was performed by
the bookmaker whenever an outsider wan a
race.
The Attorney-General was good
enough to explain two or three of these
racing phrases, and if the honorable gentleman intended to reply to the debate, he
(Mr. Brown) hoped he would explain what
was meant by a "whisperer."
The Hon. J. M. DAVI:Es.-He is a kind
of tipster.
The Han. J. D. BROWN s.aid he hoped
that honorable members would look upon
the Bill as a very serious piece of .legislation which deserved to be thoroughly considered, and to be passed into -law in the
best possible form, in order to control an
evil which undoubtedly existed in the community.
The Hon. J. 'M. PRATT remarked that
the introduction of this Bill was the natural outcome of the doings of a number of
lawless men.
It was the natural result
of the proceedings of men like Wren, in
defiance of the law, and in surrounding himself with men of a certain class. Reference
was made in one of the clauses of the Bill
to the use of masks bv these men, and it
was necessary that th~ Government should
tak~ action to prevent that kind of thing
from going on. He desired to support the
Bill in many particulars, because he considered that the gambling evil had reached
such a stage that it was necessary
to take some action to control it.
,\Ve must try our best, not only to suppress
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it, but to protect the young, who seemed
bent upon gambling. It had been remarked
in the early .stages of the debate that we
had got far away from the customs of the
old country. He could remember when he
was a yoting fellow the gambling shops
that were to be found all over London.
They were put down.
The Government
took the matter in hand in the fifties, and
these places were suppressed or shut up.
That was what we had to do here. In
nearly every street in London, in the- times
of great betting ·excitement, these shops
were open. Whoever the conductors were
the shops were all right if the conductors
won, but if the betting went against them
the shutters were put up. Could anyone
tell him it was right that a man could
. defy the law, and take the proceedings that
Wren had taken, or was that in the interest of s~ort, or a thing which should be
encouraged? He thought the Premier would
ha ve earned high praise if he had sent a
body of men and destroyed the whole of
that place, and got the -indemnification of
Parliament for that action.
The Han. ]. M. DAVIEs.-The Government did jump it, and kept it about . a
month.
The Han. J. M. PRATT said the authoritieSi were in possession of the place,
but they did not hold it properly. Where
there was defiance of that nature it was the
dutv of the Government not to treat the
offe~ders as law breakers in a restricted
sense, but to get rid of them. As for the
Bill itself, he had no doubt it was in some
ways drastic, and, possibly, would be
amended in Committee, but he knew the
feeling of the public in his elect9rate, and
he would say it was: the duty of Parliament,
especially now when the question was ripe,
to assist the Government in anv way they
could to pass a measure dealing with these
evils. He would support the Bill so far
as it did that.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE remarked
that he did not know what the President's
feelings were after listening to the debate
so far as .it had gone, but personally he
himself felt something like a moral leper.
In looking round the chamber, and listening to the language that had been used, he
felt that perh.aps this House was not the
place for him, and that he should descend
to a lower stage of society and there enjoy
himself in his own ",av.
It had been held
forth to-night by neari y every speaker, and
had been specially stated by Mr. Brown,
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that this vice of gambling was increasing,
and that therefore symbolically it must be
treated like a plague, and be put down by
the stern hand of th,e law.
During the
last fifteen years he had known most of the
large punters of Victoria, and he would say
unhesitatingly that there was less money
gambled for now than there was ten years
He would not only say that there
ago.
was less money, but that there was only
half the money gambled for as compared
with ten years ago.
He also thought that
people drank less. now.
The world was
. improving in respect 'to both drinking and
gambling and other things every day. He
must confess that he could see no difference
between Mr. Brown gambling to the extent of thousands and thousands of pounds
on a gold mine and himself gambling to the
extent of £5 on the winner of the Melbourne Cup.
He would say that in the
former case, indeed, the gambling was very
much worse than in the latter case.
The Hon. J. D. BRowN.-The money
invested in mining develops the natural resources of the State, and iternploys a great
number of people keeping these things going.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said it was
extraordinary how some people, as Butler
said, would. Compound for sins they are inclined to,
By damning those they have no mind to.

Honorable members had heard to-night
gambling on horses condemned as a vice,
and honorable members had spoken of the
evils of tips.
But would not some of the
honorable members who had spoken that
way take a tip a:bout a mine, and speculate £2,000 or f.),ooo on the chance of
its turning out well? With the objects of
the Bill, so far as the suppression of the
facilities for gambling was concerned, he
heartily agreed.
He knew gambling was
a bad thing.
It had never done anyone
~y good, and no man could make money
at it.
He had tried pretty hard himself,
and owned race-horses, and he played cards
nearly every night of his life when Ite got
the chance.
He had betted ,frequently,
but he had corne to the conclusion that a
man was, so to speak, a Juggins if he tried
to make money at betting.
If the facilities for betting were stopped, he ,""auld not
be able to bet.
If the Victorian Club was
suppressed, he could not bet, and that was
'the most difficult matter he had to consider
in connexion with this Bm.
The Bill differentiated between th"! Victorian Club and
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There was a difference, cerWren's tote.
tainly.
One was in Collingwood, and
the other was in Bourke-street. There was
another difference.
In the one case, men
staked shillings and. half-cro\vns, while in
the Victorian Club a man would saunter in
and "field the monkey" by wagering to
the extent of £500 or £1,000.
Why
should the, Government suppress Wren's
tote, and yet, at the same time, keep facilities for betting open, as in connexion with
the Victorian Cl ub ?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The Victorian Club will be stopped under this Bill.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
thought perhaps it was wrong. He thought
there was a vast difference in one sense between the open Victorian Club and a place
like Wren's tote.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-YOU are beginning to find the differences now.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said the
honorable member would know all about jt
when he had finished.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-We shall be
very much wiser, I think.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
hoped so, but some people never learned.
In the case of Wren's tote, it was a privatelv-owned thing, and every penny of the
profit went into the owner's pocket.
In a
club like the Victorian Club, the money did
not go to any individual, and that to him
was the difference between a privatelyowned affair, and a publ·ic club such as the
Victorian Club.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-In the Victorian
Club the money is accumulated in the bal:-mce-sheet. .
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he
wished the honorable member's brains were
accumulated.
That was the great difference between one place and the other, and
he thought the Government might well have
differentiated between them.
What the
'Government practically said was that they
wanted to' suppress Wren, and all his
breed, with his men and their masks and
everything else, and in order to do that
they were going to crush the facilities for
betting of every man in the State. . It
was difficult for him to' know what to do.
He wanted tOo see Wren wiped out as much
as the Attorney-General did, but he did
not want to see a properly-conducted club
like the Victorian Club, on which racing,
to a certain extent. depended, dealt with in
the same wav. He would own that his
position was somewhat lllogical, but there it
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The fact of the matter was-and
it had been pointed out before-that the
Melbourne Cup to Melbourne was a matter of the very deepest importance.
If
honorable members did away with the Victorian Club, they would do away with
what might be called the thermometer of
odds.
One could tell from the betting at
the Victorian Club what position a horse
occypied in the market.
If no odds were
to be published before the race, there
'would be a large amount of illicit betting.
People up country would send money to
their friends in Melbourne, who would approach the bookmaker in his office. One
honorable member had been talking about
the improved conditions of London.
He
could take the honorable member to one
street. where there were ten betting houses
in a row, one of which was run by Joseph
Thompson, who was once publicly feted,
he believed.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT. - I spoke of
the betting shops which were open when 1
was a youngster.
I know all about this
club-perhaps more than you yourself.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he did
not see any difference between a club and
a shop, except in the matter of terms.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-There is a
very great difference.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said that
what he had mentioned would be the result if these places were suppressed. What
was intended could not be done without
creating a lot of inequalities. There would
be dozens of shops, and men would bet
quietlv, instead of men being brought together" under a system of rules. The bookmaker was no friend of his, and he did not
want to pose as the bookmaker's champion.
He believed the bookmakers had been responsible for most of the crooked things
that had taken place on the turf, both in
Victoria and in other parts of the world,
The totalizator, as Mr. Manifold said,
was a sort of logical corollary of the licensing of betting on the race-course.
The
totalizator could not buy a horse, it could
not buy a bookie, it could not buy a
jockev.
How many cases of that sort of
thing happened every day?
What were
the stewards perched up on that sort of
cage. like shags on a tree, for but to watch
for cases of misdemeanour and fraud on
the turf? If one looked at the personnel
. of those who composed the bookmaker
class. it would be found that not so
many years ago some of these men had been
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partaking of His Majesty's bounty, free
gratis.
One would also find men now on
the turf who had been, so to speak, wiped
out by the Victoria Racing Club for life,
"and in four vears they were all back shouting the odds on the Flemington racecourse. He remembered that one of the
ablest members of the Assembly, ~vhen
speaking against the totalizator, used
to say, "What is the difference between the totalizator and Monte Carlo?
I say there is. no difference.
What
is the difference between Flemington
and Monte Carlo if we legalize the
totalizator?" The difference was that
one lost money honestly at Monte
Carlo, while one could be swindled at
Flemington, but you lost your money at
both places.
The odds at Monte Carlo
were really fairer than what you got at
Flemington.
He did not think it was too
late to bring in a clause to substitute the
totalizator for the other clauses that were
going to rub out racing in this Bill.
He
was stronQly against the suppression of the
publication of odds in the newspapers.
The Attorney-General had read to his own
edification something which the honorable
gentleman regarded as a condemnation of
the publishing of the odds.
He (Mr.
Ritchie) took exactly the other view.
In
dealinQ" with racing, it had to be borne in
mind that it was the sport of this countrv,
and was participated in by more peop·le
than ever went to church or to the theatres,
or mixed up in law, politics, or any other
profession or walk in life.
It was indeed the whole aim and object of many
people in this State. He thought it would
be an unkind and cruel action to stop men.
especially those living on stations, where
thev led a very dull and miserable existence in many cases, from learning what
was going on in the world of racing. Any
man who had gone into a hut ona station
and mixed amongst the men, would have
found that the whole "subject of conversation was the chances of some horse for a
cup or a handicap.
It might be said
that this proved that these men must have
had nrecious little to talk about.
He was
not dealing with that phase of the matter,
but was saying that those were the facts
which existed.
Those things existed, and
if the nublication of racing information
was prohibited, it would take away from
them a large amount of enjoyment which
they now possessed, and which he thought
ought not to be taken from them. There
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was another power in this Bill which he
thought was absolutely too strong altogether, and that was the power that the
Government would have to proclaim any
Of course, one naturally
game unlawful.
looked at the personnel of the Cabinet
when a thing like this wa~ contemplated,
and people would say to themselves that
no doubt this, was a Cabinet composed of
men of such high principles and high
morals that they would never do anything
unjust.
But he would suggest a simile or
an allegory.
He would suppose the
President
and
the
Attorney-General
were
having
a
game
of
bridge
against Mr. Balfour and Mr. Melville.
Then supposing the President and the Attorney-General had just won the previous
rubber at threepenny points, and the
money was lying on the table, a policeman
having reasonable grounds to suspect that
an unlawful game was being carried onbridge having been declared unlawful by
the Governor in Council-might enter the
house or place where this unlawful game
was carried on and immediately take exception to it.
The Hon. J. fM. DAVIES. - And my
threepence.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE said those
who were playing the game would be
gamblers, and he must protest against
their gambling. Probably the policeman
would collar the threepence.
Did the
House think such a power should be conferred on any man? How could the Governor in Council declare a game to be
tmlawful if it was not unlawful?
Was
the Cabinet prepared to tell honorable
members what truth was, or if there was
an eternal life? Was this sort of thing
to be allowed, and was the communitv to
submit to such dictation ? Were the best
clubs, which were conducted in a proper
manner, to be subject to invasion by 'a
policeman, simply because the Government
had proclaimed as unlawful a game which
was played every dav in most ho~ses in
?vlelbourne ? W a~ a policeman to be
allowed to enter a club and haul men up
for passing their time innocently? Such
a clause should not be allowed in the Bill,
and he hoped the Committee would pass
it out.
The tax on race-courses was all
very fine and large, but it meant a tax
on the horse owner. If the V.R.C. had to
pay.a large sQm of money per annum th.ey
must get it back some how, either by 1l1creasin,g the sweepstakes on the races, or
increasing the entrance fee to Flemington,
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which the public would object to, or decreasing the stakesc--the method that would.
probably be adopted. It might be urged
that only men who could race without betting or to whom it was immaterial whether it cost them £500' or £5,000 per
year, should run racehorses, but racing
here was totally different from racing in
England. The man who raced here raced
for his living. He had to race for stakes
that would keep him going, or if, he could
not get big enough stakes he had to bet
on the races. He (i\~r. Ritchie) did not
want to run racehorses. He had only done
it once, and he would never do it again. If
the value of stakes was going to be reduced
it would be made more difficult than ever
for the honest man to race.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said this
Bill had been initiated more for toe purpose of stopping the objectionable totes.
an~ betting shops than to interfere with
racing. He- was credibly informed that so
far as concerned doing away with totes.
and betting shops the Government had full
power under the Police Offences Act, under
which Mr. lVIiller's sweeps were stopped,.
and also many betting shops in Collinsstreet and elsewhere. He was very near! y
caught himself in a betting shop in Collins-street. He went there to collect an account-not a betting account-and he only
got away two minutes before the detectives went there and arrested all those in
the shop.
Racing, . as conducted by the
V.R.C., was not for gambling purposes,
but for the encouragemnt of the breeding
of good horses.
Members might not be
aware of the large export trade in horses
that was done from the different States tocountries outside of Victoria. Mr. Manifold gave one item of £56,000 for twentyfive horses shipped to England. One of
those horses was tCarbine~ who fetched
something over .£13,000. He bad got a.
return from the Customs Department to
show the number of borses that had been
shipped from Australian ports tQl countries outside of Australia. In 1904, there·
were 4,092 horses shipped of the value of
£77 ,9 83; in 19 0 5) there were 5,345
horses shipped of the value of £II5,918.
Tbe Han. A. HlcKs.-Are th0se all
racehorses?
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said very
few were racehorses.
A few racehorses'
were shipped to India, but they were principally horses bred from racing stock 'to go
to India for remounts, to Tapan for remounts, to Singapore, Java,- Penang, and
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'the other Straits Settlements, and also to
South Africa. For ten months in 1906,
3,941 horses were shipp~d, of the value of
£97,819.
Since this return was made
out about 1,000 more horses had been
shipped at a value of over £20 each. The
total value, according to the return from
the Customs House, was £291,720. Good
accounts had been received from South
Africa of the magnificent horses sent the.r~e
from Australia during the war. When he
was in Durban the remount agent there
said no horses imported from England,
America, or anywhere else stood the work
so well as our horses. Our horses were
brought up on the natural feed, whereas
the horses from England, America 1 Austria". and other places had been nursed
from their infancv. Our horses had to find
their own feed on the grass, and this
made them much hardier than those
brought up like English horses were. He
was very pleased when the Attorney-General told him that at bazaars it would be
allowable to raffle anything sent ii1 the
shape of presents to the bazaar, but not
anything that was bought for the purpose.
He was glad to hear this, because the
church he was connected with was going
The
to have a bazaar on Friday night.
next item he noticed in the Bill was
directed against Tattersall's sweeps. He
was not in the habit of getting- tickets for
himself, but there was scarcel v a season
when his firm did not get orders from
Bombay, Calcutta, 1\-1adras, Singapore,
Penang, and Java for tickets in Tattersall's during the Cup racing carnival. ,It
was a piece of cheek on the part of the
Victorian Government to in"troducea clause
in the Bill to prevent people f.rom getting
He was
tickets in Tattersall's sweeps.
told there was nothing fairer, and that nothing could be fairer, than the wav in
which Tattersall's business was managed.
Clause 8 was most obiectionable. It prevented parcels being forwarded by carrier
to Tattersall's. This was an unwarrantable interference with the trade. Clause
16 dealt with club betting. He never was
in one of these clubs in his life, hut he
was crediblv informed that the betting in
the Victorian Cl'ub wa:s only amongst the
members of the club, and the public were
not allowed there, or were not allowed to
bet in the club, so that it 'would be a great
nitv to do awav with it. The Bill leg-alized betting- upon race-courses.
He did
not see how the goody-goodv neonle could
allow such a provision. in a Bill like this,
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and still go against the totalizator. He
had never seen the totalizator working in
his life. He had never had money on a
totalizator, but he c0nsidered that it minimized the evil of gambling.
Gentlemen
who had sons in good positions in Melbourne knew that if young fellows went
to a bookmaker the bookmaker would give
them credit, and some of them would sea
their fathers and their mothers and their
children, and would even rob their employers to keen good with the bookmaker. With
the totalizator they had to put on their
money and their liability ceased. Although
he never sa,w a totalizator, he believed it
was worked on very honest principles. The
next provision he objected to was the prohibition of the publication of the odds be'fore a race meeting. Just imagine 90,000
people attending the Melbourne Cup meeting, of whom about 50,000 would be from
the country. When they attended at the
race-course the bookmaker would have
them at his mercy, and could charge them
whatever odds he liked, and, the poor un,·
fortunate countryman would not know the
difference. If the odds were published in
the paper before the race it would give
those countrvmen a chance not to be
robbed by the bookmaker.
The Government might as well, forbid the' publication
of the report of the Stock Exchange transactions, as stop the publication of odds
on the races. Paragraph (a) of clause 56
limited the number of pony race meetings.
Mr. Pratt did not believe in pony races, but
he (Mr. Campbell) did, if they were properly looked after. His firm shipped eyery
year between 500 and 600 racing ponies to
the Straits Settlements, Singapore, Japan,
and other places, and if it were not for ponv
racing they would not be able to get thos~
ponies to ship. More was done in those places
in pony racing than in horse racing.
He noticed there was no provision in the
Bill for matches between horses.
This
was not a matter of racing, but man~T gentlemen liked to know the difference between their horses, and matches were ,got
up. There was no provision made for
that, and he hoped before the Bill went
through, if it did go through the House
at all, that that 'would be provided for.
He n~ticed clause 57 imposed a tax on
racing clubs.
He supposed honorable
members would have to vote for the clause,
but if the totalizator were legalized sufficient monev would be got
that means
to enab]@ the breeders of, horses to run
their horses without bookmakers at all. He
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held in his hand a letter from a friend in
New Zealand. Notwithstanding what was
said by many. people-that the totalizator
did not reduce the number of bookmakers
-the writer of tlus letter, who went to
Christchurch for a holiday,' wroteThere is a total absence of bookmakers here.

Some people said the totalizator dId not
reduce the number of bookmakers.
The
following was an account of a meeting
held in Adelaide:The Mayor of Adelaide (Councillor Theodore
Bruce) rather threw a bomb into the meeting
when he objected to the words "rapidly-spreading vice" being included in th~ motion. ~e d~d
JDL believe that vice was rapidly spreadmg III
South Australia.
(Cries of "Oh, oh !")
He
<Ii,i not want it to go forth to the public and the
~ther States that things were so bad that they
ha.:! to maugurate a meeting such as that. It
wa.' not true that gambling was rapidly increasin er , and he could prove that, under the totahz:ltor, nothing like the condition of affairs existed as prevailed when the bookmakers held
sway, So far as the totalizator was concerned,
the 'sum invested in 1898 amounted to £268,000,
but in 1905 it was only £176,000.
Such figures
were sufficient proof that gambling in connexiol1
with the totalizator had been distinctly reduced.

He supposed honorable members would
have to vote to put a tax on racing clubs,
but he would far rather prefer that the
monev should be raised by means of the
totalizator. He had only seen one Melbourne Cup run. He had only been twice
on the Flemington course since about
twenty-five years ago. He had been close
on forty-five years in Victoria, and had
never made a bet, and had never played for
money, so it was not in his own interest
that he would like to see the Bill made a
good Bm, but in the interests of the public. He hoped, before the Bill left the
House, that it would be made a good thing
for the public of Victoria.
The Hon. J. BAI}FOUR said he intended to say very little.
He wished,
however, to say that the Government were
compassed about by a great many difficulties when they had to prepare the Bill. They
had to deal with a very great evil, which,
notwithstanding what Dr. Embling had
said, was very much greater than what the
honorable member considered. Dr. Emblin.g
spoke of something which had arisen in
connexion with the Collingwood tote and
Tattersall's sweeps, and said that those
'two thin(!s were all the Government had
to deal ,~rith. and all that caused the GoVf'rnment to bring in the Bill.
Everyone
who had thought over the matter, or had
seen the reports in the newspapers, knew
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very well that those were not the only two
things that caused the Government to take
the matter up, but there was a general increase of gambling to such an extent til:! t
even the ordinary daily newspapers, which
were not in the habit of writing leading
articles on such subjects, published articles
calling attention to the mania of gambling
existing here.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Caused by
those two things.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was not
only the Collingwood tote and Tattersall's
sweeps that caused the papers to take the
matter up, but it was the general increase
in gambling, especially in connexion with
racing.
It so happened that this increase
did not confine itself to Victoria.
In New
Zealand the same outcry had co.me on, and
the late M:r. Seddon first, and aferwards
his successor, Sir Joseph Ward, had been
appealed to to bring: in legislation to deal
with the great extenSIOn of gambling. There
was the same state of affairs in England.
Everyone who read the English newspapers knew there was a great outcry there
at the extension of gambling. All this showed
that the Government had got a lot more to
do than to deal with the two things mentioned by Dr. Embling.
The Government had had great difficulties.
He (Mr.
Balfour) saw anomalies in the Bill, and
difficulties, but at the same time he gave
the Government credit for their attempt
to check gambling.
He was very pleased
to listen to speeches of honorable members,
although several of them had tak~n views
entirely different from his own.
The
speeches had been delivered in a very high
spirit, .and in a very different spirit from
some delivered in another place.
There
had been no attempt to run down the Government, or to make capital out of statements that could not be depended upon.
At the same time he must confess he was
amazed at the views which had been expressed.
He was amazed to hear some
persons defending gambling, and some honorable members saying- there was no harm .
. in gambling. He held there was a great
harm in it, even if there was no other harm
th::1n that it led men - especiallv young
people-to believe thev were going to make
themselves rjch in a hurry without doinghard work.
It had been admitted ~y honorable membeTs that people did not make
their fortunes by gambling. and that was
quite true, but all those who threw themselves into gambling, especiallv those in
ignorance, thought thev were going to make
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money and get' on without working, and
that they would only have ,tv throw the
dice to make a fortune.
That being the
case it was necessary that there should
be s~me limit and check on the evil.
A
good deal had been said about clause 17,
and Mr. Campbell had pointed out that one
of the strong points in ~o:mexion with. the
totalizator was the legahzmg of gamblmg.
Clause 17 legalized gambling. He admitted
a great difficulty in dealing with a matter of
this kind, and he did not see ?OW he co~ld
vote for that clause.
He WIshed to gIve
credit to those who drew up the Bill, on
account of their difficulties.
The state
of affairs at present was that betting
on a race-course was not illegal, because
a race-course was not technically a place.
Betting was wrong, and men were liable
to be punished for it in any " place." What
was ,a "place?"
It had been decided
that a race-course was not a place.
The
Government, in trying to restrict gambling
declared every place a technical place, and,
finding that that would cover race-courses,
they bro~ght in clause. 17, a~d. exempted
race-courses under certaIn restnctlOns.
The Han. R. B. RITCHIE.-Why should
thev not exempt race-courses?
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was not
for him to answer that question.
The
honorable member wanted -betting, but he
(Mr. Balfour) did not.
He would be
pleased to see betting prohibited on racecourses.
The Government did not want
to do away with betting on. race-c?urse~,
because they believed it was ImpOSSIble m
the present state of feeling to prevent bet'ting on race-courses. Therefore they attempted to legalize it and had put a great
strain on the conscience of honorable meIl)bers to vote for clause 17. There was a
good deal in what Mr. Campbell said. If
the Government legalized betting on a racecourse, why did they refuse to .legalize ~he
totalizator? He (Mr. Balfour) dId not thmk
there was any chance of the totaliz,.?-tor
being legalized in this State.
Another
place had not passed the provision, and the
Bill for that purpose had always been
thrown out in the Council.
The question
had been debated over and over again, and
he did not wish to lose anv time in discussing the matter now.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-There is a
_"
good time coming.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he thought
there was a good deal coming, but the
totalizator would never come.
Every ~me
who had been watching the effect of the
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totalizator in the places where it was legal
had come to the same conclusion as that
come to by the Committee of the House
of Lords.
Not only was .gambling legalized by the totalizator, but it was made
fashionable.
The State stamp was put
upon betting-The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-The House
of Lords never saw a tote.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said the House·
of Lords could get evidence without seeing
the totalizator.
He had never seen a tote,
but he knew all about it nevertheless. The
Commi ttee of the House of Lords referred
to the tote in France, and also to some of
the Australasian States, Sir Robert Stout
had spoken very strongly on the subject,
and he went a good deal by what Sir Robert
Stout said, as a man whose judgment must
be of very great value; but there was .a man.
who had looked up toe matter very carefully from an independent point of view,
a great deal later than Sir Robert Stout"
and who had come to a different conclusion.
Before dealing with that matter he (Mr.
Balfour) would speak of what was in the
know ledge of the older members of the
House.
Obe of the best members the
Council ever had, and one he (Mr, Balfour>
much regretted when he left the, Hous~
Mr. Winter Cooke-who took an mterest In
racing, but did not bet, ,,,ent to a great
deal of trouble to ascertain the facts
with regard to the totalizator. When the
Totalizator Bill came up from another
place, there was no sponsor for it, ann
]\,Ir. Winter Cooke took it up and moved
the first reading.
He did not make himself responsible fur the measure, but set
about to inquire into the matter.
He sent
to New Zealand and examined the question,
and was satisfied that the tote increased
the area of betting so much that he would
not take up the second reading of the measure.
The great objection to the totalizator was that it not only legalized betting,
as clause 17 of the Bill might be said to
do, but put the Government stamp on it,
and made it fashionable.
He was told
nearly every man, woman,_ and child in
New -Zealand bet on the tote.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-No.
The Hon. J. BALFOU,R said it was reported that men, women, and children bet
on the tote in New Zealand.
The latest
he had seen with regard to the matter he
would read to the House.
The Hon, R. B. RITCHIE.-From a missionary?
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BALFOUR.-

Auckland, J\lay I6.-The tote is the
d[~mnable thing in New Zealand to-day.

most

HONORABLE MEMBERS.-Oh!
The Hon. J. BALFOU'R... It is the engine of the Devil that is driving
souls to Hell," said the Anglican Bishop of
Auckland, speaking at Auckland on Sunday.
"You may say that it is a Government instilution, but the Government of this cou~try are not
the first the Devil has used for h1s purposes.
In connexion with your race-courses a~d in yo~r
tote betting, is to be found every S111 that!s
damning souls to_day.?'

TThat was qUIte sufficient, for it was one of
the latest opinions from a bishop, whose
views ought to be respected just as much as
Sir Robert Stout'SI views. He was surprised to hear one honorabl~ member say
that he approved of lottenes.
Another
member said tha!t of all things in the world
it was a mOS.t astonishing piece of impudence for. Victoria to try to stop lotterIes.
In the Home country lotteries had long since
been declared illegal. America was oncea great country for them, and a lotte!y?f
Louisiana was as well known as lotterIes m
Germany, but now every State in Ar:nerica
had put them down, and the most strmgent
laws \vere in operation in the Post Offi~es
there to prevent corres.pondence concermng
them. It was, only proposed to do here
what had been done in other countries.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-What is the
harm in a lottery?
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said the harm
was just the same aSi in gambling.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Wh:lt aLout
baza.ars?
.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said.he WIshed
toO see all raffles at bazaars stcpped, and he
would be glad if the Bill contained a c.la~se
to prevent the Attorney-Geneml permIttmg
any lotteries, or raffles,.
An HONORABLE lVIEMBER.-Half the
churches are built by bazaars.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said it was a
monstrous shame that they were. He observed that pony races ,,,ere to be permitted
by the Bill. He did not profess to know
anv more about them than Nfr. Harwood
did but he knew what was said of them,! and
he l1ad seen what was going on in pass,ing
the Richmond race-cours.e. One gentleman
in that district had told him that the place
hald become a perfect pandemonium, and
that all the worthless characters assembled
at these race meetings. It would be a good
thing if'they could be put down.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFoLD.-Let us
have the totalizator, then.
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The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he had
given a good rea,son against that, and he
would not have one evil to cure another.
The Hon. V\!. S. MANIFOLD.-Compel
them to go to church .
The Hon. J. BALFO UR said he wal\
surprised at the honorable member. There
waS no proposal in the Bill to make anyone
moral, but it was attempted to put difficulties in the way of people doing
things that were ruining men, women,
and children.
What was the result
of the
tote
in Collingwood?
Let
members ask the poor unfortunate wives
who could not get the money for hous.ekeeping, and the tradespeople who were not
being paid. This Bill was to dea,l with
that. It did not propose to compel people
to go to church, but it would not be a bad
thing if it did. The Attorney-General had
tried to s,top the tote, and got possession,
but he could not keep possession for ever.
He had to give it up, and the whole thing
went Cn again. The plan now proposed
was a much better one, and he was glad to
find that Mr. Mackey had suggested the
clauses bv which places could be quarantined. That would stop the thing from
going on. It would be neces.sary to take
care that the Bill was s.o pas,sed that a
coach-and-four could not be driven through
it. A few amendments might be necessary
to make it a little more drastic. One honorable gentleman hlClld stated that mining was
the same as gambling.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Worse.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he did not
. agree with that at all. Some mining might
be gambling, but mining itself was not. It
was a means of developing the country; it
enabled us to get treasures and to make use
.of them; it employed men doing real hard
w.ork to develop the country. Because some
gambling was carried on in connexion with
mining that did not make mining :an evil.
He was surprised to hear people confusing
things so. Members were told that they
ought to encourage gambling because of the
value of horses and. the export trade, .and
because of the crowd it brought to Melbourne at Cup time. He did not object to
rlalCing. Mr. Manifold sat down after delivering a great peroration on the wickednes& of those people who were opposed to
racing. He (Mr. Balfour) would like to go
to races, but he did not go on account of the
gamhling He would go to-morroJY if the
gambling could be got rid .of. Without
clause 17 we could have racing on a higher
level. The present system encouraged men
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'to waste their money, and led to the ruin of
many. Racing in itself was a splendid
thing, but he was not going to encourage
gambling because it led to a large crowd
being brought to Meltourne and to the export of a large number of horses. We were
paying too derurly for that kipd of thing.
Mr. Harwood had stated that he was
astonis,hed to find a proposa.l in the Bill to
charge a licence-fee for the use of the raceGourses. Surely the honorable memger must
have overlooked the foct that fully 90 per
cent. of the race-courses were on Crown
lands. The Flemington course belonged to
the people, but the V.R.C. paid nothing for
it. It was reasonable to make some charge
Jar the use of land hande.d Olver to the control and management of the V.R.C. He
dId not paiiticularly desire the charge to be
made, but there could be no objection to it.
:The Bill deserved to be read a second time,
and to be very carefully considered in Committee. He would s.uppert the second reading, and he hoped the Bill 'yould come out
of Committee better than it went in.
The Hon. E. MILLER said it was not
for him to criticise his worthy colleague,
although he did not always agree with him.
He was glad to see Mr. Campbell get up
and speak as if he were in the rostrum.
He expected the honorable memter to wind
up with the words, "Going, going-gone."
Mr. Ritchie had been very prominent tonight, and he (Mr. Miller) had listened very
attentively to the honorable member, who
appeared to mix up mining with gambling.
He was. afraid Mr. Ritchie was on the
wrong track in doing that. Mining was a
great industry, and should not be called
gambling. He was, afraid the honorable
member must have been on the Stock Exchang-e and bought shares that went
down. He hoped members would give this
Bill the consideration it deserved. It was
not for them to oppose what many people
called hysterical legislation. The Bill had
been befme another place for a very IO'1g
time indeed, and was very. much altered
frem its original shape. In fact, it was so
much .a.Itered that it was beyond recognition. Another place was. evidently only teo
glad to ~et rid of it, and to send it to th:es
House to dispose of it in the way members
thought fit. There was no doubt that there
was, perhaps, too much tetting going on in
this community. Mr. Brown had delivered
a lugubrious speech, in which he spoke of
young men going out of the warehouses and
inspecting the odds pos,ted up at the hotels.
.Was it to be inferre.d that because of that
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our great national sport should be unduly.
interfered with? ,This exces,sive betting
came about through what was called the
cash system. He had always been a vi'sitor
to the race-courses, ~d had found a great
deal of enjoyment in· the sport. When he
was a young man long agOi there was no
such thing as cash betting. A gentleman
of great notoriety arrived here with his bag
and introduced the cash system. It started
with nounds, and now it had gone down to
. half -crowns. Before that time the betting
was always done by;. the bookmaker, and
that was the origin of the name. The betting was done by people who could afford
it, and the odds were booked, the settling
being done afterwards. There was no such
thing as cash betting then. One honorable
member said that betting must have commenced with Adam and Eve, but he did not
know what authority there was for the statement. Still, we could go back a long time.
In London many things were done that
would be looked upon with horror here.
'Vhen hp. was in London he was astonished
to see the hotels open for a few hours on
Sundays, so, that men might get fresh beer.
Racing and betting went on there to a large
extent. and the odds were published in ine
newspapers without any objection being
raised to it. One hundred thousand or more
people attended the Mefbourne Cup, and
nearly all of them ma.de their little bets.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Not one quarter of them bet.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that no
doubt the honorable member made a bet
occasionally.
Nea.rly every man and
woman who went to the Melbourne Cup
made a small bet, and it circulated money
for one thing. The people did not want to
hoard up money, and it was better that it
should be circulated.
The people would
indulge in betting. There was no doubt
that the Melbourne Cup was a great institution, which was visited by people from
all parts of Australia. Some eight years
ago, when he was travelling in Western
Australia, he found that in a little township the whole of the people in the place
were waiting to learn who 'had wan the
Melbourne Cup. Again, the Melbourne
Cup was the cause of the circulation of an
immense amount of money among the
tradespeople and others. in the citv of
Melbourne. It was said that the circulation amounted to three-qu.a.rters of a million, but. at any rate, at least £400,000
or £500,000 was circulated amongst the
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people of :JIelbourne and suburbs through
the Melbourne Cup. Were they to stop the
-circulation of that money amongst the
l raJespeople of the metropolis?
Again,
the horse trade was one of our great industries. We could produce here a horse
·equal, perhaps, to any in the world, and
there was no doubt that horse racing had
hel ped in producing this, resul t. Our hor.se
trade went into very large figures indeed,
and the value of Australian horses was
-shown by the enormous sums. paid for racehorses like Carbine and some other:s. Racing had been conducted so far under the
-control of the Victoria Racing Club, and
for some reason it was now proposed to take
the control out of the hands of that club
and practically put it in the hands of the
Government. He did not think that would
be beneficial. One clause in the Bill proposed to give the committee of a racing club
-control over the people who attended their
meeting.
At present, perhaps, 100,000
people attended at Flemington on Cup day,
.and, as far as he could see, the only people
who could control such a crowd were the
police. As t9 Tattersall's, he 'was entirely
.opposed to it. He did not think Tattersall's did any good for this State at all.
It simply meant that a large sum of money
was subscribed by a lot of poor people who
'Could not afford it, and had only, perhaps,
.one chance in 100,000 of winning, and if
they did win their winning was frequently
the cause of their ruin.
As to the totali.lator, it had increased betting in New Zealand, and he might also refer to fhe terrible
:scene which recently took place at Faris,
where all the people on the race-course at
Longchamps rushed the F'ari Mutuel, burnt
it, and 'stole all the monev. If the totalizator were introduced at }-,"lemington it was
not unlikel v that a similar occurrence might
take place there. Reference had been made
to the turning of our present club.s into
common gaming clubs. It seemed very
hard that clubs which had been respectably
conducted for thirty years should be at once
condemned and shut up, or turned into common gaming houses. Several of those clubs
were run in connexion with the Melbourne
Cup, and he did not think that in the interest of the State generally it would be
well to unduly interfere with them. No
doubt there ,,:ere evils in connexion with
racing and betting, but it was impossible to
obtain perfection. As had already been
pointed out, people did not gamble here as
much as they used to. They gained knowH on. E. Miller.
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ledge by experience, and as they found
betting was a mistake the evil became reduced through the experience of the people.
As to the proposed taxation of racing clubs,
he believed that the excessive amount which
it w.as proposed to take year a.fter year from
the racing clubs would very soon extinguish racing altogether in this State. It
seemed extraordinary that racing should be
taxed whilst all other amusements escaped.
Racing did more good for the State than
football, or cricket, or the theatres, and yet
all these were to get off scot-free while racing, which attracted people here, was to be
unduly taxed. It was little use making im ..
possible laws which really could not be
carried out, and he hoped that in Committee the Bill would be very considerably
altered. The present law enabled the police
to stop the tote and other illicit forms of
gambling, and, in his opinion, what was
required waS! to enforce the law properly,
instead of introducing new hysterical legislation .
The Hon. W. CAIN said he thought the
introduction of this Bill had been fully
justified, and he agreed with the remark of
Dr. Embling that the measure set out by
trying to suppress a ,great evil in the community, which was growing and becoming
a menace to the people, especially to the
younger generation. The Government set
out with that intention, but by some means
there had crept into the Bill provisions to
deal with racing-a thing which was really
not particularly required at the Rresent
time. It had been stated that racing and
gambling were not on the increase in this
country. He thought he was in a position
to express an opinion on this subject, as he
could look back to the fifties, when he was
connected with the Flemington race-course
through contracts. In those days, there
were four bookmakers on the Flemington
race-course, while now he heard that there
were about 400. These must all live on
the public. If the public were sufficiently
gullible to allow them to do so, that, of
course, was' not the fault of the bookmaker.
The Bill provided for dealing with gaming
and a good many other matters .which he
thought it very desirable to deal with. The
clause, however, dealing with the publication of the odds by newspapers was, he
considered, altogether unnecessary. If the
Bill was in force there would be really nothing for the newspapers to publish, and
therefore he considered that this clause was
quite superfluous. The succeeding clause"
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however, relating to the publication of tips originally provided that anything under
for the races might, he thought, be allowed 15 hands was to be regarded as a pony. It
to stand. He considered that the publica- was now reduced to 14.2, but a pony wa5)
tion of tips should be suppressed, as it was considered to be 14 hands. This. pony racinjurious, but as rega.rded the publishing of ing had brought about a great deal of
the odds. if the newspapers could get the trouble, and had been the cause of a good
information, he thought it would be appre- many young men going astray, so that there
ciated by many. It had been said that in was clearly a necessity to regulate it to a
the back blocks many people found plea- greater extent than had been done in the
sure in reading the sporting columns of the past. He quite agreed with Mr. Manifold
newspapers, and he himself had been a wit- that it would be a gcod thing if the division
ness of that; in fact, he had derived great in the Bill relating to restrictions of race
pleasure in that way himself in former meetings was struck out altogether. He
years. Any man who was fond of horses C~lr. Cain) did not s,ay that he was not preliked to read about the doings of good pared to vote for the cla.uses in that divihorses, and the informa.tion certainly af- sion, but he considered the Bill would be
forded pleasure when prepared by men who materially improved if the whole division
knew what they were writing about. The was taken out.
quality of the horse was usually represented . The Hon. M. CUSSEN said he was
by its price in the market, and if one satisfied from the debate that had already
wanted to see a good horse he preferred taken place that the Bill would pas"s
to look at a horse which stood at five to one through its second reading, and the amendrather than a horse which stood at twenty ments that had been suggested would, perto one. There was no doubt that it afforded haps" assist the House in making it a meapl~asure and amusement to many people to sure that would Le satisfactorv to all
read the odds published in the newspapers. parties. He did not quite under~tand the
~nother clause in the Bill which he thought objections that had been raised to the Bill.
was very much out of place was clause 58, It was acknowledged, he thought, that
which empowered a club to permit persons something of this kind WIGlS necessary in the
appwved of Ly the committee to carryon cities, but he denied that there was anv use
any business or vocation on any part of the for s,uch a measure in the country. . The
race-course on payment of a fee.
That provision which exempted racing clubs
meant practically the licensing of book- whose gross revenue did not exceed £600
makers,. Why did not the Government per annum ought to satisfy cC'untry memlicense bos,kmakers themselves? Why cast bers, at all events. The only other part
it upon any club to do so? Why should a of the Bill that was likel v to affect the
little up-country club be required to license country was the embargo ,;hich would be
put as to the quality of horse that was, bred.
bookmake:.:s?
Something should be done to enable peop]"
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-\Vhy create in the country tOi continue the breeding of
a Government Department?
horses and ponies, for industrial purpos{'s
The Hcn. W. CAl N said it looked as which had been so successfullv established
though the Government were afraid to do in Victoria. If anything wer~ done to insomething themselves, and passed it on to terfere with that industry it would do harm
the racing clubs. The Government Rro- to the country as a whole. He had had
posed to take 3 per cent. of the gros,s'-re- s.ome experience: himself in connexion with
venue of each m,cing club, so that the Gc:- the hreeding of horses, and he hoped that
vernment would benefit through the club nothing would be done to interfere with:
charging the largest possible fees for book- country breeders. The first part of the
makers' licences. Was that moral or honor- • Bill dealt with the tote shops" which hacT
able? Was it suppressing. gambling? . In L(-en the cause of the whole of the trouble.
his opinion some alteration should be made These shops had encouraged a lot of intelwith reference to Lookmakers' fees. Then ligent, active, and physically healthy youngthere was the question of rony' racing. fellows to congrega,te about the streets of
Pony racing was quite a new thing in this Melbc'llrne. Anyone who walked down
State. Fifteen years ago no such thing was Bourke-street could not help seeing the
heard of. It was idle to say that pony crowd of young fellows who congregated
racing benefited the country by improving there, and spent their time in talking about
the breed of horses. A pony properly so- betting and such matters. If the Governcalled could not gallop at all. The Bill . ment, instead of bringing in s,uch a drastic
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measure as this, would introduce a law to
send these boys into the country and put
them to work on a farm, it would be much
better for the community. This was about
:the fifth Bill that ha.d been introduced
which would have the effect of making new
criminals. It would turn all these boys in
Bourke-street into criminals, !lind they
would be brought before the Court from
time to timE' before they could be persuaded
to leave theIr pre&ent haunts. The Bill
should be amended in such a way as tO'reach
the authors of the evil, and not the poor
victims. He entirely agreed with ·Mr.
Manifold that Division 4 should be struck
out of the Bill. If it were not for the Victorian Club the newspapers would have no
betting information to give to their readers.
It was the club which made the prices and
gave the latest betting. If the newspapers
were not allowed to publish the betting lis,ts
the bookmakers on the race-course would be
able to tell the public what they liked.
As. Mr. Cain stated, there were a great many
gamtlers who were only pot-hunterspeople who did not go to the race-course,
but betted at home for the sake of what
they might win. He (Mr. Cussen) would
not give twopence for the chance of back,ing a horse unless he could see the race
run, but these people simply went for the
dollars" and cared nothing whate.ver about
the sport.
If Division 4 was retained in
the Bill, and if all these restrictions as to
race meetings were brought into force, a
good deal of injury would be done to racing, and the Melbourne Cup itself would
Lecome a very tame affair indeed. It would
be much better if that part of the Bill were
struck out, and if the Government contented
themselves with dealing with the tote shops
and with the pot-betting that went On in the
streets at the present time. That would be
much better than to do anything that might
interfere with the introduction of horses
like Carbine or Carnage, and other horses
which had done so much to advertise Victoria. It seemed inconsistent that the Government which introduced these proposals
was the same Government that had sent a
man to England to'buy IJlocd horses for use·
in this country.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He did not
buy them.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEu.--They were
not good enough.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said that the intention of the Government, at all events,
was to obtain some of these blood hors,es.
He believed that if It were shown to the
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Attorney-General that some of the provisions of the Bill would do harm to horse
breeding the honorable gentleman would
consent to accept certain amendments.
Fault had been found with pony racing,
but, in his opinion, ponies were as valuable
an asset in this country as horses. Nothing
should be done that would dis,ccurage farmers from producing the best breeds, both
of horses and ponies, s.uitable fOr all purposes. If something was done to modify
the Bill in this respect, he was sure the
'House would be glad to give every assistance to the Government in paS,sing the me.asure. It would then l:.,e possible to put
down the shilling- tote shops, which, at the
present time, took the wages from the working men and from the working women as
well. He did not suppose that the Bill
wou19 stop that kind of thing altogether,
but it would certainly make it more difficult.
No one would sa,y that we could put down
betting altogether. England, however, had
put dowlIl smuggling, and why should we
here not be able to curtail this class of
gambling by legislation of this description?
With that view: he would be glad to support the Bill in Committee.
The Hon. W. P.EARSON remarked that
the House had been sitting. long hours
this evening, and was not likely to come to
the conclusion of the debate to-night. For
that reason, he begged to moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The Hon. A. O. SACHSE remarked
that he thought the House was very well
seised of what the requirements of this Bill
The Attorney-General had postwere.
poned the second ~eading of this Bill purposely since laslt week, so as to enable honorable members to grasp the whole of the
details, and to gO' forward with the measure. Honorable members were aware that
there was a great deal of work to be got
through, and a very short time in which to
do it, and he would certainly like the
House to sit another half-hour.
Several
honorable members had to speak to the
Bill, and he thought it would be a mistake
to adjourn the debate at such an early
hour, seeing that there were only a few
weeks ahead in which to do business, unless honorable members desired to sit after
Christmas.
There were other important
Bills yet to get through, and he did not
think the House should rise at half-past
ten o'clock.
The Hon. T. 1\1. DAVIES stated that
the other place, in order to get through
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this business, had been sitting four days a
week, and on three days of tqe four he
believed they had started at eleven 0' clock
in the morning, and thad sat until after
eleven o'clock at night. This was the first
occasion on which the ,Council had been
asked reall v to do important business, and
to ao earnestly to work.
Did honorable
me~bers think they would be doing cred~t
to this House if they ad iourned at thIs
early hour? An.r honorable member who
wished to speak on the Bill could speak tonight. Honorable membe:s surely were not
going to say they were so mcapable of work
that thev could' not work longer than halfpast ten o'clock on the first .occasion on
which a little pressure was brought to' bear
on the House. He trusted honorable members would not agree to the adjournment of
the debate.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was withdrawn.
The Hon. W. PEARSON remarked that
as a member of the House who had been
connected with racing from h"i-s infancy, he
would like to say just a few word~ on SUc?
an important measure as this. . HIS. expenence of gambling was somethmg lIke that
of ooher honorable members. Although he
had a great deal to do with ~acing, he. ~ad
never taken a very promment PQlSItIon
as the owner of a racehorse, and had
never had anything to do with gambling.
He thought that only on one occasion had
he taken a bet, and then he was the loser.
He thought he must be thankful for that.
Everv honorable member admitted that
o-ambling had become a great evil in this
~ountry, and it was time t~at some measures were taken to suppress It. We saw at
our race meetings young people of all age~,
and those sections of the people bet m
amounts of from IS. to 2S. 6d. upwards.
Betting was certainlv on the increase
,amongst that class of the people.
~e
could remember, when a boy, gomg
round the race meetings with his late
father.
In those days there were very
few people round the betting ring, ~nd one
never saw voung people there or ladles bettinowith the bookmakers. In those days
O
the bookmaker was highly respected. He
(Mr. Pearson) did not agree that the harm
of racing was wholl\' to be a~tached to the
bookmaker.
He did not thmk they were
worse than an\' one else as far as that was
In those davs a bookmaker
concerned.
would not take cash from a backer. One
had to book all his bets. The origination
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of cash betting was, as Mr. ThEIler mentioned earlier in the evening, owing to a
gentleman who came out from England
starting the cash betting system.
He
remembered the time.
It created quite a
~care amongst the other bookmakers, and
it took on so greatly with the public that
the others had to follow in line. He believed that was really the start of the evil
of the present-day gambling craze.
Throughout his province he had numerous
petitions presented to him asking him to
support the suppression of gambling, and
to a grea.t extent he was prepared to do so
in this Bill.
But, like other honorable
members, he saw that a lot of foreign matter had been brought into the measure,
which, in his opinion, should have been
left out.
He thought honorable members
should'deal with the sly totes, and the sly
betting shops, and . leave out such matters
as the licensing of race-courses and the allotment of davs for racing to those who
were in a position to attend to that subject
He thought those
ill a proper manner.
people could do it in a more capable way
than it would be mana.ged bv parliamentary
committees or a board of' advice. He understood that in New South W'ales the Government had legislated so as to give the
A.J.C. of that State full power to manage
all matters in connexion with racing, and he
understood fhat that system had been followed with considerable success, and that
it met with very general satisfaction. 'Ve
had in our midst a club which had managed racing up to this day with satisfaction
to evervbodv throughQlut the State of Victoria. 'He- tho~ght that club had really
brought this matter about their own ears
by being too autocratic. He believed that
if thev had been satisfied with the position
they had got to, this matter would h~ve
'been left in abeyance for the present. WIth
regard to the clause prohibiting the publication of odds, or tips, or any remarks on
racing, he thought the House ought to
strike that out.
In his opinion, it would
only increase the evil instead of preventing
it. It was proposed to allow the publication of the odds and of remarks after the
race was over, and yet their publication
was going to be prevented before the race
was run. He failed to see where the difference came in. There were several other
clauses that he would like to see amended
in Commitee, and especiall y the clauses in
regard to pony racing. He did not know
that he was entirely in sympa.thy with the
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. proposal to strike out pony racing altogether. It was certainly giving a very valuable class of animal to t:he State, as. Mr.
Campbell had remarked this evening, but
the class of ponies that went in for these
races were not altogether of what he would
call commercial use, O'r of use for general
purposes.
They were really only fit for
this racing. He knew that in some case5
there were ponies that ':arried the wonderful weight of over 10 st. for, he believed,
5 or 6 furlongs.
If thevcould do that
they must be very good, and he did not
think that they should be wholly done awa.\'
with. He would like to see that class of
racing brought under the management of
our leading racing club. They were asked
to do so a year or two ago, and for :some
reaS()[l which he at the time thought was
a mistake, and which he still thought was
a n;istake, they declined to take over the
management of that branch. If they had
taken it over it would have stopped a.
great deal of the evil honorable members
had heard Mr. Balfour speaking of to-night.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG 'said several
honorable members who desired to speak
had left the chamber under the impression
that the debate would· be adjourned. It
was verY unusual for the Council to sit
after Id o'clock, but he agreed with the
Attorney-General that the House should
sit as late as possible. At the same time,
it was hardlv fair to those honorable members who were now absent to allow the Bill
to go into Committee to-night. He begged
to move-That the debate be now adjourned.
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The Han. J. Y. McDONALD said he
would suggest that the House should adjourn now, and meet at 3 or 3.30 to-morrow.
Personally, he had come 100 miles
to-day, and was somewhat tired.
There
were other honorable members who had also
come long distances.
The Hon. W. CAIN said the 'debate
might be continued until I I .0' clock.
The PRESIDENT.-Without wishing
to influence the House .at all in itsl decision,
I would call attention to the fact, as a. matter of procedure, that there may be some
honorable members who are willing now to
address the House. If the motion for the
adjournment of the debate was withdrawn
they could address the House, and then
later, whenever the House desires, the
debate can be adjourned. Although some
honorable members have gone home there
may be some present who are willing to
continue the debate.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG observed
that, in deference to the President's wish,
he would be "ery pleased to withdraw his
motion, provided that if no honorable mem·
ber desired to speak he should be allowed
to move it again.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he rather
favoured the adjournment of the ·debate. A
great man)' honorable members had learned
a good deal more about the Bill to-night
than they knew before. Some honorable
members might desire to consider what had
been said to-night, so that they could speak
better to-morrow.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he wished
to speak on the Bill, but he felt rather
unwell to-night, and he would like to be
able to speak on it to-morrow.
The House divided on the motion for the
adjournment of the debateAyes
13
No~
8

The Han. J. M. DAVIES said he could
anI y appeal again to honorable members. It
was now twenty minutes to I I o'clock. This
was the reform House, but member:s forgot
what members of the Legislative Council
had done in the past.
Repeatedly all
through the session, night after night, they
sat until twenty minutes to 12. Honorable
5
Majority for the adjournment
members would not be doing credit to themAYES.
sel yes if they adjourned so eald y. If hon- Mr. Baillieu
Mr. Miller
0rable members had left it was their own
" Pearson
" Crooke
fault. If any honorable member present
Cussen
" Rees
,. Evans
" Sternberg.
wished to speak he could speak now.
Tellers:
The HO'n. M. CUSSEN said the Attor- " Luxton
Mr. Ritchie
" Manifold
ney-General was rather severe. This was " McDonald
" Stuart.
honorable members' first night in harNOES.
ness. He had had his turn, but in the Mr. Cain
I Mr. Sachse.
interests· of those who had not spoken, . and
'.'
Davies
\
who had gone home in the sure and certain " Edgar
Tellers:
Mr. Hicks
hope that they would have a show, he asked " McLellan
" Pitt.
the Attorney-General to agree to the ad- " Payne
journment of the debate.
The debate was adjourned until next day.
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WATER\VORKS LAND SALES BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
TRUST FUNDS ACT 1897 FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motivn of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES; was read a first time.
VEGETATION DISEA,SES ACT 1896
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motivn of the
Hon. W. PITT, was read a first time.
BOILERS INSPECTION BILL.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE moved-That this Bill be recommitted for the purpose
() f considering clauses I and 4.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was recommitted'-the Hon. W. S. Manifold in the chair.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE called attention to clause I, providing that the measure
should come into operation on 1St January,
1907, and movedThat the word cc January" be omitted and the
word "March" inserted in lieu thereof.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Verbal amendments 'were maae
in
clause 4.
The Bill was reported with further
amendments, and the amendments were
considered and adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. O.
SACHSE, the Bill was then read a third
time.
The Hon. W. CAIN said that he understood the schedule was tv be recommitted.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-The amendment you refer to is only a consequential
one, and it will be attended to.
The Bill was then passed, and ordered
to be returned to the Legislative Assembly.
AD JOURNMENT.
DAYS AND HOURS OF MEETING.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the House do now adjourn.

He said it was desirable that members
should be prepared to sit for the remainder
of the session till half-past II o'clock
every sitting night.
Members, should not
show any disinclination to dO' the work that
was before them by limiting the sittings to
short hours. He wished to give notice that
to-morrow he would mvve that Friday be
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a day of meeting.
He did not like hard
work any more than other honorable members, but when the necessity arose, he did
not shirk his duty.
Considering what a
small demand had been made on honorable
members, they shvuld be prepared, for the
comparatively short time between now and
Christmas, to make a special effort to get
through the work.
The Hon. W. PEARSO~ said he would
like to suggest to the Attorney-General, in
the interests of country members, that if
it was intended to sit on Fridav the v should
meet at half-past 10 or II in -the morning,
and adjourn at about 4 in the afternoon, so
that country members might catch their
afternoon trains.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he was
about to suggest something similar.
If
honorable members met in the day-time on
Friday, it would enable country members
to catch their trains for home.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I will mention the hour to-morrow.
The Hon. R. B. 'RITCHIE said he was
quite willing to go on working, and was
prepared to meet to-morrow at 2.30. If
members met earlier in the day, they need
not sit so late at night.
He was free in
the day, but he did not wish to force his
views on other honorable members.
The Hon. R. B. REES observed that
Mr. Ritchie's suggestion was a fair one to
country members. It was inconvenient for
him (Mr. Rees) to sit on Friday, because
he desired to leave town by an early train
on Friday morning to go to the north.
Harvesting was on now, and it was
inconvenient for some members to remain in town all the week.
It would be
better to meet at half-past 10 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, and
have no sittings on Fridays.
The city
members must have some consideration for
the country members, who gave up practically the whole of the week to their legislative duties, when citv members sacrificed
onlv a few hours.
He would oppose the
Fridav sitting.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
hoped the Attornev-General would adopt
the course suggested bv 1\1r. Rees.
The Hon. 'iV. CAIN said it was all verY
well for Mr. Rees to advocate the interest~c;
of the country members, but he should not
forget that "the citv members could not
afford to neglect their private duties.
The motion was agreed to.
The House ad;ourned at eight minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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Tuesday, December 4, 1906.

At twenty-seven minutes to five o'clock
p.m.,
The CLERK having announced that the
Speaker was unable, through illness, to
take the chair,
The CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES took the
chair as Deputy Speaker.
RESIGNATION OF SIR SAMUEL
GILLOTT.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I have received the following letter from Sir Samuel
Gillott : "Edensor," Fitzroy,
4th Dec., 1906.
The Hon. the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria,
In terms of the 23rd'section of the Constitution Act, I hereby resign my seat in the Legislative Assembly for the electoral district of East
Melbourne.
I am,
Yours very trul y,
SA)IUEL GILLOTT.

To this letter the Speaker has attached a
memorandumReceived by me this 4th day of December,
1906 .
FRANK MADDEN, Speaker.

Mr. BENT.-I have also to' read a letter which I have received from Sir Samuel
Gillott. It 'is as follows:The Hon. Thomas Bent,
Premier of Victoria.
Dear Sir,-I beg to ask you to accept my resignation of the offices of Chief Secretary and
Minister of Labour of this State. You, and, I
have reason to believe, the members of the Legislative Assembly, are aware that for some time
past I have been ailing, and that fact has been
referred to in the House.
The wear and tear,
the worry and trouble of public life I find at my
age and condition of health are too great for
me to continue either in office or parliamentary
life.
When I practically ceased carrying on
the husiness of my profession I hoped I would
have some leisure, if called upon, to devote to
The people
the public service of my country.
were good enough to put confidence in me, and
I have sought at all times to constitutionally fulfil the duties which I have undertaken, or 'which
were impost::d on me. I trust that, as to my pub.
lie career, no one will believe that I have ever
s0ught to put myself before the duty lowed the
public. I can sincerely say that I have only had
on~ object in view, and that is the performance
of my duty in the various public offices which I
have h~tcl the honour to fill.
I also desire to say
that I appreciate very highly the kindness and
consicleration always extended to me by honorable members on all sides of the House-
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and that is quite trueand which I gratefully_ acknowledge and shall
never cease to remember.
I wish to add that
1 greatly regret my health does not permit of 111 y
at.t.emptmg more, and beg to thank you most
sil1cerely for your great consideration towards me
at all times, and also to thank all my colleagues
for their confidence and generous assistance to
me in the performance of my onerous duties. I
also desire to thank the officers of the variouo;;
Dq'artments, over which I have had the honour
to preside, for their zeal and loyalty in carrying
O.lt their work.
I am,
Yours very faithfully,
SAl\IUEL GILLOTT.

I would like to say to the House that I
have known Sir Samuel Gillott for a good
many years, and I know of no man 'rho
has shown
greater consideration, or
who has tried more to help honorable members in the various offices he has held.
I must say that I regret that he has thought
fit to resign, because I would have seen
him through-there is no mistake about
that-and I told him so. As to giving
up his seat in the Assembly, I am very
sorry that he has adopted that course, uecause it looks as if he were frightened out
of it.
I told him that, so far as I was
concerned, I was willing to fight it out 'rith
some of these gentlemen who have tried
to bring about his downfa.ll. Notwithstanding all they may say, there is no doubt
whatever that if ever there was a conscientious man that man is Sir Samuel
Gillott. I can only again express my regret
that he has seen fit to take this action, and I
have read his letter to the House. I received it with very deep regret.
REPRESENTATION OF RAILWAYS
OFFICERS.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that, by
leave, he wished to make a' statement to
the House with reference to the representation of the Railways Officers, and to the
position which was brought about wben
Mr. Solly resigned his seat, with the consequent loss of a member in that representation. It seemed to him that the decision that the Railwavs Officers were now
entitled to. only one representative in this
House was not in accordance with the law.
Mr. WATT.-Will this subject be open
to. discussio.n? How does the honorable
member get it before the House?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-It is a
matter affecting the issue of a writ, and I
think the honorable member is entitled to
speak under the circumstance,s.
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Railway Officers.

Mr . WATT .-Onl y on notice, surely.
The next announcement was made on 7th
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he hoped he November, as follows:would be permitted to proceed with the
REPRESENTATION OF RAILWAYS OFFICERS.
matter. He had previously brought it
Mr. Speaker announced that he had received
under the notice of the Speaker, and the the following memorandum, which he read : Chief Secretary's Office,
Speaker then decided that the Railways
Melbourne, 5th November, 1906.
Officers were only entitled to one member.
The Constitution Act 1903.
He (Mr. Prendergast) now wished to br~ng
REPRESENTATION OF RAILWAYS OFFICERS.
under the notice of the House the sectIOn Memorandum for the Honorable the Speaker.
of the Act dealing with the matter, and he
Pursuant to the provisions of section 21 of
would then leave the question to the The Constitution Act 1903, 3 Edw. VII., No.
Speaker for further consideration. He re- 1864, and in accordance with a report furnished
O"retted verv much thJt the Speaker was to me by the Compiling Officer appointed under
the said Act, I beg to certify that the number of
~ot well en~ugh to be in his place to-day, officers
on the Roll of Railways Officer:; does
but he thought it wiser to bring the matter not exceed the quota by one-half.
on now, instead of postponing it to a future
C. C. MORRISON,
Under-Secreta \'y.
date. The section under which the Railways Officers recei\'ed representation,. and J t would be seen from t.hese records that
under which the quota was to be decIded, the certificate of the Under-Secretarv was
and w,hich provided for a certificate, was not in the hands of the Speaker befdre the
section 21 of Act Xo. 1864. It saidvacancy occurred, and he (:Jlr. Prendergast)
(I) If at any time the number of officers on t~le contended that that was essential, in order
roll of Railways Officers does not exceed the that the certificate might have any effect
quota by one-half it shall be the duty of the
Under-Secretary so to certify to the Governor with regard to the present election. Thereand to the SpeaKer of the Assembly. So soon fore, the House was entitled to claim that
thereafter as either or both the sen.ts of the another member should be elected to reprerepresentatives of the Railways Offict":::-s shall be- sent the Rai I wa v Officers under the roll that
come vacant one member only shall be the representative of the ·said Rail wa ys Officers, and the was used at th~ first election, because the
total number or members of the Assembly shall certificate could only govern any vacancy
which took place subsequent to the presenbe reduced accordingly.
I t would be seen that the s~ction provided tation of the certificate to either the Gothat the Under-Secretary was to certify vernor or the Speaker, or to both. He hoped
to the Governor and the Speaker if at any the matter would be brought under the
time the number on the roll did. not ex- notice of the Speaker and the law officers
ceed the quota by one-half. Now, the cer- of the Crown for the purpose of having it
tificate of' the U nder- Secretary calling at- reconsidered _
tention to thi.s· matter was not placed in
Mr. BENT said he understood that the
the hands of the Speaker-there was no- Government had nothing at all to do with
thing to show whetJ1er it had oeen placed in the matter to which t~e leader of the Opthe hands of the 'Governor-until after the position had drawn attention. It ,,-as a
resignation of Mr. Solly. In his (Mr. Pren- matter for the Under-Secretary and the
dergast's.) opinion, that certificate, to have Speaker. The Government had enough to
effect upon the present election, should have do with their own business, wit.hout interbeen in the hands of the Speaker before fering with what did not belong to them,
the vacancv was created. He would read and this time he thought he would leave
the necessary dates. in connexion with the it to the proper authorities to work the matmatter from the Votes and Proceedings. ter out.
On 1st November, 1906, the following entry
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I will
appeared : bring the views of the leader of the OppoRES!GNATIO~ OF SEAT.
sition under the notice of the Speaker. I
Mr. Speaker announced that he had this day
y sa v. however, that the following letrna
received the following letter, which he read : ter, dated 2nd November, 1906, was forState Parliament House,
SIR,
Melbourne, 1st November, 1906.
warded by the Clerk to the Under-SecreI hereby tender my resignation as a Member tary:of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
R. H. SOLLY.
To the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria.

Session 1906-[121J

State Parliament House,
Melbourne, 2nd November, 1906.
SIR,

I have the honour to request that you will be
so good a!' to supply me with the name and address of the Returning Officer for the election of
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a member to represent the Railways Officers in
the Legislative Assembly.
I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Sad.)
TRos. G. WATSON,

Cl~rk of the Legislative Assembly.
The Under· Secretary, Melbourne.

I am informed by the Clerk that no reply
whatever has been received to that letter.
I understand that the Speaker has given
the matter very careful consideration.
RE-APPOINTMENT OF RAILWAYS
COMMISSIONERS.
Mr. "VATT asked the Premier whether
the Government had considered the question
of the re-appointment of the Railways Commissioners; if not, would he give Parliament an opportunity of discussing the matter before any final or binding action was
taken?
Mr. BENT.-The question of the reappointment of the Railways Commissioners has not been considered. As to the
second part of the honorable member's
question: I am under the impression that
it is a ~linisterial responsibility. I think
so.
:'\Ir. WATT.-What is the answer?
:Mr. BEXT.-We will say it is Ministerial responsibility.
Mr. \V ATT .-An Executive act. It is just
as well to know.
LICENSING BILL.
On the Order of the Day for the further consideration of this 'Bill in Committee,
l\h. BENT said he was sorry to state
that he had not been ~ble· to get from the
printer the printed copies of the amendme.nts in this Bill. He understood that
they would be ready some time this afternoon, and he would therefore ask the House
to postpone the further consideration ot
the Bill unfil to-morrow. He could not
expect honorable members to go on with
the measure until these amendments had
been in their hands for at least one da\".
The Order of the Day was postponed
until the following day.
TRUST FUNDS ACT 1897 FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
:Mr. BENT moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said-A custom has obtained that all the' monevs derived from
interest on loans have been placed in the
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Consolidated Revenue. We think that it is
\\;ise that this interest should be handed over
to the Trust Funds, and that is the object
of this Bill.
1\1r. BEAZLEY.-The Premier was
good enough to send an advance copy of
this Bill to myself, in order that I might
lay it before the Committee of Public
Accounts} and it has met with their greatest approval. I think that the action of
the Premier in this direction is verv commendable. The Bill proposes that this
interest money, which was previonsly paid
into the Consolidated Revenue, and spent
for ordinary purposes, shall be used to· wipe
out a portion of our accrued debts, or to
payoff .loans by paying it into the Victorian Loans Redemption Fund, and that
will mean using the money earned by loan
funds in a proper way. With regard to
the date for the commencement of the Act,
as provided in clause I, there may be some
misundersfanding. The date is the 30th
day of June, 1905. I understand the reason for that is that a transaction took place
at t.hat time, when the sum of £207,000
was borrowed by the Treasurer, and
£I47,000 was paid to the trustees, leaving
a sum of £60,000, which was taken by
the Treasurer in order to purchase the
Wvuna estate. There was an' agreement
at' the ·time that that sum was to bear interest. The object of fixing the date for
the commencement of the Act at 30th June,
1905, is to cover that transaction.
Mr. BENT.-That is so.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-That was a very good
investment. The trustees had that money
available, and they lent it for the purpose
of closer settlement, and bv that means the
Government were able to secure a, "ery
good investment, while at the same time
security was given in the shape of bonds.
The transaction was a good one, from all
points of view, and can be recommende? to
the Horuse.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time
and committed-Mr. G. H. Bennett in the
chair.
On clause I, Commencement,
Mr. BENT said that, in accordance with
his usual custom, he wished to intimate to
honorable members the earliest information
he had received with regard to financial
matters. He had this d,w received a telegram from England, stating that of the
0
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£1,000,000 of loan conversion £702,000
had been taken up. The telegram statedTotal amount converted, £702,087 16s. 4 d .
Having regard to the condition of the market,
the resul t is very satisfactory.

We had up to the 31st January to get the
other £300,000.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clause 2 and the preamble.
The Bill wals reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill
was then read a third time.
WATERWORKS LAND SALES BILL.
Mr. SWINBURNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said-This is a
very short Bill, simply for the purpose of
enauling the Government to s,ell certain surplus land in connexion with the Waranga
Basin and Lake Lonsdale works. After
carrying out the works, it was fo.und that
various odd corners here and there were
useless.
Altogether, there is only about
1,000 acres in the two places.. There is
no power to dispose of these lands" to get
the price for them which they are wo.rth.
Previously, lands have been disposed of at
prices fixed by the Government, but the
proceeds were put into revenue.
Under
this Bill, the proceeds from the lands disposed of by auction will be put to the credit
of the Wiater Loans Funds. That is the
real inte,nt of the Bill. There is, no other
power ta~en in the Bill except for that purpose-to sell the lands that were really
acquired for waterworks purposes and that
are not now required fo.r the purposes
for which they were bought, being extra,
and to put the funds to the credit of water
supply funds.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I understand
there is altogether about 1,000 acres. Is
it in two blocks?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There are altogether
about twenty different pieces. They vary
from about 80 to 90 acres down to 2 Or 3
acres,.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Bill is,
of course, to get rid of surplus land. I
cannot understand that there should be any
surplus land about there. Originally, the
land was bought for a certain purpose, and
I cannot understand that any of the land
would be surplus land. If this land belonged to any private individual, he would
not sell it, L11t would let it.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-But we could not get
an adequate rent.
[121]-2
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What I fear is
that somebody will have influence to get'
from the Government a thing at less, than
its value. In clause 4 paragraph (b), power
is t'0 be taken to sell the l,amd by public
auction. I think the land should be given
to the Lands Purchase and 1\1 anagement
Board.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is too small.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is noth·
ing too small in ccnnexion with land where
it is all under the control of your water
scheme.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The land cannot be
irrigated. It is really about the dam. You
cannot make a special dam to irrigate little
bits.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If it is good
enough to sell it is good enough to keep.
To buy land .and then to re-sell it seems
absurd.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-This land was bought
for d. specific object.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - This land
could be used for any purpose the Government like.
I intend to move that paragraph (a), authorizing the sale of this land
by public auction be struck out for the purpose of limiting the right of dealing with
this land to disposing of it to the Land!\
.Purchase and Management Board. Except
with regard to tha:t matter, I do not see
any object in the Bill except for the appropriation of money for the purposes for
which it was originally intended.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time and
committed-Mr. G. H. Bennett in the
chair.
Clause I w.as agreed to.
On cla.use 2, providing what land might
be sold,
lHr. PRENDERGAST said it had been
sugges,ted that the amendmoot he had mentioned should come at the end of this
clause. It appeared to him, however, that
if he prevented the l.amd from being sold
in fee simple, that provision would also relate to its being disposed of to the Lands
Purchase and Management Board, for thev
would have to purchase it.
He thought
clause 4 was the first c1aus,e: in which the
principle he mentioned could be dea.lt with.
~1r. SWINBURNE.-I think so.
The. clause was agreed, as was also clause
3·
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connexion with that was to give a domestic
supply. If there were odd blocks of land
spread
all over the place, they might not
Any lands sold pursuant to this Act shall be
be much good for settlement, but they
solclmight be sold to: people owning adjoining
(a) by public auction; or
(b) to the Lands Purchase and Management lands, who would make good uS,e of them.
Board by agreement with such Board To prevent the Government dealing with
which is hereby authorized to purchase
the lands in the way suggested, would frusthe same and to pay therefor out of
trate their dealing with the lands. altogether.
the Closer Settlement Fund.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-What is the size of some
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that of these blocks?
for the reas.on he h.ad pointed out, he obMx. SWINBURNE said some ef the
jected to the principle of sale by public blocks were 3 Or 4 acres. They had to be
auction. We were continually p'urchasing . cut off by fences at the present time.
If
land for the purpose of settlement, and if the proposal of the honoraLle member was
this land was not required, we should not carried, the ebject the Government had in
have purchased it. His view was that land view, of getting as much as they could for
that was valuable to a private individual the land. would be frustrated.
All the
would be v.aluable to the Crown. W:her- "aluable lall1d would be offered to the Lands
ever this land existed, if it was not possible Purchase and Management Board first, and
to irrigate it by gravitation, it might be if these lands could be dealt with by the
possible to irrigate it in another wa)~, as Board, by all means let the Board halVe
had been done in other parts.
Some of them.
this land might be the higher portions of
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There is net only
what had Leen purchased, but it would still the Closer Settlement Board.
There are
be possible for the Government to irrigate also to be improved sma.ll holdings.
that. In manV cases people by the aid of
Mr. SWINBURNE said the honorable
wind-mills had been able to irrigate land member mis,understood the purport of the
and to make it valuable. The Lands Pur- Bill.
If the lands were taken over for
chase and Management Board might be able improved small holdings, the. money would
to do the same thing, and to make this land still have to be paid to the Water Trust
worth a great deal of money. To sell the Account.
land he considered to be a suicidal policy
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Certainly.
in view of the fact that a great proportion
Mr. SWINBURNE said a clause could
of this land had to be purchased at a large be inserted to enable that to be done.
price, and perhaps at al larger price than
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I am only dealing
we should get ferr it from anyone who bid with one thing specifically now.
for it at public auction.
He begged to
Mr. SWINBURNE s.aid there were some
movelands which could no.t be sold practically,
That the following words "(a) by public except to adjoining holdersl, as they were
auction; or" be omitted.
too small to settle on, and he thought the
That would leave the lands to be specifically Government should have the power to. do
dealt with under paragraph (b) only.
the best' thing 'under the circumstances.
Mr. SWINBURNE stated that he
Mr. GRAHAM remarked that he would
thought the honorable member was under a like to point out th.at there were manv cases,
misapprehension.
This land ha.d never he knew of in the countrv where it would
Leen purchased for closer settlement, but be unfair to the adjoining owner to allow
for the specific object of water supply. It an outsider to step in and take a piece of
was not likely the Gm'ernment were going land I or 2 chains wide from the
to allow any of the land to go below its frontage, which had been taken away from
value. They would fix a price and get the the .a,d;Oining owner already bv' cempulsi~n.
bes,t price available. All the lands would The adjoining owner was willing to buv It.
be offered to the Lands Purchase and
Mr. WATT.-How much worse off would
Management Board first, and if the Board the adjoining: owner 1e than now?
Mr. 'GRAHAM s.aid there was a case he
could settle people on the lands, so much
the better. But there were sman blocks at knew of in the district of the honorable
Lake Lonsdale, and there was nO' irrigation member for Warrnambool. When he (Mr.
there, and the Government did not pretend Graham) was Minister of Public Works,
to irrigate in connexion with the Wimmera there w.a\s a piece of land about 2 chains
supply. All the Government could do in wide along the Merri River, and the owner
Discussion took place on clause 4, which

was as follows:-
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adjo:ining was prepa.red to give up to £40
an acre rather than allow anyone else to
come in. It was only right to give the adjoining owner the opportunity of getting the
land, unless the area was big enough for a
man to make a living on. He knew of many
cases where people had gone to a public auction and had levied black-mail on the owner
of land adjoining.
It was unfair to do
that. The land was originally taken from
this man, and it was now fQund it was. not
He thought the land ought to
required.
be yalued at a fair price.
::\1r. MURRAY.-Do you think the landowner shows any mercy? Did he show any
mercy to the Government?
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-How can a man be
black-mailed under the Closer Settlement
Act or the Improved Small H.oldings
schemes ?
Mr. GRAHAM said if the land was
large enough for a man to make a living on,
he would be willing to let it go to the
Lands Purchase and Management Board,
but when it was too small for that, he
thought it would be unfair to allow another
man to come in and black-mail the adjoining owner.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How can
he be black-mailed?
Mr. GRAHAM said if land was put up
for auction, another person might run it
up to an extreme price, !:'ut if it was. valued
and sold at its value, the Government would
get what it wa's really wQrth, as everyone
knew its value. Another way that this land
might be dealt with would be to hold it
for all time bJi the Crown, and to let it to
the adjoining owner.
He (Mr. Graham)
would rather see it dealt with, in that way,
as it might eventually be used for water
pUfpoS~S, and have to be bought back aKain.
Mr. WATT .observed that it appeared to
him the honorahle member for Goulburn
Valley had really bitten the end off, his own
argument. The honorable member wanted
to keep in the words that the leader of the
Opposition wanted struck out, yet the honorable member clearly showed that the presenae of those words in the Act might be
used for the purpose of black-mailing the
It would
owner of the adjoining land.
only be possible for the adjoining owner to
be black-mailed if the land was submitted
to auction and run up to a high price. The
price provided for in clause 5 was the upset price, and there would be a pos,sibility
of lifting the price above that if there was
competition for the land. What the Min·
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ister in charge of the Bill said covered the
question. If the land was offered to the
Lands Purchase and Management Board,
and the Board did not want it, that would
be, he supposed, a certificate that it was
hardly suitable for their purposes.
It
might then be offered to the Lands Department In connexion with the improved
small holdings.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have just been consulting the Clerk. As, the Improved Small
Holdings Bill is not yet law, we could not
put in anything to cover that.
Mr. WATT said he understood the area
of this land was about 1,000 acres in all.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Mr. WATT said when the Government were dealing with land of 'this kind
they should bring down plans so that honorable memblerSi might know where the
land was, and not be legislating on the
word of the Minister.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The land iSI round the
Waranga Reservoir and Lake Lonsdale.
Mr. WATT said he heard the Minister
sav the land was. very adjacent tCI the reservoir. There should Le a. plan so that honorable members might see how the land was
cut up. This was a special treatment of
specially acquired land.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A schedule of the
piecesj ought to be given.
Mr. WATT said honorable members
should be able to see how the land lay!how much at Waranga Basin, and how
much at Lake Lonsdale.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-And the probable
value.
In connexion with
Mr. WATT.-Yes.
the purchase of lands for water supply purposes, there would be all kinds of corners
or bits which could be dealt with. This
applied to Waranga and Lake Lonsdale. In
p'ushing channels to the west, and in cther
way's, there would be a lot of future blocks
to be dealt with.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-And future operations.
Mr. WATT said he was to understand
then that the Act could be extended by the
Minister.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I said that at pres~nt
the Act will applv to those two places.
Mr. WATT said he did not wish to give
a general authority to the Minister of
Walter Supply.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-The Governor In
Council.
Mr. WATT said the Governor in Council was the Minister for all practical DUfposes.. If the Minister f6und there was anYI
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land of no special use, he should come to
Parliament for special authority to de.al
with it.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Our water supply is
a big policy, and it will extend for many
years.
Mr. WATT said in future honorable
members; should have plans of the land
dealt with submitted to them, SCi that they
would not have to act only on the word of
one Minister.
Mr. THONfSON remarked that he agreed
that it would have been an advantage to
the Chamber if plans of the land dealt
with under the measure had been put on the
table, and if, indeed, plans in every case
like this were laid en the table. Honorable members would then have some idea
what the land was. At present he had no
very clear perception on the subject. He
did not know whether it was. in large areas
or narrow strips. The honorable member
for G01l1burn Valley said that if this la.nd
were put up for public auction the adjoining land-owner might be black-mailed, but
the same trouble would come in if the land
was thrown open for selection. It was not
uncommon for l.and to be selected for the
purpose of selling it to the neighbouring
land-owner, the person selecting it knowing
it was worth more to the adjoining owner
than to anyone else. The person who selected it might be <IDly too glad to get an
extra price for it by s;elling it to the adjoining large land-Clwner. He (Mr. Thomson) thought it necessary to retain the provision with regard to selling the land by
aucti<ID. There might be a particular case
where the ad;oining land-owner might say
'tliat strips of the lapd were of no use to
him, and that he- would not give the upset
price for it.
that ease, the MinIster
would be able to put the land up to auction,
and test whether the upset price was too
high. There was no doubt that under that
s,ystem the adjoining owner might be blackmailed to a cert.a~n extent, but the Crown
would reap the benefit in Cllle way and the
Treasury would be helped, and the State
would get what might lie deemed to be a
fair average price. There was not SO 'much
'danger of black-mail at public auction, because the black-mailer might be afraid of
being dropped in for the land. He would
support the retention of the words which it
was proposed to strike out.
He agreed
with the Minister with regard to the disposal of small strips of land which were cut
off, and which were 110 earthly good for
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settlement.
Anything that was large
enough to s.ettle a man on should be kept
for settlement, as the honorable member for
Goulburn Valley suggested. With regard
to hal ding this land in perpetuity, he
thought that would be a big mistake. If
the land was kept by the State and let on
perpetu.al lease, there would always be a
certain amount of trouble in letting the land,
and the State would never derive the full
benefit from it that it should derive.
The best thing to be done was for the State
to get rid of land which was not suitable
to settle people upon.
Mr. BEAZLEY said he did not approve
of selling the land. The honorable member for Goulburn Valley pointed out that
there might be a disadvantage iV selling the
land, because the adjoining owner might
have it run up upon him. This was n~t
likely to happen in these cases, because the
Government would not have anybody present to run up the value of land they \vere
selling. In the case of small areas of from
4. to 10 acres, the adjoining holders
\~ould very likely get the land at their own
price, because the allotments would not be
large enough for any individual to buy
separately for his own use, and therefore
there \vould be no competition. It was not
desirable to sell this land at all, especially
at present. He did not know how long the
Lake Lonsdale scheme had been running.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Three vears.
Mr. BEAZLEY said the -Lake Lonsdale
~he
supply was for domestic purposes.
question had been discussed this mOl·mng
of the pollution of water for domestic purposes, ~nd it was a question whether it w~s;
desirable to sell land that was bought ongirially fQir water supply purposes, as pollu- .
tion might occur.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There can be no pollution. There is a big bank up above it.
Mr. BEAZLEY said the land purchased
in the first case, so far as the Warnnga
scheme was concerned, was for the constn:ction of the Waranga works, and although it
might have been necessary at the time to
acquire more land than was actually required for the construction of the works,
it was better for the Government to hold
the excess land for some years to come in
case it was required a!!ain for the further
extension of the waterworks scheme.
If
they sold it now, and afterwards found they
wanted it, the v would have to pay a yery
big' price to get it back. If, however, thf'Y
held it. they r.ould let it ;n the meantime~
as adjoininz owners would be \villing to
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pay a fair rent for it. The whole area in
9uestion was only about 1,000 acres, and
If the whole of it was sold and the money
obtained, the total amount would not be a
very important consideration, but it was
important that the Government should keep
,a hold on the land for some time to come.
Nothing would be lost by letting it, and a
fair interest return would be got from it.
No sacrifice would be made, and if the
'Government did require it later it would
be valuable.
The power given by the
Bill seemed dangerous. inasmuch as it
would allow any Minister at any time to
-sell land that might not be required. It
was giving power not only to the present
Minister to sell the particular land not required for the Waranga Basin and Lake
Lonsdale schemes, but to ,any Minister to
sell any land acquired before or after the
passing- of this measure.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Clause 2 says, "In
excess of the quantity required."
You
have often to buy more than you really
;want.
NIr. BEAZLEY said it was a question
which would depend ,a good deal on the
Department administering the Act at the
time. He was not speaking of the pre-,
sent Minister or of the Deoartment as at
present administered, but the time might
come when other water schemes were entered upon and large areas purchased at
very high prices, as had happened in COTInexion with w.aterworks in the past, and
then, without the House being consulted,
portions of that land could be sold when it
was just p'ossible that if the House was
.seized. of the fads, it would say: "No,
we wIll not sell that land." If this Bill
was passed in its present form the House
would never have another opportunity of
<leciding whether these additional lands
-should be sold or not. because the Bill
would give, power to the Minister or the
Department at the time to sell any land
which might be hereafter acquired. The
Department might be reckless in the pur'Chase of a good deal more land than was
required for a given ourpose, and might
recklessl y sell it again afterwards at a
very low price. It was dangerous for the
House to deal with more than they knew
of at the present time. Thev kne\v there
wa!' an excess above require~ents at pre-sent,. and it was proposed to sell that excess by auction. The amendment was that
it should not ~ sold in that wav. That
question could be settled so far as this
land was concerned.
His opinion was
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that it .would be wiser tv get interest on
the capItal. cost of the land by letting it
for some tLme at least, but .in any case the
House ought not to give power to sell land
hereafter to be acquired.
Mr. MURRAY said he could not understand why any objection should be raised
to giving power to sell by public auction
these lands that were not required bv the
Department. The arguments of the - honorabl~ member for Goulburn Valley rather
!old In favour of the proposal than against
It.
Honorable members were told that
~ny ,~rticle submitted at auction brought
Just Its market price, or what it was
worth. He did not suppose any landowners would give more than the land was
worth to them. It might be worth more
to the adjoining owner than to anybody
el~e, and he might be prepared to give the
pnce, but there was occasionally to be
found an ungracious neighbour who ran
the price up against the man that he knew
w.as very desirous of obtaining a certain
pIece of land. If any such running up
took place the State would be the gainer
because it would get more for the land
than it would otherwise realize. He had
no sympathy whatever with those gentleme? who, when land had been compulsonly taken from them, had obtained the
very last shilling, and frequently got far
more than its market value. The awards
of the Courts of Compensation had given
these men far more than the actual worth
of the land, ,and if they were called upon
to restore to the State a little of their 'ilIgotten gains, the Committee should not
waste their time sympathizing with them.
The State had never been so slated as it
had been in the acquirement of land for
the purposes of the ~arious water schemes.
He was a member at one time of a Commission, of which the honorable member
for Bendigo East was chairman. One of
the cases they inquired into was at Laanecoorie. A gentleman owned a mill there.
His land was not taken, but it was thought
that perhaps some of it might be submerged, and that his business as a mill
propr~~tor might be injured.
The comoensatlOn he received was about £1,900.
He bought everything back. lock, stock,
and barrel, mill and groun:d, for £1 S0,
and the mill was running untouched 'bv
the water when the Commission passed the
place.
Mr. BEAzLEY.-The land was improved.
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Mr. MU'RR.A Y said the land was party to which the honorable member beneither improved nor injured. The man's longed? He (Mr. Murray} had no fear.
position was e~actl v the same as it was He did not care from what party a l\linbefore the constructIon of "the ,,-eir. There ister came, if that Minister did not do the
could be no hole-and-corner work at public straight thing Parliament would look after
auction. A fair upset value was fixed him, and if Parliament would not look
upon the land, and the public determined after him somebvdy else would.
whether or not t00 high a value had been
Mr. HANNAH.-You are a far' -sl'ghted
fi xe d: 0 n~ strange fact about sales by
publIcauctlOn of Crmvn land, whether it man.
was land acquired in this wav or ordinarv
Mr. MURRAY said the honorable
Crown land, was that there -was a better member for the Railways Service \V,as
sale than. the private individual usually done. The present strike had ruined all
had. ThIS was because the public knew the honorable member's chances.
it was a bona fide sale, and that the State
.1\1r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
had employed no one to run the land up. Said the only objection he had was that
In the case of township allotments, Crown the Committee had not been furnished
lands frequently realized a price that they with any plan showing the pieces of land
never fetched again. It was a safe proposal proposed to be dealt with.
to sell these odds and ends of land-these
Mr. BEAzLEY.-We cannot have a plan,
little corners of land-that could not be
utilized for any schemes to settle the peo- because this Bill rerers to other lands that
ple on the land. Where the land could we know nothing about.
~ot be used in that "way, where it was reMr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
Jected by the Closer Settlp-ment Board, the said the Committee ought to have had a
best and safest way, in the interests and plan of the lands to be dealt with at the
for .the protection of the people, S0 th:11: present time. He took it that these lands
~o Jobbery should take place. was to sell consisted of little narrow strips in making
He did not care surveys.
It by public auction.
whether that power was given to the preMr.
SWINBuRNE.-Bought
wholesale
sent Minister or to those who succeeded and not all required.
him, if ever the honorable gentleman had
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East}
any successors in the administration of
this , Department., The honorable gentle- said land of this kind ought to be disposed
man s tIme ought to have about arrived. of by public competition in the ordinary
Honorable members ought to be able to way. He quite agreed with the honorable
find out something.
Tudkins and John member for Warrnambool that sale by pubN orton ought to be able to get on his lic auction was the best way to get the
The honorable memtrack, so that honorable members might value of land.
!ook hopefully, ,at any rate, it milZht be ber for Abbotsford said the adjoining
holders might not give a fair value for
111 the distant future, for a succe;sor to
the honorable gentleman.
This was a the land, because of the absence of competition, but would not the same thing appo~er no successor 'in office could abuse.
The public who attended land sales would ply if the land was put up by tender to
take care there was no abuse. It was a be let for a term of years?
perfectly safe power to place in the hands
Mr. COLECHIN.-We do not lose the
of the honorable gentleman's successors, fee-simple then.
and he was astonished at the honorable
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East)
n;ember. for Abbotsford makinJ! any objectIon to l.t. The honorable membeT did pay said there was no chance of any land
a complIment to the present Minister, bl1t bought for water sU.l2pJ y purposes in this
Such land would
seemed to have a doubt of the honestv and country being lost.
always
bring
its
fair
value.
He was
honour of those who might succeed" the
honorable gentleman. He had no doubt rather surprised to hear the honorable
with. the march the Labour Party wer~ member for Warrnambool say the State
makmg, that some day in the future there had been got at every time over compulwould be a labour man as Minister of sory purchase. Seeing that the honorable
:Water Supply, and was this not a power member W:IS the great exponent of comthat the honoraQle member for Abbotsford pulsory purchase' in this House, it was a
coule safely intrust to a member of the wonderful thing for the honorable mem·
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ber to go down on his knees and admit to deal not only with those areas, but with
that the State fell in in every case when every area in the future, and any land in
it bought land compulsorily.
the future at any time in the future might
be brought under the opera#on of the
Mr. BENT.-What he said was true.
Bill as at present worded. He hoped the
Mr. MURRAY.-Don't you think we Committee would carry the amendment,
could have a scheme that would prevent because it was in the right direction, and
it?
was following the trend of the legislation
Mr. PRENDERGAST said of course that the House had been placing on the
the power should also rest with the Lands statute-book for the last four or five
Department to lease the land if they chose. years.
d'he Department had that power at present
Mr. McKENZIE said he favoured the
with regard to Crown lands.
selling of this land by auction, because
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am going to gro- he had had some experience of: the Crown
pose an amendment to meet what you leasing lands for a limited time. If a
man had a limited lease such as he got
state.
under present conditions he would not put
Mr. PRENDERGAST said if the
on such improvements in the way of fencpower was given to the Lands Department
ing as would prevent his stock from tresto lease this land in addition to the other
passing on his neighbours' property and on
power given in the clause.} there would
the property of the Water Supply Departthus be complete power given either to
ment itself. If, the land was of no use to
turn the land over to the Closer Settlethe Crown for water supply purposes he
ment Board, to be settled under the condisaw no objection whatever to its sale, so
tions of the Closer Settlement Acts, vr to
long as it was put up by public auction.
let the Lands Department lease it and get
If an adjoining owner chose to give more
If. as the honorable
a revenue for it.
than anyone else for a piece of it, why
member for Gippsland East said, this land
should he not have' it ? He could see no
,ras so valuable that it would not be
objection whatever to the clause, but he
thrown away, then certainly the Crown
could see a grave objection to limited
should keep it for the purpose of deriving
leases.
a continual revenue from it, instead· of
Mr. COLECHIN said he objected to
selling it right out, and perhaps selling it
the sale of land unless the Committee
S0 cheaply that almost as much could be
knew exactly what was going to be sold.
derived from it if it were leased. There
It might not be so important if these were
was no provision that the land should be
only little strips of land that there was
sold for cash. Any terms the Governno use for. It had been urged that no one
ment liked could be given, and it was would lease land of this kind unless he
quite likely the State could get as much
owned the land near by, but there was
for it as leasehold as if it was sold at
always the possibility of this land being
public auction. A statement of the allotrequired, and it would be dangerous to
ments and of the sizes at them should have
sell it by tender or by public auction unbeen laid on the table of the House, toless the Committee were certain that it
gether with the Bill.
would never be required to increase the
~fr. SWINBURNE.-It is a general Bill.
catchment areas for water supplv purposes
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he knew it or for any other purpose in connexion with
was a general Bill, but it also dealt speci- water schemes. 'He was rather surprised
ficallv with certain lands. The fact that at the honorable member for Gippsland
the Bill was a general one was only dis- East objecting to the statement of the nonThe
coyered by the astuteness of the honorable orable member for Warrnambool.
honorable member for Warrnambool simmember for Abbotsford.
ply pointed out that under the present deMr. SWINBURNE.-It is in the Bill.
fective svstem of compulsory acquisition
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a sta'te- of land the State had been got at. There
ment was made that the Bill was for the was not the slightest doubt that the State
purpose of dealing with certain land at had been got at. and 'the lon.goer honorLake Lonsdale and Waranga-land that able members lived 'the more thev wouIcl
was bought, and that was not being used TAg-ret th:lt Droner comnulsorv nurch::l~~
for water supplv purposes. The area was r 1ausPf; were no't inclnrled in the other Bills
also stated exactly, yet the Bill gave power that ha'd been passed.
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The Committee divided on the question
that paragraph (a) proposed to be omitted
stapd part of the clauseAy~
38
Noes
18

Land Sales Bill.

the amendments were considered and
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE,
the Bill was then read a third time.
VACANT UNCLAIMED LANDS SALE.

Majority
ment

ag~inst

the amend20

AYES.

1\1[. Bayles, N.

" Bent
" Billson, A. A.
" Cameron, E. H.
" Cameron, J.
,; Campbell
" Carlisle
" Cullen
" Downward
" Duffus
Farrer
" Forrest
" Gaunson
" Grav
" Harris
" Holden
" Hunt
" Hutchinson
" Keast
" Kirkwood

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Langdon
Lawson
Livingston
Mackev
McB,ide
McCutcheon
McKenzie
McLe::>d
" Murray
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
1'1 r. Robertson
Swinburne
" Thomson
" Toutcher
" Watt.

Tellers:
Mr. Argyle
" Keogh.

NOES.

Mr. Bailes, A. S.
" Beazley
" Bennett, H. S.
Billson, J. W.
" Bromley
" Colechin
" Graham
" Lemmon
" Mackinnon
" McGregor

Mr. Outtrim
" Prendergast
" Sangster
Smith
" "Varde
" Wilkins.

Tellers:
Mr. Elmslie
" McGrath.

Mr. SWINBURNE observed that to
meet the wishes of several honorable members he was quite willing to insert a new
paragraph by which these lands, if suitable~ could be transferred to the Minister
of Lands, and used in connexion with the
Improved Small Holdings Bill, or for the
purposes of closer settlement.
The Imprewed ,Small Holdings Bill could not be
mentioned in this Bill, because it had not
yet ',become an Act, but any requirements
of that kind could be forecast bv including a provh;ion such as he would" propose.
He b~gged to move-That the following paragraph be added to the
clause :-(c) To the Commissioner of Crown
Lands' and Survey for th~ purposes 0,£ settlement:

The amen4me~t ~vas agreed t~, and, the
clause. as amended" ,v,as ,passed, as w.ere
aiso the remai.ning clauses of the Bill.
The preamble, having been agree"d to, the
Bill '.vas repor~ed, with amendments, and

BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Mr~
MACKEY, was read a first time.
MARRIAGE ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Council. with a message intimating
that thev had;agreed to one of the amendments of the Legislative Assembly, and disagreed 'with others.
The message was, ordered to be taken into consideration at a later period of the
sitting.
VEGETATION DISEASES ACT 1896
FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SWIKRURNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said - This
measure is to give greater facilities in administerin the Vegetation Diseases Act'
1896.
At the present time, the Minister
is the only person who can give permission
for insnectors to enter on lands to seize
diseased plants and fruits, and destroy
them, and it has been found very difficult
indeed to have effective supervision in that
way.
If an inspector, for instance, in a
distant part of the State wishes to go on
particular land where he is of the opinion
diseased trees exist, he cannot do so without writing to the Minister and getting the
expressed permission of the Minister in
writing-. and handing it to the person to
whom the land belongs.
It is proposed
to give the power to the Minister of Agriculture to make a general order, by which
anv insnector can be trusted to go upon
any land on which he thinks diseased trees
or fruits exist.
I have received a great
number of deputations from the various
persons interested in the fruit industry in
Victoria.
Some of the ,deputations have
endeavoured to persuade me ,"that the importation of fruit should be prohibited altogether-especially sQlft fruits-on account of the alarming increase of diseased
fruits in the Northern States, especially in
connexion with the very disastrous fruit flv
which has got as far south as Vlagga, in
('J'

Vegetation Diseases Act
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Nev·; South Wales.
Lately, we have destroyed very' large quantities of frurt, indeed, from Queensland-bananas and soft
fruits, and also tomatoes, which have been
simply filled with the fruit fly. However,
instead of asking the House to pass any
prohibitory order, I have arranged with the
fruit people to enter into a more systematic
and, to some extent, a drastic system of inspection of imported fruit.
It is the intention of the Government, if the Bill is
passed. to erect a shed on the Australian
wharf very near where the steamers discharge bananas and other fruit from
Queensland, and to have a thorough system
hv which fruits can be inspected. On ac-count of this, a larger number of inspectors
will have to be employed, and a small
charge will be made to the importer in connexion with the inspection.
At the pre'Sent time such a charge is in vogue in South
Australia, where 3d. per bushel case is
charged on all fruits corning into South
Australia.
Bananas are not allowed to be
imported in the bunch, but have to be
packed in cases.
~Ir. PRENDERGAST .-Do the same here.
~[r. SWINBURNE.-The banana trade
is the cause of an immense amount of filth
on the wharves.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Loads and loads of
rot~en stuff are down there.
~lr. SWINBURNE.-More inspectors are
needed. There are only four inspectors with
Mr. Turner, and when a large shipment of
10,000 or 12,000 bunches of bananas ar·
rives, and there are a large number of stevedores engaged in unloading the ship, it is
almost 'impossible to inspect the bananas
properly. Very large quantities of oranges
and other fruits corne here with black
scale and other diseases.
Lately this has
been exceedinglv serious, and the condemnation of fruit-has been on. a very large
sr~lle indeed.
In Western Australia, the
charges inflicted are higher than in South
Australia. The Government there charge
from IS. for ever v 28 lbs., and up to lOS.
for 44-8 lbs. At the Dresent time, the only
fumiqating nlace in Victoria is at Burnley.
It is the intention of the Government to
erect a fumigating place near where the
hananas are un.loaded, so that thev can be
dealt with rapidly. on the soot. There are
other nrovisions to Igive facilities in the
way I have indicated.
~lr. GRAHAM.-Will this Bill make it
necessary for bananas to be irrjported in
cases? .
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Mr. SWINBURNE. - I can' do that
by a Ministerial order.
- 1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-It should have been
done long ago.
.
1\1r. SWINBURNE. - It has been suggested that that should be done, but 've do
not want to do anything of a prohibitory nature with the Northern State.
I have had
long conversations on the subject with the
There is
Queensland Minister of Lands.
a great difference between South Australia
and Victoria.
We import about a million
cases of fruit to Victoria in a year, whereas in South Australia there is not more
than ~ne-fifth of that quan.tity imported,
and If we compel bananas to be imported in cases
the
contention
is
that the demand for wood would be so
great that it is questionable whether a sufficient quantity could be supplied. I think
these observations of mine will explain the
purport of the Bill, which the Agricultural
Department considers necessary.
Mr. KEAsT.-Does this Bill give power
for an inspector to go into an orchard and
condemn it?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Minister can
a.uthorize an inspection, but it cannot be
condemned without the .permission of the
~Jinister.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think this is
a very useful Bill. It seems necessa'rv to
have a drastic measure of this kind in
order .to protect the fruit-growing industry
of thlS countrv. As far as banana importations are concerned, anyone wllo will
take the opportunitv when a banana boat
comes in-I do not know whether it is so
now, but it was some time ago--will - see
an astonishing. state of things. The bananas
are Dut in the boats in practically a green
state, and ripen on the voyage here. When
they arrive) sometimes many scores of cartloads are rotten, and are taken out and
carted to the tip.
. :Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Bafige loads sometImes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have seen
the wharf a reeking mass of filth through
the bananas which are imported. The
w hole of the banana business is in the
hands of Chinese. There is no white
man in the trade. The bananas come
from portions of Queensland where there
. is a combine so firmly established that no
white man can get anv bananas for the
nurpose of expoi:ting them. The banana
industry is apparently a. source of disease
as far as the fruit industry is concerned
and the disease imported with the banana~
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may make a material difference to the
fruit-growers of this country. The Minister of AgriGulture should lose no time in
~ntroducing a r:egulation which he says
Ihe has power to make, to provide that
bananas must be brought here in boxes.
We do not know how far the disease imported with the bananas will extend over
our o'rchards and vinevards. This disease
extends over fruit in every direction. A
peculiarity of hot climate diseases is that
one species of fruit is attacked, and the
disease spr,eads over all kinds of fruit.
The banana will bring in a number of flies
or grubs which will have the effect of injuring our orange and lemon groves, and
other fruits, and every grower will be affected. Not only that, but the price of
fruit will go up. Another thing I think
should be attended to is that there should
be inspection to see that the fruit in barrows and shops is kept clean and wholesome. This would improve business, and
would give people purchasing fruit at their
doors more confidence. I do not see anything in the Bill which the House should
not adopt, but I hope the Minister of
Agriculture- will promise that, as rapidly as
possible, he will make a regulation to provide that bananas may only be imported
in boxes to prevent the fruit diseases which
attack fruit in Queensland. We are not
getting good specimens of bananas at all.
The Queensland bananas, are of a very inferior quality.
The Fiji banana is an infinitely better fruit than that which comes
from Queensland.
:Mr. GAuNsoN.-When did you last see
it?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We saw Fiji
bananas in this State last year when restrictions were appl~ed to Queensland fruit.
Years ago the Fiji banana was the only
fruit of that class which could be obtained.
That was before Queensland took possession of the market. I hope the Minister
of Agriculture will give a ,promise to introduce a regulation to provide that all
bananas should be packed in boxes as is done
in South Australia. That was done in
South Australia not only to keep the
wharfs clean, but to protect the fruit industry, and so that the bananas could be
fumigated properly and brought in in a
clean state. It should be compulsory that
bananas should be shiooed in a dry condition. At present, they are put in the
boats in a wet condition, and they rot
quickly on the passage. Bananas arrive
in South Australia in a very much better

condition than they do under the conditions
we have imposed. I consider the Bill is of
immediate necessity, and there also is immediate necessity for providing that an
bananas should be imported in boxes.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I would' like an
assurance from the Minister of Agriculture
as to what the effect of clause 4 will be.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No tree can be destroyed without the Minister's order.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - From what I
understood the Minister to say, it appears
that the officers under the Vegetation
Diseases Act will have power to destroy
diseased' trees.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The Minister has, now
power to order the destruction of diseased
trees.
The inspector can go into an
orchard and see a diseased tree. At the
same time, he has no ,power to seize it.
The Minister can give an order for the
destruction of a tree, but the Bill pr~~ides
that the inspector can bring a branch of
the tree down to show that it is diseased,
and he cannot do that at the present
time.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - The greatest
care should be exercised in allowing the
chief inspector to destroy a man's orchard.
The inspectors of stock have destroyed
cows and other animals under the impression that they were diseased, and when the
bodies were cut open, it was found that
they were not diseased. Some people have
lost a good deal through the incompetency
of the inspectors. I think the Government is taking the best steps in respect to
bananas. It is a horrible thing to see the
way bananas are brought here. When they
arrive at the wharf they are put on lorries,
and they are in an absolutely green condition. It would horrify honorable members
to see the way bananas are ripened.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - They sleep on
them.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have seen the way
they are ripened. I went round with the
inspector to a number of quarters, and inspected them myself.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - As the leader
of the Opposition says, this trade is chiefly
in the hands of the Chinese. The Chinamen receive these bananas when they are
imported into -this State in a perfectly
green condition. The bananas are taken to
various banana merchants; they are put
into ,ripening rooms which, as a rule, are
little dens not half the size of the table
in the House. I t is an absol utel v unwholesome practice. Anyone would 'be pleased
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to get out after being In a ripening room
after five minutes.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I did not stop five
minutes ..
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - I want to impress on the Minister that bananas are
eaten to a great extent by the public, arid
especiall y by children.
If bananas are
ripened in such unwholesome rooms, and
under such conditions as I have described,
what must be the state of the fruit that
is sold every' day in the week in this State?
Do the Government intend to give the inspectors power to inspect the ripening
rooms?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-They have power now.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - Will not the
honorable gentleman go a step further, and
say that importers and ripeners shall have
to register their rooms, and be put under
official inspection, because a number of the
rooms at the present time are in such places
that the inspectors know nothing about
them?
Mr. SWINBURl\'E.-I think I have power
to do 'that now. I have no objection to
doing so.
Mr. LIVINGSTON .-1 believe the inspectors would condemn 90 per cent. of the
room.s. Bananas can be ripened under
proper conditions so that the fruit is perfectly wholesome. At present, bananas
are ripened under perfectly unwholesome
conditions. I hope the Minister of Agriculture will pay attention to this matter,
and that having made a regulation he will
see that it is strictly enforced.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.
The House having resolved itself into
Committee of the whole to consider the
fees to be charged under the Bill-Mr. G.
H. Bennett in the chair,
Mr. SWINBURNE movedThat it is expedient that the Governor in
CC'uncil may make regulations authorizing and
requiring inspectors to charge fees and expenses
of such amounts or rates as the regulations may
prescribe : (a) For removing any insect fungus tree plant
vegetable package or case imported
introduced or brought into Victoria to
some place suitable for the examination thereof, and also for examining
the same; or
(b) For taking any measures or doing any
acts necessarv for the treatment eradication or destruction of disease or the
destruction or treatment of or otherwise dealing with any insect fungus
tree plant vegetable package or case.
Such fees and expenses shall be chargeable
to and recoverable from the owner or person in
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possession of any insect fungus tree plant vegetr,bIe package or case when removed or examined
or destroyed or otherwise dealt with as the case::
may be, and shall be payable into the Consolidated Revenue.

The motion was agreed to, and the res~
lution was reported to the House and
adopted.
The House then went into Committee for
the consideration of the Bill.
Clause I, " Short title and construction,"
was agreed to.
On clause 2, which was as follows :-.
1[1
the Vegetation Diseases Acts, the word
" case" wherever occurring shall be deemed and
taken to include "covering,"

Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to have a statement from the Minister
on the question of bananas. A considerable
time ago he made up his mind that, on the
first opportunity, he would bring before the
House the matter of dealing with the importation and the ripening of bananas in
our midst, as well as the ring that controlled the trade.
It was controlled in
Queensland by a ring of Chinese, and Europeans could not get into the trade.
'I he
bananas were ripened here under the most
filthy conditions. Steps should be taken to
have the bananas ripened under healtlw
conditions.
.
Mr. KEAsT.-That is quite right.
.~lr. PRENDERGAST said that, unless
thIS matter was attended to, the terrible disease of leprosy might be spread. That
disease might get a footing here through
this trade, and, in fact, that disease was
spreading in a mysterious manner. We took
steps to deal with our own fruit-growers,
and we had their orchards inspected. The
powers of inspection were being extended,
and inspectors were to have the power to
destroy trees instead of being able to take
a branch away for examination. The power
of the inspectors was being extended in
everv direction to .secure freedom from disease' and the utmost cleanliness, while at
the same time a filthy avenue of disease
was being left open in connexion \Vith the
banana trade.
There were millions of
pounds of money invested in our orchards,
and a largely increased revenue was coming
from the fruit ;sold in the metropolitan markets. The slightest possibility of taint
should not be allowed, no matter what interest was involved. The banana trade
should be dealt with in a drastic manner to
secure absolute cleanliness and prevent the
community from running the risk of contagion. It was time that a distinct statement
was made on this, matter. The alteration
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made in Adelaide was made to protect the
Mr. GRAHAM said he 'had known infruit-growers there from contagion and stances where the bananas were ripened
from the operations of individuals who under the Chinese beds.
'He would like
~ared nothing so long as they made a pro- to see the business cOilltrolled, because there'
was a great danger, not only of having the
fit.
1\1r. GRAY said he hoped the Minister fruit diseaseq, but of spreading disease
would not commit himself to any wild pro- amongst uhe community that might cause
mise unless he was thoroughly satisfied with great sorrow hereafter.
He hoped the
his ground. The leader of the Opposition Minister would take the matter in hand.
was very anxious to suppress the banana Our own orchards were being yery caretrade because bananas were sold by Chinese, fully inspected, and he did not complain
and was not speaking in the interests of the of that, so long as the same treatment ,,-as
people he had referred to.
meted out to others.
::\1r_ PRENDERGAsT.-That is not the case.
Mr. LIVINGSTON said there was a
The Fiji ban.anas are not in the hands of great deal in what the honorable member
Chinese.
for Swan Hill had stated in reference to
Mr. GRAY said there were a great many bananas.
It 'would be impossible for
people in this community who ate bananas. bananas to be packed in a ripe condition
It should be left to the -inspectors to decide in Queensland .for transportation here. The
as to how the bananas should be sent from question was whether it was better to send
Queensland or Fiji to this State. They them in bunches or in cases, and the Minwould not carry at all if sent from those ister should be able to get valuable informapbces in a ripe condition.
tion on that point from the officers of his
~1r. PRENDERGAST.-You want to protect Department.
He would like the ·.Ministt'r
the Chinese.
to make a promise that the ripening rooms
::\1r. GRAY said he did, but the honor- would be registered and certain conditions
able member's desire was to stop the im- insisted on. Some of these rooms were not
portation of bananas altogether.
more than 5 feet high, and he had seen
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is not true.
some of them only about 4 feet wide. Thev
::\1r. GRAY said that although he repre- were lit by a small jet of gas. It would be
sented a district in which a large amount impossible for any white man to live in
of fruit was grown, he did not suppose that the atmosphere for any considerable time.
his constituents, were anxious to ,stop the im- The rooms should be of certain dimensions,
portation of bananas; they would like to according to a plan drawn up by an officer
be fair to everyone. It would be better of the Department.
for the bananas to come here in bunches
'Mr. SWINBURNE said this matter \V3.S
than in cases, for if they were sent in not so bad as it used to be. The inspectors
bunches the continuous moving would be told him that thev now made a svstema6c
more likely to shake any flies out of them search, and that -'no bananas were ripened
than if the v were packed in boxes.
tmder beds. They were ripened in rooms
Mr. GRAHAM said he would like to which were very bad indeed. The question
indorse what the leader of the Opposition as to bananas coming in in bunches or
had stated with regard to the manner in . ca&es· was a very big one indeed, and it
which the bananas were ripened here. The must be remembered that the Queensland
honorable member for Gippsland South and growers could adopt retaliatory measures.
himself had seen how they were ripened. The fruit-growers had asked him to prohibit
Great attention was now being directed to bananas coming here, but after thinking the
the local orchards to keep them clean. Some matter over they withdrew their request,
time ago, there was a great deal of trouble and said they did not want them prohibited.
over the matter of carrying fruit cases (In We did a very big apple trade with Queensloads of manure, and now the carters had land, and the Minister of Agriculture there
to have sheeting between the manure and said he hoped we would come to no rash
the fruit cases. He would like the in- conclusion, and that he would help him
(1\1 r. Swinburne) by appointing inspectors
spectors to follow up the bananas which i.'n Queensland. The question of appointwere all right when they were landed here. ing inspectors at the port of import had
Thev were put in cellars to ripen by means also been under consideration, and he had
of heat from gas.
come to the conclusion that we must have
Mr. KEAST.-The smell of the gas inspection here. . The Premier had given
\\ould kill you.
keen attention to the matter also, and had
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placed on the Estimates a sum of £1,800
for a shed to be erected on the Austral.ian
'''had.
Arrangements. had been made
with the Melbourne Harbor Trust for a
piece of land, so that t:he whole of the fruit
could be properly dealt with.
Honorable
members were right in stating that the presc.-nt system was inadequate.
The whole
matter would now be under the control of
the Department, and more inspectors would
have to be appointed.
With the extra
power given by this Bill honorable members could leave the Department to att~nd
to the matter, as the officers fully recognised the importance of it.
'
:Mr. KEOGH said h~ agreed with the
remarks made by the leader of the Opposition. It was necessary to prevent the importation of diseased fruit into Victori.:t
for the protection of our own orchards. It
was of more importance, as pointed out
by the ieader of the Opposition, t,hat disease
should not be allowed to spread amongst
human beings. He (Mr. Keogh) had read
lately that some eminent physicians in England, after a. discussion, came to the conclusion that an immense amount of disease
,vas spread by the eating of uncooked fruit
and uncooked vegetables. That being so,
the importance of having the bananas ripened
in a clean and healthy manner, instead of
in the filthy state pointed out, could not he
overrated. He was sure the leader of the
Opposition was only animated by a .spirit
of humanity, and did not wish to suppress
the Chinese.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-"Then the bananas
come in in bunches they are wet, but when
they come in in cases they are dry and in
a better condition.
Mr. KEOGH said there was no doubi:
that they would arrive in better condition
in cases, but, as pointed out by the honorable member for Gippsland South, they
might ripen better on the stalk, because
they got their substance from the stalk.
The matter might be left for the Minister
to discuss with his officers, but no doubt the
Minister was impressed with what had been
stated, though he evidently knew about it
before.
Mr. GAUNSON said. he was afraid he
'must indorse what t:he honorable member
for Swan Hill had stated.
The :Minister
must be careful not to enter into this matter too hastilv. otherwise an unpleasant
feeling migh,t be brought about between
the different States. 'He frequently bought
bananas for his little grand-children, aJ1(~
he did not want to see them suffering from
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leprosy or any other disease. He did not
see that it mattered how the bananas were
ripened, for they must be ripened by heat.
As to bananas being ripened under the beds
of Chinese, he had heard of the farmer's
wife having the cream under the bed, but
he did not know that it was a:nv the worse
for that. Did it matter how bananas were
ripened, having regard to the thickness of
the skin that protected the fruit? It did
not matter whether they were ripened in :l
dark room, a bright room, or even in this
ohamber.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is necessary to have
a small room to get the heat.
:Mr. GAUNSON.-Exactlv.
It would
be better if the fruit could 'be taken ripe::
from .the stalk, but that could only be got
by gomg to Queensland or Fi ii. He often
tried to get Fiji bananas, ,vhich used to
be pressed together in bunchf's. That w~i~
some twelve or fifteen years ago.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
the remaining clauses of the Bill.
The: preamble having be~n agreed to,
the BIll was reported without amendment
and the report was adopted.
'
On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE
the Bill was then read a third time.
'
CLOSER SETTLEIHEKT ACT 19 0 4
AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate on JIr. Mackey's motion
for the second reading of this Bill (adjourned from November 29) was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The bulk of
this Bill, so far as I can see, is an amendment of the principal Act, except as to the
matter embraced in clauses .5 and 6.
. Mr. MAC~EY.-ExcePt ttS to immigrat10n, advancmg up to :f. 250, and the right
to suspend payments.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The right to
suspend pavments, of course, we agree with.
It is an amendment which has been suggested bv experience.
In connexion with
this Bill I regret that there is not a greater
attempt made to provide for what has
proved to be a distinctly detrimental portion of the legislation in connexivn with the
There is
original Closer Settlement Art.
no doubt that the reports and the statements
made with regard to' the Ar.t show th:1t
without compulsory resumption, closer sett1ement cannot hope to he a success. Tt
was attempted to introduce that principle
into the Improved Sm~ll Holdings Bill.
but we were told then that while compulson' resumotion might be necessary jn connexi0n with closer settlement. it' was not
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required in connexion ",rth improved small
holdings, and it was said that the fight
could take place on the question of closer
settlement.
Now, this is the time, in
my opinion, when the principle of com-·
pulsory purchase should be introduced.
Compulsory purchase is required to make
this measure a success.
It is not necessary to enlarge on the noint, because \re
all know· the reasons wh", while some
peop}e desire compulsory purchase, others
wish to allow the law to stand without any compulsory p~ovlslons, beyond
leaving it to the option of Parlia.ment to
pass resolutions on the subiect.
vVith
regard to the question of providing for immigration, I am totally opposed to the
principle.
In the first place we cannot
find sufficient land for our own people
to-day.
We have not provided for them.
There is an outcrv in every quarter of
·the countrv for land for settlement purposes.
Yet, while we are not providing
for our own people we are here deliberately making provisions for people from
other parts of the world.
It seems to me
that the point about the necessity for introducing more population has been considerablY' overdone. If it is essential-and
it may be essential-to a c:)untry fuf the
purpose of making some people more
wealthy than thev are under present conditions, to have -large numbers of people
in the country j on the other hand, to say
tha.t population is wealth in a countrv is
a very different proposition. If you wish
to maintain that principle vou will have to
acknowledge that there must be somethingwrong with the countrv from which the
people are coming.
If we gain popll1ation that country must lose ~ol?ulation, and
if the retention of population is wealth,
wh\· do not the countries from which
people are desiring to come here, keep their
people at home?
I repeat that I am
total 1v opposed to the principle laid down
in the Bill.
I believe, as I have said,
that we ought to encourage the settlement
of our own people first, at anv rate. There
is not enough land aoparentlv available for
'their settlement.
We have to acknowledge
our inabilitv to provide for those' people up
to the present.
Th~re is an outcry on this
subject from all quarters of the State, and
I am receiving letters from dIfferent parts
of Victoria almost everv dav, asking when
we are going to proyide more land.
A
number of land purchases have taken place
latelv, but we find that while those purchas~s have been ma.de, and a certain addiMr. Prendergast.

tional quantity of land may be open to
settlement by purchase, at the same time, as
a matter of fact, the settlement of the
people on those lands has been deferred
for six, eight, nine, or twelve months,
before the people can get on the land
which has been purchased. The Werribee
Estate will not be open for a considerable
time for settlement.
Mr. BENT.-It is covered with people
now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - It, is not
covered with people now, and I doubt whether it ever will be covered with people
after the Government have got hold of it,
if those who purchase the land have to pay
enough to enable the Government to make
anything out of it. Those who know about
this land are very suspicious of the possibilitv of successful settlement on it at the
prices named.
Mr. BENT.-What did they say about the
Tavlor Estate?
~tfr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not know,
that, with the exception of one or two cases,
there has been any chance yet of proving
whether the land purchase system pas been
a success up to the present.
I have heard
a good deal even about the success of the
Brighton Electric Railway.
Mr. BENT.-£,18S was taken last week.
That is the official statement.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And perhaps
£186 spent in expenses.
In any case I
am going to oppose the immigration clauses
in this Bill as strongly as I can.
In my
opinion we have not gone far enough with
our closer settlement to provide for our own
people. We have thousands of people who
;are willing and anxious to go upon the
land. Our popUlation even in the present
vear has not increased Up to th.e .extent of
the natural increase by births over deaths
-it has not increased Slufficiently for us to
hold our own. ~
Mr. BENT.-Yes, it has.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No, because
while our population has increased we have
had a decrease by emigration. Instead of
our pepulation increasing by 18,000 or
20,000, which is the natural increase, it
has onlv increased by 12,000 or 1,3,000.
We ought to offer inducements for s~ttle:
ment on the land to our own people, land if
other people like to come out here fOr the
purpose of settlement, I see no reason why
we should turn the cold shoulder upon
them. But we should provide for cur own
people first. If you are ,P'oing to attract
people from other parts of the world by
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offering them special advantages above
those which you give to our own people,
you might as well tell the people who arrive
from other places tha.t when vacancies occur
the first will be filled up by one of OUr own
people, but that the next vacancy will be
filled up by some one from anoth~r part of
the world. I intend to vote for the elimination of clause 6 altogether. I have nothing further to say with res,pect to what
appear to be necessary amendments in
the law, and which it is essential that we
should pass, but I am patriotic enough to
believe that we should feed our own people
Lefore we throw bread over the fence to
feed people from other parts of the world.
I am patriotic enough to believe in giving
employment to the people who pay the
taxes, though, at the same time, I am reasonable enough to say that if people come
here of their own accord we will not close
our doors upon them, but we will not offer
such facilities for those people to get our
land that our own people will have to go
to other countries, to get the facilities fCT
settlement which are denied them here, and
which other countries are offering.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I should like to
make a few remarks on this Bill. Generally speaking, I am sure the measure will
commend itself to honorable members. So
far as providing land for immigrants from
abroad is concerned, I am quite with the
leader of the Opposition in saying that we
should provide land for our own people
first. At the same time, we must admit
that there is la.nd enough to go round our
own people, and also, perhaps" to sUDply
the wants of s.ome c·f our kith and kin from
abroad. I think we sh6uld extend the hand
of fellowship to those who come to us from
other countries, and recognise that we cannot keep an empty Australia though we intend to keep a white Australia. I think
that that view must commend itself to
everybody. In my opinion, there are a few
things omitted from the Bill that should
he included in it. It might be argued, so
far as the compulsory resumption of land is,
concerned, thia,t there is no jus.tification at
present for it; but, at the same time, it
must come about in the future, and, while
it is not embodied in this Bill, I reco!!nise
that this measure is brought down to bring
about certain improvements in the present
~tate of things, and I have no desire to
force the hands of the Government in anv
way with reg:a.rd to the compUlsory res.umption principle. All I say is that I Lelieve
it will come in the future. It might also
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be argued that our pres.ent system of resuming land by compulsory purchase might
ha ve been tried in connexion with some of
the trust estates. It would have been a
good thing, I think, if we had tried that system this year, in order to see how it would
operate before we go to the country. I do
not see that any prcJVision is made in the
Bill giving a direction to the Board to obtain a really up-to-date plant for the purpose of water boring. There is nothing·
more important, I think, to the S,mall settler
particularly, who has not the means of constructing tanks which the large landowner possesses, than to provide water in
every corner of his paddock, and there is
nothing tha,t will improve this land more
as an asset of the State and of the individual than an ample provision for water
supply. We know what an improvement
has been made in the Overnewton Esta.te by
what the Board has already done in
proving the permanency and the abundance
of the water on that estate, and, further,
the upsetting of the old theories with regard to water boring there, because it is
only of late, since the Closer Settlement
Board has acquired this estate, that they
are putting down deeper Lores than were
ever put down before, and by that means
have proved that we get better water at a
greater depth. Tha,t is a very important
matter indeed. Those who bored on the
Keilor Plains previous to the purchase of
the Overnewton Estate by the Closer Settlement Board, held the theory that you might
go past the water. The action of the Board
on the Overnewton Estate has proved that
assumption to be erroneous, and that it is
possible- to get a better class of water at a
greater depth. Why I am so sweet on
water boring is because I recognise that
the results already obtained encourage the
Government and the Closer Settlement
Board to go On prospecting fCT water in
districts which have not hitherto been considered to contain water of any use. Personallv, I would like to see not onlv the
Keilo; plains tested for artesian water, as
well as \V.a.ter for stock and domestic
supply, but I s,h6uld like to s.ee the whole
belt of basaltic country, right awav to 'Portland, tested for the same purDose, because
I think everything, tends to the possibiHtv
of artesian water Lein.!! found rig-ht throughout the area. Any development that can
be brought about in that direction would
be extremelv useful to the State. I notice
that a very heavy and cumbersome p] ant
has been sent to Horsham to prospec"t for
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water. I believe it weighs in the aggregate
something like 35 tons. That is an enormous plant to shift about f.or boring purposes. In the case of the Keilor Plains, I
do not think it will be neceSSl3.,ry to go down
more than 700 or 800 feet, and a much
smaller portable plant would be sufficient
for all purposes. I des,ire to refer mOJ;e to
what is left out of the Bill than to what is
contained in it. There is no provision in
the Bill t.o increase the size of the holdings,
and I think that IS l3.i matter of importance.
In the incepti.on of closer settlement I believe that the honorable member for Dundas
and a number of other honorable members
argued that the Board should have power
to increase the size of the holdings where
necess,ary up tD Illbout £3,000 in value. I
know that that amount seems large to some
honorable members. who are desirous of getting as many people as possible on '"the
land, but you have t.o consider in every case
the class of country you aJfe giving them.
There is no large estate in Victoria in
which there iSi not a large proportion of
land which is, not exactly suitable for holding in small areas up to £1,500 worth.
The best way to dispose of land, outside its
sa:le in the open market, freed of residential
conditions, would be to give it out in large
areas to be used fDr wheat or cereal growing and the sheep-fallow system, such as is
very prevalent in the northern dis,tricts of
Victoria.
Under this system the land is
improved, and sO is the individual. In the
future it may be necesslarv to subdivide it.
We always have to consider the fact that,
as year after year goes by, thiSl land is increasing in value, and it is .also being developed by men WhD have capital and
labour-saving appliances, with which to work
it. No small holder going on the land with
limited means can possibly hope to work
I, 000 acres of this land unless he has
good labour-:.saving appliances, and works
the land on the sheep-fallmv system, grc'Wing wheat or cereals and rearing, perhaps,
,market lambs. My belief has. always been
that the best form of farming is mixed
farming, if it can possibly be carried on.
,Flaifmers iIll the southern districts., who pay
d~ar for the land, cannot compete in wheatgrowing with the northern areas of Victoria. We have also to take into considera'tion the effect of the competition in wheatgrowing which is likely to come frcm
Riverina.
I consider that throughout
the greater part of Victoria you could
get no large estate of which a considerable
portion is not more suitable to be occupied
Mr. Robertson.

in comparatively large areas than to be cut
up into s,maU areas. I should like to have
seen an amendment brought down in this
direction, always remembering that if vou
give the Board power to· make the maximum value of a block £3,000 where good
cause is shown, that need not be the minimum where the land is of poor quality.
Smaller areas can te granted of the richer
land, and it would also be the means of
cheapening the dearer land in the smaller
holdings. I am glad to notice that the Gc~
vernment have embodied in the Bill a provision empowering the Board to sell the
poorer land in an estate. I t is one of the
very best provisions in the Bill, and has
been advocated by honorable members, on
this (the Ministerial) side of the House.
In practice it will me.an a considerable reduction in tpe cost of the better land to the·
small land-holder.
Take the case of the
Overnewton Estate. I am absolutely sure,
as I said before, that if the Board had
power to sell the more stony land, which is
really the best grazing land, at the open
market price, as was done in tEe case
of the Rockbank Estate the other day, the
results would be equally satisfactory. The
s,a,]e cf that land would have the effect of
placing the smaller settlers in a much
better position.
Mr. MACKEY.-And this will enable us
to buy estates that at present we. cannot
touch.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Exactly. I cannot let this opportunity pass, ,,;ithout sa\'in.e: a word in justification of the ,a~tion
the Closer Settlement Board. It has teen
said that, in the case of a certain estate,
the Board refused to give £2 JOS.. for the
land, whereas it afterwards brought
£ 2 16s.
'.
Mr. BENT.-It was never offered to the
Board.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-It has been referred to oufside hundreds of times, but I
say that it is unjuS,t to condemn the Board.
Mr. MURRAY.-YOU cannot condemn the
Board for an independent valuation.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-We must remember that the Board has to work under the
provisions of an Act of Parliament, and
the land offered to them may be totally unsuited for the purposes of closer s,ettle~ent.
} do not intend to take up the
tIme of the House any more than to sav
that I hope the matters I have referred to
as having been left out of the Bill will receive the consideration of the Government,
because I think it will be in the best in-
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terests of the s~ttlement of the people on
the land that the suggestions I have made
should be carried into effect in the near
future.
:\1r. LIVIKGSTON.-I must congratulate the Government upon increasing the
suitabilitv of the conditions under which
closer settlement is carried on. There are
cne or two points in this Bill, however, to
which I should like to draw the attention
of the Minister. In the first place, I would
point out that up to the present time no
provision whatever has been made for agricultural labourers' blocks. I do not know
a single estate in which the privilege has
teen given to agricultural labourers. to obtain blocks of land.
In the district
repres,ented
by
the
honorable
member for Gippsland West, and also
in my own district, where dairying
is practicall y the head and front of our
land production, the farmers have very
great difficulty at times in getting labour.
But if a portion of this Bill were put into
actual operation, and you took a block of,
say, 300 acres and. withdrew it for agricultural labourers, then they could go to
some particular centre and obtain labour
whenever they required it.
~lr. l\lACKEY.-The honorable member
will remember that until we get this Bill
or the Improved Small Holdings we cannot
advance sums of money for improvements,
which are most essential for the success of
,,-hat he refers to.

:\lr.

LIVINGSTON.-Not necessarily.

I had experience only last week where a

number of farmers asked whether this provision could not be put into force. To my
own know ledge, men are renting :some .r;
acres in the corner of a man's paddock,
and that is their only place of residence.
Thev are there on sufferance, pure and
simple, but if this Bill were put into active
operation, and a man could get £200 worth
of land, there would be sufficient land for
a man and his family to be successful. I
know an instance not very far from Leongatha, where a man with 7 acres of onions
15 making a good living for himself and his
family, doing the whole of.the work himself, assisted by his family. I think this
principle should be extended, so that the
Act might more fully comply with the intention of Parliament. Up to the present,
at any rate, I am absolutely opposed to
com p tilsory purchase. I do not think there
is the slightest necessity for it.
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Mr. MURRAY.-You will come round in
favour of it.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I will wait until
that time arrives. At present, I am not in
favour of it. So far from there being any
necessity for compulsory purchase to make
this system a success, I think it is just the
opposite. Quite sufficient land is being offered to the Government, as much at any
rate as the Government have money to purchase, and until such times as I find that
the quantity of land voluntarily offered is
not sufficient I am not going to vote for
compulsory purchase. A great deal has
been said about the valuation of various
blocks bv members of the Board: I intend
to bring instances before the House showing
that the valuation by members of the Board
is not as it might be, but I do not intend
to go further into that matter at present.
I wish to ask a question in connexion with
clause 9. Is it intended that the instalments
for improvements to the extent of £2$0
shall be payable during the twenty years
concurrently with the payments for the
land? At the present time, the ,selector
pays half-yearly so much: for the land in
order to return to the Government what the
Government have paid for it. The Government now propose to give the man £250
in the shape of buildings or premises. He
has to refund that to the Government during twenty years. Has he to pay those two
sums concurrently?
Mr. MACKEY.-To an extent, yes. The
payments on the land may extend over
thirty-one years, and the payments on this
over twenty years. So far as the twenty
years are concerned, the amounts are being
paid concurrently.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-The man will
have two burdens, for he will have to refund the money for the improvements and
the purchase money at the same time.
Mr. MACKEY.-I have regarded this as a
very great concession. At present, there is
a great burden on the man in finding the
£25 0 .
Mr. LIVINGSTON .-1 thought the Government were going to make if more lenient
still.
Mr. BENT.-Money is getting dear in
England.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I believe there
will be a difficulty if a man has to pay for
the Improvements and the land at the same
time.
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Mr. MACKEy.-Does the honorable mem~
ber suggest that we should add the twenty
years, on to the thirty-one years?
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I would extend
the twenty years, and make it as lenient
as possible.
Mr. MACKEy.-If we extend the term for
the repayment of improvements to thirtyone years, the two amounts would still be
payable concurrently.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - The honorable
member who had just sat down proposes to
give a selector-because he is practically a
selector-under this Bill up to £3,000
worth of land. For my own part,· I would
strongly object to anything of the kind.
Mr. BENT.-Yes, and so would 1.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-No matter what
the country is, if you increase the amount
as suggested to £3,000, you will only be
settling on the land 167 selectors per annum with the £500,000 which is available.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I was speaking of the
poorer land.
.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-Even if it were
poorer land it would still be .£3,000 worth
of land. If a man has £3,000 worth' of
land, and he is in the condition financially
such as these selectors will be in, he will
have the greatest difficulty in carrying on.
Take the case as it would apply in Gippsland, where the land is of the average of,
say, £10 an acre. On this basis it would
mean 300 acres.
Mr. BENT .-Ten shillings, as a rule, is
what the Government gets for it.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-I am speaking of
purchasing land that has already been
alienated.
Mr. BENT .-Crown lands there are sold
at lOS. an acre.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-That is in its
rough state.
I am speaking of land that
is partially cleared when I put the price
at £10 an acre.
Do I understand that
the honorable member would hand over to
the selector 300 acres of land worth £ 10
an acre?
Mr. BENT.-That is not in this Bill. It
would mean that about 300 people would
get £1,000,000. We have not got it.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.--It is onlv the man
with a very large capital indeed ~ho could
handle 300 acres of land in Gippsland
worth E,IO an acre.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I desire to make
an explanation.
The honorable member
for Gippsland South has put a wrong construction on my remarks. What I said, and
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what I say again, is that this refers to the
poorer class of land of the larger estates
which are to be bought.
It will apply
to portions of the estates. The honorable
member is speaking of Gippsland. I know
a good deal about South Gippsland, and I
specially excluded Gippsland, as the hon·
orable member would know if he followed
my arguments.
I think I made h clear
to the rest of the House that my object
is entirel y to deal with the poorer class of
land that is suitable for the purpose of
cereal growing and sheep fallow.
There
is plenty of that within a stone's throw of
Melbourne.
Mr. LIVINGSTON .-1 am sorry if I
misunderstood the honorable member, but
I do nat care whether it is poorer land or
any kind of land; if you :hand over £3,000
worth of any kind of land to the intending
selector under this Act, I sav it would be
a most injUdicious thing to do. The provision by which the Government are taking
power to sell the unsuitable parts, and so
raise the general condition of the whole
block, is a very wise provision indeed, but
I do not agree with giving [.3,000 worth of
land under this Act or under any other Act,.
more especially w;hen the State is going to
assist the selector by providing £250 additional in the way of improvements. I must
congratulate the Government upon that
clause with respect to improvements. "Tith
regard to clause 6, I trust the Minister' wiII
not, at present, at any rate, put that provision into operation.
It has been said,
and very wisely, I think, that we ought to
make greater provision for our own people
before we make provision for those who
corne from outside. Even with all the advantages under this Bill, it will he "ery
many years before our own people are
settled. Clause 6 has a verv estimable object, no doubt, but I think we ought to
make provision for our own people first.
I have no objection to this clause passing,
but I advise the Minister very strongly not
to bring it into effect for some considerable
time at least. The sons of our own farmers·
and the tradesmen of the large cities who
are tired of their vocation an:d desire to go
on the land, perhaps for their health, or for
other reasons, should be satisfied before wc·
allow the Agent-General to make selections:
in the old country, and to send people out.
Mr. THOMSON.-I must compliment
the Minister on bringing in this Bill.
I
have no doubt that it is a step onward ill'
connexion with the closer settlement scheme ..
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But I am rather surprised that the Government did not go a little further. Things
which I expected to. have found in this
Bill have been left out.
I thought, in
connexion with the tie on settlers for the
second and third year, that something more
in the way. of assistance should be given
them.
Mr. MAcKEY.-That is fully provided
for.
Mr. THOMSON .-The Minister will no
doubt say he has met their case, inasmuch
as he gives themJ:250 in the way of improvements.
Mr. MACKEY.-No; there is something
further than that.
Mr. THOMSON.-That is no doubt a
step in the right direction.
It has been
advocated for a. number of years by certain
honorable members. If I remember aright,
Mr. McLean advocated that in 1895. He
advocated that ,ve should not only put
settlers on the land, by providing them with
land, but should also give them improvements in connexion with land. That is
what we should have done years ago. ·With
regard to the provision in clause 8, I grant
that that will to a certain extent assist
them over the difficulty, and help them
much better than the other measure did, but
I should like to see something more definite
in connexion with that. However, I suppose we must be satisfied with what we have
got, and must look forward to another
amendment before long giving greater advantages. I am surprised that the Minister
did not see fit to increase the· area.
On
the last occasion the matter was before the
iHouse, a proposal to increase the area was
defeated by a very small majority, and I
fully expected that the Government now
would have increased the area bevond what
is provided for in bhe existing Act. The
honorable member for Gippsland South
stronglvobjects to any man holding £3,000
worth of land of the value of £10 an acre.
I am thorough I y with the honorable member
in that respect, but the honorable member
has based the wlhole of his arguments on
Gippsland alone. If the honorable member
took a trip into the northern areas, he
would find land of a much poorer quality,
and the men who were settled there were
worthy of more consideration than was
given to them.
l\·fr. LIVINGSToN.-That land is not suit·
able for closer settlement.
Mr. THOMSON.-The people who are
there have brought up familjes, and have
struggled on, and their sons want to fo11ow
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in the same occupation, by grazing sheep
and cultivating small areas.
What can
they do with £1,500 worth of land? Over
and over again I have heard quoted in this
House the benefits derived in New Zealand
from the closer settlement system. I have
heard the leader of the Opposition point to
the higher rate given for land here as
compared with the land that is taken for
closer settlement in New Zealand, but the
honorable member did not tell us that there
people are allowed to hold 5,000 acres of
land under that system. If we had aovetailed in with the land purchased a fair
area of the land I speak of-.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Where did you get
that novelty about the 5,000 acres of land?
Mr. THOMSON.-The honorable member will find it in the New Zealand Act
and in the Year-Book if he will look them
up.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You are dishing up
the wrong stuff to us.
:Mr. THOMSON.-No. I am perfectly
correct in what I state.
I will show the
honorable member my authority after>wards.
I do not think the honorable
member is entirely opposed to what I am
advocating.
He believes that an increase
would be a good thing, and although I regret he could not see his way to assist me
on the last occasion, perhaps he will be
able to do it now, because when the honorable member was in the Western District
he heard on all hands that '/:1,500 -worth
was too little in the poorer lands for a
man to make a good living off.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Do you say the 5,000acres provision was since 1891 in New
Zealand?
Mr. THOMSON. - If my honorable
friend will only take up the Year-BOOR he
will g-et the information there.
With regard to the increase of area, I may say a
large number of these poorer estates have
been offered to the Closer Settlement
Board, and the Board, in their report, say
they are really debarred from purchasing
those estates because th.e limit of £1,500
worth is too small, and they cannot possiblv settle people successfully on that
area of land.
Mr. BENT.-I think you might tell that
to the marines.
The seamen would not
believe a word of it.
Mr. THOMSON.-The Closer Settlement Board have told it to the whole State
by: publishing it in their report, and if the
Premier went up there he would also think
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settlers wanted a little bit more than
£1,SOO worth.

~rr. BENT .-1 think he would not, and
he would not give it at any price. There
are many men who would be glad to get
£5 00 worth, if it was offered to them~
Mr. THOi\1S0N. - No doubt that
'Would be the case in Brighton, but there
is a great difference in the two positions.
Take the drv Northern area, where men
have taken ~p tracts of blue block country-most inferior country. If they were
given a fair area of that country-Mr. BENT.-Do you call that poor coun~
trv ? I do not.
"Mr. THOMSON. -' I call it poor country when it will take 2 acres. to ,carry a
sheep, and it is of no use for cultivation, be-cauSe if the v cultivated it for the very
best crops thev could not get their produce
to the market:
All they can do with the
-cultivation they have there is to feed their
stock upon it.
The House would be doing the right thing if it increased the ar;a
and gave these men a chance to get a falIsized block of land.
~h. BENT.-Are we going to buy any of
the blue blocks?
I thought that land was
ours.
~1r. THO~lS0N. - I am only alluding
to that style of country.
You have exactl v similar countn' all round there. I
1mow several properties that have been offered to the Closer Settlement Board at a
very low rate, but the reply of the Board
was that the limit of /.'1,500 worth would
not allow them to purchase enough for a
man to make a living off.
If the Board
'Could give a man a larger amount" lfhey
would be able to acquire those properties,
and keep the people in those localities. If
the House does not increase the areas
these Jands will gradually go into larger
holdings.
?-..1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-At lOS.
an acre, £1,500 would purchase 3,000
acres of the land you were speaking of.
Mr. THOMSON.-But that land cannot be bought at lOS. an acre.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - You
said it was not worth anv more.
Mr. THOMSON. - "I grant the honorable member that a lot of the blue block
'Countrv is not worth any more.
Mr. T. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Do you
suggest that the Board should pay more
than it is worth?
~lr. THOMSON. No. The honorable member for Fitzroy does not know the
conditions.
When a man secures that

land he sets to work to improve it, and
some men have made improvements to the
extent of lOS. an acre.
Surely they are
not going to sell it without being paid for
the improvements.
I can point to properties that have been improved to the extent
of 6s. or 7s. an acre, and that are still being improved~ and no doubt the holders
are getting the benefit of the expenditure.
We should encourage those men to improve
their land.
If honorable members go into the blue blocks, they will see holdings
which have not been improved, and which
dQ not look to be worth 2S. 6d. an acre,
but another man will improve his holding
until it looks to be worth 30s. to £2 an
acre.
Mr. J. Vv. BILLSON (Fitzroy). - How
many aeres of this 10S.-an-acre land would
yem suggest?
..
Mr. THOMSON.-I have not the classifications with me, so I cannot say.
The
honorable member will perhaps "have an
opportunity later on of moving for an increase in the case of workmen's homes.
This is not the only increase I am advocating.
I tried last time to increase the area
of workmen's homes.
I think £100 is
too small, and I should like to see it increased to £150 worth.
I should like
to see the agricultural labourers' blocks increased from £200 worth to £400 worth.
I endeavoured to do so before, but I was
defeated. It should be done, because these
holdings are too small now.
The honorable member for Gippsland South alluded
to placing small holdings amongst the
closer settlement blocks.
On the Strathkellar Estate there wals a number of small
holdings, but the small holdings men that
got 8 a.cres a-piece were charged £25 an
acre, whereas the men ,adjoining them on
either side were onlv charged from £8
to £9 an acre for their larger holdings.
The small holdings men had to pay the
extra amount p,er acre"yhereaslif snould be
the other way about.
Ifl any advantage
was to be given, it should be given to the
small men by giving them their land at a
less price.
I advised them to leave the
,£ 25 an acre land alone. One verv great
improvement proposed by this Bill' is· the
power proposed to be given to the Board
to sell land that is not reouired.
There
is al wa YS a quantity of land "In tne-' different estates' purch'ased that is not suitable.
It is too poor. or too stonv, or
there is some other reason. and this Bill
proposes to allow the Board to cut out the
parts that are not require'd, and sell them
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by public auction. That is a step in the
right direction.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Why?
M~. THOMSON.-Because if they are
left 111 they put up the price to the holders
of the other land, and vou may have men
settled on land which is not suitable for
closer settlement at all, with the result
that very likely they have to clear out and
leave it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then according to
you the man who buys that poor land isa
sort of philanthropist, who wants to give
you money for land that is not worth anything to him.
Mr. THOMSOK.-The honorable member knows that men in the countrv districts are perishing for land, and have to
The present
take what is given to them.
system of valuation under the Board is a
verv bad one.
I t would be very much
better if the Board had certain valuers apIt is
pointed for different districts.
entirely wrong to send a Gippsland man
into the Western District to value land,
and vice ~}ersa.
Mr. McKENZIE.-They appoint local men
now.
Mr. THOMSON.-I was not aware that
any local men had been appointed.
It
would be very much better if we had men
to val ue in the districts they know something about. When the Board are putting on
the £250 worth of improvements, I think
on everyone of those different settlements
especially where the land is good, and
dairying is likely to be carried on, one silo,
at al1 events, should be erected by the
Board at their own expense, as an experimental silo, to show the farmers there what
can be done in that direction. In Canada
they ~vould not attempt dairy farming without sIlos. It should be the same here, but
unfortunately in a number of districts silos
are not very much known here.
If the
Closer Settlement Board established one in
each settlement they took up, it would go
a long way towards educating these men,
and no doubt a number of settlers would
then secure silos f0'r themselves.
. Mr. MURRAv.-Would you not go further than the erection of a silo?
\i\T ould
you not show them how to use it?
Mr. THOMSON.-I am not going into
?etails in the matter, although I "wuld go
Just as far as the honorable member ·wouId.
I would sav that a man s1lould be sent
down to 'Warrnambool where they have
such a flush of grass--

~1r.
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~luRRAv.-They

won:t have much
an acre land.
~lr. T~OMS~N.-I .am not advocating
the erectIOn of sIlos there.
There is not
much dairy'ing done on the lOS. an acre
land, but on land worth £,60 or £70 an
acre there is undoubt~dly a good flush of
g~ass.
No doubt a great many more silos
wIll be erected in the honorable member's
district than there are at present, because
a number of farmers are finding the benefit of having them in the w,ay of extra produce from their cows.
Mr. MURRAv.-Have you any objection
to go round there on a lecturing tour? I
have b~en talking to them for t,,-enty years
about It.
Mr. THOMSON.-In that case it
would not be much use for me to go round
lecturing, because there would not be much
left f?r me to say.
As reg9-rds the importatIOn of settlers here, I should like
to s~e our own people get all the land they
reqUIre.
I am thorouo-hly in accord with
If there is
the, idea of the Gqvern~ent.
a certain amount of land to allot for
foreign settlers, by all means let them have
it, but it would be better if these men were
dovetailed in with the local settlers, so as
to learn the conditions of this countrv and
advance slowly. If we got a large estate
for those men, and dumped them all down
on it, the trouble is that they would not
have the experience, and would have no one
to teach them.
Mr. BENT.-Have we not said alternate
blocks?
Mr .. THOMSON .-I am approving of
the aC~IOn of the Government. Their proposal IS a copy of the Canadian Bill and
is a step in the right direction.
'
• Mr: MURR;,-v.-Surely you do not call
our k111smen In the old land foreigners?
. Mr. THOMS<?N.-I think £250 is
httle enough to gIve settlers for their improvements. I hope the Premier will aO'ree
at all events, to one increase in area
that is an increase in the grazing are~.
J\h. BENT.-I will not agree to one
pennv over f I, ,c;oo.
. Mr. THOMSON.-No doubt, with the
Improvements that have come in in connexion with farming, men can do with a
smaller area than they could at one time.
but. at the same time. I would like to see
each man given 5,000 acres, as is done i.n'
New Ze~land, but as there is no possibility
of carrymg such a proposal in this House
I w~ul? like to see them, at any rate) get
a fau lI1crease, and if we could give them

flush of grass on that
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something like £2,5°0 worth it would assist them to a certain extent. If that is
not done we may expect the large holdings
in the northern areas to increase instead of
decrease, because the sons of farmers, if
they cannot get land to settle upon, will
naturall y go to other States. A number
of young fellows have cleared out from the
northern parts of the State., One young
man,wrote to me stating- that only ten days
from the time he landed in Western Australia he was settled on a piece of land.
He had no trouble there, although he tried
in this State for a considerable time to
get a block from the Closer Settlement
Board, but was unsuccessful. If the Go~
vernment cut up a number of the large
areas in that part of the State, it would go
a long way at present to help these voung
men, and keep them in aUf own State;
whereas, if the present limit of £1,5°0
worth is, adhered to, it will mean that
closer settlement is only for the richer districts of the State, and we shall not be
able to have closer settlement of anv description under present conditions in the
poorer parts of the countrv. where it is
more wanted than anywhere else.
Mr. F ARRER.-I desire to say J!. few
words on this Bill in order to explain my
position. As regards immigrants from
Home, for whom provision is made in
clause 6, in order that the Treasury may
be safeguarded, and that we may be true
to the members of our own community, we
must put all of our own people that are
available on the land first. Naturallv,
young fellows reared in our own country,
and in our own climate, have a better experience than anyone that the Board can
bring from abroad, and, consequently,
would do better for themselves, and be
safer settlers for the State. What I do see
in the future if closer settlement is pushed
on as it should be is the prospect of a
shortage of agricultural labourers. Agricultural education will do something to minimize this trouble. It will, to a certain extent, qualify young strong men reared in
towns to go and take the place of the agricultural labourer who has been placed
On the land, and if we get immigrants from
the old country I think they should be in
the shape of agricultural labourers. We
should put our own people on the land so
that they mav do well for themselves and
do well for the State, ,and the immigrants
from Home should graduate through the
labour market, the same as the anplicants
for 'the land from the towns. If we do

that I think we will be on a solid basis.
While there are plenty of sons of our own
farmers it would be foolish in the extreme, to bring people here even to defend
the White Australian policy, because if we
are going to defend that policy" and back
it up, we will have to have a .larger population in the fufure. There is a roundabout method of compulsory purchase now,
and as long as we can get sufficient land I
am content to follow the Government under
the present system, but if the State cannot
get sufficient land in the right place in the
future I am certainly in favour of a more
easy method of compulsory resumption. I
do not believe under a properly-constituted Arbitration Court that land would be
lowered in price. I b~lieve the price would
be raised, so I think the owners have nothing to fear from an educated people like
ours. They need not fear that they would
be robbed under a more rapid system of
compUlsory purchase, but I am content to
go on under the present system until I can
be clearly shown that further power is required. Closer settlement must be pushed
on, and the State must supply all the
facilities for putting our young fellows on
the land. I am glad to see the Government
are willing to erect dwellings and to otherwise aid the settlers. When it is evident
that people are sucoeeding the Government
should give the most reasonable terms. To
ask a young settler to put down a quarter
of the money for his allotment in a few
years is absurd. If he makes his own improvements, and if he puts in 100
acres of crops, he is a perfect! y safe investment to the State, even if nothing is
taken from him for eighteen months. I
consider it is necessary to allow the sale of
land unsuitable for - closer settlement in
larger areas. I would rather labo,ur at something else than settle on grazing lands valued
at £1,500. I would not settle on that land.
The smallest quantity of grazing land that
any man could use would be valued at
r£2,000.
The Government should only sell
land when it is not suitable for ploughing.
If the resumption of land in the Western
District, which was spoken of bv the Government, was carried out it would be a
grand thing for the State, and the power
of compulsory purchase would not be
wanted.
Mr. l\·luRRAY.-How are they going 'to
carry it out under the pres,ent law if the
owners are not willing?
Mr. FARRER. -We are told we have
compulsory power now, and it has not
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been tested l but it is certainly a roundabout system, and I cannot for the life
of me see whv there should not be a more
rapid method of compulsory purchase.
There is one thing that has militated
against the resumption of the land by. the
Closer Settlement Board lately, and that
is the purchase of estates by syndicates.
That prevents the Board in some cases
getting land, but it does not stop closer
settletment to the fullest extent. As long
as the large estates are being cut up into
smaller holdings there is a certain amount
of closer settlement going on, and it is to
the credit of the 'Government which brought
in the Closer Settlement Act that not only
has that Act enabled the State to settle
people on the land, but it has been
an inducement to private owners to cut
up their estates. At present a man can
see a year's gain or income from his land
before he can be compelled to part with
it. The consequence is that the Government may not be able to get some estates
they should get. Under compulsory purchase, a properly-constituted Board ·would
buy up all estates. I think under a more
rapid system of compulsory purchase there
would be just as sensible a Board as the
present Board is. The Board would only
buy such estates that would be suitable,
and the estates thev did not want thev
would not buy. I think closer settlement
has been a grand thing already, and if a
more rapid method of compulsory purchase
is necessary I think we will be bound to
adopt it, or the people will compel us to.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I wish to refer to
the bad business methods there have been
in connexion with negotiations for the purchase of estates. When the Board have
. arrived at the price of an estate, and also
know the price required by the vendor,
they should negotiate on the same lines
as a private individual would, and either
a member of the Board, or somebody
authorized by the Board, should negotiate with the vendor in such a way that
the offer would not be allowed to remain
The vendor
open for days and ,veeks.
very often squeezes a private purchaser
owing to having the offer of the Board at
his sweet will. Clause 5 of the Bill
makes some alteration in connexion with
that, but up to the present there has certainl y been a very bad method of doing
business. I have had experience in my
own district, where an offer has been allowed to remain open for some 6me, and
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the vendors took advantage of the offer by
squeezing a private purchaser.
Mr. MURRAY.-The Board is not to
blame for that.
i\1r. McKENZIE.~There is no priYate
individual who would allow his: offer to remain open for any unreasonable period of
time. It is recognised in business that after
the nego~iations have been concluded the
offer is off, and, therefore, it cannot be
used bv the vendor to squeeze anybody else.
Mr. MURRAY.-The Board cannot purchase without the authority of ~he Minister.
Mr. ~JcKENZIE.-I do no~ say they
can.
:HI. l\1URRAY.-The authority may not be
given. The Board can only recommend pur~
chases at a certain price.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The position is this.
The Board knows exactly what the vendor
requires for the property. The Ministry
consult with the Board as to the price to
be given, and the consequence is. that the
Board, like any other purchaser, will try to
get the land at less than the price the vendor has put on it. Negotiations take place;
the vendor gets to know exactly what the
Board's price is, and that offer is allowed
to remain open for days. and weeks. No
private individual would allow that.
Mr. CARLISLE.-If that is so, it is because the Minister is not doing his duty.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I do not know whether the Minister is doing his duty or not.
Mr. BENT .--Where did that occur?
Mr. McKENZIE.-In Wharparilla.
Mr. MURRAY.-There waSI nothing of the
kind.
lUr. McKENZIE said as a matter of
fact the Board made an offer, and the vendor saueezed a private individual and got
IS·. 6d. or 2S. an acre more than was offered by the Board.
Mr. MURRAY.-There was no offer made
in that case. The property was declined.
The Cabinet did not accept the recommendation.
Mr. McKENZIE.-Then I am misinformed both by the Board and by the
Minister.
~Ir. BENT.-You said the offer made was
a good price.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I did. I am not
blaming the Board for not purchasing. I
am only saying their system is a bad one,
because they allow their offer to remain
open for a certain period, which enables the
vendor to squeeze another purchaser.
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Mr. BENT .-And very fly owners they
were .
.Mr. McK.E~ZIE.-I admit that.
No
business man in the House would allow his
agents to go to a vendor and to allow the
Qffer to remain open for days and weeks.
vVhen the Board are ready to negotiate, the
Board) or their agents, ought to immediatel y go and enter into the negotiation,
and if they cannot get the terms they wish,
the Board should end the matter.
All
business men will admit that system is correct. One thing I am pleased to see is that
the Bill provides that a man, so long as
he goes on with improvements on his land,
mav allow his rent to accrue if it does not
exc~ed 60 per cent. of hjs improvements.
That gives a man a chance of getting on, because it is in the initial stages of settlement
that a man requires assistance. I am also
pleased in connexion with the sale of land
unsuitable for closer settlement. The Board
should never put a man on to land where
it is unlikely he can make a ,success
-of it.
No estate can be purchased
without some inferior land in it, and
the Board should have the power of
disposing of that to the best advantage, and not put people on to attempt
to earn a living where they could not possibly do it. I am speaking more particularlv with reference to the Northern areas,
where the people have to depend absolutely
on the rainfall. £1,500 is certainly a
small amount of land, but where there is
.a water supply it is different. I do not
know whether the Government can see their
",a\' to make an increase of the land in the
dry: areas, but I think it would be a decided
advantage to those going in for closer
settlement if that could be done. Where
water it not available that sum is rather
small. A man must have an area sufficient
to enable him to make a decent living. I
would like to see some alteration in connexion with the amount of land in the dry
districts.
Mr. MURRAY.-I would like to reply
to some reflections which the last speaker
ma:de upon the Closer Settlement Board in
connexion with the Wharparilla Estate. If
there is anv blame in the matter, it does
not attach to the Board.
At the time
that estate was offered, the Restdmvn and
Serpentine Estates were also under offer,
and the Board recommended the purchase
of the Wharparilla Estate at a certain price,
but the Cabinet did not adopt the recom·
mendation, and the Board were not instructed to make any offer for it. That is
J
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what happened when I was Minister of
Lands.
Mr. l\1cKENzm.-Th:lt is up to a certain
date.
Mr. MURRAY.-Did the Board ever
make an offer?
1\1r. McKENZIE.-I am informed so.
1'\"1r. MURRAY.-The Boa,f'd was not instructed by the Cabinet, when I was a
member of the ,Cabinet, to make that offer,
and could not have done it. I onlv rose
to exonerate the Board from the 'unfair
attack the honorable member made upon it.
~~r. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).I WIsh to congratulate the Government on
introducing a clause that will enable them
to dispose of light land.
The Board is
heavily handicapped as compa,red with svn~icates, for the syndicates buy the land, cut
It up, and sell it to whom thev like, whereas
the Board are restricted to ·selling to persons who have no land at all. The svndicate can sell to a person who can sell again
if he wishes. This is a very heavy handicap.
The honorable member for Dundas
brought up the question of the blue blocks.
I am not well acquainted with them, but the
Bill will apply to all light country. Instead of giving to each man a. large area of
land, it would be better to give him a reasonable area and the means of getting his
produce to market.
If the Government
would spend money in that way it would be
better.
The Government should sp~nd
n:oney in making roads or railways, and
gIve a small area of land that will suffice.
Mr. COLEICHIN.-The honorable member for Dundas stated that this measure was
a step in the right direction.
I consider
it is, but still the Government have not
gone on the right lines.
The honorable
member admitted that there had been very
little or no good result from the original
measure, and tha;t is jn opposition to what
he stated on :1J previous occasion. I hope the
Minister in charge will allow us to put one
or two clauses in the Bill to bring it up-todate.
Mr. BENT.-Reserve these amendments
until you are in a Government yourself.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I was speaking about
the honorable member for Dundas.
Mr. BENT.-You are attacking a Liberal.
Mr. COLECHIN .-One of the retrogressive kind. The honorable member stated
that the cure was in this Bill, but I am
satisfied that it is not, for there are two
things necessary to make it a success-two
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honest, straightforward, up-to-date, necessary principles-namely, the owner's own
valuation and compulsory purchase.
If
the Premier will recognise that he will make
a name for ihimself . . I think thousands of
peop Ie outside say that he has made a name
for himself, but I want him to make an
undying name.
"Mr. PRENDERGAST .-His name is bent a
tit.
:Mr. COLE,CHIN. - If the honorable
gentleman will go straight as an arrow for
these two points another amending Bill will
not be required.
:\lr. BENT.-Another place has too much
to do before Christmas.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The Premier will
have to recognise the challenge made by
another place, and that this Government
has the right now to dissolve that House.
Why does the Government not do it? How
many times has the Premier stated that
another place would not pass what is de·
sired? We have the honorable member for
Dundas saying that in the northern areas
there is splendid land at lOS. an acre, but
an ·interjection came from another honorable
member stating that it was not suitable
for the purpose. The people that are on
that land have been trying to sell it because
they want to get rid of it. These lands
that have been in the market for twenty
years are not what the people want, but they
want to get some of the land .that is not
now being used properly. That is a fair
principle. The words " Great Britain and
Ireland, or any other country," appear in
one of the clauses of the Bill, and some
amendment s'hould bE: made in them. "Any
other country" mav mean China, Japan,
India, or Northern -Africa, and I am sure
that the House does not intend that to pass.
If it is intended to mean only European
countries, including Italy or Germany, members may not view it with disfavour. I see
something here in the Bill about the AgentGeneral, and that will have to be looked
to in Committee. At present we are allowing a large number of adults to go out of
the State, and we should not make provision
for people from other countries until we
have met the demands of our own people.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time and
committed-Mr. G.' H. Bennett in the
chair.
Clause I, "Short title and construction." was agreed to.
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On clause

2,

which was as follows:-

In section 6 of the principal Act the words
" in the vicinity of their holdings" are hereby repealed,

Mr. CULLEN said ;he would like to
draw the attention of the Minister to section 6 of the principal Act. There was a
desirable class of settlers working on the
share system, or renting lands, and if they
had power to acquire their holdings it would
be a good thing for the State. In his district there were some five or six families
renting land, but they had not the means
to purchase it, and they had sold their
stock and gone, some of them to New South
Wales, and others to Queensland.
They
had taken something like £500 with them.
Mr. SWINI3URNE.-There is a provision
in regard to four men together.
~1r. CULLEN said he meant one man.
The class he was referring tQi had worked
on the land for vears, and thoroughly
understood it, and -thev were a desirable
class to ret<'un here.
:\1r. :MURRAY said what the honorable
member desired was an amendment of section 6 of the principal Act, to enable a
single individual to come under the law.
There was nothing in the section to prevent
that being dQine now. Any man could take
advantage of it if the Governor in Council
allowed him.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the honorable member for Gunbower wished that a
single individual should be enabled to buy
land and bring it under the Closer Settlement Act. There should be no objection to
that.
l\Ir. ~IURRAY.-They can dO' bhat now.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said a regulation
was adopted that no fewer than four persons could do it. He would like to see
one man hav.e the opportunity, provided
that he was able to convince the authorities
that full value was given for the money.
Mr. BENT.-The contract might show
he paid £10, while he had only paid £7.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said he did not
want anv crooked contracts of that kind.
He only referred to cases in whicn the
Closer Settlement Board would be convinced that the land was offered at a fair
value.
In one or two instances men had
written to him that they desired to purchase land in this way, but they had not
been able to do so, although the cases were
such that the Closer Settlement Board
would be satisfied that fair value was offered for the money by those who were
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prepared to sell.
In order to prevent the
Government from being flooded with: applications of the kind, a provision might be
inserted that only a certain proportion of
the land could be acquired in this way.
But he was satisfied that closer settlement
eventuallv would have to proceed partly
on these lines, so that a man might have a
voice in the locality in which he wished to
have land.
After compulsory purchase,
the next best thing was to give a man land
in the district in which he wanted to purchase land. The great argument in favour
of compulsory purchase was that you got
land in the spot YDU wanted it.
Under
the system suggested by the hDnorable member for GunbDwer, a single individual was
given an oPPDrtunity Df purchasing at any
place where he wanted to purchase, where
the land would be Df mDre value to him
than if he had tD separate himself from his
relatives and acquaintances, and gD tD another part Df the State to try and obtain
land Dn which tD make a living fDr himself.
:Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak). -- DD YDU
mean that a man cDuld buy a piece of land
out Df a big block? .
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he did not
care where the land was bought, so long
as the CrDwn gDt sufficient security. The
CIDser Settlement Board would assure
themselves of the security just as, when
they purchased large areas Df land, they
saw that they got the value of their money.
If a man said, "I have been offered 200
a.cres of land at £5 an acre, and the land
is good and cheap at the money," he (Mr.
Prendergast) did not see why that man
should not be allowed tD come in under
the benefit of the closer settlement system,
just as well as where there was an aggregation of individuals, and the Closer
Settlement Board purchased a large estate.
N ext to compulsory purchase, this was the
best principle that cDuld be adDpted, because it permitted settlement where a' man
wanted to settle.
~[r. ~1URRAY.--I never heard yDU speak
so intelligently on the land question as at
the present mDment.
Y DU are expressing
my ewn views on it.
'~1r. PRENDERGAST said he was glad
the hDnerable member fer Warrnambool
agreed with him. Again, if a man selected
Dr purchased land in
a neighbeurhood
where he knew the people, it might
('Dst him censiderablv less te make the
lanel valuable than if he went away tD
anDther district.
On several occasions he

(Mr. Prendergast) had brought under the
nDtice of the Premier the desirability of
introducing a provision enabling individual
settlement Df this kind.
If the Premier
was frightened that. the single system
might do away with the cDmbined system,
or be carried out tD too great an extent,
it might be limited by providing that the
individual purchases should only bear a
certain preportiDn to the tDtal amount expended.
He certai;nlyi tt;hought that a
prDvision of this kind was very desirable.
Mr. CARLISLE stated that' he was very
glad tD hear honDrable members DPPDsite
ceming round to his views Dn this subject.
He had advocated this view in connexiDn
with the Improved Small Holdings Bill
last session, but the Minister in charge of
the Bill at that time wDuld net listen to
what he had to sav, and ridiculed the idea.
However, he (1\1r: Carlisle) thought it certainly must be better for a man tD get land
where he knew the people, and where he
had been living, than it wDuld be if he had
tD go away to some particular district
where the Closer Settlement Board had
purchased land.
He thDught if the Gevernment could see their way to intrDduce a
provision Dn the lines which had been indicated, the closer settlement system would
be a much greater success than it would be
under the present law.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member for Gunbower was proposing to use a
steam hammer to crack an egg. The hDnorable member propesed to put the whole
machinerv of the Closer Settlement BDard,
with their valuers, &c., into operation, fer
the purpose ef looking after one piece of
land. How much would this cost? It
would really cost abOut one-fDurth of the
value Df the land. Another thing was
that he (Mr. Bent) had had peDple propDsing to the Government to take over land
which the owners could not get along with,
and were rlesirDus Df putting Dn to the
State. It was necessary to watch operatiDns ef that kind.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--You could charge
all the land.
Mr. BENT said it weuld mean putting
Dut money, and perhaps never getting it
back again.
Charging the land was one
thing, and getting the sDvereigns back was
another.
He hoped the Committee would
nDt fDr a moment cDnsider any propesal Df
the kind.
Mr. THOMSON said he thought there
was a great deal in what the Premier had
said with regard to the element of cost
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,... hen only one or two individuals were concerned, but if it was a case of a considerable number of individuals who wished to
acquire land, he (Mr. Thomson) thought
the course suggested by the honorable member for Gunbower was the proper one to
adopt. The leader of the Opposition had
used one of the strongest reasons in favour
of that suggestion in stating that men were
more likely to do well on land when they
were settled amongst their friends than if
they had to go to a strange locality. This
was one of the reasons why he (Mr. Thomson) had advocated that the area of land in
the poorer parts of the country should be
increased.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What has the area
to do with settlement amongst one's friends?
~Ir. THOMSON said that the young
fellows he had referred to had been brought
up in a certain locality, and they wanted to
acquire a sufficient holding in that locality
to enable them to make a livelihood. The
area' at present allowed was not sufficient
for that purpose, and, therefore, he desired
to increase it.

~Ir. PRENDERGAST.-~OU vote for compulsory purcha.se and you will carry out all
you want.

}Ir. THOMSON said he thought there
was no necessity for compulsory purchase
.at the present time. There was a compul:sory purchase provision in the present Act
which had not been enforced, and which
might have been put into force. If the
leader of the Opposition had only assisted
him (Mr. Thomson) in carrying his amendment, which would have dealt with the trust
estates, the result would have been much
more beneficial, because it was ch~efly with
reference to trust estates that there was any
trouble. He was not afraid of compulsory
purchase if land was unprocurable without
it, but at the present time compulsory purchase was not necessary. With regard to
the present suggestion, he was aware that
some men had tried to obtain land in this
way, but they were not successful, although
they were quite prepared, if there was a
difference between their valuation and the
value placed upon the land by the Closer
Settlement Board, to make up the difference. However, they were not able to
secure a holding, and the owner of the estate subdivided it, and got a very much
larger amount for the land than he had
offered it to these men for. If a sufficient
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number of people wanted blocks· of land in
this way, he thought it would be a good
thing to facilitate them, but when there
were only one or two he agreed with the
Premier that the proportion of cost would
be too great to make the system successful.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clauses 3 and 4.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follows:(I) 'When the owner 6f any land or estate makes
to the Minister or the Roarp an offer to sell
such land or estate and promises that the offer
shall remain open for a specified time SUCD offer
and promise shall be binding on the owner as
if made for valuable consideration.
(2) When any such offer is made without such
promise but the right to withdraw the same is
nut express~y reserved then such offer may ·be
withdrawn before either an inspection or valuation of the land or estate has been commenced
under the provisions of the principal Act; but if
lvn so withdrawn such offer shall be binding on
the owner until such inspectioQ or valuation has
been completed and a reasonable time has elapsed
to enable the Board to notify its acceptance or
refusal of the offer.
(3) Any disposition of the land or estate or any,
part thereof either within the time specified in
such promise, or before such reasonable time has
el.apsed (as the case may be) shall not affect the
power of the Board to accept the offer or to
acquire the land or estafe.
(4) When a right to withdraw any such offer
has been expressly reserved but not otherwise the
offer may be withdrawn at any time.

Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) movedThat after the word" offer" in sub-clause (I)
the words "in writing" be inserted.

He observed that if the offer was made
verbally to an officer of the Board, there
might be some dispute as to the terms of
the offer, whereas if the offer was in writing
there could be no doubt whatever.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) movedThat the following words be added to subclause (2) :-" but such offer shall not be bind·
ing on the owner after the expiration of six
weeks from the making thereof."

He stated that in the amendment as circulated the time was "one month," but he
had altered it at the request of the Minister
in charge of the Bill.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Make it two months.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I would prefer two
months.
Mr. N. BAYLES (Toorak) said he had
no objection to make the term two months.
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AYES.
He did not think it was necessary to say
anything in support of the amendment. ' It Mt. Bayles, N.
Mr. Hutchinson
" Bent
" Keogh
was evident that it was not desirable that an
"
Cameron,
E.
H.
" Kirkwood
offer should rem.ain binding on the owner
" Cameron, J.
" Langdon
for all time.
,; Campbell
" Livingston
" Carlisle
The amendment was, amended accord" Mackey
" McCutcheon
" Cullen
ingly.
" Downward
" McKenzie
~1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) ex" Duffus
" McLeod
" Farrer
" Murray
pressed the opinion that if the amendment
" Robertson
was adopted it would be necessary to strike " Gaunson
Graham
" Swinburne
out from the clause the reference to a "" Gray
" Thomson.
"reasonable time." It would be inconTellers:
" Harris
Mr. Argyle
" Holden
sistent to allow those words to remain in
~, Hunt
" Keast.
and then to go on to sav that notice should
NOES.
be given within two months.
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr . MURRAY said the amendment of Mr. Bailes, A. S.
Mr. Prendergast
" Beard
the honorable member for Toorak seemed a
Beazley
" Smith
very proper one" but he agreed with the last "" Bennett,
H. S.
" Toutcher
speaker that a consequential amendment ." Billson, A. A.
vVarde
vVilkins.
would be needed. The Government might
" Billson, J. W.
" Lawson
accept the amendment and afterwards reTellers:
" McGregor
draft the clause.
Mr. Colechin
" Oman
" McGrath.
" Outtrim
'Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said it
seemed to him that if the amendment was
Clauses 7, 8, and 9 were agreed to.
added to the clause without any further
On clause IO, amending section IO of Act
alteration it would make the clause look No. 1962,
ridiculou.s.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he noticed
Mr. SWINBURNE.-We will put it right that this clause reduced the time for selling
before the Bill is finally dealt with.
township lots. from two years to twelve
The amendment was' agreed to, and the months. As these settlements were extended it was probable that only a little
clause, as amended, was passed.
time would elapse before a desire would
On clause 6, providing for the notifica- arise to have a township, and some- of these
tion of land available for being taken up lands would have to be resumed at an enon the conditional purchase lease by appli- hanced value in order to permit people to
cants in or from Great Britain and Ireland, have business blocks in the centre of the
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he intended settlement. It was" therefore, not a very
to oppose this clause, which dealt with the safe proceeding to reduce the time for townquestion of immigration. We were not able ship lots, and he would like to have some
to provide all the land that was, wanted by explanation of the proposal.
our own people. He gave reasons on the
Mr. SWINBURNE said it was the exsecond reading for opposing the clause.
While some of the other States in Australia perience of the Board that two' years was
might be able to offer land to immigrants too long to ke¢p the land from sale. The
because of their large territory and the im- clause did not apply only to township allotmense amount of land open for settlement, ments. Some of the land might not be
we, in Victoria, were certainly not able to suitable for closer settlement. The Board
, do it. There were thousands of our own considered that twelve months was ample
people who were crying out for land, and time to allow.
The clause was. agreed to.
there was no reasonable means of satisfying
On clause II, which was as follows : them, yet it was proposed in this claus.e
At the end of section sixty-two of the principal
to offer land to people in other parts of the
Act there ~hall be added this sub-sectionworld.
(4) A farm allotment on which such buildThe Committee divided On the clauseings and improvements are situate may be taken
up on conditional purchase lease or sold by
Ayes
31
public auction or if the bids '(if any) at such
Noes
18
public auction do not reach the reserve price
J

Majority for .the clause

J3

or if there is no bId at such auction then by
private sale at the discretion of the Board,
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Mr. FRENDERGAST said it appeared
that a recommendation of the Board under
this clause would have to be brought under
the notice of the House, but if that were
done in this instance it might as well be
done in connexion with other matters.
That would be the case with regard to the
recommendations of the Board as to compulsory purchase.
Ylr. SVv'INBURNE.-N"O.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said the most
important recommendations from the Board
were not provided for here. If the House
was only to have a portion of the recommendations of the Board, honorable members would not kncw exactly what they
were doing. With regard to the latter part
-of the clause, it s~med to him that the reduction of tbe price would not be a safe
proceeding, and would be in the direction
of selling land to people for the puroose
of promoting their own interests instead of
the interests of the State.
Mr. KEAST observed that he would like
to congr.atulate the Government on putting
in this clause. To his own knowledge it
very often happened that the homestead
would te left on the hands of a particular
individual or the Board itself. Very often
it was not sold at public auction, as the improvements were s,o great, or the amount of
land was not sufficient to cause it to be sold·
He thought this was a splendid clause,
and one which was absolutely in the interests of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, as was aJso
dause 12.
Mr. THOMSON proposed the following new claus~:A. In section forty.three of the principal Act
at the end of sub-section (I) the~e shall be added
the following paragraph, viz. : (d) Grazing allotments each of which shall
consist of any area of land not exceeding Two thousand five hundred
pounds in value.

He stated that he did not wish to take up
the time of the Chamber, but he would
point out that this was really an important
matter to those parts. of the State where
the land was pOOr and inferior. If the
young people who were brought up in those
localities could not obtain land there they
would be under a great disadvanta,ge, as
they had been brought up to. pastoral pur-.
suits, and were not familiar with the methods of intense culture, which could not
Le followed in the districts. in question.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Show us that what
you are talking about in reference to New
Zealand.
MI. THOMSON said he could not put
his hand on the information at the moment,
but he thought he w.a:s pretty correct. He
was sure that if these young fellows did
not get land of the kind he mentioned' they
would dear out. He could give the names
of several who had left the State for this
reason within the last twel \'e or eighteen
months. In one case a man went to Western
Australi.a!, and in ten days he ·was. cn a
block of land. In case it might be thought
that £2,500 worth of land would be a
large area if it was good land, he wished
to say that he was entirely opposed to giving l.a,rge areas of good land, for if the
land was good a man could make a living
out of a small area, but where the land was
only fit for grazing purposes, and poor at
that, the settler would want a larger area.
Mr. BENT remarked that, according to
this proposal, 400 men would want
£1,000,000.

Mr. ROBJiRTsoN.-You are giving every
man the maximum. Every man need not get
the maximum.
Mr. BENT said the Government had
considered this, proposal thoroughly, and
they could not agree with it. It was all
very well to say that this wculd onh· an~'"
in the northern areas, but it would apply
over the whole of the St.ate. If this amendment was carried, it would embrace the
whole of the State, and that would mean
that 400 men would have £1,000,000
worth of land. In ccnnexion with the Improved Small Holdings land this scheme,
the State was now giving over ~{8.~0,000 a
year, and he thought the time had arrived
when we must pull up. If there "vas a
slump in wheat or a reduction in the price
of butter or in that sort of thing, His
Majesty would h:a:ve a lot cf this land
thrown on his hands.
:Mr. WARDE·.-We should have the water
business over again.
Mr. BENT,-Yes. What with water
and these settlement schemes, the State
would be providing; over £1,000,000 a
year, and he thought we were doing remarkably well.
He deeply sympathized
with the honorable member who moved this
amendment, but at the same time, he must
say that the Cabinet had considered this
proposal, and they could not possibly a.gree
to increa·se the proposed expenditure even
to the extent of one "stiver," whatever
that might mean.
J
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?\Ir. ROBERTSON stated that he could
not sit still and hea.r the arguments of" the
Premier with regard to £1,000,000 being
required under this proposal to give land
to 400 settlers. The honorable gentleman
was .aissuming that ~the Government would
give every settler the maximum. That was
perfectly absurd. If the Board carried out
the provision wisely, it would not diminish
the number of settlers placed on the land
in the slightest degree.
If the Government were afraid of a S,lump in wheat or
in the price of butter and other sm.all.! produce, he would contend that, by placing
settlers on land up to £2,500 in value,
they would be on an area which would enable them to carry out mixed farming,
which was by far the safest process in
fa,rming operations. On such an area as
that the settler would be enabled to go in
for wheat-growing and frozen lambs, and,
perhaps, dairying. He would be able to
combine the three forms of agriculture Gil
£2,500 worth of land, which would be far
safer than halving, as the old woman said,
He thought
all the eggs in one basket.
there was nothing more assured in this
country than the development of the lamb
C!xport trade, and the growth of wheat in
particular. Wheat was a form of produce
which could be exported at the very lowest
freight, and was non-perishable. Frozen
lamb also was non-perishable, on aCCGunt
of the way in which it was treated, and
the Government should look at the increase
there would be in our produce by the development of the export trade in Iambs.
This, propos.al was in the best interests of
closer settlement in this countrv, and would
not diminish fhe number of settlers on the
land.
Mr. WILKINS.-You have the Premier's
sympathv. What more do you want?
Mr. FARRER remarked that it appeared that the Government admitted there
were some lands in the State which were
It
not suitable for closer settlement.
seemed that it would be much better that
the Board should be able to classifv this
land, and if it was unsuitable for -closer
settlement purposes in areas of £ 1, soo
worth, it snould be s,ubdivided into grazing
areas of £2,500 worth, and it would then
go out cf the Government's hands without
having to lie idle for twelve months.
Under this Bill the land would have to lie
idle for twelve months. He understood that
at present the land had to lie idle for two
years. There were one or twc' contentions,
no doubt, in favour of the Government's

attitude. With the advancement in knowledge of agriculture and of the food value5
of various fodders, and also the greater production of standard produce, people would
be able to make a living On a much smaller
area of land. They would be able to make
as, much gross income off a small quantity
as they had in the past off a large quantity.
As far as his experience went, there was a
great want of knowledge in this country
as to average food values-the value of
food to give to animals. That, of course,
was a strong argument why the land should
not be cut up into too large holdings.
There was another argument, and that \yas
that, perhaps, the Government s,hould nc·t
take the responsibility of providing for
people who would go in for £2,500 worth
of land. But he did not think thcse arQuments, or other arguments that might' be
adduced, were sufficient as ag:ainst this proposal. As had been pointed out, there
must be some of the land in many of the
estates which were resumed that was UIls,uitable for agriculture, but was, fit for :)cing settled on immediately in grazing areas_
But for grazing a person would want more
than £1,500 worth of; this land. Anyone
with experience in producing wool on poor
land would know that £1,500 _,yorth of
land would nct keep a man off the labour
market. These large areas amongst farmers would be useful in many ways. The
holders of these larger areas 'would be consumers of a certain amount of produce that
was not fit to go to market, such as s.urpluS;
potatoes and bad hay. In this way it would
be an acquisition to the smaller farmers
to have a few of these grazing holdings
amongs,t them.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
did not want "to speak against the promotion of any system that would give settlement, but he thought the House might go
too far in giving this area of land at the
present time. There was one clause in the
Bill which provided that the improvements
should not exceed £.250. That £250 ,,-as
in addition to the £1,500 of value already
provided for. It was to be borne in mind
that the great bulk of the land which had
been provided for settlement was taxing the
resources, of :a great many people in pay'in,~
for it, although the average value of the
holdings was considerably under the maximum allowed by the Act. The greater
number of the allotments only went up to
£1,000 in value, and these areas were
proving sufficient.
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Mr. ROBERTSON.-If the a.mendment is
carried it won't alter that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he thought
the amcnInt of land provided at present was
sufficient, and that it was not desirable to
go further.
Mr. THOMSON.-It is boycotting that
particul,a,r distdct.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said doubtles,s,
when we got a little more experience, we
should have to consider the question of
wheat-growing and the utilizing of the
poorer lands.
Wheat-growing could be
carried on upon land worth £4 Or £5 an
acre, while for dairying purposes agricultural land worth £14 or £15 an acre was
required, and there was a lot of land of
that description in the district which the
honorable member represented, the land
suitable for wheat-growing being in close
proximity to the land which was suitable
for dairying purposes.
He would vote
against the propos,ition to extend the areas
at the present time.
Mr. COLE CHIN observed that he did
not like this new clause, which would provide for grazing allotments consisting of
£2,5°0 worth of land. It seemed to him
that the idea of this proposal was either to
put rich men on the land or to ask the poor
man to take up a larger amount of land.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-It is neither.
Mr. COLECHIN said, supposing a man
owned £2,5°0 worth of land, he would be
able to borrow on it at 5 per cent., but a
poor man wou] d have to pa \' half as much
[lgain as that, and he would start with a
mill-stone hung round his neck.
Mr. ROBERTSoN.-That supposition i~
not correct.
Mr. COLECHIN" said he knew Barwen,
and the rabbit-infested area where a certain honorable member lived. The gentle""
man he spoke of the other night had some
l,and almost next door to an honorable member. It was valued at lOS. an acre, and he
believed the whole 10t was abandened.
What was the use of putting men there?
Some of the land about Warra Warra was
suited for settlement, and had been sold'
fOr a very fair price. But his objection
was that if men were put on land with a
debt of £2,5°0 they would have a milIstene round their neck, and they would not
be able to get on, except in the very best
years. The average here was about four
good seasons out of seven, and about one
season ill seven was a bad vear.
The Premier very briefly put the '~hote
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thing in a nutshell when he said 400 people
,yould take £1,000,000 worth of land
under this proposal-this silly amendment.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G.
H. BENNETT).-The honorable member
must withdraw that remark.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he would ,vithdraw the word "silly," and substitute the
word" monstrous."
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G.
H. BENNETT).-I must ask the honorable
member to withdraw that remark also, as it
is insulting to the honorable member who
moved the amendment.
Mr. COLECHIN said he would call the
amendment a big amendment, if he would
be allowed to do so.
He did not see a.JTVthing wrong in the word "monstrous." The
Closer' Settlement Act authorized the expenditure of £500,000 at the most in one
year for th~ whole State, yet this proposal
would take all that money for putting 200
men on the land.
They would not get
very much land for £2,500 up near Dun
das-the smiling land up there-but they
weuld get a lot of land in some parts of
the Barwon, and they would get very little
in Bacchus Marsh for that amount.
The
position would be something like that of
the poor fellow in the United States, whose
fl3.ther, grandfather, and great grandfather
had fought to get a living on the lann,
and who eventuallv chucked the ,,-hole
thing up, went in for making soap, and
made a fortune.
He hoped the Committee
wou1d not accept this bi!! amendment to rob
the Closer Settlement Board of the right
honorable members hoped it would have
llnrler the Bill, of settling a large number
of people on the land.
Mr. FARRER said his advocacy of t~.e
amendment was not for either of the
purposes illustrated by the honorable
member
for
Geelong.
The
honorable member showed his complete knowledge of the country by giving an
illustration of the part in which he
eMr. Farrer) liYed, and the honorable
member's illustration was as much like
the actual country as a grasshopper was
like an elephant.
There was some land
within a few miles of him worth over £30
an acre, so that it could not be very poor.
Some people had been on it for a very long
time, and were making a living from it.
If all the honorable member's information
was the same as the honorable member had
given about his (Mr. Farrer's) locality, then
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"the honorable member was not worth listening to.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENNETT).-I must ask the honorable
member to withdraw that expression.
Mr. FARRER said he withdrew the
statement at the direction of the Acting
Chairman.
Mr. COLECHIN said he was sorry the
honorable member for Barwon did not know
the difference between a grasshopper and
an elephant. The honorable member knew
a great deal more about rabbits.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. G. H.
BENNETT).-We do not want a controversy
between two honorable members.
Mr. COLE CHIN said he noticed the
Premier was very sympathetic to those who
advocated this amendment. He was afraid
if honorable members on this (the Opposition) side brought forward such a proposal
the Premier would not be quite so sympathetic towards them, but he hoped they
would never propose such a provision.
The new clause was negatived.
The Bill was reported with amendments,
and the amendments were considered and
adopted.
On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE,
the Bill was then read a third time.
Mr. SWINBURNE drew attention to
clause 5, of which sub-clause (2) had been
amended to read as follows:When any such offer is made without such
promise but the right to withdraw the same is
not expressly reserved then such offer may be
withdrawn before either an inspection or valuation of the land or estate has been commenced
under the provisions of the principal Act; but
if not so withdrawn such offer shaH be binding on
the owner until such inspection or valuation has
beeu completed and a reasonable time has elapsed
to enable the Board to notify its acceptance or
refusal of the offer, but such offer shall not be
binding on the owner after the expiration of one
month from the making thereof.

He said the amendment made at the instance of the honorable member for Toorak
had been considered with the help of the
honorable member for Fitzroy and others,
and he now begged to move-That all the words after " elapsed" be omitted
and the following words substituted :-" not exceeding two months to enable the Board to notify
its acceptance or refusal of the offer, after which
such offer shall not be "binding on the owner."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.

Regulatinf: Bill.

PUBLIC MEETINGS REGULATING
BILL.

Mr. BENT moved the Isecond reading of
this Bill. He said-This is not a political
Bill. Honorable members must be familiar
with the fact that at certain meetings a
number of people go for the purpose of
disturbing the meeting. This applies to
both sides.
I observe that in the present elections for the Commonwealth a few
people are able to disturb a large number
at meetings. I understand it is the feeling of every member of the House that at
election meetings the policy of the meeting
ought to be to listen to what is said~ and
then vote afterwards. We have been
asked bv all sorts and conditions of men to
bring ill a Bill to regulate public meetings.
I t is said that some of the local councils
have this power, and that by extending the
operation of the Local Government Act we
could accomplish all we want. However,
honorable members will observe that this
Bill is a very business-like proposal. It
only requires that persons shall behave
themselves at public meetings. Clause 2
makes misbehaviour at public meetings an
offence, and provides a penalty not exceeding £5, or imprisonment not exceeding one
month. Clause 3 provides that any person
present at a public meeting may take proceedings against any other person guilty
of an offence against this measure. Clause
4 gives power to the chairman to deal
with misbehaviour at public meetings, and
also provides that neither the chairman nor
the police shall be liable to action.
Mr. A. S. BAILES (Bendigo East).-How
is the chairman inside to know who is guilty
outside? Clause 4 says "Any person in
or near the hall."
Mr. BENT.-" In the neighbourhood"
means the passages, and all that sort of
thing. This Bill will simply regulate the
conduct of people who attend public meetings, no matter whether they are for or
against. It provides that they shall behave
themselves; and that a whole meeting shall
not be disturbed by a few people.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have no objection to any measures that will provide
safety in public meetings for those who
desire to have their opinions heard. The
great danger in a measure of this kind is
that it may go so far, and it does propose
to go so far, as to render it unsafe for anybody to offer any opinion upon any remarks
passed by the" candidate upon individuals
present at a meeting.
The Government
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also in this Bill propose to create a kind
of new offence. I have noticed the same
thing lately in several instances. They will
creat,e under this Bill a class of spy or
informer who stands 'alongside another man
in a meeting, and who. for vindictiveness
or personal or party purposes may make it
unsafe for some people to go to a meeting at all to listen to what candidates may
have to say.
Mr. BENT.-There is not a word of that
kind in this Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is proposed
in the Bill that any person present may
take
proceedings
against any
other
person
for
disturbing the meeting.
There may be what is vulgarly known as a
put-up job at a meeting for the purpose of
working against parties or individuals, and
a Bill of this kind, when we have no
political excitement going on as regards
the State Parliament, should be made
reasonable, and agreed to by all parties.
It is not our desire, and ,it should not be
our desire, to promote discord in public
meetings, so that' some men may not be
listened to. My experience in connexion
with meetings is that a great many
people, by the way they behave with
the public on the platform, court annoyance, and ,in some instances where
I have seen the most determined opposition
to a speaker, it has been caused by indirect or deliberate insults offered to the
audience bv the speaker, who stands behtnd the police, and insults the audIence.
The only way the audience can retaliate
is bv jeering at the speaker.
I have had
meetings where, apparently, I have been
popularly received, and I have had meetings that were distinctly antagonistic, but
I must say the antagonistic meetings were
held in what are known popularly as the
I was
most respectable parts of the tity.
once down at the district of a member of
the 'Government, and before I could say a
word, the audience showed they would not
The chairman, with a great
listen to me.
deal of vigour, took the part of helping
the audience.
We do not desire to allow
licence, or to allow a set of men to prevent another set being heard, but clause 3
puts the DOwer in the hands of any person
at a Dublic meeting to take proceedings
against another.
A man who. is perfectly
innocent may be affected.
Anv one' 'man
in the hall 'passing a remark may be affected.
At a meeting, if a man ,gets his
hat knocked off, he turns round, and has a
go at the man behind him.
If clause 3 is
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passed. instead of doing that and letting
the difference be settled in the hall, a man
will tum round and prosecute anotheri
man who may be ~nnocent.
We all
know that in meetings, if anything happens to a man, he turns round and blames
the first man behind him, who is invariably
the wrong man, because the man who has
committed the offence shelters himself behind somebody.
The clause is an extreme danger to the liberty of the people,
and it will be a good thing to have it
knocked out of the Bill.
Another thing
is that a person charged under the Bill
should have the right to appeal, botl1 on
the facts and on the law of the case.
A
person has aright to appeal on the law,
but the facts should be capable of being
questioned.
The case may not receive
proper attention in the Police Court, and
while appeals may take place on questions
of law, they may not take place on questions of fact, and any man who is charged
in respect of a public meeting. should have
the power of being able to clear himself
by beinp." able to appeal on the facts as
well as on the law.
Clause 3 may be
used for hitting at political people. From
the way some people conduct their politics,
I think they would take advantage of anything.
These people remind me of a class
of informers and spies, who grew up during the later portion of the Roman empire.
lUr. BENT.-We want to be fair to all.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST. I am preRared to accept that statement, but clause
3 is a danger to anyone.
It may affect
the Premier's party or my party.
Mr. MURRAY.-The danger is to the
party that makes the noise.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The honorable member for Warrnambool had a very
anta;gonistic meeting one night at North
Melbourne.
I thought I was in
Mr. MURRAY. Toorak.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - 1 believe
the ho~orable. member drank two "jugs of
water ill trY1l1g to say ,something.
T
would suggest that clause ~ be struck out
of the ,Bill.
The proceedings against the
persons should be taken by the chairman
or by ,some responsible person, and not ~
initiated by individuals in the audience, who
may prove to be splenetic when the matter comes to be examined. . The actions of
those persons may have the effect of tarIf
nishing the character of any person.
people are boisterous at a meeting,' the
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chairman at the present time has power to
deal with them.
While persons may not
be excluded under certajn conditions at
meetin,gs. the chairman has power to in. sist on orderliness, and to see that there
is. peace and order at the meeting.
If
mne-tenths of the meeting are opposed to
a speaker, I do not see how obedience 1.0
the chairman or to anv one else is to be
enforced, but clause 3 'is a menace to any
person.
In clause 4 it is provided that
neither the chairman of the meeting nor a
member of the police force shall be liable
in regard to any proceedings.
I think
that exemption should come out.
There
should be just the same responsibility on
the chairman, if he takes proceedings, as
on any individual in the audience who takes
proceedings. I think the police should be
responsible for their action. The constable
is protected at the present time and invariabl y has the Court with hi~.
The
provision would enable a constable, with
a political bias, to exercise that bias
to the detriment of any person.
We
want to safeguard the rights of people
who want to speak, and at the same time
not to interfere with the rights of individuals.
Mr. KEOGH.-I agree with the last
speake~.
I do not see why any person at
a meetmg should be given power to take
proceedings against any other person.
Clause 3 providesAny perso~ presen.t at a public meeting may
take proceedmgs agamst any other person who in
regard to such meeting is guilty of an offence
against this Act.
H~w is it to be known if a person is
gUllty? A man is not guiltv until he is
proved to be guilty bv the Court. There
might be a lunati'c in the audience who
would start proceedings against some one
for something he might deem to be wrong.
I. ~m of the opinion that some responsibIlIty should attach to the chairman of the
meeting or a member of the police force.
1\1r. McGREGOR.-I think the Goverl1iIllent are right in bringing in a Bill to
do something to prevent disorderly conduct
at public meetings, but I am afraid that
clause .3 might be unduly exercised by
one man against another at anv public
meeting. The leader of the Opposition
stated that a chairman of a meeting has
great power at the present time, but I think
those of us who have read the public press
during the last week have found that
neither the chairman or the police are able
to keep order. On one occasion recent 1y
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a policeman said if he put out all the
people who created the disturbance nearly
the whole of the meeting would have t~
go outside. A chairman of a meeting has
very great power, and it may sometimes
occur, that the chairman asks the speaker
to withdraw the word" monstrous."
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Quite right,
too.
Mr. l\1cGREGOR.-It may 'have been
right.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond).I rise to a point of order. Has the honorable member any right to question a decision I gave a little while ago?
.,Mr. McGREGOR.-I am not dealing
WIth the honorable member for Richmond
at all. I was referring to the chairman
of a meeting. Tt is provided in clause 4
that when, in the opinion of the chairman
of a meeting, any person behaves in a
riotous, indecent, oifensive threatening or
insulting manner, or uses' any threate~ing
words~
Such chairman may verbally direct any member
of the police force who is present to remove such
person. from the s,aid hall room or building or
the nelghbourhood thereof and such member of
the police force shall remove such person accordir,gly.

I agree with the major portion of the Bill,
but I think clause 3 is rather too strong.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Like
the leader of the Opposition, I would be
very pleased if anv means could be
brought to bear by which we could insure
healthy, quiet meetings in connexion with
our political campaigns, but I must say
I do not like the present Bill. There are
two objectionable clauses. One is clause
3, which provides that any person at a
public meeting may take proceedings
against any other person who is guilty of
an offence against the measure. The leader
of .the Opposition has pointed out that a
job might be put up. I know during one
campaign there was one man who was a
very objectionable sort of fellow. He
used to attend the meetings of a candidate,
and asked a very reasonable question, but
it was of a damaging character to the
candidate, and it was most objectionable,
though not because there was anything bad
or serious, or indecent, in it. The committeemen of a candidate might get such a
man arrested, swear that he said something
of an objectionable character, and have him
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Sub-clause (2) of clause 3 pro-

N either the chairman nor any such member of
the police force shall be liable to any proceedir.gs in any Court by reason of any direction
giyen or action taken by such chairman or memba pursuant to this section.

That provision and the previous provision I
haye mentioned are the only two new matters in the Bill. The other portions of the
Bill are already in existence in our
Statutes. Under this Bill, a chairman of a
political meeting may have any person arrested without being liable in any shape
Or form. There is power to deal with
people creating disturbances at meetings under our Police Offences Act.
Section
25
deals
with
persons
who are drunk at meetings. By section
26, any person wh? uses obscen~,
threatening?, or abUSIve langua.ge 111
any public street, thoroughfare, or place,
,with intend to provqke a breach of the
peace was subject, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding £ro.
That IS a
heavier fine than the Bill proposes, and in
default of payment the man might be sent to
gaol for a term not exceeding three months.
Section 27 defined the meaning of " public
place" to include" any place of public recreation or resort or any public hall,
theatre, or ~oom in which ,an.y public concert, theatrical representation, or other public entertainment is being held or performed. "
So that the Act contains all
that the Bill proposes, with the exception
of the portion I pointed out, and which
is a very dangerous one.
Section 7 of
Act r 24I provides a penalty not exceeding £5, or imprisonment not exceeding one
month for" every person who, in or near
any public street, thoroughfare, qr place,
or within the view or hearing of any person
passing therein," is guilty of insulting behaviour or of using threatening}. abusive, or
insulting words. There is no greater power
to com pel good order at public meetings
The Government have
in this Bill.
simply brought in a new Bill embodying the
present law with the addition that the
chairman of the meeting may have a man
arrested by the police, and neither the
chairman nor the policeman is to be liable
Ito any action.
There is no power to
punish the chairman if he does wrong.
That is not the kind of, law the people
If the Premier desires to have
desire.
orderly meetings, all that is necessary is to
put the existing law into force.
If it
is found that the present law is not suffi-
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cient after being tried, then an amending
measure can be brought in. The Bill introduces nothing new except that it will put
an exceedingly dangerous weapon in the
hands of the chairman at a political meeting.
I am strongly opposed to that, and
I shall be pleased if the Premier or the
Minister of. Lands will tell us what difference there is between the present law and
this Bill, except the matter I have referred to.
The chairman of a meeting,
under the existing law, can direct the police
to remove any man 'who is disorderly.
It
is my opinion that the Premier, as he promised the people he would do something,
wants to show. that he is keeping his promise by introducing this Bill.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I quite agree with
the honorable member for Fitzroy that we
have everything in the existing law that is
necessary. No one would be more willing
to assist the Premier than I would to prevent disorderly conduct at meetings, and
nothing is more a'I)I1oying _to a man when
on the public platform than to be prevented from speaking.
This Bill is not
necessarY, as the honorable member
for Fit;roy has pointed out.
Every
chairman is selected with the idea that he
will be fair to both sides, but in nearly
every case the chairman refuses to take the
chair except where he is frienoly disposed
towards the candidate.
Therefore, as a
rule, the chairman is biased.
The point
taken by the honorable member in regard to
the power conferred by this Bill on the
chairman and the police, who are not to
be liable, is a very important one.
At
present they are liable for their actions~ but
under this Bill influence might be brought
to bear to get a chairman to pick out a
certain man in the audience, and order him
to be arrested.
Those who put questions
at meetings are verv often the best men, if
they put them at the proper time and in a
respectful manner.
No man has a right
to go on the public pl~tform unless he is
prepared to answer questions.
The chairman should not be made irres:Qonsible if he
does what is wrong in ordering a man to
be arrested.
I do not think the Premier
could have looked at this proposal very
carefully.
The other day at Queensdiff
a certain candidate was so wanting in
respect for the authority of the local police
that he went to a town 20 miles awav
'to get a constable in uniform to attend th~
meeting.
I have not known a disorderly
meeting to take place in Queenscliff for the
last forty years.
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Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat West).The constable w,as sent without his asking.
Mr. COLECHIN.~If that is so it
looks as if the authorities had not confidI do not object
ence in the local police.
to clause 2 except that I think the penalty
of £5 is too much for a first offence.
I
think clause 4 should not be given effect to
until any man who appears to be interrupting a meeting is first cautioned, but no provision is made for that.
The most serious
proposal is contained in sub-clause (2) of
that clause, for it provides that the chairman and the police are not to be liable
to any proceedings in any Court for what
they may do.
Every member who votes
for that clause will have reason to regret
it, because it will do a great deal of harm,
and will possibly prevent law-abiding
people from attending P!lblic meetings. I
have called attention in this House to the
disorderly conduct at public meetings, and
I have said that certain men who ought to
know better have acted disgracefully on the
platform, and conduced more to disorder
than any action taken bv the audience. I
remember a meeting at Lilydale which was
addresed by a candidate, and the sergeant
of police took the opportunitv to caution a
After being cautioned
man in the hall.
the man was removed by the sergeant's
order.
Thi-s candidate was so much
opposed to the action of the sergeant that
he reported him.
The superintendent,
who went up to hear the case,. said that the
sergeant only did what he had a right to
do, namely. to strive to kee2 order ,at a
pUbiic m~eting.
I agree with him, and
that is the law to-day. I know an instance
where a gentleman holding a high
position told a man in the audience
that he was a gorilla.
That was
enough to arouse the ire' of any man.
No man has a right when spea.king on the
platform, at any rate without very serious
reason, to call another man such a name
as a .gorilla. Not long ago we read of a
gentleman telling certain people from the
platform that they were not fit to carry
guts to a bear. Some people would not
like to be talked to in that way. If I were
addressed in that style I would certainly
feel inclined to do what I did in Geelong
when I mounted the bakony, although I
was surrounded by opponents, every man of
them. When a man who is speaking on :1
platform uses scurrilous language. if the
man ''v hom he unfairly attacks assaults him,
the person who used the scurrilous language
should be taken before the Court as well
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as the other man. Under this Bill, however, one of the audience who is attacked.
could be locked up on the order of the'
chairman, who might be a thorough partisan
of the speaker. This portion of the Bill,
therefore, I think, should be thrown out.
Men speaking on the platform sometimes.
forget themselves when an interjection
comes along and use language which they
would not use in their cooler moments.
Another point is whether the Bill might not
also be applied to newspapers. Why should.
we not insert a clause to provide that if
a newspaper uses laruguage which is untruthful and libellous, it should be compelled to print, in large type, in its next
issue a full and ample apology? How does
that proposal appeal to the Premier? I
believe that if there were such a provision
there would be a great deal less slur
and libel in the newspapers. I am sorry
to say that some of the newspapers have lost
a good deal of their former reputation in
connexion with their reports. I do not
blame the reporters, because I am told that
a black mark is put against certain men,
and the employes of the newspaper are told
that it is their duty to write those men
down. If men speaking in the excitement
of the moment use improper language they
are certainly no worse than newspapers
which print deliberate lying statements to>
injure men who are only doing what they
consider their duty.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-I quite agree that
this Bill is required. It hasl been required'
for many years past, and I believe it is required more than ever a.t the present time.
But I do not think that it goes quite farenough. Clause 4 provides thatEvery person who, in or near any hall room
or buildiIig in which a public meeting is being
held

behaves in a riotous or an offensive manner,
or uses abusive words, shall be guilty of an
offence. Now, I would suggest that after
the word" building" the words "or in any
street in any city, town, or borough" should
be inserted. We know verv well that thereare many meetings held ;t street corners,
and it is at such meetings that there is thegreatest danger of this kind of think taking
place. A few weeks ago, at Eaglehawk,
certain gentlemen said ,something at such a
meeting, which very nearly caused a breach,
of the peace amongst some of my friends.
I will not mention any names, btit I prevented anything of the kind happening. ' I
think, however, that meetings at the corner$
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<Df streets should be included in this Bill
.and therefore I would suggest to the Pre~
mier the desirability of introducing the
words I have suggested. In other respects
I shall support the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time and
<committed-Mr. G. H. Bennett in the ~hair.
On clause 2, rendering misbehaviour at
public meetings an offence,
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that in
<connexion with cases of this kind an appeal
.should be allowed on both questions of law
and questions of fact.
Mr. MACKEy.-Perhaps we may leave out
.clause 3 altogether. We will see what we
-can do.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .said he believed
that clause 4 was not in the Bill which was
·circulated last year. As the power to pro:secute existed in connexion with Act No.
II26 and No. H~41, he did not think there
'was any special reason why the matter
'should be dealt with in the way now
proposed. It seemed to him that in a
<quest~on like this a man should be able to
appeal on a question, either of law or of
fact, against the decision of the magistrates.
A number of the magistrates on the Bench
might be politically opposed to the man
who was brought before them. It was well
known that in connexion with two or three
-elections in Melbourne a number of the
magistrates. had become very active participants in the fight.
Mr. BENT.-We ought to put down these
Towdies.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was not
.at present prepared with a satisfactorv
amendment, and would allow the clause t~
pass until a later stage of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 3, providing that persons present at a public meeting might take pro·ceedings against any other person who, in
regard to such meeting, was guilty of an
'offence against this Act,
Mr. PRENDERGAST expressed the
hope that this clause would be struck out.
Mr. MACKEY.-We are willing to let it
:go.
The clause was .struck out.
On clause 4, dealing with the power of
a chairman to deal with misbehaviour at
public meetings,
Mr. PRENDERGAST drew attention to
sub-clause (2), which was as follows:Neith.er the chairman nor any such member of
P?hce force shall be liable to any proceed.
.mgs In any Court by reason of any direction

~he
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giyen or action taken by such chairman or member pursuant to this section.

He said he considered that this sub-clause
pla~ed too much power in the hands of the

chaIrman and of the police.
begged to move-

He therefore

That sub-clause (2) be struck out.

The amendment was agreed to and the
clause, as amended, was passed.'
The Bill was reported with amendments
and the amendments were considered and
adopted .
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY the
'
Bill was then read a third time.
ADJOURNMENT.
STRIKE IN THE BUILDING TRADE-THE
UNEMPLOYED-THE DREDGE ' , WALRUS."
Mr. BENT movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. PRENDERGAST said he wished to
ask the Premier whether the Government
had done anything in connexion with the
settlement of the strike in the building
trade to which he (Mr. Prendergast) made
reference last week. The dispute had now
entered into the phase of a lock-out. In fact,
it had been a lock-out from the commencement. A suggestion had been made and he
thought it was a perfectly fair and reasonable one, for the settlement of the dispute.
He, and those .who were acting with him,
offered to consIder the question of establishing a Wages Board under the same conditions as those under which Wages Boards
were established in 1896. They proposed
to let the decision of that Board become
final, and th;at there should be no appeal,
so that no attempt would be made by one
party to browbeat the other. The proposal
was that both parties should be placed in
exactly the same position, so that neither
party would be able to take any advantage
of the other. It might be necessary to have
more than one Wages Board, but in each
case an independent chairman would be appointed, and the Board would be able to
consider the question and decide on its merits
with the understanding that its decision
should be final. The further offer was made
that if this proposal were adopted, it should
apply only to the Wages Boards that would
be appointed for the settlement of this dispute. He might mention that originally the
Master Builders' Association agreed to this
proposition. That was to say, they agreed
that they woul~ not desire an appeal to the
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Appeal Court from the decision of the
Board. That was stated in a letter that
was sent to the Rev. Mr. Carey, the Rev.
Mr. Woodfull, .and Mr. Knox. He (Mr.
Prendergast) quoted a paragraph from that
letter, and sent it to the Cabinet on Mondav. in order that it might be considered.
He wished now to know from the Fremier
what the intentions of the Government
were? The intentions, of his (Mr. Prendergast's) party were genuine. They wanted
to close the matter up in a manner that
would be fair to both parties, and that
would place them both in exactly the same
position. They wanted to claim no advantage, and they thought thei should not be
asked to give any advantage. He wanted
now to know whether the Premier had done
anything to bring about the consummation
that was so much desired.
Mr. BENT said the leader of the Opposition was aware that yesterday he invited
the honorable member and also the honorable member for Albert Park to attend the
meeting of the Cabinet, together with the
gentleman who brought a letter from the
Builders' Association.
He (Mr. Bent)
spoke svmpatheticall y the other night, and
the result of that was that at a meeting a few
days afterwards some of the speakers were
good enough to say that he was extremely
anxious for his side to get the vlctory.
1\11r. PRENDERGAST. - That has nothing
to do with this question.
Mr. BENT said it had ·a good deal to
do with it.
It put him in mind of the
Indian.
So long as you professed to be
nice to an Indian the Indian thought you
were frightened of him.
I f you kicked
his shins he respected you.
He (Mr.
Bent) was prepared, in a sympathetic way,
as the honorable member was aware, to receive suggestions, and to be the vehicle for
overcoming the strike.
But surely these
men could meet together.
A very large
question was involved affecting the fair
fame of this country, and if anything
could be done fairly the Government were
prepared to do it, and he was quite sure
the House was prepared to do it also. But
really it was necessary that both sides
should come along with some proposition.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Are you prepared
to introduce the Bill on the lines I have
indicated?
Mr. BENT said that both sides must
come.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - There can be no
coerdon.
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Mr. BENT said he was not speaking of
coercion.
It was not the duty of the Government to go after these people.
The
Government were supposed to be merely a
conduit pipe in trying to bring about
friendly· relations.
He had been waiting
for some proposition from both sides that
he could bring before the House.
Both
sides knew full well the great loss that
was occasioned by the strike, and the farge
number of families who were suffering. He
was prepared to sa\' to the honorable member that if there was anvthing which the
Government could fairly do as between the
parties they would do it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - We ask you to
introduce legislation that will place both
sides on exactly the same footing.
Mr. BENT said there was a simple way
of doing it.
He could not go further
than he had gone to-night, and he thought
he had said a good deal.
He would
stronglv counsel both sides to adopt the
good old British system of fair play, and
if that ,,,ere done the honorable member
would find that the Government were prepared to assist.
.
Mr. 'C. H. BENNETT (Richmond)
said that a number of men had waited on
him to-day and asked him to urge on the
Government the desirableness of giving
some employment upon works round about
Melbqurne.
Owing to the .recent bad
weather there was a good deal of distress. and a good many men had been
thrown out of work.
As Christmas was
clos~ at hand, it would be almost an act of
charit u if the Government were able to give
a few weeks' work to some of these men.
l\[r. BENT stated that he had been going through the list to-day, and he found it
would be possible to put on thirtv or forty
men, but the trouble was that these men
could not be put on without going through
the Labour Bureau.
He had no power
himself to put anyone on, but was compelled to send the· men to the Bureau.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Richmond). .._Leave them to Mr. Whitehead.
He will
pick out the worst cases.
Mr. McGRATH said he had received a
few letters from constituents o·f his who
had relatives on board the dredge Walrus,
and who were anxious to know if anything
had been done to search for the vessel ~
The captain of the Peter Paterson, another dredge, which arrived a few Clays:
ago, said he did not believe that the Walrus
had gone down, but that it was probablv
drifting about, and was short ,of coaL
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The honorable member for Warrenheip,
who was Chairman of the Geelong Harbor
Trusv, said he believed the Walrus had
sufficient provisions for 100 day~.
It. was
an awful position for these men to be drifting about on the ocean, without any search
bein a: made for them.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
was hardly correct in stating that nothing
was being done in connexion with the
dredge Walrus.
Everything that was
possible was being done, and in addition
to that if the Chairman of the Harbor
Trust liked to send further telegrams, the
Government would be prepared to pay
some, at anv rate, of the .cost, if not ~ll,
of making a further search. He had been
informed, and he hoped for more reasons
than one that it was true, that that ship
could not go down, so that the people on
it were safe, and if it was a matter of
money the Government were not afraid to
give it in order to discover what had become of the vessel.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at three minutes
to eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
rVednesday, December 5, 1906.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at eight
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
JUBILEE OF RESPONSIBLE
GOVERNMENT.
REPLY FROM THE KING.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES presented a
message from His Excellency the Gov~r
nor, intimating that he, in accordance wIth
the joint Address presented to him at State
Pariiament House on Wednesday" 21st November, 1906, on the occasion of the fiftie~h
anniversary of responsible government In
Victoria, communicated by cable to the
Principal Secretary of State for the
Colonies the loyal address to His Majesty
the King passed by the Legislative Council
and the Legislative Assembly, and that His
Excellency had received the telegraphic despatch in reply thereto as follows:His Majesty the King has been pleased to
receive very graciously the Address from. the
Parliament of Victoria on the fiftieth annIversary of the inauguration of responsible government.
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His Majesty the King cordially thanks both
Heuses for the expression of their loyal devotion
upon which he knows he, like Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, will be able to rely in all
circumstances, and he confidently hopes the prO')perity and happiness of the people oJ Victoria,
which will always be a matter of personal intel est to him, will incrc:ase no less in the future
than it has done in the fifty years during which
tbey have governed themselves under the British
flag.

COMPANIES LA'" FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same without
amendment.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

1904

This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first
time.
PUBLIC j'vlEETINGS REGULATING
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
MARRIAGE ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the Legislative Assembly, with a message intimating
that they insisted on their amendments,
disagreed wiih by the Legislative Council.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES movedThat the House do not insist on disageeing
with the amendments made by the Legislative
Assembly.

He said he thought this message should
be dealt with at once.
Honorable
members wOiUld recollect that, in the
Bill sent to the Assembly, two clauses were
added by the Assembly making legal a
marriage by a woman with her deceased
husband's brother, and also making legal
the marriage of a man with a niece not a
blood relation.
The House objected to
those amendments, but the Assembly insisted upon them.
He (Mr. Davies) had
no doubt the Council would reaffirm its
previous decision.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
hoped the House would insist on dis··
agreeing with the Assembly's amendments.
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The matter was considered the other evening, and a great many members who were
present were adverse to those amendments.
Tlhe Assembly tacked on two clauses to a
measure brought in for the simple purpose of dealing with rules nisi in public
matters.
The Assembly tacked on two
clauses which made an extraordinary alteration of the marriage laws. If it was
intended that those alterations should be
made, notice should be given in order that
the persons interested, and the different
associations
and churches
interested,
should have an opportunit v of considering
the proposed alterations. The new clauses
were sprung upon the House in an extraordinary way. They were tacked on to a
Bill which did not affect the questions
raised by another place in any way.
If
it was desirable that anv alteration should
be made, it should be"' done in a proper
manner, and due notice should be given
so that persons interested might bring their
views under the notice of honorable members. Such alterations as this, which were
sprung not only on the House, but on the
whole community, should not be permitted.
Disagreement with the Assembly's
amendments was insisted' on.
DAYS AND HOURS OF :MEETING.
The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That during the remainder of the session the
Council shall meet for the despatch of business
on Friday.

He said he would like a suggestion from
Mr. Harwood as to the hour at which the
Council should meet on Fridavs.
The Hon. T. C. 'HARWOOD said he
was sure most honorable members quite recognised the necessity of putting their shoulders to the wheel during the remainder of
the session, and following the example
of another place in meeting on Fridays.
,He would like, with the approval of the
Attorney -General, to move an amendment
that the House should meet at 11 o'clock
on Fridays and rise at 6,3° p.m.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERs.-What
about the country members?
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
would suggest that r.he House rise at 4
o'clock on Fridays.. He begged to moveThat the following words be added to -the
motion: "at eleven o'clock and adjourn at
four o'clock."

The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
\,"ould like to point out to the AttorneyGeneral an[l to Mr. Harwood that adjourn-
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ing at 4 o'clock would prevent honorable
members from catching their trains.
His.
train went at 3.35 in the afternoon, and enabled him to get home at 12 o'clock at
night if he caught it.
He would then.
only have the Saturday and Sunday at
horne, and have to leave for town on Monday.
If the House did not rise until 4
o'clock, as far as he was concerned they
might as well go on all night.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-I will be·
quite willing to make it 3.30.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if the
House was to rise to 3.30, there would be·
reallv very little work done, because if
the House met at 11 o'clock in the morning.
there would be an adjournment for an hour
for lunch, and there would be hardly time
to do anything.
Surely Mr. Manifold
could get away by his train without every
other honorable member leaving. He would
undertake that he would not bring on any
clause during the short space of time after
Mr. Manifold left, if the honorable member
informed him that he wished to speak or
vote on it.
He preferred that the House
should sit on till half-past 6, but he recognised that a number of members would
want to go earlier tlian that.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he thought
the little arrangement between the AttorneyGeneral, Mr. Harwood, and Mr. Manifold
was very nice indeed. One of them said
the House should rise at 4 o'clock, and the
other at half-past .~, to suit the convenience
of honorable members going to Geelong or
to the Western District.
He would like
to ask the House what arrangement
would be made for honorable members who
came long distances. from the country, and
would have to leave Melbourne at half-past
6 or 7 o'clock in the morning in order
to get back into the country to see their
properties and attend to their business.
He thought it was an outrageous proposition that the House should meet on Fridays at all, considering honorable members
had three whole davs ~ week in which they
could sit to do work. He was sure, if th~
House met in the morning on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, and sat until
half-past II or a quarter to 12 at
night, if the Attorney-General wished to
sit so late, it would meet the convenience
of the country members a great deal more
than would 3: Friday sitting. . This was
the most important part of the year for
country members. A number of "members
had to go .and attend to their businesses. oT'
Friday and Saturday.
He thought it
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would be ....ery much better if the House
met at 10 o'clock in the morning oD' Tues.oay, Wednesday, and Thursday.
The Hon. A. HICKS.-Not Tuesday.
The Hon, R .B. REES said honorable
members could see from the interjection
that it was impossible to suit everybody.
Mr Hicks could come down in the Bendigo
express on Tuesday morning, and arrive
in Melbourne by 10 o'clock.
The honor.able member would then have Friday,
Saturda \'. and Sunday to do his work at
Eaglehawk.
He begged to move-

of jJ1 eeting.

The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE movedThat the word "Friday" be omitted, and the
words "Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday at
two o'clock" be inserted.

The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said ,he
would like to point out that the IGovernment were apparent! y very anxious to sit
next Friday, on account of the Gaming
Suppression Bill.
He thought if honor·
able members were going to accept the proposition for meeting at 2 o'clock on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays,
and would sit next Friday, it would convenience the Government.
Sufficient honThat the word "Friday" be omitted and the
words "Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday at orable members could be present on Friday
next to carryon business.
There were a
eleven o'clock" be inserted.
large number of Bills on the notice-paper,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he thought and a number of the smaller measures
l\Ir. Rees' proposal would be a most incon- might be passed.. He did not think meet·venient arrangement, and the result would
ing at 2 o'clock in. the afterQoon on the
be that verY few honorable members would
ordinarv days of sitting would -make very
a.ttend the -' House in the mornings. Men
much difference.
could not give up every day of the week to
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he ha.d
.attend Parliament, but they were willing
pleasure
in
supporting
Mr.
to give up their afternoons' and evenings, much
He would point
and he thought Mr. Harwood's suggestion McBrvde's amendment.
that the House should meet one extra day out to Mr. Balfour, who said that town
a week was a good one.
Personally, he members could not spare two days from
(Mr. Balfour) did not care what extra day their business to attend to the business of
the House sat, but he supposed Friday the countrv, that country members spent a
would suit country members better.
It week in Melbourne.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-When they
was now getting near the end of the session, and it was infinitely better that the come at all.
House should spend one extra day workThe Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said he aling in the day time than that the House wavs noticed that when members had a
should sit up until 12 o'clock at night sh~rt distance to come as the AttornevlOr I o'clock in the morniI}g. If honor- General had, they often stayed away, b~lt
able members desired some other day but when they had to come great distances, they
Fridav he (Mr. ,Balfour) did not mind. attended with great regularity.
If he was
If the House adjourned at 4 o'clock it permitted, he would point out to Mr. Balwould not inconvenience country members four that if the honorable member would
much, and he doubted whether, if the think a little more of the State interests
House was to sit in the forenoon three days instead of his private business, he would
in the week, many members would attend. not object to meeting earlier during the
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said he week.
thought it would be very much better if arThe Hon. T. BALFOUR said he could
rangements could be made for the House to not allow Mr. Ritchie's statement to pass
meet at 2 o'clock on Tuesdays, Wednes- . without saying that he (Mr. Balfour) was
days, and Thursdays. That would suit not speaking for himself, but considered he
most members.
It would be much more was speaking- for the whole House wlien he
<:onvenient for members, because it was no said that he thou g-h t there would not be
use meeting early in the morning.
Pro- many members present if the. . . House met
bablv there would not be a quorum.
He earlv in the morning.
He did not think
would suggest that the House should meet any one could complain of his not attending
at 2 o'clock on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, to' his parliamentarv duties. He was never
and Thursdays.
absent when he could help it.
The Hon. R. BREES said he would
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-You are
withdraw his amendment in favour of Mr, one of the most regular members.
McBryde's proposal.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE said he would
Mr. Rees' amendment was witharawn.
support Mr. McBryde1s amendment.
The
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Attorney-General talked of country members not attending the House. For the la'5t
five months country members had lost four
or five days a week in order to come down
to the House.
City members were in
the position that they haJ finished their
business' at 5 o'clock or so, and they could
come up to the House without inconveniencing themselves, but country members had.
to come down from their homes on a
very uncom:Fortable railway system, and
they had been brought to the House during the past five months practically, to do
nothing.
Was it the fault of country
members that the last day::; of the session
were being rushed with business?
Last
night members had to listen to a lecture
from the Attorney-General, as if they had
been shirking their duty for the whole of
the session.
Mr. McBryde's amendment was agreed
to, and the motion, as amended, was
adopted.
GAMING SUPPRESSION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
4) on Mr. Davies' motion for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said in continuing the debate he might at once say
that he recognised the importance of this
measure.
He recognised that it was absolutely necessary that. ~o~ething shou~d. be
done in order to mmUTIlze the permclous
habit of gambling that had grown up, not
only in the State of Victoria, but throughout the Colonies. The main issue before
honorable members was to minimize
gambling"
to control the tote,. "~nd
to restrict pony racing.
In addItIOn,
there were several other issues that were
of minor importance. He at once candidlv admitted there was room for radical
improvement in racimr matters, but whilst
that was so, so long as human nature was
constituted as at present so long would
gambling go on.
He thought it was absolutely necessary that something should be
done in order to restrict this recognised
trouble.
He was with the Government as
far as some of, the 2rincipal clau'ses of the
Bill, which were to prevent the continuation
or recognition of tote shops, were ooncerned.
No individual should attempt to run in
direct opposition to the Government or the
administration of justice in this State and
be allowed to continue flouting the recogniseg authority.
That _had been so in
the past, and he was "with the Government
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in this, one of the cardinal clauses of the
Bill, which would end that state of affairs.
It was mentioned last night that pony racing was on the increase, and that there was
ponv racing in many of the suburbs of the
metropolitan area.
This did not apply
to the country districts, where there was no
pony racing, and should pony racing become recognised it would be carried on on
different lines to the manner in which it
was carried on in the metropolis.
It was
undesirable that pony races should continue
on the lines on which they were conducted
The general public were givat present.
ing too much attention to pony. racing, and
this was particularly the case with the
younger section of the community.
The
small sums of monev belonging to these
people were being used in connexion with
pony racing, whereas that money ought to
go into other channels.
This was particularly the case with those who bet in shillings and small sums-that money ought
not to be used for betting purposes, and he
was with the Government in minimizing
ponv racing.
When the proper time came
in Committee he would make a suggestion
which, perhaps, the Government might accept.
As far as other portions of the
Bill were concerned,: such as those dealing
with publishing the odds on races, and
allowing the police to enter private 'houses
to interfere with a member of the household playinQ" cards with a visitor. he
thought the Bill was going too far.
In
the best interests of the people and' of the
State the clause allowing a policeman to
enter a private house should be eliminated.
In looking over the report of the Committee
of the House of Lords for 1902 he noticed
that they said they were convinced that it
was impossible to altogether suppress betting, but they believed that the best method
of reducing the practice was to locate it as
far as possible on race-courses and other
places where the sport was carried on.
That recommendation was made after a
long and exhaustive inquiry, and, in his
opinion, that report must have considerable
weight with honorable members.
Person '1
ally, he thought racing could be carried on,
and should be carried on, under circumstances that would make it a pleasure for
all to attend.
He did not bet, although
he had been associated with racing clubs as
one of the executive officers.
He referred
to some of the principal country clubs in
this State.
He loved to see good horses,
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and he believed every honorable member admired the noble animal, horse. But they did
not admire horses altogether for what they
could win, but on account of their breed
and carrying capacity, and for their fitness
for being good and useful hacks.
He
might go a little further, and say to the
honorable member opposite, who was
anxious to support pony racing, that if the
honorable member could convince the
House that pony racing was in the best interests of the State, he was sure the House
would be prepared to listen to his proposals. as he (Mr. Sternberg) would individually.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-What is the
difference between the two sports?
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he had
not very frequently attended the Melbourne
Cup.
He had seen it, and thought it was
a verv fine gathering.
In fact, it was a
pleasure to see the way in which the
Cup racing was carried on.
He did not
take any' exception to the way in which the
V.R. C. carried on their duties, but, at the
same time, he recognised that Parliament
could minimize gambling, and bring sport
on proper lines.
One honorable member
made reference to mining, and made a comparison between mining and racing. There
was no comparison between the two, so far
as he could see.
Mining was legitimate.
It was certainly carried on for the purpose
of 'gain, but every ounce of gold that was
brought to the surface added to the wealth
of the State.
In addition to that, mining
found legitimate employment for a number
of men who 'were anxious to work, and who
worked under condItions which,. on many
occasions, were anything but satisfactory.
There was no comparison between mining
and betting, and that was one of the reasons whv he must object to such a comparison being made.
The difference between mining and betting ~as as great as
the difference between chalk and cheese.
He was desirous that the Bill should get
into Committee, and he' would therefore
now' conclude bv stating that he would be
glad to see certain of these clauses altered,
while there were other clauses in the Bill
he wou1d be pleased to vote for.
The Hon. A. HICKS remarked that he
would like to have the honour of following'
his colleague, and of saving a few "'ords
to back him up as far as he possibly could.
It was not his intention to make a long
speech, because he was verv,anxious to see
the Bill !!et into Committee" as soon as possible.
It was a little unfortunate that at
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the end of the session, when time ,,'as
limited, the House would not be able to
give to this great Bill the consideration
it really demanded.
He was not going
into the evil of gambling.
He had seen
enough of it to know that it was a great
curse to this community. He believed that
this Bill was necessary:
He did not think
it had been introduced a day too soon. He
believed that gambling was wide-spread,
that for many years it had been increasing, ~d that to-day it was a great
curse throughout Victoria.
He desired to
congratulate the Government on having
the courage to tackle this very important
measure, and he hoped they would be able
to carrv the Bill through this Chamber.
There was no doubt that the Government
had brought in this Bill because the people
had demanded it.
He believed the majorit v of the people of this State were behind the Bill.
He knew that certain
clergvmen h;ld been blamed for taking a
very important part in the great social reform that had spread over this country.
He believed that the clergymen of any
church had a perfect right to speak out
whenever the morality of the people was In
danger, and that they had a perfect right
to speak about the great social evils of
gambling and intemperance.
He was not
~n favour of clerygmen inte'rfering too much
III secular affairs.
He did not believe in
clergymen domin'ating people or trying to
dominate Parliament, but he believed they
had a perfect right to speak,out about the
great social evils that existed to-day in
this State of ours.
He thought that the
Argus and the Age had done a great deal
in inducing the Government to take up this
measure, more particularly the Argus.
!here were some splendid leading articles
m that newspaper some time ago asking the
Government to do their verv best to introduce ~ measure to try to -put down this
gambhng evil.
The gentleman who had
done most to render this Bill necessarv
was Tohn Wren.
If he had not defied
the laws of this State as he had done,
there would probablv not have been
a Gaming Suppression Bill to-dav.
That man had defied the laws of
the State, and it was time Parliament
made an attemp.t to deal with him, and if
that man would not abe" the Jaws of the
State, then he must dear out of Vjctoria.
The .nresent law. he understood, W<lS not
suffiCIently strong to enahlf> the police to
put down some forme; of hf'ttin!!. As he
understood it, the Police Offences Act had
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done a great deal in putting down street
betting. There was not so much betting
in OUf streets now as formerly. Although
one sometimes might now see people betting, even in Bourke-street or Collinsstreet the F olice Offences Act had done a
great'deal to stop street betting. But the
Act was not strong enough to enable the
police to put down these t?te shops. He
understood that was the duef reason why
the Government had introduced this measure-to try to put down Wren's tot~ shops
and the street betting that was carned on.
The pro;noters of. the tote shops had had
a good innings. Thev had ~~~e very
numerous and wealthy through IllIcIt ga~
ing. He understood there were ~]ubs 1D
Melbourne where men would recelVe from
6d. upwards from any man, woman, or
child who liked to go and put money on
the tote. It was a sad sight to see a little
child, badly fed, go away to the tote sh~p
and put on the last shilling there was 1D
the house. The Government ought to do
their best to put these tote shops do\~n.
He was aware that we could not abolIsh
gambling altogether bv Act of Parliament.
It was said men would ~t. It had been
stated he believed, in this House, that
there 'was an instinct in human nature
which led a man to bet. He questioned
that. He could not jmagine that Divine
Providence ever created a man to gamble,
and he did not believe that Divine Provi,denoe eyer made man to be a gambler.
Men betted to-day through influence.. The
child betted because the father dId so,
and if the father did not bet, and if the
child knew nothing about betting, and
was never brought into contact with those
who betted, the probability was that it
would not bet at all.
He knew that
betting could not be stopped by. Act of
Parliament. 1V[an was not a machme, and
we could not do the impossible. We
could not have a policeman following every
person in the tram or in the home. That
was impossible. There was no Act of Parliament which could prevent two men from
having a wager. They would do that, ~ut
at the same time we could suppress' bettmg
a great deal. He was not in favour of
legalizing the tote. If those honorable
members who. favoured the tote could prove
to him that it would do what thev said,
that it would elevate, purify. and cleanse
sport, then he would be in favour of it,
but that had not been the experienoe in
New Zealand and South Australia. The
legalization of the tote in those plaoes had
Hon. A. Hicks.
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not lessened the betting and gambling one
bit. They still had the bookmaker there.
Not only did the machine prosper, but
the bookmakers flourished as well. In
trying to check the one, thev had only extended the other, and the effect would be
the same in this country. He hoped the
House would not listen to anv honorable
member who moved an amend~ent em that
question, and that the House would not
introduce the tote in this State. He saw
by the Bill that betting was allowed on
the Eace-course. If betting was to be allow~d anywhere, the proper plaoe for it
was on the race-course. It might be said
that would drive men to the races. It
would be better for them to go to the races
and bet, than bet in the street and the
tote shops in Melbourne.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-What is the
difference?
The Hon. A. HICKS said personally he
was against betting. He was an antigambler, and did not believe in betting in
any form. It was a misuse of monev, and
it had a corrupting influence.
It led
people to try to get a living without
labour. What we wanted was producers.
Were the welshers or the men who went to
the races to make their living there producers, and what did they do for the welfare of this State? They w~uld not work,
and they were prepared to gamble in order
to get a living. What the country
wanted was a class of men who would go
back into the MalIee, and take their coats
off, and make an honest living. Some one
:Siaid that gambling was the only chance the
poor man .had to get a lift in the world.
That was a most dangerous doctrine for
any man to preach. He supposed that at
one t1me every man in this House was a
worker. How had thev risen in the world?
They had risen not by winning a large
sweep or by gomg to the races two or
thI1ee days a week, but by labour and industrv, by looking after the little money
they had, and by looking after their .own
interest. . He saw it was the intention of
the Government to reduce the number of
race meetings. That was a wise proposal.
He was not in favour of pony races at all.
He believed they wer,e a curse, and that
they were simply screen,s for Wren's tote
shogs. If pony racing was done awa.y with,
the tote shops would be killed. He was in
favour of reducing the number of davs for
racing down to forty-six. Just fancy ISO
race meetings being' held here every year,
or two or three a week on the average. Was
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that a thing which would lift up a nation?
We eQuId not live by betting and racing.
As he said before, what we wanted were
producers j men whQ would work. and go
into the back blocks. He also saw that
the newspapers were not to be allowed to
publish the odds. He would like to know
why the newspapers should be displeased
because they were prohibited from doing
that.
Where would they _get the. odds or
the betting news from? There would be no
market. If there was no market why should
the newspapers complain because they were
not allowed to pubEsh the betting news?
The mining news would be published tomorrow, because there was an exchange.
The Han. W. J. EVANs.-That is a
gambling institution.
The Han. A. HICKS said he objected
The honorable member
to that remark.
evidently did not speculate in shares, or he
would not say that. "ff there was no betting
market the newspapers surely would not
want to publish things that were done in
secret, like what took place in the tote
shops? If it was unlawful to bet in Melbourne surel v the newspapers would not
want to pUbllsh the news about thie betting
that was done there?
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Thev will manufacture it, perhaps.
The Han. A. HICKS said he could not
see how they would know anything about the
odds or how they could manufacture them
if there was no market. That part of the
Bill would have his hearty suppa.rt. He
would go for the Bill as it stood j but should
any honorable member wish to go further and
move an amendment that no betting should
be allowed on Flemington or any other
race-course, he would support such a proposal.
The Han. D. E. McBRYDE remarked
that he had to congratulate the Government
on endeavouring to remedy an evil that was
known to exist at the present time. It appea:red to him that the Bill was indisputably necessary, and he thought the Government deserved great credit for the action
they had taken.
It certainly required a
very strong Government indeed to take in
hand an evil such as that which at present
existed in connexion with gambling. It
was impossible for honorable members, or
anyone else, to stop betting amongst people
of the British race, and to endeavour to do
that bv leg1islation was, he thought, utterly
absurd. Nothing in' the world would stop
betting. What was life from the first thing
.I
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in the morning until one went to bed but a
gamble, mare or less? In dealing with this
measure honorable members ought, as far
as possible, to be moderate. He thought
the Bill had gone somewhat too far in taking
such a wide range as ~t had taken. It would
have been a much better BiB if it had dealt
simply with the tote shops, and if the measure then proved successful it could be
made wider afterwards. Honorable members could see at once where the mistake was
made. One class of betting was going to
be stopped, and another class was going to
be allowed to continue. That was where
unfali-rness was shown. If Parliament was
going to do away with betting to the extent
proposed it should be done away with altogether. How was that to be done? It
was an impossibility. There were certain
evils that we should all like to abolish,
but there was no possibility of doing that,
so far as his judgment went. As far as
the totalizator was concerned, he had alw.ays
been in favour of it, because he thought
it was a check on betting.
If we got a
totalizator that was proper! y regulated and
under supervision, while we should not be
in a position to do away with betting, we
should be able to minimize it, and if we
could reduce betting good service would
be done. He found' difficulty in deciding
how to deal with the question in respect
to .the pUblication of the odds. He did
not see that it was possible to do away with
that. The people went to the Melbourne
Cup, and if there was no publication of the
odds they would go there without the knowledge that was necessary for them, provided
A larg.e number
they went there to bet.
would necessa:rily go to bet, for the simple
reason that bet.ting there was being legalized.
But, although they would be allowed to
bet, where would they get their information from if the newspapers ,,-ere debarred
from publishing this information? In his
opinion it was undesirable to interfere with
the newspapers in that respect. If this information was not given the people would
go to the bookmakers and be totally ignorant of what the betting was, and then they
would be got at. It was infinitely better
to permit the press to give the necessary information so that the people might know before thev went to the races how things stood.
There were two classes of people who went
in for betting. There was the class that
went to Flemington, and put their monev
on in stakes from 5S. up to £100. Then
there was the class tha.t put their money:
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On in shillings.
The Government deserved credit for seeking to protect
the poorer class, who were not in
a position to protect themselves, and who
inv,ested money in betting that they could
ill afford to part with. The other class
were in a position to bet, and they were
permitted to do so. The Government were
decidedly justified therefore in proposing
to stop the totes. He had listened with
very great attention, and no doubt with
edification, to the speeches delivered. He
had no idea that he was such a reprobate
as his conscience now made him appear to
be. No member seemed to bet or do anything in that shape or form. He (Mr.
McBryde) went into sweeps, and had taken
tickets many a time in Tattersall's sweeps.
He was, therefore, what some me~pers
would call unclean. One member said he
did not bet, and another said he did not
bet, and so the statement went round. It
was something like a tea meeting, ;'vhere
one always heard the spea~ers hearking on
what the first man said. There was no
harm in going into sweeps, and it would not
injure him because it was very seldom he
indulged in it. He had never won anything by going into Tattersall's sweeps.
Everyone who .bet, if he frankly a?mitte~
it was a loser III the end. He belIeved It
w~s the feeling of everv honorable member
that not the slightest injury should be done
to that noble institution the Melbourne Cup.
From the Gulf of Carpentaria to the furthest north of Kimberley people came to
the Melbourne Cup. It was a recognised
holiday, and every, one who went there
It was a fine
went there for enjoyment.
sight to see, probaJbl v 100,000 people on
the course, well dressed, everyone looking
happv, and not a single person being the
worse for liquor. The last time he was
there he did not see a single person the
worse for drink. Such a gathering ~uld
not be seen in anv other part of the civilized world. Would any honorable member
sav that he was prepared to do injury to
the V.R.C.? He should say not. In his
native country half the people might be
seen as tight as lords.
The Han. R. R. RITCHTEs:lid that,
as a descendant of thE' C'Otmtrv referred to
bv the honorable member, he [nust take exception to the honorahle member's remark.
The PRESIDENT.-Mr. McBryde is
entitled to make that remark, and is quite
in order in doing so.
The Han. D. E. McBRYDE said he
must apologize to Mr. Ritchie, for he had
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no intention of hurting the honorable member's feelings. It must be recognised that
some of the most honorable men in the
State were directing the affairs of the
V.R.C. It was an honour for anv man to
be a member of the committee of that
club. They were men who would never
dream of doing anything that was net
straightforward and just.
The V.R.C.
ought to receive the protection and assistance of every member of this House. He
had endeavoured to put his views in as concise a form as possible. There might be
some clauses in the Bill that should be
excised or modified, but the Government
deserved very great credit for bringing
such a measure forward. It was only a
strong Government that could do so.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
pony racing?
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said. he
would endeavour to do away with that altogether, and he would like to see some
member move in that direction. Pony racing was not wanted, and it would be much
easier to protect the public if it were done
away with. There was a section of the
public that went in for pony racing, including young fellows, and perhaps a few old
ones.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-\Vould it not
injure the breed of ponies?
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-It would
injure the export of ponies.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said that
he was aware that l\h. Campbell exported
a large number of ponies, but they were
not racing Ronies.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-We export
racing ponies to a large extent.
The Han. E. J. CROOKE said Mr.
Hicks had given the House a disquisition
which he (Mr. Crooke) supposed could be
classed as the extreme view of the antigambler. No doubt there was a great deal
of truth in certain parts of the honorable
member's statement, but the question
was whether the honorabloe member's views
were practicable. Thev were not, and
therefore, ·some middle cours~ musH be
adopted which would be possible, and
which would minimize to some extent the
evils which undoubtedly existed. These
evils had gradually grown within the last
few years, as nobodv with the slightest
knowiedge of the subject could deny. There
were various reasons for it, and some members had alluded to some of them. There
was no doubt that cash betting and the
small amQiunt of the wagers taken had'
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largely tended in that way, as well as
the totes, which existed in a more or less
illegal form throughout the State. The
totes were possibly the worst form of the
evil. There was 'also the fact of the great
increase in racing. The V.R. C. had conducted its business on the whole in a very
fair and impartial way, and there had beei1
no great scandals during the existence of
the club. But undoubtedly the club had
allowed racing to increase to a verY large
extent. When they saw the evils brought
about, vested interests had' arisen, and it
was almost impossible to reduce the racing
to the extent that the cl ub desired. The
committee of the club took action to reduce
the number of race meetings, but at the
last annual meeting a motion was carried
for an increase. A ballot was demanded,
and taken, when those who were interested
rolled up. The great bulk of the members
who were not keenly interested did not take
the trouble to vote, and the consequence
was that the motion was carried. That motion would increase the racing to a great
extent if given effect to, but so far the
committee had ignored it. The committee,
like Members of Parliament, were elected,
and were open to influences, which were
brought to bear upon them, just as influences were brought to bear on Members of
Parliament. Those who were interested in
the increase worked very hard, but those on
the other side had not done what they
should have done. There were a large
number of evils connected with the increase
of racing, but as so many members had alhIded to them, he would not mention them.
Mr. Hicks went to very great extremes with
regard to the totalizator. His views were
diametricall y opposed to the honorable
member on that question.
He (Mr.
Crooke) had been a supporter of the totaliza tor ever since he had been a member
of this House, and he had always found
on the public platform in the Gippsland
province that there was no subject more
popular. Its advantag,es were SO great that
he could not understand anv one with a
logical mind being opposed to it. It was
admitted that betting could not be stopped.
Of course if it could be stopped then tllere
would be no argument for the totalizator.
But it was proposed to allow betting on
horse-racing, and the onl v choice was between the totalizator and the bookmaker,
and the totalizator must come out on top.
The Hon. A. HlcKs.-Would we not
have the bookmaker as well?
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The Hon. E. J. CROOK,E.-Not necessarily:. A law could be passed to prohibit
the bookmaker from carrying on his business. If the totalizator were introduced,
the bookmaker should, of course, be abolished. The totalizator could not bribe or
i~fluence a jockey.
One of the greatest
dlfficultiE:s that the owners of racehorses
had was to get thoroughly reliable jockeys ..
~s a rule they were shrimps of boys, with
lIttle or no judgment in manv cases, and
when there were large sums depending on .
tre result the temptations were great.
Human nature was such that these' boys
could not resist the temptation, and so they
would throwaway the race. There was
nothing more disgusting to the owners of
horses than to find that they were thrown
over by the jockeys. It was that that had
made many good men give up racing. The
late Hon. James White, who was one or the
cleanest and most honorable sportsmen,
owed a great deal of his success to the
fact that he had a jockey in Hales on
~vhom he. COUld. rely.
Another advantage
111 conneXlon WIth the totalizator was that
all the wagers on it must be in cash. A
certain amount of injury was done through
people betting and losing money because
those who lost tried to recover, 'and thev
. got deeper and deeper in the mire, until
perhaps they embezzled money to pay what
were regarded as debts of honour. It was
very strange that people who showed no
anxiety to pay their tailor or butcher felt
that the bookmaker must be paid. Consequently, men would take money which
lead to their committing suicide or being
placed in Pentridge. From what he knew
of human nature, he did not think that
men would before going on to a racecourse commit embezzlement, but they
would do it to get themselves out of
difficulty. They would not do it in cold
blood. I t was in this direction that one
of the greatest advantages of the totalizator
came in. Mr. Balfour had alluded to this
Bill as a measure to legalize betting. One
of the stock arguments was that if the
totalizator were legalized betting would be
legalized. This Bill would legalize betting
on race-courses. I t was also objected that
if the totalizator were adopted the Governme~t stamp would be put on betting transactlOns, and that, consequently, a great
many more people would bet. From what
he knew of people, he did not think that
many would care whether the transaction
bore the Government stamp or not· they
would put their money on all the} same.
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If the totalizator were introduced, and the
minimum wager was made half-a-sovereign,
there would be a great deal less betting
than there was now. One of the greatest
evils at present was that people could bet
in small sums, for .almost any silver coin
would be taken. In legalizing the totalizator he would make the minimum that
could be staked half-a-sovereign.
That·
might lead to the formation of small syndicates. Mr. Balfour also quoted certain
reports from New Zealand, but he (Mr.
. Crooke) did not attach any value to such
reports, because there were always some
on one side and some on the other. Halfa-dozen men would say that a thing was
a failure, and another half-dozen would
say it was a great success. Mr. Hicks
must admit that gambling would go on
in some shape or form. It was not possible
to stop it, and, consequently, it should be
minimized as much as possible by introducing the totalizator.
The Bill might be
classed as panic legislation" and there were
many provisions in it that were not necessary. There were certain things that should
be put down, such as illegal totes. There
was a provision in regard to the publication of betting news by the newspapers,
and Mr. Hicks stated that it would not
matter if the newspapers were prohibited
from publishing that news, seeing that the
betting clubs were to be abolished, and
that there would be no market and no information to publish. In New South Wales
the betting took place on the race-courses.
All the betting on the Melbourne Cup was
carried on on the race-courses during race
days. There was· no doubt that a market
would be established, and the odds would
be quoted' on the race-courses.
The Hon. A. HICKS. - Would you
legalize the clubs?
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE.-No. It
would therefore be a 11110st undesirable thing
to do away with the publication of these
matters. If the Stock Exchange were forbidden to publish the quotations thOiSe who
wished to invest in shares would' have
nothing to guide them. The same thing
applied to betting. Some people seemed
to think that this matter should be looked
at purely from a Melbourne point of view,
and they forgot that there were other places
outside the metropolis that had no means
of gaining this information except thr~ugh
the press. The information that was given
did not applY to many events. The~ betting on the Grand National and the Melbourne Cup was now practically post bet-
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ting. The news was a matter of great interest to one-half of the adults of Australia.
He had OI11litted to mention that a portion
of the percentage deducted from the totalizator went to pay the expenses of running
the machine, a portion towards increasing
the stakes, and another portion to the
charities, thus practically bringing about the
support of the charities through the carrying on of gambling. All those who desired to bet would indirectly contribute to
very deserving institutions.
This would
be much preferable to the onslaught made
in this Bill on practically two clubs by
charging them a certain percentage on their
gross revenue--a form of taxation which
he did not consider at all desirable. The
Government were to be congratulated to
some extent for bringing the Bill in, although it was simply a monstrosity in the
form in which it had first appeared.
He
did not know who drew it up, or what
member of the Cabinet revised it. but the
Premier stat,ed that some of the obnoxious
clauses were misprints. They had been
eliminated, and the Bill was now much
more presentable. By the time this House
had polished it up a little more, and cut
off a few excrescences, it would be a: benefit
to the community as a whole, especially if
the totalizator was included.
The Hon. F. STUART said, like a
number of honorable members, he did not
back horses, not because 'he objected to
betting, but because it was a fool's game
to try to make money in that way.
He
occasionally went into a sweep when his
friends pressed him. He went into one
on the last Melbourne Cup and drew the
first and second horses, so perhaps those
gentlemen would not ask him again. The
Bill was very valuable, and deserved the
earnest thought and help of honorable members in every possible way. It contained
quite a nUJIIlber of valuable clauses, a number not quite so valuable, and some very
objectionable. He was glad the Govern
ment had gone so thorough 1y into the question of lotteries. The lott-eries that had
been allowed in Victoria had really been
the fundamental cause of so much betting.
Lotteries of all kinds had been allowed to
a very great extent at church bazaars and
in trade and otherwise. If he had his
wa y he would ask the Government to make
the lottery clauses more stringent, and do
away with lotteries absolutely. The system
of trade lotteries had grown up here for
some time. The first was the coupon syst.em, which was put down by law, but
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which he was told still existed in a private
way. A well-known firm did a big trade
by. offering a villa every year as a prize to
people who bought so much in goods from
them. He was told that so far this year
16,000 shares had been issued at £5 per
share, and as they had until the end of
March the total amount they received would
reach about £IS0,~00 in these £S coupons. This was to the detriment of other
traders, and should be put down with a
strong hand. He had not the least sympathy with men who did that kind of
thing. Lotteries of every kind should be
prevented, not even excepting Tattersall's,
which had ruined a great manv young
people. He had seen literall y thous~mds
of young men .ruined by Tattersall's
sweeps, trying to get on with small salaries,
by-and-bYi stealing a little, and then stealing a little more, until they ended in a
suicide's grave or in Pentridge. He was
in sympathy with the inclusion of provisions dealing with gaming, but clauses 14
and 15 were very strong, and might give
the Executive power to'do some very hard
and perhaps very silly things. A man
would not be able to have a game of cards
in his own house if the Government said
no. This would be absurd. A good deal
had been said about the difficulty of allowing the poor man to bet, but under clause
17, by which a raoe-course was not a common gaming house, if a club like the
V.R. C. had full power to control the Flat
and license decent bookmakers no trouble
would occur I and the poor man who got
free admission there could make his bet
for small amounts.
The welsher and
balancer would be done away with, and
honest, decent betting could go on all over
the course, giving the so-called poor man
the same chanoe of betting as the rich man.
The clause prohibiting the publication of
racing information and odds would probably do a great deal of harm. No harm
would be done if press writers were allowed
to quote the odds everv week or every day
about race meetings. If betting was to
be allowed at all it was just as well for
people to know what the odds were, or
the bookmaker would have the whole matter in his hands. The Victorian Club, as
a betting club, was just as necessary to
sport as the Stock Exchange was to share
dealing.
No one would deny that the
Stock Exchange of Victoria was a great
benefit to Victoria, and, in fact, to Australia. It was necessary for money to circulate in commerce and' business generally,
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and mining had been an enormous advantage to the State, while mining could not
be help~d without ~eans existing to form
compames to explOIt mines. The Stock
Exchange was a centre where mines could
be floated and money found to de,·elop
new industries, and thus help the country
all round. The same applied to betting.
The Victorian Club was formed mam·
years ago, and conducted remarkably welL
!t was the Stock Exchange of betting. If
It was allowed to continue the odds could
be ascertained every day and every week
and the public who desired to bet could b~
fully informed.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Wauld you prevent other clubs?
The Hon. F. STUART. - Certainly,
only one stock exchange, onlv one bettin CT
club. He sympathized with Mr. McBryde'~
remarks about the harm that would be'done
to :Me!bourne if the great Melbourne Cup
gathenng was injured in any way. What
!he honorable member said about people
m the north of Queensland and New Zealand being interested in the Cup was quite
tr~e.. It was not too much to say tnat a
mIllIon pounds was spent every year in
Victoria that would not be spent here but
for the Cup. It 'vas a great commercial
and social event.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Is that money
spent in proper channels?
'
The Hon. F. STUART.-Undoubtedly,
because people could not all get along in
the same way. All people were not alike.
Some liked honest, decent sport and others
Q~d not, and those others were at full
liberty not to bet and not to go to races,
but people who could not enjoy sport could
not enjoy any other wholesome thing. A
man who loved a horse and a girl, and
could shoot and ride, and race and sail
a boat, and do his work in a manly wa\"
and enjoy his life thoroughly, was very
often a more able and valuable citizen
than a man whOj ran round the wo~ld
hmyling and denouncing everybody else and
trymg to make everybody else of his socalled mddel pattern. This country had
become famous for its breed of horses,
which had become a great commercial asset
for Australia, and it would be stultifying
Our own oommerce, which was the very life
of the place, to stop first class racing or
to try in any way to injure the Melbourne
Cup. After all, these things were in the
life of a city, and helped to make a citv
attractive. He would like to see Meibourne not only the chief commercial city
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of Australia, but also its Paris-a city
which was! the finest distributing centre
and which alsa had the finest amusements.
He would like to see an opera house subsidized by the State, and a municipal band
playing in the gardens in Melbourne every
day. He would like to pay more rates in
the city himself to enable the City Council to spend more money in making
the city more attractive.
The business people would get it back again
in business and more} because people
who made money in Western Australia
and Northern Queensland would come here
to spend it. He would have life made
mOre attractive here, big schools provided
for the education of our children, and a
certain amount of re.asonable gaiety for the
people. There was no town worth living
in that was not fairly gay, and there were
no people worth much who were not gay
and bright in their hearts. The cheerful
man was the man who made the world
push ahead. Every man who got on in
the world took risks, and so practically
bet in some way or other. Everybody bet
more or less. Even Mr. Hicks bet when
he started a store in some new place. The
man who sat down quietly in his office or
study at home and let other men do the
work of the world would never be anvbodv or be the least use to his countr~.
Me~ who took risks all the world over we~e
the men who made the world go along.
Was the publication in the papers of the
odds on a number of horses in the Melbourne Cup any worse than the following
list he cut out of a leading newspaper this
morning?MRS. DEARDEN SMITH, Psychological C1air·
voyante, to-night, 8, Seance, Spiritualistic
Church, High-st., Prahran; daily, Tara, Wellington-st., St. Kilda, close Chapel-st.
MRS. BARR, Clairvoyante. - Sittings daily.
Meetings, to-night, 8, 6d.; Wednesday; country
clients, hair, 3s. 16 Brunswick-st., Fitzroy.
MRS. NORMAN, Clairvoyante.-Daily, 2S. 6d.,
ladies only, 376 George-st., Fitzroy; Meeting tonight at 76 Gertrude-street., Fitzroy, close Brunswick-st., 8 p.m., 6d.

The paper was full of those things and
of advertisements of all kinds of horrible
physic and quack nostrums, and yet a
howl was raised because a man in the back
blocks wanted to know the price of Poseidon in the Melbourne Cup. It seemed to
be straining at a gnat and swallowing a
very large camel.
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Do you not
find Lincoln Stuart's suits there, too?
The Hon. F. STUART said they were
honest suits, anyhow. In passing the provisions restricting the number of race meetings the Committee ought to be careful to
see that the small proprietary courses had
an equal number of days, and that no one
body should get more than another. If
the Government had proposed an amusement tax on all sports, the receipts to go
to the charities, he would have been in
thorough sympathy with them. That would
have been better than the proposal in the
Bin to take 3 per cent. of the gross
revenue of racing clubs. No one knew so
~uch about charity as poor business men
III Melbourne. . When a new charitv was
started the collector got a list of
the
contributors to the Melbourne Hospital
from the contribution book of that institution, and came round and interviewed them.
Applications came to them every day from
bazaars and agricultural societies, and ::t
thousand and one things all over the country. It would astonish honorable members
who were not in business if they knew
what an enormous tax contributions to
charities and bazaars and other things:
were on business men.
It amounted to
hundreds, and, in many cases, thousands
of pounds to one firm. The State should
step in and make the public all round support the charities. At present only a few
men contributed to them. The whole
State should maintain the hospitals. Men
came from all parts of the country to the
metropolitan hospitals, towards the upkeep
of which many people in the country did
not pay a shilling. It would be easv to
raise a large amount of money bv' an
amusement' tax, which would . make the
people who ought to pay give their share
towards the taxation necessarv for charities. He would vote against the clause imposing licence-fees on racing clubs, and
if it was struck out the Government could
bring in a separate Bill for a tax on amusements.
The Bill would probablv be of
verv great value to the countrv if it was
analyzed in Committee and d;alt with in
the right way. Like other honorable
members, he commended the Government
for their mea'sure, crude as it was, because,
on the whole, it should be of great benefit
to the community.
The Han. A. McLELLAN said he
would deal with the Bill from a standpoint a little different from that of honorable members who had preceded him.

all
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After hearing him, some honorable members might think he had been influenced
on the one hand by the agitation going on
in Melbourne and Victoria at present, or,
on the other, by Mr. Wren, who, he believed, was a constituent of his. He had
never seen Mr. Judkins nor Mr. Wren, to
his know ledge, in his life, and he did not
think anything either of them had said
or done had influenced him, or led him to
hold the opinion he held with regard to the
gambling question. He intended to support the Bill so far as it aimed at the total
suppression of gambling. Some said that
would be too great an interference with the
liberty of the subject. A friend of his
said to him recently, "I think I have a
right to spend my money in any way I
think proper. If I wish to have a drink
and I have the money to pay for it I should
beat perfect liberty to have it, and if I
have a few shillings to spend I should
have the right to spend it in Tattersall's,
or invest it on a tote, or back horses with
it. " His friend was quite right in what
he said about having a drink, because a
man might have a drink and be no worse
a man for it, but a man could not gamble
and be as good a man, if for no other
reason than that he encouraged within
himself a tendency which was inimical to
the principle that no man should receive
anything without giving value in returna principle which ought to be cultivated
and encouraged. The political principles
he advocated aimed at a more equitable
distribution of the wealth produced. He
desired to see the many prosperous rather
than that a few should become abnormallv
rich, whilst large number,s had a difficulty
in procuring the necessaries of life. Holding those opinions, he must, on principle,
be opposed to gambling. Under the present
system of society the few became very rich,
whilst hundreds and thousands, and, in
some countries, millions were on the verge
of starvation, and he was sure gamoling
still further accentuated that unfortunate
pOSItIOn. Believing this to be so, he was
prepared to advocate the abolition of gambling whether in sport or business. He
had a difficulty in drawing the line between
legitimate speculation and gambling, in
saying where speculation ended and" gambling began. Some honorable members
would say there was no gambling in business, but there were very few businesses
into which the element of "gambling did not
enter. Men bought goods or shares, and
held them for a rise. If they could corner
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the market they made as much, perhaps, in
one transaction as 100 gamblers in sport
would make in a year; but such a transaction was defended on the ground that i't
was business. He did not say he would not
do it himself if he had the opportunity.
All the same, he did not think it was right,
or that the law which allowed it was right.
He found " gambling" defined in the dictionary as "to play for money at games
of chance or skill." That definition applied to very many transactions in
business, whether it was buying shares
or commercial
transactions generall y.
It seemed to him that if it was wrona- in
principle for a man to ,gamble, on b the
ground t11at no man should receive that
which he had not earned, or receive
something without giving value for it,
then in the same way the man who made
money by speculating in wheat or mining
~hares, or anything else, was gambling
Just as much, and doing as much injurv to
the community. At the time of the land
boom in Melbourne, There was a large
amount of buying. and 'selling of land, and
some of those engaged in it made large
sums of money. I t was true that some of
them los,t money, but the whole thing was a
gamble.
It seemed strange that people
shoulcf find fault with gambling on the tote
or bv means of betting, and yet tn' to
justify gambling in other ways on the score
of business.
.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-How can YOU
stop it?
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he believed it was impossible to draw the line,
but there wa& no difference in principle.
He did not think it was possible to eliminate gambpng from sport, but it was
possible to minimize it considerably. He
did not think it possible either to eliminate
gambling from business, so long as our present social system continued. Seeing that
gambling was so rife, and was considered
to be such an evil, would it not be well
to look round and trY to discover the
cause. If we had some'disease in the community, we woold look for the cause and
try to prevent it.
It was said that
gambling was inherent in human nature.
He did not think that was so. He would
rather say that i~ was a tendency brought
about by our soclal system and the desire
On the part of the people to make money.
without working. It appeared tel be due
to a natural reluctance on the part of most
people to engage in laborious work, and the
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desire to acquire money without hard work
was due in a great measure to the honour
that was paid toO wealth, and espec;iaUy to
wealth which was made without working.
He had no doubt that many honorable
members would disagree with him in that
statement, but he had no hes.itation in saying that a great deal of honour was paid
to wealth. It was only the wealthy man
who was admitted intoO society. It did not
matter how respectable a man might be, he
-could not enter into society if he was poor.
Then again, the man who worked hardest
and did the most disagreeable kind cf work
was, as a rule., the worst paid.
While
that was so, was· it any wonder that men
tried to make money without s.oiling their
hands? Did not Parliament itself usually
make a distinction between the poor man
a.nd the rich man to the advantage of the
rich man?
The Ron. J. M. DAVIES.-Nc:·; it is the
other way.
Take the income t.ax, for
instance.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said it was
not necessary to go any further than this
Chamber itself. No man, no matter how
respectable he might be, could be elected to
the Legislative Council unless he had property, nar could he vote for iCl member of
this Hous~ without a property qualification.
Again, in municipal elections, was it not
a fact that a wealthy man might have three
votes, while a poor m.an had only one, or
perhaps none at all if his landlord had not
pa.id the rates. Some people tried to justify this on the ground that the we.althy
man had a greater st.ake in the country than
the poor man. He (Mr. McLellan) believed that the poor man with a large
family had as large iCl stake in the country
as the rich man, and was just as anxious
to s,ee the country prosper.
I f the R.oor
man had the franchise to the same extent
.as the rich man, he would not use it in a
way that would lie detrimental to the interests of the countrv. Even if he were
actuated by no other' motives than his own
personal well-being, he would exercise the
franchise in such a way that he might be
able to provide a home for himself and his
f.amily. He would not use it in order to
elect Members of Parliament who would
pass, legislation of a prejudicial kind. Another cause of the gambling spirit appeared
to be our system of factory life. It was
well known that a great deal of machinery
was now used in the factaries, with the
result that large numbers of men had been
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displaced.
In those factories, men were
set to do a particular kind of work, and it
was to be easily underS,tood that a man who
was engaged in the same kind of work
from morning ~o night~ from Monday morning to Saturday night, and from January
to December, Isoon found it monotonous.
It was the same thing over and over
again,
and it must have a very
detrimental effect on a man's nervous system. In order' to counteract this, men
were driven to sport and also to gambling.
There were other causes which made men
gamblers. He thought the climate here was
to some exent responsible for the great desire OIf the people to go in for sport. He did
not object to sport. Probab~y the people
of this country required more sport than
the people of other countries. but he did
not think it was necessary to have gambling in connexion with sport. There were
many causes, no doubt, for the great
gambling mania which had taken hold of
the people, but Parliament could not deal
with them all, as Parliament could not
change the climate OIJ:' the nature of a
man. At the same time, Parliament could
do much to change the conditions under
which men lived and laboured, so as to
make that labour much more agreeable,
and to make a man's home surroundings
more pleasant and more comfortable.
The Hon. R. B. REES .-All those things
seem to tend to the increase of gambling.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he difHe
fered from the honorable member.
thought if men had pleasant conditions at
home they would not desire to go away from
home. Much might be done by Parliament
to improve the conditions of the people
who were living in some of the suburbs.
These people lived in back streets,' in small
houses, with small yards, and could honorable members wonder that a man, after
working all the week in a factory,
on going home, and probably not
finding much comfort, would go to the public-house or the tot~ shop? If much was
going to be done to minimize the drinking
traffic, or the gambling evil, :some other
outlet would have to be provided for the
people. He thought- the House could do
much to show that laws which were passed
were not for the rich only, but that a man
would be respected whether he was rich or
poor. The House could show that th~v were
prenared to give opporfunities to al1, and
that they were prepared to grant the same
privileges tCJI the poor as to the rich, whether in regard to the franchise, social condi-
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tions, or othe,r privileges. Honorable members could show that they were prepared to
do something with regard to, the conditions
under which the poor lived and laboured,
and to provide attractions that would
counteract the depressing surroundings of
the poor.
Honorable members could show
that .~hey disapproved of gambling, and
they should be consistent in their advocacy
of the suppression of gambling.
Possibly more notice would be taken of them
if they were consistent. He did not think
it could be argued that the rich gambled
The rich people had
from necessity.
money, and need not gamble. Could it he
wondered at if a man earning- only 30s.
per week wished to supplement his small
earnings in some way? A man working at
low wages had a great difficulty to provide for his wife and family.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The difficulty
is greater if he gambles.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said he admitted that, but a man gambled because
he thought he would win.
If men had
better wages and better conditions altogether, there would not be the same inducelnent for them to gamble. Probably
gambling would disappear when there was
a state of society under which a man would
be ,guaranteed that he would be entitled to
employment so that he could support his
family, and when provision was made for
men in their old age.
Gambling might
disappear when the time arrived when men
would not be each trying to take advantage
of the other. He was not going to attempt
to give orders to those who were better off
than he was, but all those who had a
goodlv share of the things of this world
should set up a high standard.
If the
rich people gambled, could they wonder if
the poor people did the same? The rich
pe01>le should set up a standard so high
'that they would not only be actuated by
the desire to get wealth, but would be
actuated bv a desire to do good for their
fellows and for the prosperity of the State.
Some people might say this was sentimental or idealistic. but it was a good thing to
have a high ideal. If he set up a high ideal,
though he might never reach that ideal, was
he not better than the mCl!l1I who did not
strive f~r a high object? If people set up a
high standard, even if they did not reach
that standard, the v would be better off
than spending not onlv' their wages, but
their holidays, in trying to amass more
Some honorable members might
wealth.
ask what harm was a man doing if he
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was gambling when he had money to
gamble?
There might be no great harm,
but if a man gambled he was cultivating,
within himself, the desire to acquire mOney
without giving anything in return.
He
thought honorable members, as legislators or
as parents, should endeavour to inculcate,
not only in the homes, but in the schools,.
the feeling in the. minds of the young.
people that they were not doing their dut,"
to the State when, having reached an age
at which they could work, thev did not
consider they had something to do with the
duties of citizenship. The idea should not
oni v be inculcated in the minds of the'
yoU"'ng that they should do something to
earn their living, but that they should develop those powers with which the~1 had'
been endowed bv Nature. As he had said
He
before. he was ~ot opposed to sport.
did remark on one occasion that he was
prepared to advocate the closing of ever\,
z:ace-course in Victo.~a, and he was taken
to task for that statement. He was not
speaking of racing itself at that time, but
of racing as it was at present conducted.
If there could not be racing without
gambling, there was_ not racing for soort.
The Bill, which professed to aim at the
suppression of gambling, ~as going to'
allow gambling to be carried on on the
race-courses.
It seemed to him that if
betting was a bad thing in itself-and he
took it that that was so, as Parliament
passed laws 'to put it down-why should it
not be abolished on the race-courses? Some
honorable members would say, no doubt.
that there must be betting -in connexion
with racing, or racing could not be carried
on. There was no doubt, in his opinion,
that betting was spoiling sport. A ffiend
of his said to him - 'c I would not go
across the road to see a race unless I had
something on it." He replied-" I am
just the opposite. I would go far more
willingly if I knew there was no money on
the race, because I would knO'w there was
a fair competition, and one cannot be sure
there is fair competition when there is
The following telegram from
betting. "
Ad~laide was published in the Argus on
October 2 2 : ADELAIDE, Sunday.-At Port Pirie on
Saturday there were five starters in the Hurdle
Race, and four of them ran off, le.wing Irish
King in front. vVhen he secured a lead of
about three furlongs he slowed clown until the
other horses got on the course again before him.
Then, after a close finish, Irish King ran second
t~ Bom?:tla. The .stewards held an inquiry, and
(hsquahfied for !;IX months Irish King, and
McGahan, the owner and rider.
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In that case there was a horse with three
furlongs start, and yet it· did not win.
What was the use of! having races if that
sort of thing was to go on? There were
some who advocated the totalizator,
and possibly with good reason. He did
not say that he would support the totalizator._ because he was opposed to ,all forms
of gambling, but still it might be the lesser
of, two evils.
There were very contradictory reports with regard to the totalizator.
Mr. Balfour told honorahle members, with
a good. deal of authority, that the totalizator increased gambling. On the other hand,
those in favour of the totalizator brought
just as strong evidence to 'show that it lessened gambling. Some honorable members
said raffles ought to be allowed at bazaars
carried on for the benefit of any church; it
seemed to him that if people wished to
help their church, it would be f.ar better
for them to put their hands in their pockets.
It would appear that they were far more
in earnest and far more in sympathy
with the object if they did that than
if they took a ticket for a raffle
in order to have a chance of winning
ten times the amount they laid out.
If
people wished to contribute to the charities,
let them put their hands in tneir pockets,
and not pretend they were helping
charity in the guise of winning money.
There ,vas one argument in favour of horseracing which pQ:'5siblv might carry. some
weight, and that was that it tended to improve the breed of horses.
He did not
place so much reliance on that argument as
some people did.
Could there not be a
few race meetings in the year instead of
having them every week? Was it necessary
to have race meetings every week in order
to improve the breed of horses? Would
not people breed horses for what they were
worth in the market apart from what they
Race-horses
were worth as race-horses?
were beautiful animals. He did not suppose any honorable member was more fond
of horses than he was. and there were few
honorable members who would go further
to see a horse-race than he would, but he
did not think it was necessary to Lave
horse-racing to improve the breed of
horses. There were not competitions for
draught horses.
People bred draught
horses as strong, as active, and with as
much flat and heavy bone as they could.
There was one clause which was causing
a great deal of concern amongst people
interested in it, and that was the clause
which proposed to limit the number of race
Hon. A. McLellan.
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meetings.
He would just like honorable
members to consider whether, in licensing
private race-courses, Parliament would
At the
not be creating vested interests.
present time, in regard to the liquor question, he was one of those who believed in
compensa.tion being given when hotels were
closed, because the State had licensed
If
houses to carrv on the drink traffic.
private courses were licensed, would
not the owners have a claim for compensation in the same way as public-houses?
He would not say that it was s.o, but it was
a matter worth consideration. He did not
see any more harm in pony races than in
horse racing. They might be very good or
yery bad. He went with a deputation to
the Richmond City Council, asking the
council to use their influence to have the
Richmond race-course closed. It was right
in the centre of the people, and those who
resi ded in the neighbourhoDd objected to
its being there. He believed that in doing
that he was voicing tihe opir.ion of the majoritv of the people. He did not like to
supfort legislation that would do injustice
to anyone. Possibly if these race-courses
were closed, or the number of meetings was
considerably lessened, it would do an injustice to the proprietors, but he did not see
any way out of the difficulty. He did not
think the race-courses should be allowed right
amongst the 'people, more especially when
the people objected to ~hem. During the
dp.batf' nn honorahle member had advar.ced
,my reasonable argument in favour of
gambling. Most honorable members were
opposed to it, and yet most of them w':lnted
betting to Le allowed on the race-COUrses.
Tf it was a bad thing outside, why was it
not a bad thing inside?
The AttornevGeneral, during his speech, read from
Rowntree to show that betting was bad,
and the whole of the honorable gentleman's,
quotaticn was against clause 17, which
provided that gambling should be allowed
on race-courses. He (Mr. McLellan) did not
think We could stop gambling altogether.
but we could very considerably minimize it.
We could not stop thieving or murder, and
ye.t we passed stringent laws against thos,e
cnmes, and made the penalties as heavy as
We possibly CQuld, so that these crimes
might be minimized. In the s,ame way he
thought we could not make the laws too
stringent in regard to gambling, in order
that the evil might De minimized. He did
not expect to get all he would like in this
Bill, but he was not going to oppose the
Bill because of that. He was going to
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take all he could get. At all times, when
he found he could not get all he wanted, he
would take what he could get.
The Hon. T. LUXTON remarked that
it was evident from the tone of the various
speakers that the Government had introduced a measure that had met with their
approval. He believed that, with the exception of two, every honorable member
who had spoken had s.poken favora?ly of
the Bill. With regard to the portIOn of
the Bill dealing with lotteries, he t~oug?t
there was almost a unanimous feelmg 111
favour of the whole of the lottery provisions. If this Bill was passed as ~t w~s
submitted to the Hous,e it would, 111 hIS
opinion, decrease very materially the. attendances at the various race meetmgs
throughout Victoria. It would also decrease the stakes very considerably, and if
the stakes were not so large, surely we
s,hould not get the same quality of hor?es
racing as we had at rresent. As he saId,
there would be fewer people attending the
various races. Many people would say,
" And a very good job, too, as it would .be
a very great advantage to the com~ul1lty
generally." Others would say that If we
had smaller stakes and fewer pee-pIe attending the races it would do the bus,iness
people of Melbourne a very great deal of
harm. One honorable member stated last
night that something like £250',0'0'0' was
spent in Melbourne in dresses during the
Cup carnival, and that the various business
people would suffer to the extent of that
£250',0'0'0'.
Another honoraLle member
went one better, and s,tated that the Cup
meeting, which we all admitted was the
greatest event in the southern hemisrhere,
benefited the business people to the extent
of £1,0'0'0',0'0'0', and that if it was done
away with they would suffer to that extent.
He did not know how that honorable
member came to such a conclusion. He
thought it would be admitted that if fewer
people went to the race meetings more
hands would be employed in good and uS,eful work, and he thought, therefore, the
Bill, in that resrect, would do good for
the State. But there was no doubt as to
the effect those prOVIsions would have on
the stakes. He met a gentleman who held
a preminent position in connexion with the
Caulfield course, and this person informed
him that, during the past four years, their
net takings were £150' per year. Under
this Bill it was, provided that any racecours,e receiving over £1,50'0' in the year
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was to pay 3 per cent. to the State. If
that were so, the Caulfield Club would
have to contribute over £1,0'0'0' a year,
although their rresent net receipts were
only £150. That showed clearly that that
club would not be able to distribute as
large sums in stakes in the fu!ure as. it
had done in the past. Some mIght thmk
that that would have a beneficial effect,
while others might hold that it would be
injurious. Some comment had been made
On the fact that the V.A.T.C. had at the
pres,ent time £II,QQQ to their credit, Lut
he was informed that it had taken 30' years
to accumulate that money. That also indicated very clearly that the stakes must
be very much smaller in the future if this
became la w. He thought that the fewer
people there were who attended races, and
the smaller the stakes were, the more beneficial it would be to the public generally.
Clause 16, every honorable member would
agree, was a very important one indeed.
It was a direct blow to Wren, to Bowes'
Tattersall's" .and to the Victorian Club.
If the clause was passed in its present form
these places would be prohibited from
f'arrying on betting. With regard to the
clause prohibiting the press from publishing betting quotations, he did net think
honorable members would regard it as advisable that the press should not be allowed
to give quotations or information on every
subject. He believed in the freedom of
the press, and he thought the press should
have the right to publish all the news it
could, whether about racing or anything:
He thought it only right and just
else.
that the press should publish the quotations,. Certainly, the press would have
great difficulty in getting proper quot.ations
if the clubs he had mentioned were closed
up. The quotations would not be as reliable as if those clubs were open. He
thought everybody was in sympathy with
the clauses designed to stop totes. We all
felt that the sooner the totes were shut up
the better it would be for the public generally.
There was a clause prehibitiog
gambling in clubs. If the totes were stopped, why should not the ordinary tote also
be stopped in the clubs? He did not believe in making one law for the rich and
another for the poor. They should all
s,tand on the same footing. With regard to
what were known as the quarantine clauses,
he believed that would have to be dealt
with in a· very cautious manner, because
under those provisions a man would Le
liable to imprisonment when he was
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innocent. A man might go into one of those
-betting-houses not knowing its exact position and be arrested, though, of courS,e, if
the man could prove himself innocent he
would be acquitted afterwards. There was
.one matter he was anxious to say a few
words upon. One honorable member said
last night that he would close Wren's tote
but would allow the Victorian Club to
exist. He (Mr. Luxton) did not know why
that should be. If we were going to prevent Wren fromJ betting, why' should the Victorian Club be left open? They were both
hetting-shc'ps" pure and simple, and that
being the case both will be dealt with in the
:same way.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Where will the
papers get the odds?
The Hon. T. LUXTON said it would
,Le very hard, no doubt, for the newspapers
to get the odds, but they would get them,
nevel·theless, because they had always been
successful in getting any news, they required. The same honorable member who
favoured the Victorian Club being left open
also stated that he could see no difference
between betting on horse-racing and mining. He would enlighten that honorable
member a little. If there was anyone in
the House who could enlighten the honor.able member 00 this subject it was himself,
because he had had a little experience in
both. Everyone knew that betting was of
no good to the State, for the reas.on that it
-only resulted in money l.Jeing taken out of
one pocket and placed in another. If he
met that honorable member to-morrow, and
that honorable member said a certain horse
was going to win a race, and he made a
bet with the honorable member that it
wou] d pot, and the horse did win, the
money would merely pass from the pocket
of one man to the pocket of another, and
it would do no good to anybody except to
the person who won. That was no benefit to
the State. But if he met that honorable
member, and they decided to go into a
mining enterprise by taking up a prop~rt\".
and invited others, to join, and £10,000
was invested in the mine, in course of time
that mine might become .a profitable one,
and £40,000 might be taken out of it.
That would mean that £30,000 would be
added to the wealth of the State, and the
State would be benefited to the extent of
that 30,000 sovereigns, while the £10,000
which was put in would have done good in
providing wages for others.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-Supposing the
mine is a " wild cat"?
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The Hon. T. LUXTON said in that'
case those who put money into the mine
would lose their capital, yet the workmen
would have L-enefited to the extent of
£10,000 even if the mine was a
wild
cat." Every ounce of ,gold produced in the
State was worth £4. He maintained that,
for the reasons he had given, there was no
analogy whatever between betting on horseracing and mining. As he had .already explained, one was merely an exchange of
money from one pocket to the other, while
the other obtained wealth from the earth
and dis,tributed it to the benefit of the
State. Of course, there was gambling
from the cradle to the grave. There was
nothing under the sun in which there was
not .a risk, and in which there was not an
element of gambling to some degree. The
whole thing was purely a matter Df degree.
He hoped this Bill would get intO' Committee, as he had no doubt it would. In
Committee many amendments would be
made, but, taking the Bill as a whole, he
had no doubt that it would prove to be a
good and useful measure.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said it was
quite evident from the remarks of honorable members all round the House that we
lived in a community which believed in
sport, and the only question appeared to be
on what lines sport was to be cDnducted
for the benefit of the individual who took
part in it, and fDr the benefit of the community at large. The early pioneers appeared to have the idea that it was necessary that large areas should be. set apart
for the cultivatiDn of sport in the shape
of race-courses, cricket grounds, and football grounds. When the Flemin2"ton racecourse was established, it was evidently anticipated that it would grDw into a great
concern, and minister to the pleasure and
happiness of the community.
The question had now arisen as to the necessitv for
IDoking into the matter of sport,' and
making spDrt clean. Judging from the remarks of honorable members who were well
acquainted with racing, it was admitted
that gambling had grown intO' an evil which
threatened to undermine the best oonditions
of our Isociety unless it was curtailed or
controlled in some wav. The Government
had introduced a Bill containing proposals,
nDt for the suppression of it altogether,
but for the controlling of it, and it seemed
to him that the clubs and others interested
had very little to complain of. The Bill
did not propose to suppress race meetings
altogether, but merely to limit them, and
C(
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he believed it was the opinion of most
people that they ought to be limited-that
horse racing had gone ahead at too great a
pace altogether, and required limitation.
Practically, the Bill left racing where it
was-it did not strive to eliminate it. The
Bill wanted to bring in, if it were at all
possible, true racing-true sport-and did
not touch private betting at all.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-Oh, yes.
The Han. W. H EDGAR said that so
far as he could learn from the Bill private
betting was untouched by it. But there
was an attempt on the part of the Government to limit professional betting to racecourses. Now this was a part of the Bill
which he CQuld hardly agree with. It
seemed to him that it was opening a door
which was likely to lead to a great number
of abuses. It was the introduction of professional betting into race-courses, because
he understood that the recreation reserves
and race-courses had been given bv the Government for the pastime of the people,
and not for building up any business, or
for the introduction of anv set of men
who would make a liyelihood out of their
less favoured neighbours. He understood
that the race-courses and recrea60n reserves
were not intended for any business purposes at all, but merely to be kept for the
pastime of the people, and, in his
opinion, in order to keep these reserves
purel y for the pastime of the people, it
was necessary to adopt some legislation excluding all professional betting from them.
Some honorable members who knew a great
deal about horse racing had declared that
rac~ng would decline if professional bookmakers were repressed. It would appear
from the remarks of those honorable members that the whole foundation of our
racing depended upon betting, that the
breeding of horses depended on betting,
and that the whole outloo~ for the men
who bred horses was endangered if betting
was to be thrown cut of the race-courses.
He thought, however, that there were intelligent breeders of horses who went into
this business without relying on making
money merely through horse racing and
betting. It seemed to be a very lame plea
to put forward that true sport in this community was only to be cultivated and developed through wagering and betting. It
was a very poor business if racing had to
be bolstered up by the argurrnent that it
was only kept alive bv professional betting. A good deal had been said about
the clause which provided for the exclu-
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sion from the press of the publication of
odds, but if what the Argus said was truethat ante-post betting was going out-there
seemed to be no need for the publication
of the odds.
The Han. 'V. H. EMBLING.-The Bill
practically provides agajnst any writing
about the races at all.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR said he did
not put the extreme interpretation on the
clause referred to which Dr. Embling
seemed to put on it. At any rate, he
thought they had the moral suplport bf the
press behind this question. Judging by
the articles which appeared in the Age at
any rate, they had. the moral support of
that great organ in their endeavour to suppress the circulation of odds throughout
the State. In his opinion, the publication
of the odds on racing was doing more injury than possibl v anything else to the
younger people of the State. One argument which had been nut forward was that
if the publication of odds was suppressed,.
it would lead to a great army of unscrupulous bookmakers. But if the majority .of
the bookmakers were uns.crupulous, then
he thought they ought to be abolished. If
unscrupulous bookmakers arose as the result of this provision, there were other
clauses in the Bill under which thev could
be dealt with. Clause 58 gave power to
the committee of anv club to make rules
for the carrying on of business on its racecourse, and, under that clause, only bookmakers who were approved by the committee could carryon the business of betting on the race-course. These men, therefore, were placed under control, and if
they were unscrupulous they courd be
wiped out altogether. Possibly, in the interests of those of the public who took part
in race meetings this would be of very
great benefit .indeed. New South Wale~
had already abolished the publication of
odds, and South Australia and New Zealand had promised to come into line on
this question. Now, it was well known
that wherever such laws were made stringent the criminal and undesirable classes
of men were kept outside the boundaries
of that country, and, unless we in Victoria
did something to come into line with the
other States he had mentioned, this State
would be flooded bv the undesirable classes
who would take advantage of our lax laws.
Reference had been made to the Victoria
Racing Club, and it had been said that if
the Bill was. carried in its. present form
it would exterminate the objects for which
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that club existed. He failed to see how
~he Bill would in any way curtail the enJoy!nent and pleasure of that great day
WhICh 'was known as Cup day. The Bill
proposed to allow the Victoria Racing Club
sixteen race days, and gave it power to
charge for admission to the course, which
the State had generously handed over to it,
so that ·it was evident that the Government
had nO idea or intention of controlling in
any way the powers which were vested in
the Victoria Racing Club at the present
time. Moreover, the Government proposed
to give the V.R.C. power to license bookmakers, so that he altogether failed to
perceive any justification for the remarks which had been made as to the injurv which the Bill would do the V.R.C.
However, as to licensing the bookmakers.
he would certainly like to see some provision by which, if these men were licensed
to carryon betting, they should be limited
to some area on the race-course. There
were a great number of people, he understood, who attended the races who did not
bet at all, but merely went there for the
enjoyment of the meeting. and he could see
no reason why these people should be annoyed by contact with the betting fraternitv.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD.-They are
restricted nOw.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR said he
understood that bookmakers had free access
to all parts of the course - to the hill
and grand 'stand reserve, as well as to
the fiat, to which everyone was admitted
free. He thought, however, that the bookmakers should be limited to certain enclosures so that the betting business which
they carried on might not be in
any way objectionable to those who
attended the races merely for the
pleasure
of
enjoying
the
outing.
What he feared was that the licensing of
'these bookmakers now might set up a
vested interest, and that in time to come
they coula claim compensation if they were
deprived of the rights conferred on them
by tn.e V.R. C. Members, did not want to
create any more vested interests. He would
like to know from the Attorney-General if
anything of the kind was likely to occur,
because this matter was now going to receive the sanction of the State.
Whilst
the Bill was, net all that could be desired,
still, he Lelieved that the House could produce a measure such as the people were
looking for.
This evil had grown to a
great extent, and was, affecting the welfare
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of the rising· community.
Gambling was
made much too easy altogether. There were
a body of men in this chamber who had the
morals of the community at heart, and
would do their best to curtail this evil by
making it much easier to do good and much
more difficult to do evil.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
thought it was fair to join with other honorable members in congratulating the Government On the introduction of this me3.sure. It seemed to rum that the Government were very much like the yachtsman
who set his. sail for every breeze. There
was, perhaps, just a little too much wind in
the sails.
He hoped to lend ,all the
assistance he could to make the Bill meet
what 'it was, designed to meet.
He felt
very much like Mr. McLellan. It was
pretty difficult to be logical in discussing
this measure. It was pretty hard to s,ay
where the specUlative and business side of
a transaction ceased and the gambling
element came in.
Honorable gentlemen
were found conde,mning gambling On horse
racing, who in their ordinary business avocations might be pursuing what was almos,t
on all-fours with gambling. The question
of mining had been Lrought in.
Mining
was a great industry, but it was well known
that there was a great deal of gambling in
connexion with it. He admitted that. Mr.
Ritchie had stated that there was nothing
in mining, but evidently the' honorable
~neI?ber .. had not .a library containing
mformatlon on the subject.
There was
one mining company in Australia alone
that turned out £4,000,000 a vear.
That was very different from" the
£200,000
received from horses.
All
the g.reat primary industries in which
people were engaged in this great country
were of a speculative character. That applied to pastor~l, agricultural, and mining
pursuits. All those who were engaged in
these pursuits were engaged in businesses
of a more or less specUlative kind. Pastoral and agricultural pursuits were affected
~y th,e weather. A man might buy a station
In the hope that he would do well if the
weather was favorable. When a man took
a blind shot at mining the same thing applied.
We lived in a country where the
Sun was nearly always shining, and he
hoped we would always look ahead and be
prepared to take some risks. Some parts
of the Bill would be improved Ly reasonable
a~en9ment.
The evil of gambling began
WIth the youngsters., and there was no doubt
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that they cultivated the propensity in conIt was easier
nexion with horse-racing.
for youngsters to get initiated in connexion with horse-raCing than in busiThere was much more harm in
ness.
a youngster putting on his few shillings
tl:an there was in the s.age man putting on
hIs £1 or " fiver."
As he saJid before, it
\ras extremely difficult to be logical in this
matter, but he did feel what he had .said in
regard !o the youth.
He had very great
dQubt, therefore, as to whether the tote was
ICl desirable machine. The youngster should
not be given facilities to bet, and by introd~cing the totalizator the imprint of the
State ,:ould be given to gambling, which
would Increase it.
Some honorable members had complained that this kind of
legislation would give an advantage to the
rich as, against the poor.
There were
plenty of things that the rich might do, Lut
the poor man could not ·do. The rich man
man. might .gam~le without injuring hisfamIly, but It mIght mean disaster to the
poor man. There was not nearly the same
harm resulting if a rich man lost money bv
gambling, but if facilities were given fo"r
the whole community to lose money a
greater evil would be created than ~hat
which now existed. He joined with other
honorable members in the statement that
gambling per se was on the increase amongst
the young people. If by this, Bill it could
be checked great good would be done to
the community. To that extent he desired"
t~ lend. a ~and, whilst fully admitting the
He did not say
dIfficultIes In the way.
that b~ause .a mlan was engaged in .a
speculatlve kmd of businesSi he must
be. pu~ down as a gambler, because, as he
5.<'ud lJefore, all our great primary pursuits
were of a speculative nature.
That was
more applicable to Australia than to any
other country.
In other countries the
climatic and other conditions were more
settled. For that reason, probably, we were
in greater danger of -being led astray than
the more settled communities of the world.
Th~t m.ight be a justification for introducing
legIslatIOn to check the gambling evil. He
proposed to withhold his criticism of the
B~Il unfil it was in Committee, but he just
wIsh~~ .to say a word with regard to the
prohIbItIon of the publication of the odds
in newspapers. The newspapers were th~
eyes of the community. After all, it was
the press that laid most matters bare, and
for that re.ason he would not support that
proposal.

.J
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he took
a profound interest in this Bill, and had
listened attentively to all that had been
s,aid.
Having taken pa,rt in previous
discussions on the question of betting.,: he
wished to say a word or two. The House
had on many occasions attempted to do
what was now proposed. He remembered
when :Mr. Crooke brought down his celebrated Bill, which was a transcript of
something left by Mr. Isaacs..
The Goyernment at that time were determined to
put down gambling in all its forms. MemLers received that Bill with the same respect
as they received this, and the s,ame congra.tulations were given. Then every member, including Mr. Harwood, began to
point out the faults of the Bill, and every
one was prepared to modify it and improve
it. Mr. Davies was then on the Opposition
side of the Hous,e, telling the new members wha"t they ought to do. He had been
looking up the debate that took place on
the Sports Betting Suppression Bill on the
loth December, 1901, when the AttorneyGeneral made a speech, and Mr. Harwood
and Mr. Balfour made speeches. That debate s,howed what 1\-1r. Davies said en that
occasion. Perhaps he had better read a
few lines as to what he himself had said
on that occasion -He could not say that he liked this Bill, be·
cause of the exception it made in regard to
horse-racing. Many Bills to suppress gambling
had been submitted to Parliament in his time
but, notwithstanding, gambling went on, and in:
deed increased. To him there was no half-way
house in this business. If the Government
?1e~nt to .attack gambling they must not attack
It In sectIons. According to this measure, the
Government declared that they were strong
en.ough to tackle the bicycl~, football, and
Cricket matches, but the giant sinners of the
race-course they would let alone.

Under this Bill the giant sinners of the
race-course-the little hill with the warren
that spread the rabbits-were to remain.
~ere was this granaly moral Government,
WIth as keen a sense of what was required
as any man could have, but without the
courage to deal with the ouestion in the
right way-in the wav of the great lawgiver, when he gave the law from Mount
Sinai, "Thou shalt not steal." The words
On the occasion to
were "thou shalt."
which he referred, who was it stood bv
him and made almost identically the same
speech but Mr. Harwood?
The Hansard
report was as follows : The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD observed that
he ~egarded this Bill as a step in the right direchon, but he felt that if it was desirable to
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accomplish the object in view, there was no rea.
son why horse-racing should be excluded from
the Bill.
He agreed with Mr. Sachse that that
was a defect of the measure.

This showed that Mr. Sachse also approved
of the extension of. the Bm to horse-racing.
Immediately the Bill got into Committee
Mr. Harwood showed that he possessed the
courage of his opinions, because, on the
first opportunity, he tried to amend the Bill.
The honorable member was reported thusThe Hon T. C. HARWOOD stated that, in
order to test the feeling of the House, he begged
to moveThat the words "other than a horse-race" be
omitted.

Like his honorable friends who represented
the Labour Partv in this House, and who
were never afraid to be consistent, l\h. Harwood always had the courage of his
opinions.
Those hon()ifable members were
the aristocratic corner, the champions of
law and order' and of, justice to everybod\alike.
On this occasion, however. Mr.
Harwood was persuaded to withdraw the
amendment, although, when he moved it.
he did so as the champion of justice h) all
the people.
The honorable member held
that if any gambling- was to be put down it
should all be put down, instead of a portion of it being put down, while the rich
man on the race-course was not interfered
with.
All this curse of excessive gambling
had grown up in his time.
There used to
be none of. it years ago, but it had all
developed somehow or other from that hill
which was the centre of all wickedness.
The honorable member recognised that, and
said if the, House was in earnest and sincere, the Bill must be made to applv all
round, but his friends got round him and
he asked leave to withdraw the amendment.
Thereupon he (Mr. Melville) objected to its
withdrawa1, and it went to a division. It
,,-as ovenvhelmingly defeated. Seven voted
for it, and twentv-three against it.
Of
those seven most were gone.
Thev were
Messrs. Abbott, Comrie, Gray, D. Ham,
Harwood, Sir Arthur Snowden, and himOf those who voted for exempting
self.
race-courses from that measure, the very
first was ~fr. Baillieu, then came Mr. Balfour, Mr. Black, Mr. Campbell, Sir Rupert
Clarke, and Messrs. Crooke, Davies,
E.mbling, Godfrey"!' Grimwade, C. J.
Ham, McDonald, Morey, Orr, Payne,
Pearson, Pitt, Simmie, Smith, Sternberg, Williams,
Pratt,
and Sachse.
Since then more experience had been
lIon. D. lIlelville.
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had, and the Government were told
that if they attacked the thing the people
would .go with them every inch of the way_
Since that time all this street betting and
other forms of the evil had gone on as usual,
or rather had been magnified to a degree
beyond all reason, and Melb0urne was be·
coming as notorious in its gambling as
Spain was in its bull-fighting.
If that
was true, which side was right on that occasion?
Was it the twentv-three men or the
seven men? Was it not iir. Harwood and
those who'said with him that ifI this thing
was to be attacked it must be taken out
by the roots, just as rabbit destroyers went
at the very centre of the trouble by digging
into the Iburrows and rooting the whole thing
out?
He had been 'listening to all these
speeches, and earnestly wondering whether
"the juniOr members of the House were sincere in what they were dOIng. Were they
engaged to-night in assisting to destroy this
thing which was eating into the vitals of
the community and giving it a scandalous
name?
The same impression as was in
his mind on the occasion to which he had
referred was with him to-night.
There
was no half~way house.
Although laws
had been made against the masses gambling
in the streets and elsewhere, the book·
maker was flourishing on the hill.
One
could hear the pandemonium of the roar
of the bookmaker at Moonee Valley.
He
lived a mile above it1 and when a westerly
wind blew, he could hear the roar above
every other sound.
This Bill was simply
an instrument to do what this House had
never attempted to do be fiore-to legalize
the thing.
It was proposed to allow the
gentlemen who were rolling in wealth, and
who were already privileged, the fuilest
privileges of the ancient races. They were
to be in his country a Lilliputian edition of
the lords of the old counltry.
Our few
millionaires 'Or little millionaires were to be
allowed to dominate the country on the
race-courses.
The House was told that
all this sort of thing was a splendid busi·
nesSi arrangement, a:nd Mr. Ca;rnpbell
talked about the export of horses, but alI
that' grand cavalcade at the race-courses,
and all the people there putting Olll their
shillings and sixpences, and the roar of the
bookmaker roaring out the odds-the whole
To
thing was for the privileged few.
show that he did not hold that opinion
alone, he would quote the words used on
that occasio1) by Sir Rupert Clarke, whom
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all honorable members. would regard as
.an authority on this question. He said-
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young people, however, had withdrawn
almost entire~y from the churche;s, and
He could not possibly support this Bill, for it there was, now very little check on the part
attacked the small men and let the big men go of the parsons. It was no longer possible
.absolutely unscathed.
If he or anyone else
wanted to bet on a sports meeting, they need to see a parson weeping in the pulpit over
not go to the ground to do it.
They could go the. so~ls of those men who were wasting
to the clubs or to the tote-places and bet and theIr hme and money in gambling. In the
,the law did not stop them, but the law to~ched old days there was a material hell for these
the poor, unfortunate men who bet a sixpence or
a shilling with a friend or a bookmaker on the people, but the clergyman had now lost his
ground.
hold on the people, and the children were
The honorable member was speaking of thE: handed over to the schoolmaster, who had
privileges of the big men-the privileged no interest in their moral training. The
few. Was that evidence to be taken? I t dogma that used to be preached by the
had been urged in the House that, as older parson might have been nonsense
usual, the great moneyed class were ex- but still it operated as a check upon th~
empte~ by thi~ Bill WIth all their privileges. people. .That check had now disappeared,
It remmded hIm of the story of the Scottish and nothmg else had been substituted for
nobleman and his henchman, Jimmie. One it. If honorable members were earnest in
morning the laird met Jimmie at a very their desire to put down gambling the\'
early hour, and said-" Hallo, Jimmie, should not hesitate. They should not acwhere have vou been this time in the morn- cept a proposal that gambling should be
ing?" "To Hell," said Jimmie. "And what allowed on so many davs a year on the
what were they doing there?" said the laird. race-course. If that provision was agreed
" Oh," cried Jimmie, "muckle the same as to there would he nothing but complaint
they, are doing here-Iatting in the rich and throughout the State when the measure was
~eepmg out .t?e poor." That was the posi- passed into law, It was a disgrace in the
tlOn under thIS Bill. If he (Mr. Melville) present condition of affairs to talk about
was as.ked whether he was in favour of pe r - legalizing betting on a'race-course. If Mr.
petuatmg the bookmaker for all t,ime he Balfour believed, as no doubt he did, that
would answer that he was not. He ,;ould our race was going down and sinking into
vote against the le-galizing of the book- th1e bottomless pit, it was his duty, as well
maker. At the same time, he ,refused to as the duty of the Government, to refuse
vote for the betting machine. Surelv no- to have anything to do with the legalization
thing could be more contemptible tha~ for of gambling.
What was necessary was
an intelligent man to bet by means of a t~1at people should individually lead a good
machine. Would it not be better not to lIfe, and that was the best way of settlin rr
attem'pt this kind of thing at all? There the gambling question. He regretted that
was too much nonsense in connexion with he had to speak against this Bill, but b~
this Bill. Of course, he knew that his consider~d that from beginriing to end it
friend, Mr. Balfour, would be content with was a pIece of over legislation. He would
half a loaf, OIr even a quarter of a loaf, commend to Mr. Balfour the words of the
if he could not get anything else; but the Scriptures-" What shall it profit a man if
effect of the Bill would simply be to per- he shall gain the whole world and lose his
petuate the betting business. Honorable own soul?" That was the whole secret. What
members should not parlev with this thinO' did it profit a nation if it lost its soul?
at all, nor should thev have one law for th~ He despised the idea that it was necessar\'
rich and another for the poor. They should to h.a:re gambling in order to support th'e
-deal with the matter in a business-like wav chantIes, or to pay old-age pensions. It
and enforce the precept-" Thou shalt not was simply an attempt to do wrong, and to
gamble." It was all very well to speak draw people away from the right track.
about the breeding of horses, but that was We were able to meet all our engagements
not. what honorable members were con- towards the poor, and for the pavment of
"Cerned about. If Mr. Balfour and other old-age pensions, without resorti~g to the
ea;nest men were to be be1ieved, this gam- miserable weakness of those who gambled.
hhng mania was dragging us down to per- It was contemptible that resort should he
dition. In olden times the churches exer- had to betting men in order to assist in
cised some check on gambling because it maintaining our charit:ies.
taught that men who indulged in that kind
The Hon. W. LITTLE said he felt that
of thing would have a terrible future. Our, he would be failing in his duty if he did
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not say something 'upon this Bill. Many
honorable members appeared to think that
something better might have been proposed,
but from an unbiased point of view he
thought the Government was to be complimented on having grappled with the question, and having brought forward a measure of this kind. When he first saw the
Bill he thought it was too drastic, but, after
considering the whole question, he came to
the conclusion that gambl<ing had increased
to such an extent that it was beginning to
run riot, and that ,it required extreme measures to suppress it. He could not say,
with some of the honorable members who
had spoken, that he had never been on a
race-course. He had been on a race-course,
and, as a matter of fact, had done a bit of
amateur training on his own account. He
had actually made some bets on the racecourse, and was possibly no worse than
some people who had never made a bet in
their llives.
In his opinion horse racing
could be carried on as a legitimate sport.
As the result of his own experience he believed that the clause prohibiting the publication of the betting odds was vital to the
Bill, if it was intended to suppress gambling among our young men. If the Bill
rendered it difficult for information to be
obtained with regard to the odds it would
not do much harm. So far as he knew,
the onlv races in the metropolitan area
about which the odds were publIshed
were the races at Flemington anI Caulfield.
The betting odds from New South Wales
were nOit posted here. The odds of races
in BallaTat or Bendigo were' not Rosted,
and therefore he did not think the suppression of betting news was going to do so
much harm as people thought it would,
even in connexion with the great and glorious festivities in Cup week.
The reason
he objected to betting information being
published was on account of the influence
it had on young people in the country. The
last thing a young fellow did at night in
the country' was to try and get the Herald
to see the odds, and the first thing
in the morning he wanted the Argus to see
the odds.
That was an indication of the
effect the publication of the odds had on
young men. A boy saw that the price against
a horse was 100 to I, and would take a
bet of £5 to a shilling. Before the race
the horse might be scratched.
An accident might happen to the animal, or perhaps it would not stand training.
He
thought the clause prohibiting the publicaHon. W. Little.
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tion of the odds was an essential one. He
gave that opinion as one \"ho had ;Ittended races.
He did not believe in the
Government licensing race-courses. At the
present time the V. R. C. licensed racecourses in the country.
The racing clubs
paid two guineas for the privilege of holding two meetings a year.
He thought it
would be quite sufficient to allow the
V. R. C. to control the licensing of racecourses, and that the GoverJJment should
not take up the question.
As some honorable members had pointed out, perhaps if
the Government . licensed
race-courses,
vested interests would be created, and in
the future perhaps it would be necessary to
legislate to close the race-courses, and to
give compensation, or, perhaps, not to give
It was provided that a
compensation.
percentage should be taken on the revenue
of racing: clubs, and surely that was sufficient without the Government licensing
race-courses and creating vested interests.
A good deal had been said about bookmakers.
He had a word to say about
The properly-licensed bookbookmakers.
maker, as a rule, was an honorable man.
A person made a bet with him, and had
nothinrr to show but a ticket.
Perhapt; a
bet was made " on the nod," and no ticket
was g:iven, ~~et invariably, with all respectable bookmakers licensed under the V.R.C.
V.A.T.e.,
or even under
or
the
the suburban clubs,
the bookmaker
would pay his debts of honour possibly a great deal better than some of
his detractors.
There might be undesirable bookmakers, but all bookmakers were
He was a trustee of a
not undesirable.
race-course at the pres~nt time in the country, and he thought the Bill would be of
great benefit to all country racing clubs.
Privileges were given to the clubs of making their own regulations and licensing
their own bookmakers.
Recentlv it had
been decided bv the Courts that th~ V. R. C.
were not entitled to charge fees to bookmakers at Flemington.
The Bill defined
all such matters, and, on the whole, the Bill
was a good attempt to suppress the betting
evil, which was running rampant throughout the countrv.
He had had a fair experience of -the matter for the last
fifteen years.
He hoped
honorable
members would not attempt to make
It might spoil the
too manv amendments.
Bill.
He thought pony races might posThe V.R.C. was resiblv be desirable.
sponsible for unregistered pony meetings.
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They had stood up against pony meetings,
and would not allow ponies to race under
their rules, although they let the country
clubs hold one pony race at every meeting.
He thought that high-handed proceeding of
the V.R.C. had drawn people to the pony
courses, and had been of advantage to Mr.
Wren.
From what he had read of Wren
-he had never been on his race-course~
he thought that he conducted his races very
honorably.
He did not believe in unregistered meetings, but thought all race
meetings should be under the control of one
head-the V.R.C.
He hoped in Commit·
tee honorable members would not try to
make too big alterations. Possibly amendments would be required in one or two
clauses.
He did not believe in certain
provisions in Division 4 of the Bill in reference to charging a percentage on the
revenue of the different clubs.
Possibly
in the future a Bill might be brought in to
put a tax on all sports, and to provide that
a penn v should be deducted from every
shilling charged for admission to sports,
the amount received to go to the charitieso
In his opinion, that would be a wise thin,g.
If 2td. was taken from ..every half-crown
which people paid for admission to race
meetings or other sports, it would not stop
them going to fhese sports.
If amendments were brought forward in Committee
he would use his own discretion as to how
If he considered they were nehe voted.
cessarv he wonld support them, and if he
did not consider the~ \"ere good' he· would
not support them.
The Hon. J. 'G. AIK:MAN said there
was a great diversity of opinion as to whether the .Bill as introduced was necessary,
or whether some less drastia measure would
not prevent that whkh some sections of the
public desired to put a s~op to.
Before
going on with the measure he would have
liked the Government to have made sure
that the whole of the legislation which had
been already passed could not put down
what was described as the gambling evil.
In his opinion, all the existing legislation
had not been tried, and he believed that if
there was a vigorous administration of the
Acts already on the statute-book there
would be no need for any of the legislation
which had wasted nearly the whole of the
time of Parliament this session.
A great
deal had been said in connexion with
one totalizator, and with: Tattersall's
sweeps. No mention whatever had been
made of the great amount of lotteries that
Session 1906-[1231
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were going on right throughout the city.
A number of gaming_shops were being carried on right under the noses of the inspectors of the police.
He had had them
counted, and there were 209 in one street
in the city.
Those clubs did more harm
than the totalizator or sweeps could do,
because the people keeping them took sma-II
sums
of
money
in
wagers
from
girls and boys not yet in their teens.
I t was the young people it was necessary to
Some honorable members
legislate for.
had said that they liked to go to races
and put £1 on a horse.
Legislation was
not wanted for that at all, but it was required to protect the young people, and to
close the places he had referred to. Parliament should see if it could not keep the
young people from learning to gamble; and
from starting on a downward course at the
very commencement of their lives. He was
at one of these betting shops a few days ago
when a policeman passed. He asked the
keeper of the place if he was' not frightened, and theO keeper replied, "Oh, no,
he is all right."
Another one passed, and
the keeper said they were frightened of
him, and that they had to shut the doors
until he went by. If the keepers of these
places were frightened of one policeman, it
showed that there must be some law which
they knew could punish them if they were
caught offending.
That law should ha:ve
been put into force before the measure was
brought on.
When a man was being tried
for his lif,e, if his case had' attained a great
deal of notoriety, a good smar-t lawyer defending that mim would see that the' trial
was postponed until public opinion had
died out.
It would have been a great deal
better if that course had been adopted with
the Bill.
The measure had almost come
in in the shape of pa~ic legislation. and
should have been left over unfil next session until the excitement had died out,
and there was a clear knowledge of what
was required in the best interests of the
countrY.
There were a great many things
In
the Bill that could be agreed
to, and there were ' a great many
that could nat he agreed to.
If
betting was to be allowed on race-courses,
why was it not to be allowed in clubs?
Whv were the people who bet to be deprived of congregating and doing business
at clubs? Surely if one thing was allowed
the other was necessary.
If betting on
race-courses was to be legalized, as the
Goyern:T.ent proposed, \rhy should not the
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public be allowed to get the best information possible from the press, and why·
should betting men be deprived of associating in clubs to do their betting in their own
way?
The Han. R. B. REEs.-What clubs
.
would you allow to eXIst?
. The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said he would
answer the honorable member later on.
If the Government was going to allow
horse racing, why was pony racing not to
be allowed? What was the difference between pony racing and horse racing? He
took a great pride in ponies, and was very
fond of a good fast pony.
If there was
to be horse racing to improve the breed of
horses, why should there not be pony-racing
to improve the breed of ponies?
It was
said it was simply because pony racing
was not: carried on in the same manner as
was horse racing. If horse racing was to be
allowed, why should there not be an attempt to haye pony racing properly controlled?
Was there any logic in saying
we would have the Melbourne Cup, and
allow people to come from all parts to see
it, and not to allow a good pony race?
Some of the knots in the Bill might be
straightened out in Committee. Speaking
about clubs, he might say that the honorBole member who had interjected so freelYl
'If it had not been for him (Mr. Aikman),
might bv now have been no more, and
k I h
b
d
might very Ii e y ave een. suppresse or
sent a.way out. of this State altogether.
He (Mr. Aikman) was 'going down Bourkestreet one day, and he found Mr. Rees outside a famous club.
But the honorable
member was trying to get inside.
He had
.
k
his h.ands in hIS pac ets.
The Han. R. B. REES. - Not in the
pockets of anybody else.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the honorable member was being eyed by a g~ntleman who was well known in Bourke-street,
and although this person had but one eye, it
was quite as good as the eyes of any halfdozen honorable members.
Mr. Rees was
trying to work his way into this club, and
He (Mr.
was getting nearer and nearer.
Aikman) said to the honorable member,
"What on earth· are you doing there?"
and the honorable member said, " I want to
(Yet into that tote shop; I want to see
~hat they a~e doing inside."
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-I never take
my knowledge from hearsay; I wanted to
learn.
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The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he sincerelv hoped the honorable. member did get
there) and that he would be able to speak
on the subject now from knowledge. That
reminded him of one feature of the remarks
of all the honorable members who had been
speakine-.
He had no idea he was
Nearly
amongst such a good lot of men.
every honorable member who had got up
to-night had stated that he had never
betted in his life, and that he had been to
a race-course once, and would never go
again.
They were of an entirely different class of men from those whom he had
met out on the course, and he would never
have known they were the same men if he
had not met them out at the races, and also
in the House.
He had met some of those
gentlemen in the sadjling paddock amongst
the men who made bets.
Of course, he
was not ,going to say that any of them were
betting.
He supposed they were like himself-looking on to see if there was a good
chance to get something.
Yet to-night
there was scarcely an honorable member
who spoke but who said he had never been
to a race-course, and that he did not believe in betting, and that the best thing to
do was to put it all down.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-They were all
trying to learn.
The Han. J. G. AIKMAN said perhaps
they were like the honorable member, but
he did not think the public would take the
view that thev all went to the race-course to
.
learn.' He was going to try as far as he
possiblv could to make this Bill apply to
the young-to the girls and the boys-who,
as he knew from practical experience of
Melbourne, were going in hundreds to' these
gambling places day after day.
As to
the men, they were able to take care of
themselves.
The old sinners could go to
their clubs, and make their bets.
The
old men could be 'left to look after themselves.
Honorable members had a duty
to the countrY, and to the Legislature, to
look after the- young people in this matter,
while thev might well leave the old people
to look after themselves.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that he
had listened very attentively to the long
debate which had taken place on the Bill.
He had come to the conclusion that g.ambling was, just a question of degree. .According to the Bill, if a man had suffiCIent
monev to invest in a bet, he was to be at
perfect liberty to do so, but the diffi.culty
came in in deciding who was to Judge
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whether a man was in that position.
He
was very pleased to hear :Mr. McBryde state
that he did not believe in making a distinction between a man who had money and
a man who was only able to_ put on his
shilling.
As far as the clubs were concerned, he (Mr. Evans) had a great objection to any distinction being made.
If It
was a good thing to allow the Vicforian
Club to· carr~ on betting, it was equally
good tQl allow the Stevedores' Club to do
the same thing. As Mr. McBryde stated,
if gambling was to be wiped out, let us
have a clean sweep of it, and no hypocrisy.
There was not the slightest dDubt
tha.1 if the V.R;C. had taken more interest
in the conduct of affairs on the flat,
there would not have been the outcry there
had been about gambling.
As far as the
flat was concerned, the V.R.C. had never
taken the trouble to see that the man who
went there was not welshed, defrauded,
and robbed of what he won when he was
successful in winning a bet.
Honorable
members knew that the outcry arose because
of the fatal incident which happened there.
That caused a great many inflammatory
speeches to be made throughout the coun~
try. Some of the people who made
those speeches were earnest, and were acting according to their convictions, yet he
tl~ought they were most extravagant, and
dld not state the case faid,'.
Some of
those gentleman blamed and almost blackguarded everybody who differed with them
In fact, one Q1f them said,
in opinion.
~vhen the course was under water, that if
It was flooded for all time it would be a
good thing for Melbourne and the S'tate.
"Then statements of that kind were made,
there was not the slightest doubt that the
person who made them had allowed his zeal
to outrun his discretion.
He did not belieye that any honorable member desired
that anything should be done to cause a less
number of people to attend the race-cQlurse
on Melbourne Cup day. It was a most extraordinary thing that while most honorable
members had referred in favorable tem1S
to t?e V.R. C. and the Melbourne Cup
meetmg, . yet w~en the question of
pony racmg was mtroduced, those same
honorable members said it would be a verv
good thing if ponv racing was wiped Ol{t
altogether. Why should this be so? As a
sportsman he was unable to distinguish betw~en
pony racing and thoroughbred
_racmg. So far as .!he sport was concerned,
one was about as clean as the other. If
there were pony race-courses that were
[ 12 31-2
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not conducted as they ought to be, the
V.R.C. to a certain: extent was responsible.
The V.R.C. had control of pony racing at
one time, and whether pony racing became
too small for them, or they wished in their
autocratic fashion to put it on one side
and to squeeze it out altogether, he did
not know. He was not a frequenter of
pony racing,. and he rarely betted, not
because he thought there was anything
wrong about it, but because he was one of
thDse unfortunates who never won, and,
consequently, had not had much encouragement. He was informed on good authority
that if pony racing was limited as proposed in the Bill, it would not only extinguish pony racing, but, to an extent,
damage the breeding of thoroughbreds.
He was told that those who bred thoroughbreds had a large percentage of horses which
were useless for ordinary radng purposes,
and they had to depend to a great extent
on the price they obtained for ponies to
enable them to carry on the business. If
that were so, he did nDt think it right
that anything should be done that would
cause the entire loss of that industry. Honorable members had been told by Mr.
Campbell, whom he considered as good an
authority as any honorable member, that
the class of ponies bred for racing purposes
were the very class that he as a. horse
merchant desired to obtain for the Indian
market. There was another point that
struck him as rather peculiar in cDnnexion
with this Bill. He understood nothing
had been done to reduce the races· of the
clubs \yhich were carried on under the
V.R.C. The V.R.C. had occupied a very
autocratic position. They had done pretty
well as they liked in the past. It could
not well be said that the clubs which were
registered under the V.R.C. were with
them, because it was compulsory on them
that they should act with the V.R.C.,
othenyise they would not be allowed to
conduct their -racing.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE.-Qujte right.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he gave
the V.R.C. every credit for what they had
done on the Flemington race-course, but
if a large section of the community
went in for pony racing they had as much
right to be considered as those who ran
larger horses. I t seemed an extraordinary
thing that pony racing should be reduced,
as he was informed, bv about 100 ~per
cent., and that nothing should be done with
regard to the other class of racing. He
knew the argument was used that the
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V.R.C. kept everything clean in connexion he sustained. That was not a new thing
with the sport, and that there was no for him to advocate, because he had adnecessity for pony racing at all. That was vocated the same principle in connexion
where a difference of opinion came in. One with the Opium Bill, to allow !people to
man liked to see ponies run, and another dispose of their stock, so that they s!'lould
man would like to see thoroughbreds. not be at a loss. He was also informed
Pony races were in closer contact with the that while forty-eight days' racing might
city, and were held more frequently than seem.a fair thing in comparison with what
the other class of races, but that was be- was allowed the V.R.C., yet, owing to the
cause the pony races were supported to large number of classes of ponies-he
a very large extent by numbers of the work- understood there were eight classes of
ing classes who were unable to go to ponies that ran-they required the larger
Flemington. He had heard a great. deal number of seventy-two days, and unto-night about it being a crime for a man less that was granted, there would
to put his shilling or his sixpence on a be such a small number of races run
tote. He could not understand that the for
each
class that
it would De
tote was everything that was bad. From unprofitable for men to keep ponies.
what did it derive its immense popularity? I f that was so they were worthy of every
The working men we~)ust as keen as any cO!Ilsideration,. and he hoped .that some
other section to obtam what they won. members who said they would wipe out
What existed proved, to his mind, that the pony racing altogether would consi?er that
man who had become notorious had been matter and be prepared to do justice. If
honest, and had paid people whenever they these people were depending on him for
won. Those who advocated the legalizing support they would soon starve. It was
of the totalizator stated, as one of their said that a terrible crime was committed
strongest arguments, that the totalizator bv issuing coupons to people who purwas a better system of betting than the c1;ased £5 worth of goods, which enabled
bookmaker. When a clause was found in them to participate in the drawing of a
a Bill legalizing betting with bookmakers villa. He remembered the coupon business,
on race-courses, he thought the remarks and he thought it was radically wrong to
passed bY' Mr. Melville on that subject wipe it out. The small purchaser had as
were very apt. Circulars had been issued much right to accept discounts as the man
amongst honorable members. He did not who bought in a larger way. If any busiknow the gentleman who had issued them, ness firm had enterprise enough to arrange
but when it was stated in those circulars a system bv which the purchaser was given
that those who issued them rejpresented 300 something in the way of discount, he failed
owners of ponies, some of which were of to see where the great crime came in. It
the value of £400, he thought it showed was principally the working classes who
that pony racing should be considered be- benefited by a system of that kind.
for·e it was put on one side, and the numThe Hon. A. HlcKs.-Is it fair comber of races reduced to forty-eight, ,particularly when those gentlemen waited on petition?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said the honthe Premier, and left with the impression that the number was to be seventy- orable member would not study whether it
two. In New South Wales, the num- was fair competition or not if he wanted
her, he understood, was seventYl-two. to get the better of one of his competitors.
These men had invested a large amount of That was beside the question. The quescapital, and it seemed an extraordinary tion was where the harm came in. The
thing that in this Chamber, which was sup- working classes who purchased these goods
posed to look after vested interests, it were generally keen buyers, because their
should have to be a member of his party circumstances compelled them to be.
who drew attention to the vested interests Another point that had been made a great
in cOYlnexion with this ques:tion. ThJese deal of was the publication of racing news
people gave a large amount of employment, and odds bv the newspapers. He did not
a~d they distinctly stated that if the num- ' think it did anyone harm to read· th,at
ber of their meetings was limited to forty- news. One honorable member had stated
eight, their industry would be destroyed. He that he had found it verv interesting in the
thought it was right and equitable that any back' blocks to read how" things were mov-.
man who was injured for the benefit of the ing in the racing world of Melbourne.
country should be compensated for the loss There was one thing certain, that if the
Ron. W.

J.

Evans.
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Bill passed in its present form, the newspapers would not have very much to publish. There were several clauses in the
Bill-but particularly the penalty clausesthat were much too drastic. He was rather
:surprised at one honorable member, who congratulated the Government on introducing
this measure, and who went on to ,say
that' a previous measure introduced was out
,of all reason. This Bill was an improvement on the last one, but if it were possible
for the Bill to be held over for a few
months longer it \yould be much more
modified. In Committee he would urge the
amendments that he considered necessary.
He admitted that the gambling evil required attention, and that the Government
were, perhaps, doing what they thought
was right, although they were going too
far. A certain amount of good would be
'done by making it difficult for people to
bet, but he was unable to understand why
a Hill should be brought forward that made
such a distinction between those who
bet in pounds and those who bet in
shillings. He was one of the wicked individuals who had purchased tickets in Tattersall's sweeps, but he had never won anyIthing. Large numbers of workers who
could afford a shilling or two had formed
-syndicates to invest in Tattersall's sweeps,
and some of them were well to do on account of it. The working man was as much
entitled to his sport as the man who was
well off.
An HONORABLE ~1iEMBER.-The lucky
man ought to divide with! his poor neighbour.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it would
be a good thing if the lucky men of this
Chamber divided with him. He had re.ceived a copy of the V.R.C. balance-sheet,
and there was an item in it in reference to
two members at £ 100 each that he did
not understand. Did that mean that there
'were two members who hiad to pay £100
.each per annum?
,
The HOn. R. B. REEs.-TIiat is to keep
'you out.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he was
,quite as respectable as many of those whC?
were in it, and he did not enjoy the privilege of getting £35 for £5. £100 was
:an exorbitant charge.
The Hon. E. H. AUSTIN.-That is to
:allow the bookmaker to bet in the club.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said there
must be some big betting going on when
the bookmaker could pay £100, and if that
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was the case it should' be restricted considerably. He was opposed to any exception being made as far as the different
classes of people were concerned. Judging
by the remarks of 110norable members when
the Bill left this Chamber, it would be
very different from what it was now. Mr.
Balfour would make the measure even more
drastic, but when it left this Chamber it
would be considerably modified.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE said it was
not his intention to occupy much time, but
he wished to congratulate the Government
on having brought forward this Bill in
response to an outcry of the public. The
Government were doing well in trying to
suppress the totes and the betting clubs,
and if they had stopped there it would have
been much better. It was well known that
it was utterly impossible to prevent gambling. No matter what legislation was
passed, gambling would go on, so that it
would have been far better if instead of
trying to suppress it altogether the Government had proposed to take the control of it
and to regulate it, so as to prevent children
and people who ought not to bet from being
able to do so. Some consideration should
be given to those who raced horses. They
were put to a great deal of expense, and
should be enabled to back their horses.
If a man had a horse in training that did
a good gallop, and if he could not go to
some place, such as the Victorian
Club, within a few hours after that gallop,
it would soon be known allover the place,
and the owner of the horse would have no
advantage over the public. That would be
very unfair. He was not averse to betting
for those who could afford it, for it would
be no hardship to them Or their families.
He regarded It as a mistake to prevent the
newspapers from publishing racing news
and reporting the odds. The publication
of that information gave an interest to
racing,) and encouraged the great Melbourne Cup carnival, which was the best
advertisement in the Southern hemisphere
for Australia. The breeding of race-horses
should be encouraged.
The Government
had in a very feeble manner tried to improve the breeding of horses, but they
were striking one of the strongest blows at
the industry. by their proposal to restrict
betting. Racing men would not give a good
price for horses unless they saw th'at they
could make something out of them. Horse
racing had now got beyond the stage of
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being a mere sport; it had become a huge
business, and should be treated as such.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he only
wished to say a word in answer to Mr.
Aikman, who stated that he (Mr. Rees)
had endeavoured to get into Wren's toteshop in Bourke-street. That was a fact.
He had been to nearlv all the betting clubs
in Melbourne, and he had gained a mass
of information; he had tried to get into
Wren's tote-shop, but he was not admitted.
He did that purposely to get information. He followed that course on
all questions that came before the House'
he tried to get all the information he could
from the first sources so as to satisfy himself as to how he should speak and vote.
On this question he had a desire to speak
earlier in the evening, but, like the man in
the parable at the pool of Saloam, he
found the waters were troubled, and he
failed to get there in time. In other words
he lost his chance. His, object in trying
to get .into W~en's tote-shop was merely
to get mformatIon to enable him to speak
and vote on this Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause I,
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said
he would suggest that the Cl)airman should report progress, and that
the rest of the evening should be
occupied in considering some of the smaller
measures on the notice-paper.
Honorable
n;embers were weary with the long discusSIOn that had taken place, and it was felt
by a number that it would expedite the
passage of the Bill through ,Committee to
start fresh on it to-morrow afternoon.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he had
this Bill, to a certain extent, on his brain,
and was not prepared to take up other measures.
He proposed to go through the
clauses to ascertain which honorable members desired to have postponed.
Those to
whitJh ,there. was no objection could be
agreed to.
This would clear the ground
considerabl y.
The Hon. T. C.' HARwoOD.-That will
meet the views of honorable members.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 was postponed.
Clause 3 was agreed to.
Clause 4 was postponed.
On clause 5, which provided that it
should be unlawful to p'JbHsh, print for, or
advertise an l1legal lo:tery carried on "in
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Victoria or elsewhere," or to sell, circulate,..
exhibit, or dispose of any newspaper printed,
in any part of the Commonwealth of Australia which contained any advertisement
or information of an illegal lottery,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he wished
to have the words "Oli published" inserted.
after the word." printed."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said' the
amendment would create a difficulty. Care
had .been taken in dra'W'ing up. the Bill. not
to restrict the sale of newspapers printed in
England, and to include "or published)7'
might raise the question whether those
newspapers could be disposed of here. The·
difficulty was the meaning of the word
" published."
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-I will not press
the amendment if there is a difficulty.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL said he·
desired to strike out the words "or elsewhere."
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
amendment would mean exempting Tattersall' s sweep~ from the provisions of the·
clause.
The clause was postponed, as was also·
clause 6.
Clause 7 ,vas agreed to.
Clause 8 was postponed.
Clauses 9 to I I were agreed to.
On clause I2, which was as follows :-.
In Part 4 of the Polic.e Offences Act 1890'
and in this Division the word "pJace" wherever
occurring shall mean any place whatsoever whether within a building or not whether upon land'
o~ water and whether private property or otherWIse,

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That the words "whether defined as to area.
or not" be inserted after the word "water."

He said this was to meet questions that had:
been raised in cases as to a defined area.
being a place.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD asked if
it would not be better to include the clouds
also?
It migh't be possible for people to·
go up in a balloon and bet there.
The Hon. J. 11. DAVIEs.-I think this·
·would incll1:de a captive balloon.
The amendment was agreed to, apd the
clause, as amended, was ddonted, as was:
also clause I3.
Clause 14 was verbally amended and'
. agreed to.
Clauses I5 to I8 were poslponed.
Clause 19 was agreed to.
On clause 20, which was as follows:In section fortv-nine of the Police Offences.
A.~t 18qo for tl;e words "persons resorting:thereto" there shall be substituted· the words;
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•." any persons whoms.oever in person or by mes·.senger agent post telegraph telephone or otherwise,"

Clause 39 was postponed.
Clause 40 was agreed to.
On clause 4I, which provided, inter
The Hon. W. PEARSON asked whether, in these days of progress, wireless aliaThat when any premises had been declared a
telegraphy and heliography might not be common
gaming house, an officer of police should
used for these purposes?
serve a notice on the owner, agent, mortgagee,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Tnen we can or occupier of such premises, and that the service should De personal, except when, in the
'bring in another Bill.
opinion of the officer, it could not be promptly
The clause was agreed to.
.
effected, in which case the notice might be served
Clauses 2 I to 24 were postponed.
by a copy being affixed at or near the entrance
to the house, office, room, or place,
Clause 25 was agreed to.
Clause 26 was postponed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedClause 27 was agreed to.
That after the word "place" the followClauses 28 to 3I inclusive were "Qost- ing words be inserted: " service of such
notice may be effected by posting a prepaid
'P oned .
letter addressed to the owner or occupier withOn clause 33, which was as follows:out name or further description and Eearing
No person shall employ_ or use any means to
.disguise himself in or about any house room
.office or place which is used or reputed to be
used as a commOn gaming-house,

such an address or description of the house
office room or place as in the opinion of the
Court will insure the delivery of such letter at
such house office room or place."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he wished
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD sal{} it
to point out that no penalty was providea
for the offence which this clause was in· was provided that a penalty of £200
rtended to prohibit.
He begged to movc- might be imposed on any person removing a
That the clause be amended to read as fol· notice declaring a place to be a common
lows :-" Every per:;on who employs or uses any gaming house.
means to disguise himself in or about any
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That "is for
.house room office or place which is used or
reputed to be used as a common gaming house the protection of the public.
-shall be guilty of an offence."
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said it
The amendment was agreed to, and the was a disadvantage that a person could be
punished bv a penalty ·of £200, or six
·clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 34 was postponed.
months' imprisonme~t, for pulling down a
notice. He thought a minimum penalty
On clause 35, which was as follows:Every owner and every occupier of any house might be fixed for a first offence, and the
-office room or other place who allows or per- heavy penalty could be left for a second
mits the same to be used as a commOn gaming offence.
house shall be guilty of an offence unless in
The Hon. J. :M. DAVIES said the prothe case of an owner who is not an occupier
-the Court is satisfied that such owner was in babilitv was that no place would be quarignorance of and had no reasonable grounds to antined under the Bill, qecause people
·suspect such use or had taken all reasonable
would not leave themselves in the position
steps to prevent such use,
of being quarantined, but if any places
The Hon. R. B. REES expressed the were quarantined, it was very important
.'Opinion that the clause should be made to that notices should be kept posted up, beapplv to the agent of the owner, as well as cause people going to such places 'Would
to the owner and occupier.
It was well incur penalties.
I t might be dangerous if
known that the owner often left the pro- the notices were pulled down. No magisperty in the hands of an agent, and that tr~te would inflict a heavy penalty unless it
that 2 \ent was to all intents and purposes was a bad case.
·the ow Lier of the house, so far as knowing
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD asked if
what went on there was concerned.
He
there was any reason for the variation of
'begged to movethe penalties for different offences?
A
That after the word "owner" (line I) the constable could get into a gaming house
words "and agent acting on behalf of the
under a special warrant issued by the Court.
-.owner" be inserted.
The amendment was agreed to, and the When these places were broken into unde.t
special warrant, there was a higher penalty
..clause, as amended, was passed.
for a person who was found in a place
Clause 36 was consequentially amended. which was used as a means of access to a
Clauses 37 and 38 were agreed to.
com'mon gaming house than against a
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person who was found in a common gaming-house.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIEs.-That does not
come in in connexion with either of these
clauses.
We are now on clause 4I.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
he only wished to draw attention, at this
stage, to the fact that there was a difference in the penal ties.
Clause 41, as amen'ded, was agreed to.
Clause 42 was verbally amended, and
adopted.
On clause 43, providing penalties for
convicted persons found frequenting declared gaming-houses,
The Hon. R. B. RIT,CHIE said the'
provision of this clause seemed most
drastic.
If a man had committed a felony
even ten years previously, and was found
on one of these premises, although he was
there innocently, he would be liable to imprisonment for a term not less than fourteen days, or more than twelve months.
That seemed really a bit too strong.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-These are
people who have been convicted of a felony.
Thev are dangerous people.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE said that
although the man might have been convicted, he might now be an honest man.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-I think we
had better postpone this clause.
The clause was postponed .
Clause 44 was agreed to.
On clause 45, which was as follows:If after service on an owner in pursuance of
this Act of notice of the making of a declaration with respect to a house office room or place
th:1t the same is a common gaming house and
during the time that such declaration is in forcC!
such house office room or place is used as a
commOn gaming house such owner shall, unless
he proves that he has taken all reasonable steps
to evict the occupier from the same, be guilty of
an offence,

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That after the words "common gaming house"
(line 7) the words "or as a means of access to
or escape from a gaming house" be in,>ertecl.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 46, which was as fo11owsIf after service on an occupier in pursuance
of this Act of notice of the making of a declaration with respect to a house office room or
place that the same is a commOn gaming house
and during the time that sllch declaration is in
force such house office room or place is used in
contravention of this Act, the said occupier shall,
unless he proves that he has taken reasonable
steps to prevent such use, be guilty of an
offence,

The Hon.
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J.

M. DAVIES moved--

.

That after the word "used" the words "as.
a common gaming house or" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 47 was postponed.
Clauses 48 and 49 were agreed to.
On clause 50, which was as followsEvery owner and every occupier and every
agent for an owner or occupier of any house
office room or place who permits suffers or allows,
such land or premises to be or be used as a
means of access to or escape from any house
office room premises or place wherein or where.
on playing or betting by way of wagering or
gaming is allowed or carried on contrary to law
or is commonly reputed to be allowed or carried
on contrary to law shall be guilty of an offence,

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That the words "such land or premises" be'
omitted, with the view of substituting the words.
"the same."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the following words be added to the
clause :-" unless in the case of an owner who is
not an occupier the Court is satisfied that such
owner was in ignorance of and had no reason·
able grounds to suspect such use or had taken
all reasonable steps to prevent such use."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
On clause 51, which was as follows:(1) Subject to sub-section (3) of this section any
justice upon information made before him on.
oath that there is reason to suspect or believe
and that the informant believes that any persol}
being the owner or occupier of any house office
room or place permits suffers or allows such
land or premises to be or be used as a means of
access to or exit or escape from any house office
room or place wherein or whereon playing or
betting by way of wagering or gaming is allowed
or carried on contrary to law, or is commonly
reputed and is believed by the informant to be
allowed or carried on contrary to law, may by
special warrant under his hand authorize any
constable or peace officer to whom such special
warrant is addressed and his assistants(a).To enter (whether by breaking open.
doors or otherwise) the house office
room or place which there is reason tosuspect or beiieve is or are used as a.
means of access to or exit or escape
from any house office room premises.
or place wherein or whereon playing,
or betting by way of wagering or
gaming is allowed or carried on contrary. to law or is commonly reputed
to be allowed or carried on contrary
to law as aforesaid; and
'
(b) To pass through from over and along:
such house office room or place sus·
pected to be so used as a means of
access exit or escape; and
(c) To seize all tables and instruments of
gaming and also all money and se·
curities for money found on or i110
such house office room or place sus-

